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original, Father Dahood unearths some strik-
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PREFACE 

Ten years have passed since that August afternoon of 1959 when 
my tranquil study in the library of the Biblical Institute in Jerusalem 
was interrupted by an intruder who sat himself opposite me at the 
table and began approximately thus: "For a number of years you 
have been publishing for Biblica potboilers on the Psalter, and it 
seems to me that you should now devote your energy to something 
more substantial." "What do you have in mind?" I asked. Today, a 
decade and one hundred and fifty psalms later, I thank Professor D. N. 
Freedman both for his intrusion and for his subsequent help and 
counsel. I consider myself fortunate to have had a General Editor 
whose predilection for archaic Hebrew poetry enabled him constantly 
to offer penetrating and constructive criticism. It is also a pleasure to 
express gratitude to my colleagues and students, to my relatives and 
friends, for their encouragement and, perhaps more importantly, for 
their long suffering. Finally, I am indebted to the typist, Signorina M. 
Grazia Franzese who, in addition to such foreign tongues as U garitic 
and Biblical Hebrew, had also to contend with longhand English. 

Scholars should be just toward their materials. And they have the 
further duty of being kind toward their readers. Their methods may 
be in themselves the perfection of scholarship, and yet may ask too 
much of readers. The decision whether I have been just toward my 
materials is inevitably restricted to professional scholars, but more 
than one popular reviewer has suggested that I have been less than 
kind to my readers. This may well be due to an "abandonment of 
simple common sense," as one critic complained, or to the refractory 
nature of the ancient materials. One thinks of the ability described by 
Matthew Arnold, "to divest knowledge of all that was harsh, uncouth, 
difficult, abstract, professional, exclusive; to humanize it, to make it 
efficient outside the clique of the cultivated and the learned." Perhaps 
the most practical solution to the problem of access and intelligibility 
was found by the reviewer who proposed skipping the notes and 
concentrating on the translation itself, which he described as "literal 
and preserving many features of Hebrew poetry usually lost in English 
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versions." And yet, this proposal cannot be fully endorsed. The re
viewer who evaluated the letters of the English poet Edward Thomas 
(died 1917) to Gordon Bottomley could in good conscience close his 
review with the judgment, "for the scholarly student, the Bottomley 
letters will be useful, . . . but the readers of the poems will not 
really need any of them-the poems are enough."* The biblical 
scholar would like to be able to say the same about the psalms, but 
they are nearly three thousand years old and would not be self
explanatory even in the most perfect translation. 

If Coleridge was correct in stating that "poetry gives most pleasure 
when only generally and not perfectly understood," the Psalter should 
continue to afford considerable pleasure to its readers. To be sure, the 
number of verses on which new light is shed by non-biblical texts may 
not be equaled by the number of problems uncovered. Nonetheless, 
the number of questions raised that demand further study may give the 
impression that I have started numerous hares and too soon abandoned 
the chase. One readily understands the meaning of Hermann Gunkel's 
introduction to his Die Psalmen (Gottingen, 1926): "Bin ich zu Ende, 
beginne ich" ["When I am finished, I begin"]. 

It will, however, be personally satisfying if this work, conceived in 
Jerusalem and realized in Rome, elicits a creative response within 
the religious traditions emanating from these two cities, and leads to 
the discovery and appreciation of doctrinal and spiritual treasures still 
hidden in the Psalter. 

Easter, 1969 

•The Times Literary Supplement, 16 January 1969, p. 62. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

aleph, the first letter of the Phoenician-Hebrew alphabet, whose symbol 
is ', e.g., 'iidiim, "man." 

prothetic aleph, an aleph placed before a root or a word to modify its 
form and/or meaning. 

aphel (masc. singular imperative, etc.), a causative conjugation formed 
by placing an aleph before the verb; e.g., pii'al, "he did," but 'ap'el, "he 
caused to do." 

primae aleph nouns, nouns whose first consonant is aleph. 
athnach, a symbol used by the Masoretes to indicate the principal pause 

in a verse. 
asseverative or kaph veritatis, the particle kl when it emphasizes the 

following word; e.g., kl rob, "truly good." 
beth comparativum, the preposition b• when employed to express com

parison; e.g., Ps Ii 9, b•'iizob, "than gushing water." 
beth essentiae, the preposition b• when used to state identity of subject 

and predicate; e.g., Ps xcix 6, "Moses and Aaron were his priests" 
(b•kohaniiyw). 

bilabials, consonants such as b and m that are pronounced by pressing 
the two lips together. 

by-form, an alternate form or spelling of a word. 
chiasm or chiasmus, chiastic, the arrangement of words in an "x" 

pattern. 
construct, the shortened form that a noun assumes before another noun 

or verb in the genitive case. E.g. Absolute diibiir, "word," but in con
struct d•bar yhwh, "word of Yahweh." 

copulative conjunctions, conjunctions which connect words rather than, 
say, contrast them. 

dativus commodi, the dative of advantage. 
dislegomenon, a word or form that occurs only twice. 
hapax legomenon, a word or form occurring only once. 
haplography, the accidental omission by a scribe of a letter or a word. 
hendiadys, literally "one through two," hendiadys is a rhetorical figure 

using two words to express one idea. 
hiphil elative, a causative verb form that is employed to heighten the 

root idea, e.g., Ps Ii 9, 'albln, "I'll be much whiter." 
hiphil energic, a causative verb form ending in -anniih. 
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hithpoel participle, a participle of reflexive conjugation. 
ketiv, literally "what is written," ketiv is a term of the Masoretes which 

indicates that what is written in the received text is at variance with 
their vocalization; see qere. 

lamedh, the twelfth letter of the Phoenician-Hebrew alphabet, our "!." 
merism or merismus, a rhetorical figure in which totality is expressed by 

mentioning the two extremes of a class; e.g., Ps viii 8, "small and large 
cattle," or xxxvi 8, "gods and men," namely, all creatures dependent upon 
Yahweh. 

nota accusativi, the particle 'et, which introduces the accusative object. 
partitive construction, the use of the prepositions min or b• to express 

the notion of part; e.g., Prov ix 5, "Eat some of my bread" (b•/a~mI). 

piel, the third Hebrew conjugation which often intensifies the root idea 
of the verb, but which can also express other nuances; see piel privative. 

piel participle, the participle of the intensive conjugation. 
pie/ privative, the third conjugation of the verb when used to negate 

the root idea. 
postpositive verb, a verb placed at the end of its clause under the in

fluence of an emphatic particle such as ki, "indeed." 
precative perfect, a verb form, often balanced by an imperative, that 

states an ardent wish or prayer. 
preterit verb, a verb expressing past action. 
pual, the passive of the pie! or intensive conjugation. 
pual participle, the participle of the passive of the intensive verb form. 
qal, the light form, that is the simplest form, of the verb; e.g., riidap, 

"to pursue," whereas the intensive or pie! form riddep means "to pursue 
closely." 

qal imperfect, the prefixed verb form of the simple (as opposed to 
the intensive or causative) conjugation. 

energic qal imperative, the imperative of the simple conjugation, fol
lowed by the ending -anniih which serves to intensify the imperative idea. 

qere, a term employed by the Masoretes to indicate that their pointing 
or vocalization is at variance with the consonants of the received text. 

qt/ verb, the suffixed form of the verb, to be distinguished from the yqtl 
or prefixed verb form. 

scriptio defectiva, literally "defective or incomplete spelling," this manner 
of writing does not indicate long vowels by the use of vowel letters such 
as -h, w or y; see scriptio plena. 

scriptio plena, literally "full or complete spelling," this manner of 
writing employs vowel letters such as -h, w, and y to indicate long vowels. 

shaphel causatives, semantically equal to the hiphil conjugation, the 
shaphel causatives prefix sh- to the root to form a causative verb; e.g., 
pii'al, "he did," but shaph'el, "he caused to do." 

stichometric, referring to the division of stichs or cola in a verse. 
terminus technicus, literally "a technical expression," often employed 
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in the original language because it has no perfect equivalent in other 
languages. 

waw emphaticum or emphatic waw, the particle w• or wa used, not as a 
connecting conjunction, but rather as an emphasizing word. 

waw explicativum, a technical expression which means that the particle 
w• or wa explains the preceding word; in English it would usually be 
rendered by the relative pronoun "who" or "which." 

yod, the tenth letter of the Phoenician-Hebrew alphabet, whose symbol 
is y. 

primae yod, a root whose first letter is yod. 
yqtl verb, the prefixed form of the verb, to be distinguished from the 

qtl or suffixed verb form. 

LIST OF ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN TEXTS 

Abiram, a three-line Phoenician inscription of the eleventh century B.c. 
It was inscribed on the rim of a sarcophagus discovered in 1923 at Byblos 
in the Lebanon. 

El Amarna Correspondence, a corpus of Akkadian letters discovered in 
1887 in central Egypt. They were written around 1350 B.c. by kings and 
princes in Syria-Palestine to the Egyptian Pharaoh, and are of special 
significance for the biblical scholar because of the numerous Canaanite 
expressions (Canaanisms) interspersed throughout the letters. 

Arslan Tash Incantation, an eightll-seventh century B.C. Phoenician 
inscription found in Syria. 

Eshmunazor, a Phoenician inscription of the sixth century B.c., dis
covered in 1855 near Sidon in the Lebanon. Next to the great Karatepe 
inscription, it is the longest Phoenician text discovered to date. 

Hadad Inscription, an Aramaic inscription of the eighth century B.C. 

discovered at Zincirli (or Zen jirli) in southeastern Turkey. Though commonly 
described as Aramaic, the language of the inscription contains many simi
larities to Phoenician. 

Karatepe Inscriptions, discovered in 1946 in southeastern Turkey, are 
bilingual inscriptions written in Phoenician and hieroglyphic Hittite. Run
ning to more than sixty long lines, the Phoenician text is the longest yet 
discovered in this language. It describes the achievements of a certain 
King Azitawaddu, who ruled in the second half of the eighth century B.C. 

The Keret Legend, one of the important Ugaritic texts preserved in three 
broken tablets. It tells of a Syrian king who has lost his family and is 
heartbroken. 
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Kilamuwa, a Phoenician inscription of the ninth century B.C., dis
covered in 1902 at Zincirli. 

Mari texts, a corpus of more than twenty thousand tablets discovered in 
1935 in northern Mesopotamia. Written in the Amorite dialect of Akkadian, 
these tablets date to the period 1700 B.c., the era of Hammurapi. 

Mesha Inscription, found in 1868 at Diban in Transjordan; also called 
the Moabite Stone. It was set up by King Mesha of Moab in the ninth 
century B.C., and contains the longest text in the Moabite dialect discovered 
till now. 

The Sayings of AIJjqar, a composition of the Wisdom genre preserved on 
eleven sheets of papyrus of the late fifth century B.c. Discovered in 
Elephantine in Upper Egypt in 1906-7, this composition in Aramaic 
contains both the story of the man Al;iiqar as well as his sayings. 

Se/Ire Inscriptions, long Aramaic inscriptions of the eighth century B.c., 
discovered in 1932 near Aleppo, Syria. 



INTRODUCTION 

The lively critical reaction to Psalms I, 1-50 and Psalms II, 51-100 
(AB, vols. 16 and 17) belies the apologetic dictum of Saint Jerome 
that of all the gifts or graces bestowed by Heaven, that of the translator 
ranks lowest in the scale of importance. Modern scholars know better; 
they realize that the soundness of biblical theology and anthropology 
depends upon the soundness of the translation on which these dis
ciplines are based. Try as we will, we cannot escape words, in them
selves, or the subtle grammatical structures that build up sentences 
and paragraphs. "In theology," writes Stephen Neill,1 "no one renders 
us more valuable service than the scholar who helps us understand the 
words better, who guides us through the subtleties of idiom, who heads 
us off from the blind alleys of false etymology or false interpretation 
of usage." Thus scholars are obliged to cast a critical eye upon a new 
translation of Psalms which upends current assumptions and urges a 
basic reorientation. 

This volume trusts to have profited from the comments of critical 
reviewers; their questions have helped shape the following para
graphs. The Prophet announced that if two texts of the Koran ap
peared inconsistent, the later one was to be taken as authoritative. 
And I should wish the reader to apply the same principle when 
judging these volumes that were ten years a-horning. Some revisions 
presented below are necessitated by the author's faulty judgment in 
the past, and some arise from his failure to have adhered consistently 
to the enunciated canons of Northwest Semitic_ grammar. 

TRANSLATING THE PSALMS 

A statement of principles governing this version should logically have 
been presented in the Introduction to Psalms I; indeed, such was the 
original plan. Actual translation was preceded by the study of various 

1 The Interpretation of the New Testament, 1861-1961: The Firth Lectures, 
1962 (London, 1964), p. 335. 
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theories of translation, but it was not possible to apply any of these 
theories consistently. In fact, as the work progressed it became evident 
that the theoreticians, whatever experience they may have had trans
lating other languages, had never tested their theories against Hebrew 
poetry. Thus it gradually became necessary to modify, if not to jettison 
completely, the received rules and techniques, and to work out in the 
psalms themselves some guiding principles of translation. Hence an 
explanation of the principles of translation had to be deferred. 

Three centuries ago Dryden distinguished between paraphrase or 
"translation with latitude," and metaphrase or "turning an author 
word by word, and line by line, from one language into another." 
Current scholarship prefers to use the terms "formal" and "dynamic 
equivalence." Formal equivalence focuses attention on the message 
itseli in both form and content. It seeks to reproduce the original 
source as faithfully as possible in terms of its formal elements, namely, 
grammatical constructions, consistency in word usage, difference of 
words in the target language when the original uses different words, 
etc. Thus formal equivalence would keep, say, John xii 26 in the 
active voice, timesei auton ho pater, "The Father will honor him," 
and not transmute it into passive "He will be honored by the Father," 
as read by The New English Bible (Oxford-Cambridge, 1961). Or 
again, formal equivalence would discountenance the transformation of 
the active voice in the first colon of Ps cxviii 22, 'eben mifasu 
habbonim hay•tah l•ro's pinnlih, "The stone the builders rejected 
became the head of the corner," into the passive voice of The Jerusalem 
Bible [abbr. JB], "It was the stone rejected by the builders that 
proved to be the keystone." 

In contrast, dynamic equivalence seeks to produce identity of thought 
without any attempt to retain the forms of the original. Its chief con
cern is to create in the contemporary reader a response as close as 
possible to that of the original reader. The trend over the past fifty 
years has been toward dynamic translations aiming at a complete 
naturalness of style, expressed in language that fits the cultural pat
tern of readers today. Recent exponents of dynamic equivalence in
clude The New English Bible (New Testament) and JB (complete 
Bible). 

Though the translation presented here differs sharply from tradi
tional versions, it adheres, paradoxically, to the method of formal 
equivalence. In Dryden's terminology it might be called a metaphrase. 
Yet the differences result less from the theory of translation adopted 
than from different conceptions of Hebrew grammar and style. Since 
the grammar of Hebrew poetry is being rewritten in the light of 
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emerging Northwest Semitic grammar,2 it was deemed wise to pro
pose a formally equivalent version, one that would permit the reader 
who understands some Hebrew to follow word by word this new 
translation which so frequently, and often radically, diverges from the 
well-known versions. For example, the Hebrew of Ps xxxii 5b reads, 
'limarfi 'odeh 'a[ey p•sa'ay layhwh, rendered by The Revised Standard 
Version [abbr. RSV], "I said, 'I will confess my transgressions to 
the Lord,'" and by JB, "I said, 'I will go to Yahweh and confess my 
fault.' " Both make good sense, but are they fully faithful to the 
original? RSV, which normally follows the principles of formal equiv
alence, glosses over the serious difficulty posed by the Masoretic Text 
[abbr. MT] 'a[ey, "upon," which is not reflected in RSV. Alive to the 
syntactic problem created by 'a[ey, "upon," JB seeks to reproduce it, 
but at a price; it is obliged to bring in the verb "I will go," not found 
in the Hebrew, and then translates 'a[ey, "to." The textual critic, 
however, who employs the new grammar constructed from the data 
of Ugaritic and Phoenician texts as well as from the Hebrew Bible, 
asks whether the consonants 'ly underlying MT 'aley, "upon," may 
not submit to another analysis. Cognizant that Canaanite poetry avoids 
otiose prepositions, he suspects the prepositional nature of 'ly. At the 
same time he turns to Ugaritic Textbook [abbr. UT], 126:rn:5-6, 
lar~ mfr b'l wlsd mfr 'ly, "For the earth was the rain of Baal, and for 
the field the rain of the Most High,'' where the parallelism between 
b'l, "Baal," and 'ly, "the Most High,'' opens up the possibility that 
non-malleable 'a[ey, "upon,'' might in reality be the divine appellative 
'elly, "the Most High." The Hebrew text would read: 

'iimarti 'odeh 'eny 
p•sa'ay layhwh 

I said, "I shall confess, 0 Most High, 
my transgressions, 0 Yahweh!" 

Once 'ly, "O Most High," is identified, the vocative function of la in 
layhwh, "O Yahweh!" comes to light. At the same time an interlocking 
verse emerges, revealing the composite divine name or binomial Most 
High Yahweh, here separated over the parallel cola. Thus the syntactic 

• 
2 See the Appendix: THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER; T. F. McDaniel, "Philolog-

1c~.l Studies in Lamentations," Biblica 49 (1968), 27-53, 199-220; H. J. van 
D1Jk, EPT; Anton Blommerde, Northwest Semitic Grammar and lob (Rome, 
1969); N. I. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in 
the Old Testament .(cited hereafter as Primitive Conceptions) (Rome, 1969); 
W. A. van der Weiden, Le Livre des Proverbes: Notes philo/ogiques (Rome 
1970). • 
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problem posed by MT •atey, "upon," appears solved, and the poetic 
flavor of the line is notably improved. 

This version attempts to reflect in English the differences between 
the synonyms employed in Hebrew. Thus cxlvii 12, fobb•/fi, "Laud!" 
is balanced by ha/ell, "Praise!" but RSV renders both by "Praise!" 
leading the unsuspecting reader to believe that the psalmist repeated 
the same imperative twice. Ps cxxxix 2 reads re'l, "my thought(s)," 
whose counterweight at the end of the psalm (vs. 23) is the rare noun 
far'appay, "my cares," or "my anxious thoughts." The Jewish Publi
cation Society [abbr. JPS] version ( 1917) renders re'l as "my 
thought" and sar'appay as "my thoughts," creating the impression 
that the only difference between the two is number. 

In some cases, however, the problems grow more complex. Hebrew 
possesses some two dozen words for the notion of sin; in English 
there are currently about a dozen. This means that the translator 
must reduce this wealth of Hebrew synonyms to half their number 
in English, forcing some of the former to give up their distinctive 
character. Hebrew is almost equally rich in words for "strong" and 
"strength"; if the translator tries to work out a one-to-one formula, he 
is obliged to mobilize words that were discharged from English cen
turies ago. 

Nonetheless, the principle retains its validity in the formally equiva
lent approach to biblical translation. Thus its application to Ps lxvi 2, 
slmil, parallel to zamm•ru, "Sing!" (Hebrew has many synonyms to 
express this action), produced, in yiew of its etymology, "Indite!" as 
the nearest English equivalent of slmil (Psalms Jl, Norn ad Joe.). 
One can sympathize with the complaint of a reader who wrote to ask 
that this choice be reconsidered. Not many words of this kind, he ob
served, would be needed to spoil an otherwise good translation. His 
assumption was held by most English classical translators until a very 
short time ago. Their central and unquestioned tenet was that the 
convenience of readers came first, an honest adherence to the original 
a very poor second. In this version, which attempts to be as faithful 
(but not servile) to the original as English idiom permits, an un
common word in Hebrew will normally be reproduced by an uncom
mon word in English. Hence the rare imperative slmil is rendered 
"Indite!" One reviewer has questioned the wisdom of rendering Ps Ii 
9, t•f:za!f"'enl, "Unsin me," because "translations are not the place to 
coin new words like 'unsin.' " Yet if one accepts its parsing as a piel 
privative jussive verb, one will accept "Unsin me" as an excellent 
equivalent of the Hebrew form. What is more, "unsin" has existed in 
English since the middle of the seventeenth century. On grounds of un-
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familiarity, an objection has been raised against magan, "suzerain," 
but better-known cognates such as "king" and "ruler" have already 
been impressed to translate melek and mosel, and do not really 
answer to miigiin, a special type of overlord whose character has 
been delineated by the publication and study of suzerainty treaties in 
recent decades. P. Reymond,3 the editor of the French Ecumenical 
Bible, must therefore be commended for his decision to find separate 
synonyms for f:zen, "grace, charm," f:zesed, "kindness," rar,,amzm, "com-· 
passion," and 'ahiibiih, "love," all of which appear as "amour" in some 
French versions. 

Where possible, the grammatical construction of the Hebrew has been 
carried over into English. For example, JB translates Ps cxlvii 20, 
18' 'iisiih ken l•kol gay ilmispiifim bal yodi'ilm (MT y•da'ilm), "He 
never does this for other nations, he never reveals his rulings to them," 
but Psalms Ill proposes "He has not dealt thus with any nation, / and 
has never taught them his ordinances." In the second colon the double 
accusative construction of the Hebrew is preserved, but JB chose a 
verb ("reveals") which does not govern two direct objects. 

Poetry, again according to Coleridge, has its own logic with a reason 
assignable for the position of every word. Chiasmus, or diagonal word 
order, was surely one of the psalmists' preferred devices. This trans
lation attempts to transmit this word order to the English reader. Thus 
the chiastic order of Ps evil 32, wlrom•muhil biqhal 'iim ub•mofob 
z•qenlm y•hal•luhil is retained in "Let them extol him in the popular 
assembly, / and in the session of elders praise him." Contrast The King 
James Version [abbr. KJ], "Let them exalt him also in the congrega
tion of the people, and praise him in the assembly of the elders." 
Similarly in Ps cix 30, 'odeh yhwh mii'ed (MT m•'od) b•pz ub•tok 
rabblm 'ahal•lennil, "I will thank Yahweh the Grand with my mouth, / 
amid the aged will I praise him." In KJ the chiasmus is disregarded, 
"I will greatly praise the Lord with my mouth; yea, I will praise him 
among the multitude." A palpable difference can be felt when the 
translation mirrors the chiasmus of Ps xci 13, 'al fof:zal wiipeten tidrok 
tirmos k 0p1r w•tannln, "On lion and adder you will tread / and trample 
young lion and serpent." Compare KJ, "Thou shalt tread upon the lion 
and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under 
feet." 

a 1n HWFB, p. 238. 
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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN UGARITIC AND HEBREW 

In his review of Psalms I, F. I. Andersen4 remarked that many 
Old Testament scholars may not be prepared to accept the general 
presuppositions underlying many of these results. These volumes assume 
that Israelite poetry continues the poetic tradition of the Canaanites, 
borrowing Canaanite poetic techniques, parallelism, vocabulary, imagery 
etc. The psalms are translated with an eye more to the meaning given 
the words in an earlier period than to the sense attributed them by 
post-Exilic Jewish culture or by Christian interpretation. In this ap
proach the ancient versions play a very minor role. Andersen cor
rectly sensed the mood of some scholars, to judge from Samuel 
Terrien's5 review of Psalms II. I quote Professor Terrien at some 
length because his opinion is shared by a number of Old Testament 
scholars: "To study the first-millenium Hebrew Psalms in the light of 
the second-millenium Ugaritic texts is a little as if a Patagonian trans
lator in A.O. 2968 attempted to elucidate Shakespearean vocabulary 
and syntax in the light of the Beowulf epic, or Ezra Pound's con
volutions with the help of the Piers Plowman. The comparison is unfair, 
of course, but it may suggest both the possibilities and the dangers 
involved in such a procedure. . . . Biblical Hebrew must be checked 
first with the help of rabbinical and mediaeval Hebraists (who were 
not as ignorant or misinformed as Dahood's general disregard of them 
implies), and then with all cognate forms and usages that are available 
in other Semitic languages, including especially Ugaritic, but not 
Ugaritic exclusively." 

Two recent developments in ancient Near Eastern studies can, how
ever, provide a better vantage point from which to view the supposed 
chronological gap between U garitic and Hebrew poetry that disquiets 
Professor Terrien. The facts are that the Ugaritic tablets date from 
circa 1375-1195 B.c., the earliest biblical poems belong to the period 
1250-1100 B.c., and the vast majority of psalms may be ascribed to 
the period 1000-539 B.C. So the time differential between Ugaritic and 
Hebrew poetry should not be exaggerated. 

During the past decade a number of articles and monographs have 
examined the rapports between the elements of prophetism found in 
the Mari texts of the eighteenth century B.C. and the prophetic move
ment in the Bible. The earliest references to biblical prophetism con-

4 Anglican Theological Review 49 (1967), 98. 
fi Union Seminary Quarterly Review 33 (Summer 1968), 391. 
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cem Saul and Samuel (eleventh century B.c.), and the earliest 
prophetic book in the Bible is that of Amos (ca. 750 B.c.). Though 
there is an interval of seven hundred fifty to a thousand years, and 
though the Mari texts are written in a language different from Hebrew, 
Orientalists seem not to be disturbed by the chronological chasm, 
and no protests have yet been voiced against this procedure. In fact, 
the validity of these comparative studies is sustained by the growing 
recognition that prophetism was introduced from the west, that is, · 
Syria-Canaan, into central Mesopotamia by the Amorites. For this 
institution in Mesopotamian culture there is no evidence before the 
Mari period. This basic insight into the origins of Mari prophetism 
accords with the proposition of the Assyriologist W. G. Lambert6 that 
the recovery of the Ugaritic texts has shown that the allusions to 
Yahweh's battle with Leviathan and the tann'ln are derived from 
Canaanite Baal myths,7 which betray no signs of dependence on 
Mesopotamian sources. Accordingly, Lambert concludes, one of the 
main supports for assuming the dependence of Genesis has gone, and 
the whole question needs reconsideration. Yet not all Old Testament 
scholars have faced these facts. 8 

Another leading Assyriologist, A. Leo Oppenheim, the editor of The 
Assyrian Dictionary [abbr. CAD], writes in a similar vein9 : "What
ever the native and alien components on the shore of the Mediterra
nean may have been, they exercised considerable influence toward the 
south, in Palestine, a region that was apparently only slightly touched 
by the radiations of Mesopotamian civilization. . . . While Mesopo
tamian influence on the Old Testament is either secondary (via Ugarit 
or other, still unknown, intermediaries) or accidental, the Old Testa
ment itself serves as a vehicle for the transmission to the West of a 
number of literary concepts and cultural traits of Mesopotamian ex
traction." Oppenheim's distinction between "Ugarit or other, still 
unknown, intermediaries" is a valid one and may serve to handle the 
difficulty of the reviewer10 of Psalms I, who writes, "To see him at 
work one would almost suppose that the psalms arose in the suburbs 
of fourteenth-century Ras Shamra." As Oppenheim has rightly ob
served, Ras Shamra happens to be the single Canaanite city which as 
yet has yielded up to archaeologists a substantial part of its literary 
treasures. If excavations were carried out on the Late Bronze ( 1500-

6 See JTS 16 (1965), 290. 
7 Cf. M. H. Pope, Job (AB, vol. 15), NOTES on Job vii 12. 
8 See below the NOTES on Ps cxxxv 6. 
9 Ancient Mesopotamia: Portrait of a Dead Civilization (Chicago 1964) pp 

72-73. ' ' . 
10 John Stek in Calvin Theological Journal 2 (1967), 251. 
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1200 B.C.) or Early Iron (1200-1000 B.c.) levels of other prominent 
Canaanite coastal cities such as Byblos, Sidon, or Tyre, the probability 
is very great that the literary texts unearthed would be similar in 
language and content to the Ugaritic tablets. A careful examination of 
their contents reveals that the Ugaritic mythological texts were not 
composed in Ugarit (or its suburbs). Their more southern provenance is 
evidenced by references to the Lebanon, the Anti-Lebanon, Apheq, 
just north of Beirut, Tyre, Sidon, and Semachonitis (=Lake of Huleh 
in northern Galilee). Few would contest the conclusion of F. M. Th. 
De Liagre Bohl11 regarding the Canaanite psalms that are frag
mentarily quoted in the El Amarna Correspondence. De Liagre Bohl 
argues that when the scribes of Phoenicia quoted hymns and psalms 
in the El Amarna Letters, they were actually quoting native composi
tions. Why, he asks, should we deny to the southern Phoenicians a 
literary genre that precisely in this period reached the apex of its 
evolution among their northern neighbors of Ugarit? 

The second recent development in Near Eastern studies that may 
help scholars assess the bearing of Ugaritic on biblical poetry con
cerns the lexical rapport between Ugaritic and Late Hebrew (i.e., post
Biblical and Mishnaic Hebrew).12 The Ras Shamra tablets, especially 
those published during the past decade, contain a number of words 
with no biblical counterpart which do occur in Late Hebrew. Here the 
chronological chasm is about twelve to fifteen centuries. The following 
are some of the Ugaritic words not found in the Bible but which appear 
in Late Hebrew: bns bnny, "middleman"; gbtt, "humps (of animals)"; 
J:zd.r, "lettuce"; btr, "to sift"; ym pr', "the first day"; kmt, "thus"; 
mlg, "dowry"; spu, "to feed, eat"; pqr yl;zd, "overseer of the commu
nity"; sl;zlt, "a certain vegetable"; ssrt, "chain (of gold)." Of particular 
interest is the short article entitled "Jerusalem-A City of Gold," 
published in 1967 by S. M. Paul18 of the Jewish Theological Seminary 
in New York. In the Akkadian texts from Ras Shamra (published 
in 1955 by Jean Nougayrol) occurs the expression alu bur~u, "a city 
of gold," weighing 215 shekels. It is found in an inventory of the 
trousseau of Queen Abatmilku of Ugarit. Nougayrol could translate 
the phrase but was at a loss to explain it, since it is not encountered 
elsewhere in the vast Akkadian literature preserved. Professor Paul, 
however, related the unique phrase to Rabbinic Hebrew 'Ir sel zahab, 
"a city of gold," the name of a piece of jewelry worn by women. 

11 Consult Opera Minora (Groningen, 1953), pp. 376, 517. 
12 Cf. B. A. Levine, Ancient Survivals in Mishnaic Hebrew (Brandeis Uni

versity Dissertation; University Microfilms, 1964); UT, Glossary, passim. 
lSfo IEJ 17 (1967), 259-63. 
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Despite the fifteen hundred years separating the two texts, the identifica
tion appears convincing. 

We may close this discussion with a further example of lexical 
stability in the Canaanite milieu. In a Phoenician inscription from 
Kition in Cyprus occurs the sentence mzb/:I 'z w'rwm 'snm 's ytn bd' 
khn rsp J:i:j, "this altar and two 'rwm which BD', priest of Resheph 
J:i~, presented." Two of the terms are uncertain, namely, 'rwm and 
J:i~. The meaning of the divine title dp J:i~ was clarified by the 1956 
publication of a Ugaritic text with the expression b'l /:I?. rsp, "Resheph 
the Archer"; hence Phoenician rsp J:i:i probably means literally "Resheph 
of the Arrow." The sense of the other doubtful Phoenician word 
'rwm has recently been settled by the publication of the Ugaritic text, 
pn arw d s'ly nrn l dp gn, "the lion's face which NRN erected to 
Resheph of the Garden." The Ugaritic association of arw, "lion," 
with Resheph urges that the two 'rwm offered by the Cypriote priest 
of Resheph were also lions. That a fourth-century B.C. Phoenician 
inscription had to await the publication of fourteenth-century B.C. 

Ugaritic texts for clarification betokens a remarkable continuity of 
Canaanite religious terminology and practice which biblical scholars 
should not overlook when appraising Ugaritic-Hebrew relationships. 

POETIC TECHNIQUES 

From the attempt to translate the biblical psalms in view of their 
Northwest Semitic ambience rather than according to their interpre
tation by later tradition and the versions one must conclude that the 
Psalter contains extremely difficult poetry. In the summer of 1948, while 
I was a student at the University of Chicago, the late Professor Benno 
Landsberger asked me what was in my view the most difficult Semitic 
language. After some hesitation I replied, "Arabic," and gave my rea
sons. Landsberger disagreed; to my surprise, he said that he found bibli
cal poetry, especially the Prophets, the most difficult. The lack of case 
endings that would serve to show the relationship between words, the 
compact construct chains that could express innumerable rapports be
tween the construct and the genitive, the poetic vocabulary, and the 
highly elliptical character imposed by metrical considerations conspired 
to make biblical poetry the greatest challenge to Landsberger. At the 
time I was in no position to appreciate fully what he had in mind; 
today, I fully agree with him. 

The poetry of the Psalter can be highly sophisticated, subtle, full 
of nuances. Often its conciseness results in ambiguity, and in some 
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cases the ambiguity seems willed. All know that its dommant struc
tural feature is parallelism, but the innumerable devices employed by 
the psalmists to ensure that the second colon would elaborate, not 
merely repeat, the thought of the first are still being discovered. The 
poets' consistency of metaphor and subtlety of wordplay bespeak a liter
ary skill surprising in a people recently arrived from the desert and 
supposedly possessing only a rudimentary culture. The following five 
texts illustrate some of the psalmists' techniques. 

In revised form (contrast Psalms I, ad loc.), Ps xlvi 2 reads: 

'e/ohlm liinii mal;iseh (MT maJ:iaseh) wti'oz 
'ezrtih b•ifiirot nim~a· mii'ed (MT m•'od) 

(4 beats + 9 syllables) 
(4 beats + 9 syllables) 

God for us is refuge and stronghold, 
liberator from sieges have we found the Grand. 

When MT maf:iaseh, "refuge," is repainted to the more frequent form 
maf:iseh, the syllable count evens at 9:9, and if mii'ed, "the Grand," 
is read for MT m•'od, "much," there emerges an inclusion formed by 
the composite divine name '•/ohlm mii'ed, "God the Grand." The 
verse thus opens with "God" and closes with "Grand"; cf. Pss xxi 2, 
lviii 7, lxxvii 14. The word order is recognized as chiastic, following 
an A+B+c//c+:B+A. pattern (as in Ps vii 17), and the consistency 
of metaphor comes to light when the expression 'ezriih be!fiirot is ana
lyzed in the light of UT, 3 Aqht:rev.:14, wy'grk byd btlt ['nt], "Or will 
he liberate you from the hand of the Virgin Anath?" The abstract 
Hebrew noun 'ezriih, "liberation," takes on a concrete meaning by 
reason of its parallelism with concrete "refuge and stronghold," while 
generic !fiirot, "straits," becomes more specific "sieges" within the 
context of the military metaphor. Compare Prov iii 10 with its chiastic 
A+B+c//c+:B+A. sequence, its balancing abstract siibii', "satiety 
(=grain)," with concrete tlros, "wine," and its 10: 10 syllable count. 

Chiasmus, consistency of metaphor, and a composite divine name 
functioning as a double-duty modifier characterize Ps cix 14: 

yizziiker •awon 'aborayw 
'el (MT 'el) yhwh 
w•l;ia{!a't 'immo 'al timmii}:i 

( 3 beats + 8 syllables) 
(2 beats + 3 syllables) 
(3 beats + 8 syllables) 

Recorded be the iniquity of his father 
by El Yahweh 

And his mother's sin not be erased. 

As will be noted in the body of the volume, the metaphorically 
ambivalent verb yizziiker is rendered "Recorded be" by reason of its 
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chiastic balance with 'al timma/;I, "not be erased," which describes 
the action of a bookkeeper. The formally plural noun 'abOtO.yw, 
"his father," parallel to singular 'immo, "his mother," must accordingly 
be parsed as a plural of majesty with a singular meaning, a usage which 
this same noun exhibits in Phoenician. 

Though Ugaritic serves to clarify numerous constructions, it also 
adds to the translator's problems. Thus the simply written consonant 
l may represent four different particles with different meanings. Three 
of these particles are illustrated by the translation and analysis pro
posed for Ps xxxi 3 : 

h•yeh Ii l•#ir mii'oz 
l•bet m"~udot l"h6si'eni 

Be mine, 0 Mountain of Refuge! 
0 Fortified Citadel, save me! 

Thus li contains prepositional l, "mine"; z·~ur, "O Mountain," and 
Z•bet m•~udot, "O Fortified Citadel," illustrate vocative l, while 
z•hosi'eni, "save me!" parses well when z· is explained as emphatic 
lamedh. 

The difficulty created by the elliptical nature of Hebrew poetry can 
be shown by Ps lxxxi 6b where four ordinary well-known words do not 
readily yield up their meaning: 

s•pat 10' yiida'tl 'esmii' 

I heard the speech of one unknown to me. 

Contrast RSV, "I heard a voice I had not known," JB, "I can hear a 
voice I no longer recognise," and LXX, "He caused him to hear a 
tongue which he knew not." These divergencies stem in large part from 
the poet's apparent omission of the relative pronoun after construct 
s•pat, "the speech of," and from his use of the yqtl form 'dmii', 
"I heard," to express an event of the past. 

The concision permitted by the dative-suffix construction may ac
count for the mispointing and consequent misunderstanding of Ps cii 
17: 

kl baniih yhwh #yyon 
nir'iihii (MT nir'iih) bik•bodo 

When Yahweh builds Zion anew, 
appears to her in his glory. 

Proposals to insert in the second colon a prepositional phrase such as 
b"qirbiih, "in her midst," or 'iilehii, "over her," may prove super-
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fiuous with the recognition of the datival suffix of consonantal nr'h; 
the resultant 7: 7 syllable count sustains the syntactic analysis. 

From these random examples the textual method pursued in these 
volumes becomes evident. First and foremost is respect for the con
sonantal text. No more than eight consonantal changes are encountered 
in the NOTES to the one hundred and fifty psalms. But at once 
to maintain consonantal integrity and to elicit sense from the text, one 
must often cut free from the Masoretic vowels, most of which were 
inserted more than a millennium after the completion of the Psalter.14 

The notion that consonantal freedom exists inside the text is rather novel 
and difficult for many scholars, who would prefer the same consonants 
to mean the same thing everywhere. They are unwilling to concede 
that Hebrew, like all other languages and perhaps more than most, 
teems with ambiguities, due partly to the nature of the language and 
partly to the several methods of transcription employed during the 
long formation of the Hebrew text. Though the Masoretic points should 
not be dismissed out of hand, one must, for example, be duly 
suspicious of the innumerable instances of prepositons such as 'el, 
"to," 'al and '•le, "upon." As prepositions they often contribute little 
or nothing to the sense, being thus at odds with a fundamental quality 
of biblical (and Canaanite) poetry: concise intensity. When, however, 
these purported prepositions are revocalized, they are freighted with 
meaning; cf. the list of composite divine names given below, many 
of which have been recovered from purported prepositions. In many 
of these divine binomials one of the two components was camouflaged 
as a Masoretic preposition, such as 'el, "to," which in reality should 
often be read 'el, "El." When adverbial m•'od, "much," is revoweled 
mii.'ed (Ugar. mid, "great, grand"), "the Grand One," the sense of 
numerous passages is sharply improved; cf., for example, Pss xxi 2, 
xlvi 2, xcii 6, xcvii 9, cix 30. Such reinterpretations can be con
trolled, not by improved sense alone, but by the other text-critical 
principles sketched in Psalms II, pp. xvrr-xxn. 

If progress in Northwest Semitic grammar and prosody entails some 
devaluation of the Masoretic vocalization, it considerably weakens the 
authority of the ancient versions, at least in the poetic books of the 

14 Thus E. Ullendorff, Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African S1udies 
32 (1969), 147, rightly criticizes James Barr, Comparative Philology and the 
Text of the Old Testament (Oxford, 1968), p. 221, who accords the Masoretic 
vocalization a status comparable to the consonantal or written text. Ullendorff ob
serves that "not even the most complete chain of transmission and the most scru
pulous attention to detail could have prevented very material alterations in the 
pronunciation of the text over a period of 1000-1500 years." 
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Bible.ls Ugaritic, for instance, illustrates various senses of the prep
osition l, "to," "from," which are not normally appreciated by the 
versions of antiquity, and numerous cases of vocative and emphatic 
lamedh, "surely," go unrecognized. Emphatic kl finds no response in 
the versions; their grasp of the functions of the yqtl verb form is 
unsteady. The significance of the precative and energic modes was 
generally lost on them, and dative suffixes proved a constant source 
of embarrassment. (For a further catalogue, the interested reader can 
examine the phenomena classified under THE GRAMMAR OF THE 

PsAL TER and compare the proposed translation with the versional 
understanding of the respective texts.16 ) 

With the appropriate changes, one may criticize the scribes of 
Qumran, whose understanding of poetic grammar seems comparable 
to that of the LXX. Psalms III frequently cites llQPsa (published in 
1965), but very rarely adopts its variant readings. Generally speaking, 
11 QPsa is distinctly inferior to the Hebrew consonantal text trans
mitted by MT. Thus at Ps cxlvii 20 the monks of Qumran changed 
consonantal yd'wm, "taught them," to hwdy'm, with the same meaning, 
evidently unaware that the yqtl verb could also express the past time 
of the qtl form hwdy'm. The suspicion that Qumran did not under
stand the past function of the yqtl form is borne out at Isa liii 7, 
w•lo' yiptal;i plil, "And he did not open his mouth." This statement, 
which clearly describes a past event, is repeated twice, but the second 
time the St. Mark's Isaiah scroll 1 Qisa reads ptl;i for MT yiptal;i. 
In Ps cxxxix 23 Qumran's two-syllabled reading lby (=lib bi), "my 
heart," for three-syllabled MT t•biibi, also "my heart," turns a 4:5: :4:5 
line into a less gainly 4:4: :4:5 syllabic sequence. Though their read
ing m'r.y, "from the earth," in Ps cxix 87 can be defended as correct, 
it must be judged less original than MT bii'iire.y, "from the earth." 
W. F. Albright17 has observed that there are many examples where 
the preposition la should be translated "from," and he notes that 
this meaning seems to have been forgotten by the time of the LXX. 
The same obtains regarding Qumran's understanding of ba, "from." 
Occasionally the sectarianism of the scribes of Qumran renders them 
untrustworthy, as in Ps cxxxiii 3, kl siim .yiwwiih yhwh 'et habb•riikiih 

15 A recent illustration of versional limitations can be seen in the writer's note, 
"HDK in Job 40, 12," Biblica 49 (1968), 509-10, especially n. 3. 

16 P. Reymond in HWFB, p. 234, reports that the committee preparing the 
French Ecumenical Bible has decided to follow the Hebrew text closely, convinced 
that a reading based on the LXX, Vulgate, Syriac, or Targum can rarely lose its 
hypothetical character. 

17 In Hebrew and Semitic Studies Presented to Godfrey Rolfes Driver, eds. 
D. W. Thomas and W. D. McHardy (Oxford, 1963), p. 2. 
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/:tayylm 'ad hii'oliim, "For there Yahweh confers the blessing-life for 
evermore." llQPsa omits /:tayylm, a clear reference to eternal life, and 
substitutes slwm 'I y.fr'l, "peace upon Israel." 

However, the clash between Qumran and Northwest Semitic grammar 
is perhaps pinpointed best at Ps cxxxix 11, where MT presents the 
hapax legomenon preposition ba'adenl, "all round me," but llQPsa 
offers the ordinary form b'dy, with the same meaning. Which to 
choose? Witnessed in Ugar. b'dn, "all round me," and being assonant 
with first-colon y•supenl, "he observes me," MT ba'adenl, possesses 
the ring of originality, whereas ba'adl betrays a scribe insensitive to 
cadences. 

CONSERVATIVE OR RADICAL? 

During the past half century the approach of scholars to the text of 
the Hebrew Old Testament has changed considerably. To supplant 
the earlier skepticism, which regarded much of the text as needing 
serious emendation, has arisen an increasing respect for it, coupled with 
the belief that many of its puzzles can be solved by an appeal to 
comparative philological evidence from allied languages and dialects. 
The recovery of Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Phoenician has greatly encour
aged this procedure. While most biblical scholars welcome this change 
of attitude toward the Hebrew text, some are concerned that an in
creasing acceptance of this method is leading to excessive boldness 
in its use. 

Though the treatment of some verses in the first two volumes may 
be censured for audacity, excessive caution may be blamed for the 
failure to elicit sense from many other verses. In Ps xxii l 7b, for 
example, acceptance of the prevailing view produced the translation 
of k'ry yiiday w•raglliy, "Piercing my hands and my feet." Properly 
studied within the framework of Northwest Semitic morphology, con
sonantal k'ry would have been analyzed into kl, "because," followed 
by 'ry, the third-person perfect plural with the final radical -y pre
served, as in Ugaritic regularly and sporadically in Phoenician and 
Hebrew; the verb 'liriih, "to pick, pluck," occurs in Song of Sol v 1 and, 
more significantly, in Ps lxxx 13, 'iiruhli, where it describes picking 
clean a vineyard. Thus Ps x.xii 17b-18a would read: 

kl 'iir•yu yiiday w•ragliiy 
'asapper kol 'a.pn6tiiy 

Because they picked clean my hands and my feet, 
I can number all my bones. 
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This derivation from 'araya further commends itself because of the 
allusion to vs. 14, 'aryeh forep, "a ravening lion," and to vs. 22, pl 
'aryeh, "the lion's mouth." Moreover, the explicit identity in this 
translation of yaday w•raglay, "my hands and my feet," and kol 
'~motay, "all my bones," reveals the former to be an example of 
merismus, that is, a twofold expression of totality. 

The documentation at Ps xviii 28 of the root 'mm, "to be strong," 
should have led to a recognition of this root in Ps xlvi 8 (also in vs. 
12): 

yhwh !f"bii'ot 'ammenil (MT 'immiinil, "with us") 
misgiib liinil '•lohe ya'aqob 

Yahweh of Hosts is our fortress, 
our stronghold is the God of Jacob. 

H. J. van Dijk18 has recognized from the inner parallelism, and one 
might add from the emergent chiasmus of the four components, that 
MT 'immanu, "with us," in reality conceals a noun from 'mm, "to be 
strong," comparable to 'oz, "fortress," from 'zz, "to be strong." 

The identification of "f)okmOt, "wisdom," as a Phoenician feminine 
singular form should have resulted in retaining MT hagut as a second 
Phoenician form in Ps xlix 4: 

pi y•dabber J:iokmot 
w•hagilt libbi t•bilnot 

My mouth shall speak wisdom, 
and my throat19 shall proclaim insight. 

Psalms I, in the second Norn ad loc., proposed the repointing of MT 
hagiU, "shall proclaim," to classical infinitive absolute hagot, but failed 
to draw the correct inference from the presence of Phoen. "f)okmat, 
"wisdom," and t•bunat "insight," both nouns with the Phoenician 
singular ending -ot. Since in the Phoenician dialect o is transmuted 
to il, MT hagut can be parsed as an infinitive absolute of the class 
discussed in the second NOTE on Ps ciii 14. 

In 1964 and again in 1965 the writer20 proposed to read haribbah 
"Rain down!" for MT harbeh (Ketiv), "much," in Ps li 4, but caution 
overcame boldness in Psalms II. Since then C. Schedl,21 W. H. 

lBEPT, p. 6. 
19 For this definition of libb1, see H. L. Ginsberg in HWFB, p. 80. 
20 In Melanges E. Tisserant (Vatican City 1964) I p 85· UHP p 51 21 • , , , . , ' . • 

Psa/men 1m Rhythmus des Urtextes: Eine Auswahl (Klosterneuburg, 1964), 
p. 80. 
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Irwin,22 and L. Sabottka (oral communication) have expressed a 
preference for the earlier proposal, which may be adopted. At once 
a fine associate of kabb•seni, "wash me," haribbah, "Rain down!" 
also forms an inclusion with a similar energic hiphil in vs. 20, 
hefibah, "make beautiful." 

In Psalms I and Psalms II considerable stress was laid on the need 
to recognize composite divine names that are often concealed by 
erroneous Masoretic pointing. A new example can be recovered in Ps 
xcii 6: 

mah giid•/u ma'asekii 
yhwh mii'ed (MT m•'od) 
'am•qu malji•bOtekii 

How great your works, 
Yahweh the Grand, 

How deep your thoughts! 

( 3 beats + 8 syllables) 
(2 beats + 4 syllables) 
(3 beats + 8 syllables) 

In this reconstruction the composite divine title yhwh ma'ed, "Yah
weh the Grand," is suspended as a double-duty vocative between the 
two longer cola and semantically looks to both, while the interjection 
mah, "How," extends its force from the first to the third colon, much 
as in Ps iii 2-3. 

VERIFICATION OF PROPOSALS 

In Psalms II, p. xxvn, the author wrote that increased interest in 
Ugaritic and its bearing on the Bible would hasten the ratification or 
rejection of new proposals based on data supplied by Northwest 
Semitic. Since that opinion was expressed, a new journal named 
Ugarit-Forschungen has been founded at Miinster by 0. Loretz and 
M. Dietrich. In California the Claremont Graduate School has an
nounced a twelve-part Ugaritic-Hebrew parallels project that, when 
completed, will enable both U garitic specialists and Old Testament 
scholars to form a more adequate idea of the rapports existing between 
these two literatures. 

The continual publication of new texts in Northwest Semitic dialects 
facilitates the testing of new proposals which cannot be controlled by 
means of direct biblical evidence. Thus the force of context, coupled 
with the awareness that Hebrew tended no less than Ugaritic to coin 
denominative verbs, prompted the repointing of nominal kis'aka, 

221n CBQ 29 (1967), 35. 
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"your throne," in Ps xlv 7 to verbal kisse'aka, "has enthroned you." 
The proposal now appears less venturesome with the publication by 
A. Mahjoubi and M. H. Fantar23 of a Punic text from Carthage con
taining the piel participle hmks'm, probably denoting "chairmakers," 
though the editors also suggest "chair-merchants." For our discussion, 
however, the essential point is that we now have a non-biblical 
attestation of a denominative form based on kisse', "throne." Some 
scholars have raised their eyebrows at the frequent appeal to the 
conditioned interchange between b and p sounds in Hebrew words with 
no change of meaning, but the validity of the appeal is upheld anew 
by the discovery of a Hebrew ostracon at Tell Arad in southern 
Palestine. In this inscription, from about 600 B.c., Biblical Hebrew 
hipq'id, "he commanded," is written hbqyd, with b instead of p, while 
the word for "your life" is written nbskm instead of naps"kem.24 

The recognition of the composite divine name 'el yhwh, "El Yahweh" 
(the sequence yhwh 'el, "Yahweh El," is more frequent) in such 
texts as Pss xxxi 7, lxix 34, cix 14, led to its recognition in Ps xxii 28 
and may well be present in difficult Ps xxii 9: 

gol 'el (MT 'el) yhwh y•pall•tehu 
YarfilehU ki /:iiipef b6 

Let El Yahweh rejoice to deliver him, 
let him rescue him since he delights in him. 

Unexplained MT gal may be retained and parsed as the precative 
perfect of g'il, "to rejoice"; the pronunciation gal for classical Heb. 
gal would reflect the Phoenician or Northern dialect in which long a 
was pronounced as long o. This proposal also sheds light on the crux 
in Prov xvi 3, which may be rendered, "If El Yahweh rejoices in 
your works, your plans will be realized." 

The novel scansion of Ps xi 4a, "Yahweh-in the temple is his holy 
seat, / Yahweh-in the heavens is his throne," into an A+B+c// 
A+:e+c pattern no longer appears singular alongside Ps cxxxv 13, 
"Yahweh-your name is eternal, / Yahweh-your title is for all gen
erations," a verse also scanning as A+B+c/ / A+e+c. 

The eschatological interpretation of Pss I 15, "I will rescue you and 
you will be feasted by me" (t•kubb•denl), and xci 15, " ... will 
I rescue him and I will feast him" ('akabb•dehU), is borne out by New 
Testament usage. The recognition that the verb which literally means 

23 Atti dell' Accademia Naziona/e dei Lincei, Rendiconti del/a c/asse di sciem:e 
morali, storiche e filologiche 21 (1966), 207. 

24 For fuller discussion, consult Biblica 50 (1969), 75, and Y. Aharoni, Eretz
lsrael 9 (1969), 11. 
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"to honor" also pregnantly signifies "to honor with a feast" on the 
other side of the grave affects the exegesis of John xii 26, a passage 
dealing with eternal life: "If anyone would serve me, let him follow me; 
and where I am, my servant will also be. Whoever serves me, the Father 
will honor him." The Greek verb timesei, "will honor," reflects Heb. 
yckabbed in its pregnant sense "he will feast." New Testament schol
ars25 have been unable to pinpoint the meaning of timesei, but since 
the preceding verse (xii 25) explicitly discusses zoen aionion, "eternal 
life," timesei evidently refers to the celestial banquet. It may further 
be noted that modern translations of the New Testament into Hebrew 
reproduce timesei by y•kabbed. 

THE DATING OF THE PSALMS 

Since the introductory NoTEs to each psalm discuss the date of 
compos1t10n (where there is some tangible evidence), the present con
sideration is limited to the general impact of Northwest Semitic studies 
on the question of dating the psalms. The earlier judgment (Psalms I, 
p. xxx) that most of the psalms are pre-Exilic, and that some may 
have been composed in the Davidic period, is corroborated by new 
evidence deriving from the textual study of the last hundred psalms. 
This view contrasts in part with the position of Richard S. Hanson 
(to cite but one recent work), The Psalms in Modern Speech: For 
Public and Private Use [abbr. PMS] I, p. xxvii, who writes, "There 
are psalms which quite likely go back, in their original form at least, 
to the time of the united kingdom if not earlier and there are psalms 
from as late as the third or second century B.c." 

What virtually rules out a third-second century date is the increasing 
disparity, created by progress in Northwest Semitic, between the mean
ing of the Hebrew psalms and their comprehension by the LXX, 
whose translation of the psalms was prepared in precisely the third
second century B.C. When the supposedly late psalms are translated 
in the light of Northwest Semitic, the number of differences between 
the new translation and the LXX appreciably increases. This means 
that these psalms were composed in a period employing poetic tech
niques that were no longer appreciated. Had they been composed con
temporaneously with the LXX, these psalms would not have pre
sented so many features incomprehensible to the translators of the 
LXX. For example, scholars widely agree that Ps cxxviii is a late 

2G Cf. R. E. Brown, The Gospel According to John, i-xii (AB, vol. 29, 1966), 
p. 467. 
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composition, yet vs. 2a reads, y•g1a• kappekii kl to'kal, "The toil of 
your hands indeed shall you eat." In this statement the particle kl 
parses as the emphatic particle which forces the verb to'kel, "shall you 
eat," to the end of the clause; this usage was first recognized in the 
Bible with the publication of Ugaritic texts exhibiting this usage. In 
our passage, however, kl, "indeed," finds no equivalent in the LXX 
translation. Is this omission due to the translator's incompetence or to 
the fact that he worked in a period when such poetic niceties were 
long forgotten? The manifold evidence registered in the NOTES points 
to the latter conclusion. To be sure, one may hazard the opinion that 
the psalmist was indulging in post-Exilic archaizing, but then it be
comes difficult to explain why so many archaizing usages were lost 
upon the contemporary translators of the LXX. 

To appreciate the full force of this argument, one must couple it 
with an assessment of how familiar the Qumranic community was with 
the poetic elements found in the Hebrew Psalter. This evaluation is 
based both on original compositions of the monks of Qumran, namely, 
the Hodayot or Psalms of Thanksgiving, which belong to the second
first centuries B.c., and on their copies of biblical psalms. A study of 
both sources must conclude that a considerable period of time had 
elapsed between the composition of the latest canonical psalms and of 
the Hodayot and the copying of the canonical psalms by the monks at 
Qumran. Though parallelism, for example, still characterizes the Hoda
yot, the conciseness and intensity which marks the biblical psalms is 
largely missing. The numerous interlocking devices by which the 
canonical poets melded the members of the parallel cola seem to have 
been unknown to the men of Qumran. Thus one does not find double
duty suffixes, double-duty modifiers, double-duty prepositions and 
negatives, devices all designed to create tension, concision, and poetic 
strength; alongside the biblical psalms, the Qumran hymns appear 
prolix and sluggish. The qtl-yqtl verbal sequence, a rich source of 
stylistic variety in the Psalter, and the pairing of imperatives with 
jussive and precative forms do not characterize Qumranic style. The 
frequent recurrence of the poetic breakup of stereotyped phrases and 
composite divine names sharply distinguishes the Psalter from Qumranic 
compositions. To account for these differences of style and taste one 
must, it seems, posit a wide chronological gap between the two col
lections of poems. Since both originate in Palestine, cultural differences 
hardly account for the sharp differences in structure and manner of 
composition. 

An examination of the biblical psalms or fragments of psalms pre
served in the scrolls from Qumran sustains this conclusion. For example, 
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biblical psalmists rendered their verses more direct and graphic by the 
use of the vocative lamedh, but in Ps cxxii 4, supposedly a late poem, 
'edut l0yisra'el l"hOdot l0sem yhwh, "It is a decree, 0 Israel, to give 
thanks to Yahweh's name," the monks of Qumran omitted the vocative 
lamedh, reading simply ysr'l for MT t•yisra'el, "O Israel!" Evidently 
they did not grasp its function and accordingly dropped it from their 
text. Similarly in Ps cxxiii 1, no trace of the genitive ending of MT 
hayyos•bl, "who are enthroned," appears in llQPsa hywsb. A good 
idea of Qumranic limitations vis-a-vis biblical prosody can be gained 
from Ps cxxxix 23, where their substitution of bisyllabic lby ( =libbl), 
"my heart," for MT trisyllabic l•babl, also "my heart," results in a 
4: 4: : 4: 5 syllable count, destroying the preferable MT 4: 5: : 4: 5 se
quence. 

This strong argument against late dating is positively supported by the 
identification of many psalms as royal (hence pre-Exilic) in character 
through a more precise translation on the basis of Northwest Semitic 
data; consult, for example, the introductory NOTES to Pss liv, lvi, lvii, 
lix, lxi, cxviii, cxxvii, cxxxviii. Again, it has been argued that those 
psalms, such as xxvii 4 and xxviii 2, which imply the existence of a 
temple, cannot belong to the Davidic period because the first temple 
was not built until the reign of Solomon. The Ugaritic use of bt or hkl 
to designate the celestial temple of the gods reveals that biblical bet, 
"temple," often refers to the heavenly temple, so that its presence in a 
psalm does not ipso facto brand the poem as post-Davidic. 

The Northwest Semitic data which accentuate the literary differences 
between the biblical psalms and those of Qumran seem to preclude a 
late date of composition (i.e., after the sixth century B.C.) for the 
biblical Psalter. Do these data permit a more precise dating within 
the earlier period (i.e., between the eleventh and sixth centuries B.c.)? 
For many years W. F. Albright26 has championed the view that, just 
as a literary revival and interest in earlier institutions flourished during 
the Saite Dynasty in Egypt (660-525 B.c.) and among the Neo
Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian rulers in Mesopotamia, so a similar 
revival of interest in the past grew up in Phoenicia at about the same 
time. On this hypothesis he sought to account for the flood of allusions 
to Canaanite-Phoenician literature in Job, Proverbs, Isaiah (the Exilic 
sections and Deutero-Isaiah), Ezekiel, Habakkuk, the Song of Songs, 
and Ecclesiastes, works presumably composed between the seventh and 
third centuries B.c.27 Albright's opinion has gained considerable currency 

2° From the Stone Age to Christianity (Baltimore, 1940), pp. 241-44. 
27 Albright's latest views on the dating of Job (seventh century) and Ecclesias

tes (fifth century) can be found in his volume YGC, pp. 258-59. 
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in recent years,28 but advances in comparative literary studies suggest 
that it may have been too narrowly based. It is increasingly evident 
that the eighth-century prophets Isaiah, Hosea, Amos, and Micah were 
quite familiar with Canaanite literature and poetic devices, so that this 
criterion loses some of its value for purposes of dating. Words, images, 
and constructions that were once considered to be typically Canaanite, 
appear throughout the five Books of the Psalter and, generally speaking, 
are rather evenly distributed. 

This amounts to saying that what was once labeled Canaanite or 
Phoenician influence is more correctly described as natively Hebraic 
but elucidated chiefly by Ugaritic and Phoenician discoveries. These 
elements clarified by Northwest Semitic studies actually form part of 
Hebrew language and literature and should not ordinarily be termed 
"borrowings"; cf. Psalms II, pp. XV-XVI. Hence the rather even dis
tribution throughout the Psalter of elements formerly thought by scholars 
to be Canaanisms, deprives us of a criterion for dating psalms more 
precisely within the period spanning the eleventh-sixth centuries B.c. 

Nor can Aramaisms any longer be used indiscriminately as proof 
for a late date. The gradual chronological extension of the Aramaic 
corpus of inscriptions renders more hazardous a post-Exilic dating of 
psalms that contain typically Aramaic roots. Thus the occurrence of 
slq, "to ascend," in the mid-eighth-century Aramaic Inscription of 
Sefire urges caution against assigning Ps cxxxix to the post-Exilic period 
simply because vs. 8 witnesses this verb. The customary comments on 
Ps cxlvi 4 'e8tonotiiyw, "his projects," which identify this word with 
an Aramaic and Late Hebrew root, must now take cognizance of this 
root in the Sefire Inscription, as well as in the Sayings of AJ:iiqar 
which, though preserved on late fifth-century B.c. sheets of papyrus, 
contain older material. 

LITERARY GENUS AND SITZ IM. LEBEN 

As observed in Psalms I, p. xxxrr, the absence of psalms among 
the published texts from Ras Shamra limits their direct contribution 
to the problems of literary genus and situation in life of the biblical 
psalms. Since Gunkel these questions have overshadowed purely philo
logical considerations. The important commentaries of the past two 
generations have thus concentrated on trying to classify the individual 
psalms and to fix their place in the cult. As a result, the philological 

28 Cf. R. Tournay, RB 70 (1963 ), 591-92, with bibliography. 
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treatment of the text has been, generally speaking, quite perfunctory. 
Hence the predominantly philological bent of the present volumes, 
imposed by the need to profit from the grammatical and lexical riches 
presented by the Ugaritic tablets, may serve as an antidote to some 
recent speculations. What emerges from the philological approach to the 
text is the impression that many recent proposals regarding literary 
genus and the reconstruction of the Sitz im Leben have not been 
based on a firsthand control of the Hebrew text. 

The study of the Hebrew text within the milieu of Northwest 
Semitic contributes little directly to the speculative reconstruction of 
the cultic setting in which the psalms are supposed to have arisen. 
It does, however, advance our knowledge of their literary classification 
at a number of points. Sometimes it provides a subtler appreciation of 
the accepted classification of a particular psalm, and not infrequently 
it calls for a reclassification. Further particulars can be found in the 
introductory Norn to each psalm. Here one may single out the principal 
contribution made by the philological method. 

Scholars generally classify eleven psalms as royal, that is, psalms 
sung on festive occasions for or in honor of the king and the royal 
house. These are ii, xviii, xx, xxi, xiv, lxxii, lxxxix, ci, ex, cxxxii, 
cxliv. To this list the following may now be added: iii, xxii, xxvii 
(though not yet recognized in Psalms I), xii (possibly), liv, lvii, lix, 
lxi, lxiii, lxxxvi, xci, xcii, cii, cxxvii, cxxx, cxxxviii, cxliii. 

Some of the verbal clues that help identify these psalms as royal 
are: sem, "name"; 'iiniih, "to conquer"; 'ebed, "servant"; f:iesed we'•
met, "kindness and fidelity"; 'adanay, "my Lord"; kiibod, "glory"; 
miigiin, "Suzerain" (divine title); ~ilri, "My Mountain"; niigid, "Leader" 
(divine title); the composite divine name yhwh 'elyon, "Yahweh 
Most High"; the parallelism of ~iiriih, "my adversaries," and 'oyebay, 
"my foes"; yiimin, "right hand." In several of these psalms (xxii 28, 
lxxxvi 9, cii 16, 23, cxxxviii 4) the note of universalism coheres with 
the phrasal evidence to strengthen the royal classification. 

BIBLICAL THEOLOGY 

The psalmists' conception of God and his attributes clearly appears 
in the titles they employ to describe him. What Northwest Semitic 
philology contributes to this branch of biblical theology can be gauged 
from the following list of composite divine names: 
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'el '•/Ohim "The God of gods" 
Jointly: Ps I 1 and in Pss Ix.ii 2, lxxvii 2(bis), lxxxiv 8, where the MT 

reads 'el-'•/Ohim 
Separated: Pss !ix 10 'eli ki (MT 'elekii) 11 '•lohim, !xii 11-12 ki 

yiinub 'el (MT 'al 11 'af:zat dibber '•/Ohim, cxviii 28 'eli 11 
'•lohay 

'•/Ohim 'el "God El" 
Separated: Ps xliii 4 '•lohim 11 'el 

'el yhwh "El Yahweh" 
Jointly: Ps cxviii 27 and in Pss xxii 9, 28, xxxi 7, cix 14; in all these 

verses MT reads 'el-yhwh 
Separated: Pss xviii 31 hii'el 11 yhwh, !xviii 21 hii'el 11 wlyhwh, !xix 34 

'el (MT 'el) 11 yhwh, Ixxxv 9 mah y•dabber hii'el 11 yhwh ki 
y•dabber sii/Om 

yhwh 'el "Yahweh God" 
Jointly: Pss x 12, xxxi 6 
Separated: Pss xviii 3 yhwh 11 'eli, xxix 3 qol yhwh 11 'el hakkiibad, 

xxxix 13 sim'ah t•pilliiti yhwh 11 w•faw'aa ha'aziniih 'el 
(MT 'el), cii 24 yhwh (transferred from the preceding verse) 
II 'eli, cxli 8 ki 'elekii yhwh II b•kiih f:ziisiti 'el (MT 'al), 
cxliii 1 yhwh s•ma' t•pillaa 11 ha'aziniif:z 'el (MT 'el) 
taf:zanunay, 7 yhwh 11 'el (MT 'al), 9 yhwh I I 'ell ki kussetl 
(MT 'eleka kissiti) 

'el 'elyon "The Most High God" 
Jointly: Gen xiv 18-20, 22; Ps lxxviii 35 
Separated: Pss lxxiii 11 'el II 'elyon, lxxvii 10-11 'el . .. 'elyon, lxxviii 

17-18 'elyon ... 'el, evil 11 'el 11 'elyon 

'•lohim 'elyon "God Most High" 
Jointly: Ps !vii 3 
Separated: Pss xlvi 5, lxxviii 56, '•lohim 11 'elyon 

yhwh 'elyon "Yahweh Most High" 
Jointly: Pss vii 18, xlvii 3 
Separated: yhwh I I 'elyon in Pss xviii 14, xxi 8, xci 9, xcii 2 

'al yhwh "The Most High Yahweh" 
Jointly: Pss xviii 42 11 mosia', Iv 23, cxlvi 5 
Separated: yhwh I I 'al in Pss cxxi 5, cxli 3 

'al '•lohim "The Most High God" 
Jointly: Pss vii 11, !xii 8 11 k•bOdi, "my Glorious One" 

'eli '•/Ohim "God Most High" 
Jointly: Ps !vi 13 (MT 'iilay) 
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'eli yhwh "Most High Yahweh" 
Separated: eli 11 yhwh in Ps xxxii 5 (MT 'ale) 

yhwh 11 'eli (MT 'aliiy) in Pss vii 9, 
xiii 6, xvi 5-6 

'eli 'Sadday "Most High Shaddai" 
Separated: Ps xxxii 4 'eli (MT 'alay) II l•'Sadday (MT l•:Saddi) 

'elyon sadday "Most High Shaddai" 
Separated: Ps xci 1 'elyon 11 sadday 

yhwh mii'ed ''Yahweh the Grand" 
Jointly: Pss xcii 6, cix 30 (MT m•'od) 
Separated: yhwh 11 mii'ed (MT m•'od) in Pss xxi 2, xlviii 2, xcvi 4, 

xcvii 9, cxlv 3 

'el mii'ed "El the Grand" 
Separated: Ps cxlii 7 'el (MT 'el) 11 mii'ed (MT m•'od) 

'•lOhim ma' ed "God the Grand" 
Separated: '•lOhim 11 mii'ed (MT m•'od) Pss xlvi 2 (revised translation), 

lxxviii 59 (revised translation) 

raddiq ma• ed "The Just Grand One" 
Separated: raddiq (MT redeq) 11 mii'ed (MT m•'od) in Ps cxix 138 

yhwh 'adonay "Yahweh my Lord" 
Jointly: Pss !xviii 21, cix 21, cxl 8, cxli 8 
Separated: yhwh 11 'adonenu in Ps cxxxv 5 

'adonay 11 yhwh in Ps lxxi 5, 16 

yhwh '•lOhim "Yahweh God" 
Jointly: Pss lxxii 18, cix 26, cxxiii 2 
Separated: Ps cxxxv 2 yhwh 11 '•lohenu, 

'•whim 11 yhwh in Pss xlvii 6, lv 17, !viii 7 

yhwh yarumu "Yahweh the Exalted" 
Separated: Ps cxl 9 yhwh 11 yarumu 

yhwh mal:zsi "Yahweh my refuge" 
Jointly: Ps xiv 6, xci 9 
Separated: Ps cxlii 6 yhwh 11 ma?zsi 

yhwh 'ozer "Yahweh the Helper" 
Separated: Ps xxx 11 yhwh 11 'ozer 

'•lohim 'ozer "God the Helper" (revised translation) 
Jointly: Ps liv 6 
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yhwh 'oliim "Yahweh the Eternal" 
Separated: Pss xxxi 2=lxxi 1 yhwh 11 l"oliim, ex 4 

yhwh 11 l•'oliim 

XLI 

'el qedem "El the Primeval" (cf. Prov viii 22; M. Dahood, CBQ 30 [1968], 
513-14) 

Separated: 'el 11 qedem Ps Iv 20 

melek 'oliim wii'ed "The Eternal and Everlasting King" 
Jointly: Ps x 16 
Separated: Ps cxlv 1 hammelek 11 l"olii.m wii'ed, 

"O King 11 0 Eternal and Everlasting" 

~addiq w•yiiSiir "The Just and Upright One" 
Jointly: Deut xxxii 4 
Separated: Pss xi 7 ~addiq 11 yii.l'iir, cxix 137 ~addiq 11 w<yii.l'iir 

Death, Resurrection, and Immortality 

Psalms I, p. XXXVI, remarks that the psalmists gave much more 
thought to the problem of death and the afterlife than earlier com
mentators could have suspected. The psalmists' preoccupation with 
death becomes evident from the numerous names of the nether world 
in the Psalter, some of which are first identified in this commentary or 
in the recently published study of Nicholas J. Tromp, Primitive Con
ceptions of Death and the Nether World in the Old Testament (Rome, 
1969). Since the latter is a systematic treatment of the subject, there 
is no need to review the evidence here. Moreover, the Index of Sub
jects in Psalms Ill will help the interested reader locate the pertinent 
texts and interpretations. 

None of the many and vigorous reactions of scholars to Psalms I 
and Psalms II has been more spirited than their reaction to my 
insistence that a deep and stea<ly belief in resurrection and immortality 
permeates the Psalter. Thus B. K. Waltke comments in the con
servative Bibliotheca Sacra29 : "The most shocking ·result of the writer's 
approach is its effect upon the theology of the Psalms. He writes: 
'Perhaps the most significant contribution to biblical theology that flows 
from the translation based on the new philological principles concerns 
the subject of resurrection and immortality. . . . The opinion of 
Sigmund Mowinckel that neither Israel nor early Judaism knew of a 
faith in any resurrection nor is such a faith represented in the Psalms 
will not survive serious scrutiny.' However, it seems that the author is 
too zealous in this regard, for even now Psalm 1 : 3 and Psalm 23: 2 

29Volume 123 (1966), 176. 
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have reference to the Elysian Fields along with a score of other 
passages." For R. Doermann,30 "One of the most startling suggestions 
set forth by Dr. Dahood is that the psalms are full of references 
to resurrection and immortality. On the basis of the mythological motif 
of the Elysian Fields in Ugaritic texts, the word 'life' is rendered 
'eternal life' in Pss 16:11; 27:13, and 'upon waking' is translated 
'at the resurrection' in Ps 17: 15. One wonders if the existence of 
parallels is sufficient warrant for translations of this kind." Finally, 
S. Sandmel31 comments on Psalms I: "I have personally suspected 
that there has been something wrong in the interpretation of Scripture 
which has assumed that immortality or resurrection awaited the very 
late post-exilic period to be expressed, and I am not startled by 
Dahood's statement that after-life is demanded by the context. What 
I am puzzled by is the absence of any significant excursus by him in 
the book to justify this remarkable shift in scholarly appraisal. He 
touches on the matter, as one can see from the Index, in the words 
Afterlife, Immortality, and Resurrection. But I am aghast at his 
procedure in handling the matter only by dismissing as 'incapable of 
surviving serious scrutiny' the judgment of Mowinckel that 'neither 
Israel nor Judaism knew of a faith in any resurrection or such a faith 
represented in the Psalms. "'32 

As may be seen from the last citation, prevailing psalms scholar
ship does not concede to early Israel a belief in resurrection and im
mortality. To go back no further than the beginning of this century, 
the conservative commentary of A. F. Kirkpatrick33 maintained that 
only four psalms (xvi, xvii, xlix, lxxiii) might be considered as possibly 

ao The Lutheran Quarterly, August 1966, p. 279. 
81 Central Conference of American Rabbis 15, No. 2 (April 1968), 90. 
32 The prevailing consensus that late Judaism in general entertained no hopes 

for a continued existence beyond the grave is now being questioned. Cf. M. F. 
Thelen, "Jewish Symbols and 'Normative' Judaism," in JBL 83 (1964), 361-63, 
who concludes from the symbolism on the tombs and in the synagogues that the 
Jews shared the pervasive longing for immortal life after death or for mystical 
experience (as with Philo), while having faith that these desires were to be 
realized through the religion of the Torah; W. Wirgin, "The Menorah as Symbol 
of After-Life," in IEJ 14 (1964 ), 102-4, maintains that "it would be inaccurate 
to think that Judaism places little stress on a future life, as has been sometimes 
asserted with regard to the Jews buried in the catacombs. Interest in a future 
life is particularly evident in those representations in which the Menorah was 
intended to symbolize the continuation of life after death." 

33 The Book of Psalms (Cambridge, 1903 ), p. xcv. It seems ironic that while 
Kirkpatrick warns against reading Christian ideas back into the Psalter, M. 
Himmelfarb in Commentary, February 1968, p. 75, cautions against reading 
Canaanite concepts of immortality into the Old Testament. Is one to conclude 
that Himmelfarb considers the Israelites inferior to the Late Bronze Age Canaan
ites (ca. 1500-1200 s.c.) in this regard? 
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expressing this belief. Even about these Kirkpatrick had reservations 
because "reading these passages in the light of fuller revelation we 
may easily assign to them a more precise meaning than their original 
authors and hearers understood. They adapt themselves so readily to 
Christian hope that we are easily led to believe that it was there from 
the first." The present commentary runs no such risk, seeking as it does 
to elucidate the meaning of Hebrew terms in view of the earlier 
Ugaritic pagan usage. Some reviewers of Psalms I and Psalms ll 
have in fact lamented this avoidance of New Testament references as 
a weakness in the discussion of immortality there. Had not J. Hempel 
flatly stated in 1961 in the authoritative Interpreter's Dictionary of the 
Bible [abbr. IDB], III, p. 951, that the aim of the laJ!lents in the Psalter 
is "liberation from the cruelties of this life, health, strength, freedom 
from persecution by enemies, grace of his God, but never (except 
perhaps the two uncertain cases in Pss. 49:15; 73:24) salvation after 
death"? Had not J. H. Eaton assured us in his 1967 commentary on 
Psal.ms,34 "But for most of their course, the Old Testament people had 
to suffer and trust without a hope of future life for themselves, apart 
from a continuation in their descendants. The religion that was thus 
forged was marked by an urgent seriousness about life on this earth"? 
Against this background the lively reaction to my insistence on the 
concept of a future life in the Psalter may be understood. 

Before citing the relevant texts from the Psalter, it may be useful 
to examine the attitudes and methods of scholars vis-a-vis the ques
tion of afterlife as revealed by their treatment of three texts in Prov
erbs. The first is Prov xiv 32: 

b•ra'iito yiddii/:zeh riiSii' 
w•l:zoseh b•moto ~addiq 

For his evil the wicked will be flung headlong, 
but at his death the just man will find refuge. 

This appears to be the plain meaning of the text, but many scholars 
refuse to accept its implications. Thus C. H. Toy35 writes: "This, how
ever, is but another way of saying that they had the hope of immortal 
life. We must either suppose that Proverbs here announces a doctrine 
which is ignored in the rest of the book, or we must recognize an 
erroneous reading in the Hebrew text. A slight change gives the read
ing of the Greek." Here the LXX probably reads b•tummo, "in his 

34 Psalms: Introduction and Commentary (Torch Bible Commentaries; London, 
1967), p. 40. 

35 A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Book of Proverbs (ICC; 
Edinburgh, 1904), p. 300. 
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integrity," for MT b•motO, "at his death." W. 0. E. Oesterley,88 

when commenting on Heb. b•moto, "at his death," expresses the same 
opinion: "This cannot be right, as it would imply hope in a future 
life, and such a hope had not yet come into existence in Israel." 
The latest Hebrew lexicon, the Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Lexikon 
zum Alten Testament [abb. HALAT], by W. Baumgartner (Leiden, 
1967), I, p. 324a, likewise emends MT b•mato to LXX b•tumma. 
However, MT b•mato, "at his death," will no longer submit to emen
dation because of the recognition that first-colon yiddiil:zeh, "will be 
flung headlong," is used pregnantly in a number of texts cited at Ps 
lvi 14 to denote flinging into the nether world. In biblical usage this 
verb has eschatological overtones which make it an apt parallel to 
IJoseh b•moto, "at his death ... will find refuge." Toy's statement above 
that the doctrine of immortality is not encountered elsewhere in Prov
erbs ignores the correct understanding of Prov xii 28, cited in Psalms 
II, p. XXVII, and when R. B. Y. Scott37 correctly renders Prov xii 
28, "On the road of righteousness there is life, / And the treading of 
its path is deathlessness," he shows little consistency when altering 
b•moto, "at his death," to b•tumma, "in his innocence," in xiv 32. 

Scholars resort to similar expedients to explain away the implications 
of Prov xvi 2: 

kol d•riikey (MT darke) 'Is zak b•'enayw 
w•token rul;iOt yhwh 

In all his ways a man is pure in his own eyes, 
but the weigher of spirits is Yahweh. 

R. N. Whybray38 comments on this verse: "While the statement in 
Prov 16.2 that 'Yahweh weigheth the spirits' probably shows that the 
author was familiar with the Egyptian belief that a man's heart is 
weighed before Osiris at the judgment after death, the Egyptian doo
trine of the after-life, which was a very prominent feature of Egyptian 
religious belief and appears fairly frequently in Egyptian wisdom 
literature, has no place in Proverbs with this single exception, which 
may be a slip." Of course, it is nothing of the sort because Prov 
xxi 2 and xxiv 12 attest token libbot, "the weigher of hearts," in 
similar contexts. It would strain credulity to maintain that all three 
texts are slips. 

86 The Book of Proverbs: With Introduction and Notes (London, 1929), p. 
116. 

37 Proverbs • Ecclesiastes (AB, vol. 18, 1965), ad Joe. 
us Wisdom in Proverbs: The Concept of Wisdom in Proverbs 1-9 (London, 

1965), p. 24. 
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The third text illustrating ancient and modem methods is Prov xv 
24: 

'orab bayylm l•ma'liih l•ma.fkil 
l•ma'an sur misse'ol l•ma!fiih (MT maf!iih) 

The path of life eternal is upward for the prudent, 
thus escaping Sheol below. 

Once again, the commentary of Oesterley39 clearly exposes both the 
problem and the method chosen to burke the consequences of the plain 
meaning of the text. He writes, "As this verse stands it is difficult to 
get away from the impression that 'upward' and 'beneath' imply a 
somewhat advanced conception of the hereafter; but Proverbs, and 
especially this earlier collection, nowhere contains a developed con
ception40 of this kind; hence the efforts of commentators to explain 
away what these expressions seem to imply. The probability, how
ever, is that these two words do not belong to the original text, but 
were added later when more developed ideas regarding the future life 
had arisen. The two lines are each quite long enough without these 
words, which do not occur in the Septuagint." As was noted above in 
connection with Prov xiv 32, the LXX betrayed a certain tendentious
ness, so it would be ill-advised to appeal to its omission of two em
barrassing phrases here. Our reading l•mauah, "below," for MT 
mauah with the same meaning, assumes that the final l of s•' al 
was meant to be shared by the next word. With this reading the 
syllable count evens at 10: 10. On shared consonants in Hebrew, see 
Wilfred Watson, Biblica 50 (1969), 525-33. 

These examples should suffice to show how preconceptions can 
prevent scholars from grasping the obvious meaning of a text. They 
may likewise enable the non-professional reader to understand why 
psalms scholarship has been slow to recognize the belief in resurrection 
and immortality which the present commentary would identify in some 
forty texts. 41 Hence it may not be amiss to cite here the more important 

39 The Book of Proverbs, p. 123. 
40 Oesterley, like Brown cited in note 41, is impaled on the assumption that 

belief must be sought only in measured formulas. 
41 There are, however, some signs of a change in attitude. Thus R. E. Brown, 

John, i-xii, p. 506, writes that "The rarity of the expression ["eternal life"] is 
explained by the fact that only in the very late era of OT thought is there explicit 
attestation of a belief in a life that transcends death (although the roots of the 
concept in Israelite theology may be older than hitherto believed)." It seems to 
me that the implicit assumptions underlying an affirmation like Prov xiv 32, "but 
at his death the just man will find refuge," tell us more about Israelite theology 
and beliefs than an explicit attestation like "I firmly believe in a future life that 
transcends death," which most scholars require (wrongly) before recognizing the 
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texts explicitly affirming or implying a belief in immortality and res
urrection. For details of translation and exegesis the reader must con
sult the NOTES on the respective texts. 

The first group of texts contains the term IJ.ayyim, translated both 
"life" and "life eternal." L. Swain42 has observed that "for the Hebrew 
mind human life is such an absolute and positive value that it involves 
eternity. Thus it would be superfluous for the Hebrew to qualify what 
he knew to be human life in its fulness with the epithet." The 
philological breakthrough for the definition of IJ.ayylm, "life eternal," 
was afforded by the description of everlasting happiness in UT, 2 
Aqht:v1:27-29: 

Ps xvi 11 

Ps xxi 5 

Ps xxvii 13 

Ps xxx 6 

Ps xxxvi 10 

Ps !vi 14 

Ask for life eternal Uzym) and I will give it to you, 
immortality (blmt) and I will bestow it upon you. 

I will make you number years like Baal, 
like the gods you will number months. 

You will make me know the path of life eternal, 
filling me with happiness before you, 
with pleasures at your right hand forever. 

The life eternal he asked of you 
you gave him 

Length of days, eternity, and everlasting.43 

In the Victor do I trust, 
to behold the beauty of Yahweh 
in the land of life eternal. 

For death is in his anger, 
life eternal in his favor; 

In the evening one falls asleep crying, 
but at dawn there are shouts of joy. 

Truly with you is the fountain of life, 
in your field we shall see the light. 

Would that you rescue me from Death, 
keeping my feet distant from Banishment, 

existence of such a belief. Cf. also E. B. Smick, "The Bearing of New Philological 
Data on the Subjects of Resurrection and Immortality in the Old Testament," in 
Westminster Theological Journal 21, No. 1 (November 1968), 12-21. 

42 In Clergy Review 52 (1967), 105. 
43 This revised translation follows from interpreting the first colon as a 

relative clause with the relative pronoun omitted, and the identification of the 
second phrase as a double-duty verb predicated of both parts of the verse. The 
resultant syllable count is 7:4:8 instead of the current 11:8 scansion. 



Ps !xix 29 

Ps cxvi 8-9 

Ps cxxxiii 3 

Ps cxlii 6 

Prov iv 22 
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That I might walk before God 
in the Field of Life. 

Let them be erased from the scroll of life eternal, 
and not enrolled among the just. 

For you, my soul, have been rescued from Death, 
you, mine eye, from Tears, 
you, my foot, from Banishment. 

I shall walk before Yahweh 
in the Fields of Life. 

For there Yahweh confers 
the blessing-
Iife for evermore. 

My portion in the land of life eternal. 

For they are life eternal to those who find them, 
and to all who preach them, healing. 

Prov viii 35-36 Indeed, who finds me finds life eternal for himself, 
and wins favor from Yahweh; 

Prov xii 28 

Prov xv 24 

But he who misses me harms himself; 
ali who hate me love death.44 

In the way of virtue is life eternal, 
and the treading of her path is immortality. 

The path of life eternal is upward for the prudent, 
thus escaping Sheol below. 

XL VII 

The following texts have in common the term 'a/:t"rlt, "the future," 
or "future life," whose eschatological overtones were brought out more 
clearly by UT, 2 Aqht:v1:35-36: 

mt ubryt mh yql;i 
mh yql;i mt atryt 

Man-what will he receive as future life? 
what will man receive as afterlife? 

Ps xxxvii 37b-38 For there is a future for the man of integrity. 
But perverse men shall wholly be destroyed, 

and the future of the wicked shall be cut off. 

44 For details, consult the writer's article "The Phoenician Contribution to 
Biblical Wisdom Literature," in The Role of the Phoenicians in the Interaction 
of Mediterranean Civilizations, ed. W. A. Ward (Beirut, 1968), pp. 123-52, 

especially 130-31. 
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Ps cix 13 May his future life be cut off, 

Num xxiii lOb 

Prov xxiii 18 

Prov xxiv 14b 

Prov xxiv 20 

Ecclus vii 36 

from the age to come his name erased. 

May his soul die the death of the just man, 
and may his future life be like his.45 

For surely there is a future life, 
and your hope will not be cut off. 

If you find her, there will be future life, 
and your hope will not be cut off. 

Because there shall not be a future life for the evil man, 
the lamp of the wicked will go out. 

In all your works remember the future life, 
and never shall you descend the Pit. 

That eternal life will be graced by festive banqueting is known from 
the New Testament (Luke xiv 16-24), but the Canaanite description 
of the celestial banquet as an essential component of the blessed after
life permits the exegete to interpret certain passages of the Psalter in 
the light of UT, 2 Aqht:VI:30-32: 

For Baal, when he gives life gives a feast, 
gives a feast to the life-given and bids him drink; 

The Gracious chants and sings in his presence. 

Ps xx.iii 4 Even though I should walk 
in the midst of total darkness, 

I will not fear the Evil One 
since you are with me. 

Your rod and your staff
behold, they will lead me. 

5 You will prepare before me my table 
far from my Adversary. 

You will generously anoint my head with oil, 
my cup will overflow. 

6 Surely goodness and kindness will attend me 
all the days of my life; 

And I shall dwell in the house of Yahweh 
for days without end. 

45 For the grammatical explication of this new version, consult M. Dahood, in 
ETL 44 (1968), 39, n. 18. 
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This revision of translation and interpretation follows from the recogni
tion that vs. 4, rii', earlier translated "danger," is in reality the epithet 
of Death identified in Ps cxl 12, and that vs. 5, ~or<riiy, "my 
Adversary," is a plural of majesty designating the psalmist's chief 
enemy. It should be observed that rii', "the Evil One," forms a 
theological wordplay with Yahweh's title in vs. l, ro'l, "my Shepherd." 
From these identifications we may infer that vss. 5-6 describe the 
heavenly banquet awaiting the psalmist in the afterlife and that the two 
demythologized attendants, goodness and kindness, belong to the theme 
that recurs in Pss xliii 3, lxi 8; Prov iii 3-all descriptions of celestial 
life. 

Ps xliii 3 

4 

Send forth your light and your truth; 
behold, let them lead me; 

Let them bring me to your holy mountain 
and to your dwelling, 

That I might come to the banquet of God,46 

to El, the joy of my life; 
That I might praise you with the lyre, 

0 God, my God! 

Ps xci 15-16 From his anguish will I rescue him, 
and I will feast him. 

With length of days will I content him, 
and make him drink deeply of my salvation. 

~ 

Particularly surpnsmg is the number of references to the beatific 
vision, the beholding of God throughout eternity, in the afterlife. 

Ps xvii 15 

Ps xxi 7 

Ps x.xvii 4 

At my vindication 
I will gaze upon your face; 

At the resurrection 
I will be saturated with your being. 

Indeed you will give him blessing forever, 
you will make him gaze with happiness upon your face. 

One thing I have asked 
of Yahweh47 

This do I seek, 
To dwell in Yahweh's house 

all the days of my life, 

46 It appears more probable that messengers would be dispatched to conduct 
one to a banquet (cf. Matt xxii 3) than to the altar. 

47 Parsing me'et yhwh as a double-duty modifier in a verse now scanning as a 
5:4:5 tricolon. 
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Ps xli 13 

Ps lxi 8 

Ps Ix.iii 3 

Ps cxl 14 
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Gazing upon the loveliness of Yahweh, 
awaking each dawn in his temple. 

In the Victor do I trust, 
to behold the beauty of Yahweh 
in the land of life eternal. 

But I in my integrity
grasp me 

And set me before you forever! 

Let him sit enthroned before God forever, 
may kindness and fidelity be appointed to safeguard him. 

So in your sanctuary may I gaze upon you, 
beholding your power and glory. 

Indeed, the just shall give praise to your Name, 
the upright shall dwell before your face. 

In a number of texts the full connotation of the verb nal;zah, "to 
lead," is clearly recognized as "to lead into Paradise." 

Ps v 9 

Ps xxiii 3 

Ps !xi 3 

Ps Ixxiii 24 

Lead me into your meadow. 

He will lead me into luxuriant pastures. 

From the brink of the nether world 
I call to you as my heart grows faint; 

From it lead me to the Lofty Mountain. 

Lead me into your council, 
and with glory take me to yourself. 

Ps cxxxix 24b and lead me into the eternal dominion. 

Ps cxliii !Ob With your good spirit 
lead me 

Into the level land. 

~ 

Several texts witness the verb ql.'j, "to awake, arise," with reference 
to resurrection; in addition to Ps xvii 15, cited above, these include: 

Ps cxxxix 18 May I rise and my continuance be with you! 

Isa xxvi 19 But your dead will live, 
their bodies will rise. 

Arise and sing, 0 you who dwell in the slime! 

Dan xii 2 And many of those who sleep 
in the land of slime will arise, 
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Some to everlasting life, 
and others to everlasting reproach and contempt. 

During your lifetime she will guide you, 
when you fall asleep she will watch over you, 
and when you arise she will converse with you. 

LI 

A related concept is expressed by the verb liiqal:z, "to take, snatch," 
when predicated of God in Gen v 24; II Kings ii 3, 5, 9. Cf. also: 

Ps xlix 16 But God will ransom me, 
from the hand of Sheol will he surely snatch me. 

Ps lxxiii 24 Lead me into your council, 
and with glory take me to yourself. 

The last text cited implies reward after death, a concept which 
modern scholarship hesitates to admit. Thus Sheldon Blank48 insists 
that "The idea of reward after death does not belong in the book of 
Psalms." The following texts seem to contradict this view: 

Ps ciii 4-5 Who will redeem your life from the Pit, 
who will crown you with kindness and mercy, 

Who will imbue your eternity with his beauty, 
when your youth will be renewed like the eagle's. 

Ps cxix 112 I incline my heart 
to perform your statutes; 
eternal will be my reward. 

In view of the texts stating a belief in the afterlife, the psalmist's 
affirmation "eternal will be my reward" should doubtless be under
stood literally. 

A study of the language of the texts presumably professing a faith 
in the afterlife reveals the recurrence of certain words, some of which 
became technical terms. Those of more frequent recurrence are 
l:zayylm, "life" or "life eternal"; 'aJ:,aru, "future" or "future life"; 
l:ziiziih, "to gaze upon"; fob, "beauty"; kibbed, "to feast"; liiqal:z, "to 
take, assume"; niil:ziih, "to lead" or "to lead into Paradise"; :f6diiqiih, 
"meadow"; .Saba', "to sate"; ql:f, "to arise"; siital, "to transplant"; 
tiimak, "to grasp." 

Several years ago an American scholar suggested a moratorium on 
the writing of major works attempting to synthesize the theology of the 
Old Testament. He maintained that our generation should concentrate 

48 In To Do and to Teach: Essays in Honor of Charles Lynn Pyatt, ed. R. M. 
Pierson (Lexington, 1953 ), p. 1. 
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on monographic studies of individual problems put in a new light by 
textual and archaeological discoveries of recent decades. The foregoing 
observations on the theology of the Psalter seem to corroborate the 
wisdom of his suggestion. The new readings and analyses-grammatical 
and prosodic-disclose numerous concepts, motifs, and attitudes that 
require a more thorough and systematic treatment than is feasible here. 
I would be gratified if this heavily philological commentary were to 
elicit monographic studies of some of the ideas uncovered by the sys
tematic application of Northwest Semitic philological principles to the 
text of the Psalter. 
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PSALMS III 
101-150 





A psalm of David. 

PSALM 101 

(ci 1-8) 

Your love and justice will I sing, 
to you, Yahweh, will I chant, 

2 I will rhapsodize about your dominion complete. 
When will you come to me? 

I have walked with blameless heart 
within my palace. 

3 I have never set before my eyes 
any worthless object; 
the making of images 

Have I so detested it never clung to me. 
4 The perverse heart turned away from me, 

the evil man I befriended not. 
5 Whoever by backbiting slandered his neighbor

him I reduced to silence; 
The one of haughty looks and proud heart, 

of such I made an end indeed. 
6 My eyes were upon my faithful countrymen, 

that they might dwell with me. 
The man of blameless conduct

he alone ministered to me. 
7 There never dwelt within my palace 

an artist of deceit; 
a speaker of lies 

Never lingered before my eyes. 
B Like cattle I destroyed 

all the wicked in the land, 
Cutting off from the city of Yahweh 

the evildoers one and all. 
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NOTES 

ci. After Gunkel's (Die Psalmen, p. 433) demonstration, few current 
commentators would question the royal character of this psalm. Scholarly 
opinion divides sharply, though, when a more specific classification must 
be proposed. Some label the poem the vow of the ideal king, others 
classify it as the royal proclamation on the day of the new king's 
enthronement, while Mowinckel, followed by A. R. Johnson, describes 
the composition as the king's vow which formed part of the Autumn 
Festival liturgy. La Bible de la P!eiade (ed. £ Dhorme; Paris, 1959), II, 
p. 118, categorizes this psalm among didactic writings. The application 
to the text of the principles of Northwest Semitic philology (see the 
Introduction) brings to light the following: the psalm is distinctly royal, 
the work of a king or for a king; secondly, the psalm is a lament composed 
in a uniform 3+2 or Qinah meter, commonly found in laments. The 
king complains that Yahweh has not adequately responded to his devotion 
and blameless conduct. "When will you come to me?" the poet asks in 
vs. 2, an embarrassing question which many modern commentators prefer 
to delete, since it does not accord with their classification of the poem. 
God's failure to grant the king a vision or some palpable form of spiritual 
comfort is the ground for the king's complaint. This classification is sus
tained by the recognition, on the basis of Canaanite and biblical poetic 
usage, and on the authority of the LXX, that all the imperfect or yqtl 
verb forms in vss. 2c-8 describe past activity, not future promises as 
construed by the leading modem commentators. 

When asserting that this past behavior has been irreprehensible, the 
psalmist employs terms that bring the psalm into close relationship with 
the psalms of innocence, such as Pss v, xxvi, cxxxix. 

To reconstruct the original cultic setting of this lament is unhappily 
beyond the reach of current psalms scholarship, and attempts to fit 
the composition into its cultural or historical setting must remain subjective 
and conjectural. As it is of royal nature, the psalm dates to the pre
Exilic period, but a more precise dating within the period of the 
Israelite monarchy ( 1000-586 a.c.) cannot be given on the basis of 
contents or language. 

1. Your love and justice. Not "My song is about kindness and justice" 
(JB), because suffixless l:resed umispiif receive their determination from 
l•kii, "to you," which refers to Yahweh. This use of the double-duty 
suffix (see Index of Subjects) compares closely with that examined in Ps 
liv 8, "For your nobility I will sacrifice to you," where undetermined 
n•diibiih receives its determination from liik, "to you." 

By resorting to the poetic device of the double-duty suffix, the psalmist 
could perfectly balance his line with eight syllables in each colon. 
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The terms J;esed umispii!, "your love and justice," belong to covenant 
language. Thus in Ps I 5 those who have made a covenant with Yahweh 
are called J;asidey, "his devoted ones," i.e., those bound by covenant 
obligations. But Yahweh, too, is bound by covenantal obligations to main
tain his loyalty to the king; cf. Ps lxxxix 29, "I shall keep my love 
(l;asdi) for him eternal, I and my covenant shall endure for him." Thus 
Nelson Glueck, Das Wort J;esed (Giessen, 1927), p. 66, correctly con
cludes that God's J;esed is the consequence of his covenant with his king 
or his people. 

Your love and justice . • • to you, Yahweh. The poet balances two 
direct objects in the first colon with two indirect objects in the second 
(courtesy D. N. Freedman). Compare the first NoTE on Ps lxxvi 12, 
and UT, 602:3-4, ysr wyf!_mr bknr w!lb, "He sings and chants upon 
lyre and lute," where two verbs are followed by two nouns of a preposi
tional phrase. 

will I sing • . • will I chant • . • 2. I will rhapsodize. The three 
synonymous verbs 'iiliriih, 'azammeriih, and 'a.Skiliih suggest that the lament 
is introduced by a tricolon rather than by a bicolon, as in most versions. 
In other words, vs. 2b, "When will you come to me?" stands as an 
independent question, metrically and semantically distinct from the first 
three cola, which have an 8: 8: 8 syllable count. 

The syntax of l;esed umispiif 'iisiriih, "your love and justice will I sing," 
where J:iesed umiSpiif are the direct object of the verb, resembles the 
construction of UT 603:rev.:7-8 tsr dd al[iyn] b'I, "She sings the affection 
of Victor Baal," while the biblical parallelism between sir, "to sing," 
and ziimar, "to chant," in Pss xxvii 6, !vii 8 etc., is now joined by 
the Ugaritic pairing of sr and d.mr (see the fourth NoTE on Ps !vii 8) 
to upset Gunkel's emendation of 'iiliriih "will I sing," to 'e'•siih, "I will 
practice," and of 'azammeriih, "will I chant," to 'e'Sm•riih, "I will heed." 
See also the second NOTE on Ps Ixxxix 2. 

2. I will rhapsodize. Rendered "I will behave myself wisely" by KJ, 
and "I will give heed" by RSV, 'afkilah belongs rather to the same 
conceptual category as vs. l, "will I sing" and "will I chant." This is 
indicated not only by the structure of the psalm's first three cola, but by 
the concurrence of sir, mizmor, and mafkU in the heading of Ps lxxxviii; 
cf. also Ps xlvii 8, zamm•ru maskil. 

your dominion complete. The NOTES on Ps xviii 31, 33, examine this 
definition of derek tiimim. Like suffixless J:iesed umispiif in vs. 1, derek 
tiimim receives its determination from J•ka yhwh, "to you, Yahweh," in 
the central colon, vs. 1 b. A related stylistic phenomenon at Prov viii 30 
and UT, 51 :rv:41-43 is discussed in the writer's article, "Proverbs 8, 
22-31: Translation and Commentary," in CBQ 30 (1968), 512-21. 

When will you come to me? Doubtless the most contested phrase of 
the psalm, miitay tiibo' 'eliiy (which La Bible de la Pleiade, among others, 
emends away because "It has no connection with the context") becomes 
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reasonably germane when the following verbs are taken in the past tense. 
The psalmist wants to know "When am I going to be rewarded by 
God's presence for my perfect conformity to his will in the past?" Compare 
the use of miitay in the cognate context of Ps xiii 3, "When shall 
I begin to drink in deeply the presence of God?" 

I have walked. With the LXX, understanding the imperfect or yqtl 
form 'ethallek as describing past action; see the introductory NOTE to Ps 
lxxviii. The appreciation of the Canaanite-biblical employment of the yqtl 
form in poetry to describe past activity will surely have far-reaching 
consequences for Bible translation and exegesis. For example, Isa xliii 2, 
kl ta'abor bammayim 'itt"kii 'iini, should now be rendered, "When you 
passed through the waters, I was with you," a reference to the Exodus, 
and not, "When you pass through the waters I will be with you," as read 
by RSV. This becomes reasonably evident from vs. 3, niitatfi kopr"kii 
mi~rayim, "I gave Egypt as your ransom," where preterit niitatti designates 
a completed action. Having translated yqtl form ta'abor as a present tense, 
RSV is obliged to compound the error and reproduce niitattl in the 
present tense, "I give Egypt as your ransom." 

my palace. Since the speaker is a king, bUi takes on a nuance attested 
in other biblical texts, e.g., I Kings iv 6, xvi 9; Isa xxii 15. RSV's "my 
house" falls short of the intended meaning. This usage recurs in vs. 7, 
with which it forms an inclusion. 

3. I have never set. Again following the LXX, which understood 'iillt 
as a yqtl form referring to the past. 

before my eyes. Forms an inclusion with the same phrase in vs 7. 
any worthless object. Probably an idol, since it is something held up to 

view; consult the second NoTE on Ps xi 5. Cf. Ezek xviii 15, "[But if] he 
does not raise his eyes to the idols of the house of Israel." 

the making of images. Parsing •asoh sefim as the infinitive construct 
(GK, § 75n, especially Prov xxi 3) followed by the direct object sefim, 
which is an alternate spelling of sefim, "images," discussed in NOTE on 
Ps xi 5. 

Have I so detested. Since this verse was apparently structured to 
create an inclusion with vs. 7 (see second NOTE on this verse above), 
it too should be analyzed chiastically, with the first colon corresponding 
to the fourth, and the second pairing with the third; thus, A:B:B:A. Hence 
the MT athnach under siine'ti should be transferred to the preceding word 
~etlm, "images," so that the syllable count of the four-cola chiasmus be
comes 8:6:4:7. 

As observed in the third NOTE on Ps v 6, siine'tl became a technical 
term employed in the formula abjuring idols and idol worship. The signifi
cance of this disclaimer comes out more clearly with the knowledge that 
in the seventh-sixth century B.C. citadel and palace of the king of Judah 
at Ramat Rahel, four kilometers south of Jerusalem, representations of the 
Canaanite fertility goddess Astarte were found during the 1954-1962 
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excavations. See Yohanan Aharoni, "The Citadel of Ramat Rahel," in 
Archaeology 18 (1965), 15-25. 

it never clung. Another instance of the imperfect (yidbaq) or yqtl 
verb describing past action. 

4. the evil man. Though many versions interpret ambivalent rii' as 
neuter "evil" (RSV, "I will know nothing of evil"), I prefer, on the basis 
of parallelism, to understand rii' as an evil person; see the next NOTE. 

I befriended not. Interpreting the clause rii' 16' 'edii' in the light of Pss v 
5, lo' y•gur•ka rii', "No evil man can be your guest," and xv 4, "The 
despicable man is rejected from his presence, I but those who fear Yahweh 
he feasts." For this nuance of yiida', "to care for, be a friend," in Ugaritic, 
Hebrew, and Punic, see my discussion in Biblica 45 (1964), 403, and 
UHP, p. 61. 

5. Whoever ... slandered. Parsing m•/os•n1 as a poel participle whose 
final -1 is the third-person singular suffix expressing the dative of advan
tage, as set forth in first NoTE on Ps xcvii 10. By adding the dative 
suffix the psalmist managed to even at 10: 10 the syllable count of vs. 5a 
and 5c. Like vs. 6, "The man of blameless conduct," m•los•ni stands as 
casus pendens, a stylistic mechanism studied at Ps ciii 15. 

The denominative verb liiSan, "to use the tongue," specifically "to slander," 
occurs in UT, 2 Aqht:v1:51, tl"Sn aqht gzr, "She slanders the lad Aqht," 
and belongs to the impressive list of Northwest Semitic denominative 
verbs that are derived from names of parts of the body. Consult NOTES 
on Pss xv 3, xviii 48, and Ixiv 9, slanderers. The use of this verb with 
the specific denotation "to slander," a usage not found in other Semitic 
languages, serves to illustrate the close lexical relationship between Hebrew 
and Ugaritic. 

by backbiting. Or "in secret," with both ancient and modem versions, 
but Prov xxv 23, l"Son siiter, "a backbiting tongue" (RSV), and the juxtapo
sition with m•/os•ni in our verse sustain this translation of bassiiter. 

I reduced to silence. With 'a.ymit expressing past time, as in Ps xviii 
41, where the balance with preterit niitattii.h, "You gave," leaves little 
doubt concerning the tense of 'a.ymitem. 

I made an end. Reading 'aka/le (MT 'ukiil) the piel imperfect form 
of kiilii.h, "to come to an end." This etymology creates a fine parallel to 
'asmif, "I reduced to silence." For other instances of Masoretic mispointing 
of this verb, cf. Ps x 4 (see NOTES there); Hos xi 6; Josh xviii 7. One 
may also read the apocopated form 'aka/, as in Ezek xliii 8. 

In the royal Phoenician inscriptions from Karatepe, King Azitawaddu 
avers (1:8) that sbrt ml~m. "I shattered the critics." 

indeed. Understanding consonantal l' as an alternate spelling of the 
emphatic lamedh. Cf. Jer iv 27, "The entire earth will become a desola
tion" w 0 kiiliih l' 'e'cseh, "and I will indeed make a full end." Contrast 
RSV, " ... I will not make a full end." Other examples of l' as an 
alternate writing of /•, "indeed," have been studied by F. Notscher in 
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VT 3 (1953), 375; G. Glanzman in CBQ 23 (1961), 231 f.; H. Neil 
Richardson in JBL 85 (1966), 89; F. C. Fensham in The Bible Translator 
18 (1967), 73; J. Alberto Soggin in Biblica 46 (1965), 56-59; BibOr 
9 (1967), 42. 

6. blameless conduct. The phrase derek tiimlm harks back to vs. 2 
where it is predicated of God in quite a different sense; the second NOTE 
on Ps civ 8 comments on such usage. Cf. also Leon J. Liebreich in HUCA 
27 (1956), 184, who points out that in Ps xxxiv 9, tob has reference to 
the goodness (better, tenderness) of God, whereas in vs. 11, fob designates 
material or worldly goods of man. These divine and human connotations 
of rob nicely illustrate the divine and human senses of derek tiimlm. 

he alone. An attempt to bring out the emphatic nature of hit. 
ministered to me. The appearance in Ugaritic of the term trtnm 

(phonetically equals Heb. seret, "to minister"), who are members of a 
certain professional guild ("ministers"?), definitely weakens the position of 
those (e.g., Aistleitner) who equate Heb. seret with Ugar. 'Srd in UT, 
Krt:77, 'Srd b'l bdbbk, and favors the parsing of srd as the shaphel impera
tive of yrd, "to descend." Hence translate: "With your sacrifice make Baal 
descend." 

7. There never dwelt , •. Never lingered. The four cola of this verse 
exhibit an interesting chiastic arrangement that closely resembles the struc
ture of vs. 3 with which they establish an inclusion. Thus the first and 
fourth cola are rigorously parallel in meaning, in number of words 
(4:4), and in syllable count (8:8), with lo' yeseb, "never dwelt," corre
sponding to 16' yikkon, "never lingered"; b•qereb, "within," to l•neged, 
"before"; and bell, "my palace," to 'eniiy, "my eyes." The second and 
third cola are likewise carefully balanced. Thus 'oseh r•miyyiih, "an artist 
of deceit," balances dober s•qiirlm, "speaker of lies," both in form (two 
qal active participles with corresponding nouns) and in syllable count 
(8:8). 

within my palace. b•qereb betl forms an inclusion with this phrase in 
vs. 3; see next NOTE. 

before my eyes. l•neged 'eniiy creates an inclusion with the identical 
phrase in vs. 3, while the thought evokes Ps xv 4, "The despicable man is 
rejected from his presence." 

8. Like cattle. The customary translation of MT labb•qiirlm "morning 
by morning" (RSV) creates the impression that the king was singularly 
ineffectual; an oriental king who each morning had to rid his land of 
undesirable citizens was destined for a very short reign. Accordingly, I 
explain the prepositional phrase in the light of Ps xlix 15, labbiiqer, 
"like a calf," which is parallel to k•:jo'n, "like sheep." For fuller discussion 
see fifth NoTE on Ps xlix 15. 

all the wicked in the land. Comparing Phoenician Karatepe 1:9, wtrq 
'nk kl hr' 's kn b'r:j, "And I removed all the evil that was in the land." 

Cutting off. The use of the circumstantial infinitive /•hakrlt (cf. the 
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third Norn on Ps cxi 6) recalls Phoenician Eshmunazor, lines 9-10, "And 
may the holy gods imprison them with the Mighty King [=Death] who 
will rule over them by cutting down [circumstantial infinitive lq.rtnm] that 
king or commoner who would open the cover of this sarcophagus." 

the city of Yahweh. Comparing Ps cxxii 3, "Jerusalem which was built 
as his city." Occurring only in the first and the last verses, the divine 
name yhwh enfolds the intervening lines. 



PSALM 102 

(cii 1-29) 

The prayer of O'ne afflicted, when he grew faint 
and poured out his complaint before Yahweh. 

2 Yahweh, hear my prayer, 
let my cry come to you. 

3 Turn not your face from me [2]* 
on the day of my anguish; 

Incline your ear toward me 
on the day I call, 

Hasten to answer me. 
4 For my days pass more quickly than smoke, [3] 

and my bones burn like a brazier. 
s Scorched like grass, my heart has withered indeed, [4] 

I am utterly wasted by the Devourer. 
6 My jaws fester from my groaning, [5] 

my skeleton clings to my flesh. 
7 I resemble a vulture in the wilderness, [6] 

I have become like an owl in desolate places. 
8 I stay awake and have become like a sparrow, [7] 

like a chatterer on the roof all day long. 
9 My Foe taunts me, [8] 

my Mocker feasts on me. 
10 Ashes I eat as my food, [9] 

and from rriy tears I draw my drink. 
11 Because of your fury and your wrath, [10] 

you lifted me up and threw me down. 
12 My days are like a tapering shadow, [u] 

and I wither like grass. 
13 But you, Yahweh, [12] 

from eternity have sat enthroned, 
and your throne endures from age to age. 

• Verse numbers in RSV. 
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14 You will arise to show compassion to Zion, 
because it is time to have pity on her; 
indeed the appointed time has come. 

15 How your servants love her stones, 
by her dust are moved to pity! 

16 Then will the nations revere your name, Yahweh, 
and all kings of the earth your glory, 

17 When Yahweh builds Zion anew, 
appears to her in his glory, 

18 If he regards the prayer of the destitute, 
and does not despise their prayer. 

19 Let this be written for the next generation, 
that a people yet to be created might 

20 "From his holy height looked down, 

[ 18] 
praise Yah: 

From heaven to earth gazed Yahweh 
21 To hear the groans of prisoners, 

to release those condemned to die; 
22 That Yahweh's name be proclaimed m Zion, 

and his laudation in Jerusalem, 
23 When peoples gather together 

with kings to serve him." 
24 Yahweh humbled my strength by his power, 

and my God cut short my vigorous days. 
25 "Do not take me away before half my days, 

when your years last generations!" 
26 Long ago you laid earth's foundations, 

and the heavens are your handiwork. 
27 They will perish, but you will remain, 

all of them will wear out like clothes. 
You change them like a garment, 

and they pass away. 
28 But you remain the same, 

and your years will never end. 
29 The children of your servants will dwell secure, 

and their seed shall endure in your presence. 

NOTES 

[ 19] 

cii. In this lament of an individual, three different themes can be 
readily discerned. In vss. 2-12 the psalmist graphically describes his illness 
and his being taunted by approaching Death. In the second stanza (vss. 
13-18) he shifts his attention to Zion, which has been destroyed, and to 
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her children, (vss. 19-23), while in the final stanza (vss. 24-29) the 
psalmist contrasts the brevity of his life with the permanence of Yahweh. 

Current psalms scholarship tends to label the psalm a compilation from 
older laments and hymns, but the pervasive oneness of diction and spirit 
points to a single author. For example, the collocation of mamltikot, "kings," 
in vs. 23, the last line of the third stanza, and darko, "his power," in vs. 
24, the first line of the fourth stanza, recalls the parallelism between mlk, 
"kingship," and drkt, "dominion," often found in Ugaritic. Surely such 
careful collocation bespeaks unity of authorship. 

Who is the speaker in this lament? We have several indications of the 
royal character of the psalmist. On a purely phrasal level, vs. 1 ya'a{op 
recalls royal Ps lxi 3, ba'"fop libbl, "as my heart grows faint," and 
vs. 24 w•qi:r:rar y•may 'emtir 'ell, "and my God cut short my vigorous 
days," aligns itself to royal Ps lxxxix 46, "You cut short the days 
of his youth." The rare parallelism between b•ne, "children," and 
zar'tim, "their seed," in vs. 29, is reminiscent of their juxtaposition in 
royal Ps xxi 11, w•zar'tim mibb•ne 'tidiim, "and their children from the 
sons of men"; the equally uncommon balance of 'oy•bay, "my Foe," 
and m•ho/iilay, "my Mocker," in vs. 9 betrays a kinship with royal Ps 
xviii 4, m•hulliil, "when mocked," that is associated with 'oy•bay, "my 
Foe" (in revised translation). The poet shares a common concern for the 
name of Yahweh (vss. 16, 22) with the authors of royal Pss xx 2, 6, 8, liv 
9, lxxxvi 9, 12, cxxxviii 2, and his universalistic aspirations in vss. 16, 23 
show an affinity with royal Pss xxii 28, lxxxvi 9, and cxxxviii 4. 
Equally significant for the identification of the psalmist's status is the 
contrast he limns between his own fleeting days (vss. 4-12) and the 
enduring kingship of Yahweh (vs. 13). For a king to depict Yahweh 
precisely as enthroned would have been appropriate. 

1. he grew faint and poured out. Both ancient and modem versions 
customarily render ya'•top and yispok in the present tense, but sense 
and poetic practice (see introductory NOTE to Ps ci) are equally sustained 
by a rendition in the past. The expression ba'afop libbl, "as my heart 
grows faint," occurs in royal Ps !xi 3. 

2. hear ... come. The pairing of the energic imperative (sim'iih) 
with the jussive (ttibO') is a stylistic trait of psalms noticed in the second 
NOTE on Ps Ii 14. 

3. Turn not ... Incline •.. Hasten. Reading vs. 3 as a run-on line, 
with a 9:4:7:4:5 syllable count, a pattern in which the major units descend 
in length (9:7 :5) while the interludes remain the same ( 4:4) In other words, 
the phrases b•yom :rar ll, "on the day of my anguish," and b<yom 'eqrii', 
"on the day I call," are suspended between the longer units, serving as 
double-duty modifiers. I have noticed this poetic pattern at Ps !vii 5 and 
have formally studied it in "A New Metrical Pattern in Biblical Poetry," 
CBQ 29 (1967), 574-79. 

Turn not. LXX me apostrepses, Vulg. non avertas, and the proposed 
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emendation of taster to tiiser, registered in the critical apparatus of BH3, 

merely confirm the correctness of parsing consonantal tstr as an infixed 
-t- form of sur, "to turn aside"; cf. second NoTE on Ps x 11. The 
contrary of 'al taster piineka mimmennI "Tum not your face from me," 
is expressed by the prayer in the next line, ha[feh 'elay 'oznekii, "Incline 
your ear toward me." A new instance can be made out in Ecclus vi 11, 
'm tsygk r'h yhpk bk wmpnk ystr, "If tragedy befalls you, he will recoil 
from you and tum away from your face"; cf. T. Penar, "Job 19,19 in 
the Light of Ben Sira 6,11," in Biblica 48 (1967), 293-95. 

my anguish. Like :far in Ps xviii 7, where the preceding verse mentions 
Sheol and Death, and like ~arah with the same connotation in Pss xci 
15, cxlii 3, :far here signifies the agony of death. 

4. pass more quickly. For this nuance of kiilU, see last NOTE on Ps 
xxxvii 20, and BDB, p. 478a, who observe that the added idea of 
transitoriness attaches to this verb in Ps xc 9. Cf. Job xvii 7, wI~uray 
kaHel kalu-m (mem is enclitic; MT kulliim), "And my limbs tapered like 
a shadow." 

than smoke. The evident parallelism with comparative k•moqed, "like a 
brazier," points to the comparative function of b• in b"'iisiin, "than 
smoke," a usage discussed in the last NOTE on Ps xxxvii 20, the second 
NOTE on Ps Ii 8, and the third NoTE on Ps Ii 9. On the strength of the 
ancient versions, many commentators emend b•'asiin here and in Ps xxxvii 
20 to k•'asan, "like smoke," but Northwest Semitic philology discourages 
such an emendation. For a list of passages where emendation may be 
scouted, see the Index of Subjects in both Psalms II and Psalms Ill. 

burn. Occurring several times in Ugaritic, the verb J:irr, "to bum, be hot," 
appears in a context not unlike that of tht: psalm in UT, 75:11:38-39, 
anpnm yJ:ir [ ] bmtnm ysbn, "His face is flushed, in his loins he is 
feverish." 

like a brazier. Biblical moqed probably finds its Canaanite counterpart 
in UT, 1127:19, bm"S mqdm, "five braziers," one of the items mentioned in 
a list of silver and commodities, with their prices. 

5. Scorched. Literally "struck," hukkah contains the root predicated of 
the sun in Ps cxxi 6, "By day the sun will not strike you." The obscurity 
of the context unfortunately precludes the certain identification of this root 
in Ugar. nkyt. 

has withered indeed. Parsing the waw of wayyibal as the emphatic 
particle, discussed in the second NOTE on Ps Ii 9. 

I am utterly wasted. The clear parallelism with yiba1, "has withered," 
shows that saka/:itl must be dissociated from sakal;i, "to forget" (JB's "my 
appetite has gone" glosses over the problem), and identified with Ugar. 
!k/;i, "to wither," examined in the first NOTE on Ps xxxi 13, the fourth 
NOTE on Ps !ix 12, and the second NoTE on Ps lxxvii 10. Gunkel's 
(Die Psalmen, p. 438) emendation of saka/:itl to ka/:ialtl, "I have grown 
lean," need not, therefore, enlist further attention. RSV incongruously ac-
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cepts this root in Ps cxxxvii 5 and hesitates here. In his report, "The 
Revised Standard Version of the Old Testament," in VTS, VII (Congress 
volume, Oxford, 1959; Leiden, 1960), pp. 206-21, Millar Burrows writes 
(p. 218), "Nor bas 'I forget to eat my bread' in Ps cii 4 been changed to 
'I am too wasted away to eat my bread,' though the parallelism as well 
as the Ugaritic evidence favor the change, and this meaning has already 
been given to the same verb in Ps cxxxvii 5." 

utterly. In the phrase ki siikaf:iti, "I am utterly wasted," ki parses as the 
emphatic particle, here reproduced by "utterly." 

The present association of libbl, "my heart," and Siikaf:iti, "I am too 
wasted," sustains the translation of Ps xxxi 13, niskaf:iti k•met milleb, "I 
have shriveled up like a dead man, senseless." 

by the Devourer. Repointing MT me'ake1l to me'okel, and identifying 
"the Devourer" with Death who is said in vs. 9 to feast on the psalmist. 
Cf. Job xviii 12-13, y•hi rii'eb 'ono w•'ed niikon z•~al'o yo'kal baddey 
'iwweru [MT 'oral yo'kal baddiiyw b•kor miiwet, "The Ravenous One con
fronts him, Calamity ready at his side. The Blind One devours his limbs, 
Death devours the limbs of bis first-born." The suffix of baddey, "bis limbs," 
is that of third-person singular (Psalms I, third NoTE on ii 6), while the 
phrase baddiiyw b•kor, "the limbs of bis first-born," parses as a construct 
chain with interposed pronominal suffix (as in the following verse, Job 
xviii 14), a usage documented in THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

The title 'okel, "the Devourer," falls in with the motif of rii'eb, "the 
Hungry One," and of Death's insatiable appetite, both discussed in the 
NoTE on Ps xxxiii 19. The translation of Ps xiii 10, "because of the 
Assassin within my bones," is of a pattern with the present description of 
Death. 

6. My jaws. Transferring MT laf:im'i, "my bread," from vs. 5 and 
vocalizing it lef:iem, the contracted Northern dual (Ugar. lf:im) of l•f:ii, 
"cheek, jaw," studied in the seventh NOTE on Ps !vi 2. The final yod of 
laf:iml becomes the preformative of the following verb. Being the name 
of a part of the body, lef:iem need not be furnished with a suffix to denote 
"my jaws"; cf. the fourth NOTE on Ps !vi 8. 

fester from my groaning. Redividing the consonants to read yiimaqqu 
l•'anf:iiiti for MT hapax legomenon miqqol 'anf:iiiti, "at the voice of my 
groaning"; as proposed in the preceding NOTE, the preformative yii- of 
yiimaqqu is forthcoming from the final syllable of MT laf:imi. The appear
ance of niimaqqu in the individual lament Ps xxxviii 6 and of moq in the 
national lament Ps xliv 20 shows that miiqaq, "to rot, fester," belongs to the 
language of laments, while :l.ech xiv 12, ul•sono timmaq b•pihu-m (mem 
is enclitic), "And his tongue shall fester in his mouth," sustains the 
authenticity of the expression lef:iem yiimaqqu, "My jaws fester." With this 
reading the line, whose first colon has long been thought to lack a word 
(cf. apparatus in BHS which reads vb prb exc, prps yiiga'ti, l /rt kiif:ialti), 
divides into two balanced cola, each numbering three words and nine 
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syllables. The resultant parallelism between the yqtl verb form yiimaqqu 
and qtl diib•qiih also deserves mention; in vs. 15 the poet employs the 
qtl-yqtl sequence. 

These observations seem to bear on the translation of Ps Ixxiii 7-8, 
where we should probably attach the first word of vs. 8, unexplained 
yiimlqu, to the end of vs. 7 to recover the expression Jebiib yiimlqu, "Their 
heart festers." As a result of this scansion, a clear case of inclusion comes 
to light in vs. 8 that now begins with wldabb•ru, "and (they) speak," and 
closes with y•dabberu, "they speak." Verses 7-8 now scan into five 
cola with an 8 : 6: 5: 8 : 6 syllable count. 

from my groaning. The causal force of the preposition l• (l<'anf:ziiti) comes 
across in G. R. Driver's (CML, p. 35) translation of UT, Krt: 119-22, 
wl yfo pbl mlk /qr tigt ibrh lql nhqt f:zmrh lg't alp f:zr!, "King Pabil 
slept not for the rumble of the roaring of his buffaloes, for the sound 
of the braying of his asses, for the lowing of the plowing ox." Cf. further 
Isa xv 5, xvi 7, 11; Jer x.xxi 20; Hos x 5; Job xxxvii 1. 

Feminine in Hebrew, •ana(liih, "groaning," appears as masculine anb, 
"groaning," in Ugaritic. 

8. I stay awake . . all day long. siiqadti and kol hayyom are an 
instance of merismus, signifying "night and day." Consult the fourth 
NOTE to this verse. 

like a sparrow. MT and the versions read k•~ippor boded, "like a lonely 
sparrow /bird," with masculine baded modifying normally feminine ~ippor. 
In his study of the gender of Hebrew nouns, Karl Albrecht (ZAW 16 
[1896], 41-121) concludes his discussion of the gender of ~ippor with the 
observation that Ps cii 8 is the only text where #ppor is arguably masculine, 
but even here he remains skeptical because the unsatisfactory parallelism 
hints at some disorder in the transmission of this verse. The consonantal 
text is quite sound; proper balance and agreement of gender can be 
restored by terminating the first colon with feminine #ppor and beginning 
the second colon with the masculine substantive boded, "chatterer"; see 
the next NOTE. 

like a chatterer. Comparative k• of k•~ippor extends its comparative 
force to parallel boded; other instances of double-duty prepositions are 
registered in the third NoTE on Ps xc 4. I parse boded as a participle of 
"'biidad, preserved in the substantive baddlm, "chatter, idle talk," Phoen. 
bdm in Eshmunazor, line 6, 'I tsm' bdnm, "Heed not their idle talk." 
That boded, "chatterer," aptly describes a bird is sustained by the analogy 
of English "chatterer," any of several passerine birds having a chattering 
cry, as certain waxwings and cotingas. Whether this root bdd relates to 
Ugar. bd//sr, "to sing," is uncertain for lack of Ugaritic vocalization. 

all day long. Attaching the first two words of vs. 9 to the end of vs. 8 
which now reads: 

siiqadti wii'ehyeh k·~ippor 
baded 'al giig kol hayyom 

( 3 beats-9 syllables) 
(3 beats-7 syllables) 
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As observed in the first NOTE to this verse, this reading uncovers an 
example of merismus, while at the same time bringing the syllable count of 
vs. 9 into better balance with seven syllables in the first colon and eight in 
the second. 

9. My Foe •.. feasts on me. By detaching kol hayyom, "all day Jong," 
from vs. 9 and joining them to vs. 8, we effectuate a balanced chiastic 
verse with seven syllables in the first colon and eight in the second. 

f:ier•punI 'oy•biiy 
mehQ[e[ay bi nisbii'u 

(2 beats-7 syllables) 
(2 beats-8 syllables) 

The chiasmus proves especially interesting. The plural verb plus suffix 
f:ier•punl are balanced by prepositional phrase bl followed by the plural 
verb niSbii'u (MT niSbii'u), "feasts on me," and the two epithets of Death, 
chiastically paired, are a good example of assonance. 

My Foe. The uncommon parallelism between 'oy"biiy and m•holiilay 
suggests a relationship with the revised translation of Ps xviii 4, m•hulliil 
'eqrii' yhwh umin 'oy•bay 'iwwiiJea•, "When mocked, I called Yahweh, and 
from my Foe I was saved" (contrast Psalms I). See also the cognate paral
lelism in Ps cxxxvii 3. Since there can be little doubt in Ps xviii 4 about the 
identity of the plural of majesty 'oy•bay, "my Foe,"-Death, Sheol, and Be
lia! being mentioned in vss. 5-6-one should seek to identify the parallel 
substantives 'oy"biiy and m•holii/ay in our verse in the same manner. This 
is rendered possible, first, by the contents of the lament in vss. 2-12; 
second, by the fact that the plural of majesty 'oy"bim, "Foe," designates 
Death in Pss xviii 4, 49, xxx 2, xii 3, !xix 19, cxliii 9; third, the verb 
f:ier•punI, "taunts me," is predicated of Death in Ps xiii 11, f:ier•punI ~orrriiy, 
"My Adversary taunts me," where ~or•riiy is now seen to be synonymous 
with re~af:i, "the Assassin," and with 'oyi!b, "the Foe," in the preceding 
verse. In Pss xiii 5, xxvii 12, the plural of majesty ~iiray, "my Adversary," 
denotes Death. 

taunts me. Comparing Pss xiii 3, "How long must my Foe rejoice over 
me?", xiii 5, "Lest my Foe should boast, 'I overcame him!' Lest my 
Adversary should exult when I stumble," and revised xiii 11, f:ier•punl 
~or•riiy, "My Adversary taunts me." Thus the plural verb agrees with 
the plural form of the subject, as in Ps xiii 5, ~iiray yiigllu, "Lest my 
Adversary should exult;" and Ps xlvi 5; see fourth Norn on Ps xiii 5, and 
below on Ps cxlii 7. 

Though the psalmist does not give the text of Death's taunt, it may 
tentatively be supplied from Ps xiii 11, "Where is your God?" 

my Mocker. Pointing mrhol•/ay, the plural poel participle, for MT poal 
m•h8/iilay. In the poel conjugation hole/ specifically signifies "to make a 
fool of, to mock," the nuance desired by the context. Like its counterpart 
'oy•bay, "my Foe," plural m•hol"lay is a plural of majesty referring to 
the supreme mocker, Death. 

Among the more curious attempts to interpret this word, one might 
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cite A. B. Ehrlich's (Randglossen zur hebriiischen Bibel, VI [Leipzig, 
1913], p. 6) translation of m•hOl•/ay: "those who Hellenize me." 

feasts on me. Reading nisbii'u for MT nisbii'u; since the pre-Masoretic 
consonantal text used but one symbol for both sin and shin, the proposed 
reading assumes no emendation of the consonantal text. This repointing 
produces a version that accords with vs. 5, "I am utterly wasted by the 
Devourer," and is more explicable (cf. the commentaries) than traditional 
"those who deride me use my name for a curse" (RSV). 

For the construction siiba' b•, "to be sated with, to feast on," cf. Pss 
!xv 5, !xx.xviii 4; Lam iii 30, and for the niphal form, see Job xxxi 31, 
ml yitten mibb•siiro IU' (MT lo') nisbii', "O that we might feast on his 
flesh!" and the comments of Pope, Job ad loc. In the following verse of 
the psalm, the preposition b• again denotes "from." 

10. Ashes. The emphatic nature of kl in kl 'eper is reproduced by the 
emphatic position of "Ashes" in translation. 

my food. Suffixless lel:zem shares the suffix of its opposite number 
siqquway, "my drink" (cf. first NoTE on Ps iii 4); hence RSV's "For I eat 
ashes like bread" obscures the point. For the Ugaritic parallelism be
tween the roots ll:zm and sqy, see UT, 2 Aqht:1:22-23, uzrm ilm yll:zm uzrm 
ysqy bn qds, and for their juxtaposition, 2 Aqht:v:29, tsll:zm tssqy ilm, 
"She dines and wines the god." Cf. also Ps Ix.xx 6, "You have fed us tears 
as our food (lel:zem), and given us tears to drink (watta'Sqemo) by the bowl," 
and the fourth NOTE on Ps !vii 8, which discusses parallel words as a 
criterion for evaluating the proximity of Hebrew and Ugaritic. 

from my tears. Assigning to the preposition b• of bib•kl its frequent 
(see vss. 4, 9) sense of "from"; the Indexes and THE GRAMMAR OF THE 
PSALTER refer to numerous passages where this sense occurs. 

I draw my drink. The psalmist continues the hyberbolic metaphor, de
picting himself as drawing his drink from an amphora or vat filled with 
his tears. As observed in the fifth NOTE on Ps lxxv 9, the definition of 
miisak, "to draw," is finding wide acceptance; cf., for example, R. B. Y. 
Scott's translation of Prov ix 2, miis•kiih yeniih, "She has poured out her 
wine," in AB, vol. 18. The syntax of bib•ki miisaktl, "from my tears 
I draw," is identical with that found in UT, 'nt:1:15-17, alp kd yq/J bbmr 
rbt ymsk bmskh, "A thousand pitchers he took from -his bowl, ten thousand 
he drew from his vat." 

Canaanite poets, too, resort to extravagant language when comparing 
King Kirta's tears to shekels: UT, Krt:28-29, tntkn udm'th km [qlm ar:fh, 
"His tears are poured out like shekels toward the ground." 

In fact, the proposed translation of the biblical metaphor may shed 
light on UT, 62:1:10, where the sorrowing goddess Anath is described: 
tit kyn udm't, "She drinks tears like wine." So far as I know, no Ugaritic 
specialist has explained the nature of her action, but from the biblical 
description it appears that the goddess' copious tears filled an amphora 
from which she drank tears as wine. Thus the translation "and from my 
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tears I draw my drink" and the explanation of the Ugaritic figure of 
speech sustain the translation of sii/IS, "bowl," in Ps 1xxx 6, quoted in the 
second NOTE on this verse. 

my drink. Biblical siqquway (cf. Hos ii 7; Prov iii 8) equals Ugar. sqym, 
an exceptionally strong or exceptionally refreshing drink; see Otto Eissfeldt, 
JSS 5 (1960), 45. 

11. your wrath. The root of qqep, "wrath," appears as a Canaanite 
gloss in the niphal conjugation in EA 82:51, naq~apu, "He is wroth," and 
93: 5, naq~apti, "I am wroth." 

your fury and your wrath. The poet balances the line by placing the 
two nouns in the first colon and the two verbs "you lifted me up and 
threw me down" in the second; cf. the comments on Pss lxxvi 12, ci 1, 
cvii 39. A prose writer would say, "You lifted me up because of your 
fury, and threw me down in your wrath." 

12. a tapering shadow. The psalmist, because of his sickness, has reached 
the evening of life; cf. Jer vi 4, "The day wanes, the shadows of evening 
taper." 

13. But you, Yahweh. Scanning the line into three (5+5+8 syllables) 
cola, instead of the traditional two-cola division. 

from eternity. The second NOTES on Pss ix 8, xxix 10, and the third 
NOTE on Ps lxxviii 69 examine the ambivalent phrase l•'oliim, "from 
eternity," or "to eternity." From the context one can generally see which 
meaning is intended. 

have sat enthroned. The most instructive parallel to this locution comes 
from Ps ix 8 where the balance with preterit konen, "has established," 
points up the past nature of yeseb, "has reigned," and where the pairing 
with kis•'o, "his throne," brings out the majestic meaning of the verb 
teseb: "Behold Yahweh who has reigned from eternity, has established his 
throne for judgment." 

your throne. Textual critics and commentators, along with a number of 
Hebrew scribes, have doctored the reading zikr•kii to bring it into line 
with Lam v 19, 'attiih yhwh l•'oliim teseb kis'aka l•dor w•dor, "You, Yahweh, 
have sat enthroned from eternity; your throne endures from age to age." 
Unfortunately this alteration slights the observation made at Pss !iii (in
troductory Norn) and Iv 23 that variant readings in a doubly transmitted 
line or poem are often synonyms, so that one reading should not be 
emended on the basis of the other variant. Applying this rule to the present 
case we must conclude that zikr•kii (preferably read zakr•kii; see also Ps 
cxv 12) is synonymous with kis'akii, "your throne." This conclusion would 
seem to bear on Ugaritic text 51 :VI:51-54, spq ilm kbtm yn spq ilht ksat 
[yn] spq ilm rl)bt yn spq ilht dkrt [yn], "He sates the chair-gods with 
wine, he sates the throne-goddesses [with wine], he sates the couch-gods 
with wine, he sates the seat-goddesses [with wine]." The meaning of k/;l!m 
and ksat is clear, but uncertainty attends r/:lbt and dkrt. The series of 
four corresponding nouns in immediately preceding lines 47-50: ilm krm, 
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"he-lamb gods," ilht bprt, "ewe-lamb goddesses," ilm alpm, "bull-gods," 
ilht arbt, "cow-goddesses," permits one to argue that the four components 
of the present list also belong to one class, namely, furniture. In UT, 128: 
IV: 5, 16, rl;zbt yn seems to signify "cask of wine," here it appears to refer 
to a wide divan or bed; cf. Isa !vii 8, hirl;zabtii miskiibek, "You widened 
your bed." Accordingly the final noun of the series dkrt (singular dkr) 
would be synonymous with ksat, "thrones," as in the psalm text. 

14. You will arise. That is, from your throne, as in Pss ix 20, lxxvi 10; 
Zeph iii 8; and Job xxxi 14, as noted in Psalms I on Ps ix 20; cf. also BDB, 
p. 878a. 

to show compassion. Parsing t•ral;zem as subjunctive expressing purpose 
after tiiqum; cf. RSV, "Thou wilt arise and have pity." In vs. 19, y•hallel, 
we recognize another subjunctive. The root is witnessed in UT, 125:33, 
yd't krl;zmt, "I know that she shows compassion." 

indeed. Understanding kl as an emphasizing particle. 
15. love ••• are moved to pity. The psalmist achieves poetic variation 

by pairing the qtl form r(4u (Ugar. r.)"}') with yqtl y•l;zonenu (Ugar. /.znn), 
and by arranging the verbs and their accusative objects ("her stones," 
"her dust") in a chiastic pattern. 

her stones, by her dust. Zion has been leveled by the foe; her buildings 
are in ruin, mere stones and rubble. Cf. the description of the destruction 
of Tyre in Ezek xxvi 12, "Your stones, your timbers, your dust they 
poured into the sea." 

16. revere. A number of manuscripts read w•yir•'u, "They will see,'' 
for MT w•yiyr•'u, "They will revere," but the Masoretic reading is 
vindicated by the observation that it forms a wordplay with vs. 17, 
nir'iihii from rii'iih, "to see." The same play on roots is noticed at Ps Iii 8, 
w•yir•'u fiaddfqim w•yiyrii'u, "The just will look on in dread," and at Ps 
!xiv 5-6, while the second NOTE on Ps Ix 5 shows that punning was not 
out of place in Canaanite and biblical laments. Another pun recurs in 
vss. 17-18. 

your name. Though unsupplied with a pronominal suffix, sem must be 
rendered "your name" because of its parallelism with k•bodekii, "your 
glory"; cf. the first NOTE on Ps lxxxix 2. In fact, Ps Ix.xii 19, sem 
k•b6d6, literally "the glory of his name," shows that the poet, when 
placing sem in the first colon and k•b6dekii in the second, employed the 
figure known as the breakup of composite phrases. Consult first NOTE on 
Ps xi 4, and THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

17. builds Zion anew. As noticed at Ps Ii 20, biblical biiniih, like Ugar. 
bny, denotes both "to build" and "to build anew." The knowledge that 
b and p were closely related sounds, that often interchange with no se
mantic difference (THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER), facilitates appreciation 
of the psalmist's punning on biiniih, "builds anew," and piiniih, "he regards," 
in vs. 18. 

appears to her in his glory. To many scholars the final colon, nir'iih 
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bik'bodo, seems defective. Thus La Bible de la Pleiade, II, p. 1120, 
states that a word has disappeared from the second colon, and accordingly 
restores b'qirbiih, "in her midst." The revision of the tract on dative suf
fixes necessitated by Northwest Semitic epigraphical discoveries permits 
the textual critic to forgo such drastic expedients. Suffice it to add one 
syllable to MT nir'iih, reading nir'iihii and explaining the suffix -hii as the 
original feminine singular suffix that is often written in the Qumran 
Scrolls -hiih; in U garitic the suffix is -hii. Its syntactic function here would 
be as the dative suffix, an alternate construction to Jer xxxi 3, meriil;ioq 
yhwh nir'iih li, "From afar Yahweh appeared to him" (the third-person 
suffix of Ii referring to Israel). Hence the reading nir' iihii bik8b0do, with 
its seven syllables, balances the seven syllables of the first colon, ki biiniih 
yahweh #yyon, "When Yahweh builds Zion anew." 

In Gen xvi 11 the author, by employing the Canaanite form of the 
second-person feminine singular suffix -ki, was able perfectly to balance 
his cola of five syllables each: ki yisma' yahweh 'el 'aniiyiiki, "For Yahweh 
has heard you, El has answered you." For this reading and the grammat
ical details, see M. Dahood, Biblica 49 ( 1968), 87-88. 

18. he regards. The pun on piiniih and biiniih in vs. 17 is noticed in the 
first NOTE on vs. 17. 

the prayer. Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 328, deletes t•pillat as a gloss because 
it is improbable that the poet would use the same noun in parallel cola. 
His deletion, however, destroys the 9 :9 syllable count (cf. the second NOTE 
on vs. 17), and at the same time slights the well-attested U garitic and 
biblical practice of using the same noun in both halves of the verse. See 
the fourth Norn on Ps lxxiii 8. 

the destitute. KB, p. 738a, derive the present 'ar'iir and the name of 
the tamarisk in Jer xvii 6 from the same root 'iirar, "to lay bare," a by
form of 'iiriih, also "to lay bare, strip." If both nouns derive from the 
same root, then the citation of Ugar. 'r'r, "tamarisk," parallel to ·~ mt, 
"the tree of death," is not irrelevant, especially since the poet speaks of 
the b•ne t•mutiih, literally "the sons of death," in vs. 21. 

Like 'iisir, "prisoners," in vs. 21, 'ar'iir is a singular noun with collective 
meaning. 

19. Let this be written. Namely, vss. 20-23, which are here placed 
between inverted commas. 

Yah. A shortened form of Yahweh. 
20. From. Reproducing kl, literally "that," by inverted commas; see the 

comment on a similar usage at Ps Iii 2, in the NoTE on "and told Saul," 
where the words "and he said" are taken as the equivalent of our quota
tion marks. 

Yahweh. The position of the divine name within the verse has been 
the object of controversy, with some critics placing it after first-colon 
hisqlp, "looked down." D. N. Freedman, however, has correctly seen that 
MT yhwh stands precisely between the two longer cola and serves as the 
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subject of both. A literal translation, preserving the Hebrew word order, 
would read, "From his holy height looked down I Yahweh I From heaven 
to earth gazed." The syllable count thus becomes 8:2:9 (following MT; 
with the archaic vocalization the count could also be 7 instead of 9). 
Lending further conviction to this scansion is the chiastic arrangement of 
the longer cola in an A+B//a+A. sequence. The double-duty modifier (see 
the first N OTB to vs. 3) plus chiasmus is discussed at Ps cix 14. 

height ... heaven. In miirom and Siimayim the psalmist balances two 
roots that are juxtaposed in one of the goddess Anath's titles, b'lt smm 
rmm, "mistress of the high heavens," in Phoen. smm rmm and in same
roumos, mentioned by Sanchunyaton; cf. the second NOTE on Ps lxxviii 69. 

From heaven to earth. The pairing of siimayim and 'ere~ is well attested 
in Ugaritic (see the first NoTE on Ps !xx.iii 9), and a recently published 
tablet speaks of an animal being sacrificed to the divinities ar~ wsmm, 
"Earth and Heaven" (RS 24.643). The fourth NoTE on Ps !vii 8 deals 
with parallel pairs as a criterion for establishing the linguistic and literary 
classification of Ugaritic; to date 290 such parallel pairs in Ugaritic and 
in Hebrew have been identified, an increase of 50 since Psalms I/ was 
published in 1968. See the list in THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

gazed. Synonymous with hisqip, with which it forms the poetic figure 
of chiasmus, hibbi{, probably occurs in UT, 51:m:21, kbh by ltbf, "For 
therein shame is seen." 

21. prisoners. As in Ps lxxix 11, singular 'iislr bears a collective meaning, 
a usage also witnessed in Ugar. kp, "hands," and ris, "heads," as noticed 
at Ps !xviii 22. 

those condemned to die. Literally "sons of death," the second element 
of b•ne t•mutiih probably occurs twice in UT, 2059: 16, 22. The latter text 
reads w[k]lhm bd rb tmtt lql;t "And I snatched all of them from the 
hand of the Master of Death," where "the Master of Death" would be 
an ;:pithet of Death himself. M. Dietrich and 0. Loretz in BO 23 ( 1966), 
132, reject the equation of tmtt with biblical t•mutiih, and postulate a 
substantive denoting "crew, gang"; hence their translation "Mannschaft
fiihrer" ("leader of the crew"). But this derivation neglects the mention of 
death in line 13 (mtt) and the biblical idiom which often speaks of rescue 
from the hands of Death and bestows upon Death such titles as melek 
balliihOt, "the King of Terrors" (Job xviii 14). 

22. be proclaimed. Cf. Ps !xvii 3, where the qal infinitive construct 
liida'at is translated passively, just as the pie! infinitive construct here, 
/•sapper, must be turned passively. 

23. with kings. For this definition of mam/iikot, see the first NOTE on 
Ps !xviii 33. The Vatican and Sinaitic codices of the LXX read basi/eis, 
"kings," as do Aquila, and Theodotion, a reading followed by the Vulgate. 
This lection appears superior to basileias, "kingdoms," adopted in their 
editions of the LXX by Henry Swete and by Alfred Rahlfs. Cf. Alfred 
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Rahlfs, Septuaginta-Studien I-Ill, 2d ed. (Gottingen, 1965), 2. Heft, Der 
Text des Septuaginta-Psalters, p. 49. 

him. I read 'oto for MT 'et and transfer yhwh to the next colon where, 
as Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 440) has acutely observed, the lack of a divine 
name is surprising. With this reading, the three words and nine syllables 
of the second colon balance better the three words and eight syllables in 
the first colon than do the four words and ten syllables of MT. What 
is more, the transposition of yhwh to the next verse restores the word 
and syllable equilibrium hitherto lacking. For other instances of 'otoh, see 
the second NOTES on Pss lxix 27 and xci 9. Cf. also Eccles iv 10, kl 
'im yippol (MT yipp•IU) hii'ef:ziid yiiqlm 'oto (MT 'et) 1;tabifro, "For if one 
should fall, his companion will lift him up," as proposed by M. Dahood, 
Biblica 49 (1968), 243. Contrast RSV, "For if they fall, one will lift up 
his fellow." How? 

24. Yahweh. Once transposed to vs. 24 (see second NOTE on vs. 23), 
yhwh supplies the divine name desired in the first colon, brings the number 
of words in the verse into equilibrium (4:4) and the syllables into perfect 
balance (9:9). The verse (including first two words of vs. 25) reads: 

yahweh 'inniih b•darko ko/;tl 
w•qiffar yiimay 'emiir 'ell 

Noteworthy too is the emergent inclusion formed by the composite divine 
name yahweh 'ell, whose first component stands as the first word of the 
line, while the second element ends the verse. On yahweh 'el see NOTES 
on Pss x 12, xxxix 13, and cxliii 1, 7, 9, and my articles in Biblica 46 
(1965), 317-18; 47 (1966), 410. The second NoTE on vs. 16 discusses 
the separation of composite phrases into parallel cola. 

my strength. Vocalizing ko/;tl (Ketiv kol;zw), with defective spelling of the 
final suffix -z, and attaching the waw of consonantal kf:zw to the next word 
as the conjunction "and." As a result, the syllable count becomes 9:9 
instead of 9: 8. A similar instance of defective spelling is noticed in the 
preceding word b•darko, "by his power," MT badderek. 

by his power. Reading b•darko (MT badderek), an instance of defective 
spelling; the next word ko/;tl, "my strength," is also written defectively. Cf. 
Job xxvi 14, q•fot darko, "bits of his power," as rendered by Pope, 
Job and his NoTE ad Joe. This definition of derek is discussed in the 
third NOTE on Ps i 1, in the first NOTE on Ps lxvii 3, and in the second 
NOTE on Ps lxxvii 14. Such an interpretation of derek accords with vs. 23, 
mamliikot, "kings," and brings out the parallelism between the roots drk 
and mlk that occurs in UT, 68: 10, tqf:z mlk 'lmk drkt dt drdrk, "You will 
receive your eternal kingship, your everlasting dominion," in Pss cxxxviii 
4-5, cxlvi 9-10, and Job xxix 25. In other words, the pair 'ammlm, "peo
ples," and mamliikot, "kings," semantically equals the parallelism of goylm, 
"nations," and malke hii'iiref, "kings of the earth," in vs. 16. 

The association of darko, "his power," with mamliikot, "kings," in vs. 23, 
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roots elsewhere occurring in parallelism, surely suggests that the third 
stanza (vss. 13-23) and the fourth stanza (vss. 24--29) come from the 
same hand. The collocation of these cognate roots can hardly be ascribed 
to the accidental juxtaposition of two stanzas composed by different poets. 

and. The conjunction w• has been transposed to qiHar from the pre
ceding cluster k/:lw. 

my God. In the Hebrew text 'eli, the last word of the verse, forms 
an inclusion with yhwh, the first word in the line, and with kof:ii, the last 
word of the first colon, an instance of assonance. The poignancy of the 
psalmist's suffering is brought out by the thought that 'eli, "my God," 
has caused his sufferings. 

cut short. Piel qiHiir balances in vocalic sequence and in the number 
of syllables pie! 'inniih, "humbled." The observation that the poet carefully 
structured the verse prepares the textual critic for the uncertain elements 
of the line. 

The root of qi~~iir occurs in the Ugaritic phrase q~r nps, "the wretched." 
my vigorous days. Literally "my days of vigor." With yhwh balancing 

'eli and 'inniih matching qi~~iir, one may infer that disputed ymy 'mr an
swers to kof:ii, "my strength." This inference becomes defensible thanks 
to the well-documented Northwest Semitic root mrr, "to strengthen, com
mend." On Ugar. mrr consult UT, Glossary, No. 1556, and for biblical 
occurrences, M. Dahood, Biblica 39 (1958), 308-10; 47 (1966), 276. The 
proposed translation of Eccles vii 26 in Biblica 39 (1958), 308-10, mar 
mimmiiwet, "stronger than death" (cf. Song of Sol viii 6), has been adopted 
by G. R. Driver in Studia semitica philologica necnon philosophica Ioanni 
Bakos dicata, ed. S. Segert (Bratislava, 1965), p. 102, and by Svi and 
Sifra Rin in Biblische Zeitschrift 11 (1967), 189. Consonantal 'mr would 
accordingly be explained as a noun with prothetic aleph from mrr; the 
third NOTE on Ps Ii 9 examines other members of this noun formation. 
One may accordingly argue that unexplained Hab iii 9, ma{tot 'emiir 
(MT ·'omer), "powerful shafts," is semantically cognate to Ps ex 2, ma{teh 
'uzz•kii, "your victorious mace." 

One may vocalize consonantal ymy 'mr as y•mey 'emiir, "the days of 
vigor," whose pronominal suffix would be supplied by its opposite number 
ko/:zl, "my strength," on the principle of the double-duty suffix; or one may 
read y6may 'emiir, literally "my days of vigor," and parse the phrase as a 
construct chain with interposed pronominal suffix, a poetic usage widely at
tested in the Psalter; cf. the second NoTE on Ps lxi 5. New bibliography 
includes J.-E. David, "To haima mou tes diathekes MT 26,28: Un faux 
probleme," Biblica 48 (1967), 291-92. 

In summary, w•qiHar ycmay 'emiir 'eli, "And my God cut short my 
vigorous days," states the same sentiment as Ps 1xxxix 46, hiq~artii y<me 
'aJUmiiyw, "You cut short the days of his youth." 

This reconstruction and reinterpretation clarifies four obscure cola in Job 
xxxvi 22-23, hen 'el yasgib b•ko}Jo umi kiimohu moreh mi piiqad 'aliiyw 
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darko iimi 'iimar pii'altii 'awliih, "Look, El is supreme in his strength, 
and who is puissant like him? Who entrusted him with his power? And 
who can say, 'You have done wrong?'" In these two verses occur three 
of the key words witnessed here in vs. 24: koJ:io, "his strength," moreh, 
"puissant," a by-form of mrr, "to be powerful," and darko, "his power." 
In vs. 22 the final w of k/:tw (ko/:to) should also be read as the first letter 
of ii mi (on single writing of two successive like consonants, see the third 
NOTE on Ps Ix 11 and THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER), so that both cola 
perfectly balance with seven syllables each. 

25. when your years last generations. Reading b•dur (MT b•dor) dor'im 
s•notekii, with "years" the subject of the infinitive construct dur (as in Ps 
lxxxiv 11), and dorim an accusative of time. 

26. you laid earth's foundations. The phrase hii'iire~ yiisadtii collocates 
the two roots of the Ugaritic expression msdt ar~, "the foundations of 
the earth." The cosmogonic nuance of yiisadtii appears only in hymnal 
passages of the Bible: Pss xx.iv 2, lxxviii 69, lxxxix 12, civ 5, 8; Amos ix 6; 
Zech xii l; Prov iii 19; Isa xlviii 13, Ii 13, 16. This cosmogonic overtone 
in hymnal passages probably reflects archaic cultic traditions which the 
Israelites inherited from their Canaanite predecessors in Palestine. Accord
ing to this Canaanite theme, the earth was created by some divinity and 
set like a building upon foundations that reached to the bottom of the 
ocean. Cf. Paul Humbert, "Note sur YASAD et ses derives," in HWFB, 
pp. 135-42, especially 138. 

earth's ... heavens. The parallelism between 'ere~ and siimayim has 
Canaanite antecedents in Ugaritic ar~ wsmm s, "Earth and Heaven, one 
sheep"; NOTE on Ps 1 4, and for parallel pairs, the discussion in the 
fourth NOTE on vs. 20. 

your handiwork. Literally "the works of your hands." Cf. Isa xlviii 13, 
'ap yiidi yiis•diih 'ere~ w'imini (ipp•J:iiih Siimiiyim, "Yes, my left hand laid 
the foundation of the earth, my right hand spread out the heavens," as 
correctly rendered by Carroll Stuhlmueller in CBQ 29 (1967), 196. 

27. will wear out. Cf. Job xiv 12, 'ad b•!Oti (MT bilti) siimayim, "until 
the wearing out of the heavens," where the reading bcJoa, the infinitive 
construct of biiliih, Ugar. bly, followed by the genitive ending, smoothes 
the syntax of the phrase. 

According to Isa !xv. 17 and !xvi 22 new heavens and a new earth will 
take their place. 

28. you remain the same. The new translation of Ps Iv 20 also affirms 
the immutability of God. 

29. The children ... their seed. The parallel pair b•ne, "the children," 
and zar'iim, "their seed," recurs juxtaposed in Phoenician Eshmunazor, 
line 8, bn wzr', "son or seed." Cf. also Pss xxi 11, cv 6. 

in your presence. Namely, in the land of Palestine. Ps lxxxv 10 may serve 
as commentary on the present verse: "Truly near is his prosperity to those 
who fear him; I Indeed his glory dwells in our land." 



Of David. 

PSALM 103 

(ciii 1-22) 

Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul! 
and all my inmost parts his holy name. 

2 Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul, 
and forget not all his benefits, 

3 Who forgives all your iniquity, 
who heals all your diseases, 

4 Who will redeem your life from the Pit, 
who will crown you with kindness and mercy, 

5 Who will imbue your eternity with his beauty, 
when your youth will be renewed like the eagle's. 

6 Yahweh, who secures vindication 
and justice for all the oppressed, 

7 Made known his ways to Moses, 
to Israel's sons his deeds. 

8 Merciful and gracious is Yahweh, 
slow to anger and rich in kindness. 

9 He will not always scold, 
nor eternally nourish his anger. 

10 Not according to our sins does he deal with us, 
nor as fits our crimes does he punish us. 

11 But as the height of heaven above the nether world, 
strong is his kindness for those who fear him. 

12 As distant as east from west, 
has he made distant from himself our rebellious acts. 

13 As a father has compassion upon his children, 
Yahweh has compassion upon those who fear him. 

14 For he knows our form, 
mindful that we are clay. 

15 Man, his days are like grass, 
like a wild flower, so he flowers. 
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16 If a wind passes over him, he is no more, 
and his home knows him no longer. 

17 But Yahweh's kindness is from eternity, 
and to eternity toward those who fear him; 

And his generosity to children's children, 
18 to those who keep his covenant, 

and remember to fulfill his precepts. 
19 Though Yahweh set his throne in heaven, 

by his royal power he rules over all. 
20 Bless Yahweh, his angels, 

warriors mighty to execute his command, 
heeding the sound of his word. 

21 Bless Yahweh, all his soldiers, 
his ministers who do his will. 

22 Bless Yahweh, all his works, 
in all places, you his subjects. 

Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul! 

NOTES 

§ 103 

ciii. This hymn may fairly be described as an Old Testament Te Deum. 
In vss. 1-5 the psalmist urges his innermost being to thank Yahweh for 
five blessings: the forgiveness of sins, the healing of illnesses, rescue from 
Sheol, admittance to a blessed afterlife, the eternal enjoyment of God's 
beauty in heaven. In this catalogue of blessings the poet employs five 
participles-five as half of the basic number ten is important in the Bible 
(I Kings vii 39, 49; Matt xxv 2)-that recall the ten participles in the 
Canaanite catalogue enumerating the duties of a son toward his father 
(2 Aqht:rr:l6-21). The psalmist then (vss. 6-10) recounts some historical 
instances of Yahweh's generosity toward Israel, and in vss. 11-18 he offers 
some reflections on the nature of God, his justice, love, and eternity, com
pared with the frail and transient condition of man. Verses 19-22 form 
a conclusion, with a summons to all created beings to join the psalmist in 
praise of Yahweh. 

Critics customarily signalize the putative Aramaic suffix -kl in vss. 3-5 
and the supposed literary dependence of vss. 15-16 on Second Isaiah 
(xi 6-8) as arguments for a post-Exilic dating (cf., e.g., Kraus, Psalmen, 
II, p. 702). The possibility, though, that the suffix -kl might be a Canaanite 
archaism (see the second NOTE on vs. 3), and that both the psalmist and 
Second Isaiah might have borrowed from a common literary source (cf. 
Psalms/, pp. XXIXf., 161; Psalms II, introductory NoTB to Ps Iv) drains 
such arguments of much of their cogency; a post-Exilic date of composition 
thus appears very unlikely. 
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1. Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul. biir"ki napSI 'et yhwh forms an inclusion 
with this same phrase in the final verse. 

0 my soul. The psalmist employs the literary genre known as "the 
dialogue of a man with his soul," commented upon at Pss xiii 6 and !xii 2. 

my inmost parts. Since the plural form q•riibay is a hapax legomenon, 
critics (e.g., Kraus, BH3 apparatus) generally prefer to read the well
attested singular form qirbi. The three-syllable plural form (against two
syllable qirbl) does have its raison d'etre, namely, to bring the syllable 
count of the second colon to nine syllables; thus the second colon per
fectly matches the nine syllables of the second colon in vs. 2. Since the 
eight-syllable first colon of vs. 1 is repeated in vs. 2, the syllable count 
in vss. 1-2 becomes 8:9, thanks to the poet's use of plural q•riibay. 
On the utility of syllable counting, see the Index of Subjects in Psalms ll, 
and the first NOTE on Ps cxxxix 15. 

3. forgives ... heals. Inasmuch as sickness was believed to be caused 
by sin (second N OTB on Ps xii 7, third N OTB on !xix 2 7) , the psalmist 
mentions the forgiveness of sin before the healing of disease. 

your iniquity . . . your diseases. Coinciding with the second-person femi
nine singular suffix -ki of Aramaic, the suffix of 'awoneki and ta/:ialii'iiy•ki 
is usually termed an Aramaism (cf. GK, § 91e) and cited as an argument 
for post-Exilic dating of the psalm. While this inference may be correct, 
feminine -ki possibly may be a Canaanite archaism. This was the form 
in Ugaritic (UT, § 6.7), and some early biblical poets may have used this 
form to achieve certain poetic effects. Thus the desire for syllabic equilib
rium and an inclusion points to the vocalization 'aniiyiiki (MT 'onyek) in 
Gen xvi 11, ki yisma' yhwh 'el 'aniiyiiki, "For Yahweh has heard you, 
El has answered you," where the syllahle count is 5: 5, and initial ki forms 
an inclusion with final second-person feminine suffix -ki. For further details, 
see Dahood, Bibhca 49 (1968), 87-88. 

4. redeem your life. When the psalmist dies and goes down to Sheol, 
Yahweh will ransom him from the hand of Death and bring him to Para
dise; cf. NOTES on Pss xxxiv 23 and Iv 18-19. The use of go'el, "redeem," 
here recalls Job xix 25, "I know that my Redeemer lives," in a passage 
dealing with the afterlife. 

your life. On the feminine suffix -ki of bayyayki, consult the second 
NOTE on vs. 3. 

the Pit. Heretofore unattested in other Semitic languages, 'Sabat, "the 
Pit," a key word in Psalms (vii 16, ix 16, xvi 10, xxx 10, xxxv 7, xlix 10, 
Iv 23, xciv 13), makes its first non-biblical appearance in UT, 607:64--65, 
published by C. Virolleaud in Groupe Linguistique d'Etudes Chamito-Sem
itiques 10 (1963-66), 64. The lines read: ydy b':fm 'r'r wbsbt ·~ mt, "He 
hurled the tamarisk into the Hole, and into the Pit the tree of death." 
Its parallelism with sbt, "the Pit," shows that ':fm is an alternate spelling 
of ':t:m, "to burrow," in UT, 75:1:23-25, discussed in Psalms I, second 
Norn on x 10. The pairing of the Ugaritic roots ':fm and swf:i (Sbt) recalls 
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the association of yiiJoaf:z, "tumbles," and •a~umiiyw, "his pit," in Ps x 10. 
The meaning of Ugar. sf:zt, completely missed by Virolleaud, who tentatively 
connected it with Akk. fobatu, the name of a plant (see the writer's 
strictures on Virolleaud's methodology in Psalms I, p. xxvm), has been 
correctly seized by C. H. Gordon, Supplement to the Ugaritic Textbook 
(Rome, 1967), pp. 554-55. 

Though some commentators (e.g., Briggs) understand the Pit of Sheol 
metaphorically, namely as Israel's exile in Babylon, I take the term literally. 
Like the author of Ps xvi 10, "Since you will not put me in Sheol, nor 
allow your devoted one to see the Pit," the psalmist is confident that he 
will be removed from the Pit and transferred to Yahweh's eternal abode. 

who will crown you. Exegetes conventionally explain this action in 
worldly terms-they imagine the psalmist celebrating his recovery with a 
festive turban on his head (so Gunkel)-but the mention of fof:zat, "the 
Pit," in the first colon and the use of three eschatological terms in the 
following verse show that the psalmist is describing the afterlife wherein 
Yahweh will place crowns on the heads of the just admitted to Paradise. 
Ps v 13, collocating ~addfq, "the just man," and ta't•rennu, the same verb 
of our context, probably refers to the same practice of crowning the 
blessed in heaven. 

with kindness and mercy. As noticed at Pss viii 6 and !xv 12, 'itrer, 
"to crown," likewise governs a double accusative in Phoenician. In the 
description of Paradise found in Ps xxiii 6, personified goodness and kind
ness are said to accompany the blessed in heaven; here kindness and mercy 
will form the crown of the psalmist in Paradise. 

5. Who will imbue. As noted at Ps Ixv 5, the root of mafb1a• belongs to 
the diction of passages describing the joys of eternal life. 

your eternity. Vocalizing '6dekI, "your eternity," for unexplained MT 
'edyek, which KJ renders as "thy mouth." Accustomed to the scriptio 
plena ('wd) of this substantive, the Masoretes again fail to recognize this 
word in Pss iii 4 and cxxxviii 8, reading ba'adf, "on my behalf," for 
be<odf (Ugar. b'd), "as long as I live." Cf. also second Norn on Ps iii 4. 
Thus the synonymy of '6dekl and f:zayyiiykl, "your life," in vs. 4, recalls 
the parallelism of these two nouns in Pss civ 33 and cxlvi 2. 

The archaic feminine suffix of '6deki is assonant with its opposite number 
n•'uriiykI, "your youth," precisely as in vs. 3. The balance of these two 
nouns elicits not only the motif of "eternal youth," but in a context men
tioning "life" and "Pit" suggests the everlasting enjoyment of the divine 
presence in the afterlife. Cf. the third NoTE on Ps cxxxix 18, which states 
a similar idea. 

with his beauty. With no consonantal changes, reading b•tubO for MT 
ba!fob. In defective orthography btb could be read either ba{!ob (MT) or 
b•tubO. The problems stemming from MT 'edyek, it has been noticed, 
can be traced to an original employing defective spelling. By adding two 
syllables to the first colon, the lection b•tubO 'odeki evens the syllable 
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count of both cola at ten syllables each; in MT the count stands at 8: 10. 
Consult the third NoTE on vs. 1. 

Like masbla', rub, "beauty," also figures in descriptions of celestial 
afterlife; see third NOTE on Ps xxvii 13 and fifth NoTE on Ps !xv 5. 
The exegesis of our phrase is forthcoming from Pss xxvii 13, "to behold the 
beauty of Yahweh [b•rub yhwh equals our b•rubo] in the land of life 
eternal," xvii 15, "At the vindication I will gaze upon your face; At the 
resurrection I will be saturated with your being." 

like the eagle's. An allusion to the fable of the eagle's renewing its 
youth in old age. Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 445) is probably right 
(contrast the note in CCD and Kraus, Psalmen, II, p. 703) in seeing 
here a reference to the story of the phoenix; cf. Job xxix 18, wii'i5mar 'im 
qinnl 'egwii' w•ka/Ji5l 'arbeh yiimlm, "And I thought, 'Though I perish 
like its nest, I shall multiply days like the phoenix.' " For details, see 
M. Dahood, Biblica 48 ( 1967), 542-44. These allusions fit in most naturally 
with the interpretation of vss. 4-5 as a description of immortality. 

6. vindication. Following BDB, p. 842b and RSV's translation of ~·diiqiih, 
and consulting Psalms II, first NOTE on Ps lxv 6, for other instances 
of this nuance in the root ~dq. Cf. also J. Bright, Jeremiah (AB, vol. 21), 
second NOTE on Jer xxiii 6. 

This vindication will take place in the future life when the inequities 
and inconsistencies of this life will find their resolution. 

all the oppressed. Comparing Matt v 10, "Blessed are those who have 
endured persecution for the sake of justice, for the Kingdom of Heaven 
belongs to them." 

7. Made known. In yodla' we recognize the yqtl form in one of its 
normal functions in poetry, viz., to express the past; see THE GRAMMAR OF 
THE PSALTER. Contrast Briggs, CECBP, II, pp. 324-25: "He used to make 
known His ways to Moses." 

his ways ... his deeds. An example of chiasmus (A+s+c//c+:B) in a 
syllabically balanced line with nine syllables in each colon. 

10. with us ... punish us. The proposal of BH3 to delete the balancing 
prepositions liinu and 'iilenu (see vs. 17) is implausible in the light of two 
recent discoveries. The Qumran fragment 2Q 14, 1 contains the final four 
letters of this verse [']lynw (M. Dahood, Biblica 45 [1964], 131), and 
the recently published U garitic tablet 608: 7 balances the same prepositions 
as the psalmist: isp sps lhrm grpl 'l ar~, "the obscuring of the sun upon 
the mountains, dark clouds upon the earth." Regarding parallel pairs as 
a text-critical criterion, see the fourth NoTE on lvii 8, the third NOTE on 
Ps cii 20, and for another instance of Ugaritic and Qumran conspiring 
to secure the reading and meaning of a biblical verse, consult Dahood, 
"Ugaritic u"Sn, Job 12,10 and llQPs• Plea 3-4," in Biblica 47 (1966), 
107-8. 

11. heaven above the nether world. Traditionally rendered "heaven 
above the earth," siimayim 'al hii'iire~ assumes greater significance when 
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interpreted against Prov x.xv 3, siimayim liirum wii'iire:y lii'omeq, "the 
heavens for height, and the nether world for depth" (cf. PNWSP, p. 52; 
Scott, Proverbs • Ecclesiastes, ad loc., and Ps lxxiii 9, iattu baisiimayim 
plhem ul•soniim tiha/ak bii'iire:y, "They set their mouth against heaven, 
and their tongue swished through the nether world," a version indebted 
to UT, 52:61-62, st spt lar:y spt Zimm, "They set one lip against the 
nether world, the other lip against heaven," and 'nt:m:21, tant smm 'm ar:y, 
"the meeting of heaven with the nether world." Compare likewise Isa 
Iv 9, "For as heaven is higher than the nether world (siimayim me'iire:y), 
so are my ways higher than your ways." 

12. west. Biblical ma'ariib equals Ugar. m'rb in m'rb sps, "setting of 
the sun," and Phoen. m'rb, "west." 

from himself. MT mimmennu being ambivalent, capable of denoting 
"from himself" or "from us," I follow A. B. Ehrlich, Die Psalmen, 
(Berlin, 1905), p. 245, who maintains that the traditional version "from 
us" results in an affirmation unexampled in the OT, whereas the pro
posed translation states the opposite of Ps xc 8, "You have kept our 
iniquities before you, the sins of our youth in the light of your face." 

14. our form. The metaphor of the potter and his jar which evokes 
Job x 9, z•kor nii' ki ka/:iomer •asuani w•'el 'iipiir t•sibeni, "Remember 
that you formed me like a jar, and to clay will make me return." 

mindful. MT ziikur, which is a hapax legomenon, can be parsed ei
ther as the qal passive participle (cf. Willy Schottroff, 'Gedenken' im 
Alten Orient und im Alten Testament [Neukirchen, 1964], p. 240) or as the 
infinitive absolute with Phoenician vocalization; in the Phoenician dialect 
Heb. ziikor would be pronounced ziikur. Cf. Eccles xii 10, w•kiitub, 
"and he wrote," a Phoenician infinitive absolute that is often needlessly 
repointed to w•kiitob, and also the second NOTE to Ps cxii 7, and the 
third NOTE to Ps cxx.xix 20. It thus becomes unnecessary to repoint 
Ps xlix 4 hiigut, "shall proclaim," to infinitive absolute hiigot (second NoTE 
ad Joe.), since MT hiigut may now be explained as the Phoenician form 
of the infinitive absolute. The presence of the Phoenician forms /:lokmot, 
"wisdom," and t•biinot, "insight," in this verse sustains this analysis. 

clay. The psalmists' consistency in their use of metaphors (cf. M. Dahood, 
"Congruity of Metaphors," in HWFB, pp. 40-49; fourth NOTES on Pss Ii 
9 and xci 2, and NoTEs on Pss xciv 9 and xcvii 11) suggests that the 
conventional translation of 'iipiir here (RSV, "we are dust") in Gen ii 7, 
iii 19, and Job x 9 is misleading. A potter normally works with clay, 
not dust. On 'iipiir, "mud, slime," consult last NOTES on Pss vii 6, xxii 16, 
xx.x 10. Unless sustained by Yahweh, man, who is fashioned of clay, 
is ever in danger of returning to the slime of Sheol. The psalmist brilliantly 
associates two distinct images. 

15. Man, his days are like grass. The psalmist employs the construction 
known as casus pendens (GK, § 143). CCD's "Man's days are like those 
of grass," obliterates the Hebrew construction and obscures the reflective 
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style of the original. UT, 2 Aqht:v1:35 presents a close parallel: mt ubryt 
mh yq/:z, "Man, what will he receive as afterlife?" Ugaritic specialists 
have, however, misconstrued this usage in UT, 52:39, il a11m k ypt, 
usually rendered "El indeed seduces the two women," but which should 
more probably read, "El, his two wives are indeed beautiful," with il 
analyzed as casus pendens. In other terms, the phrase altm k ypt semanti
cally approaches 'issiih yiipiih, "a beautiful woman," an expression well 
attested in the Bible. Cf. also UT, 67:v1:16-17, lps yks mizrtm, "For 
clothes, he is covered with a double garment," another illustration of 
casus pendens. 

like ... like ... so. The series k• . . . k• ... ken (cf. Pss Ixxxiii 
15-16, cxxiii 2) recalls the sequence in UT, 49:11:28-30, klb arb l'g/h 
klb tat limrh km lb 'nt atr b'/, "Like the heart of a wild cow for 
her calf, like the heart of a wild ewe for her lamb, such was the 
heart of Anath toward Baal." 

a wild flower. Literally "a flower of the field"; cf. Matt vi 28, "Study 
the wild lilies," literally "the lilies of the field," erroneously translated 
by the New English Bible, "Consider how the lilies grow in the fields." 

The root of ~I~, "flower," which means "to shine, glisten," occurs 
in H· the Ugaritic term for "salt mine." 

16. over him. Not "over it," as translated by RSV, since m•qomo 
in the second colon refers to his human domicile. See next NOTE. 

his home. Literally "his place," miiqom often bears the nuance "home, 
abode"; cf. second Norn on Ps xxvi 8; Biblica 48 (1967), 431. For 
the present consideration, the most relevant text might be Job vii 10, 
lo' yiisub 'od /"beta w•la' yakkirennu 'ad m•qama, "He returns to his 
house no more, and his home knows him no more." 

17. and to eternity. Splitting the stereotyped phrase me'oliim w•'ad 
'o/iim, and attaching w"ad 'olam to the second colon, whose eight syllables 
nicely match the eight syllables of the first colon; cf. Ps cvii 25. 

19. his throne . . . his royal power. The biblical collocation kis'o 
umalkura echoes such Canaanite expressions as UT, 127:23, ytb lksi mlk, 
"He sits upon his royal throne," where ksi mlk juxtaposes the same two 
roots found in the biblical diction. 

by his royal power. Parsing malkuto as an accusative of means preceding 
its verb, a stylistic feature of frequent occurrence in the Psalter; see 
fifth NOTE on Ps v 10, last NOTE on Ps !vi 2. The versions make 
it the subject of the colon: "And his kingdom rules over all" (RSV). 

he rules. Parsing miisiiliih not as the third-person singular feminine 
whose subject is malkuto (so the standard grammars and lexicons), but 
rather as the archaic masculine qatala form whose subject is yahweh, 
as in the first colon. An examination of biblical texts containing the 
verb miiSal, "to rule," reveals that the subject is always a living being, 
such as God, man, or animal. Outside this text there is no attestation 
of an abstract noun like ma/kilt, "royal power," serving as the subject 
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of this verb; cf. Biblica 48 (1967), 434. JB fudges the difficulty by 
ignoring miisiiliih altogether: "his empire is over all." To lengthen the 
second colon that would otherwise be too short, the psalmist employed 
an archaic qatala form. Other examples of this archaism are listed in 
THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. See below on Ps cxiii 9, and cf. Deut 
xxxiii 23, yiim w•doro-m yiiriisiih (MT y•riiiiih), "he (Naphtali) inherited 
the Jake and environs." 

20. heeding the sound of his word. The Hebrew expression /iSmoa' b•qol 
d•biiro finds its Phoenician counterpart in CIS, I, 123 :5-6, sm' qi dbry, 
"He heard the sound of his words." 

21. his soldiers. Not "his hosts/armies" with the versions, because the 
plural of ~iibii', "host, army," is always :f'bii'ot. Here and in Ps cxlviii 
2 the masculine plural suggests a nuance different from the feminine 
plural. The parallelism here with "his ministers" and with "his angels" 
in Ps cxlviii 2 sustains this observation. In Ugaritic, :fbu denotes both 
"soldier" and "army." 

The "soldiers" refer to Yahweh's angels. Consult further Patrick D. 
Miller, "The Divine Council and the Prophetic Call to War," in VT 
18 (1968), 100-7, especially p. 104, n. 1, where references to Qumranic 
designations of angels may be found. 

his ministers. Another expression for the angels, described as ministerial 
servants ready to execute the sovereign will. 

22. you his subjects. The parallelistic structure of vss. 21-22 (his soldiers 
... his ministers ... his works) suggests that abstract memialto, "his 
dominion," carries here a concrete denotation, namely, men ruled by 
God. Consult Psalms II, third NOTE on Ps Ii 16, second NOTES on 
Ps lxxxix 9 and 14, and Index of Subjects, s.v. Isa xi 14 furnishes 
an illuminating analogy: b•ne 'ammon misma'tiim, ''The Ammonites 
will be their subjects," literally "their obedience"; cf. Mesha Inscription, 
line 28. 

This concrete meaning of memialt6, "his subjects," may shed some 
light on Eccius x 1, swp{ 'm ywsr 'mw wmm'Slt mbyn sdyrh, "A sagacious 
ruler educates his people, and his subjects he makes understand order." 

Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul. The three occurrences of this command 
(vss. 1, 2, 22) match the triple command "Bless Yahweh" (vss. 20-22). 
The last member of the former group, namely vs. 22b, has been detached 
and put at the end of the poem to form an inclusion with vss. 1-2 
(D. N. Freedman). 



PSALM 104 

(civ 1-35) 

Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul! 
Yahweh my God, you are very great indeed, 

with splendor and majesty are you clothed! 
2 Who is robed with the sun as his garment, 

who stretched out the heavens like a tent, 
3 Who stored with water his upper chambers, 

who set his chariot on the clouds, 
Who travels on wings outstretched, 

4 who makes the winds his messengers, 
fire and flame his ministers, 

S Who placed the earth upon its foundations, 
lest it should ever quake. 

6 You covered it with the ocean like a garment, 
and upon the mountains stood the waters. 

7 At your roar they fled, 
at the sound of your thunder they took flight. 

8 They went up to the mountains, 
they went down to the nether chasm, 
to the place which you appointed for them. 

9 You marked a border they should not cross, 
lest they cover the earth again. 

10 Who released springs and torrents 
to flow between the mount~ins, 

11 To supply aU beasts with water, 
that wild asses might quench their thirst. 

12 Near them the birds of heaven dwell, 
from their midst the ravens give forth their voice. 

13 Who waters the mountains from his upper chambers; 
with supplies from his storehouses 
the earth is fuUy provided. 

14 Who makes grass grow for the cattle, 
and fodder for beasts plowing the land. 
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Indeed he brings forth grain from the earth, 
15 and with wine he gladdens the heart of man. 

Truly he makes the full face resplendent, 
and with food sustains the heart of man. 

16 Well watered are Yahweh's trees, 
the cedars of Lebanon, which he planted; 

17 Where the birds build their nest, 
the stork-the junipers are her home; 

18 The high mountains belong to the wild goats, 
the sheltering crags to the badgers. 

19 The moon acts according to the seasons, 
the sun knows its setting. 

20 It grows dark and nighf comes on, 
then all the beasts of the forest prowl. 

21 The young lions roar for their prey, 
seeking their food from God. 

22 The sun rises, they steal away, 
and in their dens stretch out. 

23 Man goes forth to his labor, 
and to his tilling until evening. 

24 How manifold are your works, Yahweh! 
With Wisdom at your side you made them all; 

the earth is full of your creatures. 
25 The One of the Sea, 

tall and broad of reach, 
Who put gliding things past counting, 

living creatures, small and large, 
26 Who made ships for travel, 

Leviathan whom you fashioned to sport with-
27 All of them look to you 

to give them food in due season. 
28 When you give to them, they gather; 

§ 104 

when you open your hand, they fill up, 0 Good One! 
29 Should you tum away your face, they would expire; 

Take back your spirit, they die, 
and return to their clay. 

30 Send forth your spirit, they are created anew, 
and you renew the surface of the land. 

31 May Yahweh's glory last for ever, 
may Yahweh find joy in his works! 

32 He who gazes upon the earth and it trembles, 
touches the mountains and they smoke! 
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33 May I sing to Yahweh throughout my life, 
chant to my God while I have being. 

34 When my hymn enters his presence, 
I shall rejoice in Yahweh. 

35 Let sinners vanish from the earth, 
and the wicked exist no more. 

Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul! 

NOTES 

33 

civ. A hymn to God the Creator. In recent decades commentators 
have stressed the resemblances between this psalm and the Egyptian 
Hymn to the Aton, the solar disc, of Pharaoh Amen-hotep IV (ca. 1375-
1357 B.c.). Some, in fact, have argued for a direct relation between 
the two, e.g., James Breasted, The Dawn of Conscience (New York, 
1933), pp. 366-70. One is on safer ground, though, in following the 
opinion of Georges Nagel, "A propos des rapports du psaume 104 avec 
!es textes egyptiens," in Festschrift fur Alfred Bertholet, eds. 0. Eissfeldt 
et al. (Tlibingen, 1950), pp. 395-403, who maintains that in the present 
state of documentation it would be more prudent to envisage an in
direct Egyptian influence through Canaanite mediation, more specifically 
through Phoenician intervention. The Phoenicians were regularly in close 
commercial and cultural contact with Egypt. Nagel's assessment is borne 
out by the fresh identification in the subsequent NOTES of numerous 
typically Phoenician forms, expressions, and parallelisms. One may endorse, 
too, Nagel's statement that this influence was probably exercised during 
the period of the Israelite monarchy; the psalm would be, then, of pre
Exilic composition. 

The following comments bring out a number of literary usages, but 
an especially striking practice is noticed at vs. 6, namely the shifting 
from second person to third person and back again to second person. 

1. Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul! Though enclosing the poem by way 
of an inclusion with vs. 35, this phrase stands · apart from the body 
of the poem. 

with splendor and ma;esty. Comparing Job xi 10, and xi 12, hod•ka 
r•sii'lm t•fiitt?m (MT tafitiim), "By your splendor terrify the wicked." 

maiesty ... 2. Who is robed. As pointed out by Gunkel, the sequence 
hod . . . 'oteh collocates the two roots of the Phoenician personal name 
'thd. 

2. Who is robed ... who stretched out. In 'o{eh and nofeh are pres
ent fine rhyme and assonance. Hence the recommendation of BH3 to 
add the article to no{eh (hannofeh) may be declined without qualms. 

with the sun. Grammatically an accusative of material-with-which, 'or, 
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"light," is taken in the sense documented at Ps xxxvii 6 and by Pope, 
Job, Norn on xxxi 26; see also Neb viii 3 and below on Ps cxii 4. 
By identifying 'or with the sun, we recover the image of Yahweh clothed 
with the sun, an image evoking the description of Rev xii 1, "Then a 
great wonder appeared in the heavens, a woman clothed with the sun." 
It will be noted that the psalmist balances 'or, "sun," and siimayim, 
"heavens," just as the NT writer collocates "heavens" and "sun." 

as his garment. MT kasfolmiih literally reads "as the garment," but 
as observed at Pss Iv 23, lxxxv 13, lxxxix 48, xc 16, the article oc
casionally serves as a stylistic substitute for the pronominal suffix. 

who stretched out. Cf. Isa xl 22, "He stretches out the heavens like 
a veil; he spreads them like a tent to dwell in" (J. L. McKenzie, Second 
Isaiah, AB, vol. 20). 

3. Who stored with water his upper chambers. The traditional rendition 
of ham•qiireh bammayim 'aliyyotiiyw, "who hast laid the beams of thy 
chambers on the waters" (RSV), produces a blurred image that exegetes 
have not succeeded in clarifying. Ugar. qryt "granary," Akk. qaritu, 
"granary" (especially in the Code of Hammurapi), which W. F. Albright, 
in "Some Canaanite-Phoenician Sources of Hebrew Wisdom," in Wisdom 
in Israel and in the Ancient Near East (the H. H. Rowley sixty-fifth 
anniversary volume), eds. M. Noth and D. W. Thomas, VTS, III (Leiden, 
1955), p. 11, n. 4, believes to be ultimately identical with Heb. qoriih, 
"plank, boarding," supplies the meaning which helps focus the picture 
drawn by the psalmist. There is, in fact, one text where qoriih specifically 
designates "storeroom," illustrating the nuance found in our pie! de
nominative participle m•qiireh, "Who stored." The text is Job xxxvii 9, 
min haf:ieder tiibO' supiih umem ziirlm miqqoriih (MT mimm•ziirlm qiiriih), 
"Out of the chamber comes the tempest, and flowing waters out of the 
storeroom." Here mem ziirlm is the contracted Northern form of Jer 
xviii 14, mayim ziirlm "flowing waters," studied in ZAW 74 (1962), 
207-8. The parallelism of supiih, "tempest," and "flowing waters," recalls 
the pairing of supiih and mayim in Job xxvii 20, "Terrors will overtake 
him like a flood, Night will kidnap him like a tempest." Our reading 
miqqoriih, "from the storeroom," does not assume the haplography of 
mem since the preceding word ends with mem, another instance of 
shared consonants, discussed at Ps Ix 11 and by Watson, "Shared Con
sonants in Northwest Semitic," Biblica 50 ( 1969), 525-33. 

From this proposed translation naturally follows the sequel in vs. 13, 
"Who waters the mountains from his upper chambers; I with supplies 
from his storehouses I the earth is fully provided." Cf. the cognate motif 
in Ps xxxiii 7, "He puts the deeps into storehouses." 

his chambers. The rooms of Yahweh's heavenly palace. 
on the clouds. The force of the preposition 'al, "on," in the parallel 

colon "on wings outstretched," extends to 'iiblm, "on the clouds." This 
insight necessitates a departure from the currently accepted version "who 
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makest the clouds thy chariot" (RSV). It urges the adoption of S. Mo
winckel's thesis, propounded in his article "Drive and/or Ride in O.T.," 
VT 12 (1962), 278-99, that phrases such as rokeb siimayim or rokeb 
ba'ariibot mean that Yahweh drives his chariot across the heavens, not 
that Yahweh, sitting on a cloud, is thus transported through the air. This 
description is related to the description of Yahweh's chariot in the first 
chapter of Ezekiel. Mowinckel did not discuss our verse, apparently be
cause he did not recognize the use of the double-duty preposition ba, 
which yields a translation confirming his proposition. 

on wings outstretched. The third NOTE on Ps xviii 11 discussed the 
reading 'al kan•pe rewa~ (MT rua~), literally "wings of broadness." As 
pointed out there, the outstretched wings are those of the Cherubs. The 
picture that emerges is one of Yahweh's chariot, set upon clouds, whose 
front and sides are in some fashion carved in the shape of winged cherubs 
or decorated with such figures. According to Mowinckel, the motive power 
is supplied not by the Cherubim but by the horses. 

4. fire and flame. Plural or dual m•siir•tiiyw, "his ministers," requires 
that 'es lohef (or liihat) be taken as two distinct nouns. 

The Psalms fragment from Qumran recently published by Y. Yadin, 
"Another Fragment (E) of the Psalms Scroll from Qumran Cave 11 
(11QPsa)," Textus 5 (1966), 1-10, attempts to remove the putative gender 
disagreement between feminine 'es and masculine lohef by reading feminine 
participle lwhft, but this does not eliminate the disagreement of number. 

The poet's omission of the conjunction w•, "and," technically termed 
asyndeton, may well have been prompted by his desire to keep the parallel 
cola perfectly balanced at seven syllables each. The poetic pattern chosen 
by the psalmist, A+B+c//:B+c, is a frnquently recurring one in the Uga
ritic poems; e.g., UT, 51:vr:22-23, tst ist bbhtm nblat bhklm, "Fire is 
set on the house, flame on the palace." See the first NOTE on vs. 14. 

Originally two minor divinities in the Canaanite pantheon, "fire and 
flame" have been demythologized and reduced to servitors of Yahweh. Cf. 
Ps xcvii 3 and Joel ii 3, "Before him fire devours, and behind him blazes 
flame." 

5. Who placed. Repointing MT qal perfect yiisad to participial yosed, 
with the Targum and Juxta Hebraeos. With this vocalization emerges the 
last of the seven participles employed in vss. 2-5. Compare 'attii, "you," 
repeated seven times in Ps lxxiv 13-17. 

the earth. The expression yosed 'ere;r collocates the roots of the Uga
ritic phrase msdt ar:f, "the foundations of the earth." 

lest. This nuance of bal recurs in vs. 9. 
6. You covered it. Reading kissltii (MT kisslto) and attaching the final 

w to the next word as the conjunction. The desired suflix. "it," namely 
the earth, is forthcoming from vs. 5, m•konehii, "its foundations." 

With this reading the poet shifts from the third-person participles in 
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vss. 2-5, returns to the second person of vs. 1, and prepares for the 
second-person suffixes of vs. 7. 

with the ocean. Parsing t•hom as an accusative of means preceding its 
verb, a frequent stylistic trait of the psalmists; cf. vs. 15. This analysis 
is supported by Exod xv 5, t•homot y•kussayu-m (with mem enclitic), 
"By the ocean were tliey covered." The chiastic arrangement, though, sug
gests another possible version; the first and final positions of t•hom, "the 
ocean," and miiyim, "waters," permit the inference that both fulfill identical 
grammatical functions. If so, then translate "The ocean covered it like a 
garment, the waters stood upon the mountains," as proposed by Giuseppe 
Leonardi, "Note su alcuni versetti de! Salmo 104," in Biblica 49 (1968), 
238-42. Biblical t•hOm equals Ugar. thm, and does not derive directly 
from Babylonian sources, as urged by earlier generations of scholars. 

like a garment. The phrase kall"bus kissltii juxtaposes the two roots 
juxtaposed in UT, 67:vr:16-17, lps yks mizrtm, "For clothing, he is cov
ered with a doubled garment." 

7. At your roar. As observed at Ps lxxvi 7, ga'arat•ka, usually rendered 
"your rebuke," denotes here the roar of Yahweh's thunder. 

they fled. Namely, the primeval waters that had engulfed the earth, 
even its highest mountains. Heb. nus, "to flee," now appears in UT, 
2063:13-16, wht mlk syn (UT, :;yr) ns wtm ydbf:i, "And behold the king 
of Siyanna fled and was then slain" (translation of W. F. Albright). 

8. They. Namely, the chaotic waters that flooded the earth. In the 
translation and exegesis of this verse I received valuable help from Giuseppe 
Leonardi. 

went up to the mountains. The translation and parsing of much-contested 
ya'•la hiirlm are linked with Ps cvii 26, ya'alzi siimayim, "They (i.e., the 
waves) went up to heaven." Cf. also Jer Ii 53; Amos ix 2; Prov xxx 4. 
Where are these mountains situated? The phrase cited from Ps evil 26 
suggests that hiirlm and siimayim are synonymous, that is, the poet speaks 
of the celestial mountains. This inference accords with the discussion of 
har and hiirlm as terms for mountains in heaven (last NoTE on Ps !xi 3), 
and with the description in Gen i 7, "And God made the vault and sepa
rated the waters which were under the vault from the waters which were 
above the vault." Before God created the vault of heaven, all the waters 
were united upon the surface of the earth. 

This interpretation of hiirlm assumes that in vs. 6 the psalmist uses 
this noun to designate mountains on earth, and in vs. 8 uses the same 
noun in reference to the celestial mountains. The assumption is not un
reasonable, for, as G. R. Driver, VT 4 (1954), 228, has pointed out, "The 
use of the same root with different senses in neighboring clauses is not 
uncommon." In addition to the biblical examples cited by Driver (pp. 225 ff., 
242 f., not all of which, though, are equally compelling), one might 
quote UT, 67:vr:8-10, mgny lb'l npl Zar~ mt aliyn b'l blq zbl b'I ar~. "We 
came upon Baal who had fallen into the nether world. Dead is Victor 
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Baal, perished is the Prince, Lord of Earth!" where the first ar$ designates 
the nether regions and the second denotes the visible earth. 

they went down to the nether chasm. Comparison with Ps cvii 26, 
yeredu t•homot, "They went down to the depths," reveals that in the phrase 
y?r•du b•qii'ot, "they went down to the nether chasm," b•qii'ot and t•homot 
bear cognate meanings. Other texts employing yiirad plus accusative include 
Isa xiv 11, xxxviii 18; Ps xxii 30, and UT, 67:v:15-16, tspr b yrdm ar$, 
"Be numbered among those who have descended to the nether world." 
Very illuminating is the juxtaposition of their roots in Prov iii 20, t•hOmot 
nibqii'u, "The abyss was cleft open." Morphologically, both t•hOmot and 
b•qii'ot appear to be Phoenician feminine singulars ending in -Ot (GRAMMAR 
OF THE PSALTER, s.v.). The psalmist describes the action set forth in such 
texts as Gen vii 11, viii 2; Prov iii 20, viii 28, which distinguish between 
the waters above the vault of heaven and the waters beneath the surface 
of the earth. In other words, my proposed translation of vs. 8 seeks to 
explain what became of the waters that covered the earth in vs. 6. 

The observations above lend support to the proposition of J. A. Emerton, 
'"Spring and Torrent' in Psalm LXXrv 15," in VTS, XV (Congress volume, 
Geneva, 1965; Leiden, 1966), pp. 122-33, that 'attiih biiqa'tii ma'yiin 
wiiniibal means that God cleft open springs so that water might descend 
through them. I would now read piel biqqa'tii for MT qal biiqa'tii and 
render, "You sent spring and torrent to the chasm." This agrees with the 
parallel colon, "It was you who turned primordial rivers into dry land." 
That both springs and torrents are found in the subterranean regions is 
clear from Gen vii 11, ma'y•not t•hom, "the springs of the abyss," and 
Ps xviii 5, nabal? b</iyya'a/, "the torrents of Belial." 

which. On the use of the relative pronoun d in Ugaritic and z in 
Phoenician, see last NOTE on Ps lxxiv 2. Relative zeh recurs in vs. 26. 

9. You marked. For this nuance of fomtii, see fourth NOTE on Ps lvi 9. 
The new orientation in biblical literary studies, seeking a rapprochement 
between Old Testament poetry and Canaanite literature, no longer permits 
the exegete to state with Briggs (CECBP, II, p. 333) that "The poet 
evidently had in mind Job xxxviii 8-11, Prov viii 29." All three poets 
may have drawn from a common literary source; consult, in Psalms //, 
Ps Iv, introductory NOTE and first NOTE on vs. 7. 

10. springs and torrents. The clause ham•folleaJ:i ma'yiinlm bann•biitim 
has been traditionally rendered "Thou makest springs gush forth in the 
valleys," but the apparent relationship between our phrase and the revised 
translation of Ps lxxiv 15, biqqa'tii ma'yiin wiiniibal, "You sent spring and 
torrent to the chasm" (see second NoTE on vs. 8), suggests that the 
psalmist is referring to the same mythical motif. The destructive springs 
and torrents which Yahweh imprisoned in the subterranean chasm at the 
time of creation he now releases for the benefit of his creatures. The 
springs and torrents are those waters which in vs. 8 are said to have 
descended to the nether chasm. 
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This new interpretation stems from recognizing in ma'yiinim bannef:iiillm 
(or bin•f:iiilim) the beth of accompaniment, as in Ps !xviii 31; cf. below 
on vs. 24 and Ezek xxvii 7, ses beriqmiih, "linen with embroidered work," 
that appears in the Targum as ses w•riqmiih, "linen and embroidered 
work." For the beth comitatus in Qurnran, see M. Dahood, Biblica 44 
(1963)' 229. 

to flow. The collocation of nef:iiium, "torrents" and y•hallekiln, literalJy 
"They flow," recalls UT, 49:m:7, nblm tlk nbtm, "The torrents flow 
with honey." Syntactically, y0hallekiln is subjunctive, expressing the purpose 
for which God released the subterranean springs and rivers. 

11. To supply ... with water. ya'Squ (Ugar. sqy, ssqy) fulfills the 
function of a subjunctive; see preceding NOTE. 

beasts. Literally "beasts of the field"; cf. the third NOTE on Ps ciii 15. 
might quench their thirst. Literally yisb0 ri1 ~·ma' iim reads "that they 

might break their thirst," an idiom which some lexicographers (e.g., BDB) 
correctly compare with Latin frangere sitim. This neat analogy under
mines BJ's alteration of yisberu to y•fobberu and of ~·mii'iim to ~'me'Im, 
"Les onagres assoiffes Jes esperent," and the freewheeling rendition of 
JB, "attracting the thirsty wild donkeys." 

12. Near them. Namely, near the springs and torrents. For this nuance 
of 'al, consult the second NOTE on Ps x.xiii 2, 'al me m•nuf:iot, "Near 
tranquil waters," the fourth NOTE on Ps 1xxxi 8, 'al me m•ribiih, "near 
Meribah's waters," and UT, 1 Aqht: 152-53, ylkm qr mym d'lk mb~ aqht 
gzr, "Woe to you, 0 fountain of waters, since near you was struck down 
Aqhat the hero." See also Judg v 19, 'al me m•giddo, "near Megiddo's 
waters." 

the birds of heaven. Comparing 'op ha'Ssiimayim with UT, 124: 11, 
'pt smm. 

dwell. The apparatus of BH3 recommends reading plural yisk•nu for 
MT singular yiSkon because the parallel verb, whose subject is presumably 
the same "birds of heaven," is plural yitt"nil, "give forth." I suspect that 
a difference in number of verbs points to two different subjects in the 
corresponding cola; see the NOTE after next. 

from their midst. Namely, of the fountains and springs. Prepositional 
mibben shares the suffix of its first-colon counterpart '•lehem, "near them" 
(D. N. Freedman). 

the ravens. The hapax legomenon 'p'ym has been customarily identified 
as an Aramaism (most recently by Max Wagner, Die lexikalischen und 
grammatikalischen Aramiiismen im alttestamentlichen Hebriiisch [cited here
after as Aramiiismen] [Berlin, 1966], pp. 92-93) signifying "dense foliage," 
but what is symmetrically needed in this second colon is a new subject 
to balance first-colon 'op ha'Ssiimayim, "the birds of heaven." Hebrew knows 
the root 'w/yp, "to be dark," in tii'ilpiih (Job xi 17) and in the well
attested noun 'epiih, "darkness, gloom." The posited root 'p' would thus 
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be cognate (Nebenform) with 'w/yp, and consonantal 'p'ym would parse as 
plural participle. Compare 'oreb, "raven," from the root 'rb, "to be black." 

their voice. Reading qoliim (MT qol), a lection which does not assume 
the haplography of an m because the next word (maJqeh) begins with 
m; under such conditions the single writing of the letter was permitted, 
as noted at Pss lxxxiv 6, lxxxviii 6. Another striking instance can be seen 
in Job iv 19-20, yidk"'u (MT y•dakk•'um) millipne 'osiim mibboqer (MT 
'iiS mibboqer), "Can they be pure in the sight of their Maker? From 
morning etc." 

On the other hand, one may urge the correctness of MT qol, without 
the suffix, because "voice" may be considered a part of the body, sensu 
lato, and thus free to forgo the determining suffix (see the fourth NOTE 
on Ps Iii 7), precisely as in UT, 76:rn:33, ql lb'l ttnn, "She gives forth 
her voice to Baal." There is thus no need to put "her" between parentheses 
as read by C. H. Gordon (Ugarit and Minoan Crete [New York, 1966), 
p. 90), "She gives forth (her) voice to Baal." All the same, the former 
reading (qoliim), defensible on orthographic grounds, commends itself for 
sonic and syllabic (each colon would number ten syllables) reasons. 

13. Who waters the mountains. Comparing Ps !xv 12, "Crown the peaks 
with your rain." 

the mountains ... the earth. For the Ugaritic pair hrm, "the mountains," 
and ar~. "the earth," see the fourth NOTE on Ps lxxii 16. The same 
nouns occur in vs. 32 and in reverse order in vss. 5-6 above. 

his upper chambers. How to reconcile the third-person singular suffix of 
'•liyyotiiyw, "his upper chambers," with the second-person singular suffix 
of MT ma'asekii, "your works," is the thorniest problem bedeviling 
this verse. From ma'asekii I detach kii and vocalize it as the emphatic 
particle ki, "fully," the procednre employed in Pss !iv 7, !ix 10, !xviii 29, 
36, lxxxix 3. On Jer xvii 13 see Dahood, Biblica 48 (1967), 109-10. 
This ki introduces a new colon, so that the verse now scans as a tricolon 
with a 9:6:6 syllable count; see below on vss. 17-18. 

his storehouses. Explaining ma'asey (consult preceding NoTB) as a sub
stantive from 'asiih in its well-attested meaning "to gather, harvest" (e.g., 
Ps cvii 3 7; J er xvii 11; Eccles x 19) . There is no need then to accept 
Gunkel's attractive emendation (Die Psalmen, p. 455) to •asamekii, "your 
storerooms." The Phoenician third-person suffix -y of consonantal m'fy 
answers to the suffix of 'aliyyotiiyw, "his upper chambers," a sequence 
observable in, e.g., Job xviii 13 and Eccles viii 1-2. 

The motif of celestial storehouses of rain is documented in the NOTE 
on Ps xxxiii 7. 

fully. Explaining ki (MT -kii) as the emphatic particle. 
14. for beasts plowing the land. From the poetic sequence of this 

verse (A+s+c//:li+c) one may conclude that l'bdt h'dm is synonymous 
with labb•hemiih (Ugar. bhmt), "for the cattle." See the NoTB on vs. 4. 
Hence vocalize as qal participle l•'ob•dot (MT la'abodat) hii'iidiim. In 
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several passages (Exod xxi 4; Ezek xxxvi 9, 34; Eccles v 8) 'iibad specifically 
denotes "to plow, till," but for present purpose the most relevant line is 
Zech xiii 5, 'Is 'abed 'adiimiih 'iinokl kl 'iidiim hiqnanl minn•'uriiy, "I am a 
man who tills the land, because the land has owned me since my youth," 
where the prophet plays on the two forms 'adiimiih and 'iidiim, both 
signifying "the land." 

The evidence for 'iidiim, "land," is impressive. Texts where this meaning 
is found include Gen xvi 12; Josh iii 16; Isa xxix 19, xliii 4; Jer xxxii 
20; Ezek xxxvi 37, 38; Hos vi 7; Mic v 5, vii 2; Zech ix 1, xiii 5; 
Job xi 12, xxi 4, xxxvi 28; Prov xxviii 2, xxx 14. Recent bibliography: 
M. Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 57-58; "Zacharia 9,1, 'EN 'ADAM," in CBQ 25 
(1963), 123-24; Biblica 44 (1963), 292; W. F. Albright in Interpretation 
18 (1964), 196; A Barucq, Le Livre des Proverbes (Paris, 1964), p. 222; 
Pope, Job, NOTE on xi 12; C. T. Fritsch, Journal of Religion 46 (1966), 
71; Walter Baumgartner, HALAT, p. 14. 

The Phoenician personal name 'bd'dm, "servant of the god(dess) Earth" 
(cf. II Sam vi 10-12), collocates the same roots occurring in our phrase 
'ob•dot hii'iidiim; consult A. Dupont-Sommer, Revue d'Assyriologie 41 
(1947), 206-8. As noted in PNWSP, p. 58, n. 5, 'dm, "land," probably 
recurs in the Aramaic Inscription of Sefire I, Face A, line 10. In his 
discussion of this passage, J. A. Fitzmyer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of 
Se/ire (Rome, 1967), p. 36, suggests the emendation of 'iidiim to '•diimiih 
in Josh iii 16, but this emendation should be rejected. 

Indeed he brings forth. Analyzing l•ho~I' into the emphatic lamedh 
(Psalms II, Index of Subjects, s.v.), and the hiphil preterit verb hi5~i'. 

The standard parsing of this congeries as the preposition followed by the 
hiphil infinitive construct to express purpose ("to bring forth") can scarcely 
be fitted into the context, since it does not logically follow from the 
preceding statements. 

The sequence participle-emphatic lamedh plus finite verb can likewise 
be seen in Job v 10-11, hannoten .•. Si5[ea1:z .•. liisiim (MT liiSiim), 
where MT liisiim is often emended to participial hafsiim. 

grain. As observed by some commentators and lexicographers (BDB, 
p. 537a; GB, p. 384a), lel;em here denotes "grain" or "breadcom" rather 
than "food" (so RSV). This observation is validated by Ugar. ll;m, "grain." 
Cf. the second NoTE on Ps xiv 4 and Gr. sltos, which signifies both 
"grain" and "food." 

grain .•. 15. wine .•• oil. The sequence of the substantives le/:lem, 
yayin, and semen perfectly corresponds to the noun sequence in UT, 
126:m: 13-16, kly ll:zm [b] dnhm kly yn bl;mthm k[l]y smn bq[bthm], "Spent 
was the grain from their jars, spent the wine from their skin-bottles, spent 
the oil from their vats." 

the earth. With hii'iidiim, "the land," in the preceding colon, hii'iire~ 

exhibits the same parallelism seen in Prov xxx 14, le'•kol 'aniyim me'ere~ 
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w•'ebyonlm me'adam, "Devouring the oppressed from the earth, and the 
needy from the land." Cf. also Mic vii 2. 

15. with wine. As remarked at Ps lxxv 9, yayin parses here as the 
accusative of means preceding the verb, a stylistic trait of the psalmists 
repeatedly noted; see the second Norn on Ps ciii 19. From this analysis, 
whereby Yahweh continues to be the subject as in the preceding verses, 
issues an assertion more vigorous and grammatically defensible than tradi
tional "and wine to gladden the heart of man" (RSV). 

he gladdens . • . makes . • . resplendent. The parallelism between 
y•fomma/:l and hi~hil here and in UT, 2 Aqht:n:9, pnm t'Smb w'l y~hl 
pi[tJ, "(Daniel's) face is full of gladness, while above his brow is resplend
ent," supports a new translation of Jer xxxi 7, where both these roots 
appear juxtaposed: ronnu /•ya'aqob sim/:lah w•~aha/u b•ro"s haggoylm, 
"Sing aloud, 0 Jacob, songs of gladness [the second NOTE on Ps Ii 10, 
on sim/:liih, "song of gladness"]; let your heads be resplendent [literally "be 
resplendent on your heads"), 0 nations!" Hitherto ~ahazu has been derived 
from ~aha!, "to cry shrilly"; e.g., RSV, "Sing aloud with gladness for 
Jacob, and raise shouts for the chief of the nations." Cf. also Esther viii 15, 
w•ha'Ir :Susan ~aha/ah w•samel;uih, "And the city of Susah was resplendent 
and gay." 

Truly he makes ••• resplendent. Vocalizing l•hi~hil (MT l·h~hil), and 
taking /• as the emphatic particle followed by the hiphil finite form, 
as in the former verse. 

full. Consonantal m:fmn (MT miSSamen, "with oil") has been pointed 
pual participle m•summan, from :Samen, "to be fat," and the colon rendered, 
"Truly he makes the full face resplendent." In Semitic idiom the full 
or fattened face symbolizes glowing health; see Leonardi, Biblica 49 ( 1968), 
241-42. 

with food. The grammatical function of le/:lem, like that of yayin, 
"with wine," is accusative of means; the versions usually make it the sub
ject of the verb. For identical usages with the verb sa'ad, "to support, 
sustain," cf. Ps xviii 36, wlmln•ka tis'adenl, "with your right hand you 
sustained me." 

Just as in vss. 6 and 8 the psalmist uses harim in two senses, so here 
leJ:iem denotes "food," whereas in the preceding verse it signifies "grain." 
This exegesis meets Gunkel's (Die Psalmen, p. 455) objection to having 
le/:lem repeated in the same context; he consequently emends vs. 14 
le/:lem to /ea/:l, "moisture, greenness." 

the heart of man. In this final colon of vs. 15 the psalmist uses the 
same phrase I•bab '•nos, "the heart of man," that he employed in the 
first colon of this verse. Some critics find this repetition inelegant and 
propose reading l•babo, "his heart," for MT l•bab '•nos, "the heart of 
man." This proposal is cited in the latest edition of the Hebrew Psalter 
by H. Bardtke, Liber Psalmorum (BHS; Stuttgart, 1969). This proposal 
should be declined in view of the Ugaritic-Hebrew word pattern which 
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may be symbolized A+B+A. For example, UT, 67:vr:20-22 reads, ytl! qn 
d.r'h y(1r[ kgn aplb k'mq y[ll bmt, "He harrows his forearms, he plows his 
chest like a garden, like a valley he harrows his back." In the first and 
third cola the poet uses the same verb yt/[, "he harrows," and in be
tween he sets the synonymous verb y/:zr!, "he plows." In our text the 
psalmist begins with /cbab '•nos "the heart of man," follows with piinim, 
"the face," and in the third colon he repeats l•bab '•nos, "the heart 
of man." This stylistic observation should serve to safeguard the Masoretic 
text against the proposed emendation. Other texts exhibiting this A+B+A 
pattern, such as Job x I, 22, xii 4, xiii 27, xv 30, are discussed by the 
writer in his article, "Ugaritic-Hebrew Syntax and Style," in Ugarit-For
schungen I (Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1969), 15-36, especially pp. 32-34. 

17. the stork. The awkward English translation of this colon faithfully 
reflects the awkward casus pendens construction of the original Hebrew. 

18. The high mountains. The lack of article with hiirim in the phrase 
hiirim haggeb6him would seem to reflect Phoenician syntax. As Z. S. 
Harris (A Grammar of the Phoenician Language [New Haven, 1936], p. 
66) points out, "In the use of the article, Phoenician goes its own way. 
There is no agreement between noun and adjective or noun and demon
strative pronoun." In line 9 of the Eshmunazor Inscription, for instance, 
the scribe writes h'lnm hqdsm, "the holy gods," but in line 22, 'lnm hqdsm, 
whose syntax coincides with biblical hiirim haggcb6him. 

the wild goats. It may be pure coincidence that the uncommon noun 
yii'e/ (three biblical occurrences) appears in a context mentioning Lebanon 
(vs. 16). In the famous description of the composite bow, lbnn and 
y'lm appear together: adr 'qbm dlbnn adr gdm brumm adr qrnt by'/m, 
"Cut yew trees [?] of Lebanon, cut tendons from wild buffaloes, cut 
horns from wild goats" (UT, 2 Aqht:vr:20-22). 

the sheltering crags. Since the first colon consists of only two thought 
units which can be represented as A+B (high mountains + wild goats), 
the second colon should be construed to yield only two units of meaning 
A.+s. The traditional version, "The rocks are a refuge for the badgers" 
(RSV), introduces a third element that finds no correspondent in the first 
colon. The A.+s pattern emerges when MT s•/ii'lm maf:zseh is read sal'e-mi 
maf:zseh, literally "the crags of shelter," a construct chain with interposed 
enclitic mem (THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER). Cf. Ps xciv 22, ~Ctr maf:zsl, 
"my mountain of refuge." 

19. the moon ... the sun. The balance between yiire•f:z and semd 
has counterparts in UT, 5:11.14; 77:3-4 and 602:11, sps wyrb, "the Sun 
and the Moon" (cf. C. H. Gordon, Supplement to the Ugaritic Textbook, 
§ 19.2447, pp. 555-56), and in Phoenician Karatepe rv:3, sms wyr/:z, "the 
sun and the moon." 

acts. For the absolute use of 'iisiih, see the second Norn on Ps Iii 11. 
The versions make Yahweh the subject of 'iisiih (RSV emends third-person 
'iiSiih, "he/it acts," to second-person 'iisltii, "Thou hast made"), but parallel-
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ism is better served and the consonantal text upheld when "the moon" 
and "the sun" are construed as the subjects (courtesy of Werner Quintens) 
of the two qal third-person verbs 'iiSiih, "acts," and yiida', "knows." 

the seasons. Heb. mo'ed, "season, assembly," appears in the latter sense 
in Ugar. m'd (third NOTE on Ps lxxv 3). 

its setting. Comparing mebO'o with Karatepe 1:4-5, lmmf' smJ w'd mb'y, 
"from the rising of the sun right to its setting." 

20. It grows dark. For the two words of MT, tiiSet l;zo'Sek, "If you put 
darkness," I read the single word tistaf:zsek, the ishtaphel conjugation of 
the verb f:ziiSak, "to be or grow dark." This formation may now (contrast 
Psalms I) be identified in Ps xviii 12, yistaf:zsek sitro seb1bi5tiiyw (MT 
yiiSet f:zo'Sek), "Dark grew his canopy around him." In our verse, two 
advantages derive from this new reading. First, it restores the 3+3 rhythm 
that is the prevailing beat of the surrounding verses. Second, it eliminates 
the dissonant shift from the third to the second person. From vs. 10 to vs. 24 
God is spoken of in the third person, so there seems to be no reason for 
introducing here the second person of MT tiiSet f:zo'Sek, "If you put dark
ness," that is also followed by the versions. The proposed reading and 
analysis retain the third person of the preceding and following verses, so 
that there is no direct address of Yahweh until vs. 24. The feminine prefix 
of tistaf:zsek is often used when the subject is impersonal "it." 

then. Ascribing to bi5 a consequential meaning (cf. biih, "thereupon," 
in Ps lxviii 15, and biihem, "then," in Ps xc 10) rather than a merely 
temporal ("when all the beasts of the forest creep forth," RSV) sense. 
Once night falls the wild beasts leave their lairs in search of prey; cf. the 
first NoTE on Ps lix 7, and the translation of Gen xlix 27 proposed there. 

21. their prey. Suffixless fiirep shares the suffix of its opposite number 
'okliim, "their food," on the principle of the double-duty suffix. Contrast 
CCD, "Young lions roar for the prey and seek their food from God." 

seeking. Unwitnessed in other Semitic languages biqqes, "to seek," ap
pears twice in Ugaritic as bqt, which reveals the original quality of the 
third radical. 

22. The sun rises. In the diction tizraf:z ha:f"Seme'S, the word for "sun" 
is of feminine gender, but in vs. 19 masculine. Some commentators ac
cordingly propose the hiphil vocalization tazr1a1;z, "You (namely God) make 
rise," but this reasoning is no longer compelling. The frequent concurrence 
in Ugaritic and Hebrew of the same noun in both masculine and feminine 
gender cautions the Semitist against treating a noun as always masculine 
or always feminine; cf. the last NOTE on lvi 9. In Ugaritic, sps, "sun" 
is, in the texts hitherto published, always feminine. The psalmist's use of 
masculine 'Semes in vs. 19 and of feminine semes in our verse may be 
compared with masculine trb:j, "courtyard," in UT, Krt:56, but feminine 
trb:jt in the duplicate passage Krt: 141. 

23. his tilling. For this nuance of 'abOdiito, see the first NoTE on vs. 14. 
CCD correctly renders "to his tillage." 
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until evening. Scholars (e.g., 1'!.. Dhorme, Le Livre de Job [Paris, 1926], 
p. 326) may no longer cite the phrase 'ade 'iireb to justify their emendation 
of consonantal 'rbh to '•de 'iireb in cognate Job xx.iv 5, "seeking their 
prey till evening." Consonantal 'rbh can now be pointed 'arbiih, with the 
final syllable -iih explained as temporal he as in Ugaritic 'lmh, "to eternity." 
Cf. BCCT, p. 59. 

24. With Wisdom at your side. D. N. Freedman suggests parsing b• 
of b•J:iokmiih as the beth comitatus which occurs above in vs. 10; see 
Pss !xvi 13, !xviii 31, cxli 4; lQM X6 (Biblica 44 [1963], 229), and 
possibly Job v 13, laked 1;iakiimlm ba'arumlm (MT b•'ormiim), "Who 
catches the wise along with the crafty." 

What emerges from this grammatical analysis is the motif so well known 
from Prov iii 19, yhwh b•J:iokmiih yiisad 'iire:f konen siimayim bit•biiniih, 
"With Wisdom at his side Yahweh founded the earth, with Understand
ing at his side he established the heavens," viii 26-27, 30 (see Dahood 
in CBQ 30 [1968], 512-21), and Job xxxvii 18, tarqla' 'immo fiScJ:iiiqlm 
1;iaziiqlm kir•'I mu:fiiq, "Did you hammer out with him the vault itself, 
hard as a molten mirror?" 

the earth ... your creatures. In the juxtaposed words hii'iire!f qinyiinekii 
one recognizes the roots found in Phoenician Karatepe 111:18, 'I qn 'r:f, "El, 
the Creator of the Earth" (cf. Gen xiv 19, 22), and in a neo-Punic in
scription from Leptis Magna; cf. KAI, II, p. 43. 

25. The One of the Sea. Recognizing in zeh hayyiim a divine epithet 
that is syntactically identical with Ps !xviii 9, zeh slnay, "the One of Sinai," 
studied in Norn ad Joe. Cf. Exod xxxii 1, "When the people saw that 
Moses delayed to come down from the mountain, the people gathered 
before Aaron and said to him, 'Up, make us a god who will go before us 
because The One of Moses [zeh moieh], the man who brought us up out 
of the land of Egypt, we do not know what has happened to him.'" 
In Mic v 4 it is said of the ruler who will go forth from Bethlehem, 
w•hiiyiih zeh siilom, "And he shall be The One of Peace." In Canaanite 
religion, the goddess Asherah was called a[rt ym, "Asherah of the Sea." As 
noticed in the sixth NOTE on Ps xx.vii 4 and the fourth NOTE on Ps 
xxxvi 8, biblical poets appropriated terms and images depicting Canaanite 
goddesses and used them to describe attributes of Yahweh. 

tall. For the nuance of length in giidol, here usually rendered "great," 
consult the discussion on godel, "length," the sixth NOTE on lxxix 10. 
Yahweh does not suffer from the physical shortcoming which led to the 
rejection of Canaanite Athtar's claim to occupy the vacant throne of Baal. 
Cf. UT, 49:1:30-32, "He sits on the throne of Victor Baal, but his feet 
do not reach the footstool, his head does not reach the top." In Ps xcix 3, 
Yahweh is called giidol w•norii', "Great and Awesome One." Cf. NOTE 

on Ps !vii 6, "Your stature is above the heavens." 
broad of reach. Literally "broad of hands," r•J:iab yiidiiyim (some com

mentators, e.g., Briggs, unable to explain yiidiiylm, simply delete it as a 
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gloss) parses as an adjective followed by an accusative of specification or 
limitation. The same construction appears in a description of the Canaanite 
artisan god Skillful and Cunning, who is termed dbri ydm, "the one skillful 
of hands" (UT, 2 Aqht:v:24-25), while in 125:9 Baal is depicted as rbb 
mknpt, "broad of wingspan." 

Who put. Reading, as in vs. 17, slim for MT siim, but parsing it here 
as qal participle whose antecedent is to be found in the second-person 
suffixes of vs. 24. 

26. Who made. As in vs. 25, read qal participle siim for MT siim. 
ships. Heb. '0 niyyot equals Ugaritic plural anyt. On first reading, "ships" 

appears to be an ill-matched partner to second-colon "Leviathan," an 
unusual parallelism that has encouraged critics to try their hand at emenda
tion. But the highly mythical passage UT, 125:7-9, seems to associate 
any, "ship, bark," with bl, "phoenix," a collocation that, for the moment, 
dissuades alteration of the biblical text. See W. F. Albright in Festschrift 
fiir Alfred Bertholet, pp. 1-14, on Ugar. any, "bark," and bl. "phoenix." 
llQPsa frag. E, with its reading 'wnywt, likewise urges caution. 

for travel. Heb. y•hallekun literally reads "that they might travel," a 
subjunctive usage. 

Leviathan. The mention of this Canaanite monster, well known from 
Ps lxxiv 13-14 and such Ugaritic texts as UT, 67:1:1-3 (see first 
Norn on Ps lxxiv 13) which reads, "When you smite Lotan [=Leviathan], 
the primeval dragon, when you destroy the twisting dragon, the mighty 
one of the seven heads," further points up the Canaanite-Phoenician 
background of this psalm, which in recent decades has been widely in
terpreted in terms of Egyptian mythology. See also Pope's long and 
fascinating NoTE on Job xii 1 (AB, vol. 15, § 39). 

whom. As in vs. 8, zeh's function is that of a relative pronoun. 
to sport with. l•fatzeq bo is admittedly ambivalent, so that RSV's 

"to sport in it" cannot be discounted. The expression, however, in Job 
xi 29, hat•sal;ieq bo, "Will you sport with him [namely Leviathan]?" 
serves to remove much of the ambivalence, pace Buttenwieser, PCTNT, 
p. 169, and G. R. Driver in JSS 7 (1962), 19. 

27. to give them food. The diction liitet 'okliim literally reads "to 
give their food," but as noticed in the first NOTE on Ps xx 3, the 
pronominal suffix ('ok/iim) not infrequently bears a dative meaning. For 
present purposes, Exod ii 9 provides the most relevant parallel: 'etten 
'et s•karek, literally "I shall give your salary," but really "I shall pay 
you a salary." This usage, well attested in Ugaritic, was lost on the 
monks of Qumran who inserted liihem, "to them," reading ltt Ihm 'wklm 
b'tw, "to give to them their food in its season" (llQPsa frag. E). 

28. When you give. titten begins a temporal or conditional sentence 
without a morphological indicator, such as 'im or ki (first NoTE on Ps iii 8, 
second NoTE on Ps xxvii 7), that may be compared with UT, 1019:12-14, 
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rtn win wlttn wal tin, "When you give, then give; and if you don't give, 
then don't give!" Cf. further PNWSP, p. 6. 

0 Good One! The Syriac version drops {ob completely, evidently feeling 
that it contributes nothing to the thought of yisb"'un. The parallelism, 
too, between the latter and yilqo{un, "they gather," with no object ex
pressed, would sustain the Syriac. Understood as a divine title in the 
vocative case, (ob does add to the thought and at the same time serves 
a metrical function by bringing the syllable count of the second colon 
to nine syllables as against seven in the first colon. This seemingly un
balanced 7: 9 syllable count does chiastically fit in with vs. 27 which 
consists of a 9: 7 syllable count. Another instance of syllabic chiasmus 
occurs in Ps cxxxviii 1-2. On the syllabic chiasmus in Prov viii 22-23, 
see CBQ 30 (1968), 516. The second Norn on Ps lxxxvi 17 discusses 
the divine titles (obiih and (ob; see also Ps cxi 10; Prov xiii 21-22. 

29. Should you turn away. Deriving tastlr from sur, "to tum away," 
and parsing the conjugation as infixed -t; cf. first NOTE on Ps cii 3, and 
below on Ps cxliii 7. 

they would expire. This nuance of yibbiihelu, traditionally rendered 
"They are dismayed," is discussed in the third NoTE on Ps xc 7. 

your spirit. One of the firmest, clearest statements of the divine origin 
of life is Job xii 10, "That from his hand is the soul of every living 
being, and the spirit in all flesh is his gift," as read and explained 
in Biblica 47 (1966), 107-8. Consonantal rwbm (MT rubiim, "their spirit") 
breaks down into rub plus the enclitic mem, which serves here as a 
stylistic surrogate for the pronominal suffix. That "your spirit" is intended 
appears from the balance with piinekii, "your face." This literary device 
for eschewing parallelistic monotony is commented upon in the third 
Norn on Ps x 17, and at Pss !xv 10, Ixxx 6, lxxxi 13, lxxxiv 6, lxxxix 38. 
Ps x 17 is especially relevant, balancing lbm with 'oznekii when speaking 
of Yahweh's heart and ear. That the copyists of Qumran were innocent 
of this literary nuance is probably the conclusion to be drawn from 
their reading rwbkh (llQPsn frag. E). Aware that "your spirit," best fits 
the context, the men of Qumran did not recognize that the enclitic 
mem could pair off with the pronominal suffix and express possessive "your 
(spirit)." And so they altered rwbm to rwbkh. 

Biblical poets may well have learned this device from their Canaanite 
predecessors. One reads in UT, Krt:96--99, ybd bth sgr ... zbl 'rsm yfo, 
"Let the solitary man close his house . . . the invalid carry his bed"; 
contrast C. H. Gordon (Ugarit and Minoan Crete, p. 104), "[Let] the 
invalid carry the bed." H. L. Ginsberg approaches a correct under
standing in his version, "The sick man is carried in (his) bed," but in 
his well-annotated edition (LKK, p. 16) he offers no explanation of 'rsm, 
which he renders "(his) bed." The recognition that the enclitic m of 
'rsm serves as a stylistic substitute for the suffix of bth, "his house," 
permits the translator to dispense with Ginsberg's parentheses. The Canaanite 
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origin of this usage whereby a pronominal suffix is balanced by an 
enclitic mem would deal the coup de grace to the theory of Raphael 
Weiss, "On Ligatures in the Hebrew Bible (m=nw)," JBL 82 (1963), 
188-94, that the enclitic mem in many of these cases resulted from 
scribal confusion of the ligature nw and m. In Ugaritic cuneiform writing, 
such confusion would have been virtually impossible because of the sharp 
dissimilarity of the characters involved. 

and return. The psalmist evokes the motif of the return to the nether· 
slime from which all living creatures were fashioned; cf. Gen iii 19; 
Ps cxxxix 15; Job xxx 23; Eccles xii 7. 

to their clay. Namely, the clay out of which all living creatures were 
modeled. For this nuance of 'apiiriim, consult the third NOTE on Ps 
ciii 14, and compare Ps cxlvi 4, "When his spirit departs he returns 
to his earth." 

32. the earth ..• the mountains. See the second NOTE on vs. 13. 
it trembles. Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are also the work of God. 
they smoke/ Volcanic activity doubtless inspired this metaphor; cf. Pss 

cxliv 5, cxlviii 8. 
33. sing •.. chant. Consult the second NOTE on Ps ci 1. 
throughout my life. Comparing Phoenician Tabnit, lines 7-8, 'l ykn 

lk zr' b/:iym t/:it sms, "May you have no offspring throughout your life 
under the sun." Scholars usually translate b/:iym "among the living," but 
the temporal notion in biblical b•/:iayyiiy favors the temporal interpretation 
of the Phoenician expression. 

34. my hymn. This nuance of .fi/:il, suggested by the two preceding 
verbs here and by the sequence in Ps cv 2, has been noticed in the 
second NoTi! on Ps !xix 13. In his recent study, "Die Hebraische Wurzel 
SYl:I," in VT 19 (1969), 361-71, Hans Peter Millier argues that this 
root, which he relates to .fW/:i, "to cry out," describes loud, enthusiastic, 
emotional speech. On p. 363, however, where he discusses our verse, 
he admits that .fi/:il, "my hymn," designates activity closely akin to singing 
and music-making. 

enters his presence. Usually translated "[May my meditation] be pleasing 
to him" (RSV), ye<erab 'iiliiyw is preferably identified with the expression 
in UT, 125:11-12, 'I abh y'rb, "He enters his father's presence." The verb 
'iirab, "to please," elsewhere takes the preposition I•, "to." Cf BCCT, 
p. 69, n. 68, and UHP, pp. 31, 68. On Qumranic 'rbh b'p db/:itk 
.fYYn m'lh lkl tbl, "May your praise, 0 Zion, enter into his presence, 
extolment from all the world," see my remarks in Biblica 47 (1966), 
143; below on Ps cvi 35, and W. A. van der Weiden, "Radix hebraica 
'rb," in VD 44 (1966), 97-104, who establishes the presence of this 
root in Ezek xvi 37; Jer xxxi 26; Prov iii 24 (qal fonns); Hos ix 4 
(hiphil); Ezra ix 2; Prov xiv 10, xx 19, xxiv 21 (hithpael). 

35. vanish ... exist no more. The psalmist chiastically balances the 
jussive form yittammu with the precative perfect verb 'eniim. 
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Bless Yahweh, 0 my soul! Forms an inclusion with the identical phrase 
in vs. 1. MT adds hazelu-yiih, "Praise Yah!" but this disrupts the perfect 
inclusion with vs. 1. Transferred to the beginning of Ps cv, it forms 
a perfect inclusion with Ps cv 45, hal•lu-yiih, "Praise Yahl" 



Praise Yah! 

PSALM 105 

(cv 1-45) 

Give thanks to Yahweh, invoke his name, 
make known his actions among the peoples! 

2 Sing to him, chant to him, 
make songs of all his wonders! 

3 Glory in his holy name, 
let your heart rejoice, 0 seekers of Yahweh! 

4 Search for Yahweh and his strength, 
seek his perpetual presence. 

5 Recall his wonders that he wrought, 
his prodigies, and the judgments from his mouth, 

6 0 seed of Abraham, his servant, 
sons of Jacob, his chosen one! 

7 For he is Yahweh our God, 
over all the earth is his authority. 

8 He remembers ever his covenant, 
the pact he imposed for a thousand generations; 

9 Which he made with Abraham, 
and was sworn by him to Isaac, 

10 Since he confirmed it as a statute for Jacob, 
for Israel as an eternal covenant, 

11 Saying, "To you will I give the land, 
Canaan will be your upland patrimony." 

12 When they were few in number, -
a mere handful and strangers therein, 

13 Wandering from nation to nation, 
from one kingdom to another people, 

14 He let no man oppress them, 
and on their behalf rebuked kings. 

15 "Touch not my anointed, 
and to my prophets do no harm!" 

16 Then he called down famine upon the land, 
he broke every stalk of grain. 
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17 He sent a man before them, 
Joseph, sold as a slave. 

18 They pressed his feet with shackles, 
and his neck passed through irons, 

19 Till the moment his word came to him, 
Yahweh's promise was proved true by him. 

20 He sent the king to release him, 
the ruler of peoples to set him free. 

21 He made him master of his palace, 
the ruler of all his possessions, 

22 To instruct his princes personally, 
and that he might teach his elders wisdom. 

23 111en Israel came to Egypt, 
Jacob sojourned in the land of Ham. 

24 The Grand One made his people prolific, 
made it too numerous for its adversaries. 

25 He turned their heart to hate his people, 
to double-dealing with his servants. 

26 He sent Moses his servant, 
and Aaron whom he had chosen. 

27 They wrought his miracles in the wilderness, 
and his prodigies in the land of Ham. 

28 He sent darkness and it darkened, 
so that they could not see his actions. 

29 He changed their waters to blood, 
and caused their fish to die. 

30 He made frogs swarm in their land, 
in the chambers of their king. 

31 He spoke and brought flies, 
gnats within all their territory. 

32 He gave them hail for rain, 
he produced lightning in their land. 

33 He blighted their. vine and their fig tree, 
and shattered their hillside trees. 

34 He spoke and brought the locust, 
grasshoppers beyond number, 

35 Which devoured every blade in their land, 
devoured the fruit of their soil. 

36 He struck every first-born in their land, 
the first fruit of all their vigor. 

37 Then he led them forth with silver and gold, 
and no one in his tribes stumbled. 
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38 Egypt rejoiced at their exodus, 
for dread of them had fallen upon them. 

39 He spread a cloud as covering, 
and fire to light up the night. 

40 They asked and he brought them quails, 
with the wheat of heaven he gratified them. 

41 He opened the rock and water gushed forth; 
it flowed like a river through the arid land. 

42 For he remembered his sacred pact 
with Abraham his servant. 

43 So he led forth his people with songs of joy, 
his chosen ones with singing. 

44 Then he gave to them heathen lands, 
the wealth of nations they seized, 

45 Providing they keep his statutes, 
and his laws observe. 

Praise Yah! 

NOTES 

51 

cv. An historical psalm resembling Ps lxxviii and, like the latter, probably 
composed for one of the major Israelite festivals. The psalmist recalls 
the basic events (save, strangely, the giving of the Law or any other 
event at Sinai) that fashioned the nation of Israel. Internal evidence 
for dating the psalm is meager indeed, though the citation of part of 
the poem by I Chron xvi 18 ff. points to a pre-Exilic date of composition. 

The number of literary subtleties uncovered in this hymn by the applica
tion of Northwest Semitic criteria makes it difficult to subscribe fully to 
Gunkel's (Die Psalmen, p. 458) view that "the poem is certainly no great 
work of art." Thus the pairing of the third-person singular suffixes -o and 
-'i in vs. 6, the use of singular and plural suffixes in relation to the same 
antecedent in vs. 11, the effective separation of composite phrases in 
parallel verse members in vss. 11 and 18, the competent use of chiasmus 
in vss. 15, 22, 43--45, all bespeak uncommon literary artistry. Another 
literary trait which might be mentioned is the "explicitation" of the 
subject in the final colon of a sentence, a device noticed at vss. 3, 5-6, 17, 
19. 

1. Praise Yahl See the second NoTE on Ps civ 35. 
2. Sing ... chant. Cf. the second NOTE on Ps ci 1. 
make songs of. For this nuance of s'il;zu, consult the second NoTE on 

Ps !xix 13 and the first NoTE on Ps civ 34. 
3. Glory ... let ..• rejoice. For stylistic variation the psalmist pairs 
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imperative hitha/elu, "Glory," with jussive yismal:i, "let rejoice" This nuance 
is lost in CCD, which treats both as imperatives: "Glory in his holy name; 
rejoice, 0 hearts that seek the Lord." 

your heart. Recognizing in leb the name of a part of the body not 
determined by a suffix; cf. Psalms II, Index of Subjects, s.v., and UT, 
I Aqht:1:34, tbky pf;t bm lb, "Pughat wept from her heart" (courtesy 
D. N. Freedman). Thus leh mcbaqq•se yhwh breaks down not as a three
word construct chain but rather as a subject followed by a phrase in 
the vocative case; in this periodic sentence the subject of the first three 
verses is "O seekers of Yahweh." The poet employs a similar structure 
in vss. 5-6, 17, 19, placing the subject at the end of the sentence. As 
noticed at vs. 17, bib.lical poets may have been indebted to their Canaanite 
predecessors for this literary technique, which might be termed "ex
plicitation," in the last colon of a periodic structure. 

4. his perpetual presence. Though God is ever present, man must search 
for him. Parsing piiniiyw tiimid as a construct chain with pronominal 
suffix interposed; compare, especially, Ps lxxi 6, t•hilliiti tiimid, "my per
petual praise," and Nah iii 19, rii'iit•kii tiimid, "your unceasing evil" 
(RSV). This analysis sustains the translation of Ps xvi 8, n•gidi tiimid, "my 
perpetual Leader," proposed in NOTE on Ps !iv 5. To be sure, this 
grammatical analysis reverses the versions' meaning (RSV, "seek his presence 
continually") that it is the seeking which must be perpetual, but the 
psalmists' use of tiimid in the passages cited, and the parallelism with 
"Yahweh and his strength," suggest that both the presence and the 
perpetuity are Yahweh's. 

5. his wonders that he wrought. Though it seems awkwardly redundant, 
this version is a literal reproduction of the original Hebrew. RSV's "the 
wonderful works that he has done" involves the emendation (aJbeit silent) 
of nipl•'otiiyw, "his wonders," to nipl•'ot, "the wonderful works" (RSV). 

the judgments from his mouth. RSV's "the judgments he uttered" 
needlessly tones down the anthropomorphism of the Heb. misp•te piil by 
substituting "he uttered" for Hebrew "from his mouth." 

6. seed ... sons of. Consult the first NOTE on Ps cii 29 for this 
parallelism in Phoenician. As in vss. 3, 17, the psalmist withholds the 
subject (here in vocative case) till the end of the sentence. 

his servant. In order to achieve identity of number, the LXX took MT 
singular 'abdo, "his servant," referring to Abraham, as plural '"hiidiiyw, 
"his servants," referring to the Israelites. See the next NoTE. Verse 42 'abdo, 
however, ensures MT 'abdo here. 

his chosen one. MT plural b•T:tiriiyw, "his chosen ones," induced the 
LXX to read first-colon 'abdo as plural 'abiidiiyw, "his servants." The 
identification of third-person singular suffix -y in consonantal bl:iyryw per
mits a more satisfactory solution; by reading b•T:tiri, "his chosen one," 
and attaching final waw to the next verse, we preserve the numerical 
balance of 'abdo and b'l:iiri and, at the same time, even the syllable count of 
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vs. 7 at eight syllables in each colon. The grammatical structure of our verse 
now stands out clearly: construct-genitive-singular noun of apposition 11 
construct-genitive-singular noun of apposition. 

For other instances of parallelism between the third-person suffixes 
-o and -i(y), see the fourth NoTE on Ps civ 13; Job xix 28, kl to'm•ru mah 
nirdop lo wcsore.i' dabiir nim:jii' bl, "If you say, 'How shall we pursue him, 
seeing that the root of the matter is found in him?'" where the ancient 
versions and some hundred manuscripts read bO for MT bi. Cf. also · 
Job xxxvii 11, "His shining one ( biirl) dispels the mist, and his sun 
('oro) scatters the clouds," as proposed in Biblica 45 (1964), 412. Cf. also 
Pss cix 31, cxiii 8, cxiv 2. 

7. For he. Once detached from b~yryw, the final word of vs. 6, w 
serves both a semantic and syllabic function in our verse. It serves as a 
connecting word, giving the reason for the series of commands in vss. 1-5, 
and, at the same time, evens the syllable count of each colon at eight 
syllables. Some copyist of Qumran also felt the need of a causal conjunction 
between vss. 6-7, since 11 QPs• frag. E inserts ky after its reading b~yrw 
which is a correction of original b~yry with third-person suffix -y. 

his authority. This nuance of the root spt bas been annotated at Ps ii 10. 
8. ever ... generations. For the Ugaritic brace 'lml ldr, see the first 

NoTE on Ps lxxxv 6. 
the pact. This nuance of diibiir recurs in vs. 42; cf. also Deut ix 5 and 

George Mendenhall in IDB, I, p. 716a, who points out that since the term 
for "covenant" (b•rit) is quite rare in the earliest sections of the Old 
Testament, the tradition of the covenant with Yahweh must have been 
designated by other words than b•ru. Mendenhall holds that the oldest 
designation of the Ten Commandments, 'e.ftrat d•biirim, "the ten words," 
rests on this early tradition, since covenants were regarded and called the 
"words" of the suzerain. 

he imposed. That :jiwwah is the right word to be used with diibiir, 
"the pact," may be inferred from Ps cxi 9, :fiwwiih /•'oliim b•ruo, "He 
imposed his covenant for ever." 

This translation, which implies that the pact contains provisions or 
stipulations that are binding upon the human party (Abraham's descendants), 
runs counter to the prevailing scholarly opinion that in the Abrahamic 
covenant (Gen xv 18-21, xvii 1-14, xxvi 1-5) only God is bound. Of 
course, scholarly opinion must interpret circumcision (Gen xvii 9-14) not 
as an obligation made binding by the covenant but only as a "sign" of the 
covenant. The proposed translation casts serious doubt on this distinction 
between an obligation and a "sign," and calls for a re-examination of the 
problem. 

9. Which he made. The antecedent of 'aser kiirat being diibiir in the 
immediately preceding colon, Kraus (Psalmen, II, p. 720) denies that 
diibiir is the object of kiirat, "he made," and must consequently treat vs. 
Sb as a parenthesis. This procedure must be termed arbitrary. The psalmist 
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is evidently using diibiir in a double sense. As the direct object of .fiwwiih, 
"he imposed" (RSV "he commanded"), diibiir connotes the terms of the 
treaty dictated by the suzerain (in this case God) to his vassal (Abraham). 
As the direct object of vs. 9, kiirat, "he made" (literally "he cut"), diibiir 
connotes an agreement reached freely by two parties (God and Abraham). 
As noted at Ps civ 8, biblical poets sometimes employ one word in two 
different senses. 

with Abraham. The psalm fragment from Qumran (llQPsa frag. E) reads 
'm 'brhm for MT 'et 'abriihiim. The Qumran lection must be considered 
inferior to MT both in view of vs. 42, where the psalmist again uses 'et, 
"with," and because 'et is in fact the more difficult reading. 

and was sworn by him. Construing feminine b•riti5, "his covenant," 
in vs. Sa as the antecedent of s•bu'iito. In other words, the psalmist 
arranges the four cola of vss. 8-9 in a diagonal or chiastic pattern. 
Traditionally rendered as the noun "his sworn promise" (RSV), s•bu'iito 
can also be parsed as the qal feminine passive participle followed by 
the dative suffix expressing the agent, exactly like Ps lxxxvii 1, y•sudiito, 
"[city] founded by him," and vs. 19 (below), ~•rupathu, "was proved true 
by him." 

11. Saying. The authenticity of le'mor, missing in a few manuscripts and 
deleted by some critics, is vouched for by the syllable count (9: 10) that 
proceeds from the proposed division of the verse. 

To you. Proposals to emend singular l•kii to plural liikem, in order to 
align it numerically with plural suffix of na/:ta/at•kem, receive new support 
from the llQPsa frag. E reading lkm. In first NoTE: on Ps xxvii 8, the 
plural imperative pointing l•ku, "Come!," was proffered on the basis of Pss 
xxvii 8 and xiv 15. Here we further observe that biblical poets, possibly 
to eschew monotony, occasionaHy use both singular (to be understood 
collectively, like zera', "seed," in vs. 6) and plural forms when dealing 
with the same subject, as witness Ps cxlv 4; Isa xii 6, xliii 9b, !iv 3b--<:; 
Hos viii 3, ziina/:t yifrii'el fob 'oyeb yird•pu (MT yird•po) hem, "Israel 
has rejected the Good One, they have followed the Foe" (cf. ETL 44 
[1968], 45); Deut xxxii 7, z•kor y•mot 'oliim binu s•not dor wiidor, 
"Recall the days of old, consider the years of ages past." 

This stylistic observation provides a satisfactory explanation of Ps lx.xxi 
13, "So I repudiated him for his stubbornness of heart, they followed 
their own designs." In the third NoTE ad Joe. appears this comment: 
"This disconcerting shift between third person singular and plural forms 
when referring to Israel is not amenable to a satisfactory explanation. 
The recurrence of the same phenomenon in vss. 15-16 dissuades one from 
assuming textual corruption." The identification of new examples of this 
stylistic device now makes it more amenable to successful analysis and 
effectively rules out the likelihood of textual corruption. 

the land, Canaan. Most versions translate 'eres k•nii'an as "the land of 
Canaan," but I propose shifting the athnach, the ~ymbol of principal pause 
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in the verse, to 'iire~; hence read 'iire~ k•na'an for MT 'ere~ k•nii'an. In 
MT the syllable count of the two cola is 12:7, but, on recognition of 
the breakup of composite phrases (second NOTE on Ps cii 16 and below 
on vs. 18), it becomes a more balanced 9: 10. Another striking instance 
is recorded at Ps cvii 25, again misconstrued by MT. 

your upland patrimony. The phrase /;lebel na/;lalat•kem sounds too much 
like Exod xv 17, har na/;lalat•kii, "your mountain of patrimony," and UT, 
'nt:m:27, gr n/;llty, "my mountain of patrimony," to be translated "the lot 
of your inheritance" (KJ). In other words, l:iebel is a metathetic form of 
Ugar. blb//gr, which signifies "hill" and is frequent in place names. The 
long-standing crux in Prov xxiii 34 can now be coaxed into yielding ex
cellent sense: w•hiiyltii k•sokeb b•leb yiim uk•sokeb b•ro's /;lebel (MT 
/;libbel), "You will be like one asleep in the depths of the ocean, like 
one asleep on top of the mountain." This definition calls for a retranslation 
of Ps Ixxviii 55, way•giire:f mipp•nehem goylm wayyappl/em b•IJebel 
naJ:ialiih, "He drove out the nations before them, and felled them 
(the Canaanites) on their upland patrimony." Cf. likewise Deut xxxii 9. 

12. When they were. The doublet in I Chron xvi 19 reads second
person plural bihyot•kem, "When you were," but the present reading 
appears preferable because the two cola are perfectly balanced with seven 
syllables each, whereas in I Chron xvi 19 the syllable count is 8:7. 

a mere handful. Pan;ing kl of klm•'at as emphatic. 
therein. Namely, in Palestine or the Land of Canaan. 
14. no man ... kings. Heb. 'iidiim ... m•liiklm is a "polar" expression 

or a kind of merismus (first NOTE on Ps viii 8 and last Norn on Ps xxxvi 7) 
whereby the poet represents totality by mentioning two extremes. A 
similar locution can be seen in UT, 51: vu: 43, umlk ublmlk, "whether 
king or commoner." Cf. A. Schokel, "Poesie hebraique," in Supplement 
au Dictionnaire de la Bible, ed. by H. Cazelles and A. Feuillet, fasc. 42, 
(Paris, 1967), col. 69. The fact that in Pss xlix 3 and !xii 10 b•ne 'iidiim 
connotes "men of low birth" in contradistinction to b•ne 'Is, "men of high 
degree," sustains the psalm reading 'iidii.m against the variant Tf in I Chron 
xvi 21. 

15. Touch not ... do no harm. Maintaining the chiastic or diagonal 
arrangement of the words in the original Hebrew. · 

my anointed. The patriarchs Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob who only here 
are given this title. In a metaphorical sense they were "anointed," that is, 
consecrated to God, and received from him special revelations. 

The Ugaritic phrase smn ms/;lt, "oil for anointing," discloses the origin 
of the biblical term mii.Sa/;I, "to anoint." 

my prophets. Another surprising designation of the patriarchs; in Gen 
xx 7 alone is Abraham called a nii.bl', "a prophet." 

16. famine upon the land. A reference to the event described in 
Gen xii 56, "So when the famine had spread over all the land, Joseph 
opened all the storehouses, and sold to the Egyptians." 
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stalk of grain. Usually translated "staff of bread" and frequently explained 
as a stave passed through a series of ring-shaped loaves and suspended to 
preserve them from mice, etc., the Hebrew expression matreh lef:zem 
(Lev xxvi 26; Ezek iv 16, v 16, xiv 13) becomes susceptible to a 
literal interpretation with the acknowledgment that in Ugaritic and 
Hebrew lef:zem often signifies "grain, wheat" (second NOTE on Ps xiv 4, 
third NOTE on Ps civ 14). In Ezek xix 11, 12, 14 maf{eh denotes 
"vine branches" and in Hab iii 9, 14 the "shaft" of an arrow, so that 
the meaning "stem, stalk" would comport with Hebrew usage. The use 
of the verb siibar, "he broke," also accords with the proposed explanation, 
because in vs. 33 the psalmist employs it with 'efi g•bUliim, "their hillside 
trees." 

17. a man .•• Joseph. The poet creates suspense by mentioning in
definitely "a man" in the first colon and reserving his specific name "Joseph" 
to the end of the second colon. The antecedents of this biblical stylistic 
artifice (see above on vss. 3, 6) can be observed in, say UT, 'nt:u:23-24, 
mid tmfbfin wt'n tbttib wtf:zdy 'nt, "Much does she smite and behold, battle 
and gaze does Anath," where the subject of the action is not made explicit 
until the last word. See the second NOTE on Ps cxii 6. The author 
of Job is especially fond of this artistic device; cf. Job vi 2, xix 26, 
xx 23, xxii 21, xxvii 3, xxix 18, xxxiv 17. 

sold. the root of nimkar occurs frequently in Ugaritic texts, especially 
in mkrm, "merchants," and in Punic mkr, "merchant." 

18. his feet. Reading ragley (MT ragliiyw), with third-person suffix -y, 
and the final w of MT transferred to the next word as the conjunction 
"and." Another instance of this suffix and transfer of w to the following 
word is noted at vs. 6. 

shackles. The root of kebel probably appears in the frequent Ugaritic 
personal name kbln; see Frauke Grondahl, Die Personennamen der Texte 
aus Ugarit (Rome, 1967), pp. 276-77. 

and. With the transfer of final waw of MT rglyw to the next word 
(barzel), the two cola become even with seven syllables each. 

his neck. For this definition of napso, consult the second NOTE on 
Ps !vii 7, where napsi, "my neck," balances p"'iimay, "my feet," the same 
semantic pairing as in our verse. In IDB, IV, p. 428, N. W. Porteous 
writes, "The meaning 'throat, neck' is suggested, not always convincingly, 
for sundry passages of the OT--e.g. Isa. 5:14; 29:8; Jonah 2:6; the 
clearest case is possibly Ps 105: 18." Had he adverted to the frequent 
occurrences of nps, "throat, neck," in Ugaritic, Porteous would doubtless 
have been less tentative in his biblical appraisal. Cf. also J. A. Emerton, 
VT 17 (1967), 135, n. 1, and The Torah (JPS: Philadelphia, 1962), p. 266, 
which correctly translates Num xi 6, napsenu y•besiih, "Our gullets are 
shriveled." Cf. Biblica 49 (1968), 368, for further examples of nepe'S, 
"throat, gullet." 

passed. That bii'iih is the mot juste to express this action appears 
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upon comparison with Jer xxvii 12, hiibi'u 'et ~aww•'rekem b•'ol melek 
biibel, "Pass your necks through the yoke of the king of Babylon." 

through irons. Or possibly "a collar of iron," an allusion to Joseph's 
imprisonment described in Gen xxxix 20. A number of critics, e.g., 
Gunkel, would insert the preposition ba before barze/ to read babbarzel, 
but this insertion proves unnecessary, first because barzel begins with ba 
and is preceded by labial u (ubarzel, see third NOTE on verse), and 
hence would tend to eschew the preposition, much like bayit, "in the 
house," for babbayit, and second because barzel is entitled to share the 
preposition of its opposite number bakkebel, "in shackles," on the basis 
of the poetic principle of the double-duty preposition. A similar set of 
considerations can be observed in UT, 125:14-15, blnk abn nsmb blmtk 
ngln, "In your life eternal, our father, we rejoice; in your immortality 
we exult," where blmtk, "your immortality," which begins with b, shares 
the preposition of bbyk, "in your life eternal." 

Heb. barzel appears in Ugaritic as brd.l, a word of non-Semitic ongm, 
most likely derived from Hittite barzil/u. It is widely believed that iron 
was introduced into Palestine by the Philistines ca. 1190 B.C. The mention, 
however, of iron in a tablet listing the items of tribute sent by a ruler 
of Ugarit either to the Hittite suzerain or to the king of Carchemish in the 
fourteenth century B.c. bespeaks the earlier use of the metal in Syria
Palestine. 

J. Brinktrine in 'ZAW 64 (1952), 251-58, proposes, on the basis of 
Luke ii 35, and some OT passages, the translation "A sword entered his 
soul," a reading countenanced by Kraus (Psalmen, II, p. 718), though 
not adopted in his translation. Attractive though this version might appear, 
it does not impose itself because, among other reasons, it disturbs the 
parallelism between "his feet'' and "his neck" and slights the expression 
kable barzel, "iron shackles," in Ps cxlix 8. In other terms, by placing 
kebel in the first colon and barzel in the second, the psalmist employs 
the figure called the breakup of a composite phrase, annotated above at 
vs. 11. Joseph's feet and neck were put in iron chains (kebel barzel), 
and there is no mention of "a sword." See the second NoTE on Ps cxix 55. 

19. his word. Namely, Yahweh's word. When setting up the parallelism 
between d•biiro//'imrat yhwh ("his word! /Yahweh's utterance"), the psalm
ist employs the artistic device which may be termed second-colon explicita
tion, a usage noticed in the second NOTE on vs. 3. The psalmist doubtless 
refers to Gen xii 25, "God has revealed to the Pharaoh what he is about 
to do." 

came to him. Namely, to the Pharaoh, who is mentioned in the next 
verse. This translation assumes that bo', "came to him," shares the dative 
suffix of its second-colon fellow, ~·rupathu, "was proved true by him." 

Yahweh's promise. To Joseph, that he would become greater than his 
brothers and would rule over them; cf. Gen xxxvii 8 ff. 

was proved true by him. Namely, by the Pharaoh. Syntactically one of 
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the more troublesome expressions in the psalm, consonantal ~rpthw yields 
to ready parsing if pointed ~·rupathu, the qal passive participle followed 
by the dative suffix of agency; cf. third Norn on vs. 9. God used the 
Egyptian ruler to forward the plans be bad made for Joseph. 

20. He sent. Understanding Yahweh as the subject of siilal;i, exactly 
as in vss. 17, 26, 28; the versions take as subject melek, "the king" (RSV, 
"The king sent and released him"). The ambivalent Hebrew original per
mits both interpretations. 

the king. Pharaoh, king of Egypt. Scholars have yet to determine the 
date of Joseph's sojourn in Egypt, and are presently unable to identify 
the Pharaoh alluded to. 

to release him . . . to set him free. Explaining the waw preceding the 
two verbs as waw finale, introducing purpose clauses; cf. the second NOTE 
on lxxvii 7. 

21. He made. The subject being the Egyptian Pharaoh who appointed 
Joseph the administrator of his kingdom. 

master. Cf. Gen xlv 8. The association of 'iidan with vs. 20, melek, 
"king," recalls the titles of King K.irta in 125:56-57, mlk//adnk, and the 
colophon in UT, 62:56-57, nqmd mlk ugr[t] adn yrgb, "Niqmad, the king 
of Ugarit, master of Yrgb." 

Gen xli 33 ff. records that Pharaoh raised Joseph to the highest post to 
reward bis correct interpretation of dreams and his wise advice. 

his palace. This nuance of beta also occurs in royal Ps ci 2, 7. The 
expression 'ad an /•beta recalls the title •aser 'al beta, "he who is over 
the palace" (Gen xliv 1; I Kings xvi 9, etc.) that is found in the epitaph 
of a royal steward from Siloam (Silwan) near Jerusalem, studied by 
N. Avigad in IEJ 3 (1953), 137-52. 

22. To instruct. Vocalizing J•'aslr, the aphel infinitive construct of yiisar, 
"to discipline, instruct." The first Norn on Ps Iv 3 cites other instances 
of aphel conjugation in the Psalter. The aphel infinitive construct to express 
purpose after the preposition ze finds a syntactic analogue in Job xxxiii 17, 
zchasir (MT J•hiisir) 'iidiim ma'aseh w•gahU-m (enclitic mem; MT 
w•gawiih m) geber y•kasseh, "To teach men bis work, and he discloses 
his voice to mortals." 

That consonantal 'sr derives from ysr can be certified from the Wortfeld 
or verbal context. Thtee of the five roots-'sr, z•qeniiyw, and y•l;iakkem
recur in UT, 51 :v:65-66, rbt ilm ll;ikmt sbt dqnk ltsrk, "You are aged, 
0 El, and truly wise; your hoary beard has truly instructed you." 

personally. Not through subordinates. The phrase b•napsa has been 
variously rendered, but a literal understanding "in his own person" com
ports nicely with the context. 

teach ... wisdom. y•l;iakkem forms an inclusion with i•'asir, "to in
struct." The psalmist varies the manner in which he expresses purpose; in 
the first colon he uses I• with the aphel infinitive construct, but in the 
second half-verse he resorts to the imperfect form. 
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23. to Egypt. This use of mi:)rayim in the accusative case finds an m
teresting counterpart in UT, 2059:10-11, any kn dt likt m:)rrn, "the sturdy 
ship that you sent to Egypt." In Ugaritic the verb lik, "to send," is usually 
followed by the preposition 'm, "to, toward," but here it directly governs 
accusative m:)rm. Cf. also UT, 1084:27, th' m:)rm, "They departed for 
Egypt." This similarity of syntax further points up the close linguistic con
nection between Hebrew and Ugaritic; cf. UT, § 13.45. 

the land of Ham. Another name for Egypt; Gen x 6 ff. 
24. The Grand One. The lack of an explicit subject has presented trans

lators with a problem. Thus RSV inserts "the Lord" ("And the Lord 
made his people very fruitful"), but both the translational and grammatical 
ambiguity can be resolved by repointing the adverb m•'od, "very," to the 
stative adjective mii'ed, "the Grand One," a divine appellative documented 
at Ps cix 30. The verse thus acquires an explicit subject. 

too numerous. Cf. Exod i 8 and Gunkel, Die Psalmen, p. 460. Com
mentators often translate "and made them stronger than their adversaries," 
then charge the poet with an inappropriate exaggeration. If accurate, this 
translation would seem to render divine intervention unnecessary. But as 
Gunkel, following A. Ehrlich, rightly points out, ya'a:f'imehu mi:f:)iiriiyw 
need mean no more than "they became too numerous" for the comfort of 
the Egyptians. 

25. to double-dealing. A new instance of the root in hitnakkel has been 
identified in Prov xiii 15, sekel fob yitten ~en w•derek b6g0dim 'yt nekel 
(MT 'eytiin kol), "The intelligence of a good man breeds charm, but the 
conduct of the faithless, craftiness"; for details, M. Dahood in HWFB, 
pp. 42-43. This root probably occurs in the Ugaritic personal names nkl 
and nklb; the latter, in fact, doubtlessly juxtaposes nkl and lb, "heart," 
both of which roots concur in the psalm verse, and may well be rendered 
"wily-hearted." This concurrence seems to reduce the options in explaining 
nklb, about which Grondahl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit, 
p. 166, writes "various interpretations are possible." 

27. They wrought. MT plural siimu proves correct against the ancient 
versions that read singular siim, "He (Moses) wrought," with the realization 
that the psalmist is referring to Exod xvi 1-12, which narrates events 
whose protagonists are Moses and Aaron. See the next NOTE. 

in the wilderness. With no consonantal changes, reading b•midbiir'i (MT 
biim dibre), with the genitive ending; cf. the sixth Norn on Ps !xv 6; 
Biblica 47 (1966), 414; van Dijk, EPT, p. 80. In vs. 30, malkihem, "their 
king," one encounters another genitive ending. Here midbiir'i probably refers 
to Exod xv 22, midbar sur, "the wilderness of Shur," and Exod xvi 1, 
midbar sin, "the wilderness of Sin," where Moses and Aaron placated the 
grumbling Israelites by assuring them that God would supply them with 
food by nightfall. On the other hand, "the wilderness" may refer to Egypt 
itself, an interpretation that finds support in I Sam iv 8 and Ezek xx 36, 
texts which speak of midbar 'ere~ mi:rriiyim, "the wilderness of the land 
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of Egypt." This latter view is defended by H. J. van Dijk in VT 18 
(1968), 28. 

his prodigies. Suffix.less mop•fim shares the suffix of its opposite number 
'ototiiyw, "his miracles." In Ps lxxxviii 43, however, both nouns are de
termined by pronominal suffixes. This fact alone does not warrant the 
emendation to mop•tiiyw registered in the apparatus of BH3 because, as 
observed in the introductory NoTE to Ps liii, variant readings in doubly 
transmitted texts may reflect two equally valid traditions. See the next 
NOTE. 

the land of Ham. The related verse Ps lxxxviii 43 reads "the plain 
of Zoan," but, as noticed above, variant readings do not of themselves 
justify emendation. 

28. so that they could not see. Reading w•lo'iim•ru (MT w•lo' miiru), 
and equating the verb 'iim•ru with Ugar. amr, "to see," discussed in the 
first NOTE on Ps liii 3, second NoTE on Ps iv 5, first NOTE on Ps xi 1, 
NoTE on Ps lxxi 10, third NoTE on Ps xciv 4, and Biblica 44 (1963), 
295-96. There is no need to assume the haplography of an aleph (I' 'mr), 
because the negative particle here may simply be the Ugaritic form l, 
without aleph, followed by the verb 'iim•ru. Or we may have here an in
stance of the single writing of aleph where morphology calls for two. 

There is a growing recognition among Hebraists that 'iimar often de
scribes visual activity, as in Ugaritic, Akkadian, and Ethiopic. See Hanson, 
PMS, I, p. 74, on Ps xi 1; W. L. Holladay, VT 18 (1968), 485-86, on Isa 
iii 10-11; E. Lipinski, RB 75 (1968), 350, n. 23, on Ps cxlv 11; E. Ullen
dorff, Ethiopia and the Bible: The Schweich Lectures of 1967 (London, 
1968), p. 127, on Deut xxvi 17-18. Hence F. I. Andersen, JBL 88 (1969), 
210, belabors the obvious with his cautionary remark, "The meaning 'see' 
for 'mr should be invoked only when 'say' is hopeless." It is precisely be
cause "say" is hopeless in all these texts that the above-named scholars have 
invoked Ugar. 'mr, "to see." See below on Ps ex.ix 82. 

The subject of 'iim•ru is, of course, the Egyptians. The incident alluded 
to comes from Exod xi 22-23, "So Moses stretched out his hand toward 
heaven, and there was thick darkness in all the land of Egypt for three 
days; they did not see one another, nor did any rise from his place for 
three days." 

his actions. Since Yahweh had hardened the hearts of the Egyptians, 
they were unable to appreciate the meaning of his miraculous intervention 
on behalf of the Israelites. One encounters a similar use of language in 
John xiii 30, "It was night," a pregnant expression which describes the 
physical night outside and the spiritual darkness within the soul of Judas. 

30. He made ... swarm. Vocalizing piel sere~ for MT qal siir~. This 
reading keeps Yahweh the subject (cf. vss. 28, 29, 31, 32, 34, 36) and 
preserves the ever feminine gender of 'ar~iim, "their land," which in the 
versions (RSV, "Their land swarmed with frogs") is treated as a masculine 
noun. Thanks to advances in Northwest Semitic philology, the modern 
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Hebraist can show that the majority of purported examples of gender dis
agreement listed in standard Hebrew grammars do not violate the rule of 
agreement in gender between subject and predicate. Cf., for example, Exod 
xv 5 as translated at Ps civ 6, and Ehrlich, Die Psalmen, pp. 258-59, on 
the present passage. On the other hand, MT qal siir~ might be retained 
and given a causative meaning, since a number of verbs in qal express 
both an intransitive and causative meaning; see the NOTE on vs. 31; 
M. Noth, Die israelitischen Personennamen (Stuttgart, 1928), p. 36; S. E. 
Loewenstamm, IEJ 15 (1965), 124-25, n. 13. 

in their land. With 'ar~iim sharing the preposition of its second-colon 
opposite number b•!;adre, "in the chambers of." See the first NOTE on 
Ps cxx 4. 

chambers. Ugar. l;dr, "chamber," supplies the Semitic root as against 
Arabic-Ethiopic bdr. 

their king. MT plural malkehem, "their kings," has long constituted a 
problem, inasmuch as Moses addresses one Pharaoh and speaks of singular 
bercka, "your palace" (Exod vii 28). One viable explanation emerges from 
the reading malklhem, the singular form with the genitive ending -I, fol
lowed by plural suffix -hem. The genitive ending of midbiirl has been 
noted in vs. 27; cf. also Ps xliv 13 as read in Psalms II, p. XXVI. 

One should not, however, discount the possibility of parsing MT malkehem 
as a plural of majesty; the translation would remain singular "their king." 
Consult the second NOTE on Ps cxviii 26. 

31. and brought. The qal verb wayyiibO' need not be repointed to the 
hiphil or causative conjugation (cf. Targ., Syr.), given that the qal of this 
verb often (twelve occurrences) denotes "bring"; cf. fifth NoTE on Ps 
xliii 3; second Norn on Ps lxv 3; Isa Ix 5; Mic i 15; Hag ii 7. 

32. He gave them hail for rain. A literal translation of the Hebrew 
would read, "He gave hail as their rain," but the suffix of gismehem. 
"their rain," is really datival, "rain for them," like UT 51 :v:89, bsrtk yblt, 
"I bring you good tidings," but literally "I bring your good tidings." 

rain. Ugar. gsm, "rain," discloses that the second radical of this root 
is s, not ! as assumed by some lexicographers. 

he produced. Vocalizing 'iis (MT 'e.f, "fire"), qal perfect of 'ws, "to 
donate, bestow," though the well-established phrase , es lehiibiih, lit
erally "fire of flame," can be invoked in defense of MT. On the other 
hand, the parallelism between niitan and 'iiS is unfaultable, especially since 
these roots are found in tandem in UT, K.rt:135-36, udm ytnt ii wu"Sn ab 
adm, "Udum is the present of El and the gift of the Father of Mankind." 
That the Masoretes were unfamiliar with the root 'ws follows from their 
vocalization in Job xii 10, '•ser b•yiido nepes kol /;iiy w•ru•!; kol biisiir 
(MT b•far) 'oso (MT Is), "That from his hand is the soul of every living 
being, and the spirit in all flesh is his gift," a version nicely sustained by 
l lQPs• Plea 3-4, ky bydk nps kw/ l;y nsmt kw/ bSr 'th ntth, "For from 
your hand is the soul of every living being, the breath in all flesh have 
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you given." See Biblica 47 ( 1966), 107-8, and UHP, p. 16. This root is 
further attested in Ps cxii 5, as proposed below, Jer xx.vii 1, y'wfyhw, 
to be pointed yii'ufyiihU in the light of Amorite personal names ya'us-il 
and ya'us-addu and y'ws in the Lachish Letters; cf. M. Noth, JSS 1 
(1956), 326-27, and F. M. Cross, Jr., BASOR 184 (1966), 7-10. P. F. van 
Zyl in Proceedings of the Ninth Meeting of Die Ou-Testamentiese Werk
geneenskap in Suid-Afrika, 26-29 July 1966, p. 160, denies that this root 
appears in the Ugaritic personal name isb'l, which probably means "given 
by Baal," because "it nowhere agrees with Baal." Van Zyl unfortunately 
overlooks the Amorite persona.I name from Mari, ya-us-IM=ya'us-addu, 
and his identifying of Ugar. itb'l with isb'l flouts the phonetic Jaws of 
permutation. 

lightning. Cf. Exod ix 18 ff. 
33. and shattered. As recorded in Exod ix 25. 
their hillside trees. Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 259) is right in questioning 

the traditional rendition of 'e~ g"bUlam, "the trees within their boundary," 
but wrong in proposing that gebiiliim be changed to y•bulam, "their pro
duce." The evidence for g•biil, "hill," is given in the first NoTE on Ps lxxviii 
54. 

34. and brought. As in vs. 31, qa.l wayyabO' carries the same meaning 
as the hiphil; see also the comments on vs. 30, sar~. 

37. with silver and gold. Exod xi 2, 35-36, records that the Israelites, 
before leaving Egypt, "despoiled the Egyptians." 

no one ... stumbled. Yahweh so strengthened the Israelites that none 
of them stumbled under the heavy burden of booty that each carried out 
of Egypt. 

40. They asked and he brought. The consonantal sequence s'lwyb', to 
be pointed sa'a/u wayyabe', illustrates the single writing of waw where 
morphology requires two; cf. the third Norn on Ps Ix 11, and CBQ 
29 (1967), 577-78. 

he brought them. With wayyabe' sharing the suffix of ya.fbi'em, "he grati
fied them." 

with the wheat of heaven. Another term for "manna," which in Ps lxxviii 
24 is called d•gan samayim, "the grain of heaven." On lel;iem, "wheat, 
grain," see the second NOTE on vs. 16. Stylistically, our phrase, with the ac
cusative of material preceding its verb, is of a pattern with the semantically 
similar phrases in Ps civ 15. 

42. his sacred pact. For this nuance of dabar, consult the third NOTE 
on vs. 8. 

with Abraham. Understanding 'et as the preposition "with," precisely as 
in vs. 9, where 1 lQPs• frag. E reads 'm, "with," for MT 'et. Most 
versions translate 'et as the nota accusativi, with the resultant version 
"and Abraham his servant" (RSV). This verse forms an inclusion with vs. 8, 
beginning and ending the body of the poem with references to Abraham 
and the eternal covenant with him. 
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43. songs of joy. The second Norn on Ps Ii 10 examines this definition 
of siiSon, whereas the first colon of our verse served to interpret the 
difficult phrase in Ps !xviii 7. 

44. Then he gave to them. Many prefer the reading wayyitt"nem, with 
a dative suffix, to MT wayyitten liihem, but the present 9: 9 syllable count 
should counsel the critic to stay his hand. Were the emendation accepted, 
the syllable count would be 8:9. 

44. the wealth. This shade of meaning in 'iimiil is especially frequent in 
the Book of Ecclesiastes; cf. Eccles ii 10-11, 18, 24, iv 6, v 14, and 
0. Loretz, Qohelet und der Alte Orient (Freiburg, 1964), p. 280, n. 273. 

they seized. Preserving the chiastic arrangement of the Hebrew. This 
denotation of yiriisu, often rendered "they inherited," has been studied in 
Biblica 47 (1966), 404-5, and finds confirmation in UT, 'nt:m:43-44, 
imtbf w itrt brf, "I battled and seized the gold." 

45. they keep ..• observe. Again the Hebrew word order is chiastic, 
but it cannot be gracefully reproduced in English. 

Praise Yahl ha/elu-yiih forms an inclusion with this command which has 
been shifted from the end of Ps civ to the beginning of Ps cv. 



Praise Yahl 

PSALM 106 

(cvi 1-48) 

Give thanks to Yahweh for he is good, 
for eternal is his kindness. 

2 Who can express Yahweh's might, 
sound all his praise? 

3 How blest the alert to what is right, 
the doer of justice at all times! 

4 Remember me, Yahweh, 
with your powerful favor; 

Visit me with your saving help, 
5 That I may enjoy the prosperity of your chosen, 

rejoice in the joy of your nation, 
glory in your patrimony. 

6 We have sinned like our fathers, 
we have done wrong, committed crimes. 

7 After Egypt our fathers 
considered not your wonders, 
remembered not your abounding kindness, 

And from the Reed Sea they defied the Most High, 
8 though he saved them because of his name, 

to make known his might. 
9 He rebuked the Sea, 

the Reeds he dried up, 
He marched them through the deep as through a desert. 

10 He saved them from the hand of the enemy, 
and freed them from the hand of the foe. 

11 The waters covered their adversaries, 
not one of whom survived. 

12 Then they believed his words, 
and they sang his praise. 

13 But they quickly forgot his works, 
and did not wait for his advice. 
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14 They complained bitterly in the desert, 
and tested El in the barrens. 

15 Yet he gave them what they requested, 
and cast out leanness from their throats. 

16 They envied Moses in the camp, 
and Aaron the holy one of Yahweh. 

17 The earth opened up 
and swallowed Dathan, 

It covered over the faction of Abiram. 
18 Fire blazed up against their faction, 

flames devoured the wicked. 
19 They made a young bull at Horeb, 

and worshiped a molten image. 
20 They bartered their adoration 

for the figure of a grass-eating bull. 
21 They forgot El their Savior, 

who had worked great deeds in Egypt, 
22 wonders in the land of Ham, 

awesome happenings near the Reed Sea. 
23 Then he decided to exterminate them, 

were it not for Moses his chosen, 
Who stood in the breach before him 

to keep his fury from ravaging them. 
24 Then they rejected the coveted land, 

they did not believe his word; 
25 They grumbled in their tents, 

heeded not the voice of Yahweh. 
26 So he raised his hand against them 

to fell them in th"! desert, 
27 To cast their seed among the nations, 

and disperse them throughout the lands. 
28 They yoked themselves to Baal Peor, 

and ate banquets of the dead. 
29 They so angered him by their doings 

that a plague erupted among them. 
30 Then Phinehas stood up and interceded, 

and the plague was checked. 
31 This was credited to his virtue, 

from generation to generation, forever. 
32 They infuriated him at the waters of Meribah, 

so that Moses fared ill on their account, 
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33 Because they defied his spirit, 
and he spoke rashly with his lips. 

34 They did not exterminate the peoples 
as Yahweh had commanded them, 

35 But they intermarried with the nations 
and learned their customs. 

36 They served their idols 
which became a lure for them. 

37 They sacrificed their sons 
and their daughters to demons. 

38 They shed innocent blood, 
the blood of their sons and daughters, 

Whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan, 
and they desecrated the land with torrents of blood. 

39 They defiled themselves by their actions, 
and whored in their doings. 

40 Then Yahweh's anger was kindled against his people, 
and he abhorred his patrimony. 

41 He put them into the hand of the nations, 
so that their enemies ruled over them; 

42 Their foes oppressed them, 
they were humbled under their hand. 

43 Many times he rescued them, 
but they hardened in their purpose, 
and so collapsed in their iniquity. 

44 Yet he looked upon them in their distress, 
listening to their cry. 

45 He remembered his covenant with them, 
and led them in his abounding kindness. 

46 He granted them untold mercies 
in the sight of all their captors. 

47 Save us, Yahweh our God, 
and gather us from among the nations, 

That we may give thanks to your holy Name, 
to be extolled when you are praised. 

48 Praised be Yahweh, the God of Israel, 
from eternity and to eternity! 

And let all the people say, "Amen!" 
Praise Yahl 

§ 106 
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NOTES 

cvi. A national confession of sins in vss. 1-6 and a prayer for help 
in vs. 47 frame an historical poem (vss. 7-46) which in a somber tone 
sets Yahweh's deeds on Israel's behalf against Israel's repeated response 
of rebellion and ingratitude. Whatever God has done, Israel has always 
proved unfaithful; nonetheless, he has constantly forgiven her defiance 
(the verb marah, "to rebel, defy" recurs in vss. 7, 33) and shown her un
limited mercy. 

A noteworthy stylistic trait of the psalmist is his fondness for the usage 
known as the breakup of stereotyped or composite phrases (vss. 9, 14, 
18, 19, 38, 40). Cf. THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER for full listing. In 
his omission of pronominal suffixes (vss. 24, 29) he resembles the author 
of Ps lxxviii. 

From the prayer in vs. 47 scholars infer that the psalm, at least in 
its present form, dates from after the time when the Israelites entered the 
Babylonian captivity ( 587 B.C.). The psalm is older than the partial recension 
in I Chron xvi and contains some arresting archaic grammatical con
structions. 

2. can express. The widely received opm1on that y•ma/lel is here an 
Aramaism (La Bible de la Pleiade. II, p. 1133) may need modification 
in view of eighth-century attestation of mil on the Phoenician Karatepe 
Statue, wbl kn mtmll bymty ldnnyn, "AnJ there was no one speaking 
against the Dananians in my days"; cf. Dahood, Biblica 44 (1963), 71-72. 

Yahweh's might. Commonly rendered "the mighty doings of the Lord" 
(RSV), g•bUrot makes a finer parallel to singular t•hillato, "his praise," if 
explained as a singular noun (cf. vs. 8) with the Phoenician ending -ot 
(second NOTE on Ps !iii 7). The same form is encountered in Job xli 4, 
le' (MT lo') 'a~aris baddayw ud•bar g•burot w•~In 'erko, "I the Al
mighty fashioned his limbs, his powerful back and graceful build." Cf. 
also Job xxvi 14 and Pss cxlv 4, 11, 12, cl 2. 

his praise. To bring it into numerical agreement with the putative plural 
gcburot, some ancient versions read singular MT t•hillato as plural tchil
lOtayw, "his praises." The analysis proposed in the preceding NoTE per
mits the retention of singular t•hillato. 

3. the doer of justice. Often changed to plural 'ose, MT singular 'oseh 
may well refer to the poet himself. This interpretation may help explain 
vs. 4, zokreni, "Remember me," frequently altered to zokrenii, "Remember 
us." It has been noted that in Ps iv 4 the psalmist calls himself a ~asid, 
"a devoted one," and refers to himself in Ps v 13 as ,raddiq, "the just man," 
parallel to plural "they who love your name" in vs. 12. 

4. Remember me . • . Visit me. The defense of the singular reading 
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'iiSeh in vs. 3 proves equally valid in upholding zokreni and poqdeni against 
the emendators who follow LXX "Remember us ... visit us." 

Yahweh. Some critics (cf. BH3 apparatus) would delete yhwh for over
loading the verse, but this objection can be met by scanning the line as 
a 2+2+3 tricolon (Gunkel scans it as 4+3), the sequence repeated in 
vss. 9 and 17 and Ps cvii 4. 

with your powerful favor. The hapax legomenon phrase bir"~on 'ammekii 
must obviously be accounted for on the basis of context and parallelism. 
The stress of Yahweh's might in vss. 2 and 8 points up the fittingness of 
appealing here to his "powerful favor." Note the juxtaposition of 'am 
and g•buriih in Ps lxxxix 14, "Yours is a powerful arm, 0 Warrior!" 
Balance with "your saving help" recalls the collocation of the roots 'iimam, 
"to be strong," and hosia', "to save," in Ps xviii 28, ki 'attiih 'am 'iini 
tosla', "Indeed you are the Strong One who saves the poor," whereas the 
construction bir•~on 'ammekii resembles Ps lxxvii 16, biz•raa' 'ammekii, 
"With your powerful arm." Powerful fittingly describes God's favor, as we 
may infer from the metaphor in Ps v 13, "As with a shield you will surround 
him with your favor." 

with your saving help. As Gunkel has observed, biSu'iitekii, receives two 
beats, so that the final two words are read as a three-beat colon. 

5. en;oy. This seems to be the force of the idiom rii'iih b•, rather than 
mere "see"; RSV's "That I may see the prosperity" is too weak. Cf. Pss liv 
9, cxxviii 5, and Job iii 9, and below on Pss cxii 8, cxviii 7. 

6. like our fathers. Implying that the sinful behavior of the Israelites is 
due partially to the bad example of their forebears. This implication is 
obscured in RSV's faulty rendering "Both we and our fathers have sinned," 
a version which fudges the import of 'im, "like." This frequently attested 
meaning of 'im, "like" (second NoTE on Ps lxxii 5; BDB, pp. 767-68) is 
confirmed by Ugar. 'm, "like," and serves to clarify the famous crux in 
Job xxix 18, wii'omar 'im qinni 'egwii' w•kal;zol 'arbeh yiimim, "And I 
thought, 'though I perish like its nest, I shall multiply days like the phoe
nix.'" Cf. Ps lxxvili 57, ''They turned away and broke faith like their 
fathers." 

7. After Egypt. Hardly "in Egypt," with both ancient and modem versions 
and expositors. Cf. Deut ix 7, "Remember, never forget, how you angered 
Yahweh your God in the wilderness: from the very day that you left the 
land of Egypt until you reached this place, you have continued defiant 
toward Yahweh.'' This temporal sense of b• recurs in the final phrase of 
the verse, in Ps xxvii 5; Prov xiv 23; Eccles xi l, b•rob hayyiimlm, 
correctly rendered "after many days" by RSV, and in UT, 1 Aqht:179, 
bib' int, "after seven years," as rightly understood by Gordon, UT, § 10.5, 
p. 95. 

your abounding kindness. Many critics (see the sound observations of 
Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 355) would read singular l;zasdekii for MT plural 
1;zasiidekii, but the parsing of consonantal l;zsdyk as a singular noun with 
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the genitive ending-J:iasdlkii-achieves the same result without changing 
any consonants; see vs. 45 and Ps lxxxix 20. 

And from the Reed Sea. Joining the fourth colon of vs. 7 to vs. 8, 
which becomes a tricolon in which Yahweh is referred to in the third 
person, whereas the tricolon in vs. 7 addresses God in the second person. 

As in the phrase b•mi~rayim, b• in b•yam sup carries the temporal 
meaning "after." It was after their passage through the Sea of Reeds that 
the Israelites provoked the Most High. KJ and RSV translate yam sup, 
"the Red Sea," but recent scholarship favors the identification with "the 
Reed Sea" in northeastern Egypt. 

the Most High. With no consonantal changes reading 'ellm for MT 
'al yam (cf. vs. 32). Virtually all commentators emend 'al yam to 'elyon, 
"the Most High," on the basis of Ps lxxviii 17, 56, but this change proves 
needless, given biblical 'en, "the Most High," in the passages listed in 
Norn on Ps vii 9. Morphologically, 'ellm can be explained as singular 
'ell plus enclitic mem, or as a plural of majesty, like '•lOhlm and 'ii/Im, 
"God," riimlm, "the High One" (Job xxi 22), q•doslm, "the Holy One," 
y•szslm, "the Venerable" (Job xii 12), g•bohlm, "the Lofty One" (Eccles 
v 7), and, most relevantly, 'elyonin, "the Most High," in Dan vii 18, 22, 
25. The latter explanation appears preferable. 

8. his might. Singular g•buriito harks back to vs. 2 g•bilrot, a singular 
form of Phoenician type. This variation is analogous to Ps cvii where 
in vs. 6 the psalmist uses the verb yi~'aqu, but yiz'aqu, with the same 
meaning, in vs. 13. 

9. He rebuked ... he dried up. Departing from traditional "He rebuked 
the Red Sea, and it became dry" (RSV), and reading the first four 
words of the line as two cola instead of one: 

wayyig'ar bayyiim 
sup wayyaJ:ireb 

(5 syllables+2 beats) 
( 5 syllables+ 2 beats) 

The verse thus scans into a 2+2+3 tricolon, much like vss. 4 and 17, 
and Ps xlvi 10. With its chiasmus the bicolon closely resembles Ps cvii 4. 

The psalmist pictures the sea as a servant who was rebuked for having 
exceeded his authority. The construction g'r b occurs in UT, 137:24, 
bhm yg'r b'l, "Baal rebukes them." 

the Sea, the Reeds. Just as Ps cv 11 (also Ps cvi 38) surprisingly 
breaks up the conventional phrase 'ere~ k•na'an, "the land of Canaan," so 
our psalmist separates into chiastically arranged cola the components of 
the fixed term yam sup, "the Reed Sea." By employing this pattern, he 
keeps the Most High as the subject of both verbs in this bicolon and of 
all three verbs in the verse, just as "earth" is the subject of all three verbs 
in the 2+2+3 tricolon in vs. 17. Consult the comments on Ps lxxx 10 
where our parsing retains Yahweh as the subject of the three parallel 
verbs. 

he dried up. Repainting the MT qal form to hiphil wayyaJ:ireb, and 
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explaining the waw, not as consecutive, but as emphatic; as stated in the 
second NoTES on Ps Ii 9 and 18, third NOTE on Ps lxxvii 2, and second 
NoTE on Ps cii 5, the emphatic waw often forces the verb to the 
end of its clause. With three of the same roots and the emphatic waw 
construction, Nab i 4 presents the most illuminating parallel: go'er bo:yyiim 
wayyabb6sehu w6 kol hann6hiirot he!;z•r1b, "Rebuking the sea, he made it 
dry; all the rivers he dried up." 

the deep. Heb. t6h0mot equals Ugar. thmt. 
as through a desert. Alluding to Exod xiv 21-22, "Yahweh drove the 

sea back by a strong east wind all the night, and made the sea dry 
land, and the waters were divided. And the Israelites went into the midst 
of the sea on dry ground." 

10. the hand of the enemy ••. the hand of the foe. Gunkel finds 
the repetition of yad, "hand," in both cola "unschon" [ugly] and alters 
the second yad to kap, "fist." A comparison of the matching construct 
chains yad sane' and yad 'oyeb with UT, 2 Aqht:vi:43--44, nth ps', 
"the path of rebellion," which is parallel to nth gan, "the path of presump
tion," where nth, like yad, is repeated, makes one less enthusiastic for 
Gunkel's emendation and at the same time warns against imposing modem 
Western tastes upon ancient Semitic poetry. 

enemy ... foe. The balance of sone', "enemy," with 'oyeb, "foe," finds 
a counterpart in the Ugaritic brace ib, "foes," and :fnu, "enemies," in 
UT, 51:vn:35-36. See the list in THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

12. his words, and they sang. The present syllabic imbalance (9:7) be
tween the cola can partially be corrected by transferring the final waw of 
MT d•biiriiyw to the next word yii'Slru, where it becomes the conjunction 
"and," and then repointing to d•biirey with the third-person suffix -y; see 
the second NOTE on the next verse and the third NOTE on Ps cv 18. The 
line now reads 9: 8 syllables. 

his praise. The singular form t"hilliito, "his praise," might be cited in 
defense of the singular reading in vs. 2, where some ancient versions read 
plural "his praises" instead of MT t•hilliito, "his praise." 

13. they quickly forgot. Literally "they hastened, they forgot," miharu 
siik•l;zu is an example of hendiadys. 

his works. Detaching the final waw of ma'asiiyw and joining it to the 
following word as the conjunction "and." Hence vocalize ma'asey, "his 
works," as in Ps civ 13, with the third-person suffix -y. 

and did not. With the transfer of w from the preceding word to the 
second colon (w•lo'), the syllable count becomes 9:8 (MT 9:7), precisely 
as in vs. 12. 

14. They complained bitterly. Usually translated "They had a wanton 
craving" (RSV), the expression yit'awwu ta'awah, borrowed from Num 
xi 4, takes on a contextually more satisfactory meaning when derived 
from the root 'iiwiih, "to sigh, complain," examined at Pss ix 13 and 
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!xx.viii 30. The traditional version does not bring out the nexus with the 
parallel statement "they tempted God," and a perceptive expositor like 
Briggs betrays uneasiness when commenting on his own translation they 
desired a desire: "This under the circumstances tested 'El, tried him by 
questioning His ability to provide for them." 

the desert • . . the barrens. The juxtaposition of midbiir, "desert," 
and y•:fimon, "barrens," in Ps cvii 4 suggests that the psalmist here 
employs the breakup of composite phrases by which the components are 
separated and placed in the parallel cola. Cf. Ps Ixxviii 40; Deut xx.xii 10; 
Isa xliii 19-20. 

15. and cast out. Commentators are agreed that the second colon, 
way•folla!:i riizon b•napsiim, is probably the most puzzling of the psalm. 
At first blush it seems to say "And he sent leanness into their throats," 
the opposite of the first colon, "But he gave them what they requested." 
Since the prevailing pattern is one of synonymous rather than antithetical 
parallelism, critics suspect that a scribe mistakenly wrote riizon, "leanness, 
wasting disease," for miizon, "food." The LXX, Vulg., and Syr. all read 
"satiety." If, on the other band, the sense "from" is recognized in the 
phrase b•napsiim, "from their throats" (cf. Ps cxv 7), then y•salla!:i 
signifies "he cast out," a denotation found in Gen iii 23; Lev xviii 24, 
xx 23; Jer xxviii 16, etc. For cognate terminology regarding disease, 
compare UT, 126:v:20-21, my bilm ydy mr~ grsm zbln, "Who among 
the gods will cast out the sickness, driving out the malady?" 

leanness. The result of their prolonged hunger. Compare Ps cvii 9, 
"and filled with good things the hungry throat." 

from their throats. As so often in biblical and Canaanite poetry, b• 
denotes "from." But compare Isa x 16, y•folla!J 'iidon ... b•mismanniiyw 
riizon, "The Lord will send . . . leanness among his stout warriors." 

17. The earth . . • Dathan. Reading the first four words as a bicolon 
numbering 5 :5 syllables, and the entire line as a 2+2+3 beat tricolon, 
the pattern of vss. 4, 9. 

opened up. With LXX, Syr., and Juxta Hebraeos, reading trisyllabic 
niphal tippiita!:i for MT bisyllabic qal tipta!J. With this vocalization the 
first colon numbers five syllables that match the five of the second colon. 

Dathan. In referring to the historical event expressed in demythologized 
language in Num xvi 25 ff., the psalmist omits mention of Korab, who in 
Num xvi is described as the leader of the rebellion in the wilderness. Some 
would attribute this omission to the psalmist's desire to avoid possible 
confusion with "the sons of Korab" to whom ten psalms are ascribed. 

Abiram. A member of the tribe of Reuben; together with Dathan he 
led a revolt against Moses. They complained that Moses had misled the 
people by bringing them out of Egypt, "a land flowing with milk and 
honey," to kill them in the wilderness (Num xvi 13). 

18. Fire .•. flames. The poet separates the elements of the composite 
phrase 'es lehiibiih, literally "fire of flame" (Isa iv 5; Hos vii 6), placing 
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one in each colon, a poetic practice recurring in vss. 9, 14, 19, 40. 
Cf. especially Ps lxxxiii 15. 

devoured. The tqtl verb t•lahe( expresses past time; see the next NOTE. 
19. They made. Like vs. 18 t•lahe{, "devoured," ya'asu describe3 the past 

history first recorded in Exod xxxii 1-6. The meaning of the two cola is: 
They made a molten bull in Horeb and worshiped it. 

a young bull. The discovery at Ras Shamra, at Enkomi in Cyprus, and 
in the environs of Tyre in Phoenicia, of Late Bronze Age (1500-1200 B.c.) 
molten statues of young bulls representing the Canaanite gods El or Baal 
provides good commentary on vss. 19-20. Consult C. F. A. Schaeffer, 
"Nouveaux temoignages du culte de El et de Baal a Ras Shamra-Ugarit et 
ailleurs en Syrie-Palestine," in Syria 43 (1966), 1-19, and Plates I-IV; 

Norbert Lohfink, "Neue kanaanaische Gotterbronzen und die Bibel," in 
Stimmen der Zeit 119 ( 1967), 62-64. 

at Horeb. An alternative name for Mount Sinai. 
a molten image. Again the psalmist distributes over the two parallel 

cola the elements of the unit phrase 'egel massekiih, "a molten young 
bull" (Exod x.xxii 4); see vss. 9, 14, 18, 40. In the Phoenician Karatepe 
Inscription the king relates that he offered sacrifices lkl hmskt, "to all the 
molten images" (III: 1 ) . 

20. They bartered. In describing the Canaanite image worship to which 
the Israelites succumbed, the poet fittingly chooses the economic term 
yiimlru, "they bartered, exchanged," to capture the commercial flavor of 
Canaanit~Phoenician life. Cf. Hos iv 7, k•bOdiim b•qiilon 'iimlru (MT 
'iimir), "They bartered their adoration for dishonor," where defectively 
spelled 'iimiru parses as the aphel causative that is the equivalent of 
hiphil hemiru in the psalm. 

their adoration. Or, their religion. The Israelites exchanged their worship 
of invisible Yahweh for the worship of a taurine bronze. The Hebrew 
form k•bodiim has invited needless emendation. The parallelism in Ps 
lxxxvi 9 and in UT, 51 :viii:28-29, tstbwy wkbd hwt, "Worship and 
adore/honor him," between the verbs bwy and kbd suggests that the 
subject of vs. 19, yistabawu, "they worshiped," is also the subject of the 
suffix -iim of k•bOdiim, "their adoration," while the object of the verbal 
action in kiibod is Yahweh. The chiastic order of vss. 19-20 points to 
the same conclusion. The problem recurs in Jer ii 11, w•'ammi hemir 
k•bodo b•/o' yo'il, "My people has bartered its adoration for something 
of no avail." The standard correction of k•bodo to k•bodi, "my Presence" 
(Bright, AB, vol. 21, NoTE ad loc.) no longer commends itself. 

bull. In the Ugaritic texts tr (=Heb. sor), "bull," is one of the god 
El's epithets. Second-colon Mr, it might be noted, chiastically balances 
first-colon 'ege/, "young bull," in vs. 19. 

21. El their Savior. Wbo is contrasted with the bronze statue of 
Canaanite El in vss. 19-20. 

23. from ravaging them. The hiphil infinitive construct halbft shares 
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the suffix of the synonymous hiphil infinitive construct haJmidam, "to 
exterminate them," on the principle of the double-duty suffix. The gram
matically indefensible version read in CCD, "to turn back his destructive 
wrath," can be traced back to the failure to recognize this poetic usage. 
CCD treats mehaJf:iit as though it were a participle. RSV rightly translates 
"from destroying them," but the lack of an apposite note prevents our 
knowing how this reading was reached. 

B. Duhm (Die Psalmen [Freiburg i. B., 1899], p. 248) terms vs. 23 a 
four-liner so badly constructed that one is tempted to consider it a prosaic 
insertion. However, the 7 :7 I /8 :9 syllable count, the use of the double-duty 
suffix, and the chiastic arrangement of the four cola make it difficult to 
credit Duhm's assessment. 

24. they rejected the coveted land. This strange statement becomes 
fully intelligible only when we reach the end of the verse. What the 
Israelites spumed was in reality Yahweh's promise to give them the pleas
ant land of Canaan. 

they did not. Proposals to insert the conjunction w• before 16' should 
be scouted as disrupting the present 9: 9 syllable count. 

26. he raised his hand. In the gesture of an oath; cf. Ps cxliv 8; 
Exod vi 8; Deut xxxii 40; and for the event, Num xiv 28-35. 

28. They yoked themselves to Baal. The phrase yiFjam•du l•ba'al col
locates the two roots found in the Phoenician divine name b'l ~md, "Baal 
of the Yoke." Ugar. ~md, "yoke," is well attested and underlies the 
noun m~mdt>m~mt, "bond, treaty," as shown by Manfred Weippert in 
Gottingische Gelehrte Anzeigen 216 (1964), 193. 

Baal P.:or. A deity worshiped at Mount Peor in Moab, to whom the 
Israelites apostatized (Num xxv). His Hebrew name ba'al p•'or recalls 
UT, 68: 18, yp'r smthm, "He declaimed their names," an expression found 
in a scene that describes the naming of two clubs used by Baal to drive 
the god Sea from his throne. 

banquets of the dead. That is, funeral banquets, which must have 
been regarded with great disfavor, not only because of the apparent 
Canaanite cultic associations, but also because they must have involved 
something close to ancestor worship and the deification of the dead that is 
found in, say, UT, 2 Aqht:n:16-17. The phrase zibf:ie metim is hapax 
legomenon and must therefore be explained on the basis of the present 
context and that of Num xxv, which also reports this incident. The 
prevailing interpretation of this expression sees here a reference to 
sacrifices offered to pagan gods who, in the psalmist's mind, are as dead 
as their images. The corresponding passage in Num xxv 2 reads, "These 
[namely, the Moabite women] invited the people [i.e., the Israelites] 
to the sacrifices of their gods [zibf:ie '•lohehen], and the people ate, 
and bowed down to their gods." From this confrontation emerges the 
equation zibf:ie metim=zibf:ie '•lohehen, "banquets of their gods." The 
question to be decided is whether the gods were considered "dead" or 
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whether "the dead" were believed to be gods or preternatural beings. 
No biblical text calls the gods metlm, "the dead," but II Sam xxviii 13 
and Isa viii 19 use the term '•/ohlm, "gods," to describe the deceased. 
It follows then that zibl;ie metlm denotes "funeral banquets." Upon the 
"high places" the Canaanites are known to have shared meals with their 
dead. Both Ugar. dbl;i and Heb. zebal;i sometimes denote "banquet" rather 
than "sacrifice" in our sense of the word. Cf. also W. F. Albright in VTS, 
IV (Congress volume, Strasbourg, 1956; Leiden, 1957), 252-56; T. H. 
Gaster in IDB, IV, p. 153b; R. T. O'Callaghan in VT 4 (1954), 174-75. 

29. They so angered him. fhe omission of the accusative suffix with 
yak'lsu (see vs. 43) may have been prompted by syllabic considerations 
(9:7); the addition of the suffix would result in a 10:7 syllable count; 
cf. cognate Ps. lxxviii 6, 21, 28, 38, 51, 59 where the expected suffixes 
are wanting. 

32. Moses fared ill. Because he was not allowed to enter the Promised 
Land, as reported in Num xx 12. 

33. his spirit. Namely, the spirit of Yahweh. According to Isa !xiii 14, 
it was Yahweh's spirit in Moses which led the Israelites through the 
wilderness: ruaJ:i yhwh t•nll;iennu ken nihagtii 'amm•kii, "Your spirit, Yahweh, 
you made rest on him [namely, Moses]; thus did you lead your people." 

he spoke rashly. The subject being Moses, though it is not clear what 
the rash utterance was, nor wherein his guilt lay. 

35. they intermarried. Deriving the root of yit'iir"bu from 'iirab, "to 
enter," discussed in the second NOTE on Ps civ 34. Current translations 
assume that the root is 'rb, "to go surety for." The nuance "to enter 
into marriage" is implied in the description of King Kirta's attempt to 
bring home a bride in UT, Krt:203-4, hm J:iry bty iqJ:i aJ'rb glmt J:i+.ry, "If 
I receive I:Iurrai into my house, make the young lady enter my court." 
Cf. also UT, 77: 17-19, tn nkl yrb ytrb ib t'rbm bbhth, "Give Nill.al that 
Moon may wed, that lb may enter his house." 

the nations. The Canaanites and Amorites who lived in Canaan. 
37. to demons. Another occurrence of the noun sed, "demon," has 

been recognized in Amos ii 1, 'al forpo ·~mot molek (MT melek) 
'ddiim laJsed (MT laisld), "Because he bums the bones ... of a human 
sacrifice to a demon," by W. F. Albright, YGC, p. 240. 

38. the idols of Canaan . . . the land. The proposal to delete the 
two middle cola of the verse as a gloss would obliterate an instance 
of the breakup of the composite phrase 'ere~ k•na'an (see Ps cv 11), 
though here the order is reversed, and eliminate the wordplay on k•na'an 
and vs. 42, yikkiin•'u, "they were humbled." The Israelites were brought 
into subjection precisely because they adopted Canaanite mores. 

they desecrated. Retaining the Israelites as the subject of all three verbs 
in this verse, so that tel;i•nap (perhaps to be vocalized as defectively spelled 
tel;ien•pu) parses as the third person with preformative t-; see third NoTE 
on Ps !xviii 3. 
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torrents of blood. The traditional rendering "blood" (RSV) does not 
bring out the full force of plural diimlm, which seems to convey something 
more than what is expressed by singular diim, "blood." This shade of 
meaning may well be present in the threat of the sanguinary goddess 
Anath: aJhlk sbtk dmm sbt dqnk mm'm, "I shall make your hoariness flow 
with torrents of blood, your hoary beard with gore" ('nt:v:32-33). 

39. they . . . whored. Biblical writers not infrequently use the verb 
ziiniih, "to be a harlot," to describe idolatry; cf. especially Hos i-iii. 

40. his people ... his patrimony. In the distribution over parallel cola of 
'ammo, "his people," and nal;ialato, "his patrimony," we have the breakup 
of the composite phrase 'am nal;ia/ah, "the people of patrimony," that 
occurs in Deut iv 20. This phrase is split in Pss xxvili 9, lxxviii 62, 
71, xciv 5, and here. 

41. into the hand ... 42. under their hand. The chiastic arrangement 
of vss. 41-42 should be noted. 

42. they were humbled. The verb yikkiin"u contains the same root as 
vs. 38, k•nii'an, "Canaan." By this play on roots the poet alludes to 
the fact that the humiliation of the Israelites was due to their humbling 
themselves before the idols of Canaan. 

43. Many times. Biblical p•'iimlm rabbot sheds light on an obscure 
Punic phrase, kSm' qi' 'd p'mt brbm, "For he heard his voice very many 
times," in which baffling brbm is analyzed into rabblm preceded by the 
intensifying b, discussed in NOTE on Ps xxix 4 and fourth NoTE on Iv 4. 
Cf. M. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik, III (Giessen, 
1915), p. 281. 

he rescu2d them. The yqtl form y~~llem describes past action. 
he rescued them . . . they hardened . . . so collapsed. This tricolon 

presents an unusual verbal arrangement: in the first colon the verb comes 
last, in the second it stands in the middle, but in the third colon it heads 
the clause. 

they hardened. Repointing to yemiiru (MT yamru) and ascribing the 
verb to the root mrr, "to strengthen, harden," discussed in the seventh 
NOTE to Ps cii 24. This etymology is suggested by the cognate motif 
expressed in Ps Ixxxi 13, "So I repudiated him for his stubbornness of 
heart, they followed their own designs." The concurrence of s•rlrut, 
"stubbornness," and mo'a~otehem, "their own designs," renders it likely 
that our verse expresses a related idea. 

in their purpose. Which was not God's design for them. As observed in 
preceding NoTE, this translation leans heavily on Ps lxxxi 13, "they 
followed their own designs." 

and so collapsed. The proposal to emend yiimokku to yimmaqqu may 
be firmly declined in the light of UT, 68:17, nhr 'z ym lymk, "River is 
strong, Sea does not collapse, "which collocates the same two ideas as 
biblical yemiiru, "they hardened," and yiimokku, "they collapsed." 

As pointed out in UHP, p. 46, Gordon's emendation of Ugar. ymk to 
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ymr founders upon the observation that in this same line occurs ydlp 
to set up a rare parallelism between the verbs mkk, "to sink, collapse," 
and dip, "to sag, totter," that also appears in Eccles x 18. 

Finally, the suggestion that the third colon of our verse, yamokkii 
ba'awoniim, "and so collapsed in their iniquity," be deleted (cf. BH3 

apparatus) need enlist no further attention in view of the 8: 10: 8 syllable 
count. 

44. he looked upon them. With first-colon yar' sharing the suffix of 
second-colon rinniitiim, "their cry." This analysis makes for a more con
vincing translation than the customary "He regarded their distress" (RSV). 
Other texts predicating rii'iih, "to look upon (with favor)," of Yahweh 
include Pss cxxxviii 6, cxlii 5, and Job xxxvii 24. 

45. his covenant with them. Generally rendered "for their sake," liihem 
appears to modify b•rito and to bear the sense found in the frequent 
expression kiirat liihem b•rit, "He made a covenant with them" (cf. Jer 
xx.xii 40; Ezek xxxiv 25) . 

and led them. With the Syr., vocalizing wayyanbem, from niibiih, 
"to lead, guide," instead of MT yinniibem, "he relented." Even though 
the Israelites, through their rebellion and apostasy, had forfeited their 
rights to further guidance from Yahweh, he in his mercy continued to 
direct their steps. 

his ... kindness. Reading singular basdo for MT fusion of Ketiv and 
Qere basiidiiw, and comparing singular basdikii, the lection adopted in vs. 7. 

46. them. Parsing 'otiim as the first of the two accusatives governed by 
the verb yitten; see the next NOTE. 

untold mercies. Grammars and commentaries scant their explanation of 
the function of l•rabamlm, but a comparison with Gen xliii 14, w•'el 
'Sadday yitten liikem rabamlm lipne hii'ls, "May El Shaddai grant you 
mercies in the sight of the man," reveals that the /amedh of l•rabamlm 
in our verse and in I Kings viii 50 is the emphatic particle, here reproduced 
by "untold." In other words, rabamlm is the second accusative object 
after yitten. Briggs' translation, "And He gave them for compassion," 
borders on gibberish. 

their captors. Namely, the Babylonians who led the Israelites into the 
captivity of Babylon in 587 B.c. In Exilic Ps cxxxvii 3, the Babylonians 
are termed sobenii, "our captors." 

47. from among the nations. A clear indication of the Sitz im Leben 
of the psalm; this is the prayer of the Israelite community in the diaspora 
or dispersion after the destruction of Jerusalem in 587 B.C. 

give thanks ... when you are praised. z•hodot and bit•hilliitekii form 
an inclusion with vss. 1-2, hodii, "Give thanks," and t•hil/iito, "his praise." 

to be extolled. The hapax legomenon form l0histabbeab, usually trans
lated "to glory in," is an infinitive of a passive or reflexive conjugation. 
My translation sets up a distinction between Yahweh and his holy Name, 
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a distinction validated by such texts as Pss Iii 11, !iv 3, 8-9, !xix 31. 
On the supposed Aramaicity of sbl;i, see the annotation to Ps !iii 4. 

when you are praised. Literally "in your praise." 
48. And let ... suy. The verb 'iimar parses as precative perfect. The 

doublet in I Chron xvi 36 reads the yqtl form yo'm•ru, a reading which 
suggests that by the time of the Chronicler the precative mode was no 
longer understood. From this variant one may infu that the Psalm is 
the earlier recension. 

Amen! Praise Yahl This doxology or benediction closes the fourth of 
the five books of the Psalter; cf. Pss xii, lxx.ii, lxxxix, and Psalms I, 
pp. xxx-xxxn. 
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(cvii 1-43) 

Thank Yahweh, for he is good, 
for eternal is his mercy. 

2 Let those redeemed by Yahweh tell 
that he redeemed them from the oppressor's hand, 

3 And from the lands gathered them: 
from the east and from the west, 
from the north and from the southern sea. 

4 They wandered in the wilderness, 
in the barrens they trod, 

A town to dwell in they did not find. 
5 Hungry and thirsty, 

their life ebbed from them. 
6 Then they cried to Yahweh in their distress, 

from their straits he rescued them. 
7 He marched them on a straight road 

till they came to a town to dwell in. 
8 Let these confess to Yahweh his mercy, 

and his wonders to the children of men, 
9 Because he satisfied the throbbing throat, 

and filled with good things the hungry throat. 
IO As for those who dwelt in gloomy darkness, 

fettered by torturing irons, 
11 Because they defied the commands of El, 

the counsel of the Most High spumed, 
12 He humbled their mind by hardship, 

they stumbled with none to help them. 
13 Then they cried to Yahweh in their distress, 

from their straits he saved them. 
14 He brought them out of gloomy darkness, 

and their bonds he snapped. 
15 Let these confess to Yahweh his mercy, 

and his wonders to the children of men, 
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16 Because he shattered doors of bronze, 
and bars of iron he cut in two. 

17 Enfeebled by their rebellious conduct, 
they were afflicted for their iniquities. 

18 All food their throats found so loathsome 
that they reached the gates of Death. 

19 TI1en they cried to Yahweh in their distress, 
from their straits he saved them. 

20 He sent his word to heal them, 
to relieve them of their boils. 

21 Let these confess to Yahweh his mercy, 
and his wonders to the children of men. 

22 Let them offer sacrifices of thanks 
and recount his deeds in joyful song. 

23 As for those who cross the sea in ships, 
carry on trade over the great waters, 

24 They saw the works of Yahweh, 
and his wonders with the abyss. 

25 He commanded and raised the wind, 
a storm which lifted high his waves; 

26 They went up to heaven, 
they went down to the depths. 

Their throats trembled from peril. 
27 TI1ey gyrated and teetered like a drunkard, 

and all their skill was swallowed up. 
28 Then they cried to Yahweh in their distress, 

and from their straits he brought them forth. 
29 He stilled the storm to a whisper, 

the waves that roared were hushed. 
30 They rejoiced when they grew calm, 

when he guided them to their port of trade. 
31 Let these confess to Yahweh his mercy, 

and his wonders to the children of men; 
32 Let them extol him in the popular assembly, 

and in the session of elders praise him. 
33 He changed rivers into desert, 

and springs of water into parched ground, 
34 A land of fruit into salt flats 

because of the wickedness of those who dwelt therein. 
35 He changed desert into pools of water, 

and parched earth into springs of water. 

79 
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36 He settled the hungry there, 
and they established a town to dwell in. 

37 They sowed fields, 
and planted vineyards, 

They harvested a fruitful yield. 
38 He blessed them, and they greatly multiplied, 

and their cattle he never let diminish, 
39 But diminished and declined from them 

oppression, peril, and sorrow. 
40 He who poured contempt upon princes, 

and sent them astray into a trackless waste, 
41 Set the pauper in his habitation secure, 

and made his clans like lambs. 
42 Let the upright see and rejoice, 

and every evil man clap shut his mouth. 
43 Whoever is wise will heed these things, 

and they will consider the mercies of Yahweh. 

NOTES 

§ 107 

cvii. A hymn of national thanksgiving that begins the fifth and final 
Book of the Psalter (Pss cvii-cl). It consists of a prologue (vss. 1-3) in
viting those who have assembled from all parts to thank Yahweh for 
his eternal kindness to Israel; of four stanzas and a closing hymn (vss. 
33-43) which, in the style of Wisdom literature, develops the theme of 
reversal of fortunes. Each of the four stanzas is divided by a refrain 
(vss. 8, 15, 21, 31) that urges the Israelites not only to acknowledge to 
Yahweh his goodness but also to announce before all men the divine 
wonders of Israel's salvation history. This strong international note of the 
recurrent refrain is unfortunately lost in most modem translations. The 
first three stanzas (vss. 4-9, 10-16, 17-22) describe the Israelites' hunger 
and sickness as they roamed in the desert, while the fourth stanza (vss. 
23-32) relates the experiences of storm-tossed seafarers who were saved 
by divine intervention. 

A serious problem of interpretation is created by the psalmist's dis
concerting interchange of qtl and yqtl verb forms. Weiser (The Psalms, 
p. 687) sees in this interchange of perfect and imperfect tenses an attempt 
to express the actualization of past events in the cult of the present. I 
understand these yqtl forms as merely stylistic variants expressing the 
same time as the qtl verbs, namely the past. This stylistic variation is 
placed in a clear light by Ugaritic poetry; consult the introductory NOTE 

to the historical Ps lxxviii, which makes wide use of it. 
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The psalmist uses chiasmus effectively (vss. 4, 9, 11, 14, 16, 19, 32), 
and the three instances of wordplay ( vss. 9, 11) are equally skillful. 

1. Yahweh • . . his mercy. The words yhwh and basdo sound the 
theme of this psalm which ends, by way of an inclusion, with the phrase 
l)asde yhwh, "the mercies of Yahweh." 

2. those redeemed by Yahweh. Most expositors take the phrase ge'ule 
yhwh as referring to redemption from Exile in Babylonia, echoing 
Second Isaiah. But the use of the verb gii'al to describe Yahweh's redemp
tion of Israel from bondage in Egypt in Exod vi 8, xv 13; Pss lxxiv 2, 
Ixxvii 16, .lxxviii 35 permits one to interpret the present phrase accordingly. 
The Israelite community assembled to thank Yahweh for his favors 
throughout its history can appropriately be termed "those redeemed (from 
Egypt) by Yahweh." Redemption from the Babylonian Exile will be 
recorded in the next verse. 

tell that he redeemed them. Reading the verse as an instance of enjamb
ment, and analyzing 'aser as introducing the discourse implied by yo'meru, 
"Let ... tell." Contrast RSV, "Let the redeemed of the Lord say so, 
whom he has redeemed from trouble," which unwarrantedly inserts "so" 
after yo'm•ru, "say." Nor can one agree with Robert C. Culley, Oral 
Formulaic Language in the Biblical Psalms (Toronto, 1967), p. 97, that 
enjambment is rarely if ever present in the Psalter; cf. Psalms 11, Index 
of Subjects, s.v., and the numerous examples of double-duty modifiers 
(CBQ 29 [1967], 574-79) which show that enjambment was one of the 
psalmists' standard devices. 

from the oppressor's hand. If we understand g•'u/e yhwh in the first 
colon as those redeemed from Egypt, then the oppressor par excellence 
would be Pharaoh. RSV renders miyyad !fiir impersonally "from trouble," 
omitting all reference to "hand," but Ehrlich, Die Psalmen, p. 267, has 
already shown that the personal translation is indicated. 

3. from the lands. Plural 'ara.rot suggests a widespread diaspora, doubtless 
that of the Babylonian Exile which in several verses is implicitly 
likened to the Egyptian oppression. 

the southern sea. Usually emended to yamm, yiim in the phrase 
mi!f!fiipon umiyyiim (it recurs in Isa x.lix 12, so emendation is ruled out) 
can alone bear the meaning "the southern sea," i.e., the Gulf of Aqabah 
(II Chron viii 17). This follows from the antithetic parallelism and from 
the consideration that in the vocabulary of the psalmists some words 
can take on a conditioned meaning (second NOTES on Ps lxxiv 11 and 16). 
Thus yiid comes to mean "left hand" when contrasted with yiimin, 
"right hand" (see below on Ps cxxxviii 7), just as Ugar. alp designates 
"bull" when contrasted with gdlt, "cow," and s signifies "ram" or "buck" 
when contrasted with dqt, "ewe" or "nanny goat," as noted by Baruch 
Levine in JCS 17 (1963), 108. 

The motif of the four cardinal points of the compass, discussed in 
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second NOTE on Ps xlviii 8, sixth NoTE on Ps Ix.xiv 12, and third NOTE 
on Ps lxxv 7, recurs in Ps cxxxix 9-10. 

4. They wandered. Namely the Israelites after the Exodus from Egypt, 
as recorded in Exod xiii 17-22. Commentators usually understand "caravans" 
as the subject of tii'u. 

in the barrens they trod. Reading the first four words of the line as a 
2+2 bicolon with a 5 :5 syllable count: tii'u bammidbiir I I blSimon diirok 
(MT derek). From this stichometric division emerges a neat instance of 
chiasmus that closely resembles the analysis of Ps cvi 9. Thus our verse, 
like vss. 3, 26, 37, reads as a tricolon instead of a bicolon, as scanned by 
most versions. 

they trod. Repainting MT derek, ''way," to infinitive absolute diirok. 
In vs. 7 the psalmist uses the hiphil of this verb, yadrikem, "He marched 
them." 

5. Hungry and thirsty. Heb. r"'ebim gam t'mii'im is a parallel pair 
appearing also in UT, 51 :IV:33-34, rgb rgbt ... gmu gmit, "Hungering 
you hunger ... thirsting you thirst." The third NoTE on Ps cii 20 
mentions the importance of the 290 pairs of parallel words in classifying 
Ugaritic in relation to Hebrew. 

This verse alludes to the hunger and thirst of the Israelites, described 
in Exod xvi 3 and xvii 3, as they wandered in the Sinai Peninsula. 

their life ebbed from them. Often translated "Their soul fainted within 
them" (RSV), this clause contains the expression biihem tit'aftiip that is 
hapax legomenon. Its correct translation and analysis would seem to be 
linked to Isa lvii 16, "For I shall not quarrel for ever, nor always be 
angry, kl rual:i mili"piinay ya'a/op, "but my fury will subside from me." 
Hence biihem would signify "from them," much like UT, 1 Aqht: 145-46, 
wyq/:I bhm aqht, "And he took Aqhat from them," namely from the 
gizzard of the eagle. From this translation proceeds the metaphor similar 
to the biblical description of one's life oozing like a liquid; cf. Ps xxii 15. 

As so frequently in this historical poem, the yqtl verb form tit'a(!iip 
narrates an event of the past. 

6. Then they cried. The psalmist's use here and in vs. 28 of yi~'aqu 
with ~ade, but yiz'aqu with zayin in vss. 13 and 19, sustains the observation 
made at Ps Ix.viii 4-5 concerning 'ii/<Lf and 'ii/az, "to exult." 

he rescued them. Recognizing in Y<Lf~llem another instance of a yqtl 
form expressing the past. 

7. He marched them. Hiphil yadrikem forms an inclusion with vs. 4, 
diirok, "they trod." The refrain in vs. 8 also shows that vs. 7 concludes 
the description of the first incident chosen by the poet to illustrate the 
working of divine providence. 

a town to dwell in. The phrase 'Ir mosiib harks back to the same 
phrase in vs. 4, with which it creates an inclusion. 

8. Let these confess. Since versions and commentators diverge in their 
construction of this refrain (vss. 15, 21, 31), its syntactic analysis becomes 
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imperative: yodu layhwh l;zasdo w•nipl•'otiiyw libne 'iidiim. When chiastically 
placed l;zasdo, "his mercy," and nipl•'otiiyw, "his wonders," are parsed as 
direct objects of yodu, "confess," and parallel layhwh and libne 'iidiim 
construed as the persons to whom the confession (in different senses, to 
be sure) should be made, the refrain emerges as a summons to a vertical 
dialogue with Yahweh and to a horizontal proclamation before the other 
nations of God's miracles on behalf of Israel. This refrain thus strikes 
a strong apostolic and universalistic note that is lost in such versions as 
RSV, "Let them thank the Lord for his steadfast love, and for his 
wonderful works to the sons of menl" Consult Ehrlich, Die Psalmen, 
p. 267; Weiser, The Psalms, p. 685, and compare the curious translation 
of the Vulgate, confiteantur Domino misericordiae ejus, "Let his mercies 
confess to the Lord." The strictures made in Psalms I, pp. XXIV ff. and 
Psalms II, pp. XVIII ff., on the versional competence vis-a-vis Hebrew 
poetic syntax appear justified. 

9. the throbbing throat. Often translated "the longing soul" (KJ), 
nepe'S soqeqiih, which also occurs in Isa xxix 8, cleverly collocates the 
names of two parts of the body. Here nepes designates "throat," as clearly 
recognized by Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 47) on the authority of L. Diirr
consult the fourth NOTE on Ps CV 18-whereas soqeqiih, from sqq, 
"to leap, spring," is related to soq, "thigh." A similar collocation of names 
of parts of the body is noticed in the fourth NOTE on Ps lxxvii 5. 

filled with good things. Comparing Eccles vi 7 for similar phraseology: 
kol 'amal hii'iidiim l•pihu w•gam hannepes lo' timmiile', "All a man's toil 
is for its (Sheol's) mouth, and yet its throat is never filled." 

In this verse the psalmist resumes the theme of vs. 5, which describes 
the Israelites' hunger and thirst in the wasteland. 

the hungry throat. The psalmist arranges the verse chiastically: verb 
+ object! /object + verb. The 9:9 syllable count of the line is also 
noteworthy. 

10. As for those who dwelt .•. fettered. The two participles yos•be 
and 'asire in casus pendens (cf. Ps ciii 15) correspond to the two participles 
of vs. 23, also in ca.rus pendens, and just as vs. 10 is completed by 
vs. 11, so vs. 23 is completed by vs. 24 (courtesy D. N. Freedman). 

gloomy darkness . . . torturing iron:.. Usually translated "darkness and 
gloom," J:iosek w•.ralmiiwet is better treated as hendiadys because it balances 
'
0ni ubarzel, literally "affliction and iron," which, though difficult, does 
yield good sense when treated as hendiadys; cf. Job xxxvi 8, l;zable 'oni, 
"torturing cords." D. Winton Thomas in ITS 16 (1965), 444-45, has 
recourse to Ar. 'aniya, "to become a captive," to explain these two 
passages along with Ps cv 18, but such an etymology does not impose 
itself nor is it really necessary. 

Where is the prison to which the psalmist aUudes? If the background 
is the Exodus and Wanderings (cf. Ps cvi 7, 33), then the imprisonment 
is probably a reference to the nether world to which the Israelites were 
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banished and from which they were released. The motif of Sheol the 
Prison, discussed at Ps lxxxviii 9, recurs in Ps cxlii 8, whereas the 
theme of torture in Sheol, found in Job xv 33; Prov xi 31; Luke xvi 
23, will be touched upon at Ps cxl 11. The episode of Dathan and 
Abiram (Ps cvi 17) may be relevant to the present exegesis, which is 
also sustained by the presence of the term ~almciwet which alludes to 
the shadow of Death in Job x 21, xxxviii 17. See Tromp, Primitive 
Conceptions, Index, sub voce. 

11. they defied the commands. The expression himru 'imre, which 
contains a play on words, recalls such statements as Pss lxxviii 40, 
yamruhu bammidbcir, "They defied him in the wilderness," and cvi 7, 
wayyamru 'elim, "And they defied the Most High," which describe the 
rebellious conduct of the people of Israel after their exodus from Egypt. 
Our poet doubtless refers to these incidents. 

they defied •.. spurned. As in vs. 9, the word order is diagonal or 
chiastic. 

El ... the Most High. Placing 'el in the first colon and 'elyon in 
the second, the psalmist achieves the breakup of the composite divine 
name 'el 'elyon (Gen xiv 18); consult third NoTE on Ps xlvi 5 and 
second NOTE on Ps lxxvili 56. 

13. he saved them. Another instance of the yqtl verb expressing 
past time. The psalmist eschews monotony by varying the final word 
of the refrain: in vs. 6 he uses y~~ilem, "he rescued them," here and 
in vs. 19 he offers yo:fi'em, "he saved them," and in vs. 28 he again 
surprises with yo~i'em, "he brought them forth." A number of modem 
translations (AT, CCD, RSV, BJ, JB, The Grail Psalms [London, 1962]) 
can be criticized for their rendition of the three different verbs used 
by the psalmist. These versions render all three verbs in the same manner, 
as though the poet employed the same verb in all four refrains! Thus 
all four times AT and RSV read "he delivered them," CCD, JB and 
The Grail Psalms offer "he rescued them," while BJ translates, il les a 
delivres. Etiam Homerus dormitaJ. It would be interesting to establish 
which version first (my limited inquiry goes back to the 1931 edition 
of AT) perpetrated this howler that has been repeated by subsequent 
translators. 

14. He brought them out ... he snapped. The yqtl verbs expressing 
happenings of the past open and close a chiastically patterned verse; 
compare vs. 16 and NoTE thereto. 

16. he shattered . . . he cut in two. The psalmist varies his style 
by beginning and ending a chiastically arranged verse with the qtl verbs 
sibbar and giddea'; see the preceding NOTE. 

doors of bronze, and bars of iron. The strong gates of the prison 
implied in vss. 10 and 14. 

17. Enfeebled. Often emended to J.iolim, "sick," consonantal 'wlym can 
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be defended as a qal passive participle of a posited root 'w/, a by-form of 
'll, Akk. uliilu, "to be weak." 

their rebellious conduct. Literally "the way of their rebellion," derek 
pis'iim might be compared with Ugar. ntb ps', "the path of rebellion." 

for their iniquities. The causal relationship between sin and sickness 
in the mind of the Israelites, still held in NT times (cf. John ix 2), 
has been commented upon at Pss xii 7 and !xix 27. It remains to 
be pointed out that this Israelite belief, combated by the Book of Job, 
has roots in Canaanite culture as now appears from a clearer under
standing of UT, 127:44-52, "You have let your hand fall into malice. 
You judge not the cause of the widow, adjudicate not the case of the 
wretched, nor drive out those preying on the poor. You do not feed 
the fatherless before you, the widow behind your back. Thus have you 
become a brother of the bed of sickness, a companion of the bed of 
disease." In their translation of lines 50-51, km abt 'ri mdw, Ugaritic 
specialists either ignore km or misconstrue it. That it signifies "thus" 
is clear from such texts as UT, 49:n:28-30, "Like the heart of a 
wild cow toward her calf, like the heart of a wild ewe toward her 
lamb, thus [km] was the heart of Anath toward Baal." In other words, 
Ugar. km is the equivalent of Heb. ken, "so" (first NoTE on Ps !xx.iii 15 
describes the phonetic development), which sometimes leads to the logical 
outcome of an action. King Kirta's aforementioned crimes inexorably 
resulted in his mortal illness. 

18. their throats. This denotation of napsiim is noted at vs. 9. RSV's 
"They loathed any kind of food" has eased out nettlesome napsiim. 

found so loathsome. Sickness causes loss of appetite; cf. UT, 127:11, 
npsh 11/:zm tpt/:i, "She sharpened his appetite for food," the first action 
performed by King Kirta's youngest daughter after she cast out the fever 
from her father's body. Cf. Albright, YGC, p. 148, n. 104. 

the gates of Death. The nether abode of the dead was often depicted 
as a city with walls and gates; third NOTE on Ps ix 14; fourth NoTE 
on Ps lxxiii 20; Dahood, in HWFB, p. 47, on Jon ii 7 and Jer xv 7. 

20. his word. The psalmist pictures the word of. Yahweh as an angel 
sent to heal the Israelites. Compare Ps xliii 3, where God is asked to 
send his light and truth to lead the psalmist to the holy mountain; Isa 
xi 8, Iv 10-11, and Luke vii 7, "Say but the word and my servant 
will be healed." Cf. also the Johannine concept of Logos. 

to heal them. Parsing the waw of w•yirpii'em as the final waw, 
which introduces the purpose clause; cf. second NOTE on Ps lxxvii 7, 
where biblical and Ugaritic references are given. The identity of syntax 
here and in Ps cv 20, "He sent the king to release him," supports the view 
that both psalms were written by the same poet. 

to relieve them. MT w'imallef can be parsed either as sharing the suffix 
of yirpii'em, "to heal them," or read w'imall'fem, with the final mem ex-
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plained as a shared consonant, since the next word begins with mem. The 
latter reading evens the syllable count at 9:9 and uncovers the assonance 
of yirpii'em, "to heal them," and wzmall0{em, "to relieve them." 

their boils. Much-canvassed s•f:iitotiim can convincingly be derived from 
sf:in, "to be inflamed," s•f:izn, "boil," with the assimilation of the third 
radical nun: sf:int>sf:it. Hence read s•f:iitiittiim. Cf. Ps xlvi 9, smt, "fertility," 
from smnt; Ugar. ypt, "cow," from ypnt; Phoen. 'lmt, "widow," but Ugar. 
almnt; Ugar. ytnt, "I have given," but also ytt (UT, Glossary, No. 1169). 
Consult PNWSP, p. 28, n. 2, which examines Lam iv 2, nilkad bis•f:iitiit-m, 
"We are seized by boils." 

The psalmist probably refers to some incident during the Israelite wan
dering in the desert after leaving Egypt; cf. Num xi 33; Deut xxvm 
35; and Ps !xvi 11, "You brought us into the wilderness, put ulcers 
on our thighs." 

22. offer sacrifices. Comparing yizb•f:iu zibf:ie with UT, 125: 39-40, 
krtn dbf:i dbf:i, "Our Kirta is offering a sacrifice." 

23. As for those who cross . . . carry on. The participles yor•de 
and 'iise stand in casus pendens, a construction discussed in the first 
NOTE on Ps ciii 15, and above at vs. 10. These participles lose their 
suspended state in vs. 24 when they are introduced by hemiih, "these," 
as subjects of the verb rii'u, "saw." It is also possible to translate 
hemmiih a "Look! Behold!", as tentatively proposed by Patton, CPBP, 
p. 37. RSV translates the participle yor•de "Some went down," as though 
it were a finite verb, but such a version takes liberties with Hebrew 
grammar. 

the sea in ships. The expression hayyiim bii'0nzyiit collocates two roots 
appearing in the Ugaritic phrase anyt ym, "sea-ships," (2061:13-14), and 
discussed by van Dijk, EPT, pp. 60 ff., 72. Also consult Jack Sasson, 
"Canaanite Maritime Involvement in the Second Millennium B.C.," in 
JAOS 86 (1966), 126-38, whose study of Ugaritic texts reveals that 
by 1400 B.c. Ugarit carried on a far-flung and prosperous trade in the 
Mediterranean. He also cites the statement of Jean Nougayrol, based 
on data supplied by a Ras Shanira tablet, that the king of Ugarit harl 
at his service ships capable of carrying 500 tons, or perhaps even more, 
if one takes into ac<;0unt the cargo of grain and oil. Columbus' largest 
ship, the Santa Maria, was only 233 tons. 

This new information regarding Canaanite maritime activity in the Late 
Bronze Age ( 1500--1200 B.C.), and such texts as Judg v 17 and I Kings ix 
27 ff., which describes King Solomon's overseas commercial enterprises, 
make it difficult to infer, with some scholars, a post-Exilic date for the 
psalm. 

trade. This economic nuance of m 0lii'kiih occurs in economic texts 
from Ras Shamra (mlakt), as first observed by W. F. Albright, BASOR 
150 (1958), 38, n. 14. Albright also finds this meaning in Prov xxii 29. 
On lQJsa xxiii 2, ml'kyk, "your salesmen," see present writer in CBQ 
22 (1960), 403-4, and UT, Glossary, No. 1344. 
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the great waters. The psalmist's term for the Mediterranean. 
24. with the abyss. Following Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 268), who 

takes the preposition of bim•~uliih as instrumental. A related notion is 
expressed by Ps civ 26, "Leviathan whom you fashioned to sport with." 
D. N. Freedman proposes to see a hostile meaning in bim•~U/iih, "against 
Abyss," since the relationship between Yahweh and Abyss (//Leviathan) is 
essentially combative. The second NOTE on Ps cxxiv 3 examines other 
instances of b, "against." 

25. the wind, a storm. Not conversant with stereotyped phrases broken 
up for metrical and paral\elistic purposes, MT (as well as the versions) 
puts the composite phrase ruci(:z s"iiriih (cf. Ps cxlviii 8; Isa xii 16) in 
the first colon with the resultant syllabic imbalance 12:6. By shifting 
s•'iiriih to the second colon, the syllable count becomes 9:91 The same 
poetic device occurs in Job iv 15, "A wind (ruri(:z) passed before my face I A 
storm (s•'iiriit) made my body bristle," as proposed in Bib/ica 48 (1967), 
544-45. 

which lifted high. Parsing the waw of watt•romem as explicative, a 
usage annotated in the fourth Note on Ps iii 4 and second and third 
NoTEs on Ps \xix 36. 

his waves. Expositors have puzzled before the suffix of galliiyw, because 
it has no apparent antecedent in the verse. Thus some go back to 
vs. 23 and identify hayyiim, "the sea," as its antecedent. RSV's "the 
waves of the sea" evidently derives from an unwarranted emendation 
to ga/le hayyiim. If, however, the first (yo'mer) and last (galliiyw) words 
of the verse are understood as forming an inclusion-and hence speaking 
of the same person-the rendition of ga/liiyw, "his waves," becomes at
tractive. Just as "the abyss" of vs. 24 is pictured as a mere instrument 
of Yahweh, so "the waves" might appropriately be termed "his." 

26. They went up . . . went down. Commentators may correctly under
stand sailors as the subject of ya'ri/u and yer•du, but a comparison 
with Ps civ 8, "They [the chaotic waters] went up to the mountains, 
they went down to the nether chasm," allows one to propose that the 
waves not the seamen swell and sink. Thus vss. 25-26a-b describe the 
storm, and the next three cola depict the affects of the storm on the 
sailors. 

All three yqt/ verbs of this tricolon narrate past incidents. 
heaven . . . depths. The parallelism of siimayim and t•homot echoes 

their collocation in UT, 'nt:m:21-22, tant smm 'm ar~ thmt 'mn kbkbm, 
"the meeting of heaven with the nether world, of the depths with the 
stars," and UT, 607:1, bt smm wthm, "the daughter of heaven and the 
depths." 

Their throats. Scholars disagree widely in their translation of the final 
colon napsam b•rii'iih titmogiig; I retain the sense of napsiim found in 
vss. 9 and 18. 
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trembled. For this nuance of titmogiig, a yqtl narrative form, see 
first NOTE on lxxv 4; compare Ezek xxi 20, where mug describes the 
heart's palpitation and Ecclus xlviii 19 where niimugu parallels yiilfilu, 
"they writhed." 

27. They gyrated. Repointing MT yii/:zoggu, "They kept festival," to 
yal:zugu. 

like a drunkard. In several biblical texts (e.g., Jer xxv 27) "drunkenness" 
and "helplessness" are coterminous; consult CBQ 22 ( 1960), 404--6, and 
Phoenician Kilamuwa, lines 7-8, wskr 'nk 'ly mlk 'sr, "And I was drunk 
(i.e., helpless) before him, the king of Assyria." 

was swallowed up. The psalmist chooses the apt word in titballa', 
which is predicated of m•~ulah (see vs. 24) in Ps !xix 16, "or the abyss 
swallow me." 

28. he brought them forth. Not "He delivered them," with RSV 
and some other modem versions. 

29. He stilled. Ascribing hiphil yaqem (cf. vs. 33, yasem, "He changed") 
to qwm, "to become still," a root needed to explain Eccles xii 4 as 
well: w•yaqum l•qol haf#ppor, "And even the voice of the birds will 
become still," a difficult Hebrew clause which becomes intelligible when 
ze of l•qol is parsed as the emphatic lamedh. 

the waves that roared. The word apparently missing in the second 
colon can be supplied by reading, with no consonantal changes, ga/le 
hiimu (MT gallehem) and parsing the phrase as a construct noun (galle) 
dependent on a verb (hiimu). The first NOTE on Ps !xv 5, and the 
NOTES on Pss cxvi 2 and cxli 9 examine other instances of this con
struction while Jer v 22, hiimu galliiyw, "his waves roar," establishes 
the authenticity of the phrase. With this reading, the syllable count evens 
at 8: 8 against MT 8 :7. One may, to be sure, also explain the final 
yod of gly as third-person singular suffix, "his waves" (see vs. 25 galliiyw, 
"his waves") and assume that consonantal hm shares the w of the following 
word, an orthographic practice discussed at Ps Ix 11. 

30. they grew calm. Given the hundreds of yqtl verb forms describing 
completed events, the proposed emendation of BH3 of yistoqu to siitiiqu 
can safely be dropped from future editions. 

their port of trade. The port to which they were headed when the 
storm blew up. This is a literal translation of m•l:zoz /:zep~iim, a phrase 
containing the hapax legomenon mii/:zoz, Akk. mabiizu, "city," (cf. 
Ugaritica V, ed. C. F. A. Schaeffer [Mission de Ras Shamra, XVI; Paris, 
1968], p. 351) which occurs in a first-century A.O. Punic Inscription from 
North Africa with the meaning "forum, market place." Cf. J. Friedrich, 
VT 11 (1961), 355, and KAI, II, pp. 130, 134. Professor B. Mazar 
discovered some years ago a sixth-century B.C. inscription at Ein Gedi 
on the west bank of the Dead Sea containing the word m/:zz, "forum, 
market." 

Also Phoenician is the nuance of l}ep~iim, "their business, trade," a 
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favorite word of the Phoenicianizing Book of Ecclesiastes. See W. E. 
Staples, "The Meaning of l:zepe~ in Ecclesiastes," JNES 24 (1965), 110-12. 

32. extol him . • . praise him. Another fine example of chiasmus. 
This verse provides a clue to the original setting in which the psalm 
was sung, namely, the community's thanksgiving service. 

33. He changed. With the yqtl verb yasem describing the past. This 
may be inferred from MT's vocalization of vs. 36, wayyo:feb, "He settled," 
and vs. 37, wayyizr"'u, "They sowed," both with waw consecutive. This 
shows that the Masoretes took all the verbs of 33-41 as narrating past 
history. 

Most modem commentators translate all the verbs as present and see 
in vss. 33-43 a hymn praising God for his bounty. They maintain that 
the psalmist alludes to no particular historical incidents, but refers to 
Yahweh's providential care in general. Consequently, they argue that vss. 
33-43 were not originally composed to go with the preceding verses. 

As the following notes will attempt to show, the hymn in vss. 33-43 
contains historical allusions and refers back to some of the earlier verses, 
so that the entire psalm is a unity composed by one psalmist. 

He changed rivers into desert. This and the two following clauses are 
metaphorical for reversing the fortunes of a prosperous people. 

34. because of the wickedness. Namely, of the Canaanites who were 
decimated or driven out of Canaan because of their sinfulness. Cf. Deut 
ix 5, "It is not because of your virtue or your rectitude that you are 
coming to occupy their land, but because of the wickedness of those 
nations that Yahweh your God is dispossessing them before you." 

therein. The last word of the verse, biih, has as its antecedent 'ere~, 

"a land," the first word in the line, thereby forming an inclusion. 
35. He changed. That yasem, as in vs. 33, describes the past is the 

inference to be drawn from MT's pointing of next verb wayyo:feb, "He 
settled." 

desert into pools of water. This metaphor describing the Israelite change 
of fortunes is particularly apt inasmuch as the Israelites exchanged the 
desert for a "land flowing with milk and honey." 

36. He settled. With the waw consecutive construction wayyo'Seb con
tinuing the description of past yasem, "He changed." 

the hungry. Namely, the Israelites. The poet uses the same term as 
in vs. 5 to describe the Israelites: r"'eblm. This reprise points to unity 
of authorship; see the next NOTE. 

a town to dwell in. In addition to creating an inclusion with wayyoseb, 
"He settled," 'Ir mosab harks back to vs. 4 and sustains the unity of 
authorship defended in preceding NOTE. 

37. They sowed. To wit, the Israelites after their entry into the Promised 
Land. 

fields • . . vineyards. The psalmist employs the parallel pair sadot and 
k•ramlm, the same brace written by his Canaanite predecessor in UT, 
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77:22, atn Sdh krmm, "l shall make her fields vineyards," and 1079:6, 
ti[ sd w krm, "three fields and a vineyard." 

They harvested. For this shade of meaning in 'asii, consult the fourth 
NoTE on Ps civ 13. 

39. But diminished. Verses 38b and 39a are arranged in a chiastic 
pattern. The versions make the object "them" of vs. 38 the subject of 
vs. 39 (RSV, "When they are diminished and brought low through op
pression, trouble, and sorrow"), but the chiastic sequence suggests that 
the three nouns in vs. 39b are the subjects of the two verbs in vs. 39a. 

declined from them oppression. Reading wayyasol;zum 'o~er instead of 
MT wayyiiSol;zu me'o~er, and parsing the -m as the dative of advantage. 
Another instructive use of the dative suffix of advantage can be seen; 
MT misses it in Job xv 18, "That which wise men have announced, 
and their fathers did not hide from them" (kil;zadum 'abiitiim; MT 
ki]Jada me'abiitiim). H. D. Hummel in JBL 76 (1957), 104, would explain 
the -m as the enclitic mem with the following three nouns analyzed as 
adverbial accusatives ("They are brought low by oppression, evil, and 
sorrow"). One may also adopt this explanation of the m ending while 
keeping the three nouns as subjects of the verse: "While diminished and 
declined oppression, peril, and sorrow." 

oppression, peril, and sorrow. Construing 'o~er rii'iih w•yiigon as subjects 
of the preceding two verbs, and ascribing to generic rii'iih the nuance 
found in vs. 26. 

40. He who poured. Translating the participle sopek as a participle 
and not as a finite verb with many versions. It belongs to Yahweh 
to reverse the fortunes of peoples. 

princes. A probable reference to the Canaanite leaders driven out of 
Canaan by the Israelites. 

41. the pauper. Within the context of this psalm 'ebyon probably des
ignates the people Israel. 

in his habitation. Some expositors have directed attention to the unusual 
full spelling 'wny, "affliction," instead of 'ny. Hence I vocalize consonantal 
m'wny as m•'onl, the substantive mii'on followed by the third-person suffix 
-I; syntactically it parses as accusative of place. Here "his habitation" 
doubtless means Palestine. 

his clans. With miSpiil;zot sharing the suffix of m•'oni, "his habitation." 
like lambs. The clans of pauper Israel were rendered as prolific as 

a flock of sheep. Compare Job xxi 11, "They give birth to their young 
like lambs." 

42. every evil man. If vss. 42--43 are considered chiastic or diagonal 
in their disposition (and chiasmus characterizes this psalm), with plural 
y•siirim, "the upright," serving also as the subject of plural yitbiin•nu 
"they will consider," in vs. 43b, then singular and abstract kol 'iiwliih, 
literally "all evil," pairs with singular and concrete mi l;tiikiim, "Whoever 
is wise," in vs. 43a. In other words, the psalmist here employs the poetic 
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device wherein an abstract noun is balanced by a concrete vocable, but 
both of which are to be rendered concretely; consult third Non! on Ps v 8, 
second NOTE on Ps lxxviii 61, and THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

clap shut. Balancing two jussive verbs in the first colon, qtip•~ah parses 
as a precative perfect. 

43. Whoever is wise. The indefinite pronoun in the phrase mi l;zakiim 
appears quite frequently in the Phoenician Inscriptions; e.g., Kilamuwa, 
line 11, wmy bl l;zz pn s sty b'l 'dr, And who never saw the face of 
a sheep, I made him the owner of a ftock." 

these things. All the divine manifestations of mercy enumerated through
out the psalm. 

they. Recognizing from the chiastic arrangement of vss. 42-43 that 
plural "the upright" of vs. 42 is the subject of plural yitbOn•nu. 

the mercies of Yahweh. The phrase l;zasde yhwh creates an inclusion 
with vs. 1, yhwh ..• l;zasdo, an observation that undermines the con
tention that vss. 33-43 are a later addition to the psalm. 



PSALM 108 

(cvili 1-14) 

A song. A psalm of David. 

2 Firm is my resolve, 
0 God; 

I will sing and chant. 
Awake, my heart! 

3 Awake, 0 harp and lyre! [2]* 
that I might awaken Dawn! 

4 I will thank you among peoples, Yahweh, [3] 
I will sing to you among nations, 0 truly Great One! 

S Above the heavens is your kindness, [4] 
and to the sky your fidelity. 

6 Your stature is above the heavens, 0 God, [5] 
over all the earth your glory. 

7 That your beloved may be delivered [6] 
give me victory with your right hand, 
and grant me triumph! 

8 God spoke from his sanctuary: [7] 
"Exultant will I divide up Shechem, 
the Valley of Succoth measure off. 

9 Gilead is mine, and Manasseh is mine; [8] 
Ephraim is my helmet, 
Judah my commander's staff. 

10 Moab is my washbasin, [9] 
upon Edom will I plant my sandal, 
over Philistia will I give a cry of conquest." 

11 \Vho will bring me the Fortress City? [ 10] 
Who will offer me Edom's throne as tribute? 

12 But you, 0 God-will you be angry with us, [ 11] 
and go forth no more, 0 God, with our armies? 

•Verse numbers in RSV. 
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13 Grant us liberation from the adversary, 
since the aid of man is futile. 

14 With God we will achieve victory, 
and he will trample on our adversaries. 

NOTES 

93 

[ 12] 

[ 13] 

cviii. This psalm was probably compiled for liturgical purposes from 
ancient religious poems that are also used in Pss lvii 8-11 and lx 
7-14. To describe the psalm as a compilation from two other psalms 
(so CCD) goes beyond the available evidence. The following annotations 
are limited chiefly to the variant readings and to several modifications 
of the translations of Pss lvii and lx proferred in Psalms II. 

2. 0 God. In Ps lvii 8, niikon libbl, "Firm is my resolve," is repeated 
a second time, but this fact alone does not permit us to insert it here, 
as recommended by BH3 on the basis of LXX, Syr., and five manuscripts. 
Doubly transmitted texts contain too much random variation (is this a 
sign of original oral composition? cf. Culley, Oral Formulaic Language 
in the Biblical Psalms, passim) to warrant standardization by the textual 
critic. What is more, the extremely literal Juxta Hebraeos witnesses no 
repetition of niikon libbi. On doubly transmitted texts, consult introductory 
Norns to Pss liii and xcvi. 

Awake, my heart! At this point in the line Ps lvii 9 reads 'uriih k•bedi, 
"Awake, my heart!" Applying the principle examined at Pss lv 23 and lxxi 
6, one should conclude that MT 'ap k•bodi, "also my glory," conceals 
the same thought and should be re-voweled 'ape k•bedi, with •ape parsed 
as the imperative of *'iipiih, "to arouse, inflame." Whether such a root 
should be identified with well-known 'iipiih, "to bake," cannot be established 
on such slender evidence, but Hos vii 4 proves instructive with its possible 
play on roots: me 'opeh yisbOt me'lr, a subtle pun which collocates 
'opeh and me'ir, the two roots apparently underlying the variant readings 
'uriih k•bedi in Ps lvii 9 and 'apeh k•bedi posited. in our verse. 

4. 0 truly Great One/ The A+a+c sequence in the first colon is not 
fully matched in MTs second colon which only contains A.+e. Accordingly 
ki giidol, the first two words of vs. 5, should be attached to vs. 4 to 
supply the vocative element needed to balance vocative yhwh of the first 
colon. Verse 4 now scans as A+B+c//A.+s+c, while vs. 5 reads 
A+B//A+B. 

The divine epithet ki giidol, with its emphatic ki, compares with ki 
fob, "truly good," which modifies the name of Yahweh in Pss lii 11, liv 
8, while giidol appears as a divine appellative in Ps xcix 3, giidol w•norii', 
"O Great and Awesome One." One may also render ki giidol, "0 truly 
Tall One," the meaning found in Ps civ 25, and suggested by vs. 6 of 
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our psalm which speaks of Yahweh's "stature." Ps lvii 10 should now be 
translated according to this analysis: "I will thank you among peoples, 
O Lord / I will sing to you among nations, 0 truly Great One." 

5. Above. Commentators experience difficulty with me'al (Ehrlich, Die 
Psalmen, p. 271, stoutly labels it unhebriiisch; others emend it to 'ad 
as in Ps !vii 11), but it may be accepted as another instance of heaped
up prepositions (second NoTE on Ps xvii 2). The psalmist needed another 
syllable in the first colon (syllable count now 8:9), so he used two 
prepositions where one would have sufficed. Job iv 19 supplies a new 
example of compound prepositions that were thought to be an exclusive 
prerogative of the Phoenician dialect: yidk•'ii millipne 'o.sam, "Can they 
be pure before their Maker?" MT reads y•dakk•'um lipne 'iiS m, which 
yields no coherent statement. 

6. over. With Ps !vii 12, omitting the conjunction w•, "and," before 'al. 
The chiastic structure and the resultant 9 :9 syllable count likewise favor 
its deletion. 

8. Exultant ... measure off. Departing from the wording of Ps Ix 8 
in Psalms II, in order to bring out the chiastic word order in the Hebrew. 
Stylistically noteworthy, too, is the poet's positioning of two verbs followed 
by one noun in the first colon, but of two nouns followed by one verb 
in the second colon. 

Exultant. In VT 17 (1967), 242-43, Christopher R. North proposes to 
emend 'e'/Oziih to 'a'al zeh, "I will go up forthwith," because "It is perhaps 
decisive that nowhere else except in Ps Ix 8//Ps cviii 8 is Yahweh said 
to exult." In pre-Ugaritic days such a proposal might have found some 
endorsers, but North's argumentation is hardly convincing in the face of 
such texts as UT, 'nt:n:23-28, "Much does she smite and look; battle 
and gaze does Anath. Her liver swells with laughter, her heart is filled 
with joy, Anath's liver with victory. Then knee-deep she plunges into the 
blood of soldiers, to her neck into warrior's gore." Since North accepts 
the blood-stained warrior motif of Yahweh in Isa !xiii 1--6, he will doubtless 
admit the concomitant motif of exultation over enemy blood. There is a 
growing consensus among biblical scholars that for poetic and theological 
imagery the Old Testament poets were deeply indebted to their Canaanite 
predecessors. See the annotations to Pss xviii 11, xxxvi 9, !xviii 24, civ 25. 

10. will I give a cry of conquest. The principle of random variation, 
discussed in the first NOTE on vs. 2, obviates the need to alter 'etro'ii' 
to Ps Ix 10, hitro'ii'I, "my cry of conquest." See the next NOTE. 

11. the Fortress City. Perhaps Petra, which is called 'ir-m ~ur, "the 
Rock City," in Ps Ix 11. By grace of the principle cited in the preceding 
Norn, 'Ir mib~iir need not be emended to align it with its counterpart in 
Ps Ix 11. 

will offer me . • . as tribute. Closer attention to the parallelistic 
elements in the verse would have discouraged the derivation of MT 
niiflanl from nw fl, "to rest, sit," as proposed in third NOTE on Ps Ix 11. 
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Texts such as Zeph iii 10, yobllitn minl;zati, "[My suppliants] will offer me 
tribute" (see the first Norn on Ps ii 8, on function of genitive suffix), 
and UT, 137:37-38, hw ybl argmnk kilm [ ] ybl kbn qds mnl;zyk, "He 
himself shall bring you imposts like the gods, he shall bring you tribute 
like the sons of holiness," both of which collocate the roots ybl and 
nl;zh, show that nal;zanl, the opposite number of yobllenl, parses as qtl 
nal;za followed by the dative suffix. Thus we have a perfect A+B+c// 
A+:li+c sequence as well as the yqtl-qtl verbal succession. Cf. also 
Hos x 6 and Job xxix 25. On the importance of parallel or associated 
pairs as a text-critical criterion, consult the third Norn on Ps cii 20. 

Consequently it becomes difficult to appreciate the stricture (gratuitous 
in my opinion) of J. T. Milik, who in Biblica 48 (1967), 565, writes: 
"La methode, en vogue depuis peu, qui considere Jes elements paralleles 
dans Jes passages poetiques comme rigoureusement identiques ou peu 
s'en faut, et qui cherche, a partir de ce critere mecanique et arbitraire, a 
construire un lexique, une grammaire ou un pantheon nouveaux, ne 
m'inspire guere confiance." ["The method, recently become fashionable, 
which considers the parallel elements in poetic passages as rigorously 
or almost identical, and which, setting out from this mechanical and 
arbitrary criterion, seeks to construct a lexicon, a grammar, or a new 
pantheon, hardly fills me with confidence."] These remarks bespeak a 
limited familiarity with the latent possibilities of poetic parallelism for 
Northwest Semitic philology. In fact, the present parallelism between 
yoblleni and nal;zani builds up the case of those philologists who would 
derive minl;ziih, "gift, tribute," from nal;zah, "to lead, bring," as against 
those lexicographers who posit the root mnl;z as the base of minl;zah. 

13. liberation from the adversary. Psalms II renders 'ezrat m1~~ar, 
"help against the adversary"; this is the traditional version of Ps Ix 13. 
Ugaritic usage, however, suggests a philologically more precise transla
tion and analysis of the phrase. UT, 3 Aqht:rev.: 12-14 reads w [ ] 
aqht wypl!k bn [dnil] wy'd_rk byd btlt ['nt], "Then [caJI] Aqhat to save 
you, Daniel's son to liberate you from the hand of the Virgin Anath." 
Normally signifying "to help," 'd.r denotes "to rescue, liberate from" when 
employed with the preposition b, "from," in Ugaritic or min in Hebrew. 
This observation considerably improves our understanding of Ps xlvi 2 as 
translated in the Introduction to Psalms III, and Ecclus Ii 2-3, ngd qmy 
hyyth ly 'zrtny krwb l;zsdk mmwqsy ~wpy sl' wmyd mbqfy npsy, "In the 
presence of my assailants you were on my side. You liberated me in 
your abounding kindness from the snares of those watching my cave, from 
the claw of those seeking my life." Here the construction 'zrtny ... myd 
recalls Ugar. y'd_rk byd. Cf. also Deut xxxiii 8, w"'ezer mi~~arayw tihyeh, 
"And be the liberation from his adversaries"; Ezra viii 22, "For I was 
ashamed to request a contingent of cavalry from the king to liberate us 
from the foe [l•'ozrenit me'oyeb]" (courtesy of T. Penar). In this direction 
too may be found the clearer translation of Zech i 15, "For my part I 
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was only a little angry, and so they escaped disaster ['az•ru l•ra'ah]," 
and Job xxx 13, lo' 'ozer lama, "There is no one to liberate from them." 
The two ideas residing in 'zr, namely "to help" and "to liberate," depending 
upon the prepositions used, recall the similar concepts expressed by y.l'', 
"to save," but also "to help." The same usage may be recognized in 
lQH 2:34-35, w'th 'ly 'zrth nps 'ny wr.f myd l)zq mmnw, "But you, my 
God, liberated the life of the afflicted and poor from the grasp of one 
stronger than he" (courtesy T. Penar) . It should be observed that T. H. 
Gaster, The Dead Sea Scriptures, rev. ed. (Doubleday Anchor Books, 
1964), p. 142, in order to translate the line, inserted the verb "snatched 
from"-not found in the Hebrew: "But ever, 0 my God, hast Thou 
holpen the needy and weak and snatched him from the grasp of him 
that was stronger than he." 



PSALM 109 

(cix 1-31) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

My God, be not deaf to my song of praise, 
2 Because the mouth of the wicked 

and the mouth of the deceitful 
are opened wide against me. 

They pursue me with a lying tongue, 
3 and with words of hate surround me. 

They attack me without reason: 
4 in return for my love 

they slander me, even me. 
5 My prayer they set down to my debit, 

evil in return for my good, 
and hatred for my love. 

6 Appoint the Evil One against him, 
and let Satan stand at his right hand. 

7 \Vb.en he is judged, let him come forth guilty, 
may his prayer become a sin. 

8 May his days be few, 
let another assume his office. 

9 May his children become fatherless, 
and his wife a widow. 

IO Let his children ever roam and beg, 
may their houses be investigated by the appraiser. 

11 May the creditor seize everything he has, 
and strangers plunder his earnings. 

12 Let there be no one extending him kindness, 
no one pitying his fatherless children. 

13 May his future life be cut off, 
from the age to come his name erased. 

14 May his father's iniquity be recorded 
by El Yahweh 

And his mother's sin not be erased. 
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15 May they be continually before Yahweh, 
while he cuts off his memory from the earth, 

16 Because he does not remember to show kindness, 
but hounds the poor and needy man, 
and the broken-hearted he seeks even to slay. 

17 Since he has loved cursing, 
it has come to him, 

Has taken no delight in blessing, 
it has gone far from him. 

18 He clothed himself with cursing as his cloak, 
and it entered his entrails like water, 
like oil into his bones. 

19 So let him have it as a garment which enfolds him, 
and as a sash, daily let him gird it on. 

20 Ignominy as the recompense of my slanderers 
increase a hundredfold, Yahweh, 

Of those speaking evil about me. 
21 So come, Yahweh, my Lord, 

work a miracle for me, 
For the sake of your Name, truly good. 
By your kindness rescue me, 

22 for I am poor and needy, 
and my heart has been pierced within me. 

23 Like a shadow indeed have I tapered, 
and am passing away; 

I have lost my youth, truly I have aged. 
24 My knees wobble from fasting, 

and my well-fed body has grown gaunt. 
25 Those who meet me-

I have become a taunt to them, 
they see me, shake their heads. 

26 Help me, Yahweh my God, 
save me as befits your kindness, 

27 That they may know that this hand of yours 
nay, that you, Yahweh, have worked it. 

28 So let them curse, 
as long as you bless; 

Let them rise up, only to be humiliated, 
while your servant rejoices. 

29 May my slanderers wear their disgrace, 
may they put on their humiliation as a garment. 
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30 I will thank Yahweh the Grand with my mouth, 
amid the aged will I praise him, 

31 Because he will stand at the right hand of the needy 
to save his life from his judge. 

NOTES 

99 

cix. A perplexing Hebrew text makes it difficult to identify with cer
tainty the dramatis personae and the sequence of action in this lament 
of an individual. From the proposed translation this succession can be 
traced: Verse 1 contains the usual invocation of the divine name. In vss. 
2-5 the poet describes the activity of his ingrate enemies who accuse 
him of an unidentified capital crime (cf. vss. 16, 31) and bring him to 
trial. In vss. 6-19, the psalmist directs a series of dreadful imprecations 
against the venal judge (see vs. 31) who, instead of throwing out the 
indictment as preposterous, agrees to hear the case. It is apparently while 
awaiting trial by a court filled with perjurers and presided over by a 
knavish judge that the psalmist composed this charged lament. In vs. 
20, the poet briefly curses his slanderers, and in vss. 21-27 he prays for 
deliverance and help. Interestingly, vs. 28 reflects the psychological ef
fects of the psalmist's prayer, whereas vs. 29 is a reprise of the curse 
against the slanderers. The poem concludes (vss. 30-31) with the public 
confession of the help the psalmist is sure Yahweh will send. 

The psalmist, an aged man (vss. 23, 30). was a very able poet. Good 
examples of chiasmus (vss. 2-3, 14, 16), double-duty modifiers (vss. 14, 
20), congruency of metaphors (vss. 2-3, 13-14), inclusions (vss. 1 and 30, 
7 and 31, 21 and 26, 22 and 30, 26 and 31), careful syllable counting 
(e.g., vss. 2-3, 19, 26, 28-29), and the balance between abstract and 
concrete nouns in vs. 2 witness to his high poetic gifts. What is more, 
the uniformly excellent poetic quality bespeaks unity of authorship and 
composition, obliging one to dismiss Briggs' (CECBP, II, p. 366) de
scription of vss. 6-15 as an inserted Maccabean psalm containing little 
real poetry. The psalm probably dates to the early pre-Exilic period. 

The poet's use of composite divine names deserves comment, especially 
since two of them have been the victims of deletion at the hands of 
textual critics. Thus 'el yahweh (vs. 14) and yahweh 'adoniiy (vs. 21) 
have, from time to time, been expunged. In vs. 26, yahweh '•lohiiy has 
escaped such a fate, though vs. 30, yahweh mii'ed, probably to be read 
for yahweh m•'od, has been misunderstood. 

1. My God. Vocalizing '•lOhay for MT '•lOhey. 
be not deaf to my song of praise. The prayer t•hilliiti 'al teti•ral is 

syntactically, and in word order, identical with Ps xxxix 13, dim'iiti 
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'al tef:z•ras, "Be not deaf to my tears," as translated and parsed in 
Psalms /, ad Joe. 

my song of praise. t•hilliitl forms an inclusion with vs. 30, '4 hal•lennil, 
"will I praise him." Though the burden of the psalm is a lament, the poet 
is so confident that his complaint will be heard (cf. vss. 30-31) that he 
proleptically calls it a "song of praise." 

2. the mouth. The psalmist contrasts, by way of inclusion with vs. 30, 
the maligning mouth of the wicked with his own mouth singing God's 
praises. Though most versions read this line as a bicolon, I scan it as a 
tricolon with a 4:4:5 syllable count. 

the wicked . . . the deceitful. The pairing of concrete rii'Sii' with abstract 
mirmiih, "deceit," illustrates the poetic practice examined in the first 
NOTE on Ps evil 42. Hence the frequent repointing of concrete rii'Sii' 
to abstract refo' (see BHS apparatus and BHS) is no longer necessary. 
Cf. Prov xiv 25, where concrete 'ed '•met, "a truthful witness," is 
balanced by abstract mirmiih, "deceit," but which, thanks to the paral
lelism, denotes "the deceiver." 

are opened wide. As of wild beasts in full pursuit of quarry. Cf. Lam 
iii 46-47, "All our foes open wide their mouths against us; a pack and a 
trap await us"; Ps xx.ii 14, 'They open their mouths against me, like a 
ravening and raging lion." Perhaps the best-known biblical comparison of 
the tongue to an untamed beast was penned by James iii 7, "For every 
kind of animal and bird, reptile and sea creature, can be tamed and 
has been tamed by man, but no human being can tame the tongue." The 
qal active pointing of MT is preferably read as qal passive piltiif:zil, since 
the active form usually has a transitive meaning. See vs. 22 f:zillal for MT 
f:zalal, further proof that the Masoretes were strangers to the qal passive 
conjugation as observed in the first NOTE on Ps xvii 10. 

They pursue. For this meaning of dibb•ru, first NoTE on Ps ii 5, NoTE 
on Ps xxxviii 13, and Rabbi Qiml;ii, Se/er Ha-shorashim, s.v. dbr, col. 
134 (courtesy of S. Speier). The psalmist resumes this imagery in vs. 16. 

They pursue me . . . surround me. A masterfully constructed line 
characterized by chiasmus, syntactic, and syllabic balance. Thus the first
colon verb + direct object (dibb•ru 'otl) diagonally matches second
colon verb + suffix (s•biibilni), while the accusative of means l•son siiqer, 
"with a lying tongue," is counterbalanced by accusative of means w•dibre 
sin'iih, "and with words of hate." Each colon numbers nine syllables. 

me. Repainting to 'oti, the nota accusativi plus suffix, instead of MT 
'ittl, "with me," which, as most commentators admit, is not readily ex
plicable. 

3. surround me. Cf. Pss xx.ii 17, where s<biibilnl describes the action of 
dogs encircling their victim, and xxxv 16, "My encircling mockers gnashed 
their teeth at me." 

They attack me. Scanning vss. 3b-4 as a tricolon with a 7:6:7 syllable 
count. 
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4. they slander me, even me. Construing yis{"niinl wii'iinl (MT wa'0 nl) 
as the final colon of vs. 4, and transferring t•pilliih, "my prayer," to 
the next verse. Syntactically, wii'iinl, the waw emphaticum plus the inde
pendent pronoun, emphasizes the verbal suffix, a construction familiar 
from Ugar. smk at, "your own name"; Pss lxxxiii 19, lxxxvi 2, and 
especially Gen xxvii 34, biir"kenl gam 'iinl, "Bless me, also me!" The 
reason for the double emphasis in wii'iinl is apparent from the preceding 
and the following cola. Stylistically, emphatic 'iinl, harks back to vs. 2, 
'otl, "me," which is also emphatic. 

5. My prayer. Once t•pilliih has been transferred, vs. 5 scans into a 
tricolon with a 9:6:9 syllable count. Though suffixless, t•pil/iih shares the 
suffix of 'iiliiy (pausal for MT 'iilay), "to my debit." 

they set down. Parsing the waw of wayyii.fimii as emphatic, and ascrib
ing to yiislmii the meaning discussed at Ps !vi 9, namely "to set down in 
writing." To those who thrive on cursing (vs. 17), prayer is considered 
a crime. But the poet hurls the curse back at his enemies in vs. 7, "may 
his prayer become a sin." 

to my debit. This nuance of 'iiliiy, placed in a clear .light by economic 
texts from Ras Shamra (second NOTE on Ps xi 8), finds further confirma
tion in Gen xxx 28 and xxxiv 12, as orally pointed out to me by I. 
Swetnam. 

my good. With (obiih sharing the suffix of preceding 'iilay, "to my 
debit," and following 'ahabatl, "my love." Note that in Prov viii 30, 
central sa'asu'lm, "his delight," receives its determination from preceding 
'e~IO. "beside him," and from following /•piiniiyw, "in his presence," a 
sequence recognizable in UT, 51 :rv:41-43, t/:imk ii J:ikm f:ikmt 'm 'Im f:iyt 
J:i:r.t tf:imk, "Your message, 0 El, is wise: your wisdom is eternal sagacity, 
felicitous life your message," in which centrally placed J:ikmt, "your wisdom," 
shares the suffix of preceding and following t/:imk, "your message." 

6. Appoint. As his prosecutor during the trial to be held after death; 
see the next NOTE. Other Psalter texts speaking of a trial after death 
include i 5, xvii 15, !xv 3-4, lxxv 3, lxxvi 10-11. 

the Evil One . . • Satan. The identification of riiSii' and sii(iin is a 
long-standing puzzler, but a measure of coherence can be won if vss. 6-7 
are seen as referring to judgment after death and vss. 8-19 as invoking 
terrestrial misfortunes upon the unprincipled judge. In three biblical texts 
Satan appears as a superhuman celestial figure whose role is that of 
prosecutor. I Chron xxi 1 states, wayya'amod siitiin 'al yifrii' el, "Satan 
took the stand against Israel," and in our text it is said w•sii(iin ya'0 mod 
'al y•mln6, "and let Satan stand at his right hand." In Zech iii 1-2, 
the celestial being who challenges the fitness of Joshua ben J ozadak to 
function as the high priest is called "the Satan," and is described as 
'omed 'al y•m/no l•sit•no, "standing on his right to accuse him," language 
similar to the psalmist's. In the prose monologue to the Book of Job 
(i-ii), Satan is depicted as one of the b•ne 'ellm, a member of the 
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divine entourage, who impugns the integrity of Job. These descriptions 
warrant, then, the interpretation of the Evil One and Satan as one 
personage who will serve as the prosecutor at the trial of the psalmist's 
adversary before the divine judge after death. 

If this analysis proves correct, the widely held view that the designation 
of Satan as the Evil One is a development of the intertestamental period 
will need to be reexamined. 

The evidence reviewed in the first NoTE on Ps xxxviii 21, for satan, "to 
slander, traduce," supplies a good etymology for the disputed meaning of 
satan, "Satan," who is termed "a liar and the father of lies" in John viii 44, 
while Victor Hugo writes "Satan a deux noms, ii s'appelle Satan et ii 
s'appelle Mensonge" (Les Miserables, Pleiade ed., p. 247). 

against him. In vss. 2-5, the beleaguered psalmist describes the behavior 
of his (plural) enemies who falsely accuse him and have him brought 
to trial. In vss. 6-19, however, he curses the judge who thought the 
charges warranted a hearing. Thus no grammatical or exegetical difficulty 
presents itself, and it is difficult to appreciate Weiser's assertion (The 
Psalms, p. 691) that "The change from the plural in vv. 1-5 and 20ff. 
to the singular in vv. 6-19 is satisfactorily accounted for only if vv. 6-19 
are interpreted as a quotation of the imprecations directed against the 
psalmist." In other words, Weiser places vss. 6-19 between quotation 
marks. If his solution were correct, the burden of Jewish and Christian 
apologists, who must explain these horrendous imprecations within the 
framework of revelation, would be greatly lightened. Unfortunately, the 
burden remains. 

stand at his right hand. Namely to accuse him, as may be inferred 
from the more explicit statement about Satan in Zech iii 1, "standing 
on his right to accuse him." In vs. 31, however, the psalmist hopes that 
Yahweh will stand at his right in order to save his life from the judge. 

7. When he is judged. In the afterlife. 
come forth guilty. An exemplification of the lex talionis, the OT theologi

cal principle of retaliation whereby a punishment should correspond in 
degree and kind to the offense of the wrongdoer. Just as the knavish 
judge intends to pronounce the psalmist guilty, so may he likewise be 
found culpable by the higher .judge. 

his prayer. His plea for clemency. Just as the poet's enemies considered 
his prayer a crime (vs. 5), so may the judge's plea be charged against 
him. 

B. his office. The high position held by the accursed serves to explain 
the use of the plural of excellence 'abotiiyw, "his father," in vs. 14. 

9. his children ... his wife. The parallel pair biiniiyw//'iSto, now 
registered in UT, 2068: 19, 'bdn watth wbnh, "Abdanu and his wife and 
his children," brings to 290 the pairs of parallel words in Ugaritic and in 
Hebrew; see the third NoTE on Ps cii 20. The same parallelism recurs 
in Ps cxxviii 3. 
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fatherless • • • a widow. The first NoTE on Ps !xviii 6 cites the 
Ugaritic text with ytm, "the fatherless," parallel to almnt, "the widow." 

his wife. Given the present 7: 6 syllable count, the proposal to insert 
t 0hi after 'iSto is not compelling. 

10. his children . . . their houses. The parallelism of baniiyw and 
bOtehem echoes the juxtaposition of these words in UT, 2 Aqht:1:26-27, 
wykn bnh bbt sr:f bqrb hklh, "And his son shall be in his house, his offspring 
inside his palace" (notice the two dual-purpose suffixes). 

their houses be investigated by the appraiser. Sense can be wrested 
from the consonantal cluster drfw m/:trbwtyhm by reading qal passive 
dur•su, followed by the accusative of agency m6/:ter (see vs. 14) , the 
participle of *mii/:tar, the root of m"/:tlr, "price, hire," attested in Ps xliv 13. 
The resultant parallelism between mo/:ter and vs. 11, noseh, "the creditor," 
is unfaultable. The final consonants bwtyhm, to be vocalized bOtehem, 
reflect the newly published Ugaritic plural form bwtm, "houses," whose 
importance for the correct interpretation of Heb. bottlm, and not the 
unlikely biittim, has been stressed by Gordon, UT, Glossary, No. 463. 

In the present context, the appraisal would be either for forced sale, 
to satisfy a debt, or for purposes of assessing taxes that were likely to be 
confiscatory. 

11. seize. On y•naqqes, see GB, p. 522a, and Pss ix 17, xxxviii 13; 
it seems to be a by-form of yiiqal, "to snare, seize with a snare." 

everything. Since elsewhere the verb y•naLJqes governs a direct object, 
a strong case can be made for analyzing l•kol into the emphatic lamedh 
and the accusative object kol. Another instance of emphatic lamedh is 
noticed in vs. 16 and in l•kol at Pss cx.xxv 11, cxlv 16. Cf. also I Sam xxii 7, 
l•kull•kem yiiSim siire 'aliipim w•sare me'ot, "Every single one of you 
he will make commanders of thousands and commanders of hundreds" 
(courtesy of W. Kuhnigk); Eccles x 3, l•kol, "every single one," as 
proposed by me in Biblica 33 (1952), 193; and II Chron vii 21, l•kol, as 
analyzed by A. Kropat, Die Syntax des Autors der Chronik (Giessen, 
1909), pp. 4-5. 

his earnings. Like 'iimiil, "trouble, toil," but also "wealth" (cf. the first 
NOTE on Ps cv 44), pii'al, "to work," and po'al, "wages of work," y•g;a• too 
makes the semantic transition from the root idea "to toil, grow weary" 
to "gain, earnings." 

12. extending him kindness. The bearing of the construction 10 mosek 
/:tiised on the translation of disputed Jer xxxi 3 received comment at Ps 
xxxvi 11. The expression miiSak yiido in Hos vii 5 makes it very probable 
that UT, 128:r:2, yd mtkt contains the same root; UT, Glossary, No. 1582, 
is surely being overcautious when forgoing all comment. 

13. his future life. For this nuance of 'a/:tarito, see second NOTES 
Pss xxxvii 3 7 and .1xxiii 17. This sense also occurs in the Aramaic 
Inscription of Agbar, lines 9-10, w'/:lrth t'bd, "And may his future life 
perish"; cf. S. Gevirtz, VT 11 (1961), 147. The Aramaic sentiment 
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closely resembles the biblical curse. A recognition of this meaning brings 
forth meaning from Num xxiii lOb, tiimot napsi mot y•siiri-m (MT 
y•siirim) iWhi 'abarm kiimohu, "May his (Jacob's) soul die the death of the 
just man, and may his (Israel's) future life be like his." In his article 
"The Death of the Upright and the World to Come," Journal of Jewish 
Studies 16 (1965), 183-86, S. E. Loewenstamm cites the opinion of the 
medieval Jewish commentator Nahmanides who saw in 'abarit a reference 
to life in the world to come. Loewenstamm rejects this interpretation 
because "the world to come" is an idea entirely foreign to the time of 
Balaam. His rejection, however, conveniently ignores Ugar. ubryt, "future 
life," and the texts speaking of immortality. 

from the age to come. Understanding dor 'aber as synonymous with 
first-colon 'abarito, "his future life." In other words, this verse closely 
relates to Ps lxix 29, "Let them be erased from the scroll of life eter
nal, I and not enrolled among the just." 

his name. In consonantal smm we probably have the substantive sem 
followed by the enclitic mem serving as a stylistic substitute for the 
suffix. In this case, sem would share the singular suffix of its counterpart 
'ab•rifo; this stylistic phenomenon is documented in the third NOTE on 
Ps x 17. Hummel, JBL 76 (1957), 100, proposes the analysis s•m0 
(with suffix) plus enc.litic mem, which is possible but less elegant. 

erased. The construction miibiih b•, "to erase from," occurs in the 
Phoenician Inscription of Azitawaddu, cited in the second NOTE on Ps 
lxix 29. 

14. his father's. As proposed in Biblica 44 (1963), 70, 291, and 
Orientalia 34 (1965), 86, and adopted by HALAT, p. 2a, 'abOtiiyw 
parses as a plural of excellence, doubtless because "his father" refers 
to the father of a notable; see the Norn on vs. 8. This is precisely 
the usage encountered in Isa xiv 21, hiikinu l•biiniiyw mafbeab ba'awon 
'•bOtiim, "Prepare the slaughter for his sons because of the iniquity of 
their father," where plural of excellence 'abotiim refers to the king of 
Babylon. In Phoenician, plural 'bt describes King Azitawaddu in Karatepe 
1: 12, w'p b'bt p'ln kl mlk, "And every king considered me even as a 
father." This plural of majesty helps explain the Cypriote Greek gloss 
abat, "schoolmaster," studied by Emilia Masson, Recherches sur /es plus 
anciens emprunts semitiques en grec (Paris, 1967), pp. 71-72. 

be recorded. The consistency of the metaphor of the divine bookkeeper 
(Psalms II, Index of Subjects, s.v.) is better maintained when yizziiker, 
usually translated "be remembered," is given the nuance examined at Ps 
lxxix 8, "Do not record to our debit, 0 Scribe, the iniquities of our 
forefathers." 

by El Yahweh. Reading 'el (MT 'el) yhwh, whose syntactic function 
is that of accusative of agency with passive yizziiker, ••be recorded." 
Similar syntax is noted at vs. 10 and can be documented in Phoenician 
in CIS, I, 3783:5-7, wk/ 'dm 's gnb tmtnt z nkst tnt pn b'I, "And 
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any man who would steal this gift, may your throat be cut by Tinnit, 
the Presence of Baal!" This scansion and grammatical analysis, it may 
be noted, oblige us to scout the deletion of 'l yhwh suggested by Gunkel, 
who cites its omission in the Syriac version. As repeatedly observed, 
the ancient versions must be reassessed in the light of the new Northwest 
Semitic grammar and prosody. 

Metrically, 'el yahweh is suspended between two longer, chiastically 
arranged cola (8:3:8) and modifies both; see below on vs. 20 and the 
second NOTE on Ps cii 20. Similar chiastically patterned lines with sus
pended double-duty modifiers can be recognized in Jer iv 2, 30b (identified 
by Jack Lundbom), in Jon ii 6 (6:3:7), Pss cxix 149, 166, 174, ex.xi 6, 
and in Ps x.xii 26 which should now be read as an 8:4:8 line: 

mi' etika t•hillati 8 
b•qahiil rah 4 
n•diiray '•fol/em niigid 8 

One hundred times will I repeat to you my song of praise 
in the great congregation 

I will fulfill my vows, 0 Prince. 

With the transfer of MT y•re'ayw, "those who fear him," to the next 
line, vs. 27 scans into 6:6:9. 

his mother's. Singular 'immo confirms the analysis of '•botiiyw as plural 
in form but singular in meaning. 

not be erased. The negative wish 'al timmii~ continues the bookkeeping 
metaphor begun in the first word of the verse, yizziiker; on congruency 
of metaphors as a text-critical and exegetical criterion, see fourth NOTES 
on Pss Ii 9 and xci 2, first NOTE on Ps xciv 9, and NOTE on Ps xcvii 11. 

15. they. Namely, the iniquity of his father and the sin of his mother. 
This is a three-pronged curse, aimed at three generations: the targets 
are the crooked judge and his possessions, his children (vss. 9-10), and 
his parents. Compare the three periods of the curse in UT, 1 Aqht:161, 
'nt br~ p'lmh, "now, primordially, and to eternity." 

continually before Yahweh. That is, inscribed on a tablet or written 
on parchment that Yahweh should constantly read. Cf. Ps xc 8, "You 
have kept our iniquities before you, the sins of our youth in the light 
of your face," and its exposition in Psalms II, in the NOTES ad loc. 

his memory. Reading zikro-m (with enclitic mem) for MT zikram, "their 
memory"; cf. Hummel in JBL 76 (1957), 100, and the third Norn on vs. 13. 

16. but hounds ... he seeks even to slay. The second and third cola 
of this verse are chiastically arranged in the pattern verb + object // ob
ject + verb. 

poor and needy . . . the broken-hearted. As correctly seen by Gunkel 
and others, these terms describe the psalmist; cf. vss. 22, 31. 

he seeks even to slay. Usually emended with the Syriac to l•miiwet, 
"to death," MT /•motet easily parses as the emphatic lamedh intensifying 
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the pole! verb motet, which also figured in the discussion on the quad
riliteral verb in Ps lxxxviii 17. Though pole! in form because of its de
riving from a mediae waw root, mi5tet carries the meaning inherent in 
the po'el conjugation which properly expresses an aim or endeavor to 
perform an action, especially with hostile intent; cf. GK, § 55c. On post
position of verb with emphatic lamedh, see second NOTE on Ps xxv 14, 
and below on Ps cxix 128. 

17. Since he has loved cursing. Considerable debate centers about the 
Masoretic vocalization of the conjunction waw as the waw consecutive 
with five verbs in vss. 17-18. Juxta Hebraeos and many modem expositors 
prefer to point all these waws as merely conjunctive and not consecutive, 
that is, as expressing wishes in the present context. The latter view gains 
plausibility from vs. 19 where the jussive verb t•hi, "May it be," implies 
that the foregoing verbs are also jussive. The Masoretic pointing may be 
retained throughout vss. 17-19; see below on vs. 19. 

The metrical scansion has also been a source of difficulty, leading to con
siderable excision of what appear to be metrically objectionable words. 
Again, MT proves sound when read as a line of four cola (2+2//2+2), 
with a syllable count of 7:5//7:6. 

it has come to him. As a welcome guest. Compare the similar use of 
a dative suffix in watt•bo'ehU in Job xxii 21, biihem t•bi5'iit•kii tobiih, "Then 
will the Good One come to you," where tobiih is the divine title dis
cussed at Ps lxxxvi 17. For other instances of dative suffixes with bi5', 
"to come," see NOTE on xxxv 8, with bibliography. 

18. He clothed himself. Cursing became his outer fabric. The expression 
yilba'S q•/ii/iih bears on the translation of UT, 75:n:47--48, km /ps dm 
a[bh] km all dm aryh, "Like clothing was the abuse of his brothers, like 
vesture the abuse of his kinsmen," where ambivalent dm, usually rendered 
"blood," makes better sense when derived from the attested Ugaritic verb 
dmm, "to abuse" (UT, Glossary, No. 675). See first NOTE on Ps cxix 22. 

like water, like oil. Cursing also became his inner fiber. He drank curses 
like water, and imprecations healed and soothed his frame like oil. Cf. 
Job xxxiv 7, "What man is like Job? He gulps mockery like water." The 
nouns mayim and semen are collocated in UT, 'nt:IV:86-87, t/;lspn mh 
wtr/:1-r ti smm wsmn ar~, "She drew her water that she might wash with 
the dew of heaven and the oil of earth." 

19. So let him have it. Since in the psalmist's view the unprincipled 
judge is incorrigible, let him continue in his evil ways. 

which enfolds him. MT reads ya'(eh U/•meza/;I with the result that the 
syllable count of the two cola is 8: 10. By reading (with no changes of the 
consonantal text) ya'fehu /0 meza/;I, we obtain a 9:9 syllable count. Cf. Ps 
lxxi 13, which expresses a similar curse. 

the sash. Perhaps an insigne of the judicial office. 
20. Ignominy. The evidence for this meaning of zo't is reviewed in NOTE 

on Ps vii 4. 
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increase a hundredfold, Yahweh. Often deleted as contributing little to 
the verse, consonantal m't yhwh becomes instinct with meaning when vo
calized mi'etii yahweh and mi'etii parsed as precative. The denominative 
verb mi'iih, studied at Ps xxii 26, can also be identified in Ps !xvi 20 
(contrast Psalms II, ad lac.), w•J:iasdo mi'eti (MT me'itti), "And his kind
ness will I retell a hundred times." What lends conviction to this derivation 
in Ps I.xvi 20 is the emergent inclusion with vs. 13, 'a:follem l•kii n•diiriiy, 
"I shall pay to you my vows." In Ps xxii 26 mi'etikii and n•diiray 'asallem 
stand in parallelism. Metrically, five-syllable mi'etii yahweh is suspended 
between two longer cola (see next Norn), creating the pattern of the 
double-duty modifier (7:5:9) noticed in vs. 14. 

evil. Job ii 11, hiirii'ah hazzo't, "the evil, the ignominy," juxtaposes the 
two roots found in parallelism here. 

21. So come. Repainting MT 'attiih, ''you," to 'ateh, the imperative of 
'iitiih, "to come." The present Masoretic vocalization lends support to 
the note in the BH3 critical apparatus recommending deletion of the entire 
first colon w•'attiih yahweh 'adoniiy, "But you, Yahweh my Lord," but 
the proposed repainting and the scansion of the line as an 8: 4: 8 tricolon 
allow us to reject this deletion. 

a miracle for me. Nothing less than a miracle will save the psalmist from 
condemnation at the hands of an unjust judge and skillful slanderers. For 
MT 'itti, "with me," I read 'oti whose genitive suffix has a datival meaning 
(the first NoTE on Ps civ 27), and refer to a similar prayer in Ps lxxxvi 17, 
'aseh 'immi 'ot, "Work a miracle for me." In vs. 2, it has been observed, 
MT mispointed 'itti, "with me," for the rwta accusativi 'oti. 

your Name, truly good. The identical phrase .fim•kii ki {ob in Pss Iii 11 
and !iv 8 greatly facilitates the stichometric division of the final words 
in vs. 21; see the next NOTE. 

By your kindness rescue me. Attaching J:iasd•kii h~~ileni to vs. 22 to 
fonn a tricolon (7:9:8), and parsing basd•kii as an accusative of means 
preceding the imperative, much as in Pss xxxii 10, Ii 14 etc. 

22. poor and needy. Clarifies vs. 16 as to the person meant by the 
psalmist, namely himself. 

has been pierced. Repointing MT qal active and transitive /:tiilal to qal 
passive bUlal, a conjugation unknown to the Masoretes, as noted at vs. 2. 
Contrast the explanation set forth by M. Z. Kaddary, VT 13 (1963), 
486-89, who translates, "My heart trembles within me." 

23. indeed have I tapered. Reading ki nii{awti instead of MT kin•toto, 
and joining the final w (o) to the next word as part of the conjunction w. 
The reading nii{awti preserves the original third consonant -w (Arabic at
tests n{Y and ntw), as in such verbs as siilawti, "I am at ease," while the 
emphatic ki balances emphatic ki in the second colon. Cf. the phrase 
~el niifuy, "a tapering shadow." 

and am passing away. After the transfer of final w of n(Wtw to the 
next word, the verse scans into three cola with a 6:4:6 syllable count; 
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currently the line is read as a 10:6 bicolon. For the signification "to pass 
away" of hiilak, see third NOTE on Ps !viii 9 and references given there, 
as well as the standard lexicons. 

I have lost my youth. Explaining nin'arti as a denominative verb of 
na'ar, "boy, lad," and ascribing to the nipha.1 form a privative sense; cf. 
possibly Ezek xix 5, nwfzlh (read niif!Oliih), "She had lost her strength," 
and Ps xxxvii 25, "I have been young and now am grown old." 

truly I have aged. The translation of the preceding words and the 
emerging parallelistic structure ease out traditional kii' iirbeh, "like a lo
cust," which more sensibly reads ki 'erbeh, thus becoming the stylistic 
counterpart of first-colon ki niifawti, "indeed have I tapered." Balancing 
qtl verb niifawti, the yqtl form 'erbeh carries the nuance born by cognate 
rabbim, "the elders," in vs. 30. In Job xxxiii 12, this temporal nuance 
appears in LXX's rendition of yirbeh by aionios estin, "He is eternal." 

24. from fasting. While awaiting trial the psalmist has been fasting. 
well-fed. Since MT missiimen, "without oil," is scarcely viable, the re

pointing to pual participle m•summiin or a similar adjectival form modify
ing b•siiri, "my body," seems indicated. Another possible grammatical 
analysis (the sense remains the same) is suggested by Isa xvii 4, umisman 
b•siiro yeriizeh, "And the fat of his body will grow lean." Thus one might 
read ub•siiri kiifza8 mismiin, "and my fat body has grown gaunt," in which 
the verb kii/:iaS interposes in a construct chain, a poetic construction rec
ognized by Qiml;li in Hos viii 2, xiv 3, and by Blommerde in Job xvii 11, 
Northwest Semitic Grammar and Job, ad locum. 

25. Those who meet me. Often deleted, consonantal w'ny (MT wa'"ni, 
"and I") acquires a raison d'etre when vocalized w•onay, the qal participle 
of 'iiniih, "to meet," discussed at Ps Ii 5. Grammatically, w•'onay is an 
example of casus pendens that is resumed in liihem, "for them"; cf. the 
first NOTE on Ps ciii 15, and for a similar sentiment, Ps xxxi 12, "I have 
become an object of scorn even to my neighbors." 

to them. liihem refers back to the casus pendens 'onay, "those who meet 
me." Having missed the casus pendens construction, RSV must find an 
antecedent to liihem. Unable to locate one, RSV ends up with, "I am an 
object of scorn to my accusers," and we are left unenlightened as to how 
liihem, "for them," comes to denote "my accusers." 

26. save me as befits your kindness. hOSl'eni k•fzasdekii, with eight syllables, 
forms an inclusion with vs. 21, fzasd'kii h~~ileni, "By your kindness rescue 
me," while hosi'eni, "save me," looks ahead as well to link up this verse 
with vs. 31, l•hosi"', "to save." 

as befits. Proposals to alter k•fzasdekii to b•rob fzasdekii (LXX), "in 
your abounding kindness," or to k•tob l;iasdekii, "according to the goodness 
of Thy kindness" (Briggs) , disturb the present 8 : 8 syllable count and must 
consequently be declined. 

27. this hand of yours. The syntactic function of yiid•kii zo't awaits 
a satisfactory explanation, but it seems that the poet had intended to 
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make "this hand of yours" the subject of the second-colon verb. Instead, 
he broke the grammatical construction (anacolouthon) and made Yahweh 
the subject of the verb. D. N. Freedman suggests that the second-colon 
verb also serves in the first colon, where yiid•kii becomes instrumental 
"with your hand." Hence, "That they may know that with your hand 
[you did] this, / you, Yahweh, achieved it." 

you, Yahweh, have worked it. To wit, the miracle requested in vs. 21, 
•aseh 'oti, "work a miracle for me." 

28. So let them curse. The psalmist appears no longer disturbed, since 
he feels confident of divine assistance after his prayer in vss. 26-27. This 
carefully constructed line scans into four cola (2+2//2+2), each of which 
numbers six syllables. 

Let them rise up. As in Ps xxvii 12, where qiimu describes the action 
of false witnesses, precative perfect qiimu, which balances jussive y•qazelu, 
"So let them curse," relates procedure of witnesses in court. 

29. wear . . . their humiliation. The rootplay evident in yilb"5u and 
bostiim (as in Ps cxxxii 18) is of a piece with the wordplays that wryly 
characterize many biblical and Canaanite laments; see second NoTE on 
Ps Ix 5. 

their disgrace. Suffixless k•limmiih shares the suffix of its opposite number 
bostiim, "their humiliation." Had the poet furnished k•limmiih with a suffix 
(=k•limmiitiim), he would have added another syllable to the first colon, 
upsetting the present 9:9 syllable count; consult the second NOTE on vs. 19. 
Compare Isa !xi 7, bost•kem, "your humiliation," balanced by suffixless 
k•limmiih, to be rendered "your disgrace." 

30. Yahweh the Grand. An analysis of the verse's components discloses 
the chiastic A+»/ /Ji+A. pattern that is found in Ps xxii 23, which 
expresses a similar idea. If b•pl, "with my mouth" (B), and b•tok rabblm, 
"amid the aged" (Ji), pair off, then 'odeh yhwh m'd (A) should answer to 
'ahal/elenna, "will I praise him." This means that 'odeh yhwh m'd should 
consist of a verb of praise plus its direct object. Hence vocalize yahweh 
mii'ed (MT m•'od), "Yahweh the Grand," and compare the Ugaritic ad
jective mid, "great, grand." This identification clears up the difficulty be
deviling Ps xxi 2, yhwh b"ozz•kii yiSmal;z melek ubiSu'iit•kii mah yiigll 
(MT yiigel) mii'ed (MT m•'od), "O Yahweh, in your triumph the king 
rejoices, and in your victory how he exults, 0 Grand Onel" (contrast 
Psalms I, ad Joe.). See also Ps xcii 6, to be read as an 8:4:8 tricolon, 
Ps xlvi 2, and the revised translation of Ps xcvi 4, kl giidol yhwh um•hillliil 
mii'ed (MT m•'od), "For great is Yahweh and worthy of praise the 
Grand." The emergent inclusion shaped by the two vocatives yhwh and 
m'd (similar inclusions recur in Pss !viii 7 and lxxvii 14) renders this 
analysis compelling. See below on Pss cxix 96, 138, 140, cxlii 7, cxlv 3, 
and cf. Job viii 7. 

with . . . amid. The pairing of b• with b•tok can be seen in UT, 
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75:1:19-22, w?,i baln tkn btk mlbr i/Jiy where the parallelism between b and 
btk is clearer than the meaning of most of the adjacent words. 

my mouth. While his foes spew lies, the psalmist's mouth is full of 
thanks and praise. Thus pl can be said to create a contrasting inclusion 
with pl in vs. 2. 

the aged. An indication (see vs. 23) that the psalmist belonged to the 
mosiib z•qenlm, "the session of elders," mentioned in Ps cvii 32. Though 
most versions render rabblm by "the throng" or "the multitude," the 
Targum approached the correct meaning when translating J:iakamlm, "the 
sages." The close nexus between these two roots appears in UT, 51 :v:65--66, 
rbt ilm IJ:ikmt sbt dqnk ltsrk, "You are aged, 0 El, and truly wise; the 
grayness of your beard has truly instructed you," and in Job xxx.ii 9, 
lo' rabblm ye/:ikiimu uz•qfaim yiiblnu mispii!, "It is not the aged who are 
wise, nor the elders who understand what is right." Cf. also Job iv 3, 
xxvi 3; Gen xxv 23; Eccles x 6; and Dahood, UHP, p. 71; Biblica 48 
(1967), 425. It thus develops that b•tok rabbim, "amid the aged," prob
ably refers to an institution similar to Qumranic bmwsb hrbym, "in the 
session of the aged," repeatedly mentioned in the Manual of Discipline; 
cf. Col vn: 13, twk mwsb hrbym, "amid the session of the aged." 

31. he will stand. The poet is confident that Yahweh the Grand will come 
to his defense. The ancient versions divide sharply in their interpretation 
of the tense of ya'amod. Thus the LXX, Vulg., and 1 lQPs•, which reads 
perfect 'md for MT ya'amod, all took it as past tense, while Juxta Hebraeos 
understood it as referring to the future. As noticed repeatedly elsewhere, 
the time expressed by qt[ and yqtl forms must be deduced from context, 
and here the yqtl verb must refer to the future if the description of the 
poet's imminent danger in vss. 1-14, 16, and 21-26 has been correctly 
interpreted. 

at the right hand. Just as he had prayed (vs. 6) that Satan would stand 
at the right hand of the unjust judge to accuse him, the psalmist hopes 
that Yahweh will stand at his right side to defend him. 

the needy. Referring to the psalmist, 'ebyi5n creates an inclusion with 
vs. 22 where the poet likewise styles himself an 'ebyi5n. 

to save his life. [•hofia' harks back to vs. 26, "save me!" 
from his judge. In vss. 27-29, the psalmist spoke of his slanderers; here 

he refers to the judge before whom he has been called. Good sense can 
be wrested from much-canvassed miSSop•fe if it is repointed to miSSop•ti, 
whose suffix designates the third person. Stylistic considerations can account 
for the juxtaposition of two different third-person singular suffixes in miss
op•!i napso. Similar juxtaposition recurs in, say, Isa !iii 10, w•'yhwh /:iiipe~ 

dakk•'o h•J:iilli (MT heJ:i•li) '•met simii (MT 'im tiiSim) 'iiSiim napsi5, "But 
Yahweh enjoyed smiting him, piercing him; truly was his life made a sin
offering," where consonantal h/:ily parses as the hiphil infinitive construct 
of /:Ill, "to pierce," followed by the third-person singular suffix -y. The cor
rectness of this analysis receives confirmation from lQls•, wy/:illw, "and he 
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pierced him,'' showing that the Qumran scribe understood that the suffix 
should be third-person singular. The reading '•met fimii appeals to Heb. 
'•met, Phoen.-Ugar. 'mt, "truly," while fimii parses as the qal perfect pas
sive (cf. Ar. qi/a, "it was said") of .fim, "to place, make." Cf. Obad 4. For 
a full discussion of Isa !iii 10, see M. Dahood, "The Phoenician Elements 
in Isa 52:13-53:12," in the W. F. Albright Anniversary Volume (Baltimore, 
1971). 



A psalm of David. 

PSALM 110 

(ex 1-7) 

Yahweh's utterance to my lord: 
"Sit enthroned at my right hand. 

A seat have I made your foes, 
a stool for your feet." 

2 He has forged your victorious mace, 
Yahweh of Zion has hammered it. 

3 In the battle with your foes he was your Strong One, 
your Valiant on the day of your conquest. 

When the Holy One appeared he was your Comforter, 
the dawn of life for you, 
the dew of your youth. 

4 Yahweh has sworn 
and will not change his mind: 

"You are a priest of the Eternal 
according to his pact; 

His legitimate king, my lord, 
5 according to your right hand." 

He smote kings in the day of his wrath, 
6 he routed nations; 

he heaped corpses high, 
He smote heads across a vast terrain. 

7 The Bestower of Succession set him on his throne, 
the Most High Legitimate One lifted high his head. 

NOTES 

ex. A royal psalm, probably composed to celebrate a military victory. 
Its many verbal and conceptual resemblances to royal Ps ii suggest a 
tenth-century date of composition; cf. Psalms I, introductory Norn. Though 
the Hebrew text teems with difficulties, and the consequent interpretation 
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of some details remains uncertain, it should not be described as "unusually 
corrupt," an evaluation put upon it by The Oxford Annotated Bible 
the RSV, ed. by H. G. May and B. M. Metzger (Oxford, 1962). Jerome's 
Juxta Hebraeos witnesses to the same consonantal text as MT, so the 
modern textual critic must come to grips with this text; emendation of 
the consonants will no longer suffice. 

The hypothesis that the psalmist employed no vowel letters improves the 
sense in vss. 2 (rdh=riidiihu), 6 (y•danneb for MT yiidin ba-), 7 (manbll 
for MT minnabal; ysth=y•s1tehU; r's=ro'so), and the recognition of the 
third-person suffix -y in vss. 3-7 enables the critic to forgo textual 
alteration of these verses. A study of the psalm's vocabulary and style 
within the Northwest Semitic ambience brings to light new words in 
vss. I ('ad, "seat"), 2 (slb, "to forge"), 3 ('ammekii, "your Strong One"), 
7 (derek, "throne"), and figures of speech such as chiasmus and the 
balance of concrete with abstract nouns in vs. 3, and the multiple inclusions 
which bind the final vs. 7 to vs. 1. A curious feature is the frequency of 
names of parts of the body. The poet mentions "right hand" (vss. 1, 5), 
"feet" (vs. 1), "his wrath" (vs. 5, 'appo, originally "his nostril"), "routed" 
(vs. 6, the proposed reading y•danneb being derived from dnb, "tail"), 
"corpses" (vs. 6), and "head" (vss. 6-7). 

The psalm divides into two stanzas, vss. 1-3 and 4-7. D. N. Freedman 
has strikingly observed that each stanza contains 74 syllables. Thus vs. 1 
contains 24 syllables (7:4:7:6), vs. 2 is a 7:7 bicolon, and vs. 3 falls 
into a 10:8:8:10 pattern; a total over all of 74. Verse 4 is a 9:7:8 
tricolon, while vss. 5-7 run 17:19:13 or 14 (if we read ro'so), with 

·a total of 50; the sum total of the second stanza is thus 74, just matching 
strophe I. From these figures based on MT flows the conclusion that the 
text is basically intact, at least so far as meter is concerned. The new 
readings and interpretations proposed below do not alter his syllable 
count; for example, in vss. 2-3, I read riidiihu biqrab (5 syllables) for 
MT r•diih b•qereb, also 5 syllables, and in vs. 6 the proposed reading 
y•danneb goylm contains the same number of syllables as MT yiidln 
baggoylm. 

1. Yahweh's utterance. Unlike the opening of the second oracle in 
vs. 4, with its 2+2 meter, this utterance begins with the 3+2 meter. 

to my lord . .. at my right hand. The Hebrew words la'donl and llmlni 
illustrate both alliteration and assonance. 

my lord. Namely, the Israelite king who is addressed as 'adonl by 
the court prophet or poet. The Hebrew expression exemplifies Hofstil 
or polite address, equivalent to "you," and used by a subject when 
addressing a superior. Cf. I Sam xxii 12, xxv 25, xxvi 18; I Kings i 13, 17. 
1bis title recurs in vs. 5. 

Sit enthroned. The first NOTE on Ps ii 4 cites biblical and Ugaritic 
evidence for the majestic sense of imperative seb; cf. also Ps cii 13, and 
van Dijk, EPT, pp. 50--51, 66-69. 
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at my right hand. The place of honor next to the throne of the 
Supreme King. During the coronation ceremony the Israelite king was 
considered to be enthroned at the right of the invisible but nonetheless 
present Lord. Ehrlich's (Die Psalmen, p. 278) vigorous protest that from 
the Old Testament viewpoint it was wholly unthinkable, even in metaphor, 
to describe a mortal as seated on Yahweh's right, cannot be sustained 
as a result of literary discoveries revealing the source of much biblical 
imagery. Cf. UT, 51:v:108-10, t'db ksu wy!J.b lymn aliyn b'l, "A chair 
is placed and he is seated at the right hand of Victor Baal." 

A seat. Preceded by seb, "Sit enthroned," and followed by hadam, 
"stool," consonantal 'd must denote something like "throne, seat," especialiy 
since MT adverbial 'ad, "until," is grammatically difficult as recognized 
by many commentators. Ugar. 'd, "seat, throne" (fourth NoTE on Ps Ix 11 
and first Norns on Pss lxxxix 30, xciii 5, and xciv 15; C. H. W. Brekelmans 
in BO 23 [1966], 308, and L. Sabottka, Biblica 51 [1970], 225-29), sup
plies the missing vocable needed to balance h•dom, "stool." Syntactically, 
the result is excellent, because the verb sit, "make," often governs two ac
cusatives. 

Archaeological discoveries of ancient Near Eastern art amply illustrate 
this literary picture. From the palace of Sennacherib (705-681 B.c.) in 
Nineveh comes a relief showing Sennacherib, king of Assyria, sitting upon 
his throne while the spoil from the city of Lachish near Jerusalem in 
Palestine passes before him. So runs the cuneiform inscription above him. 
On the visible side of the throne twelve captives are carved in three 
registers; two registers support the throne seat, while one supports the 
arm rest. From their pointed beards and clothing, the prisoners on whom 
Sennacherib sits can be identified as the Israelites taken captive during 
the siege of Lachish ca. 700 B.C. For a reproduction of this throne, 
see James B. Pritchard, The Ancient Near East in Pictures Relating to the 
Old Testament (Princeton, 1954), p. 129, No. 371, and D. J. Wiseman, 
Illustrations from Biblical Archaeology (London, 1958), Plate 57. 

In the El Amarna Letters (ca. 1375 B.c.) one encounters affirmations like 
"Behold, I am a servant of the king my lord, and the stool of his 
feet" (141:39-40), and "I am the dust of your feet" (195:5-10). The motif 
employed by the psalmist was widespread and durable. 

have I made. Like its counterpart in vs. 7, yesuehu, with which it forms 
an inclusion, 'iislt is a yqtl form expressing past activity. This follows 
from Yahweh's command that the king sit at his right hand; there must be 
a throne to sit on--<>ne fashioned of their mutual enemies. 

your foes ... your feet. Another instance (see the second NOTE above) 
of assonance is observable in 'oyebekii and raglekii. 

a stool. Concerning h•dom, Ugar. hdm, NoTE on Ps xcix 5, and 
F. Gossmann, "Scabellum pedum tuorum," in Divinitas 11 (1967), 30-53. 
On Tutankhamen's footstool or hassock are representations of foreign 
captives, prostrate, with their hands behind their backs. 
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2. He has forged. The verb yislal:z is here ascribed to sll:z, "to forge, 
hammer," as distinct from sll:z, "to send," a distinction presented in the first 
NOTE on Ps xviii 15. In parallelism with the qtl verb riidiihU, "has hammered 
it," yqtl form yiSlal:z expresses past time. The motif of the divine forger 
of weapons is noted in Psalms I, in the first and second NOTES on Ps xviii 
35. 

By reading this line as a 3+3 bicolon, we uncover a stylistic feature 
quite common in the Book of Job, namely, the explicitation of the subject 
in the second colon. The psalmist merely states in the first colon "He has 
forged," and only in the second colon does he specify who "He" is. 
Consult the first NOTE on Ps cv 17, and below on Ps cxlvi 7. 

your victorious mace. This nuance of 'oz in the phrase matteh 'uzz•kii 
is discussed in the first NOTES on Pss xxi 2 and xxix 11, and is found 
also in Ps !xviii 36. The association of "mace" and royal "seat" recalls 
the similar parallelism in the Phoenician tenth-century Inscription of 
AJ:iiram, tl:ztsp l:ztr mJpfh thtpk ks' mlkh, "May the scepter of your govern
ance be stripped, your royal throne upset!" 

Yahweh of Zion. Explaining yhwh mi:ftiyon (cf. Pss cxxviii 5 and 
cxxxiv 3) as a construct chain of the type discussed at Ps viii 9, and at 
Ps .lxxiv 12, malke miqqedem, "the kings from the East," or reading 
yhwh-m :flyon and analyzing it as a construct chain with interposed 
enclitic mem, like Ps lix 6, '•lOhe-m :f'bii.'ot, "God of Hosts." See below 
on Ps cxxxv 21, where yhwh miHiyon balances soken y•ruSiiliiim, "the 
Resident of Jerusalem." 

An interesting occurrence of the expression 'lhy yrslm, "the God of 
Jerusalem," was found in a Hebrew inscription in a burial cave near Lachish, 
dating to about 700 B.c. The text reads, yhwh 'lhy kl h'r:f hry yhd lw l'lhy 
yrslm, "Yahweh is the God of the whole earth; the mountains of Judah 
belong to him, to the God of Jerusalem." J. Naveh, "Old Hebrew 
Inscriptions in a Burial Cave," IEJ 13 (1963), 7 4-92, finds the appellation 
"the God of Jerusalem" somewhat surprising (p. 84), but titles like "Yahweh 
of Zion" and "the Resident of Jerusalem" create an ambience in which 
this appellation appears quite normal. 

has hammered it. Repointing MT r•deh to riidiihu, a lengthened reading 
which evens the syllable count of the two 3-beat cola at seven each. 
The standard lexicons recognize the verb riidad, "to beat, hammer," but 
it seems necessary to postulate a by-form rii.diih to explain this verse 
and Isa xiv 6, rodeh bii'ap goylm m•raddep (MT murdiip; contrast Biblica 
48 [1967], 432) b•u l:zasak, "Hammering nations in his anger, pursuing 
without cessation." When attached to the second colon of vs. 2, the 
qt/ form rO.diihU becomes the counterpart of the yqtl verb yiS/al:z, "He has 
forged," and at the same time restores balance to the third and fourth 
cola of vs. 2 which also become 3-beat cola. 

3. In the battle. Repointing MT b•qereb, "in the midst of," to biqrab; 
thus the emergent parallelism of biqrab and b•yom, "on the day of," 
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actually splits a composite phrase witnessed in Ps lxxviii 9 and Zech xiv 3, 
b•yom q•rab, "on the day of battle." The first two cola of vs. 3 exhibit 
a neat example of A+B//s+A. chiasmus. The appearance of q•riib, "battle," 
in such ancient psalms as lxviii 31 and ex 3(2) raises doubts about the 
Aramaicity of q•riib, the Aramaic vocalization (if correct) notwithstanding; 
contrast Wagner, Aramiiismen, p. 103. 

your Strong One. Vocalizing pausal 'ammeka (MT 'amm•kii), the 
last word of the first colon, whose assonance with J:ielekii resembles that 
of 'oy•bekii, "your foes," and raglekii, "your feet," in vs. 1. The 
divine appellative 'ammeka derives from the root 'mm, "to be strong," 
documented at Pss xviii 28, xlvii 2, and lxii 9. 

your Valiant. Explaining n•dabot, which shares the suffix of synonymous 
'ammekii, ''your Strong One," as an abstract noun assuming a concrete 
denotation by reason of its pairing with a concrete noun; consult first 
Norn on Ps cvii 42. Or the plural form n•diibOt may be simply a plural 
of majesty comparable to the divine epithets t•hilwt yi.frii'el, "the Glory 
of Israel," in Ps xxii 4, or z•mirot yisrii'el, "the Sentinel of Israel," in 
II Sam xx.iii 1. The present attribution of the root ndb, "to be noble, 
generous, valiant," to God sustains the proposed exegesis of n•diibiih in 
Ps !iv 8. 

your conquest. For this nuance of /:lelekii, see Ps Ix 14. 
When the Holy One appeared. The phrase b•hadre qode$ is apparently 

a by-form of b•hadrat qodel, discussed at Ps xx.ix 2 and by P. R. Ackroyd 
in ITS 17 (1966), 393-96. Like abstract n•diibOt, "the Valiant," in the 
preceding colon, and Jewish Aramaic qudSii, also used of God, abstract 
qodes here designates Yahweh. On Ugar. qds, an appellation of the 
goddess Asherah, see Albright, YGC, pp. 121-22. 

It would seem that Yahweh appeared to the king the night before the 
crucial battle. 

your Comforter. Adopting the suggestion of D. N. Freedman, who 
repaints MT mere/:lem to m•raJ:iem, a divine title occurring in Ps cxvi 5. 
Its suffix would be forthcoming from 'amm•kii, ''your Strong One." 

the dawn of life. Disputed MT mis/:lar yields a measure of sense when 
compared with Lam iv 8, J:iasak m'S/:lwr to'0 riim, "The freshness of their 
beauty has dimmed," and when the present collocation of miJ/:lar and 
yaldutekii, "your youth," is set alongside Eccles xi 10, hayyaldut 
w•hassa/:larut, ''youth and the dawn of life" (RSV). It may be relevant 
to direct attention to Isa xi 28-31, verses which describe the freshness 
of the Eternal's (occurring in vs. 4) youth, which he bestows on those 
who invoke him. 

4. Yahweh has sworn. Balancing vs. 1, n•'um yhwh, the formula nisba' 
yhwh begins the second stanza. 

Yahweh ... the Eternal. Placing yhwh in the first colon and 'oliim in 
the third, the psalmist effects the poetic figure known as the breakup of 
divine composite names, so clearly illustrated by Ugaritic examples cited 
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in Psalms /, p. xxxv, and UT, § 8.61. Cf. also Ps xx.xi 2 (=lxxi 1), 
where the same composite divine name is separated into its components. 

You are a priest. Here begins the second oracle pronounced by the 
court poet or prophet. 

a priest. The new king, like all early Israelite kings, enjoyed the 
privileges of a priest; II Sam viii 18; I Kings iii 4. The frequency of the 
term khn in Ugaritic lists of religious classes confutes the last-century 
view of J. Wellhausen that Heb. kiihen is derived from Ar. kiihin, "seer, 
diviner," an opinion uncritically accepted by many scholars and still found 
in some recent manuals of biblical theology. 

of the Eternal. Parsing /•'oliim into the lamedh of property or ownership, 
noticed in vs. 3, and the divine appellation studied at Pss xxiv 6, 7 and 
Ixxv 10. The most relevant text employing the lamedh of property occurs 
in Gen xiv 18, "Melchizedek king of Salem brought bread and wine; 
since he was kohen /•'el 'elyon, a priest of El Elyon." In Gen xxi 33, 
however, El Elyon is called 'el 'oliim, "El the Eternal." The case does not 
rest here. The traditional rendering, "You are a priest for ever after the 
order of Melchizedek," creates problems of interpretation that have proved 
insoluble. As J. A. Fitzmyer has pointed out in CBQ 25 ( 1963), 317, 
nothing in Genesis indicates that Melchizedek will remain a priest forever. 
But to account for l"'oliim in Ps ex, Fitzmyer labels the phrase a midrashic 
element introduced into the psalm; our translation, however, eliminates 
the necessity of appealing to later interpretive insertions-always a risky 
procedure. 

according to his pact. The present state of knowledge concerning this 
colon was summarized by Fitzmyer, CBQ 25 (1963), 308, with his remark 
"whatever the puzzling Hebrew phrase 'al dibriitl malki-~edeq means." 
A step toward clarity is taken when the ending of dibriitl is isolated as 
the third-person singular suffix -y, whose antecedent is the Eternal, and 
the substantive given the nuance of diibiir, "pact," in Ps cv 8, 42; Deut ix 5, 
etc. Eccles viii 2-3 juxtaposes two roots that are also collocated in our 
verse: pl melek s•mor 'al (MT w•'al) dibrat s•bU'at '•lahlm 'al tibbahel, 
"Observe the command of the king according to the pact; with an oath 
to God be not hasty." 

His legitimate king. Parsing malkl ~edeq as a construct chain with the 
third-person singular suffix -y interposed; cf. the seventh NOTE on Ps cii 24. 
It is significant that cognate Ps ii 6 also employs this suffix in malki: 
"But I have been anointed his king (malki) ." For the meaning of ~edeq, 
"legitimate," see the first NOTE on Ps Ii 21; E. A. Speiser, Genesis 
(AB, vol. 1), the first Norn on Gen xiv 18, and Robert Houston Smith in 
ZAW 77 (1965), 145, n. 36, who acutely asks if the name "Melchizedek" 
might not yield to analysis as something other than a proper name. Smith 
also cites a footnote of W. F. Albright in Annual of the American 
Schools of Oriental Research 6 (1924-25), 63, n. 172, in which Albright 
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expresses the opinion that malki ~edeq could be interpreted as "Legitimate 
King." 

By his covenant the Suzerain Yahweh has named his vassal, the Israelite 
King, the legitimate ruler of Israel. 

my lord. Revocalizing MT 'adoniiy as 'adoni, the term designating the 
human king in vs. 1. Structurally, 'adoni corresponds to 'attiih, "you," so 
that the following parallel elements stand forth in a chiastic pattern: 
You 11 my lord; priest of the Eternal 11 His legitimate king; according to 
his pact 11 according to your right hand. 

5. according to your right hand. As pointed out by D. N. Freedman, 
'al y•min•kii, commonly rendered "at your right hand," describes the 
gesture by which the king ratified the divine pact; cf. Isa !xii 8, nisba' 
yhwh bimino, "Yahweh swore by his right hand," and Ps cxliv 11. 

He smote kings. The subject of miil;za.r, an ancient Canaanite verb, 
as observed by Patton, CPBP, and by H. Jefferson, JBL 73 (1954), 154, 
is Yahweh. The psalmist resumes the motif of the discomfiture of the 
Israelite king's enemies depicted in vss. lc-4. The chiastic arrangement of 
these four cola might be noted, with miil;za.r serving as the verb of the 
first and fourth cola. The syllable count of these cola is 9:5:5:8. 

in the day of his wrath. A literal rendition of b•yom 'appo, which 
might also be translated "when he raged," in order to show identity of 
phrase in vs. 3. 

6. he routed nations. MT yiidin baggoyim, "He judges among nations," 
being contextually difficult and the construction yiidin b• elsewhere un
exampled, I propose reading y•danneb goyim, with y•danneb the Canaanite 
(cf. Ugar. d.nb, "tail") form of y•zanneb. Literally "to 'de-tail,' attack the 
rear," this verb occurs in the military contexts of Deut xxv 18 and Josh x 
19 signifying "to rout, discomfit." The number of biblical roots in which 
etymological cj_ did not become z (cf. PNWSP, p. 31; Biblica 45 [1964], 
403) continues to grow. Identified as dialectal for yizkii'il, "to be pure," 
in Job xxii 9, yidkii'il, for example, can now be isolated in Job iv 19, "How 
then can those who dwell in clay houses, whose foundations are in the 
dust be pure before their Maker (yidkii'il milp•ne 'osiim)?" On de'iih= 
ze'iih, "sweat," in Isa !iii 10, see HALAT, p. 220a. 

This etymology accords with the Ugaritic-Hebrew penchant for coining 
verbs from names of members of the body (Psalms II, Index of Subjects, 
s.v.) and with the frequent mention of same in this brief poem. The verse 
scans as a 2+2+3 tricolon with a 5:5:8 syllable count. 

he heaped . . . high. MT qal miile' should perhaps be pointed as 
pie! mille', a qt/ verb matching yqtl from y•danneb, a verbal sequence 
characteristic of Ugaritic poetry. For this meaning of mi/le', consult the 
standard lexicons and D. Winton Thomas in Journal of Jewish Studies 
3 (1952), 47-52, and for a similar description, Ezek xxxii 5, "I will strew 
your flesh upon your mountains, ilmille'ti hagg•'iyyot (MT hagge'iiyot, 
"the valleys") riimiltekii, and will heap your corpses upon your heights." 
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heads. The second NoTE on Ps !xviii 22 cites the Ugaritic and biblical 
use of ro's with a collective meaning. See .likewise UHP, p. 37, which 
observes that conversance with Ugaritic practice would have forestalled 
J. de Savignac's description (Oudtestamentische Studien 9 [1952], 132) of 
ro's as being strangely employed here. 

7. The Bestower of Succession. To elicit a measure of sense from 
this baffling line, traditionally rendered, "He shall drink of the brook in the 
way; therefore shall he lift up the head" ( KJ) , the critic must prescind 
from the Masoretic vowels in the first colon while preserving the con
sonants. Proposed vocalization: manl;tll badderek y•sitehu (MT minnal;tal 
badderek yisteh). 

The divine appellative manl;tll, "The Bestower of Succession," creates an 
inclusion with Yahweh in vs. 1 who commands the king to be enthroned. 
Of course, a number of texts make Yahweh the subject of the verb 
niil;tal in the hiphil conjugation, so that the attribution of the hiphil participle 
manl;tll to God falls in with biblical usage. 

set him. The repainting of MT yisteh to yesitehU (an original with 
purely consonantal ysth lends itself to such ambiguity; see vs. 2 riidiihU for 
MT r•deh) uncovers the second inclusion with vs. 1, namely, with 'afit, 
"will I set." In vs. 1 the poet employs court style when addressing his 
king in the third person; he reverts to the third-person address which 
contrasts with the direct second-person address of the two intervening 
oracles. 

his throne. With derek sharing the suffix of y•sitehu, "set him." As Aist
leitner, WuS, No. 792, pp. 82-83, has rightly seen, Ugar. drkt signifies 
"throne" in UT, 127:37-38, rd lmlk amlk ldrktk atbnn, "Descend from 
your royal seat that I may reign, from your throne that I may sit thereon"; 
see also third NOTE on Ps i 1 for other nuances of this root, and Anton 
Jirku, Kanaaniiische Mythen und Epen aus Ras Schamra-Ugarit (Giltersloh, 
1962), p. 113, who renders drktk by Herrschersitz, "the ruler's seat." 

This translation of derek uncovers the third inclusion with vs. 1, 'ad, 
"a seat," and recalls the association of 'd, "seat," and drkt, "authority," 
in UT, 127:22-24, y[b krt l'dh y[b lksi mlk lnbt lk/;tl drkt, "Kirta sits 
upon his seat, he sits upon his royal throne, upon the peaceful bench of 
his authority." Thus the reinterpretation of the thiee words of this colon 
splices three new bonds with vs. 1. 

the Most High Legitimate One. The identification of the divine title 
manl;t'il suggests that prosaic 'al ken, "therefore," conceals the homonym 
studied at Ps cxix 104. There, by reason of context, ken is translated 
"Honest One," but here the context desiderates rather the Akkadian sense 
of kenu, "legitimate." 

lifted high. Namely, he made the king triumphant over his adversaries. 
The phrase ytir'im ro'so evokes Ps iii 4, mer'im ro'si in a partially similar 
context: "But you, 0 Yahweh, are my Suzerain as long as I live, my 
Glorious One who lifts high my head." 
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his head. MT ro's appears highly improbable because in its reading 
(yafim ro's) two accents fall on two successive syllables. Hence vocalize 
ro'so; in scriptio defectiva both ro's, "head," and ro'so, "his head," 
would be written simply r's as Phoenician specialists know only too well 
from the much-disputed Kilamuwa Inscription, lines 15-16, my ysl;it hspr 
z ysl;it r's b'l, "Whosoever shall smash this inscription, may Baal smash his 
head." Defectively written r's is almost certainly to be vocalized ro'so 
precisely as in the psalm. The Syriac and two Hebrew manuscripts also 
read ro'so. 

In vs. 1, Yahweh promises to abase the king's enemies, making them 
the stool for the king's feet. Here, in sharp contrast to the prostrate 
foes, the Israelite king is pictured with head lifted high in triumph. 



Praise Yahl 

PSALM 111 

(cxi 1-10) 

I will thank Yahweh 
with all my heart, 

In the council of the upright and the assembly. 
2 Great are the works of Yahweh, 

to be pondered by all who enjoy them. 
3 Splendor and majesty are his work, 

and his generosity endures for ever. 
4 A memorial he made by his wonders, 

the Compassionate and Merciful Yahweh. 
5 Nourishment he gave to those who fear him, 

he remembered his covenant of old. 
6 His power by his works 

he manifested to his people, 
By giving to them 

the patrimony of nations. 
7 The works of his hands 

are truth and justice, 
Trustworthy are all his precepts, 

8 Supported by everlasting and by eternity, 
made of truth and uprightness. 

9 Ransom he sent to his people, 
he imposed his covenant for ever; 

Holy and awesome is his Name. 
10 The beginning of wisdom 

is the fear of Yahweh; 
The understanding of the Good One 

belongs to all those who acquire it. 
May his praise endure for ever! 
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NOTES 

cxi. A hymn of praise to Yahweh for his great works in nature 
and in history. Verses 2-9 are a compact version of the traditional 
recitals (cf. Pss !xx viii, cv, cvi, cxxxvi), with references to the Exodus, 
Sinai, and the Conquest of Canaan. 

The psalmist has effectively employed the acrostic pattern, beginning 
every line with a successive letter of the Hebrew alphabet; see Psalms I, 
introductory NoTE. to Ps ix. Such a pattern naturally requires some in
version of word order. The present translation tries to reproduce, as 
nearly as possible, the word order dictated by the acrostic scheme. 

A stylistic trait which might be singled out is the use of the passive 
participle (vss. 2, 7, 8) followed by a preposition, a construction which 
has baffled many translators and has caused divergencies in translation. 

Though contents and style do not permit the dating of this psalm 
with any precision, they are sufficiently similar to those of Ps cxii to 
justify the conclusion that both psalms proceed from the same stylus or 
pen. 

1. with all my heart. Usually read as a one-colon line with three beats, 
this line scans better as a 2+2 bicolon with four syllables in each colon; 
cf. vss. 6, 7, 10. This scansion naturally rules out Ehrlich's (Die Psalmen, 
p. 281) emendation of tebiib, "my heart," to monosy!Jabic leb. Being 
the name of a part of the body, lebiib needs no suffix; consult Psalms II, 
Index of Subjects, s.v., and compare UT, 1 Aqht:34, tbky pgt bm lb, 
"Pughat wept from her heart." 

2. the works of Yahweh. Sometimes interpreted as God's acts on behalf 
of his people, the phrase ma'a.fe yhwh might also refer to the works of 
creation and providence. The mention of "majesty and splendor" in the 
next verse echoes Ps civ 1, a hymn celebrating Yahweh the Creator. 

to be pondered. d•riisim is the first of four passive participles employed 
by this psalmist. The works of nature are to be contemplated and respected; 
cf. Ps xvii 4, "My mouth has not transgressed against the works of your 
hands." 

by all. Some versions and commentators (e.g., LXX, Gunkel) experienced 
difficulty with the prepositional phrase Jckol, but following a passive 
participle, Jc naturally parses (also in vs. 8) as the lamedh of agency. 
See BDB, p. 514a, and compare Isa !vi 7c, ki beti bet t•pi/Iah yiqqiire' 
l"kol hii'ammim, "Because my house will be called by all peoples [RSV, 
'for all peoples'] a house of prayer," and Isa !iii 8, mippefo' 'ammi nagua• 
(MT nega') liimo, "Because of the rebellion of his people he was struck 
by him." 

who enjoy them. Repainting MT l;iep!fehem, "their delights," to adjectival 
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1;tape~ehem. From the Masoretic vocalization it is evident that the Masoretes 
did not construe f• of l•kol as the lamedh introducing the agent. Other 
texts with /:iiipe~ followed by the accusative include Ps !xviii 31; Isa !viii 
2; Eccles viii 3. It is also possible that MT l;iep~ehem is merely a contraction 
of J:iape~ehem, rather than a different word. 

3. Splendor and majesty. He who contemplates nature sees the splendor 
and glory of God manifested in his works. 

his generosity. The catalogue of divine benefactions in the following 
verses suggests that this is the meaning of ~idqiito (NoTE on Ps xxiv 5 and 
NoTEs on Ps xxxvi 7, 11) rather than "his righteousness" (RSV). 

4. A memorial. The psalmist probably has in mind the Feast of the 
Passover as the occasion when the tradition of the deliverance from 
Egypt, to which the following verses allude, was especially commemorated. 

by his wonders. Interpreting the lamedh of l•nipl•'otiiyw as expressing 
means, i.e., "by means of his wonders." Contrast RSV, "He has caused his 
wonderful works to be remembered," which is difficult to justify gram
matically. By his miracles on behalf of his people in Egypt, God created 
the feast when these miracles were recalled and rehearsed. Note the use of 
nipl"'Otay, "my wonders," in Exod iii 20. 

the Compassionate and Merciful Yahweh. Usually construed as an in
dependent nominal sentence-"the Lord is gracious and merciful" (RSV)
l:zannun w•ral:zum yhwh may also be taken as the subject of the first
colon verb 'iisiih, precisely as in Ps cxii 4. Which is to say that the verse 
is read as an example of enjambment (as in vs. 6a) with the explicitation 
of the subject (see the first NoTE on Ps cv 17) in the second colon. 

5. Nourishment. The need for a word beginning with the letter feth 
helps explain the choice of (erep, "prey," but also "food, nourishment" 
in Mal iii 10; Prov xxxi 15. 

he gave. The perfect form niitan refers to a past event (not "he gives" 
with RSV), which some scholars correctly identify with the miraculous 
feeding of the Israelites in the wilderness as handed down in the tradition 
of salvation history. 

he remembered. With the yqtl verb yizkor//natan expressing past history. 
his covenant. The covenant which God made with the patriarchs, which 

forms the theological foundation of the Exodus event. 
of old. Literally "from eternity," when l• in l•'oliim is understood as 

"from"; see second NOTE on Ps xxix 10. Thus in the clause yizkor l•'oliim 
b•rito, l•'oliim modifies b•rito, "his covenant," much like Ps cvi 45, 
wayyizkor liihem b•rito, "He remembered his covenant with them," wherein 
liihem modifies b•rito, "his covenant," rather than wayyizkor, "He remem
bered." 

6. His power. Suffix.less koa!:z shares the third-person suffix of ma'a.Myw, 
"his works," and 'ammo, "his people." 

by his works. The hapax legomenon phrase koaf:z ma'a§ayw has hitherto 
(at least when it has not been emended, as, e.g., by Briggs) been construed 
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as a construct chain, "the power of his works," but equally viable syn
tactically is the analysis of koal:z as the direct object of higgid, "he mani
fested," with ma'a.fiiyw the accusative of means. Cf. vs. 4 for a similar 
idea. These divine works include the events of the early period of the 
nation's history, especially the Conquest of Canaan. 

By giving. Parsing liitet as a circumstantial infinitive modifying the 
main verb higgid, "he manifested." Gunkel, in Einleitung in die Psalmen 
(Gottingen, 1933), p. 53, sees a sign of lateness in this usage, but the 
presence of the same construction in the eighth-century Phoenician In
scription of Karatepe makes serious inroads into his conclusion. Cf. 
m:2-6, wbrk b'l krntrys 'yt 'ztwd J:iym wslm w'z 'dr 'I kl mlk ltty b'l 
krntrys wkl 'In qrt l'ztwd 'rk ymm wrb 'int, "May Baal-KRNTRYS 
bless Azitawadda with life, prosperity, and mighty power over every king, 
by Baal-KRNTRYS and alJ the gods of the city giving to him, namely 
Azitawadda, length of days, numerous years." Phoen. ltty, like biblical 
latet, is a circumstantial infinitive. 

7. his precepts. The laws of the Pentateucha\ Codes. 
8. Supported. A literal rendition of the qal passive participle s•mukim. 
by everlasting and by eternity. Parsing the two lamedhs of lii'ad and 

/•'oliim as expressing agency (see vs. 2), and identifying 'ad and 'i5/iim 
with two demythologized figures. 

of truth. The grammatical function of the preposition be in be'•met 
is to express the material out of which something is made. Compare 
Exod xxxviii 8; Ezek vii 20; I Kings xv 22, and the related usage in UT, 
1122:2, ~pyt bbr~, "plated with gold." The recognition of this usage requires 
a modification of the traditional version of Job iv 19, 'aser be'iipiir 
y•sodiim, "whose foundation is in the dust" (RSV). Better: "whose founda
tion is of dust." 

and uprightness. MT reads w•yasiir, literally "and the upright man," 
but in tandem with abstract '•met, "truth," concrete yii'Siir takes on an 
abstract meaning. Numerous instances of the poetic transition from abstract 
to concrete have been noticed throughout the Psalter; this is one of the 
few instances where the semantic movement is in the opposite direction. 
Not a few commentators seek to avoid the problem by repointing yii'Siir 
to abstract yi5ser, "uprightness," but Judg ix 16, be'•met ub•tiimim, where 
LXX renders the adjective tiimim as an abstract noun, "with truth and up
rightness," counsels the would-be repointer to stay his hand here. 

The four poetically personified attributes "everlasting, eternity, truth, 
uprightness" find their closest counterpart in Ps Ixxxix 15, "Justice and 
right are the foundation of your throne, I love and truth stand before you." 

9. Ransom . . . covenant. In this verse the psalmist sums up the 
thoughts of the hymn, alluding once more to the Exodus from Egypt 
(vs. 4) and to the covenant at Sinai. 

Holy and awesome is his Name. The psalmist speaks in one and the 
same verse of God's generosity in ransoming his people and of the 
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terrifying nature of his Name, much as the poet addresses El the Forgiver 
who dealt severely with his people in Ps xcix 8 (third NoTE ad Joe.). 

10. The beginning of wisdom ... who acquire it. The chiastic arrange
ment of the first four cola in the verse should be noticed. 

The understanding of the Good One. Traditionally translated "a good 
understanding," sekel fob may also be analyzed as a construct chain, 
whose genitive fob would be the divine appellation discussed in the 
second NOTE on Ps civ 28. A similar construct chain can be identified 
in Prov xiii 15, sekel fob yitten /:!en wcderek bog•dim 'yt nekel (MT 
'ey tiin kol) , "The understanding of a good man breeds charm I But the 
conduct of the faithless, craftiness." For details, see Biblica 49 (1968), 
363-64. 

Of course, the construct chain sekel {ob, "The understanding of the 
Good One," in which {ob is an objective genitive, makes an excellent 
chiastic parallel to the construct chain yir'at yhwh, "the fear of Yahweh," 
where yhwh is also an objective genitive. From this analysis likewise 
emerges the composite divine name yhwh {ob, "Yahweh the Good One," 
whose components are separated and placed in successive cola. In a hymn 
praising Yahweh's generosity (vs. 3) and mercy (vs. 4), such a title brings 
the poem to a fitting conclusion. 

who acquire it. Namely, wisdom. Critics have been hard pressed to 
locate the antecedents of the putative masculine suffix in MT 'osehem. 
The opinion that one must seek its antecedents in vs. 7, "his precepts," 
has not been widely endorsed. The proposal to make feminine J:iokmiih, 
"wisdom," and yir'at, "fear," the antecedents of masculine -hem, though 
not grammatically objectionable since there are some clear instances of 
suffixal gender discord (GK, § 135), creates an exegetical problem and 
slights the chiastic pattern which apparently connects /:lokmiih, "wisdom," 
with the suffix of consonantal 'fyhm. Hence vocalize the latter 'osehii-m, 
with mem enclitic attached to the feminine singular suffix -hii, a Ugaritic
Hebrew phenomenon documented at Ps !xviii 24. LXX, Juxta Hebraeos, 
and Syr. all read a feminine singular suffix 'ofohii. The nuance "acquire" 
of 'iisiih is documented in BDB, p. 795a, and in the fourth NoTE on Ps 
civ 13. 

From the didactic or Wisdom ending of the hymn Gunkel (Die Psalmen, 
p. 488) concludes a late date of composition, but this inference may no 
longer be valid because of the healthy tendency in recent years to push 
back the beginnings of the Wisdom tradition in Israel to the early 
centuries of Israel's settlement in Canaan. 

May his praise endure. Forming an inclusion with the summons in vs. 
1, ha/c/u yiih, "Praise Yah!", t•hil/iito 'omedet is more logically interpreted 
as a prayer rather than as the assertion "His praise endures for ever!" 
(RSV). In other words, 'omedet parses as a precative participle, exactly 
like Ps cxv 15, b•rukim 'attem layhwh, "May you be blessed by Yahweh." 
See also Ps cxix 21. 
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PSALM 112 

(cxii 1-10) 

How happy the man 
who fears Yahweh, 

Wbo greatly delights in his commands. 
2 Numerous in the land 

shall be his seed; 
The abode of the upright shall be blessed. 

3 Wealth and riches are in his house, 
and his generosity endures for ever. 

4 In the Darkness will dawn 
the Sun for the upright, 

The Merciful and Compassionate and Just One! 
S The good man is generous, open-handed in lending, 

he conducts his affairs with justice. 
6 For never shall he stumble; 

in eternal memory 
shall be the just man. 

7 Of an evil report 
he has no fear; 

Firm his heart, 
he trusts in Yahweh. 

8 Steadfast his heart, 
he fears not; 

Perpetually happy, 
he rejoices over his adversaries. 

9 He gives lavishly to the needy, 
his generosity endures for ever, 
his head will be raised in glory. 

10 The wicked looks with envy and is vexed, 
gnashes his teeth and pines away; 

The lodging of the wicked shall perish. 
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NOTES 

cxii. A Wisdom psalm so closely related in its alphabetical or acrostic 
structure and diction to the preceding psalm that modem scholars find 
themselves in rare agreement when crediting both poems to the same psalm
ist. Here, however, the poet ascribes to the just man some of the attributes 
he assigned to Yahweh in Ps cxi. What was a hymn now becomes a 
Wisdom psalm, similar in content to Ps i, aflirming in Wisdom style the 
contrasting destinies of the godly and the wicked. Ps cxii is, though, more 
concerned with the rewards of virtue (vss. 1-9), which include a blessed 
afterlife (vs. 4) as in Psi 5 (second NoTE ad loc.), than with the punish
ment of ungodliness (vs. 10). 

2. Numerous. This nuance of the root gbr is considered at Ps lxv 4; 
see also the remarks of Speiser, Genesis, ad loc., on synonymous '1'4um, 
"powerful," but in Gen xviii 18, "populous." 

in the land. Proposals to delete bii'iire~ founder upon the observation 
that vss. 2-3 are a neat example of syllabic chiasmus; the 5 :4//7 syllable 
count of vs. 2 balances the 7 //9 count of vs. 3. Consult the second NOTE 
on Ps. civ 28. 

The abode of the upright. dor y•siirim forms an inclusion of contrast 
with vs. 10, ta'"wat r0sii'im, "the lodging of the wicked." Traditionally 
rendered "generation," dor bears rather the Canaanite sense of "family, 
assembly," examined at Ps xiv 5. In the Ugaritic place name dr khnm, 
"Abode of Priests," dr possesses a meaning similar to Ar. dayr, "monastery." 

4. Jn the Darkness. This name of the nether world is documented at 
Ps xxxv 6; cf. further Ps cxxxix 11-12. At death the upright will pass 
to the infernal regions, but they will not remain in the Darkness because 
Yahweh, the Sun of Justice, will come to deliver them. In addition to 
prosperity and numerous progeny in this life, the virtuous will enjoy happi
ness with Yahweh in the life to come. This sentiment accords with the 
thought of Ps i 3, another text affirming immortality for those who ob
serve the Torah. Failure to recognize that J:iofok, - "Darkness," refers to 
the next life helps to explain the commentary of Briggs (CECBP, II, 
p. 386) on this phrase: "The gloss 'in darkness' was introduced through a 
similar mistake, at the expense of the measure; for the context would 
make it altogether inappropriate to the man who is the theme of the 
Psalm." 

will dawn. Compare the prayer from the Requiem Mass, et lux perpetua 
luceat eis, "And may perpetual light shine upon them." 

the Sun •.. lust One. A probable allusion to tihe motif attested in 
Mal iii 20 (iv 2 RSV), and Isa Ii 6 w•~idqiiti lo' tef:iiit, "But my justice 
shall not set." That 'or, literally "light," may specifically denote the light par 
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excellence has been noted as Pss xxxvii 6 and civ 2, but attention must 
be directed to Ps cxxxix 11 and Job xx.iv 13, where 'or, "Sun," designates 
Yahweh. In the Johan text, lbn Ezra and others likewise understood light 
to refer to God as the light of the world. 

The Merciful and Compassionate and Just One. These divine appellations 
(see Ps cxi 4) stand grammatically in apposition with 'or, "the Sun." 

and Just One. The annotations to Pss xi 3, xxxi 19, lxxv 11 comment 
on the divine title ~addiq. Some critics would delete, with the Syriac, the 
conjunction w• of w•~addiq and make "the just one" refer to the godly 
man praised by the psalm, but this deletion entails the deletion of either 
J:iosek, "Darkness," or 'or, "Sun," in the first half of the verse. 

5. The good man is generous. Critics widely recognize that MT fob 'IS 
can scarcely be parsed in the present context, and rightly label as ungram
matical the translation "a good man" found in KJ and other versions. If, 
however, one repaints 'is to 'as, the participle or third-person singular of 
'ws, "to donate," discussed at Ps cv 32, the colon becomes grammatically 
unexceptionable. Thus the three words predicated of the good man
' iis J:ionen umalweh, "is generous, merciful, and obliging"--correspond to 
the three adjectives predicated of Yahweh in vs. 4b, namely, J:iannun 
wcra/:lum w•~addiq, "The Merciful and Compassionate and Just One." From 
this analysis also emerges the chiastic arrangement of vss. 4-5. It might 
further be noted that in Ps xxxvii 21, loweh and J:ionen are radically 
identical with J:ionen and malweh, "merciful and obliging," while noten, 
"who gives," in Ps xxxvii 21 is synonymous with 'iis "is generous." Cf. the 
synonymy of these two words in Ps cv 32, and the Masoretic confusion 
between 'IS, "man," and 'oso, "his gift," in Job xii 10, as proposed in 
Biblica 47 (1966), 107-8. 

6. he stumble. With its translation of the first colon, "For the righteous 
will never be moved," the RSV obliterates the literary figure which has 
been termed at Ps cv 3, 6, 17 the explicitation of the subject in the second 
colon. The Hebrew poet places last the subject of the line, ~addiq, "the 
just man," but RSV ill-advisedly brings it to the head of the sentence. 

the just man. When placing ~addiq, "the just man," at the end of the 
verse, the psalmist employs the poetic figure of rendering explicit in the 
final colon what a prose writer would have made explicit in the first colon. 
See the discussion in the first NOTE on Ps cv 17. At the same time 
he realizes an inclusion between vs. 5 fob, "the good man," and ~addiq, 
"the just man." 

7. Of an evil report. Unlike the characters who in Ugaritic and biblical 
literature are pictured as breaking out into sweat at the sight of an oncom
ing messenger, a motif documented at Pss xlvi 7 and Ix 4. 

he trusts. MT biifuaJ:i can be parsed either as the qal passive participle, 
or, with LXX, as the qal infinitive absolute with the Phoenician pronunci
ation (Heb. o becomes u in Phoenician), a phenomenon examined in the 
second NOTE on Ps ciii 14. Compare Isa xxvi 3 where critics generally 
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repoint biiruaJ:i to baroaJ:i since an infinitive absolute is manifestly desired; 
an appeal to Phoenician pronunciation renders vocalic alteration unneces
sary. 

8. Perpetually happy. MT 'ad 'aser and the traditional interpretation 
of the second and third cola, "He will not be afraid, until he sees his 
desire on his adversaries" (RSV), is logically unsatisfactory. Hence the 
proposed reading 'od 'iiser, "Perpetually happy," with consonantal 'd under
stood as defective spelling for 'od (see Ps iii 4 and Job i 18), and 'iiser 
as an adjective found in the tribal name Asher and in Ps x 6, /edor 
wiidor 'user, "forever happy." See below on Ps cxix 48. Thus 'od 'user, 
"Perpetually happy," nicely balances siimuk libbi5, "Steadfast his heart." 

he rejoices over. As noted at Ps cvi 5, yir'eh b• is an idiom to be 
rendered according to the needs of context; cf. Ps !ix 11, "God . . . will 
let me gloat over my defamers." The wordplay on ylrii', "he fears (not)," 
and yir'eh, is one of the commonest puns in biblical poetry; cf., for example, 
Pss Iii 8, !xiv 5-6, cii 16-17, cxviii 6-7, cxix 74; Job xxxvii 24. 

9. He gives lavishly. Literally "he scatters, he gives," Heb. pizzar niitan 
is an instance of hendiadys, with two verbs expressing one idea. Predicated 
of the good man here, pizzar and niitan describe the generosity of God 
in Ps cxlvii 16. Since in this poem the psalmist transfers to the godly man 
attributes he ascribed to Yahweh in the preceding psalm, the apparatus 
of BH3 would do well to exorcise the suspicion that niitan is a gloss, 
especially in view of Ps cxlvii 16, where these two verbs stand in parallelism. 

his head. Literally "his horn." 
10. looks with envy. The first Norn on Ps xlix 17 cites the evidence 

for this nuance of yir'eh, which most versions render simply "sees." 
The lodging. The current dissatisfaction (cf. BH3 apparatus) with ta'awat, 

"desire," is registered by the frequent emendation to tiqwat, "hope," but 
the apparent contrast between vs. 2, dor y•siirlm, "the abode of the up
right," and ta'awat r•sii'lm suggests a definition of ta'"wat consonant with 
"abode." In VT 2 (1952), 113, the late Joseph Reider, on the basis of 
Ar. 'awii, "to lodge, take shelter in," proposed to translate Gen xlix 26 
ta'awat g"ba'ot 'oliim, "the abode of the everlasting hills" instead of "the 
desire of the everlasting hills." He also sought to identify this root in 
Num xxiv 7, 10, correctly it would appear. With our phrase ta'awat r•sii'lm 
to'bed might be compared Ps i 6, w•derek r•sii'lm to'bed, "While the 
assembly of the wicked shall perish." 



Praise Yahl 

PSALM 113 

(cxiii 1-9) 

Praise the works of Yahweh, 
praise the name of Yahweh. 

2 May the name of Yahweh be blessed 
from now unto eternity; 

3 From the rising of the sun to its setting, 
praised be the name of Yahweh. 

4 High above all nations is Yahweh, 
above the heavens his glory. 

s Who is like Yahweh our God, 
the One who is enthroned on high, 

6 The One who stoops to look 
from heaven to earth? 

7 He lifts up the poor from the dust, 
from the dunghill he raises the needy 

8 To seat him with princes, 
yes, with the princes of his people. 

9 He founds a family for the sterile, 
a happy mother of children. 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

cxiii. A hymn celebrating the Lord as helper of the lowly. With this 
hymn began the Halle! or Hymn of Praise (Pss cxiii-cxviii), sometimes 
called "the Egyptian Halle!'' to distinguish it from "the Great Halle!'' 
(Pss cxx-cxxxvi) and from another "Halle!'' in Pss cxlvi-cl. At the Passover, 
Pss cxiii-cxiv are sung before the meal, cxv-cxviii afterwards. 

This poem is characterized by genitive case endings (vss. 5, 6, 7, 9), 
third-person suffix -y (vs. 8), and meaningful chiasmus (vss. 2-3, 9). It 
divides into three stanzas, namely, vss. 1-3, 4-6, and 7-9. 
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1. the works of Yahweh. In the phrase hai"lu 'abde yhwh, which recurs 
in Ps cxxxv 1, 'abde yhwh, "the servants of Yahweh," does not readily 
parse (hence the ancient versions simply read 'abadim, "the servants," in 
the absolute rather than construct form). Moreover, Ps cxxxiv 1, kol 
'abde yhwh, "all the servants of Yahweh," does not lend itself to easy 
analysis. The meaning and grammar of all three texts becomes clear when 
MT 'abde is repointed 'abiide, "the works of," a noun instanced in Eccles 
ix 1, "The just and the wise and their works ('abiidehem) are from the 
hand of God." See the discussion at Ps cxxxv 1. 

2. name of Yahweh 3. name of Yahweh. The identification of the 
chiastic arrangement bears on the interpretation of the first colon in vs. 
3; see the next NOTE. 

3. From the rising of the sun to its setting. This phrase closely resembles 
Phoenician Karatepe, 1:4-5, Imm~· smJ w'd mb'y, literally, "from the 
going forth of the sun to its entering in." The dispute whether the biblical 
phrase should be understood temporally, "from morning to evening," or 
spatially, "from the east to the west" (Mal i 11), is apparently resolved 
by the stylistic observation that in the diagonally arranged cola of vss. 2-3, 
the temporal dimension finds expression in "from now to eternity," so that 
one would expect our phrase to designate geographical limits in the main. 

the sun ... the name. The wordplay on :feme:f, "sun," and sem, "name," 
evokes the pun in Eccles vii 1, fob sem miSSemen fob, "Better a good 
name than good oil," while the sequence 'oliim, "eternity" (vs. 2), seme:f, 
and sem shows a striking kinship to Karatepe, Lion:6-7, l'lm km sm sms 
wyr~. "to eternity like the name of the sun and the moon." 

5. the One who is enthroned on hif!h. The ending of hammagbihl, an 
elative, not causative, hiphil participle, parses as genitive, since the participle 
depends on first-colon ka, "like," which governs the genitive case; see the 
next NOTE. 

6. the One who stoops. Another genitive ending, to add an extra beat 
to the first co.Ion, has been preserved by hamma:fpili, also an elative hiphil 
participle. 

from heaven to earth. Ascribing to the preposition ba of bassiimayim 
its frequent meaning "from," so that the spatial phrase baSsiimayim 
ubii'iire~ might profitably be compared with the temporal expression in 
vs. 2, me'attiih w•'ad 'oliim, "from now unto eternity." This translation of 
ba:fsiimayim affects the long-standing dispute regarding the possible dis
placement of vs. 6b. Some scholars propose to rearrange the four cola 
of vss. 5-6 thus: Sa, 6b//5b, 6a: "Who is like Yahweh our God, in heaven 
and on earth//The One who is enthroned on high, the One who stoops to 
look?" It will be seen that our translation renders this dispute academic; the 
present Hebrew text has been correctly transmitted. Contrast C. J. Labus
chagne, The Incomparability of Yahweh in the Old Testament (Leiden, 
1966), p. 77, n. 1. 
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7. He lifts. Identifying the ending of m•qimi as genitival, as in vss. 
5, 6, and 9. 

8. To seat him. The well-established existence of the third-person suffix -y 
in Biblical Hebrew obliges the critic to forgo the widely accepted emenda
tion of l•hosibi to /•hi5slbo. Thus the third-person suffix -l(y) balances the 
suffix of 'ammo, "his people," a stylistic variation noted at Ps cv 6. 

his people. The Syriac reading 'am for MT 'ammo gives a good insight 
into the limitations of this version regarding meter and accent. By reading 
n«libe 'am, the Syriac places the accent on two successive syllables, whereas 
this harsh sequence is avoided by MT n«libe 'ammo, "the princes of his 
people." 

9. the sterile. The importance of large families in ancient Israel en
couraged the belief that a barren wife was cursed by God; cf. Gen xvi 4 f.; 
I Sam i 5 f., ii 5; Luke i 25. 



PSALM 114 

(cxiv 1-8) 

After Israel went out of Egypt, 
the house of Jacob from a barbaric people, 

2 Judah became his sanctuary, 
Israel his dominion. 

3 When the sea saw him, it fled, 
the Jordan turned back. 

4 The mountains leaped like rams, 
the hills like lambs of the flock. 

s What ailed you, 0 sea, that you fled? 
0 Jordan, that you turned back? 

6 0 mountains, that you leaped like rams? 
0 hills like lambs of the flock? 

7 In the presence of the Lord writhe, 0 land, 
in the presence of Jacob's God, 

8 Who turned rock into a pool of water, 
flint into a flowing spring. 

NOTES 

cxiv. The current descriptions of this psalm as "unusual in form" (The 
Oxford Annotated Bible) or "original and peculiar in character" (Gunkel, 
Weiser) derive, in large measure, from what appears a mistaken transla
tion and interpretation of its contents. The prevailing exegesis isolates 
four symmetrically constructed strophes; the first (vss. 1-2) speaks of the 
Exodus and the Election of the peope of Israel at Mount Sinai, the second 
(vss. 3-4) describes the miracles attending the Exodus and the Crossing 
of the Jordan, the third (vss. 5-6) contains the psalmist's question regard
ing the cause of these miracles, and the final strophe (vss. 7-8) reports 
the psalmist's answer to his own question. The translation and interpretation 
proposed here offer a more orderly sequence of ideas and a greater unity 
of theme. Verse 2 states the central theme of the poem: Yahweh has 
chosen Palestine as his sacred kingdom and abode. The remaining verses 
embroider this main proposition. 
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The skillful use of double-duty prepositions (vss. 2, 8), the breakup of 
composite phrases (vss. 2, 8), ballast variants (vss. 1, 4, 6, 7), and the 
metrically balanced verses attest to the psalmist's poetic skill. 

The designation in vs. 2 of all Palestine by political terms that were 
particularly significant in the period between the death of King Solomon 
in ca. 922 B.c. and the destruction of Israel by the Assyrians in 721 B.c. 
suggests a ninth-eighth century date of composition. The one purported 
sign of a late composition, li5'ez in vs. 1, can no longer be cited, in view 
of the new explanation proffered in the critical NOTES below. 

1. After. The logical nexus between vs. 1 and vs. 2 emerges more 
clearly when b• of b•:;e't, customarily rendered "When (Israel) went out," 
is given the sense discussed at Ps cvi 7. It was after the Exodus from 
Egypt that Palestine became the abode of Yahweh. 

barbaric. The MT hapax legomenon li5'ez has usually been translated 
"of strange language" on the basis of Late Hebrew /a'az, "to speak a 
foreign tongue." It is sometimes cited as the only linguistic evidence 
for late composition of the poem. Exodus i-ii, which stress the cruelty 
of the Egyptians rather than their speaking a tongue unintelligible to 
the Israelites, suggest, however, a different analysis of the consonants 
/'z. These letters yield better sense if vocalized /<'az, the emphatic lamedh 
plus 'az, "strong, cruel, barbaric." Thus the AT renders Isa xxv 3, 
'al ken yckabb 0duka 'am 'az, "Therefore will barbarous peoples honor 
thee." Cf. also Lam iv 3, bat 'amml l•'akzar, "The daughter of my 
people is really cruel," where Notscher, VT 3 (1953), 380, has identified 
l• in l•'akzar as the emphasizing particle. 

2. Judah ... Israel. Designating the entire land of Palestine. Exegetes 
who understand Judah as referring to the Southern Kingdom and Israel 
to the Northern Kingdom, political states that came into existence after 
the death of King Solomon (ca. 922 B.c.), must assume here a striking 
anachronism. According to those commentators (e.g., Kraus), the psalmist 
dates the divine election of tenth-century political states to the period 
of the Exodus in the mid-thirteenth century. Our proposed translation 
of vs. 1 and exegesis of vs. 2 create no such chronological problem. 

his sanctuary . . . his dominion. The division of the verse is rhythmical, 
not logical. The whole of Palestine became Yahweh's sanctuary and 
dominion. In other terms, the parallel pair qodsi5 and mam:f•/otl expresses 
one composite idea, "sanctuary of dominion," and the separation of the 
component elements in the parallel cola creates the poetic figure known 
as the breakup of composite phrases, a poetic device recurring in vs. 8. 
This usage thus forbids us to look for an essential difference between 
the terms which are here used, or to understand the term "sanctuary" 
as a reference to the temple, showing preference for Judah over Israel. 
Similar terminology and poetic structure can be seen in UT, 'nt:m:27-28, 
in these terms: bqds bgr nf:ilty bn'm bgb' tliyt, "in my sanctuary on 
where the Canaanite god Baal describes his sacred abode, Mount Zaphon, 
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the mountain of my patrimony; in the pleasance on the hill of my 
dominion." 

his dominion. Often emended to singular memSiilto, "his dominion," 
MT mams•/Otiiyw is capable of a morphological analysis which at the 
same time respects the consonantal text. The cluster mmJ/wtyw can be 
vocalized memJ•/ot'i(y), the Phoenician form of the feminine singular (also 
in Ps cxxxvi 9), followed by the Phoenician pronominal suffix -y, which 
provides a stylistic variant to the suffix of its opposite number qodso, 
"his sanctuary." The third NOTE on Ps cv 6 cites other instances of 
the o/ /i sequence. The final w of mmJlwtyw would then be attached 
to vs. 3 as the conjunction. 

Some critics propose to insert the preposition /• before mems•/ot'i, 
but the poetic use of dual-purpose prepositions permits it to share the 
preposition of l•qodso, especially since these parallel nouns form one 
composite concept. The present 9:7 syllable count tells against those 
who seek to correct the 9:7 syllable count in vss. 4 and 6. 

3. When the sea. Having been transferred from the end of vs. 2, 
w• of w•hayyiim introduces a statement of the concomitant conditions 
under which the action denoted by the principal verb takes place; BDB, 
p. 253b, lists other examples of this very frequent usage, e.g., Gen xxiv 
62; I Kings xix 19. 

the sea . . . the Jordan. Commentators agree that hayyiim designates 
the Reed Sea, which parted to permit the passage of the Israelites 
at the time of the Exodus, and that the poet fused into a single event 
two different incidents occurring at different times. But the two parallel 
cola of vs. 1 refer to the Exodus from Egypt, and the two cola of 
vs. 2 also describe a single event, namely, the choice of Judah and 
Israel as Yahweh's sacred habitation. This indicates that the parallel 
cola of vs. 3 likewise allude to a single historical event, the entry into 
Canaan across the Jordan River. Hence hayyiim should designate the 
Salt or Dead Sea, which is explicitly mentioned in the biblical account 
of the entry into Canaan in Josh iii 14-16, "So, when the people set 
out from their tents, to pass over the Jordan with the priests bearing 
the ark of the covenant before the people . . . the waters coming down 
from above stood and rose up in a heap far off, at Adam, the city 
that is beside Zarethan, and those flowing down toward the sea of the 
Arabah, the Salt Sea, were wholly cut off." In Isa xvi 8 and Jer xlviii 
32, yiim alone designates the Dead Sea. 

saw him. MT rii'iih desiderates a direct object which is forthcoming 
when the w of the next word wayyiinos is taken as the singly written 
consonant that serves two words, an orthographic practice documented 
at Ps Ix 11. Hence read rii'iihu wayyiinos, and interpret the suffix as 
referring either to Yahweh or to the ark of the covenant, which contained 
his presence. Cf. Job ix 11 where critics agree that MT 'er'eh w•ya~a/op 
should be read 'er'ehu ya~a/op, and Job xxxvii 24, liiken y•re'uhu 
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'anafim lo' yir'uhu (MT yir'eh) kol l;zokme leb, "Therefore let men fear 
him, even though none of the wisest minds see him." 

it fled. Parsing wa of wayyiinos as introducing the apodosis of the 
conditional sentence discussed in the first NOTE on this verse. 

turned back. As in vs. S, the yqtl verb yissob describes a single event 
of the past. 

4. The mountains leaped. Current exegesis sees here a poetical descrip
tion of the earthquake which accompanied the giving of the Law at 
Sinai. The fact, however, that the only other predication of riiqad, "to 
leap" of mountains is predicated of Lebanon and Sirion in Ps xxix 6 
leads one to think that the mountains and hills in our verse are located 
in Canaan or Palestine, not in the Sinai Peninsula. The mountains of 
pre-Israelite Palestine were the dwellings of Canaanite gods; well might 
they leap in fright at the approach of the awesome God of Israel. 

like. Proposals to read k•mo for MT ki, in order to bring the present 
9:7 syllable count into more perfect equilibrium, slight the 9:7 syllable 
count of vs. 2. 

lambs of the flock. The phrase b•ne ~o'n is a ballast variant of first
colon 'elim, "rams," in a line patterned A+B+c//:li+c. Compare UT, 
Krt:77-79, srd b'l bdbl;zk bn dgn b~dk, "Make Baal descend by your 
sacrifice, the son of Dagan by your victuals," where the A+B+c//:li+c 
scheme and the ballast variant bn dgn point up the close kinship of 
Ugaritic and biblical poetry. 

S. that . . . that . . . 6. that. The force of ki, "that," in vs. Sa 
extends to vss. Sb and 6a as well. We have here an example of triple
duty ki which enables the psalmist to balance vss. S--6 with sixteen 
syllables each. 

you f/.ed • • . you turned back. The LXX correctly saw that the yqtl 
verbs, like yissob in vs. 3, described past events. 

7. the Lord. It might be noted that in the account of the crossing 
of the Jordan, Yahweh is called 'adon kol ha'iire~, "Lord of all the 
earth" (Josh iii 11, 13). 

writhe. Imperative l;zuli signifies here to writhe for fright at the approach 
of Israel's awesome Lord. 

0 land. The Promised Land of Canaan, which trembled at the ap
proach of her new 'iitJon, "Lord." 

in the presence of Jacob's God. Another instance of a ballast variant 
in a verse following an A+B+c//A. pattern. Though the second colon 
contains only the A. component, the syllable count evens at 10: 10. Com
pare UT, Sl :rv: 14-lS, ystn alrt lbmt 'r lysmsmt bmt pl;zl, "He set Asherah 
on the back of the ass, on the beautiful back of the donkey," where the 
metrical pattern is A+B+c//c. Cf. also UT, Krt: 116-18. 

8. Who turned. Explaining as genitive the ending of hahop•ki, which 
stands in apposition with genitives 'iitJon and '•loah in vs. 7. The psalmist 
alludes to the event described in Exod xvii 6 and Num xx 8 ff. which 
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relate that Yahweh made water flow from the rock in Rephidim and the 
cliff in Kadesh. 

rock ..• flint. Deut viii 15, ~ur hal;alliimls, Deut xxxii 13, J;al•mlS 
~ur, "flinty rock," and Job xxviii 9-10 reveal that by placing h~~ur 

in the first colon and J;alliimls in the second, the psalmist employed 
the poetic figure commented upon at vs. 2. 

into a pool. Heb. •agam shares the preposition of second-colon l•ma'y•no, 
"into a (flowing) spring"; cf. vs. 2. 

spring. For the case ending of ma'y•no, see GK, § 900. As in Pss 
cxx 1 and cxxii 3, the poet uses an accusative ending where correct 
grammar requires the genitive. In the Phoenician dialect, too, one observes 
a similar confusion of case endings; see KAI, II, p. 8. 



PSALM 115 

(cxv 1-18) 

Not because of us, Yahweh, 
not because of us, 

But because of your name 
display your glory, 

On account of your kindness, 
on account of your fidelity, 

2 Lest the nations say, 
"Where, indeed, is their God?" 

3 Though our God is in heaven, 
whatever he wills, he does. 

4 Their idols are silver and gold, 
the work of men's hands. 

5 A mouth have they, 
but they do not speak; 

6 Eyes have they, 
but do not see. 

They have ears, 
but do not hear; 

They have a nose, 
but do not smell. 

7 They have hands, 
but do not feel; 

They have feet, 
but do not walk; 

They emit no sound from their throats. 
8 Like them shall their makers become, 

everyone who trusts in them. 
9 Israel, trust in Yahweh, 

Helper and Suzerain is he! 
10 House of Aaron, 

trust in Yahweh, 
Helper and Suzerain is he! 
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11 You who fear Yahweh, 
trust in Yahweh, 

Helper and Suzerain is he! 
12 Our throne may Yahweh bless, 

may he bless the house of Israel, 
may he bless the house of Aaron. 

13 May he bless those who fear Yahweh, 
the small with the great. 

14 May Yahweh increase you, 
you and your children. 

15 May you be blessed by Yahweh, 
who made heaven and earth. 

16 The heaven of heavens belongs to Yahweh, 
but the earth he has entrusted to the children of men. 

17 It is not the dead who praise Yah, 
none of those who have gone down to the Fortress. 

18 But we will bless Yah 
from now to eternity. 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

139 

cxv. A liturgical psalm contrasting the omnipotence of Israel's God with 
the utter ineffectuality of heathen deities. It was probably sung antiphonally, 
though the exact distribution of verses between choirs or soloists cannot 
be fixed with certainty. One proposed breakdown: vss. 1-2, a choral sup
plication asking God to vindicate his good name; vss. 3-8, a solo proc
lamation of God's power and of the impotence of pagan idols; vss. 
9-11, a choral plea that Israel therefore maintain its trust in Yahweh's 
sovereignty; vss. 12-15, a blessing given by the priests; vss. 16-18, a 
concluding hymn of praise. 

Current scholarship tends to date this psalm in the post-Exilic period, 
but the proposed translation of certain expressions in vss. 9-12 suggests 
that Israel still had a king. Thus a pre-Exilic date of composition would 
be indicated. 

1. Not because of us. This verse is not self-deprecation, as implied 
by many current versions, but protest; we do not ask for our own sakes, 
but out of concern for your honor. If the pagans despise us, they will 
condemn your name as well. 

because of your name. Comparing l0sim•kii with Josh ix 9; Jer iii 17, 
l•sem yhwh, "because of Yahweh's name," and with Isa Iv 5 and Ezek 
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xxxvi 22 where I•, "because of," is balanced by l•ma'an, "for the sake of." 
BDB, p. 514b, handles this definition well. 

display. Though you dwell in heaven, your control extends over the 
earth as well. The Israelites admit this, the nations do not. Hence Yahweh 
is asked to manifest himself in some physical way upon the earth. Other 
texts attesting niitan, "to show, display," include Exod vii 9; Ezek xxvii 10, 
nat•nu hadiirek, "They display your splendor"; and Prov xxiii 31. 

your glory. With kiibOd sharing the pronominal suffix of sim•kii, "your 
name," precisely as in Ps cii 16. The 5:3//5:3 syllable count of the first 
four cola will explain why the suffix with kiibi5d is omitted. A suffix would 
have added two syllables to the fourth colon. 

On account of ... on account of. The repeated prepositions 'al ..• 
'al are meant to counterbalance twice repeated /iinu, "because of us." 
Hence proposals to delete the final four words as a reminiscence of Ps 
cxxxviii 2 should be declined. What is more, the sequence l• • . • 'al 
recurs in Ugaritic, as observed at Ps ciii 10. 

your kindness . . . your fidelity. Not content with appealing to the 
honor of Yahweh's name, the psalmist cites two other divine attributes 
to induce Yahweh to intervene on behalf of his people. 

2. Lest. Better than "Why?" (RSV). Cf. Ps lxxix 9-10, "Because of 
your glorious name rescue us, / forgive us our sins for your name's 
sake, I Lest (lammiih) the heathen should say, 'Where is their God?'" 

3. in heaven. The 8 :7 syllable count (as in vs. 2) secures the MT 
against the addition, "above in heaven and on earth," found in LXX. 

4. Their idols. •a~abbehem is but one of eight Hebrew synonyms de
noting "idols"; the paucity of corresponding terms in English prevents 
the translator from reproducing the variety of Hebrew designations for 
man-made gods. 

7. They have hands. For the syntax of y•dehem, consult the fourth 
NoTE on Ps xvi 4. This concise construction shows the possibilities inherent 
in dative suffixes; one can even form nominal sentences with them. 

they have feet. See the preceding NoTB. 
They emit no sound. On the various nuances of hiigiih, Ugar. hgy, 

see the discussion of Pss i 2 and ii 1, where it is noted that the verb 
hiigiih denotes some sort of oral activity which must be further specified 
from the parallelism and context. 

from their throats. Recognizing in bi of big•roniim the frequent mean
ing "from," and comparing UT, 51 :vn:47-48, yqra mt bnpsh, "Mot called 
from his throat." Contrast RSV, "They do not make a sound in their 
throat." Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 289) rightly renders, "Sie bringen keinen 
Laut aus ihrer Kehle hervor." 

D. N. Freedman raises the interesting question how this inability to 
emit sounds differs from the statement of vs. 5 that idols cannot speak. 
He submits that the difference has to do with the kind of sounds: the 
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mouth is used for articulate speech, while the throat (prescinding from 
the actual physiology of the matter) is used for making rudimentary 
sounds to express elemental emotions; even mutes can generally make 
throat sounds to express various feelings and desires. So the psalmist 
ridicules the heathen gods for their inability to do even what any mortal 
can do. 

8. shall . . . become. Non-sentient gods reduce their worshipers to the 
same level of obtuseness. 

their makers. The psalmist contrasts the heathen gods whose existence 
depends on "their makers" ('osehem) with the Israelite God "who 
made ('oseh) heaven and earth" (vs. 15). 

9. trust in Yahweh. In vss. 9-11, MT vocalizes the root b{l;i as impera
tive, therefore in the second person. But this vocalization consorts oddly 
with the third-person suffixes in the second cola of vss. 9-11. To avoid 
this discord, many versions read b{l;i as third-person finite verbs. Thus 
CCD translates, "The house of Israel trusts in the Lord; he is their help 
and their shield." The next NOTE proposes a compromise solution, retaining 
the Masoretic vocalization in the first colon and discarding it in the 
second. 

Helper and Suzerain. Repointing MT 'ezriim umaginniim, "their helper 
and their shield," to 'oz•fim (or '•ziirim) um•giinim, and explaining both 
forms as plurals of majesty. The final mems could also be enclitic, but 
the sense would remain the same. On miigiin, "Suzerain," see first Narns 
on Pss iii 4 and lxxiv 10. This interpretation fits the description of 
Israel's God in vs. 3 as one who achieves whatever he decides, and entails 
the correction of the translation of Ps xxxiii 20 given in Psalms 1. 
In our verse the verbal idea is "trust" and in Ps xxxiii 20 the verb is 
/:iikk•tah, "waits for"; one more properly waits for a person, here Suzerain, 
than for a shield. 

In TS 28 (1967), 177, Eric May objects to the term "Suzerain" as 
rather Wlfamiliar, and the point is well taken. But since Hebrew uses 
so many synonyms for "king," the translator must find corresponding 
synonyms in English. Conceding that "Suzerain" is slightly unfamiliar in 
English, one feels obliged to observe that miigiin was not exactly current 
in Biblical Hebrew; witness the early versions and the later Masoretic 
punctuation which obliterated the word. In biblical circles today the word 
has gained considerable currency due to numerous recent studies on 
suzerainty treaties. Cf. the Elenchus Bibliographicus in recent numbers of 
Biblica. 

10. House of Aaron. The priests or religious leaders of Israel. 
12. Our throne. If this definition of zakrenu (MT z•kiiriinu), examined 

in the fourth NOTE on Ps cii 13, proves correct, the psalm would date 
to the period when Israel still had a king. The first colon, as it now 
stands in MT, yhwh z•kiiriinu y•biirek, "Yahweh has remembered us, may 
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he bless," presents syntactic as well as stylistic problems, whereas the 
proposed version is syntactically unfaultable and stylistically reveals the 
chiasmus of the first two cola: zakrenu y•biirek//y•biirek 'et bet yisrii'el, 
"Our throne may (Yahweh) bless/ !may he bless the house of Israel." The 
prayer for the king is of course quite fitting after the proclamation at 
the end of vs. 11, "Helper and Suzerain is hel" 

15. May you be blessed. As correctly rendered by RSV in contrast 
to KJ's indicative mode, "Ye are blessed." Other instances of precative 
participles (here b•rukim) are cited in the fourth NoTE on Ps cxi 10. 

heaven and earth. See the list of parallel pairs in THE GRAMMAR OF 

THE PSALTER for the Ugaritic parallel pair smm//ar!f. 
16. The heaven of heavens. Probably intending the highest heaven 

conceived as an indefinite ascending series. Though the ancient versions 
such as LXX, Vulg., Syr., Targ., and Juxta Hebraeos all understood the 
phrase haJSiimayim siimayim as "the heaven of heavens," they doubtless 
would have been hard put to explain the syntax of the phrase. Compare 
Ps cxlviii 4, s•me haJsiimiiyim, "the heaven of heavens." The modem 
philologist's task is made considerably easier by the Phoenician-Punic phrase 
hkkbm 'l, "the stars of El," discussed in Psalms II, p. xx; Biblica 41 
(1966), 413, in Albright, YGC, p. 232, n. 69, and by Phoenician Ye~milk 
(tenth century B.c.), 2-3, h't bwy kl mplt hbtm 'l, "He restored all 
the ruins of the temple of El." The syntax of Num xxi 14, hannabale-m 
'arnon, "the wadis of the Amon," was established by Hummel in JBL 
76 (1957), 97. 

Nor need one search long for a reason behind the psalmist's choice of 
this alternate construction: the syllable count is now 10: 11. Had the poet 
written s•me haJsiimiiyim, as in Ps cxlviii 4, the first colon would have 
added up to only nine syllables. 

The heaven of heavens . . . the earth. Compare Deut x 14, "Mark, 
the heaven and the heaven of heavens belong to Yahweh your God, the 
earth and all that is on it." In view of this affirmation, the contention 
of Bernard Cardinal Alfrink, "L'expression 'Samaim ou S•mei HaJ-'Samaim,'" 
in Melanges E. Tisserant, I, pp. 1-7, that our phrase means "le ciel est 
le ciel de Jahve" (p. 3) becomes more difficult to sustain. 

he has entrusted. Perhaps a more faithful rendition of the expression 
niitan l• than RSV's "he has given," since it is clear from Deut x 14 
that earth also belongs to God and that his "giving" of it to men is 
temporary, not final. Man has not received title to earth but only the 
right and responsibility to tend it for the true owner. Other texts displaying 
this nuance of niitan include Gen xxx 35, xxxix 4, 8, 22; Exod xxii 6, 9; 
Song of Sol viii 17; cf. BDB, p. 679b. 

The heaven of heavens ... the earth 17 ... the dead. This reference 
to the tripartite division of the cosmos might be added to the Ugaritic 
and biblical texts exemplifying this theme cited at Ps lxxvii 19. See also 
Ps cxxi 2-3. 
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17. who praise Yah. On the lack of praise of God in Sheol, see Norn 
on Ps lxxxviii 11. 

the Fortress. The NOTE on Ps xciv 17 studies this definition of dumii.h. 
Cf. the collocation of similar ideas in Ps cxlii 8, "Lead my life out from the 
Prison that I might praise your name." 
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(cxvi 1-19) 

Out of love for me Yahweh did hear 
my plea for his mercy; 

2 Truly he inclined his ear to me 
even as I called. 

3 The bands of Death encompassed me, 
and emissaries of Sheol overtook me. 

By anguish and grief was I overtaken, 
4 but I invoked the name of Yahweh: 

"I beg you, Yahweh, 
deliver my soul!" 

5 Gracious is Yahweh and just, 
and our God is merciful. 

6 Yahweh is the defender of the innocent; 
I was brought low but he saved me. 

7 "Return, my soul, to your rest, 
for Yahweh has treated you kindly, 

8 For you, my soul, have been rescued from Death, 
you, mine eye, from Tears, 
you, my foot, from Banishment. 

9 I shall walk before Yahweh 
in the Fields of Life." 

10 I remained faithful though I was pursued, 
though I was harried by Calamity. 

11 I thought in my alarm, 
"Every man is unreliable." 

12 How can I return to Yahweh 
all his favors to me? 

13 I will take the chalice of salvation, 
and invoke the name of Yahweh. 

14 I will fulfill my vows to Yahweh 
in front of all his people. 

15 Yahweh considers precious in his eyes 
the death of his devoted ones. 
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16 "O Yahweh, 
truly am I your servant; 

I am your servant, 
your faithful son; 

Loose my fetters! 
17 To you will I offer 

the sacrifice of thanksgiving, 
And your name, Yahweh, invoke." 

18 I will fulfill my vows to Yahweh 
in front of all his people, 

19 In the courts of Yahweh's house, 
in the midst of Jerusalem. 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

145 

cxvi. A hymn of thanksgiving sung in the temple by an individual 
whom Yahweh had saved from impending death. The psalmist does not 
specify the cause of his peril; most likely it was sickness. No clear-cut 
evidence permits the closer identification of the person performing the 
thanksgiving rites, though several features follow the royal tradition and 
the whole assembly of Israel is in attendance (vss. 14, 18). In several 
points the psalm recalls Hezekiah's thanksgiving (Isa xxxviii). 

Verses 1-6 were recited or sung before the congregation, vss. 7-11 
are the text of the psalmist's dialogue with his soul, vss. 12-15 are 
addressed to the religious assembly, vss. 16-17 are the prayer uttered by 
the psalmist in extremis, while vss. 18-19 turn once again to the congrega
tion. 

Critics tend to assign this poem to the post-Exilic period, but the dense 
syntax of several verses (1, 8, 12), frequent enjambment (vss. 1, 9, 12, 
14, 15, 18), the use of yqtl verbs to describe completed past action 
(vss. 1, 3, 4, 6), rare forms such as energic -nii' in vss. 14, 18, double
duty particles in vss. 10, 17, bespeak a much earlier period of composi
tion. The Qumran poems, for example, show scant familiarity with these 
poetic devices. 

1. Out of love for me. About vs. 1 Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 291) 
writes, "Here we encounter one of the most difficult passages in the 
Psalms," but progress in Northwest Semitic philology enables the Hebraist 
to elicit sense from the poet's crowded syntax. If MT 'iihabtl, "I have 
loved," is repointed to the substantive 'ah"biiti, the critic can explain the 
latter as an accusative of cause (third NOTE on Ps lxxvi 11) followed by 
the objective genitive ending of the first-person singular; cf. Joi.ion, GHB, 
§ 129c. Or he may analyze the ending as the third-person singular and com-
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pare Isa Jxiii 9, b•'ahabiito ... hit g•'iiliim, "In his love ... he avenged 
them," and Jer xxxi 3, w"'ahabat 'oliim 'iihabtik, "With an eternal love I 
love you." Cf. also I John iv 19, "We love, because he first loved us." 
In this case, the first colon would read, "In his love Yahweh did hear." 
That MT elsewhere experienced difficulty with the accusative of cause 
construction is evidenced by Prov xii 25, d•'iigiih b•leb (MT b•leb) 
'is y•suf:zanniih (MT yaJf:zenniih), "Because of anxiety of heart a man is 
greatly depressed." 

did hear. Identifying kl of kl yiSma' as emphatic. 
my plea for his mercy. Earlier commentators, such as Baethgen, explain 

the ending of qoli in the phrase qoli taf:zanuniiy (cf. Ps xxxi 23, qO! 
taf:zanunay) as an archaic genitive ending. True, the case is wrong (one 
expects the accusative), but critics ascribe this confusion to the fact 
that the poets who affected their use no longer fully understood the 
subtleties of case endings. The correct employment, however, of the ac
cusative ending in vs. 15 belies this line of reasoning. Hence one may 
propose, with due reserve, the repointing to taf:zanuney, with the third
person suffix -y expressing the objective genitive. The emergent inclusion 
of the objective genitives in initial "Out of love for me" and final "my 
plea for his mercy" would seem to sustain this grammatical analysis. 

2. Truly. Understanding ki, as in vs. 1, as emphatic. 
even as I called. Consonantal wbymy 'qr' (MT ub•yiimay 'eqrii' 

'becomes semantically and syntactically defensible when vocalized ubimey 
'eqrii'. The initial waw would parse as emphatic and bimey as the plural 
construct before the verb 'eqrii', a construction examined at Pss lxxxi 6, 
xc 15, and cvii 29. Cf. Gen xiv 1 and Speiser's comments thereto in 
AB, vol. 1, as well as Ps lxxvii 3, b•yom ~arti, "When I implore" 
(second NoTE on Ps lxxvii 3). 

3. The bands of Death. The ambivalent translation "bands" has been 
chosen to reflect the ambivalence of Heb. f:zeb/e, which can mean either 
"bonds, cords," or "companies of persons or animals," as in I Sam x 
5, 10 and Job xxxix 3, "They crouch, bring forth their young (yaldehem), 
their bands (f:zeblehem) they send out." 

encompassed me . . . overtook me. Good chiasmus marks this verse. 
emissaries of Sheol. The traditional rendition "the pangs of Sheol" can 

scarcely be reconciled with the predicate m•~a'uni, which is consequently 
distorted to "laid hold on me" (RSV). Consonantal ~ry is easily related 
to ~ir, "messenger, emissary," from the root ~w/yr, "to beckon," described 
at Ps lxxvii 3. Hence m~ry would parse as a noun or passive participle. 
That Death employed messengers to execute his will is well known from 
the phrase of Prov xvi 14, ma['ake miiwet, "the (two) messengers of Death." 

overtook me. Ascribing to m•~a·uni the only sense it possesses in Ugar. 
m~a-mj:a, "to reach," a meaning touched upon in second NOTE on Ps 
xxxii 6; see Job iii 22, xi 7, xxviii 12, xxxi 29, xxxiv 11, and S. lwry in 
Textus 5 (1966), 36-39. 
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By anguish and grief. These being interpreted as the names of two of 
Death's minions; see below on Ps ex.ix 143. As noted at Pss xci 15 
and cii 3, 1Fiiriih connotes the anguish of death. Syntactically, 1Fiiriih 
w•yiigon are accusatives expressing the agents, a construction studied in 
the third NoTE on Ps cix 14; cf. also Job xxvii 15 and Prov v 22. As so 
frequently in psalms, nouns in the accusative precede their verb; cf. 
Psalms ll, Index of Subjects, s.v., and THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

was I overtaken. Repointing MT qal 'e~ii' to niphal 'immii1Fe', and 
comparing Job xxviii 12 with xxvili 20. 

6. the innocent. That is, of the inexperienced. 
but he saved me. The yqtl verb y•hO:Sia', in tandem with the qt[ form 

dallofi, "I was brought low," states a single completed action. 
7. Return, my soul. In the next verse the psalmist will expand this 

dialogue of a man with his soul (first NoTE on Ps xiii 6; fourth NOTE 
on Ps lxii 2) to include other members of his body. That the Canaanites 
were familiar with this literary convention appears from UT, 127:25-28, 
ap YIFb y!b lhkl wywsrnn ggnh lk labk YIFb lk [la]bk wrgm, "Then Ya~~ib 
returned to the palace, and his innards instructed him: 'Go to your 
father, Y!lli~ib, go to your father and say.'" 

to your rest. Indicating more a condition of rest than a place of rest. 
The opposite condition is described by the verb hiimiih, "to sigh, be dis
quieted," predicated of the soul in the dialogue of Ps xlii 6, 12. Scholars 
puzzle over the unique plural form m•nuf:iayki, ''your rest," but a satis
factory explanation is supplied by the desire for assonance with the 
corresponding final word of the second colon, 'iiliiyki, ''yuu." A similar 
phenomenon is noted in Ps ciii 1, where the need for another syllable is 
alleged as the reason behind the choice of the hapax legomenon plural 
form q•riibay, "my inmost parts." On the second-person feminine suffix 
ki (also in vs. 19), see introductory NoTE to Ps ciii 3. 

8. have been rescued. Often emended with the ancient versions to third
person f:iille1F, "he has rescued," consonantal f:ilst can be upheld if vocalized 
as pual second-person feminine f:iull~t (MT piel f:iill~tii as in related 
passage of Ps lvi 14) . This reading, then, continues the dialogue begun 
by feminine subi, "Return," in the preceding verse. 

from Death. The local meaning of miiwet, documented at Pss vi 6 
and lvi 14, has likewise escaped attention in Job xxx 23, where the 
synonymy with bet mo'ed, "the meeting house," indicates that miiwet 
t•sibeni is most correctly rendered, "You will return me to Death"; 
contrast RSV, "Thou wilt bring me to death," an inaccurate version 
because t•sibeni means "You will bring me back," not simply "You will 
bring me." 

you. Repointing MT 'et to pronominal 'att, a vocalization that also 
protects the MT singular readings 'eni, "mine eye," and ragli, "my foot," 
against the dual vocalization of some ancient versions. 
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mine eye. The psalmist addresses his eye in an unusual dialogue beyond 
the grasp of the Syriac version which conveniently dropped this colon. 

Tears. The local sense ascribed to parallel miiwet, "Death," suggests 
that dim'iih is another poetic name for the infernal regions depicted in 
Matt viii 14 as a place "of weeping and gnashing of teeth." Cf. Ps. li 
16, "Deliver me from the tears of death." 

you. Again reading the feminine second-person 'att for the nota ac
cusativi of MT, 'et. 

Banishment. The evidence for this name of the nether world, given 
at Ps lvi 14, is further validated by the eschatological overtones of 
yiddiif:zeh in Prov xiv 32, a passage studied by van der Weiden in Le Livre 
des Proverbs: Notes philo/ogiques. 

9. the Fields of Life. Having been rescued from Sheol, the psalmist 
is convinced that his future life will be spent in the presence of Yahweh 
in heaven. In the cognate verse Ps !vi 14, the text reads 'fir (MT 'or) 
haf:zayylm, discussed in last Norn on Ps !vi 20. 

10. I remained faithful. This appears to be the straightforward meaning 
of hiphil he'•mantl, and it is reassuring to see HALAT, p. 62a, accept 
this definition here in contrast to KB, p. 61 b, which labeled our text 
"unexplained." From vss. 7-9 it is clear that faith in Yahweh was the 
sustaining force of the psalmist's life. 

though. BDB, p. 474b, cites many instances of adversative kl followed 
by the yqtl verbal form, as here. 

I was pursued. Namely, by the emissaries of Sheol, as expressly stated 
by vs. 3. This meaning of pual '"dubbiir (MT piel '"dabber), discussed 
in first Norn on Ps ii 5 and Norn on Ps xxxviii 13 is adopted in a number 
of texts by the latest Hebrew lexicon, HALAT, p. 20la. 

though. With first colon adversative kl extending its force to the second 
colon. 

l was harried. Repointing MT 'iinltl to pual 'unnetl, a more fitting 
counterpart to pual '"dubbiir. 

Calamity. Consonantal m'd (MT m•'od, "much, greatly," scarcely meets 
contextual requirements) can be analyzed into the preposition min, ex
pressing the cause or agent, and the well-known noun 'ed, "calamity, 
distress"; text would then read me'ed. It was observed at Ps xviii 19 
that yom 'edl, "the day of my calamity," signified the day of death. The 
present poem too bristles with names and designations of the inferno. 
There are also newly interpreted texts, such as Pss vi 4, 11, xxxviii 7, 9, 
lxxix 8, cxix 107, where the substantive m'd with preformative mem of 
place, has come to light; in this case the vocalization would probably be 
mii'ed. 

11. "Every man is unreliable." All the more reason, then, for the psalm
ist to rely on God. 

12. How. When used adverbially as an interrogative, mah especially 
expresses what is regarded as an impossibility, obviously true of the 
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present context. Cf. Gen xliv 16; Exod x 26; Mic vi 3; Job ix 2 and 
BDB, p. 553b. 

The classic translation of this verse, Voltaire's favorite from the Psalter 
(see Arnold Ages, "Voltaire et Jes Psaumes, un livre admire," in Revue 
de l'Universite d'Ottawa 36 [1966], 61-65, especially 64), "What shall I 
render unto the Lord for all his benefits toward me?" (KJ), is gram
matically difficult to justify. The commentators alive to the grammatical 
problem (e.g., Baethgen, Gunkel) insert k•, "according to," before kol 
tagmulohl, "all his favors," a procedure equally difficult to justify. 

all his favors. Syntactically, kol tagmulohl is the direct object of hiphil 
'iillb, "can I return," or, in other terms, we have an instance of enjamb
ment. Die Zurcher Bibel (based on Zwingli's translation; Zi.irich, 1954) 
correctly translates, "Wie sol! ich dem Herrn vergelten alles Gute, das er 
an mir getan." Cf. I Sam xxvi 23; Deut xxxii 43; Hos xii 15. Though 
the suffix of tagmulohl is normally labeled a "purely Aramaic form" 
(GK, § 911), the frequency of the Phoenician third-person -y suffix in 
poetic Hebrew may require a reassessment of this description. 

13. the chalice of salvation. The cup to be drunk as a part of the 
thanksgiving sacrifice (vs. 14) for a major deliverance. Apparently plural 
y•su'ot, usually explained as an intensive plural abstract, may also be 
parsed as the Phoenician singular form with the -ot ending. Cf. Matt xxvi 
27 and I Cor x 16. 

14. I will fulfill my vows. In a neo-Punic inscription studied by J. Fevrier 
in Journal Asiatique 254 (1966), 306, occurs the same phrase slmty 't 
ndry, "I have fulfilled my vows." 

in front of. Some commentators (P.g., J. Halevy, Recherches bibliques, 
III, p. 314) find the addition of -nii' to negdiih very enigmatic, but the 
enigma disappears in the light of Northwest Semitic whose dialects display 
a double set of prepositions, one a simple form and the other an intensive 
form reinforced by the ending -n; thus we have b + bn; b'd + b'dn; 
l + ln; 'l + 'ln; tl;zt + t~lfn. See first Norn on Ps xlvii 5, and UT, p. 72, 
n. 2, which sees a survival of Ugar. -anna, in Heb. g•sah-nnii' and 
haggidiih-annii'. In our verse the extended form is doubtless used for 
metrical purposes. 

15. considers precious. Since MT yiiqiir, "precious," leaves hmwth, 
"death," without a grammatical explanation, one is obliged to repoint 
yqr as the pie! verb yiqqar. In MT the verse lacks a verb. For analogous 
use of the pie!, compare giddel, "to consider great." 

This statement that Yahweh puts great value on the death of his 
faithful assumes that he will take them to himself when they die. This 
belief accords with the oft-expressed conviction of the psalmists that the 
just will enjoy Yahweh's presence after death. 

in his eyes. Parsing the ending of 'eney as the third-person singular 
suffix. 
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the death. The unexplained MT hapax legomenon hammiiwtiih may 
simply be masculine mot plus the accusative ending -iih; hence vocalize 
hammotiih. Being the second-colon object of first-colon yiqqar, "considers 
precious"-thus another example of enjambment as in vs. 12-the accusa
tive form evens the syllable count at 7:7. 

of his devoted ones. Literally laflas'idiiyw reads either "by his devoted 
ones" or "for his devoted ones." Cf. Ps cxxiii 4. 

16. 0 Yahweh. Verses 16-17 are a longer recension of the short prayer 
in vs. 4a uttered by the psalmist when threatened by death. Both prayers 
begin with the words 'iinniih yhwh. Compare UT, 49:IV:46, an lan ysps, 
"Alas, alas, 0 Shapshl" 

truly. Often omitted by the versions (e.g., RSV, "O Lord, I am thy 
servant"), k'i parses as the emphatic particle. 

am l your servant. Comparing 'an'i 'abdekii with the protestation of Baal 
before Death in UT, 67:n:l2, 'bdk an, "Your servant am I." 

your faithful son. For this translation of hen 'amittekii, literally "the 
son of your fidelity" (MT and versions, "the son of your handmaid"), 
see the second NoTE on Ps lxxxvi 16. Interpreted thus, this phrase forms 
an inclusion with vs. 10, he'•mant'i, "I remained faithful." For a recent 
defense of the traditional translation, see F. C. Fensham, VT 19 (1969), 
312-21. 

Loose. The problem presented by perfect pittafltii, rendered "Thou hast 
loosed" by RSV, is not glossed over by Kirkpatrick, The Book of Psalms, 
p. 691, who writes, "The precative interjection [i.e., 'iinnii, "Oh"] 
would naturally be followed by an imperative, as in v. 4b ['iinniih yhwh 
mall"!iih napSi]; but the Psalmist breaks off into thanksgiving." Given the 
large number of precative perfects in the Psalter, unrecognized by earlier 
translators, pittafltii can convincingly be parsed as a precative perfect, 
that is, as a stylistic variant of the imperative following 'iinnii in vs. 4b. 
Consult the second NoTE on Ps iv 2 and passim; H. Ewald, Ausfuhrliches 
Lehrbuch der hebriiischen Sprache (6th ed.; Leipzig, 1855), § 223, recog
nized the precative mode of pittafltii. 

my fetters. The psalmist harks back to vs. 3, "the bands of Death." 
17. will l offer the sacrifice. The biblical expression 'ezbafl zebafl recalls 

the Ugaritic phrase dbfl dbfl, "He is offering a sacrifice," in UT, 125: 
39-40. 

your name. Suffixless sem shares the suffix of first-colon l•kii, "to you." 
The same phenomenon is noted at Ps cii 16, where suffixless sem is 
modified by the suffix of parallel k•badekii, "your glory." 

19. Jn ... in the midst of. The sequence b• ... b•tokeki corresponds 
to the Ugaritic parallelism of b//btk cited at Ps cix 30. 

courts ..• house. The phrase flar•rot bet collocates two words found 
in parallelism in Ugaritic and Phoenician, as pointed out at Ps Ixxxiv 11. 
See also the list of parallel words in THE GRAMMAR OF THE PsAL TER. 
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in the midst of Jerusalem. Explaining the final -ki of b•tokeki as the 
emphatic particle in a construct chain discussed in the second NOTE 

on Ps lxviii 25, and by van Dijk, EPT, pp. 69-70; see below on Pss 
cxxii 2, cxxxv 9. 



PSALM 117 

(cxvii 1-2) 

Praise Yahweh, all you nations, 
laud him, all you gods! 

2 For mighty is his kindness toward us, 
and the fidelity of Yahweh is eternal. 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

cxvii. The shortest of all the psalms is theologically one of the grandest. 
Its invitation to all nations and their gods to join in praising Yahweh 
for his goodness to Israel virtually recognizes that Israel's vocation was 
the salvation of the world. Cf. Rom xv 11. 

This hymn cannot be dated with any precision. The description of 
Jabb•f:iuhu, "laud him," in vs. 2 as an Aramaism is, however, no longer 
valid and hence no longer an argument for a late date. The occurrence, 
on the other hand, of vs. 1 'emlm, "gods," in Jer 1 38 might suggest 
composition in the seventh~ixth century s.c. 

The two verses are arranged chiastically: the divine name yhwh appears 
in the first and fourth cola, but in the second and third cola he is 
present in the suffixes of Jabb•f:iiihU, "laud him," and f:iasdo, "his kindness." 

1. laud him. On the supposed Aramaicity of sabb•f:iuhu, see the fifth 
NaTE on Ps !xiii 4. 

you gods. MT 'ummlm, traditionally translated ''you peoples,'' is un
exampled; the plural of 'ummiih, "clan, people," is elsewhere feminine 
'ummot. Hence some scholars emend to l"'ummlm, "peoples," but the 
repointing to 'emlm, "gods," literally "frightful ones," in Jer 1 38, yields 
excellent sense in view of other Psalter texts, that extend similar in
vitations to pagan deities. Thus Ps xlvii 2-3, "All you strong ones, 
clap your hands, I acclaim, you gods, with shouts of joy. For Yahweh 
Most High is awesome, I the Great King over all the earth." 

Scholars are perplexed by the presence of the definite article in hil'emlm, 
whereas parallel goylm, "nations," lacks it. The reason for this difference 
seems to be metrical, not semantic; the psalmist needed another syllable 
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in the second colon, and by using the definite article brought the syllable 
count to a more balanced 9:8. 

2. For mighty. Duhm and other commentators find the logical nexus 
between the two verses extremely puzzling. The psalmist invites the pagans 
and their gods to praise Yahweh (this implies conversion) because he 
has been good to Israel. "How naive of the psalmist" is the comment 
of some critics, and yet the same sentiment is encountered in Pss xxii 
28, !xvii 2-6, and Ixxxvi 9, "If you act, all the pagans will come I to 
prostrate themselves before you, my Lord, I And they will glorify your 
name." See also Ps cxv 1-3. 

kindness •.. fidelity. As in Ps xl 1lb, the poet breaks up the customary 
pair f:iesed and '•met, placing one in each colon. 

the fidelity of Yahweh. The diagonal arrangement of the two verses 
in the original text (see introductory NoTE) is obliterated in the de
plorably careless translation of '•met yhwh by The Grail Psalms, "he 
is faithful." 

is eternal. This ambivalent version of t•'oliim attempts to reflect the 
ambiguity of the original in which it can signify "to eternity" or "from 
eternity," according to the context. And sometimes the context precludes 
certainty. Those versions, such as RSV, which render "endures for ever" 
may exceed the intent of the poet. 



PSALM 118 

(cxviii 1-29) 

Give thanks to Yahweh for he is good, 
for his kindness is eternal. 

2 Let Israel say, 
"His kindness is eternal!" 

3 Let the house of Aaron say, 
"His kindness is eternal!" 

4 Let those who fear Yahweh say, 
"His kindness is eternal!" 

5 From Confinement I called Yah, 
Yah answered me from the Broad Domain. 

6 Yahweh is for me, I fear not; 
what can man do against me? 

7 Yahweh is for me, my Great Warrior, 
so I shall gloat over my enemies. 

8 It is better to seek refuge in Yahweh 
than to trust in man. 

9 It is better to seek refuge in Yahweh 
than to trust in princes. 

10 All nations surrounded me, 
but in Yahweh's name indeed I cut off their foreskins. 

11 They surrounded me, surrounded me completely, 
but in Yahweh's name indeed I cut off their foreskins. 

12 They surrounded me like bees, 
they crackled like a fire of thorns, 
but in Yahweh's name indeed I cut off their foreskins. 

13 You grimly thrust me to the point of falling, 
but Yahweh helped me. 

14 My fortress and my sentinel was Yah, 
who became the victory for me. 

15 The sound of rejoicing and victory 
was in the tents of the triumphant. 

16 Yahweh's right hand achieved victory, 
Yahweh's right hand was exalted, 
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Yahweh's right hand achieved victory. 
17 I did not die but lived 

that I might recount the works of Yah. 
18 Though Yah chastised me sorely, 

he did not hand me to Death. 
19 Open for me the gates of victory 

that I may enter them to thank Yah. 
20 This is the gate that belongs to Yahweh, 

let the triumphant enter it! 
21 I thank you because you granted me triumph, 

and became the victory for me. 
22 The stone the builders rejected 

became the cornerstone. 
23 From Yahweh this has come to pass, 

it is wondrous in our eyes. 
24 This is the day Yahweh acted, 

let us exult and rejoice in him! 
25 We beg you, Yahweh, give victory! 

we beg you, Yahweh, send prosperity! 
26 Blessed be he who enters in the name of Yahweh, 

we bless you in the house of Yahweh. 
27 El Yahweh has truly shone upon us! 

Deck the shrine with leafy boughs, 
adorn the horns of the altar. 

28 You are my God and I thank you, 
my God, I extol you. 

29 Give thanks to Yahweh for he is good, 
for his kindness is eternal. 

NOTES 

155 

cxviii. A king's hymn of thanksgiving for delivery from death and 
for a military victory. Some critics claim that this psalm is best under
stood as part of the annual liturgy in which the Davidic king was 
prominent, but this reconstruction must symbolically interpret the psalmist's 
references to an encounter with death, which seem to be literal. 

In vss. 1-4 a singer calls for thanksgiving from the companies of 
the laity, of the priests, and of all together (cf. Ps cxv 9-11). Verses 
5-18 contain the king's description of the battle in which through divine 
intervention he escaped sure death. Verses 19-22 describe the entry 
of the procession, first, into the city and then into the temple. In vss. 
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23-29 the king and the worshipers celebrate their common salvation in 
alternating voices. 

The several striking verbal similarities between this hymn and the ancient 
victory hymn in Exod xv (compare vs. 14 with Exod xv 2; vss. 15-16 
with Exod xv 6; and vs. 28 with Exod xv 2) indicate an early 
date of composition. This inference is further sustained by the economy 
of language (e.g., the relative clauses without relative pronouns in vss. 
22, 24) , and by the reference to a very primitive custom in vss. 10-12. 
The contents and the probable use of the verb 'iiniih, "to conquer," in 
vs. 21 point to the royal, hence pre-Exilic, nature of the victory hymn. 

1. is eternal. Consult the third NoTE on Ps cxvii 2 for the possible 
ambivalence of the phrase l•'oliim, "to/from eternity." 

2. Israel. The proposal to insert, with LXX, bet, "house," before "Israel" 
is not compelling, especially since the present syllable count is perfectly 
balanced at 6:6. 

"His . . . eternal." Heb. ki which introduces the quotation, is here, 
and in vss. 3-4, reproduced by quotation marks. 

5. From ... from The first NOTE on Ps Iv 12 cites other instances 
of the min//b• sequence in which both prepositions denote "from." 

Confinement. Being hapax legomenon, the singular form me~ar, usually 
rendered "straits, distress," must be defined from the over-all context of 
the psalm. Since the psalmist was in immediate danger of death (vss. 
10-14, 17-18), me~ar should designate a place from which he called 
for divine help, much as in Ps !xi 3, where the poet pictures himself 
on the edge of the abyss, and in Ecclus Ii 9, which reads, "And I 
raised my voice from the City, and from the gates of Sheol my cry." 
The motif of Sheol as a place of confinement (see third NOTE on Ps 
lxxxviii 9 on Sheol as Prison) accords with the verb sabbuni, "They 
surrounded me." The preformative m, then, expresses place, precisely as 
in the second-colon antonym merl;zii.b, "Broad Domain." 

answered me from. Cf. Pss Ix 8 and xcix 7. 
the Broad Domain. In Pss xviii 20 and xxxi 9, merbiib designates 

the vast expanses of the nether world, but here it refers to Yahweh's 
celestial abode. The subsequent contrast between the psalmist's confined 
existence on earth and the freedom of heaven recalls the sequence of 
ideas in Pss iv 2, b~~iir hirbabtii ti, "in distress set me at large," 
and xviii 7-8. 

Failure to recognize that both me~ar and merbiib are place names 
produced the indefensible translation of KJ, which transmutes the eight 
words of the Hebrew original into eighteen in English: "I called upon 
the Lord in distress: the Lord answered me, and set me in a large place." 

6. Yahweh . . . man. The poet sharpens the contrast between God 
and man by placing yahweh at the beginning of the verse and 'iidiim 
at the end. 

for me. Compare Ps lvi 10, "Then will I know I that God is for 
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me." The ancient versions found difficult the nuance of Ii; thus Juxta 
Hebraeos strays far a.field with Dominus meus es, "You are my Lord." 

for me ... against me. The use of li in two opposite senses effectively 
illustrates the aspect of Hebrew style noticed at Ps civ 8. 

against me. The second NOTE on Ps xvii 4 cites Ugaritic-Phoenician
Hebrew texts witnessing this nuance of ll. 

7. my Great Warrior. Like Ps !iv 6, b•som•ke, "the true Sustainer," 
b"oz•riiy may be analyzed into the emphatic beth followed by the plural 
of majesty. The psalmist evidently chose the plural form 'oz•ray, "my 
Great Warrior," to effect assonance and rhyme with second-colon 
son•'iiy, "my enemies." The numerous enemies of the poet were no match 
for the unique and majestic God of the psalmist. The root of 'oz•ray 
occurs in Ugaritic as 'd_r, "lad, warrior," discussed in NOTE on Ps xxxv 2. 

I shall gloat over. See Ps cxii 8 for this idiom and for the play on 
the verbs yiire', "to fear," and rii'iih, "to see." 

8. in man 9. in princes. As in Ps cxlvi 3, the balance between 
'iidiim, "man," and n"cliblm, "princes," may be an instance of merismus 
expressing "all men." A similar usage can be found in the Phoenician 
Inscription of Eshmunazor, line 4, kl mm/kt wk/ 'dm, "every king and 
every man," and in UT, 51 :vn:43, umlk ublmlk, "whether king or com
moner." 

10. indeed. As pointed out by R. T. O'Callaghan, VT 4 (1954), 175, 
this kl is emphatic, forcing the verb to the end of the sentence; consult 
the second Norn on Ps xlix 16. Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 408, correctly 
observes that the LXX and Juxta Hebraeos do not translate kl, but 
he erroneously concludes that it is probably a gloss of asseveration. From 
a study of other passages with emphatic kl it is clear that the versions 
did not appreciate the function of this particle; from the postposition of 
the verb it appears certain that kl is not a gloss. 

I cut off their foreskins. Many translators and commentators fight shy 
of the obvious meaning of MT 'amuem, the hiphil of mu/, "to cir
cumcise," but BDB, p. 558, correctly defines it "I will make them to 
be circumcised," though it misunderstood the tense of the verb. The 
yqtl form expresses the past, since from vss. 5 and 13 it is clear that 
the crisis was past and the victory won. Whether the hiphil should be 
taken with BDB as causative or as elative does not change the meaning 
substantially. 

The poet doubtless alludes to the practice mentioned in I Sam xviii 
25-27, "The king desires no marriage present except a hundred foreskins 
of the Philistines, that he may be avenged of the king's foes. . . . David 
arose and went, along with his men, and killed two hundred of the 
Philistines; and David brought their foreskins, which were given in full 
number to the king, that he might become the king's son-in-law." The 
reference to the "nations" and the "foreskins" suggests further that the 
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psalmist had the Philistines in mind; most of Israel's neighbors practiced 
circumcision, but the Philistines did not. 

12. they crackled. The first NoTE on Ps Ixxiv 5 seeks to establish 
this meaning of d'kw, probably to be vocalized as pie! privative de'•kii. 
The verb "crackled" replaces "blazed" as a more accurate description of 
the burning of thorns. 

13. You grimly thrust me. One of the more difficult expressions in 
the poem, unexplained dal;zoh d•l:z1tanl assumes a measure of intelligibility 
when taken as a direct address of the psalmist to Death. This exegesis 
consorts well with the observations made at Pss v 11, xxxv 5, xxxvi 13, 
lvi 14, cxvi 8, that biblical poets often used the verb dal;zah specifically 
to describe casting someone into the infernal abyss. 

to the point of falling. Namely, into Sheol. This pregnant sense of 
linpol, documented at Ps lxxxii 7, sustains the interpretation proposed 
in the preceding NOTE and at vs. 5. 

but Yahweh helped me. As in Pss xiii 5 and !xi 3, the psalmist is 
dramatically caught in the struggle between Yahweh and Death. 

14. My fortress. This nuance of 'ozzi, usually rendered "my strength," 
is inferred from the military metaphor the poet employs in this verse; 
cf. the first NoTE on Ps !ix 10. 

my sentinel. With zimrat sharing the suffix of 'ozzi; one might also 
read zimraa, with the single writing of -y (the next word being yah). 
The latter reading would result in a 7:7 syllable count. This composite 
phrase recurs in Exod xv 2 and Isa xii 2. 

The third NoTE on Ps !ix 18 cites the evidence for this definition 
of zimrat, now confirmed by Ugar. 'zk d_mrk; see UT, Supplement, p. 551. 

victory. The valid assumption that the poet composed a congruent meta
phor indicates this nuance of y•su'ah, studied at Ps !xvii 3. 

15. the tents of the triumphant. The army of the Israelite king celebrat
ing the king's delivery from death. Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 299) appears 
to be correct when translating ~addiqim, "the victors," since the context 
is military. Other texts where this shade of meaning is pronounced include 
Isa xii 2, 10, xlix 24, where ~addiq//gibbOr must not be emended to 
'url~. "the violent" (pace lQis• and McKenzie, Second Isaiah, § 27, Isa 
xlix 24, n. b); J er xxiii 6; consult BDB, p. 842a. 

16. Yahweh's right hand. The threefold repetition of y•min yhwh 
corresponds to the threefold repetition of vss. 10--12 and of Ps cxv 
9-11. 

17. I did not die but lived. Like vs. 10, '•mllam .. '{imiit and 'el:zyeh 
are yqtl forms expressing past events, namely, the result of vs. 13, yhwh 
'•zaranz, "Yahweh helped me." The parallelism with the qtl verbs yiss•ranni, 
"chastised me," and IO' n•taniinl, "he did not hand me," reveals the past 
nature of these two verbs. 

that I might recount. The inability to sing God's praises in Sheol being 
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one of the most painful privations of the Israelite dead; see NOTE on 
Ps lxxxviii 11. 

19. Open for me. The triumphant king at the head of his army 
commands that the gates be thrown open. 

the gates of victory. For this nuance of ~edeq, see the NOTE on 
vs. 15. Most modern commentators see here a reference to the gates 
of the temple, but comparison with the processional hymn in Ps xxiv 
7-10 suggests rather the gates of Jerusalem. The singular form la'ar 
in the next verse probably refers to the door of the temple. 

20. This is the gate. Words spoken by the priest to the king. 
the gate. In contradistinction to plural "gates" in vs. 19, singular la'ar 

probably designates the entrance to the temple. 
that belongs to Yahweh. Interpreting l as the lamedh of ownership, 

noticed in eighth NoTE to Ps ex 3. 
21. you granted me triumph. Consonantal 'nytny (MT •anltiini) is capable 

of several valid interpretations, but a piel pointing 'innetanl and the defini
tion examined at Pss xviii 36, xx 2, 7, 10, Ix 7, lxxxix 23 yield a 
convincing meaning consonant with the immediate context and with the 
royal genre of the psalm. As the introductory NOTE points out, 'nw, 
"to conquer, triumph," occurs only in royal psalms. 

22. The stone. Namely, Israel. Though considered unimportant by the 
great empires, Israel received an honorable and important place in the 
building of Yahweh's kingdom. 

the cornerstone. Literally "the head of the corner." Placing 'eben, "stone," 
at the beginning of the verse and pinniih, "comer," at the end, the 
psalmist effects the breakup of a composite phrase. The phrase 'eben 
pinniih, "the cornerstone," occurs in Jer Ii 26 and Job xxxviii 6. See 
the list of breakup of stereotyped phrases in THE GRAMMAR OF THE 
PSALTER. This literary analysis thus supports the interpretation of the stone 
as the cornerstone, not the keystone as maintained by some commentators. 

23. From Yahweh. The order of words emphasizes "From Yahweh," 
who, as stated in vs. 5, "answered me from the Broad Domain." 

24. This is the day Yahweh acted. Not "This is the day which the 
Lord has made" (RSV). Cf. Mal iii 21 (iv 3 RSV), bayyi5m •aser •anz 
'ofeh, "on the day when I act"; fourth NOTE on Ps xxii 32, second 
NOTE on Ps xxxvii 5, NOTE on Ps xxxix 10; and Eaton, Psalms: Introduc
tion and Commentary, p. 272. 

let us exult and rejoice. Comparing UT, 125: 14-15, bf:iyk abn n:fmb 
blmtk ngln, "In your life eternal we rejoice, our father, in your immortality 
we exult." 

in him. Not "in it." Compare Pss xxxiii 21, "For in him our heart 
rejoices," and lxvi 6, nism•f:iiih bi5, "let us rejoice in him." 

25. We beg you, Yahweh. The choir or the congregation implores 
God to carry forward the work which he began by bringing the Israelite 
forces victory. 
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26. Blessed be he. Namely, the king. 
we bless you. The plural suffix -kem can be parsed as a plural of 

majesty referring to the king (see fourth NOTE on Ps cv 30), or it may be 
numerically plural, addressing the king's troops. 

in the house. Usually rendered "from the house," mibbet more probably 
denotes "in the house"; in numerous texts min means "in" (second NOTE 
on Ps !xviii 27), and here parallelism with b•, "in," and the desire to 
avoid the sequence b0bet point to this definition. 

27. El Yahweh. Interpreting 'el yhwh as the composite divine name 
encountered in Pss xviii 31, !xix 34, lxxxv 9, cix 14, not as a nominal 
sentence, with the versions; e.g., RSV translates, "The Lord is God." 
This latter translation became inevitable once the waw of wayyii' er was 
taken as the conjunctive waw and not as the emphasizing particle. In 
vs. 28 recurs another composite divine title, but with the components 
placed in the parallel cola. 

has truly shone. By granting our king and troops victory over the 
foes. Given the numerous instances of waw emphatic in biblical poetry, 
the proposed deletion of wa in wayyii'er no longer commends itself. 

the shrine. Redividing the consonants to read l;zgb 'btym (MT /;lag 
ba'abOam), and identifying l;igb with Syr. l;iugbii, "shrine," Ar. l;iijiib, 
"screen." The appropriateness of the emergent parallelism "shrine! /horns 
of the altar" is evident. Less apparent, however, is the feast and the 
rites to which the psalmist alludes. Most probably this line refers to 
thanksgiving rites celebrating the recent victory. In VT 5 (1955), 266-71, 
I. J. Petuchowski has made the attractive suggestion that this verse is a 
prayer for rain, a part of the specific Sukkoth rites and rainmaking 
ceremonies, but he does not satisfactorily explain how it arrived here. 

with leafy boughs. •abotlm now parses as the accusative of means, 
a very frequent construction in the Psalter; cf. Ps cxi 6. 

adorn. Repointing MT 'ad, "up to," to plural imperative 'adu, from 
'iidii.h, "to adorn, deck oneself," a fine counterpart to imperative 'is"ril, 
"Deck I" 

the horns of the altar. The phrase qarnot hammizbeal;i may profitably 
be compared with UT, 613:30-31, qrnt tll;in, "horns of the (cultic) table"; 
see UT, Supplement, p. 555. 

28. I thank you. As in vs. 21, these are the words of the king. 
Each word in this verse, it might be noted, begins with the letter aleph, and 
though the first colon numbers three words against the two of the second 
colon, the poet perfectly balanced the syllables at eight apiece. D. N. Freed
man notes the similar sequence of five words beginning with aleph in Exod 
xv 9. 

29. Give thanks. To complete an inclusion this line repeats the sentiment 
of the opening verse. 
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(cxix 1-176) 

ALEPH 

How happy those of blameless way, 
who walk in Yahweh's law! 

2 How happy those who observe his stipulations, 
and with all their heart search for him, 

3 \Vho also do no wrong, 
but walk in his ways. 

4 It was you who commanded 
your precepts to be diligently observed. 

5 Oh that my ways were ordered 
to observe your statutes! 

6 Then I should not be humiliated, 
if I gazed upon all your commandments. 

7 I praise you for your upright heart, 
as I learn your just ordinances. 

8 I will observe your statutes; 
do not forsake me, Everlasting Grand One! 

BETH 

9 How can a young man keep himself pure? 
By guarding his path according to your word. 

10 With all my heart I search for you; 
make me not stray from your commandments. 

11 Within my heart I treasure your promise, 
that I might not sin against you. 

12 May you be blessed Yahweh! 
teach me your statutes. 

13 With my lips I proclaim 
all the ordinances from your mouth. 

14 In the way of your stipulations 
I rejoice in you more than in all riches. 

IS On your precepts may I meditate, 
and gaze upon your paths. 
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16 In your statutes I delight myself, 
I never forget your words. 

GIMEL 

17 Requite your servant that I may live, 
and that I may observe your word. 

18 Open my eyes that I may behold 
the wonders of your law. 

19 I am a sojourner on earth, 
hide not from me your commandments. 

20 My soul craves, truly longs 
for your ordinances at all times. 

21 Rebuke the accursed presumptuous, 
who have strayed from your commandments. 

22 Strip me of reproach and scorn, 
for I observe your stipulations. 

23 Though corrupt men sit to gossip about me, 
your servant meditates on your statutes. 

24 Yes, your stipulations are my delight, 
they are the men of my council. 

DALETII 

25 My neck cleaves to the dust, 
restore me to life according to your word. 

26 I declared your ways, and you answered me; 
teach me your statutes. 

27 Make me understand the ways of your precepts, 
that I may meditate on your wonders. 

28 My frame sags from sorrow; 
raise me according to your word! 

29 Put far from me the way of falsehood, 
and through your law show me your favor. 

30 The way of truth have I chosen, 
your ordinances I consider supreme. 

31 I have clung to your precepts; 
Yahweh, do not humiliate me! 

32 I shall run the way of your commandments, 
if you enlarge my understanding. 
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HE 

33 Teach me, Yahweh, 
the way of your statutes, 

That I may guard it as a reward. 
34 Give me insight that I may observe your law, 

that I may keep it with all my heart. 
35 Direct me in the path of your commandments, 

for I delight in it. 
36 Incline my heart toward your stipulations, 

and not to unjust gain. 
37 Keep my eyes from looking at idols, 

but by your power give me life. 
38 Maintain your promise to your servant, 

because truly I fear you. 
39 Remove my reproach because I revere you, 

since your ordinances are good. 
40 Mark how I long for your precepts; 

in your justice give me life. 

WAW 

41 Let your kindness come to me, Yahweh, 
your salvation according to your promise. 

42 I shall have an answer for my taunter, 
for I trust in your word. 

43 So do not remove the true word from my mouth, 
Everlasting Grand Onel 

Indeed I wait for your ordinances, 
44 That I may keep your law, 

Perpetual One, for ever and ever; 
45 That I may walk at liberty, 

while I seek your precepts; 
46 That I may proclaim your stipulations 

before kings, 
And not be humiliated. 

47 I shall delight myself in your commandments 
which I love, 

48 And I shall raise my hands 
according to your commandments which I love, 

And I shall meditate on your statutes. 
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ZAIN 

49 Remember your word to your servant 
upon which you made me rest my hope. 

50 This is my comfort during my affiiction, 
that your word sustains my life. 

51 The presumptuous derided me, Everlasting Grand One, 
but from your law I have not strayed. 

52 When I remember your ordinances of old, 
truly am I comforted, Yahweh. 

53 Indignation seizes me 
because of the wicked who have forsaken your law. 

54 Your statutes have been my defenses, 
in the house of my sojourning. 

55 I remember your name in the night, 
Yahweh, 

And during the watch your law. 
56 Indignity became mine ' 

because I observed your precepts. 

J.IETH 

57 My Creator, Yahweh, I promise 
to observe your commandments. 

58 I entreat your favor with all my heart; 
have pity on me according to your promise. 

59 I considered your ways, 
and retraced my steps to your stipulations. 

60 I hastened and did not delay 
to observe your commandments. 

61 Though bands of the wicked encircled me, 
I did not forget your law. 

62 The middle of the night, 
I rise to thank you 
for your just ordinances. 

63 I am a companion 
to all who fear you, 
and to all who observe your precepts. 

64 With your kindness, Yahweh, 
the earth is full; 

Teach me your statutes. 
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'fETH 

65 Do good to your servant, 
Yahweh, according to your good word. 

66 Teach me judgment and knowledge, 
because I believe in your commandments. 

67 Before I had answered I went astray, 
but now I keep your word. 

68 You are good and the cause of good; 
teach me your statutes. 

69 The presumptuous besmear me with lies, 
but 1-

With all my heart I observe your precepts. 
70 Gross as lard is their heart, 

but I-your law is my delight. 
71 It was good for me that I was afflicted, 

that I might learn your statutes. 
72 More precious to me the law from your mouth 

than thousands of shekels of gold and silver. 

YODH 

73 Your hands made me and fashioned me; 
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give me insight that I may learn your commandments. 
74 Those who fear you will see me and rejoice, 

because I wait for your word. 
75 I know, Yahweh, 

that you are just in your judgments, 
and for the sake of truth you afflicted me. 

76 Let your kindness be my comfort, 
according to your promise to your servant. 

77 Let your mercies come to me that I may live, 
since your law is my delight. 

78 Let the presumptuous be humiliated, 
because with guile they sought to pervert me; 
but I meditated on your commandments. 

79 Let those who fear you tum to me, 
that they may know your stipulations. 

80 May my heart be blameless in your statutes, 
that I may not be humiliated. 
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KAPH 

81 My soul languishes for your salvation, 
for your word I wait. 

82 My eyes grow bleary watching for your word, 
"When will it comfort me?" 

83 For I have become like one weeping from smoke, 
yet I have not forgotten your statutes. 

84 How many are the days of your servant? 
When will you execute judgment on my persecutors? 

85 The presumptuous have dug pits for me, 
who are not in conformity with your law. 

86 All your commandments are truth, 
but by falsehood they persecute me; 

Help mel 
87 They nearly exterminated me from the earth, 

but I did not forsake your precepts. 
88 In your kindness preserve my life, 

that I may keep the stipulation of your mouth. 

LAMEDH 

89 Yahweh, your word is eternal, 
more stable than the heavens! 

90 For generation after generation 
you established your truth, 
more firmly than earth will it stand! 

91 By your appointment they stand firm today, 
because all things are your servants. 

92 Had your law not been my delight, 
I should have perished in my affliction. 

93 Never will I forget your precepts, 
for by these you have kept me alive. 

94 I am yours, save me, 
since I search your precepts. 

95 For me the wicked lie in wait to destroy me, 
but I consider your stipulations. 

96 111an all the perfection I have seen, 0 End, 

§ 119 

your commandment is more extensive, 0 Grand One! 
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MEM 

97 Oh, how I love your law! 
all day long it is my meditation. 

98 Your commandment makes me wiser than my foes, 
because it is ever with me. 

99 I have more understanding than all my teachers, 
because your stipulations are my meditation. 

100 I understand more than the old, 
because I observe your precepts. 

101 I restrain my feet from every evil path, 
in order to keep your word. 

102 I do not tum aside from your ordinances, 
since you yourself have taught me. 

103 How tasty to my palate 
your words, 

How sweet to my mouth! 
104 Through your precepts I acquire insight, 

Most High Honest One, 
I hate every false way. 

NUN 

105 Your words are a lamp to my feet, 
and a light upon my path. 

106 I have sworn and will persevere 
in keeping your just ordinances. 

107 I am afflicted to Calamity, 
Yahweh, 

Preserve my life according to your word. 
108 Oblige me, Yahweh, with noble utterances of your mouth, 

and teach me your ordinances. 
109 My life is in your eternal hands, 

so I do not forget your law. 
110 The wicked have set a trap for me, 

but from your precepts I do not stray. 
111 I have inherited your stipulations, 

0 Eternal One, 
Truly they are my heart's joy. 

112 I incline my heart 
to perform your statutes; 
eternal will be my reward. 
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SAMEKH 

113 I hate the double-minded, 
but love your law. 

114 You are my Protector and my Suzerain; 
I await your word. 

115 Depart from me, you wicked, 
that I may observe the commandments of my God. 

116 Support me according to your promise that I may live, 
and do not make me ashamed of my hope. 

117 Uphold me that I may be saved, 
that I may respect your statutes, 0 Perpetual One. 

118 Make a mound of all who stray from your precepts, 
because their idolatry is false. 

119 You reject as dross all the wicked of earth; 
therefore I love your stipulations. 

120 My body bristles out of awe of you, 
and I fear your judgments. 

AIN 

121 Defend for me my right and my just cause, 
do not leave me to my oppressors. 

122 Assure your servant, 0 Good One, 
lest the presumptuous oppress me. 

123 My eyes languish for your salvation, 
and for your promise of justice. 

124 Deal with your servant according to your kindness, 
and teach me your statutes. 

125 I am your servant; give me insight, 
that I may know your stipulations. 

126 Time to act, 0 Yahweh! 
they have broken your law. 

127 Most High Honest One, 
I love your commandments 
more than gold, and more than fine gold. 

128 Most High Honest One, 
all your precepts I consider truly right, 
I hate every false way. 
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PE 

129 Your stipulations are wonderful, 
Most High Honest One, 

My soul observes them. 
130 Unfold your words which illuminate, 

give the innocent insight. 
131 With gaping mouth I panted, 

because I longed for your commandments. 
132 Tum to me and have pity on me, 

as you do toward those who love your name. 
133 Steady my steps by your word, 

and let no iniquity dominate me. 
134 Redeem me from the oppression of men, 

that I may keep your precepts. 
135 Make your face shine upon your servant, 

and teach me your statutes. 
136 My eyes shed streams of tears; 

Most High, they do not keep your law. 

~ADE 

137 You are just, Yahweh, 
and upright in your judgments. 

138 You justly imposed your stipulations, 
and fidelity to you, 0 Grand One. 

139 My antagonists sought to annihilate me, 
because my adversaries ignored your commandments. 

140 Your word is tested, 
0 Grand One, 

And your servant loves it. 
141 Though I am young and despised, 

I do not forget your precepts. 
142 Your justice is just, 

0 Eternal One, 
And your law is truth. 

143 Though anguish and distress overtook me, 
your commandments were my delight. 

144 Into the justice of your stipulations, 
0 Eternal One, 

Give me insight that I may live. 
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QOPH 

145 I called with all my heart, 
answer me, Yahweh, 
that I may observe your statutes. 

146 I called you, save me, 
that I may keep your stipulations. 

147 I looked toward you at dawn and cried for help, 
for your words I waited. 

148 1l1roughout the watches my eyes looked toward you, 
as I meditated on your promise. 

149 In your kindness hear my voice, 
Yahweh, 

In your justice preserve my life. 
150 Pursuers of idols draw near, 

from your law they have gone far. 
151 But you are the Near One, Yahweh, 

and all your commandments are truth. 
152 0 Primeval One, I acknowledge your stipulations, 

because you established them from eternity. 

RESH 

153 See my affliction and rescue me, 
for I have not forgotten your law. 

154 Plead my cause and redeem me; 
according to your promise, preserve my life. 

155 Keep distant from the wicked your salvation, 
because they do not study your statutes. 

156 Your mercies are numerous, Yahweh; 
according to your ordinances preserve my life. 

157 Though my persecutors and adversaries are numerous, 
I do not tum away from your stipulations. 

158 I looked at the faithless and was disgusted, 
because they did not keep your command. 

159 See how I love your precepts! 
in your kindness preserve my life. 

160 The essence of your word is your truth, 
0 Eternal One, 

The content of your judgment is your justice. 
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SHIN 

161 Corrupt men persecuted me without cause, 
and my heart indeed dreaded my pursuers, 

162 But I rejoiced at your word 
because your utterance was my great boon. 

163 I hate and abhor falsehood, 
but I love your law. 

164 Seven times a day I praise you 
for your just ordinances. 

165 Great prosperity for those who love your law, 
no stumbling blocks for them! 

166 I hope for your salvation, 
Yahweh, 

And your commandments I perform. 
167 My soul keeps your stipulations, 

and I love them deeply. 
168 I keep your precepts and stipulations, 

because all my ways are before you. 

TAU 

169 May my cry reach your presence, 
Yahweh, 

According to your word, give me insight. 
170 May my supplication come before you; 

according to your promise, rescue me. 
171 May my lips pour forth your praise, 

because you have taught me your statutes. 
172 May my tongue repeat your word, 

because the content of your commandments is justice. 
173 May your hand be ready to help me, 

since I have chosen your precepts. 
174 I long for your salvation, 

Yahweh, 
And your law is my delight. 

175 Long live my soul to praise you, 
and let your ordinances help me. 

176 If I should stray like a lost sheep, 
seek your servant, 

For I have not forgotten your commandments. 

171 
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NOTES 

ex.ix. This great "Psalm of the Law," the longest poem in the Psalter, 
is the literary composition of a psalmist whose earnest desire is to make 
God's law the governing principle of his conduct. He has arranged 
his meditations in an elaborate acrostic form (compare Pss ix-x, xxv, 
xxxiv, xxxvii, cxi, cxii, cxlv), adopted perhaps as an aid to memory. 
For each letter of the Hebrew alphabet there is a stanza of eight verses 
which all begin with that letter; thus there are twenty-two stanzas. One 
encounters a similar framework in an Akkadian "Dialogue about Human 
Misery," a poem sometimes called "The Babylonian Ecclesiastes"; see 
Ancient Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament, ed. J. B. 
Pritchard, 2d ed. (Princeton, 1955), pp. 438-40. 

This artificiality of structure seems to have hindered many commentators 
from appreciating the variety of the contents of the psalm. Some have 
denied that any real connection or progress of thought is to be found in 
it. Thus Weiser (The Psalms, p. 739) writes that the formal external 
character of the psalm stifles its subject matter. For him this poem is a 
many-colored mosaic of thoughts which are often repeated in a wearisome 
manner. The present writer shared this evaluation until a careful analysis of 
the Hebrew text revealed, in verse after verse, a freshness of thought and 
a felicity of expression unnoticed and consequently unappreciated in earlier 
versions. Weiser (The Psalms, p. 740) appears mistaken in his conviction 
that "The simple form of the diction makes it unnecessary to expound 
the psalm in detail." The reader will recognize how frequently and how 
sharply the present translation differs from other editions. 

The following NOTES register numerous new interpretations and stylistic 
features, but one prosodic pattern must be mentioned as especially charac
teristic of this acrostic. For want of a better term, it has been labeled 
"the double-duty modifier" and would probably be classified in classical 
prosody as a type of zeugma. Cf. Edouard des Places, "Constructions 
grecques de mots a fonction double (APO KOINOU) ," in Revue des "/:tudes 
Grecques, Tome 75, No. 354-55 ( 1962), 1-12. The desire to avoid ho
mophony and the law of economy seem to be the principal factors behind 
the APO KOINOU construction that is witnessed in numerous Greek writers 
and poets beginning with Homer. This poetic arrangement has already 
been noticed at Ps !vii 5, but no poet employs it more frequently or 
more effectively than this psalmist. He suspends between two longer cola 
a divine name or title addressed by both the preceding and the following 
cola. This pattern recurs in vss. 43, 55, 62, 111, 140, 142, 144, 149, 
160, 166, 169, 174. 

Of all the psalms, Ps cxix benefits most from the Qumran discoveries. 
Of its verses, 114 are preserved wholly or partially in the Psalms Scroll 
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labeled 1 lQPsa. Many of its significant variants will be cited and 
commented upon in the following NOTES. Cf. also J. A. Sanders, The 
Dead Sea Psalms Scroll (Ithaca, 1967), pp. 17-18. 

Current scholarship tends to assign a late date of composition to this 
psalm, but the view that the psalm was composed for a ruler~ven, 
perhaps, a Davidic king who stood in special relation to God's law (cf. 
Deut xvii 18 ff.; Ps xi 6-8)-does not seem improbable. Numerous poetic 
usages that were rarely employed in the post-Exilic period have been 
uncovered in the poem. These strongly favor a pre-Exilic date of composi
tion. The period of the Deuteronomic reform (late seventh century B.c.) 
provides a likely background for the spirit and legal language that pervades 
throughout. 

1. Yahweh's law. Here, as in Pss i and xix, toriih signifies "law" 
in its widest sense, including all divine revelation as the guide of life 
and prophetic exhortation as well as priestly direction. Compare the use 
of "the law" to denote the whole OT in John x 34, which quotes Ps 
lxxxii 6 as "your law." 

2. who observe. Comparing the phrase no:f're 'edotey with Aramaic 
Sefire (eighth century B.c.), I B:7-8, w'dy' ['In kl 'lhy'] y:frn, ["All the 
gods] will guard these stipulations"; cf. also J. C. Greenfield in Acta 
Orientalia 29 (1965), 9. 

his stipulations. Traditionally translated "his testimonies," 'edotey belongs 
rather to the terminology of covenant; cf. Ps xxv 10, b•rito w"edotiiyw, 
"his covenant stipulations"; Aramaic Sefire 'dy, "treaty stipulations" (Fitz
myer, The Aramaic Inscriptions of SeflrP, pp. 24-25); Albright, YGC, 
pp. 92-93; H. Cazelles, ETL 44 (1968), 63. 

The present 8 :7 syllable count can be brought into perfect equilibrium 
if consonantal 'dtyw is broken down into 'edotey, with the third-person 
suffix -y, and the final w attached to the next phrase as the conjunction 
"and." Other instances of like analysis are cited at Pss cv 6, 18 and 
cvi 12-13. 

and with all their heart. See the preceding NOTE for "and." Since 
leb signifies a member of the body, it need not be supplied with a suffix, 
as frequently noted in Psalms II (Index of Subjects, s.v.), and more 
recently by M. C. Astour in JNES 27 (1968), 26, n. 78. Contrast KJ, 
"with the whole heart," and see below on vs. 58. 

4. who commanded. KJ renders "Thou hast commanded us," inserting 
us as the first object of transitive :fiwwltiih. The verse becomes syntactically 
explicable when read as a run-on line, that is, as an instance of enjamb
ment; see the next NOTE. 

your precepts to be diligently observed. In the infinitival phrase piq
qudekii liSmor (which is the direct object of the verb #wwltiih), piqqudekii, 
"your precepts," parses as the direct object of the construct infinitive 
liSmor. In this unusual piece of syntax we have the object preceding the 
infinitive expressing the idea of obligation (GK, § 1141), but this usage 
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is not as uncommon as previously thought. See the same construction 
in vs. 9, and cf. Ps viii 3; Isa xxiii 9, xlix 6b; C. Brockelmann, 
Grundriss (Berlin, 1908), II, pp. 438-39, n. 1, and J. Carmignac, "L'infinitif 
place apres son object," in Revue de Qumran 5 (1966), 503-20. Thus the 
objection to my rendering of Ps viii 3 raised by J. A. Soggin, Biblica 
47 (1966), 422, can no longer be upheld. Soggin claims that the infinitive 
should precede its object; this may be generally true in prose, but hardly 
in poetry, as shown by Carmignac. 

5. Oh that. Heb. 'aJ:ialay, occurring only twice in the Bible, probably 
finds its counterpart in Ugar. aJ:il, as pointed out by U. Cassuto; cf. 
UT, Glossary, No. 127. 

7. for your upright heart. Usually rendered "with uprightness of heart," 
a version savoring of self-righteousness on the part of the psalmist, the 
phrase b•yoser lebiib shares the suffix of second-colon "your just or
dinances." Thus the uprightness in question is an attribute of God, not 
of the psalmist; consult the first NOTE on Ps !iv 8. 

8. Everlasting Grand One. At a loss to explain 'ad-m•'od, critics often 
transpose it after 'esmor, "I will observe." Consonantal 'd m'd, coming 
at the end of the first stanza (notice yhwh at end of first verse), can 
be upheld if distinguished from adverbial 'ad m•od, "exceedingly," and 
repointed 'ad ma'ed, a composite divine title whose second component is 
documented at Ps cix 30. Lending conviction to this analysis is the 
inclusion which emerges. The final phrase of the first strophe, 'ad ma'ed 
creates an elegant inclusion with yhwh in the first line of this strophe, 
a phenomenon repeated in the lamedh strophe (vss. 89-96). 

Its first element 'ad, "everlasting, perpetual," would thus be categorized 
with such titles as 'oliim, "Eternal One." On the possible Ugaritic corre
spondent in such composite titles as 'd w :Sr, 'd mlk, 'd rsp, see M. C. 
Astour in JAOS 86 (1966), 282. This composite title of Yahweh is probably 
verified in vss. 43 and 51, where it has proved equally troublesome to 
ancient and modem versions. Thus the prayer, "do not forsake me, Ever
lasting Grand Onel" is identical in form to Ps xxxviii 22, "Do not forsake 
me, 0 Yahweh!" 

9. keep himself pure. Retaining MT pie! y•zakkeh but repointing 'et 
to '6t6, "himself." The second NOTE on Ps cii 23 lists other instances 
of confusion between 'et and '6t6. This reading solves the syntactic 
problem of identifying the direct object of transitive y•zakkeh, often emended 
to qal yizkeh, as well as the stichometric difficulty (Briggs, for example, 
deletes na'ar, "young man") by placing four words in each colon with a 
9: 9 syllable count. The new analysis of vs. 2 results in an 8: 8 line, a 
further confirmation of syllable counting as a text-critical criterion. 

By guarding his path. In the phrase 'orJ:io liSmor we have another 
(see vs. 4) instance of an infinitive construct placed after its object. 

11. Within my heart I treasure. With b•/ibbi ~apanti comparing Job 
xxiii 12, mi.rwot (MT mi.rwat) Jepiitiiyw w•lo' •amiSem (MT 'iimls m-) 
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l)eql (MT l)uqql) ~iipantl 'imre pill, "The commandments from his lips-I 
have certainly not veered from them; in my bosom I have treasured 
the words from his mouth." For the nuance "treasure" in :fiipantl (Kl, 
"I hid"), see the fourth Norn on Ps xvii 14. 

12. May you be blessed. Interpreting biiriik 'attiih as precative mode 
(the fourth Norn on Ps cxi 10) with RSV, rather than the indicative 
mode of KI, "Blessed art thou." This mode better comports with second
colon imperative mode "teach me," which is sometimes emended to in
dicative kl t•/amm•denl, "because you teach me." 

13. With my lips J proclaim. The phrase bifcpiitay sippartl juxtaposes 
two roots collocated in UT, 77:45-47, bpy sprhn bspty mnthn, "In my 
mouth is their number, on my lips their count." 

my lips ... your mouth. The frequent Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism be
tween these two words (cf. second NOTE on Ps !ix 8) and the contrast 
obviously intended by the psalmist, who forms an inclusion with them, 
argue against the emendation of plkii, "your mouth," to :fidqekii, "your 
justice," a reading found in six manuscripts and in the Syriac version. 

14. 1 rejoice in you. Reading fastlkii (MT saftl k•), and parsing the 
suffix as datival, expressing the cause of joy. As noted at Ps lxxvii 14, the 
Masoretes were unversed in the dative function of suffixes. Cf. Jer xx 15, 
s•mal;i siml;iehu (MT fammeal;i simmiil;iiihii), "Rejoice, rejoice over him!" 
where the suffix is datival, expressing the source of joy; cf. M. Dahood, 
"Ugaritic and the Old Testament," in ETL 44 ( 1968), 35-54, especially 
39 for further details on Jer xx 15. In UT, 125:6, tbkyk, "They weep for 
you," the poet uses the dative suffix -k to state the cause of grief. Another 
instance of dative suffix recurs in vs. 41. 

more than. There is now no need to emend consonantal k'l to me'al, 
once initial k- has been attached to the preceding word as dative suffix. 

15. On your precepts ... upon your paths. This word order has been 
adopted to reflect the excellent chiasmus of the Hebrew. 

16. Jn your statutes ... your words. Another instance of chiasmus. 
Parallelism with plural "your statutes" suggests that consonantal dbrk is 
defective spelling for plural "your words," an inference sustained by 11 QPs• 
dbrykh, by many manuscripts, and by LXX, Syr., and Juxta Hebraeos. 

your statutes. The widely accepted emendation of MT l)uqqotekii to 
toriit"kii, "your law," is checkmated by llQPs• l;iwqykh, which, though 
masculine as against MT feminine, still means "your statutes." 

17. Requite. Namely, to make repayment of return for service. The 
close semantic relationship between the roots gml, "to requite," and gmr, 
"to avenge," stressed in my article, "The Root GMR in the Psalms," TS 14 
(1953), 595-97, is further evidenced by llQPs• which reads gmwr, 
"Avenge!" instead of MT gcmol, "Requite!" 

18. the wonders of your law. Usually rendered "wondrous things out of 
thy law" (KJ), MT niplii'ot mittoriitekii should preferably be read nipl•'ot-m 
toriitekii, with an enclitic mem in a construct chain. Compare Isa !viii 12, 
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lpJr•bot 'oliim, "ancient ruins," with Ezek xxvi 20, l:zor•bOt-m (with enclitic 
mem) 'oliim, where MT reads l:z0riib0t me'oliim, "ruins from antiquity." 

20. truly longs. Commonly understood as "for the longing," MT l•tdabiih 
can also be analyzed into emphatic lamedh plus the third-person feminine 
singular verb ta'abiih from tii'ab, "to long for, crave." Both LXX and 
Vulg. understood a verb here; what is more, the putative noun ta'abiih 
is a hapax legomenon, whereas the verb tii'ab has good credentials, recur
ring in vss. 40 and 17 4. The two verbs of the first colon, giir•siih and 
tii'abiih, are thus balanced in the second colon by two prepositional phrases 
'el mi.i'piifekii, "for your ordinances," and b•kol 'et, "at all times." The 
verse reads, like vs. 18, as a run-on line (enjambment). 

21. Rebuke. Recognizing the precative mode in gii'artii, exactly as in 
Ps ix 6, gii'artii goylm, "Rebuke the nations!" This is further indicated by 
imperative gal, "Strip," in the next verse. 

the accursed presumptuous. Proposals to shift the MT athnach so that 
'arurlm, "accursed," would modify haJsoglm, "those who have strayed," 
disarrange the present 8:8 syllable count; see the second NoTE on vs. 22 
below. 

22. Strip me. MT piel imperative gal from giiliih, "to uncover," has 
often been repointed, on the basis of Josh v 9, to go/, from giilal, "to roll 
away." This repunctuation finds new support in 11QPs8 gwl; cf. HALAT, 
p. 186a. The recognition, however, that the underlying metaphor may be 
that of reproach and scorn pictured as garments, a metaphor witnessed in 
Ugaritic as observed in the NOTE on Ps cix 18, permits the retention of 
MT gal. Cf. Ps lxxviii 66, l;ierpat 'oliim niitan liimo, "he covered them 
with everlasting shame," and NOTE thereto. 

and scorn. The note in the critical apparatus of BH3 recommending the 
deletion of wiibiiz, with the Syriac, overlooks the 8: 8 syllable count (see 
preceding NOTE) and would convert the line into 6:8. The second NoTE 
on Ps cxiii 8 comments upon the Syriac version's limitations regarding 
Hebrew metrics. 

23. corrupt men. The inability of commentators to explain convincingly 
why siirlm, traditionally rendered "princes," should malign the psalmist, and 
the Syriac understanding of siirim as "evil men" suggest that siirim is a 
homonym of "princes" that denotes "corrupt men." The name of the 
Ugaritic maleficent deity mt w.i'r, "Death and Corruption" (cf. UT, Glos
sary, No. 2479; CML, p. 148s) contains the root (Ar . .i'arra, "to be evil") 
which may underlie MT siirlm; see below on vs. 161. In fact, biblical 
yii.i'•bu siirim, "corrupt men sit," sounds strikingly like UT, 52:8, mt w.i'r 
y[b, "Death and Corruption sits enthroned." 

to gossip. For this nuance of nidbiirii, see the second NOTE on Ps !vi 5. 
Again the syllable count is perfectly balanced at 10: 10. 

24. men of my council. Hebrew for "my counselors." 
25. My neck cleaves. Comparing the similar description in Ps xliv 26, 

"For our neck is bowed down to the dust, I our belly cleaves to the 
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ground." RSV follows KI when translating naps1 as "my soul," a version 
made dubious by the context and by Ugar. nps, "throat, neck." 

26. your ways. MT read first person d•rakay, "my ways," but the ap
parent inclusion with final J:iuqqeka, "your statutes," favors LXX "your 
ways." Nor is it required to alter consonantal drky; it may vocalized as con
struct darkey dependent upon the suffix of its opposite number J:iuqqekii. 
The same phenomenon, which may be classified with the double-duty suf
fixes in a construct chain (cf. first NoTE on Ps Ix.xx.ix 2), recurs in vss. 59 
and 109. 

28. My frame. As in vs. 25, napsl has a physical sense. There it is 
translated "my neck," but here this definition might be too detailed. The 
underlying metaphor asks a meaning such as "my frame" or "my person," 
the latter an especially well-documented usage. 

sags. Heb. dal•pah has been translated in many ways (RSV reads "My 
soul melts away for sorrow"; CCD "My soul weeps for sorrow"), but I 
follow a suggestion of William L. Moran, "A Note on Ps 119:28," in 
CBQ 15 (1953), IO, who relates dal•pah to Ugar. dip in UT, 68:17-18, 
ym lymk ltng~n pnth lydlp tmnh, "Sea did not sink, his comers did not 
vibrate, his frame did not sag." Moran's suggestion has been adopted by 
J. C. Greenfield, HUCA 29 (1958), 208-9, who cites the Midrash that 
made the same point concerning the parallelism of the verbs. In Biblica 
33 (1952), 212, and 46 (1965), 311-12, the present writer interpreted the 
Ugaritic terms and metaphor in the light of Eccles x 18 which displays 
in parallelism mkk//dlp, two of the verbs found in the Ugaritic sequence 
mkk//ng~//dlp: b•'~/iltl-m yimmak hamm•qiireh ub•siplut yadayim yid
/Op habbiiyit, "When there is laziness, the rafters sink; when hands are 
slack, the house sags." This text reveals that in all three passages the 
underlying metaphor is that of a building. Second-colon qayy•menl, "raise 
me," and the well-established assumption that biblical poets employed meta
phors congruently (fourth NOTE on Ps Ii 9, second NoTE on Ps cix 14) 
sustain this interpretation. The metaphor likening the body to a building 
passes over into NT imagery; e.g., Eph iv 12, "for the building up [oikodo
men] of the body of Christ." 

This translation and exegesis, it may be observed, point up the danger 
of defining Ugaritic and Hebrew words on the basis of the nuance borne 
by the corresponding term in Akkadian. Thus E. A. Speiser, JCS 5 (1951), 
66, on the basis of Akk. daliipu ascribes to Ugar. dip the Akkadian mean
ing "to be disquieted, agitated," and A. Haldar, BO 21 (1964), 275, lists 
Ugar. dip as one of the pure Akkadian loanwords in Ugaritic, a conclusion 
upset by Hebrew usage in Eccles x 18 and Ps cxix 28. 

raise me. Whom sorrow has made like a sagging roof. In Isa xliv 26 
and !xi 4, pole! forms of qum (here pie! qayy•menl) signify "to raise, 
repair" dilapidated buildings. 

30. I consider supreme. Deriving siwwrn, often emended with the Syriac 
to 'iwwltl, "I desire," from the root discussed at Ps lxxxix 20, and 
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assigning the pie! form to the "pie! of consideration"; see the :first NOTE 
on Ps cxvi 15 and below on vs. 128, yissiirtl, "I consider right." 

33. Teach me. Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 520) is surely correct when 
scanning this line as a 2+2+2 tricolon, and not as a 3+3 bicolon with 
RSV and other versions. Which is to say that a 5:5:7 syllable count is 
preferable to a 10:7 bicolon. 

reward. Parsing 'eqeb as the second (predicate) accusative with 'e$$"renniih, 
"I will guard it." Contrast RSV, "I will keep it to the end." Heb. 'eqeb, 
"reward," which recurs in vs. 112, Ps xix 12, and Prov xxii 4, equals 
Phoen. 'qb. 

34. Give me insight that I may observe. The syntax of hablnenl 
w•'e$~"riih, an imperative followed a verb in the subjunctive mode, recalls 
EA, 123:25-27, uSSira 3 awili u iblu{a u inll$$ira ala farri, "Send three 
men that I may live and guard the city for the king." 

with all my heart. As in vs. 2, b•kol leb requires no pronominal suffix, 
being the name of a part of the body. KJ here translates b•kol Zeb "with 
my whole heart," but did not supply the apposite suffix at vs. 2, "with 
the whole heart." 

37. idols. The third NOTE on Ps xxiv 4 and Biblica 46 (1965), 78, 
substantiate this meaning of saw'; Ps ci 3 expresses a similar idea. 

by your power. The newest Hebrew lexicon, HALAT, concedes (p. 222a) 
that in a number of passages derek may well bear the Ugaritic denotation 
"power, dominion," and in the very next line ill-advisedly recommends the 
emendation of d•rakekii in our verse to d•biirekii, ''your word." But the 
prayer "by your power give me life" asks no emendation, especially since 
it conforms to the pattern of vs. 40, "in your justice give me life." In 
other words, the poet appeals to a divine attribute for a fuller life. Consult 
Biblica 49 (1968), and PNWSP, p. 40, n. 2. 

38. because. Interpreting 'a.i'er as a causal conjunction (BDB, p. 83b; 
HALAT, p. 95b) rather than as the relative pronoun "which." Ditto for 
the next verse. The Ugaritic relative pronoun d, "who," displays the same 
semantic range in UT, 1 Aqht: 157-59, ylk mrrt tgll bnr d'lk mb-$ aqht gzr, 
"Woe to you ... because near (d'lk) you Aqhat the lad was struck down." 

truly I fear you. The awareness that the psalmist occasionally used de
fective spelling (for example, vss. 14, 16-17, 43) prompts an analysis of 
consonantal lyr'tk (MT l•yir'iitekii) differing from that proposed in the 
third NoTE on Ps v 8. Vocalized lire'tlkii and parsed as the emphatic 
lamedh (cf. vs. 128) followed by the verb, this clause becomes synonymous 
with vs. 39, 'a.i'er yiigortl, "because I revere you," and states the reason 
why God should honor his promise to his servant. 

39. because. As in preceding verse, 'aser is a causal conjunction, an 
inference sustained by the parallelism with kl, "since." 

I revere you. With yagortl sharing the suffix of mi.i'pii{ekli, "your ordi
nances." Failure to appreciate this poetic usage leads RSV into a highly 
dubious rendition, "Turn away the reproach (MT has "my reproach") 
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which I dread." In the new translation the psalmist repeats in substance 
the petition of vs. 22, "Strip me of reproach and scorn, for I observe your 
stipulations." 

41. your kindness. Parallelism with singular "your salvation" supports 
the singular vocalization J:rasdekii against MT plural J:rasiidekii. 

come to me. Consonantal yb'ny may be repointed to singular y•bo'eni, 
as in LXX, or MT plural explained as serving both "kindness" and "salva
tion." 

In either case, the suffix is dative, precisely as in Pss xliv 18, cix 17, 
and probably in UT 76:n:21, qrn dbatk btlt 'nt, "Meet me that I may 
come to you, 0 Virgin Anath," as analyzed by several scholars, most 
recently by Kjell Aartun in Die Welt des Orients 4 (1968), 289. 

43. Everlasting Grand One. Frequently deleted (most recently by BHS) 
on the basis of the Syriac, where it is missing, 'd m'd (present in llQPsa) 
finds a raison d'etre if repointed 'ad mii'ed, as proposed at vs. 8. Metrically, 
the three-syllable composite title is suspended between two longer cola as 
a double-duty modifier in a tricolon with a 10:3:9 syllable count; see in
troductory NOTE. 

Indeed. Taking ki as emphatic rather than causal, in order to explain 
the subjunctive verbs in vss. 44-46. 

your ordinances. Pointing consonantal mspfk as plural miSpiifekii (MT 
singular), another instance of scriptio defectiva. llQPsa reads plural dbrykh, 
"your words." 

44. That I may keep. Parsing 'esm•riih as a subjunctive or volitive 
form with the -iih ending. Contrast RSV, "I will keep." Ditto for the 
verbs in vss. 45-46. 

Perpetual One. Interpreting tiimid as a divine title synonymous with vs. 43. 
'ad mii'ed, "Everlasting Grand One." Understood adverbially-"continu
ally" (RSV)-tiimid merely repeats what is expressed by /e'iiliim wii'ed, 
"for ever and ever." This tautology was felt by 1 lQPsa, which reads 
tmyd w'd, omitting l'wlm altogether. This divine epithet probably recurs 
in vs. 117. 

46. And not be humiliated. Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 438, maintains that 
the measure requires that Iii' be united with 'ebiis in one tone; he concludes 
that w is a gloss. But 1 lQPsa likewise reads wlw' 'bws, so we must come 
to terms with the present text which can be scanned as a 2+2+2 tricolon, 
especially when the w of w•lo' is parsed as emphatic assuring w•lo' of 
a full accent. 

48. which I love. 1 lQPsa confutes the proposal to delete •a:rer 'iihabti 
as dittographic of the same phrase in vs. 47. 

49. your word. Suffixless diibar shares the suffix of immediately follow
ing l•'abdekii, "to your servant." The present 8 :7 syllable count would 
have become 10:7 had the poet employed the suffix which is, however, 
witnessed by 1 lQPsa plural dbrykh, "your words." 

51. Everlasting Grand One. Again missing in the Syriac (see vs. 43), 
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'ad-ma'ed (MT m•'od) proves its authenticity by contributing to both sense 
and measure; with its three syllables the verse numbers 9:9. 

52. truly am I comforted. Explaining the wa of wii'etnebiim as em
phatic with the consequent postposition of the verb; consult second NOTE 
on Ps Ji 9 and below on vs. 90. 

54. my defenses. For this meaning of z•mirot, which could also denote 
"my songs," see second NOTE on Ps cxviii 14. 

in the house of my sojourning. During the earthly existence of the 
psalmist; cf. vs. 19. 

55. Yahweh. Scanning vocative yahweh as a double-duty modifier, sus
pended between the longer cola to form a 9:2:8 syllabic pattern; see the 
introductory NOTE. 

And during the watch. Repointing with Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 308) 
to w•aJmuriih (MT wii'esm•riih, "and I keep"), and comparing Ps xc 4, 
w•'aJmuriih ballayliih, "like a watch in the night." This phrase discloses 
that the present psalmist, when placing layliih in the first colon and 'aJmuriih 
in the second, employed the poetic device called the breakup of composite 
phrases. In fact, the association here is so close that 'aJmuriih (which recurs 
in vs. 178) shares the preposition of ballaylah, "at night." The same phe
nomena, namely the breakup of a composite phrase and the use of a 
double-duty preposition, are noticed at Ps cv 18. 

56. Indignity. The NoTE on Ps vii 7 documents this denotation of zo't, 
which RSV translates "this blessing," though on what basis we are not told. 
That observance of God's law invites derision is the gravamen of vss. 22-23, 
51, 69. 

57. My Creator, Yahweh. MT belqi yhwh, "My portion, Yahweh," or 
"My portion is Yahweh," does not adequately accord with the thought 
of the rest of the verse, "I promise to observe your commandments." 
This lack of a tight semantic connection can be felt, say, in RSV, "The 
Lord is my portion; I promise to keep thy words." In this version there 
is even the lack of personal accord, the first colon speaking of Yahweh 
in the third person, and the second colon directly addressing him in the 
second person. Both problems can be resolved, it would seem, by repointing 
to !zOl•qi, "My Creator," and parsing yhwh as the vocative standing in 
apposition with !zol•qi, "My Creator." The close semantic bond between 
the parts of the verse comes to light. Since the psalmist recognizes Yahweh 
as his Creator, he promises to observe his commands. 

Lexicographers admit that !zlq, "to create," AI. balaqa, occurs in Ecclus 
xxxi 13 and xxxviii 1. It remains to point out this root in Jer x 16 
(=Ii 19), lo' k"'elleh f:toleq (MT !zeleq) ya'aqob ki yo:;er hakkol hu', "Not 
like these is the Creator of Jacob, because the Fashioner of All is he." 
The parallelism between !zOleq ya'aqob and yo:;er hakkol semantically equals 
the balance of Isa xliii 1, bOr<taka ya'aqob w•yo:;er•ka yifrii'el, "your 
Creator, 0 Jacob, and your Fashioner, 0 Israel." Cf. also Job xxxviii 24 
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and Lam iii 24, l;zol•qi yhwh 'iim•riih napsi 'al ken 'ol;zil lo, "My Creator 
is Yahweh," says my soul, "therefore I will hope in him." 

your commandments. Literally "your words," dibrekii is here, as well as 
in vs. 139, taken as the Ten Commandments which elsewhere are termed 
"the ten words." 

58. with all my heart. Cf. the second NoTE on vs. 2. 
59. your ways. Repointing MT d•riikiiy, "my ways," to construct darkey, 

which shares the suffix of 'edotekii, "your stipulations," as in vss. 26 and 
109. LXX saw that "the ways" in question belonged to God, and RSV 
likewise renders, "When I think of thy ways," without any note that the 
text was being emended. 

61. bands of the wicked. Ambivalent l;zeble r•sii7m is interpreted in 
line with the observations at Ps cxvi 3, 'apiipilni l;zeble miiwet, "The bands 
of Death encompassed me." 

encircled me. The sense of 'iww•duni, a hapax legomenon in the pie! 
of uncertain meaning, is derived from the parallel passage in Ps cxvi 3 
which reads 'apiipilni, "encompassed me"; see preceding NOTE. This in
ference, happily, is sustained by Ethiopic usage. 

62. The middle of the night. An attempt to reproduce the accusative 
of time construction in Heb. 1;za~ot layliih, that is lost in RSV, "at mid
night." Cf. UT, 1019:4-5, t'zzk alp ymm wrbt fot, "May (the gods) 
strengthen you a thousand days and ten thousand years," and 2062:A:lo, 
ed. 1, wymym, "and every day." 

63. to all who fear you. Critics who would alter MT, omitting relative 
pronoun 'aser and reading participle y•re'ekii for MT imperfect y•re'ukii, 
must now reckon with l lQPs• which supports MT fully. 

65. Do good. Preceded by imperative lamm•deni, "teach me," in vs. 64, 
and followed by the same imperative in vs. 66, the phrase (ob 'ii.fitii is 
logically interpreted not as a statement of fact, "Thou hast dealt well" 
(RSV), but as a prayer. Hence 'iisitii preferably parses as a precative 
(see vs. 21) perfect, as in Pss ix 5, xxxix 10, and below in vs. 121. 

your good word. Some critics propose deletion of tub, "goodness," the 
first word of vs. 66, since the poet already has a· pivot word beginning 
with feth; another solution is available. With the transfer of tub to vs. 65 
and its repointing to fob, "good," to form an inclusion with initial fob, 
vs. 65 now numbers eight syllables in each colon, and the 4: 2 word count 
becomes a more balanced 4:3. The phrase diibiir {ob recurs in Ps xiv 2 
and Prov xii 25, whereas MT tub ta'am, "goodness of judgment," remains 
unwitnessed elsewhere. For another inclusion involving fob, cf. Song of Sol 
i 2-3, kl foblm dOdekii. miyyiiyin J•real:z fomnl kl (Mf s0miinekii.) tobim, 
"How much sweeter your love than wine, than the scent of oil how much 
sweeter!" 

66. Teach me. Failing to recognize the precative mode of vs. 65, 'ii..fitii, 
"Do!" Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 309) proves to be at least consistent in 
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emending MT imperative lammcdenl to preterit limmadtiinl, "you have 
taught me." 

69. but I. Scanning 'anz as a double-duty modifier, with a resultant 
9:2:9 syllable count (courtesy D. N. Freedman). 

70. gross as lard. Hebraic for rebellious and arrogant; cf. second NOTE 
on Ps xvii 10, and Pope, AB, vol. 15, NOTE on Job xv 27. 

but I. Parsing •anz, as casus pendens; consult the first NOTE on Ps ciii 15 
and contrast RSV, "But I delight in thy law," which obliterates the He
brew syntax of the clause. By juxtaposing the plural suffix of libbiim, 
"their heart," and •anz, the psalmist evidently intended to sharpen the con
trast between the two attitudes. 

72. More precious. Generic fob, customarily rendered here "better," as
sumes a more precise denotation in this context. As noted at vs. 28, 
the psalmists were consistent in their development of a metaphor. Cf. 
PNWSP, pp. 10-11, on fob in Prov iii 27, xxxi 18, and Prov viii 11, ki 
fobah J:rokmiih mipp•nlnlm, "For wisdom is more precious [RSV 'better'] 
than jewels" (van der Weiden, Le Livre des Proverbes, ad loc.). 

thousands of shekels. The psalmist merely writes "thousands of gold 
and silver," omitting to mention the unit of weight. In this he adopts 
a usage of Ugaritic scribes who sometimes omitted mention of the unit 
of measure as well as of the product measured or weighed. Thus in UT, 
1082:18, 21, tit "three," means "three jars of oil." See UT, § 7.5, and 
51 :r:27-28, y!fq ksp lalpm, "He smelted silver by thousands (of shekels)," 
and the study by S. E. Loewenstamm, "The Numerals in Ugaritic," in 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Semitic Studies, Jerusalem 
1965, p. 8. 

74. who fear you will see me. Heb. y•re'ekii yir'uni being one of the 
more common puns, as pointed out at Ps cxii 8. 

75. you are just. Repainting to !faddlq (MT !fedeq} and comparing !faddlq 
mispii{ekii (accusative of specification) with vs. 137, yiiSiir mispiifekii, "up
right in your judgments." 

and for the sake of truth. Heb. we'•muniih is taken as an adverbial 
accusative explaining the reason why God afflicted the psalmist. 

77. come to me. The suffix of y•bo'unl being datival, as in vs. 41. 
79. that they may know. Adopting the Ketiv reading w•yed<'u as against 

the participial form w•yod•'e of the Qere. Cognizant of his own rich 
knowledge of the Law, the psalmist is eager to share it with his coreligion
ists. 

82. watching. MT le'mor, lacking in the Syriac and Sahidic versions, 
stems otiose when understood as "saying." But when assigned the meaning 
of Ugar. amr, "to see, watch," documented in the first NOTE on Ps cv 
28, it explains how the psalmist's eyes grew bleary. Cf. Ps !xix 4. In the 
phrase l•imriit•ka le'mor, "watching for your word," we recognize the 
same root bearing two different nuances, and observe that the resultant 
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11 :7 syllable count nicely balances its companion vs. 81 which numbers 
11 : 8 syllables. 

will it comfort me. Or, "will you comfort me," since t•natzameni can 
be parsed either as third-person feminine singular or as second-person 
masculine singular. 

83. one weeping from smoke. In the long history of psalms interpreta
tion no commentator has proposed an acceptable explanation of the quaint 
simile "like a bottle in smoke" (KJ), or "like a wineskin in smoke" 
(RSV). Hence I take consonantal n'd (MT no'd) as a participle from nild, 
"to grieve, weep," with secondary aleph. 

At least by the first century B.C. the aleph was introduced into the 
orthography as a vowel letter for long a in the medial position; on the use 
of aleph as a vowel letter in the Genesis Apocryphon of Qurnran, see 
D. N. Freedman and A. Rittersprach, Revue de Qumran 6 (1967), 293-
300. 

For the imagery, cf. Prov x 26, "As vinegar to the teeth, smoke to the 
eyes, so the sluggard to those who send him." In the preceding verse, it 
might be noted, the psalmist describes his eyes growing weak from watching 
for a word from God. 

85. pits. MT :ntzot, with long i in the first syllable, should be upheld 
against llQPs• sfzt ( =fafzat), just as the questioned validity of MT Ps cxxvi 
1, sibiit has been vouched for by Aramaic Sefire sybt, "restored fortunes." 

87. from the earth. The long-standing emendation of bii'iire~ to me'iire~ 
is sustained by 1 lQPs• m'r~, but both the emendation and the Qurnranic 
lection are confuted by the growing documentation of bii, "from." Gunkel 
(Die Psalmen, p. 527) notes that bii'iire~ does not well fit the context, 
and that one expects, in view of Pss xxi 11, xxxiv 17, Iii 7, cix 15, 
me'iire~. "from the earth." MT bii'iire~ remains the more difficult reading 
and still to be maintained. What 1 lQPs• proves is that b, "from," was no 
longer understood in the first century B.C. For further bibliography on b, 
"from," see third NoTE on Ps lxxviii 26 and Index of Hebrew Words in 
Psalms II; Soggin, BibOr 9 (1967), 87-88; Dahood in ETL 44 (1968), 
47, and consult THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

89. eternal. On the ambiguity of l•'oliim, "to/from eternity," consult 
the third Norn on Ps cxvii 2. 

more stable than the heavens. The frequently adopted emendation of 
bassiimiiyim to kassiimiiyim, "[stable] like the heavens," becomes needless 
with the recognition of the comparative meaning of ba, "than," docu
mented at Ps lxxxix 3, a passage voicing a sentiment similar to that of 
our verse. Cf. also HALAT, p. 100, and Matt xx.iv 35, "Heaven and 
earth will pass away; my words will never pass away." 

90. more firmly than earth will it stand! The phrase 'ere~ watta'amod 
may be considered synonymous with vs. 89, ni~~iib baJSiimiiyim, "more 
stable than the heavens," so that 'ere~ shares comparative ba- of its op
posite number siimiiyim, "heavens," and the wa- of watta'amod parses as 
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the emphatic waw with the postposition of the verb; cf. the NoTE on vs. 
52. For the nuance of ta'•mod, see Ps xxx 8, "By your favor you made 
me more stable than the mighty mountains," and for double-duty preposi
tions consult the second NOTE on vs. 55. 

91. they stand firm. The subject of plural 'iim•da being vs. 89 ''your 
word" and "your truth" in vs. 90. For 'iimad, "to stand firm," see the first 
NOTE on Ps xxx 8. 

94. your precepts. The proposed substitution of piqqiidekii by buqqekii, 
"your statutes," since the former already occurs in vs. 93, is opposed 
both by the present 8: 8 syllable count (it would become 8 :7 with the 
alteration) and by llQPs• pqwdykh. Cf. vss. 117-118, where buqqekii, 
"your statutes," occ\lI1l twice in successive verses. 

96. Than all the perfection. This radical departure from traditional 
"I have seen an end of all perfection" (KJ) recognizes, first, in J•kol, 
not the particle introducing the accusative object, but the comparative 
lamedh, discussed in the second NoTE on Ps xxx 8, and more recently 
by R. Meyer in Orientalistische Literaturzeitung 62 (1967), col. 371. In 
vs. 89, the psalmist employs the beth of comparison. 

I have seen. A relative clause not introduced by '0ser, "which," as in 
vs. 130; cf. Psalms JI, Index of Subjects, s.v. 

0 End. MT qe!/ can be saved from the deletion decreed by BH3 if 
taken as a divine epithet, hitherto unattested elsewhere though enjoying 
an instructive analogy in 'ab0 ron, "the Last," a divine title in Isa xli 4, 
xliv 6, xlviii 12; Job xix 25. The deletion of qe!/ proposed by BH3 is 
further challenged by llQPs• which reads q!/. 

0 Grand One! Repointing MT m•od, "much," to mii'ed, the divine 
title discussed at Ps cix 30 and above at vs. 8. Just as vs. 8, 'ad mii'ed, 
"Everlasting Grand One," closing the first stanza, forms an inclusion 
with vs. 1, yahweh, so here mii'ed, "O Grand One," the final word of 
the stanza, sets up an inclusion with yahweh in the first line (vs. 89) 
of this stanza. 

98. Your commandment. The seeming numerical inconsistency between 
apparently plural mi!!wotekii, ''your commandments," and second-colon 
singular hi', "it," can be eliminated by parsing mi!!Wotekii as a Phoenician 
feminine singular ending in ot. 

The sentiment expressed in this verse may be compared with UT, 51: 
IV:41-42, tbmk ii bkm bkmt 'm 'Im, "Your message, El, is wise; your 
wisdom is eternal sagacity." 

103. your words. MT singular 'imriitekii, "your word," read as plural 
'mrtyk by some manuscripts and ancient versions, looks like another 
instance of defective spelling. Here we may read, with no consonantal 
changes, plural 'imrotekii, "your words." 

How sweet. Vocalizing consonantal mdbs (MT midd•ba'S, "than honey") 
ma-diib•sa, the counterpart to mah-niml"!!ii, "How tasty." This postulated 
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denominative verb would thus manifest the same semantic development 
from Akk. diSpu, "honey," to daliipu, "to be sweet." 

104. Most High Honest One. Usually understood as the conjunction 
"therefore," 'al ken can also be interpreted as a composite divine name, 
whose first component, 'al, "Most High," is documented at Ps Iv 23, 
while ken, "Honest One," explains further why the psalmist repudiates 
"every false way." Metrically, 'al ken is a double-duty vocative, belonging 
to both longer cola in an 8:2:8 pattern that recurs in vss. 149 and 177. 
While "therefore" yields good sense in our verse, it does not in vs. 127, 
where 'al ken is often emended. Cf. also vss. 128-129, Ps ex 7, and Job 
vi 3, xx.xiv 27, xiii 6. 

107. Calamity. This name of the nether world, ma'ed (MT m•'od), is 
studied in the sixth Norn on Ps cxvi 10. 

Yahweh. Scanning the line as a 7:2:8 tricolon, with vocative yahweh 
in the middle. 

108. Oblige me. The poet gains stylistic variety when balancing emphatic 
imperative r•~eh-na' with second-colon /amm•deni, "teach me." The psalmist 
apparently meant energic -na' (missing in llQPs•, which seems not to 
have appreciated its function) to match the suffix of lamm•den'i. 

noble utterances of your mouth. Being hapax legomenon, the diction 
n•dabot pl, customarily rendered "my offerings of praise" (RSV), must 
be evaluated on a contextual basis. It seems to be the opposite number 
of second-colon mispateka, "your ordinances," and thus ascribable to 
Yahweh, not the psalmist. Which is to say that it shares the suffix of 
the latter, much like Ps liv 8, "For your nobility [bin•dabah] I will 
sacrifice to you." With n•dabot, "noble utterances," might be compared 
Prov viii 6, n•g!dim, probably "princely sayings." 

109. your eternal hands. Vocalizing dual kappe (MT kappl, "my hand"), 
and explaining the syntax of kappe tam'id according to the principle enunci
ated in the NOTE on vs. 26. The LXX saw that the hands were the hands 
of God. Cf. Ps xxxi 6, "Into your hand I entrust my life." 

111. 0 Eternal One. Traditionally rendered as the prepositional phrase 
"for ever, to eternity," l"'olam preferably parses as vocative lamedh fol
lowed by the divine epithet 'o/am, "Eternal One." -This analysis uncovers 
the "pivot" pattern of the verse, which now scans into 7: 3: 7 syllables. 
See below on vss. 142 and 144. 

Truly. Recognizing in kl the emphatic particle; RSV agrees, but llQPs• 
simply omits it, apparently unaware of its asseverative function. 

112. eternal will be my reward. MT l•'olam 'eqeb makes the accent 
fall on two successive syllables. In view of the numerous cases of scriptio 
defectiva in this psalm, one may be permitted to vocalize consonantal 'qb 
as 'iqbl, "my reward," thus avoiding two beats on successive syllables. 
This meaning of 'iqbi, also found in vs. 33, is adopted by a number of 
scholars and receives negative support from such versions as RSV, "for 
ever, to the end," a very unlikely reproduction of l"'olam 'eqeb. The 
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NOTES on Pss xvi 10, Ixxiii 24, ciii 5-6 discuss the concept of eternal 
reward; cf. also Ps xix 12. This exegesis clashes with the opinion of Sheldon 
Blank in To Do and to Teach, p. 1, that ''The idea of reward after 
death does not belong in the book of Psalms." 

114. my Protector and my Suzerain. MT sitr'i iimaginn'i, "my hiding 
place and my shield" (RSV), oddly comports with second-colon "I rely on 
your word." Congruency of metaphor suggests, nay, requires that con
sonantal mgny be pointed m•giini, "my Suzerain," a term discussed at 
Ps iii 4. Thus the composite title accords with Ps cxv 9, "Helper and 
Suzerain." 

115. you wicked. After the three introductory verses this is the only 
line in which God is not addressed; see the first NOTE on vs. 128. 

that I may observe. Seeing the subjunctive mode in the ending of 
w•'e.r.r•riih. 

117. Perpetual One. Identifying tiimid as one of Yahweh's titles; see the 
second N OTB on vs. 44. 

118. Make a mound. Disputed siilitii may be derived from siiliih, a 
by-form of siilal, "to cast up a highroad, to make a mound"; another 
instance of this verb is registered at Ps xlvi 4. The imperative mode of 
the preceding two verses strongly suggests that siilitii was intended as 
precative, that is, as a prayer. For the imagery, cf. Ps ex 6, "He routed 
nations; he heaped corpses high." 

who stray. Those Israelites who give up Yahwism for polytheism. 
their idolatry. The third NOTE on Ps v 7 cites evidence for this nuance 

of tarmitiim; the psalmist presumably intended more than the idem per 
idem assertion of KJ, "for their deceit is falsehood." 

119. You reiect. Though the reading !;zsbt, "you consider," of some 
manuscripts and ancient versions is now partially supported by llQPsa, 
l;zsbty, "I consider," consonantal hsbt makes excellent sense when pointed 
h•sibi5tii, second-person hiphil singular of sub, "to turn back." The mean
ing "reject, refuse" is witnessed in several texts cited by BDB, p. 999b, 
for example, Ps cxxxii 10. 

as dross. slgim and vs. 118 sogim, "who stray," form a wordplay. 
120. bristles out of awe of you. Cf. Job iv 15, "A wind passed 

before my face, a storm made my body bristle," a description of the 
effect of God's presence; see Dahood, Biblica 48 ( 1967), 544-45. 

121. Defend for me. Consonantal 'syty (MT 'asiti, "I made") may 
conceal a new form, probably to be pointed 'iisltiiy. It would parse as 
second-person 'asitii plus the first-person singular suffix -y (instead of -ani). 
The verb, being parallel to jussive "do not leave me," parses as precative, 
while the suffix -y appears to be datival. BH3 reports six manuscripts 
reading second-person 'iisitii, which favors our explanation. 

122. Assure. The psalmist petitions God to engage to protect or indemnify 
him against harm by his oppressors. This technical meaning of 'rb, "to 
enter in" (cf. Ps civ 34), is frequent in Ugaritic. 
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0 Good One. Analyzing l•tob into vocative lamedh and the divine 
title examined in the second NOTE on Ps civ 28; cf. vs. 68 and Prov 
xiii 21, "The Evil One will pursue sinners, but the Good One [!ob] 
will reward the just." For details, see Dahood in ETL 44 ( 1968), 53. 

lest. For this nuance of 'al, cf. second NoTE on Ps ix 20 and third 
NoTE on Ps !xvi 7. 

126. 0 Yahweh. As in vs. 122, the lamedh before yhwh parses as the 
vocative particle. In one manuscript the lamedh is missing, and Juxta 
Hebraeos correctly translates, tempus est ut facias Domine, "It is time 
that you act, 0 Lord." One may doubt, however, whether Jerome grasped 
the vocative function of lamedh here; in numerous other verses where 
this particle occurs he evinces no knowledge of its nature. 

127. Most High Honest One. Taken as the inferential conjunction "there
fore," 'al ken does not connect with what precedes, but understood as 
the composite title studied at vs. 104, it makes good sense. 

128. Most High Honest One. Cf. preceding NOTE. As in vs. 104, this 
title contrasts Yahweh's truth with "every false way." If this identification 
of the divine appellative proves correct, then vs. 115 remains the only 
verse after the three introductory lines in which God is not addressed. 

all your precepts. Even conservative commentaries, such as that of 
Kirkpatrick, consider this verse corrupt, but the consonantal text now 
proves sound. Instead of MT piqqude kol, read piqqudeka, "your precepts," 
with the remaining l to be attached to next word as the emphatic particle. 

I consider truly right. Reading l•yissarti (see previous NOTE), the em
phatic lamedh followed by the pie! of consideration, yiHarti, a function 
of the piel noticed in vs. 30 and at Ps cxvi 15. The ascription of an 
intensifying function to lamedh serves also to explain the postposition of 
the verb, a usage recurring in vs. 38. The writer has discussed the 
variant reading of l lQPs• in his review of J. A. Sanders, Discoveries in the 
Judaean Desert of Jordan, IV, in Biblica 47 (1966), 142. llQPs" pqwdy 
kwl y'Srty indicates rather <.:unvincingly that the force of the emphatic 
lamedh was no longer appreciated in the first century B.C. J. H. Eaton, 
VT 18 (1968), 557-58, has independently reached the same conclusion, 
and has proposed a translation similar to the one that I suggested in 
Biblica 47 (1966), 142, 408. 

129. are wonderful. For MT p•la'ot, llQPs• reads, interestingly enough, 
palge nopet, "streams of honey," a lection which evokes Job xx 17, "He 
will not feast on streams of oil, on torrents of honey and cream"; for 
details, see Biblica 48 (1967), 437. 

Most High Honest One. Again identifying 'al ken as a divine title 
suspended between two longer colon in a 7:2:6 syllabic pattern; see NoTE 
on vs. 104. 

130. Unfold. llQPsa pt/:I dbrykh wh'r indicates that the monks of 
Qumran understood pt/:I as an imperative (so in Syr., Targ.), since wh'r 
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is evidently a hiphil imperative. Hence vocalize p•tal;i for MT petal.z, "the 
unfolding" (RSV). 

which illuminate. A relative clause without relative pronoun (see vs. 96). 
For MT singular yii'lr I read plural yii'lru, another instance of scriptio 
defectiva; cf. the second NOTE to vs. 103. 

give . . . insight. That an imperative is desired in the second colon 
is clear from Syr. and Juxta Hebraeos, dace, "teach," but hiphil participle 
mebln need not be emended to hliben (llQPsa has mbyn) since the 
Psalter witnesses some eight examples of participles in parallelism with 
imperatives. Cf. fourth NOTE on Ps lxxiv 12, second NOTE on Ps 1xxx 2, 
and for NT usage, A. P. Salom, "The Imperatival Use of the Participle 
in the New Testament," in Australian Biblical Review 11 (1963), 41-49, 
and Expository Times 78 (1966), 87, where Salom discusses Moulton's 
observation that the imperative served also as a participle in the Hellenistic 
period. 

131. With gaping mouth. Literally, "I opened wide my mouth." In 
Ugaritic p'r denotes "to declaim" (i.e., "open wide") in UT, 68: 11, wyp'r 
smthm, "And he declaimed their names." Cf. Job xxix 23, "They opened 
wide their mouths as for the spring rains," a fitting commentary on our 
text since it describes the attention with which Job's listeners absorbed 
his words. 

132. as you do. ZLH, p. 486a, commendably handles this meaning of 
mispiif, "custom," which is determined by the suffix of "§•mekii, "your 
name." This stylistic observation makes it more difficult to endorse Kirk
patrick's (Psalms, p. 726) translation, "as is the right of those that love 
thy name." 

133. by your word. The vicissitudes of Hebrew prepositions are illustrated 
by MT b•'imriitekii read as k•'imriitekii, "according to your word," by 
sixteen manuscripts and LXX, and now appearing in llQPsa as l'mrtkh, 
"for/to/by your word." 

134. that I may keep. Heb. we'dm6riih preserves the subjunctive or 
volitive ending expressing purpose. 

136. Most High. The syntactic difficulty of the hapax legomenon con
struction 'al lo' siim•ru, usually rendered "because they do not keep," 
is pointed up further by llQPsa which inserts the conjunction ky in the 
second colon: 'l ky lw' smrw twrtkh. Briggs simply deletes 'al as an 
interpretive gloss, though he does not tell us what this gloss was meant 
to interpret. If a gloss, it is perfectly obfuscating. The identification of 
'al, on the other hand, with the divine title recognized in vss. 104, 127-128, 
eliminates the syntactic problem. 

137. upright in your judgments. The widely accepted translation of 
yii'Siir mispiifekii, "right are thy judgments" (RSV) violates elementary rules 
of Hebrew grammar touching agreement of number between subject and 
predicate. Joiion, GHB, § 148b, n. 2, was alive to the discord and suggested 
the singular vocalization mispiifekii (pausal), "your judgment." 1 lQPsa 
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likewise sensed the difficulty and accordingly made both the subject and 
the predicate plural: wysrym m.l'ptykh. The poet's predilection for compos
ite divine titles (cf. introductory NOTE) suggests that both :raddlq, "just," 
and yiisiir, "upright," are predicated of Yahweh, so that plural mispiifekii, 
"your judgments," parses as an accusative of specification or limitation. 
Compare vs. 75, :raddiq (MT :redeq) mispiifekii, "Just in your judgments," 
and Ps !xvi 3, norii' ma'•sekii, "terrifying by your deeds." Cf. Biblica 
48 (1967), 438. When predicating ~addlq and yii'Siir of Yahweh, the 
psalmist evokes the composite divine title of Ps xi 7 and of Phoenician 
mythology in which, according to Philo Byblius (Eusebius Praeparatio 
evangelica I. 10, 13), Justice and Rectitude (sydyk, misor) were considered 
divinities. Philo's assertion is confirmed by the divine names :rdq mfr 
in RS 24.271: 14, discussed by Astour in JAOS 86 (1966), 282-83. 

138. justly. Parsing :redeq as an accusative of manner like Ps !viii 2, 
mesiirim, "with equity"; cf. GK, § 118q. Contrast KI "Thy testimonies 
that thou hast commanded are righteous and very faithful." 

fidelity to you. Suffixless 'cmuniih shares the suffix of its opposite number 
'edutekii, "your stipulations," but whereas the suffix of "your stipulations" 
is possessive or subjective, the supplied suffix of '•muniih is objective. Cf. 
Ps !xx.xvi 11, "Yahweh, teach me your way, I that I may walk faithful 
to you alone [ba'amittekii]." This analysis brings out more clearly the vassal 
treaty terminology of the verse; see following NOTE. 

0 Grand One. Repointing MT m•'od, "much" (RSV, "in all faith
fulness"), to mii'ed, the divine title discussed at Ps cix 30 and identified 
in vss. 8, 96, 140, and 170 of this psalm. In the treaty terminology 
of our verse this title of the suzerain is particularly apt, especially since 
it forms a semantic inclusion with ~iwwitii, "You imposed." See the second 
NOTE on Ps cxv 9. 

139. My antagonists. Namely, those who rejected the law of God. 
The fact that the subject of ~iimat (or quadriliteral ~mtt; NOTE on Ps 
lxxxviii 17), "to annihilate," in its other twelve occurrences is always a 
person favors the assumption that the abstract noun qin'iil°i, usually trans
lated "my zeal," also designates persons. This assumption is borne out by 
the observation that the second-colon counterpart is concrete ~iiriiy, "my 
adversaries." Among the numerous examples in the Psalter of abstract 
nouns parallel to concrete substantives, Ps xxv 19 is perhaps most relevant. 
In addition to the meanings "to be jealous, zealous," qiinii' also denotes 
"to rival, oppose," as observed by W. F. Albright in VT 9 (1959), 344. 
Isa xxvi 11 b takes on a different hue when seen in the light of the 
abstract// concrete phenomenon: yel;<zu w<ylbiisu (MT yebosu) qin'at 'iim 
'ap 'es :jiirekii to'k•Jem, "The antagonists of your people (qin'at 'iim shares 
the suffix of parallel and synonymous :jiirekii) will look and wither; with 
your fiery wrath will you devour your adversaries." Contrast RSV, "Let 
them see thy zeal for thy people, and be ashamed. Let the fire for thy 
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adversaries consume them." Consult also Isa xi 13a (courtesy of H. J. van 
Dijk), and the possible repercussions on Ps !xix 10. 

ignored your commandments. The psalmist doubtless refers to the apos
tate Israelites who hated him because of bis adherence to Yahweh's law. 
On siika/:i, "ignore," cf. Ps ix 18; the psalmist's choice of the term 
d<biirekii, literally "your words," probably designates the Ten Command
ments that are sometimes called "the ten words." Consult the second 
NOTE on vs. 57. 

140. 0 Grand One. The central position of consonantal m'd prompts 
its vocalization mii'ed (MT m<'od, "much") and the scansion of the 
verse into a 7:2:7 syllabic sequence. On mii'ed, "Grand One," see third 
NoTE on vs. 138. This revocalization and new interpretation sharpens 
the contrast between the psalmist, who calls himself ''your servant," and 
Yahweh, addressed as the "Grand One." 

141. young. Though most modem versions understand ~ii'lr as "small" 
(The Grail Psalms goes a bit far with "weak"), LXX neoteros, "young," 
seems the most accurate version. In vs. 9 the psalmist styles himself a na'ar, 
and it is relevant to notice the parallelism of these two words in RS 
24.251:rev.:13-14, tbky km n'r tdm' km ~gr, "You weep like a boy, shed 
tears like a child." See Astour in JNES 27 (1968), 28, 33. 

142. 0 Eternal One. Analyzing l•'oliim (llQPsa significantly drops the 
t•, reading mere 'wlm) into the vocative lamedh followed by the divine 
title. The line, like vs. 144, thus scans into a 6:3:7 pattern; cf. CBQ 29 
(1967), 577. 

143. anguish and distress overtook me. The motif of two messengers 
discussed at Ps cxvi 3. 

144. 0 Eternal One. Like vs. 144, this verse scans as 6:3:7, but 
instead of expressing two independent ideas, this line reads as enjambment, 
embodying a prayer and its motive. Consult T. Penar, VD 45 (1967), 40. 

145. that I may observe. The postposition of 'e~~oriih to the end of 
the verse has obscured to many translators the volitive mode of this 
verb; cf., for example, RSV, "answer me, 0 Lordi I will keep thy 
statutes." See next verse. 

146. that I may keep. As in vs. 145, the verb is in the volitive mode. 
147. I looked toward you. One of the more puzzling expressions in 

this hymn, qiddamtl yields excellent sense here and in vs. 148 (qidd•mu) 
when it is seen to share the suffix of d0biirekii, ''your words." One might 
also translate "I faced you at dawn," that is, "I faced East at dawn." 
RSV apparently adopts the emendation of qiddamtl to qamti, proposed 
in BH3, since it offers, "I rise before dawn and cry for help." 

148. looked toward you. Failure to recognize the employment of the 
double-duty suffix (see preceding NOTE) in qidd•mu produces a rendition 
in RSV that requires nimble exegesis: "My eyes are awake before the 
watches of the night." 

149. Yahweh. Reading the line as 8:2:8, with vocative yhwh suspended 
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between the longer cola that are arranged in a chiastic pattern. The 
same syllabic sequence and chiasmus recur in vss. 166, 174; cf. Ps. cix 14. 

150. Pursuers of idols. The psalmist probably has in mind the apostate 
Israelites, mentioned in vs. 139, who abandoned Yahwistic monotheism for 
the worship of idols. In the construct chain rod•pe zimmiih, the latter 
bears the meaning investigated at Ps xxvi 10, while the nuance of the 
former can be seen in Hos viii 3, ziinab yifrii'el fob 'oyeb yird•pu hem, 
"Israel rejected the Good One, they followed the Foe" (i.e., Baal). On 
Hos viii 3, see Dahood in ETL 44 (1968), 45. 

draw near . . . gone far. An effective employment of chiasmus. 
151. the Near One. The adjective qiirob may be simply understood as 

"near" (so the versions), or it may be the divine title identified at Ps lxxv 2. 
The psalmist's predilection for divine epithets favors the second interpreta
tion. 

152. 0 Primeval One. Parallel to vs. 151, qiirob, "the Near One," qedem 
seems to be the divine appellative recently identified in Prov viii 22. 
Cf. CBQ 30 (1968), 512-21. 

I acknowledge your stipulations. The phrase yiida'ti-m 'edotekii (MT 
me'edotekii) contains an enclitic mem; cf. vs. 18, and especially UT, 
2060: 14, yd'm l yd't, "You know perfectly well," a phrase containing both 
an enclitic mem and emphatic lamedh. Consult on this text H. B. Huffmon 
and S. B. Parker in BASOR 184 (1966), 36-38. 

your stipulations. For MT me'edotekii llQPsa read md'tkh, "from the 
knowledge of you." 

from eternity. From the context it appears that 16 in 16'6/iim denotes 
"from." Cf. the related context of Ps xiv 3, and third NOTE on Ps 
lxxviii 69. Contrast the translation of Jonathan A. Goldstein in JNES 26 
( 1967), 303, who translates the verse in the light of llQPsa "Long have 
I known from the knowledge of thee that thou hast founded me forever," 
and concludes that the verse may express the doctrine that the knowledge 
of God leads to immortality. 

155. Keep distant ... your salvation. To account for the lack of 
gender agreement between masculine riiboq and feminine y•su'iih, critics 
cite the purported lack of numerical agreement between singular yiiSiir and 
plural mispii(ekii in vs. 137. The new solution proposed for the latter 
text requires a reexamination of the currently accepted anomaly. Gunkel 
was alert to the problem and proposed reading feminine rabaqiih. The 
ever-growing number of infinitives absolute in Northwest Semitic permits 
the parsing of MT riiboq as an infinitive absolute, precisely as in Ps xxii 2, 
with the function of an imperative; cf. GK, § 113bb. D. N. Freedman, 
apud McKenzie, AB, vol. 20, § 31, n. d, has identified the qal infinitive 
absolute riiboql in Isa !iv 14. 

The psalmist's harsh prayer accords with his reaction in vs. 158, "I 
looked at the faithless and was disgusted." 

your salvation. Suffixless y•su'iih gets determined by the suffix of buqqekii, 
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"your statutes," much like the pair in vs. 171, and Ps iii 9 as explained 
in Psalms II, p. XXVI. Cf. also Isa xlvi 13b where the suffix of second-colon 
tip'arti, "my glory," likewise modifies first-colon t•su'iih, "my victory." 

15 8. because. Some commentators (e.g., Gunkel) experienced difficulty 
with 'aser, correctly rendered by RSV "because," the meaning proposed 
in vss. 38-39. 

160. The essence. Heb. ro's has presented a problem of translation 
and syntax; KJ, for example, translates "from the beginning," but RSV 
"the sum." The interpretation of second-colon kl sustains the definition 
"essence" or "sum." Cf. Amos vi 6, re'sit s•miinlm, "finest oils," and 
Phoen. r'st nl:zst, "the finest bronze." 

your truth. Second-colon .ridqekii, "your justice," shares its suffix with 
its first-colon counterpart '•met. 1 lQPsa appreciated the strict parallelism 
between these two nouns, and accordingly left them both suffixless. 

0 Eternal One. Consult the NOTE on vs. 142. The initial u of ul•'oliim 
may be explained either as emphatic or as a secondary addition once the 
vocative function of 1• was no longer understood. 

The content. Distinguishing between the homonyms kol, "all, every," 
from kl/, and kl, "content," from kw/yl, "to comprehend, contain." For 
a recent discussion of this root, see McDaniel in Biblica 49 ( 1968), 
213-15. 

This noun, probably recurring in vs. 172, makes an apt synonym to 
ro's, "essence," and brings to light this verse pattern: A+B+c-Vocative
A.+:li+c. 

your judgment. Absolute miSpii{ (MT mispa!) receives its determination 
from d•biir•kii, "your word." The sequence of double-duty suffixes in 
this verse is matched by UT, 2 Aqht:1:26-27, wykn bnh bbt frs bqrb hklh, 
"So that a son of his may be in his house, a root of his in hls palace," 
where bnh//srs and bt/ /hklh reveal the same chiastic arrangement of dual
purpose suffixes as biblical dbrk//msp{ and 'mt//~dqk. 

161. Corrupt men. See vs. 23. 
indeed. Explaining kl (see next NOTE) as emphatic. 
my pursuers. Reading m•dabb•ray ki for MT midd•biir"ykii, and as

signing to m•dabb•ray the meaning studied at Pss ii 5, xxxviii 13, and 
cxvi 10; cf. HALAT, p. 20la. In a letter dated 9 February 1967, S. Speier 
of Zurich called to my attention that Joseph Qiml;li (twelfth century 
A.D.) in his Se/er ha-shorashim, col. 134, cites scholars who already 
explained dbr in Ps ii 5 as "drive away." 

This reading and translation avoid the harsh sequence encountered in 
the versions, such as KJ, "But my heart standeth in awe of thy word. 
I rejoice at thy word." As commentators hasten to point out at this 
verse, dread is not inconsistent with joy, but a skilled poet would hardly 
affirm his dread of and his joy in God's word in immediately succeeding 
cola. Nor is the usual citation of Matt xxviii 8 wholly relevant, since it 
describes the emotional reaction to quite a different phenomenon. 
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Of course, the elimination of MT "your words" leaves the verse without 
a term reflecting or designating the law of Yahweh, such as precepts, 
stipulations, commands, words, etc. Since the prevailing impression is that 
every verse contains at least one such term, the proposed translation gives 
rise to serious misgivings. These misgivings, however, are allayed by a re
examination of the psalm text which reveals that no such term is to be 
found in the following verses: 37, 90, 121, 122, 132, and 149. 

162. because your utterance. Revocalizing MT kcm6$e', "like one who 
finds" (llQPs•, interestingly enough, reads mmw.f, "than one who 
finds") as ki m6$(i', "utterance"; cf. m6$ii' pl, "utterance of the mouth" 
(Deut viii 3) or mo!fii' s•piitiiy, literally, "the utterance of my lips" 
(Ps lxxxix 35); UT, I Aqht:1:75; bph rgm ly$a, "From his mouth the word 
had not gone forth." Suffixless m6$ii', "your utterance," participates in 
the determination supplied by the suffix of 'imriitekii, "your word." Thus 
these two synonyms are counterposed to the two synonyms of vs. 161, 
"Corrupt men" and "my pursuers." 

my great boon. With siiliil riib being determined by first-colon 'iinokl, 

166. Yahweh. The double-duty vocative yhwh serves the chiastically 
arranged cola in an 8: 2: 8 syllabic sequence; similarly in vss. 149 and 
174. Cf. also Ps cix 14. 

169. Yahweh. This line is scanned into 9:2:9, with vocative yhwh, 
the double-duty modifier, linking together the longer cola. 

171. your praise. Suffixless t•hilliih receives its determination from second
colon buqqekii, "your statutes," exactly as in vs. 155, where the suffix 
of buqqekii serves also to modify y•su'iih, "your salvation." 1 lQPs• sensed 
that t•hilliih meant more than indeterminate "praise" (cf. RSV, "My 
lips will pour forth praise") and accordingly inserted lkh, "to you." It 
is pretty clear, then, that this poetic device (significantly absent in the 
Qumran Hodayot) was no longer current in the first century B.C. 

you have taught me. As in Ps xciv 12, t•lamm•denl is a tqtl form 
expressing activity completed in the past. This interpretation results in a 
version at odds with RSV, "My lips will pour forth praise that thou 
dost teach me thy statutes," a fuzzy tr:mslation at ·best. 

172. the content. Consult the fourth NoTE on vs. 160. 
174. Yahweh. As in vss. 149 and 166, the psalmist places vocative 

yhwh between two cola arranged in a chiastic or diagonal pattern. 
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(cxx 1-7) 

A song of ascents. 

To Yahweh when I was besieged, 
I called and he answered me. 

2 Yahweh, deliver me 
from lying lip, 
from treacherous tongue. 

3 How he will give to you! 
How he will add to you! 

0 treacherous tongue, 
4 Like sharpened arrows of a warrior, 

like glowing coals of broom. 
5 Woe to me, whether I sojourn near Meshech, 

or dwell near the tents of Kedar! 
6 Too close do I dwell 

to the hater of peace. 
7 As for me, peace indeed did I talk, 

but they, only war. 

NOTES 

cxx. The title sir hamma'a[ot, whose precise meaning is disputed (see 
the next NoTB), is prefiied to fifteen psalms (cxx--cxxxiv), which appear 
to have formed a separate collection probably composed in the early 
sixth century or late seventh century e.c. These poems are characterized 
by the "ascending" structure, in which each verse takes up and repeats 
a word or clause from the preceding verse. Thus vs. 3 lasi5n r"miyyah, "O 
treacherous tongue,'' is repeated from vs. 2; vs. 6, sak•niih, "have I 
dwelt,'' resumes vs. 5, siikantl, "dwell,'' and vs. 7, siili5m, "peace," repeats 
the final word of vs. 6. This stairlike pattern has induced some scholars 
to propose that ma'a/i5t, "ascents,'' be interpreted in this technical sense. 

Though these poems contain many archaic elements, these elements 
are preponderantly artistic and archaizing rather than genuinely primitive. 
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Albright (YGC, pp. 254-55) observes that the repetitive parallelism of 
these fifteen psalms is so irregular and so different from archaic repetitive 
parallelism that their authors evidently did not understand the rules of 
the style they were attempting to imitate. This assessment should not, 
however, blind us to the poetic talents and inspiration which the NOTES 

to these psalms will try to make evident. 
Though commonly classified as a lament, Ps cxx is unusual: it is an 

answered lament. After the introductory verse stating that he prayed and 
was heard, the psalmist in the remaining verses substantiates his complaint. 
His affliction is caused by a particular individual as well as by a group from 
whose calumnies the poet prays to be delivered. 

1. A song of ascents. This title recurs in each of the next fourteen 
psalms. Of uncertain meaning, the technical term sir hamma'a[ot has been 
explained by some as a "Pilgrim Song" sung by pilgrims as they "went 
up" to Jerusalem for the great annual feasts. Cf. Exod xxiii 17; Deut 
xvi 16; I Kings xii 28; Matt xx 17; Luke ii 41 f. Others hold that 
these psalms were sung by the returning exiles when they "went up" 
to Jerusalem from Babylon, or that they were sung by the Levites on 
the fifteen steps by which they ascended from the court of the women 
to the court of the Israelites in the temple. Hence these psalms are 
also termed the "Songs of Degrees" or the "Gradual Psalms." The textual 
discoveries at Qumran suggest a new possibility. llQPsa Zion, 14, reads, 
'rbh b'p tsbl:ztk o!J'Wn m'lh lkwl tb/, "May your praise, 0 Zion, enter into 
his presence, extolment from all the world." Thus m'lh, "cxtolment" (cf. 
I Chron xvii 17; Ps cxxxvii 6; llQPsa cli 3[5-6]), makes it possible 
to propose "song of extolmcnts" as the translation of Sir hamma'a/ot, a 
term which fits most, though not all, of these psalms. For further details 
on Qumranic m'lh, "extolment," see Biblica 47 ( 1966), 143. 

when I was besieged. Commonly translated "in my distress," b~~iiratiih ll 
is preferably interpreted in the light of the observations made at Ps xx 2. 
The image of the psalmist beleaguered by maligners has much in common 
with the metaphor of slanderers in Ps iii 7, "I fear not the shafts of 
people I deployed against me on evtry side." This precision brings out 
the inclusion with vs. 7, Siilom, "peace," and l•mil/:ziimiih, "only war," 
and accords with other military terms in the poem. The unusual form 
~iiriitiih (~iiriih is the normal word) is probably an accusative based on 
~aratu, much like 'emiitiih, "terror," from original 'ematu. To be sure, 
after the preposition ba one would expect the genitive case ending, but 
since the psalmist lived in a period when case endings were no longer 
in regular use, ~iiriitiih could be explained as a technical misuse by the 
poet. 

I called and he answered me. Many versions take as present the 
two verbs which MT understood as referring to the past. In the translation 
adopted here, the psalmist recalls past answers to his prayers as an 
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encouragement to fresh prayer in his present state of siege. This seems 
a more natural explanation of the verse than to take it as a confident 
anticipation of a favorable answer: "I call ... and he will answer me." 

2. me. Here and in vs. 6 the psalmist employs napJi, literally "my 
soul," as a substitute for the pronominal suffix. 

lip . . . tongue. The parallelism between s•pat and lason permits the 
textual critic to restore UT, 67:n:2-3, spt lsmm [l]fo lkbkbm, "a lip 
to heaven, tongue to the stars." Not availing herself of the mutual bearing 
of Hebrew and Ugaritic parallelism, A. Herdner, in her critical edition 
of the Ras Shamra tablets, Corpus des tablettes en cuniiformes 
alphabetiques decouvertes a Ras Shamra-Ugarit de 1929 a 1939, I (Paris, 
1963), p. 3 3, reads simply [ ]fo, proposing no restoration. Contrast UT, 
Glossary, No. 1398, and Aistleitner, WuS, No. 1484, which restore 
[l].l'n. 

treacherous tongue. The MT vocalization liiSon r"miyyiih for classical 
!•son r•miyy 0 h has invited the emending hand to set the text to rights, 
but the recurrence of the phrase in the next verse and in Prov vi 24, 
liiSon nokriyyiih, "the tongue of the stranger woman," counsels restraint. 
Pss cxx-cxxxiv teem with dialectal elements still too little understood for 
emendation. 

3. How ... How. Understanding mah as an exclamation rather than 
as interrogative "What?" Cf. Pss iii 2, viii 2, xxi 2, xxxvi 8, etc. This 
verse still remains unclear in its intent. 

he will give. The subject presumably is God who, the psalmist believes, 
will amply punish the slanderer for the harm he has caused. The elliptical 
nature of the expression, however, precludes an incontestable explanation 
of the psalmist's words mah yitten. 

4. Like . . . like. The desire to balance the line with eight syllables 
in each colon may explain the use of the double-duty preposition 'im, 
"like," a meaning documented at Pss xxviii and cvi 6. It may be pointed 
out here that J. J. Greswell in her book, Grammatical Analysis of 
the Hebrew Psalter (Oxford, 1873), p. 241, comments on our verse: 
"The particle 'im is sometimes one of similitude, as in Ps cvi 6, 'We 
have sinned like our fathers"' (courtesy of W. Watson). Other instances 
of double-duty prepositions placed in the second colon are remarked at 
Pss xxxiii 7, lxxix 6, lxxxix 6, cv 30. 

sharpened arrows. For the comparison of the malicious tongue to 
a bow that shoots arrows of falsehood, see the first NOTE on Ps iii 
7, Ps !xiv 4, 'aser siin•nu kal;iereb /<soniim diir•ku /:i4~iim dabiir miir, 
"Who sharpen their tongue like a sword, aim their poisonous remark 
like an arrow," where /:ii~~iim, with an adverbial mem ending, balances 
the preposition of kal;iereb, while dabar mar, "their poisonous remark," 
shares the suffix of !•soniim, "their tongue." Psalms II construed the 
verse in a slightly different manner. Cf. also Jer ix 2, wayyadr•ku 'et 
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l•soniim qaJtiim, "They aimed their tongue like a bow," and Ecclus Ii 5, 
b:fY /Swn mrmh, "the arrows from a treacherous tongue." 

By choosing the adjective s•nunlm, from the root lnn, "tooth," the 
poet suggests the sequence of "lip," "tongue," and "tooth," that evokes 
the Ugaritic sequence of pk, "your mouth," lntk, "your teeth," and ~ptk, 

"your lips," in UT, 1001 :4-5. JB blunts the image by rendering s•nunlm 
as "hardened" instead of "sharpened." 

glowing coals. The juxtaposition of two similes comparing the slanderous 
tongue to sharpened arrows and to glowing coals resembles the image 
of Ps vii 14, "[0 that he would] make his arrows into flaming shafts!" 
Cf. also Eph vi 16, "with which you will be able to quench all the 
flaming arrows of the Evil One." Hence the statement of J. Leveen, VT 
16 (1966), 443, that "the rendering of [dol'qlm in Ps vii 14] fiery shafts 
for arrows seems scarcely appropriate" is difficult to endorse. 

of broom. A desert shrub or bush whose roots and foliage were used 
for fuel. From this shrub the Arabs still manufacture charcoal of the 
highest quality, which burns hottest and retains heat for the longest time. 

5. Woe. Recognizing in the hapax legomenon 'oyiih (classical 'oy) the 
accusative ending -iih (like vs. 1, :fiiriitiih) and another of the dialectal 
elements that characterize the "Songs of Ascents." 

whether . . . or. The force of conditional kl in the phrase ki gart1 
extends to the second colon so that siikanti, a synonymous verb, also 
becomes conditional, "or dwell." 

I sojourn near Meshech. The meaning and grammatical analysis of 
garti melek have long presented a problem, but I follow a suggestion of 
D. N. Freedman who makes garti melek share the preposition of second
colon siikanti 'im 'oh0 le qediir, "or dwell near the tents of Kedar!" The 
first NOTE on vs. 4 comments on the use of the double-duty preposition 
'im, "like." Thus the use of double-duty kl and 'im in this line serves to 
interlock tightly the parallel cola. 

Meshech ... Kedar. Mentioned in Gen x 2 as a son of Japheth mesek 
was a region between the Black Sea and the Caspian inhabited by 
barbarous people, while Kedar (cited in Gen xxv 13 as the second son 
of Ishmael) was one of the nomadic tribes that roamed the desert of 
the Arabian peninsula. The common element in these odd place names 
is distance from the psalmist: one is far to the north and east, the other 
is far to the south and east. Even were he to reside as far away as 
Meshech or Kedar, the psalmist would still feel too close to the hater of 
peace. 

dwell near the tents. The phrase siikantl 'im 'oh 0 le collocates the Ugaritic 
roots cited at Ps lxxviii 55. 

near. BDB, p. 768a, cites numerous texts in which 'im equals "near"; 
cf. Exod xxii 24, etc. 

6. Too close. Often translated in a temporal sense, "Too long," rabbaJ 
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yields better sense in the context if understood in a local sense akin to 
second-colon 'im, "near." 

the hater of peace. Some manuscripts and versions read plural son•'e, 
"haters of," for MT singular sone', since the psalmist speaks of plural 
enemies in vss. 5 and 7. But MT singular can be preserved because, as 
noted at Pss v 10 and !viii 8, the shifting from singular to plural is 
characteristic of the heated language of laments. Of course, "the bater of 
peace" is to be identified with singular l•kii, "to you," and "treacherous 
tongue" in vs. 3. 

7. peace indeed did I talk. In the clause siilOm w•kl 'adabber, C. H. W. 
Brekelmans, OTS 15 (1969), 173-75, bas correctly parsed w•kl as a 
double emphatic that causes the verb to be pushed to the end of the clause. 
Thus emphatic w•ki, "indeed," is the counterpart of the emphatic lamedh 
in the second colon. On the phrase siilOm 'adabber, "peace did I talk," 
see Pss xxxv 20 and lxxxv 9, yhwh ki y•dabber sii/Om, "Yahweh indeed 
has promised well-being." 

peace . . . war. The antithesis between SiilOm and milbiimiih can be 
traced back to the second millennium in UT, 'nt:m: 11-14, qryy bar~ 

mlbmt st b'prt ddym sk slm lkbd ar~ arb dd lkbd sdm, "Banish war from 
the earth, put love into the ground. Pour peace into the heart of the earth, 
rain love into the heart of the fields." 

but they. The contrast between 'an1, "I," and hemmiih, "but they," 
recalls the parallelism of 'nk, "I," and hmt, "they," in Phoenician Kilamuwa, 
line 13. This parallelism makes it more difficult to credit LXX binniim, 
"without provocation," instead of MT hemmiih. 

only war. Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, p. 326) has rightly seen that l•mil~miih 
should be read for MT lammilbiimiih, and the lamedh explained as 
emphatic. Ehrlich's appeal to the Arabic lamedh of reinforcement is 
confirmed by the frequency of this particle in Northwest Semitic. Cf., 
for example, Ps !xix 11, labariipot, "abuse itself," and Ecclus xxx 17, twb 
lmwt mbyy sw', "Death itself is better than a vapid life." Modem versions, 
such as CCD, JB, RSV (The Oxford Annotated Apocrypha, ed. B. M. 
Metzger [Oxford, 1965]), take no account of this particle in the last text; 
e.g., RSV, "Death is better than a miserable life." 

As noticed at vs. 1, milbiimiih, "war," forms an inclusion with vs. 1, 
"I was besieged." 
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(cxxi 1-8) 

A song of ascents. 

I raise my eyes to the Mountain, 
whence will help come to me? 

2 My help will come from the home of Yahweh, 
who made heaven and earth. 

3 He shall not put your foot in the Quagmire, 
your guardian shall not slumber. 

4 Indeed he never slumbers nor sleeps, 
the guardian of Israel. 

5 Yahweh is your guardian, 
Yahweh is your shade, 
the Most High is your right hand. 

6 By day the sun 
will not strike you 

Nor the moon at night. 
7 Yahweh will guard you 

from every evil 
He will guard your life. 

8 Yahweh will guard your going and your coming, 
from now unto eternity. 

NOTES 

cxxi. In this liturgy of blessing, the psalmist, who seems to be a 
representative or leader of Israel, asks in vs. 1 a rhetorical question 
which he answers in vs. 2. In vss. 3-8 divine blessings and promises are 
pronounced by the priest. 

Like Ps cxx, this poem employs the "stairlike" pattern in which 
successive verses repeat words or ideas expressed in preceding lines. 
Thus vs. 2, 'ezri, "my help," resumes vs. 1, 'ezri; vs. 4, 'Somer yifrii'el, 
"the guardian of Israel," is a reprise of vs. 3, som<rekii, a thought upon 
which the psalmist rings the changes in vss. 5, 7-8. 
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Though no actual indication exists in the psalm itself, this poem, like 
the others in the group, probably dates to the sixth century B.c. 

1. A song of ascents. Commentators have long maintained that the 
curious reading sir lamma"'lot is a mistake for sir hamma'a/ot, a 
suspicion supported by llQPs• syr hm'lwt. However, MT does remain 
the more difficult reading and is grammatically viable, given the use of 
the genitive lamedh, say, in Ps cxxii 5. What is more, llQPs• does read 
lm'lwt at Ps cxxiii 1, where MT has hamma'a/ot. 

I raise my eyes. Comparing 'efsii' 'enay with UT, 76:n:13, wyJ'u 'nh 
aliyn b'l, "Then Victor Baal raised his eyes." 

the Mountain. Probably designating both Yahweh's celestial abode and 
Yahweh himself, the likely subject of the epithet "the Mountain of Zion" 
in Ps cxxv 1. Cf. Ps cxxiii 1, where the psalmist states that he raises 
his eyes to the Enthroned of Heaven, and Albright, YGC, p. 25, who 
renders Ps xviii 32b, "And who is a Mountain, except our God?" As 
noted at Ps !xi 3, the plural form hiirlm parses as a plural of majesty, 
"Mountain," since it designates the divinity. The Oxford Annotated Bible 
seems to take the wrong tack when commenting, "The hills may be the 
'high places' where the baals, the local fertility gods, were worshiped 
(2 Kg. 23.5) ." Failure to appreciate the celestial significance of har, 
"mountain," has led Ginsberg, in HWFB, pp. 79-80, into a drastic and 
inadmissible emendation of Isa xiv 13, har mo'ed, "the (celestial) mountain 
of the Assembly," into pJ:ir mo'ed, "Company of the Assembly." 

will help come to me. In the phrase yiibO' 'ezrI the suffix of 'ezrI serves 
a dative function, as in Ps xx 3, yislaJ:i 'ezr•kii, "May he send you help." 
Cf. also Prov vi 11 ( =xxiv 34), ubii' kim•hallek re'sekii, "And poverty 
will come upon you like a vagabond," and van Dijk, EPT, pp. 107-8. 

2. will come. Supplying the verb yiibO' from the preceding colon as a 
double-duty verb, a stylistic phenomenon commented upon at Ps xci 9. 
The formal absence of yiibo' in this colon has prompted critics to delete 
it in vs. 1 b. The solution proposed here is more respectful of the re
ceived text. 

from the home. Namely, from his heavenly mountain. In keeping with 
the observations at Ps xxxvi 10 concerning 'imm•kii, "in your house," 
me'im seems to connote more than "from," as traditionally rendered. French 
chez might be compared with Heb. 'im, "in the house of." 

heaven and earth ... 3. Quagmire. This tripartite division of the uni
verse resembles the sequence in Ps cxv 16-17, "heaven . . . earth . . . the 
Fortress." 

3. shall not. The poet employs 'al instead of lo', "will not," for em
phasis. 

Quagmire. The evidence for this definition of mo{, a term describing 
the slimy nature of the nether world, is given at Pss xiii 5 and !xvi 9. 
Cf. also Prov xxiv 11. He who never slumbers will not allow the psalmist 
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to fall into the eternal sleep of Sheol. Implicit here is the belief in a 
blessed afterlife with Yahweh, as in Pss xvi 10, xlix 16, lxxiii 24, etc. 

your guardian. In vs. 4, too, the psalmist holds back explicit mention 
of the subject till the end of the verse. In the comment to Ps cv 17, 
this stylistic technique has been termed the explicitation of the subject in 
the second colon. 

4. never slumbers nor sleeps. Unlike Canaanite Baal, "who perhaps is 
asleep and must be awakened" (I Kings xviii 28). The parallelism of the 
roots in yiinum and yiSiin has served to interpret the meaning of UT, 
Krt:31-32, bm bkyh wy.l'n bdm'h nhmmt, "As he weeps, there is sleep, 
as he sheds tears, slumber." See below on Ps cxxxii 4, and Ginsberg, 
LKK, p. 34. 

the guardian of Israel. See the third NOTE on vs. 3 for this second
colon explicitation. This point of style is obliterated in RSV, "Behold, he 
who keeps Israel will neither slumber nor sleep." 

5. your shade. Read pausal ~illekti for MT ~ill•kti. In Biblica 44 (1963), 
300, and Melanges E. Tisserant, I, p. 94, I have suggested on the strength 
of the parallelism the participial vocalization ~ollekii, "the one who shades 
you." This reading remains probable. Whichever way it is taken, it is 
virtually a title of the protecting God. 

the Most High is your right hand. A study of the verse structure and 
parallel elements reveals that 'al should answer to yhwh in the preceding 
cola, and that yad y•mlnekii, "your right hand," is meant to balance 
som•rekti, "your guardian," and ~illekii, "your shade." This analysis finds 
confirmation in Ps cxli 3, where the elements of the composite divine title 
yhwh 'al are placed in corresponding cola, and in I Sam ii 10, yhwh yel;iattu 
m•ribiiw 'iilu (with nominative ending -u; MT reads 'ii/iiw) ba'Ssiimayim 
yar'em, "Yahweh dismayed [yel;iattu preserves the singular indicative ending 
-uJ his opponents, the Most High thundered from heaven." It should be 
noticed that the prayer niH"rtih 'al, "Guard, 0 Most High," in Ps cxli 3 
collocates two of the ideas present in our verse. See also second NOTE 
on Ps Iv 23, and Paul Schroder, Die phonizische Spra.che (Halle, 1869), 
p. 200, n. 2, who gratuitously assumes that in the Neo-Punic personal 
name brk'l, "Blessed by the Most High," a b has fallen out of an original 
brkb'l, "Blessed by Baal." Cicero, cited by Schroder, correctly reports 
the name as Barichal. 

6. By day ... at night. Consult the first NOTE on Ps xiii 9 which dis
cusses the stylistic pairing of yomiim, "By day," with the adverbial ending 
-iim, with the prepositional phrase ballayliih, "at night," and cites relevant 
Ugaritic parallels. The English versions efface this grammatical distinction 
of the Hebrew when rendering the latter "by night." A similar balance 
between the preposition b• and the adverbial ending -iim can be seen in 
Job ix 17, where biS"tirtih, "from the storm," stylistically matches /;linniim, 
"without cause," or better, "secretly." 

the sun . . . the moon. Gunkel, among others, expresses surprise that 
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the poet determines fomes with the article hassemes, "the sun," but leaves 
parallel yiireab, "the moon," undetermined by the article. The reason for 
the difference may not be semantic but prosodic: the poet needed another 
syllable in the first colon. The article, like other particles, can also serve 
a dual purpose, as here, modifying both parallel nouns. 

will not strike you. Scanning lo' yakkekkiih as a dangling verbal phrase 
predicated of the preceding and following cola that are arranged in a 
chiastic pattern. The syllable count thus becomes 5:4:6 (or 5 if the w 
is considered a secondary addition), instead of traditional 9:6. Other in
stances of double-duty modifier in diagonally arranged lines are cited in 
the third NoTE on Ps cix 14. 

the moon. Emending yiireab to qerab, "the cold," Ehrlich (Die Psalmen, 
p. 327) asserts with more aplomb than address that the moon is a 
harmless chap ( ein harmloser Geselle), who never hurts anyone. But the 
ancients believed otherwise. The notion that the moon beamed harmful 
influences was widespread in the ancient Near East; cf. Matt xvii 15, 
where Greek se/eniazetai literally means "he is moonstruck" (cf. "lunatic"); 
S. Kirst, "Sin, Yerab und Jahwe: Eine Bemerkung zum vorderasiatischen 
Mondkult," in Forschungen und Fortschritte 32 ( 1958), 213-21, espe
cially 218, n. 58. Once again, the received text is vindicated (even were 
there no parallelism with "the sun" to secure the reading). llQPsa 
yrb, "moon," further undermines Ehrlich's proposal. 

7. from every evil. Scanning mikkol rii' as a double-duty formula sand
wiched between two verbal clauses (see third NOTE on vs. 6), with a 
resultant 6: 3: 6 syllable sequence instead of traditional 9: 6. 

8. from now unto eternity. Comparing me'attiih w•'ad 'oliim with UT, 
1 Aqht:l61, 'nt brb p'lmh, "now, primordially, and to eternity." 



PSALM 122 

(cxxii 1-9) 

A song of ascents. Of David. 

I rejoiced among those who said to me, 
"We will enter the house of Yahweh!" 

2 My feet were standing 
within the gates of Jerusalem, 

3 Jerusalem which was built as his city, 
which was compacted by him alone, 

4 There the tribes go up, 
the tribes of Yah. 

It is a decree, 0 Israel, 
to give thanks to Yahweh's name, 

S Because there they sat 
on thrones of judgment, 
on thrones of the House of David. 

6 May they pray for your peace, Jerusalem, 
may they prosper who love you! 

7 Let there be peace within your walls, 
prosperity within your citadels! 

B For the sake of my brothers and my friends 
I firmly say, "Peace be within you." 

9 For the sake of the house of Yahweh our God 
I will seek your good. 

NOTES 

cxxii. A song of Zion (cf. Ps xlviii), probably composed by a pilgrim 
on his return home, while reflecting upon the happy memories of the 
pilgrimage to Jerusalem. 

The poem is comprised of three stanzas. In the first (vss. 1-4a) the 
poet describes his joy when arriving at the Holy City, but in the second 
strophe (vss. 4b-5) he pronounces a brief homily on why one should 
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make a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, the seat of government. In the final 
stanza (vss. 6-9) he invokes blessings on the Holy City. 

As in the other "Songs of Ascents," the poet employs the stairlike 
pattern in vss. 2b-3, "Jerusalem"; 4, "tribes ... tribes of Yah"; 4--5, 
"There ... there"; 5, "thrones of judgment, thrones"; 6-7, "peace ... 
peace," "prosper ... prosperity"; 8-9, "For the sake of." The psalm 
contains a surprising number of Northern dialectal forms and constructions 
that are registered in the following NOTES, and the use of double-duty 
suffixes in vss. 3 and 6 is particularly effective. 

1. Of David. Briggs (CECBP, II, p. 448) stoutly affirms that l•dtiwid 
is a late conjecture, due to the gloss in vs. 5, since it is impossible 
that the psalm could have been in the Psalter of David. His argument 
is sustained by the absence of /•dawid in the Targ. and Juxta Hebraeos, 
but weakened by llQPsa ldwyd. It recurs, moreover, in MT Ps ex.xiv 1, 
unhappily not preserved in llQPsa. 

"We will enter the house of Yahweh!" Critics correctly object to the 
cohortative translation of nelek, "Let us go to the house of the Lord!" 
(RSV). One would then expect nelekii "Let us go." The syntax of bet 
yhwh nelek, wherein the verb of motion nelek governs the accusative 
bet yhwh, reflects older usage documented in UT, 122:9, lk bty rpim, 
"Enter my house, 0 Rephaiml" 

2. My feet. The Syriac reads raglay, a lection now supported by 
11 QPsa rgly. To achieve this meaning it may not be required to depart 
from consonantal rglynw (MT raglenu, "our feet"), since it may conceal 
an unrecognized morpheme first identified in Ugar. ankn, "I," that is, 
ank plus an afforrnative -n. Thus rglynw may contain the afformative 
-n witnessed in ankn, "I," permitting the translation "my feet." In Ps 
cxli 7, unexplained 'aftimeynu, which makes sense when emended to 
'afiimay, "my bones," may need no emendation when analyzed in the 
same manner as rglynw, "my feet." Cf. also Ugar. qsthn, "his bow," 
where the singular suffix -h, "his," is followed by -n. 

within. This meaning of b• recurs in vss. 7-8. 
the gates of Jerusalem. Since parallel bet yhwh, "the house of Yahweh" 

(vs. 1), and identical "Jerusalem" (vs. 3) stand in the third person, it 
seems desirable to maintain the third person in s'ryk yrwslym; this becomes 
feasible when the putative second-person suffix of s'ryk is parsed as the 
emphatic kl in the construct chain, a poetic verbal mechanism cited in 
the third NOTE on Ps cxvi 19. Several scholars, such as Bickell and 
Duhm, to preserve the consonance of person in vss. 2-3, have proposed 
the emendation fa'are y•rusiiliiim, "the gates of Jerusalem." See the 
NoTEs on vs. 6, where the same problem recurs. 

3. which. Recognizing in the article of habb•nuytih the function of 
a relative pronoun, an analysis sustained by parallelism with second-colon 
le, "which." Cf. Ezek xxvi 17, hii"ir hahul/ii.lah, "O city which had been 
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praised," where the article ha serves as the relative pronoun. Jotion, 
GHB, § 145d-e, recognizes several examples, but incorrectly concludes that 
the usage is proper to late biblical books. One of the most ancient 
poems of the Bible, Gen xlix contains a clear instance of this usage in 
vs. 21, "Naphtali is a hind let loose, which yields [hannot•na] lovely 
fawns," as rightly rendered by the JPS Torah. The recurrence of this relative 
in Ps cxx.iii suggests that it was written by the same poet. 

as his city. The suffix of 'Ir is forthcoming from second-colon liihu, 
"by him." The same usage is noticed at Ps xlvi 5, "God brings happiness 
to his city ['Ir, sharing suffix of second-colon miSk•ni], I the Most High 
sanctifies his habitation." See below on vs. 6. A new text illustrating 
"God the Builder" motif has been identified in Prov viii 31, bOney (MT 
b•ney) 'iidiim, "the Builder of Earth"; see Dahood, "Proverbs 8, 22-31: 
Translation and Commentary," in CBQ 30 (1968), 512-21. 

which. Relative pronoun se is another of the dialectal elements that 
mark the Songs of Ascents. As noted by H. Bauer and P. Leander, 
Historische Grammatik der hebriiischen Sprache (Halle, 1922), p. 29, se 
was originally at home in North Israel and only later did it find wider 
extension. For the use of se in Ecclesiastes, see Dahood, Biblica 33 (1952), 
45-46, and Donald Broadribb, Abr-Naharaim 3 (1961-62), 31-32, who 
examines it in the Song of Sol. 

by him. llQPs• clearly grasped the sense, as evidenced by its reading 
lw, "by him." But consonantal lh need not yield to 10, if it be pointed 
liihu, "by him," equal to Ugar. lh, Phoen. lh (Friedrich, PPG, § 22). 
True, this vocalization and analysis suppose that the Songs of Ascents 
were composed in a North Israelite dialect closely related to Phoenician, 
a not unreasonable supposition in view of the dialectal elements un
covered thus far. 

With the passive verb l)ubb•riih, "compacted," i.e., "compactly built," 
the l of liihu notifies the agent, and the choice of disyllabic liihu, instead 
of llQPs• lw (lo), may have been dictated by metrical considerations; 
the syllable count becomes 10:9 instead of 10:8. If biblical Jerusalem 
resembled the Old City of today, "compacted" aptly describes it. 

alone. Repointing MT yal)diiw, "together," which is altogether omitted 
by llQPs•, to yiil)ldu, an adjective preserving, for metrical reasons, the 
nominative ending. To be sure, one expects the genitive ending, but as 
noted at Ps cxiv 8, case endings were occasionally confused by the 
psalmists. Grammatically, yiil)idu stands in apposition with the suffix of 
liihu, "by him," as in Pss lxxxvi 11, ba'amitt•kii yiil)ld, "faithful to you 
alone," and lxxxviii 18, 'iilay yiil)ld, "on me alone." In our verse, one 
may also read yiil)ld and attach the final w to the next word as the 
conjunction. 

4. 0 Israel. As in Ps lxxiii 1, parsing /• of l•yisrii'el as vocative 
lamedh, a proposal set forth in VT 16 (1966), 308, and Biblica 47 
(1966), 407, and now partially supported by llQPs•, which omits it. 
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Whether this omission is due to a Jack of understanding of the nature 
and function of the vocative particle cannot be made out with certainty 
because llQPsa reads 'dt ysr'l, "the congregation of Israel," for MT 
'edut l•yiSrii'el, "It is a decree, 0 Israel." 

In his fervor the psalmist reminds his fellow Israelites of their obliga
tion to journey to Jerusalem publicly to thank Yahweh. The next verse 
states the reason. 

5. Because. kI gives the reason for the admonition of vs. 4b. Failing 
to seize the nexus between vss. 4b and 5, RSV significantly omits ki 
altogether in its translation. 

there. Sammiih forms a theological wordplay with vs. 4, sem, "name." 
they sat. The kings and judges of Israel being the subjects understood. 
on thrones. Scanning the line into a 6:6:7 tricolon instead of the tradi-

tional 12:7 bicolon. There has been considerable divergence in the gram
matical analyses of the sequence yiiS•bu kiss•'ot; e.g., RSV reads, "There 
thrones for judgment were set." The margin of discrepancy may be 
reduced, however, by the admission that yiiSab, "to sit," can govern 
the accusative case as in our translation. Cf. UT, 127:37-38, rd lmlk 
amlk ldrktk atbnn, "Come down from your royal throne that I might 
rule, from the seat of your dominion that I may sit thereon" (see UT, 
§ 9.11, p. 73, for syntax of atbnn); Ezek xxviii 2 and xlvii 6, wayyiisibenI 
(MT way•szbenI) s•pat hanniif:ial, "And he made me sit on the bank of 
the river" (courtesy H. J. van Dijk). For Phoenician usage, see R. T. 
O'Callaghan, Orientalia 18 (1949), 186, and C. C. Torrey, JAOS 57 
(1937), 400. 

thrones of judgment. The phrase kiss"'iit i•mispiif "thrones of/for judg
ment," echoes the collocation in UT, 49:VI:27-29, l ys' alt thtk lyhpk 
ksa mlkk lytbr b! mtpfk, "Surely he will pluck out the supports of your 
enthronement; he will indeed upset your royal throne; surely be will 
break the scepter of your authority." 

6. May they pray. MT imperative fa'a[u produces an unwarranted shift 
from second to third person that obtrudes in RSV's "Pray for the peace 
of Jerusalem! 'May they prosper who love you!'" This dissonance can 
be avoided by reading precative perfect sa'a[U, which restores the third 
person desiderated by the parallelism. Cf. Ps cxxxvii 6, where North
west Semitic grammar similarly restores concord of persons that was 
lacking. 

May they pray for your peace. Biblically attested in this precise form 
only here and in Jer xv 5, the phrase now appears in UT, 2010:8:12, 
sil s/my, "the praying for my well-being." 

your peace. With s•lom (cf. Ps cxix 26, 59, 109 for construct with 
double-duty suffix) sharing the suffix of second-colon 'iih 0 biiyik, "who 
Jove you," just as in vs. 3. One may of course also read the absolute 
form sal6m. The wordplay on "Jerusalem" and siiliim, "peace," has often 
been noted. 
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Jerusalem. Referred to in the third person in vss. 2-3, Jerusalem 
is now directly addressed in the remaining four verses. 

may they prosper. Jussive yisliiyu, which preserves the third-person rad
ical -y (also -w) as in Job xii 6, makes an excellent third-person counter· 
part to precative sii"lu, "pray," in the first colon. The psalmist creates ef
fective assonance and alliteration with four of the line's five words con
taining the sh sound. A similar sound sequence is noticed at Ps !xix 13. 

who love you. The reading 'oh0 liiyik, "your tents," found in one Hebrew 
manuscript and judged "probably correct" by the critical apparatus of 
BH3, is checkmated by llQPsa [ ]whbyk, "who love you." 

7. peace . .• prosperity. The Hebrew siilom and salweh is more assonant. 
8. my brothers and my friends. Who were unable to make the pilgrimage 

to Jerusalem. As observed in the fifth NOTE on Ps xxxv 13, 'a~ay 

w•re'iiy features the same parallelism as UT, 1019:8, laby lr'y, "to my 
brother, to my friend." The number of parallel pairs of words in Ugaritic 
and in Hebrew has reached 290, as pointed out in the fourth Norn on 
Ps cii 20. The phrase "my brothers and my friends" is a form of 
hendiadys and apparently equals the English clicbe "each and every." 

I firmly say. The proposal to delete the emphatic ending -nii', here 
rendered "firmly," finds support in llQPsa 'dbrh slwm, but is countered 
by the current 8: 8 syllable count of MT. 

9. the house of Yahweh. Forms an inclusion with vs. 1, bet yhwh. 



A song of ascents. 

I raise my eyes to you, 

PSALM 123 

(cxxiii 1-4) 

who are enthroned in heaven. 
2 Yes, like the eyes of slaves 

on the hand of their master, 
Like the eyes of a maid 

on the hand of her mistress, 
So our eyes are on Yahweh our God, 

till he have mercy on us. 
3 Have pity on us, Yahweh, 

Have pity on us, 0 Master, 
sated as we are with contempt. 

4 Too long has our throat been sated 
with the scorn of the nonchalant, 
with the contempt of the presumptuous. 

NOTES 

cxxiii. A supplication of the people who, through their spokesman 
(vs. 1), protest their dependence on the Lord (vs. 2), and beseech him 
to be merci1'il toward their humiliation. 

Like the other "Songs of Ascents," this graceful poem employs repeti
tive parallelism or the stairlike pattern in vss. 2-4, and shows familiarity 
with Canaanite motifs (vss. 2-7). The congruency of metaphor, hitherto 
uncecognized, in vss. 3-4 further bespeaks the poetic gifts of the psalmist. 
Several dialectal forms and constructions are noticed below. 

1. who. Parsing ha, as in Ps cxxii 3, as the relative pronoun. RSV 
seems to handle it conflatedly, understanding it both as the vocative 
particle and as the relative: "O thou who art enthroned." Cf. Ezek xxvii 
3, zc~or hayyosebtl 'al m•b6'6t yiim, "O Tyre, who rule over the gateway 
to the seal" 

are enthroned. For this nuance of yos•bi, see Pss ii 4 and cii 13. 
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Unable to account for the genitive ending of yos•b1 (consult the NOTES 
on Ps cxiii 5-7), llQPsa simply dropped the genitive ending, reading 
ywsb. lbis telltale lection reveals the limitations of the monks of Qwnran 
near Jerusalem vis-a-vis the grammar of Hebrew poetry, and at the same 
time warns us not to expect greater poetic comprehension from the 
roughly contemporary translators of the LXX in Egypt. 

in heaven. The bearing of bassiimiiyim on the exegesis of Ps cxxi 1,. 
hiirim, "the mountain," is noticed there. 

2. like the eyes . . . Like the eyes . . . So our eyes. The poetic 
sequence k•'ene . . • k•'ene . . . ken 'enenu owes much to Canaanite 
models, as illustrated by a comparison with UT, 49:n:28-30, klb ar{J 
l'glh klb {at limrh km lb 'nt atr b'l, "Like the heart of a wild cow for her 
calf, like the heart of a wild ewe for her lamb, so was the heart of Anath 
for Baal." The lack of an explicit verb in both texts shows the query 
of BH3 whether a verb has fallen out after sipf;ziih, "maid," (cf. Targ.) 
to be baseless. Consult Dahood, CBQ 22 (1960), 73-74; on Ps lxxxiii 
15, the NoTE ad loc.; on Prov x 26, C. I. K. Story, JBL 64 (1945), 
322, and Albright, VTS, III, p. 5. This pattern also appears in Isa lxi 11. 

the hand. Not the hand that punishes, as interpreted by Baethgen 
and Ehrlich, but the hand which issues benefactions; cf. Ps civ 27-28. 

3. Have pity on us. For a similar Ugaritic formula, see first NOTE on 
Ps lxxxvi 3. 

0 Master. In the phrase kl rah the latter is sometimes deleted as 
disruptive. If, however, rab is understood as a divine title, the line scans 
as a 5:5:4 tricolon. Cf. Ps cxlv 7, zeker rab !ub•ka yabbl'u, "They shall 
pour forth the record, 0 Master, of your goodness." Construed thus, rab 
in our verse forms a theological wordplay with vs. 4, rabbat, "too long," 
somewhat like Ps cxxii 4-5, sem, "the name," and siimmiih, "there. 

This analysis of the word pattern helps secure the MT reading of Ps 
xxx 11 where some critics propose to delete one yhwh. No deletion seems 
required when the word patterns of the respective verses are set side by 
side. 

sated .•• with contempt. The expression siiba'nu buz might be compared 
with even more figurative UT, 51:m:15-16, qlt bks istynh, "Humiliation 
from my chalice have I drunk." Cf. Job xxxiv 7, yisteh /a'ag kammiiyim, 
"He [Job] gulps scorn like water." 

4. our throat. The consistency of metaphor (see preceding NOTE) is 
maintained when napsenu, usually translated "our soul," is defined as 
"our throat," a meaning frequent in the Psalter and not uncommon in 
the "Songs of Ascents"; cf. for example, Pss cxxiv 4, 7, cxxxi 2. See also 
Eccles vi 7, kol •amaJ hii'iidiim /6plhu w•gam hannepes lo' timmiile', "All 
man's trouble is for his [Death's] mouth, and yet his [Death's] throat is never 
filled," where timmii/e', "filled," a synonym of siibea', "to be sated," is 
predicated of nepd, "throat." Cf. Dahood, Biblica 49 (1968), 368, and 
Ps cvii 9, "he satisfied the throbbing throat" (hisb1a• nepd). 
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the scorn of the nonchalant. Older commentators agree that the phrase 
halla'ag hafSa'"nannim is syntactically non-viable because of the article 
with construct halla'ag. Thus Briggs terms it "impossible in Hebrew gram
mar" (CECBP, II, p. 452), Gunkel likewise dismisses it as grammatisch 
unmoglich (Die Psalmen, p. 545), and then proceeds to set the text to 
rights. Advances in Northwest Semitic philology, however, indicate that 
our phrase needs no emendation. The ever-growing number of Phoenician 
and Hebrew texts with the article in a construct chain forbids the "im
provement" of the present reading; cf. Psalms II, p. xx; PNWSP, pp. 
35-36; C. H. Gordon, JNES 8 (1949), 114; G. R. Driver, JBL 73 
(1954), 130-31. 

Who are meant by "the nonchalant" cannot be precisely determined; 
some identify them as heathen oppressors of Israel, while other commenta
tors see in them insouciant Israelites who disregard the judgments of 
God and the sufferings of men alike; cf. Amos vi 1. In any case, their 
attitude is far removed from the devout worshipers who profess their 
dependence (vs. 2) upon Yahweh. The root s'n occurs in Ugaritic tablets 
published in recent years; see UT, Glossary, No. 2371. 

the contempt of the presumptuous. The sequence of article plus noun 
(habhuz) followed by the l indicating possession followed by another noun 
(lig"'eyonim) creates a pleasant variation to the preceding construct chain 
without affecting the meaning. 



PSALM 124 

(cxxiv 1-8) 

A song of ascents. Of David. 

Had it not been Yahweh who was for us, 
let Israel firmly say, 

2 Had it not been Yahweh who was for us, 
when men rose up against us-

3 Then they would have swallowed us live, 
when their wrath blazed against us; 

4 Then the waters 
would have engulfed us like a torrent, 
sweeping over our neck; 

5 Then would have swept over our neck 
the raging waters. 

6 Blessed be Yahweh, 
who did not give us 
like prey to their teeth. 

7 Our neck has escaped like a bird 
from the snare of the fowlers. 

The snare is broken, 
and we have escaped. 

8 Our help is in the name of Yahweh, 
who made heaven and earth. 

NOTES 

cxxiv. A hymn of thanksgiving in which the community acknowledges 
that the Lord alone delivered them from impending destruction. The 
reference may be to the fundamental salvation celebrated at the festivals. 

The hymn consists of two stanzas. In vss. 1-5 the poet likens the peril 
brought on by men to the voracious jaws of the nether world and the 
seething currents of Sheol. Verses 6-8 praise Yahweh for having rescued 
them from their enemies. 
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1. who. Failing to translate relative se, some commentators (e.g., Gunkel) 
and versions (e.g., CCD) distort somewhat the sense of the condition. 
Thus CCD's, "Had not the Lord been with us," fails to bring out 
Yahweh's superiority over heathen deities. The psalmist asserts that if its 
God had been, say, Baal or Marduk, Israel would have perished in the 
danger confronting it. 

for us. Cf. Ps !vi 10. 
firmly say. See the second NOTE on Ps cxxii 8. 
2. against us. The proposal to delete 'iilenii, registered in the apparatus 

of BH3, disregards the antithetic parallelism of liinii, "for us," and 'iilenii, 
"against us," as well as the Ugaritic balance between I and 'I cited in the 
first Norn on Ps ciii 10. 

3. they would have swallowed us. To portray the peril created by evil 
men, the poet appropriates mythical language which in an earlier period 
described the enormous maw of the insatiable monster, Death. Cf. Pss Iv 
16, !xix 16; Prov i 12, niblii'em kis•'ol bayy'im, "Let us swallow them 
live like Sheol," and R. B. Y. Scott, AB, vol. 18, NoTE ad loc. 

against us. This use of biinii sheds light on RS 24.244:61, b brn pnm 
trgn(w), "Against I:Ioron her fury waxed," in which pnm equals Ps 
xxxiv 17, piin'im, "fury," and the new Ugaritic verb rgn is identified with 
Heb. rii'an, "to grow luxuriant." Contrast Astour, JNES 27 (1968), 22, 
who translates, "To I:Ioron she inclined her face," an inadequate version 
since the next line states that "She deprived him of his virility." 

4. Then the waters. Usually read as a bicolon, this verse may also be 
scanned as a 5:6:6 tricolon; the latter scansion is adopted especially 
because it helps resolve the grammatical anomalies besetting the current 
reading and interpretation. 

As in Ps !xix 2, 15 and Jon ii 6, hammayim designates the waters of 
the nether world. Cf. also Ps xiii 8. 

like a torrent. Customarily explained as a hapax legomenon feminine 
form of masculine nabal, "torrent," nabliih ill accords with the following 
masculine verb 'iibar. Hence nabliih should be parsed as masculine nabal 
with the accusative ending expressing the manner in which the waters 
would have engulfed Israel. The second colon thus consists of the verb 
s"{iipiinii followed by the accusative of manner nabliih. This parsing agrees 
with the style of the Psalms of Ascents, which contain a surprising number 
of case endings. 

sweeping . . . 5. would have swept. Both times repointing MT 'iibar 
to infinitive absolute 'iibor. The chiastic arrangement of vss. 4-5 resembles 
the diagonal pattern of vs. 7. 

5. would have swept. Repainted to infinitive absolute, 'iibor serves as 
predicate of the plural subject in the second colon. 

over our neck. RSV "over us" obscures the meaning of napsenii and 
the imagery suggested by Jon ii 6, '"piipiinl mayim 'ad nepes (see Isa viii 8), 
"The waters encircled me up to my neck." 
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the raging waters. The nominal phrase hammayim hazzedonlm chiastically 
balances the nominal expression of vs. 4a, '"zay hammayim, "Then the 
waters." 

6. Blessed be Yahweh. Scanning the line as a 4:6:6 tricolon with two 
beats in each colon; hence the proposal of BH3 to shift the MT athnach, 
or principal pause, should be declined. 

give us like prey to their teeth. The psalmist resumes the figure of vs. 
4, which likens Israel's enemy to Death represented as a devouring 
monster. That this is so becomes evident upon comparing biblical n•tiiniinu 
{erep J•sinnehem with UT, 51:vrn:15-20, al tqrb lbn ilm mt al y'dbkm 
kimr bph klli btbr nt'nh tbtan, "Do not approach the son of the gods Mot 
[=Death], lest he put you two like a lamb into his mouth, lest like a 
lambkin you be crushed by his grinding teeth!" For the reading nt'nh 
in lieu of UT nqnh, see M. Dahood, CBQ 17 (1955), 300-3. 

7. Our neck. Gunkel, following L. Diirr, is probably correct when, as 
in vs. 4, he translates napsenu by unser Hals, "our neck," (contrast RSV's 
"we"). The juxtaposition of sinnehem, "their teeth," and napsenu, "our 
neck," recalls the parallelism of Ps !vii 7, "They spread a net for my 
feet, a noose for my neck." 

escaped . . . escaped. The chiastic arrangement of the four cola in vs. 
7 resembles the diagonal pattern of vss. 4-5. 

the fowlers. The attempt of L. Kopf, VT 8 ( 1958), 178, to relate Heb. 
yoq•slm to Ar. wtq (witaq, "bond") is debarred by Ugar. yqs, "fowler," 
which reveals that the third radical is s, not l (Kopf also assumes metathe
sis). What is more, the Arabic root wtq now appears in Ugar. ytq, "he 
binds," further ruling out an etymological connection with yqs, "fowler." 



A song of ascents. 

PSALM 125 

(cxxv 1-5) 

Those who trust in Yahweh 
are like the Mountain of Zion; 

Never will be upset 
the Enthroned of Jerusalem. 

2 Like the mountains round about her 
is Yahweh round about his people, 
from now unto eternity. 

3 The scepter of the wicked surely will not rest 
over the land allotted to the just, 

Provided the just do not extend 
their hands into mischief. 

4 Show your goodness, Yahweh, to the good, 
and to those upright in their hearts. 

S But those tottering for their devious ways
may Yahweh cause them to pass away 

with the evildoers. 
Peace upon Israeli 

NOTES 

ex.xv. A supplication of the people for deliverance from national enemies; 
a group lament. In the first stanza (vss. 1-3) the faithful express their 
confidence in Yahweh's protection. The second stanza (vss. 4-5) contains 
the prayer for help and for the destruction of the reign of the wicked. 
If the proposed translation of vs. 3b /•ma'an is sound, we have a concep
tual contact with Ezekiel and consequently a reason for dating the psalm 
in the early sixth century B.c.; cf. the introductory Norn to Ps cxx 1. 

1. the Mountain of Zion. From the prosodic analysis of this verse 
emerges the parallelism of har #yyon and yoseb y•rusiilaim, "the Enthroned 
of Jerusalem." It would seem to follow, then, that in the phrase har 
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~iyyon, har is a divine epithet describing Yahweh. In From the Stone Age 
to Christianity, p. 186, Albright discusses the element har, "Mountain-god," 
in Hyksos personal names; see also the third NOTE on Ps cxxi 1. 

Never will be upset. There has been considerable discrepancy among 
the versions and commentators (see Gunkel) regarding the scansion of this 
line. I scan it into two bicola (RSV takes it as one bicolon), with a 
7:4//6:6 syllable count. The first bicolon states the topic sentence, whereas 
the second supplies the reason for the stability of Mount Zion. Most 
versions (including 11QPs8 ) make Mount Zion the subject of lo' yimmo(, 
but in the present interpretation the Enthroned of Jerusalem becomes the 
subject. Unlike the idols of whom lo' yimm0(, "it will not be overthrown," 
is asserted by the idol maker in Isa xl 20 and xli 7, the God of Israel 
will never be vanquished. 

the Enthroned of Jerusalem. With the LXX repointing MT yeseb to 
yoseb, and comparing the divine title yoseb y•rusalaim with Pss ix 12, 
yhwh yoseb ~iyyon, "Yahweh, the King of Zion," xcix 1, yoseb k•rubim, 
"Enthroned upon the Cherubim," and cxxxv 21, soken y•ru'Salaim, "the 
Resident of Jerusalem." The versions which accept MT yeseb render it 
"abides" (RSV), a meaning for which the evidence is tenuous; the text 
most frequently cited to sustain this translation, Mic v 3, lends iself to 
divergent interpretations. 

2. Like the mountains. With ho.rim sharing the preposition k• of vs. 1, 
k•har ~iyyon, "like the Mountain of Zion." 

round about her. The girdle of mountains about Jerusalem reminds the 
psalmist of Yahweh's enfolding protection of his people. 

unto eternity. An attempt to reproduce the emphatic w• of w•'ad, as 
in Ps cxxi 8. 

3. The scepter of the wicked. The sebet hiirefo' will prove ineffectual 
against the just who are defended by "the Enthroned of Jerusalem." 
The contrast between Ube( hiiresa' and vs. 1 yoseb y•rusiiliiim recalls 
the association of similar concepts in UT, 52:8-9, mt wsr y!b bdh b! 
lkl bdh b! ulmn, "Death and Corruption sits enthroned. In his hand is the 
staff of bereavement, in his hand the staff of widowhood." In the phrase 
sebef hiirefo', abstract re'Sa', "wickedne~s," assumes· a concrete meaning be
cause of its antithetic parallelism with concrete ~addiqim, "the just." See the 
second NOTE on Ps lxxxii 2 and the first NOTE on Ps cvii 42. 

surely. Proposals to expunge ki are to be rejected on two counts: 
11QPs8 has ky, and the numerous new examples of emphatic ki supply 
an alternative to conjunctional "because" which does create a problem. 

not rest. LXX causative yanib "permit to rest," adopted by some critics 
in preference to MT qal yiinuab, "will rest," is countered by 11QPs8 

ynwb, a qal form which makes excellent sense here. 
Provided. The security of the heritage of the just is conditional, a 

thought resembling some passages of Ezekiel who maintains (xviii 24) 
that if a righteous man commits iniquity, he will die, The similarity of 
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thought thus supports the sixth-century date for the Songs of Ascents 
proposed in the introductory NOTE to Ps cxx. 

For this definition of l<ma'an, "provided," see Josh iv 24, which has 
been considered anomalous when translated "thus" but which reads co
herently when understood as "provided." 

the just. The presence of ha.r~addiqlm in l lQPs• supplies another 
reason for rejecting the tentative proposal of BH3 to delete it. BHS happily 
omits the proposal to delete of BH3. 

do not extend their hands into mischief. On UT, 127:32, sqlt bglt ydk, 
"You have let your hands fall into mischief," Ginsberg LKK, p. 49, cor
rectly comments: "The whole phrase sounds curiously like Ps cxxv 3b, 
which would seem to favor a combination of Heb. 'awlii(tii) with Arab. 
gwl and gyl as well as (hardly to the exclusion of) Arab. 'wl." The 
biblical phrase yisl<bu . . . y•dehem equals Phoenician K.ilamuwa, line 6, 
wkl slb yd, "And every man extended his hand." 

mischief. Heb. 'awliitiih equals Ugar. git, quoted in preceding NoTE. 
The form should be explained in the same manner as Ps cxx l, ~iiriitiih. 

As in Ps cxx 1, one would expect a genitive case ending after the preposi
tion b•, instead of accusative 'awliitiih. It would seem that the accusative 
ending often displaced the other case endings. 

4. in their hearts. The present 8: 8 syllable count renders it difficult 
to give up b•libbOtiim in favor of b</eb, an ancient reading now supported 
by 4QPse and llQPs•. 

5. those tottering. Repainting MT hamma{!lm (from nii{iih) to ham
mii{lm, from mw{, "to totter," found in vs. 1. The poet contrasts, by 
way of inclusion with vs. 1, the worshipers of false gods with the solidity 
of those who trust in Yahweh, who will never be vanquished. Grammatically, 
hammii{lm stands as casus pendens; see Ps ciii 15. 

for their devious ways. Parsing 'aqalqallotiim as an accusative of cause; 
consult the first NOTE on Ps cxvi 1. The root of "devious ways" appears 
in the Ugaritic epithet btn 'qltn, "the twisting serpent." 

The psalmist ascribes the debilitated condition of evildoers to their im
moral behavior. 

cause them to pass away. The recognition of the nuance of qal hiilak, 
"to pass away" discussed at Ps !viii 9, permits one to dispense with 
the emendation of hiphil yollkem to y•kallem, "May he make an end of 
them," proposed by T. K. Cheyne in his commentary on Psalms. 

the evildoers. The scribe of l lQPs• betrays greater zeal than MT by 
inserting kwl, "all," before po'a/e 'iiwen. 

Peace upon Israel! How RSV "Peace be in Israeli" answers to siilom 
'al yifrii'el is not immediately evident. 



A song of ascents. 

PSALM 126 

(cxxvi 1-6) 

\\-'hen Yahweh restored the fortunes of Zion, 
we became like the sands of the sea. 

2 Then our mouth was filled with laughter, 
and our tongue with shouts of joy. 

Then even the nations said: 
"Yahweh showed his greatness 
by working with them." 

3 Yahweh showed his greatness 
by working with us; 
we grew happy. 

4 Yahweh restored our fortunes 
like torrents in the Negeb. 

5 Those who sowed in tears, 
amid shouts of joy did reap. 

6 Though he went forth weeping, 
bearer of his seed pouch, 

He came home amid shouts of joy, 
bearer of his sheaves. 

NOTES 

cxxvi. A hymn of thanksgiving composed for one of the religious 
festivals. In the past, scholars have tended to identify the restitution 
mentioned in the opening line with the liberation from the Babylonian 
Exile in 539 B.C., but the new interpretation of vs. l, sibat, "the fortunes" 
(see first NOTE to vs. 1), no longer permits such a precise identification. 
What specific restoration is celebrated by the hymn cannot be determined 
from the contents of the poem. At any rate, the date of composition 
need not be post-Exilic; in fact, the occurrence of slbat in an eighth
century Aramaic inscription, and the several archaic forms commented 
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upon in the NOTES point to an earlier period of compos1tton. The hymn 
consists of two parts: vss. 1--4 comprise the first stanza, and vss. 5-6 
are a didactic reflection upon the change of fortunes described in this 
first stanza. Stylistically, vss. 1 and 4 illustrate a classic example of 
inclusion, with vs. 4, sobiih yhwh, "Yahweh restored," answering to vs. 
1, b<sub yhwh, "When Yahweh restored," and vs. 4, ka'•piqim bannegeb, 
"like torrents In the Negeb," evoking vs. 1, k<J:iol-m yam, "like the 
sands of the sea." 

Since "tears" symbolize death and "shouts of joy" resurrection (e.g., 
Ps xxx 6, "In the evening one falls asleep crying, but at dawn there 
are shouts of joy"), the poet, by contrasting in the second stanza dim'iih, 
"tears," and biikoh, "weeping," with rinniih, "shouts of joy," seems to 
hint at a resurrection whlch will follow the present sorrow. What lends 
weight to this interpretation is the hymn's closing word '•lummotiiyw, 
denoting "his sheaves," but whose consonants evoke Prov xii 28, 'al-miiwet, 
"immortality" (which, with the third-person masculine suffix, would read 
'al-mo to instead) . 

1. When Yahweh restored the fortunes. On the cognate phrase 
bCsub s<but in Pss xiv 7, lxxxv 2, see the apposite NOTES. Here, however, 
the text reads b•sub ... sibat, and critics (e.g., Kraus, Psalmen, II, 
p. 853, who terms sibat "manifestly a scribal error" for s•but or s<bit) 
have not hesitated to emend Sibal to s•but. This ill-advised emendation 
is proposed anew by Bardtke in BHS. But this emendation is now proved 
unsound by the Aramaic phrase hsbw '/hn fybt b[yt 'by], "The gods 
restored the fortunes of [my father's house]," in the Sefire Inscription 
(m:24) of the mid-eighth century B.c. A.ram. sybt answers to Heb. 
sibat, while A.ram. hsbw sybt shows that the noun is a cognate accusative 
and so supports the derivation of biblical s•but (vs. 4) and sibat from 
sub, "to restore" rather than from, siibiih, "to take captive." The Aramaic 
context, which is one of restoration, further shows that the biblical ex
pression in Pss xiv 7 and lxxxv 2 has been correctly understood as 
referring to restoration of fortunes and not to return from captivity. 
See A. Dupont-Sommer, Bulletin du Musee de Beyrouth 13 (1956), 27; 
Greenfield, Acta Orientalia 29 (1965), 4; Fitzmyer, The Aramaic In
scriptions of Se/ire, pp. 119-20. 

we became. Commentators point out that the most nettlesome problem 
in this poem is that of verbal tenses. Since hiiyini1 here, 'iiz yimmii/e' 
and higdil in vs. 2, apparently describe past events, one treads on safe 
ground when interpreting the subsequent verbs as also referring to com
pleted action in the past; cf. the NoTE on vs. 4, restored. 

like the sands of the sea. MT k•J:io/cmim, "like dreamers," has never 
been successfully fitted into the context of the verse (J. Strugnell's proposal 
"then were we as men who had been/were healed" in ITS 7 [1956], 
239--43, has correctly been declined by Kraus, Psalmen, II, p. 853). The 
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ancient versions also differ sharply in their interpretations. One must ac
cordingly seek a new solution to consonantal kl;zlmym, which might be 
read k•l;zOl mayim, literally "like the sands of the waters," where mayim 
stands for "the sea" as in Exod xv 8, 10; Ezek xx.vii 26, and Isa 
xliii 2, ki ta'abar bammayim, "When you passed through the waters," 
an allusion to the Exodus. D. N. Freedman, apud McKenzie, Second 
Isaiah, § 12, Isa xliii 2, n. a, would make the allusion even more explicit 
by reading b•mo yiim, "through the sea," but this seems unnecessary. 
Or one may read k•l;zol-m yiim, with -m explained as an enclitic mem 
in a construct chain (Psalms II, Index of Subjects, s.v.). With either reading 
the sense remains substantially the same. Cf. Gen xxxii 13, "I will make 
your offspring like the sands of the sea" (k•l;zol hayyiim); I Kings iv 
20; Hos ii 1. 

But on balance, the reading l;zOl-m yiim is to be preferred because 
the standard idiom is l;zol yiim, "sands of the sea," and the insertion 
of the enclitic mem within this construct chain will help to explain why 
later scribes and the Masoretes missed the correct analysis of the text. 
Compare the discussion of the variant readings at Ps xviii 16, 'apiqe-m 
yiim, "fountainheads of the sea," where the parallel text in II Sam xxii 
16 reads 'apiqe yiim, without the enclitic mem. 

2. our mouth ... our tongue. On the parallelism of pinu, "our mouth," 
and l•sonenu, "our tongue," here arranged chiastically, see NOTE on Ps 
lxxvi 17, my mouth ... my tongue. The Grail Psalms can be faulted 
for rendering l•sonenu, "our tongue," as "on our lips." 

was filled with laughter. The phrase yimmiile' s•l;zoq, with the niphal 
vocalization of the verb, may bear on the vocalization of UT, 'nt:n:25-26, 
ymlu lbh bsmbt, "Her heart was filled with happiness." In other terms, 
ymlu probably parses as a niphal verb form as recognized by Aistleitner, 
WuS, p. 184, and others. 

shouts of joy. The root of rinniih is witnessed in UT, 1001 :6, arnn, 
"I shout for joy," and in 1001 :5 where Gordon correctly restores the 
damaged third letter brnk=ba-runni-kii, "when you shout for joy." 

The A+B+c//c+:B pattern of this line, recognizable also in Ps cv 43, 
has Canaanite precedents in UT, 51:rv:10-11. Our verse and the Ugaritic 
text may be juxtaposed, to illustrate the single verb and the chiastic 
arrangement: 

'iiz yimmiile' s•l;zoq pinu 
ul•sonenu rinniih 

Then was filled with laughter our mouth, 
and our tongue with shouts 

of joy. 

st gpnm dt ksp 
dt yrq nqbm 

He put a harness of silver, 
of gold, trappings. 

even the nations. Analyzing ha of baggoyim as the emphatic ha (or 
beth) discussed at Pss xxix 4 and lv 19. Compare Ps cxv 2, lammiih 
yo'm•ru haggoylm, "Lest the nations say." Thus analyzed, baggoyim is 
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no longer subject to the deletion recommended when it was understood 
as "among the nations" and the verb yo'm•ru was parsed impersonally 
as "They said among the nations." With Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 550) 
I read this line as a 7:4:6 tricolon. 

showed his greatness. Though modern lexicographers usually define the 
phrase higdll /a'•sot, "He did great things," the ancient versions exhibit 
less sureness. As in Ps cxxxviii 2, higdil may also be parsed as the hiphil 
elative, treated at Pss Ii 9 and xcii 14. 

by working. The construct infinitive /a'"sot may be categorized as cir
cumstantial, a topic noticed at Ps ci 8. 

with them. Though most recent versions translate 'im 'el/eh, "for them," 
one can defend the more common meaning of 'im to bring out the 
theological point that the Israelites cooperated in the restoration of their 
fortunes. 

with . . . 3. with us. The pair 'im ... 'immiinu may be compared 
with a similar parallelism that recurs in Ugaritic letters; e.g, UT, 1015:14-
20, "With us two ['mny] there is perfect well-being. Whatever well-being 
is with ['m] my mother-send me a reply." 

3. we grew happy. The occurrence of hiiyinu s•mef:iim, "we grew 
happy," and vs. 1, "we became like the sands of the sea" in the same 
context evokes the description of Solomonic Palestine in I Kings iv 20, 
"Judah and Israel were as many as the sand by the sea; they ate and 
drank and were happy" (S•mef:iim). 

4. restored. MT emphatic imperative subiih, "Restore!" creates the main 
syntactic and semantic difficulty in this psalm. In vs. 1 Yahweh is said 
to have restored the prosperity of Zion, but here he is being begged 
to make Israel prosper. See Ps lxxxv 2-5 for a similar difficulty. Alive 
to the problem, Briggs and others take vs. 1 as present tense, "When 
Yahweh restores the prosperity of Zion, we are like dreamers." Briggs, 
though, does express some uneasiness because of vs. 2, 'iiz yimmii/e' 
"Then was filled," which elsewhere describes past happenings. Hence for 
MT subiih read the qatala verb siibiih, or the Phoenician form sobiih 
where ii becomes o, the archaic form of classical Hebrew siib; for further 
discussion of qatala forms, see NOTE on Ps ciii 19, he rules. 

The reason for the longer form sobiih would seem to be metrical, 
as observed by D. N. Freedman. Verse 4, which balances vs. 1 and 
introduces the second stanza, has a syllable count 9:7, exactly like vs. 1. 

like torrents. In view of Ps xviii 16 (=II Sam xx.ii 16), '"piqe-m yiim, 
"the fountainheads of the sea," and Ugar. apq thmtm, "the fountainheads 
of the two deeps," one may suggest that '"piqlm, "torrents," harks back 
to vs. 1, yiim, "the sea." 

torrents in the Negeb. The period of the rains is particularly glorious 
in the Negeb, the arid district to the south of Judah, where the brooks 
are dried up all summer long. Thus the sand suggested by the term 
Negeb refers back to bol, "sands," of vs. 1. When the winter rains 
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come, the desert re101ces and blossoms like a rose (cf. Isa xxxv 1) ; see 
Nelson Glueck, Rivers in the Desert: The Exploration of the Negev 
(London, 1959), pp. 92-94. 

5. in tears, amid shouts of joy. As in vs. 2a, the Hebrew word order 
is chiastic or diagonal, and the assonance of b•dim'iih and b<rinniih 
with identical sequence of vowels is worthy of note. 

tears . . . 6. weeping. The concurrence of dim'iih, "tears," and biikoh, 
"weeping," recalls the frequent parallelism of these roots in Ugaritic, a 
parallelism witnessed anew in RS 24.251:rev.:ll, tbky km n'r tdm' km 
~gr, "You weep like a lad, shed tears like a child"; see Astour in JNES 27 
(1968), 29, 33. 

did reap. Taking the yqtl verb yiq~oril as a punctual form expressing 
past time, and not as stating a present event or wish, as interpreted 
by RSV, "May those who sow in tears reap with shouts of joy!" 

6. bearer of his seed pouch. Though one of the first two words is 
often deleted, MT nose' me'Sek hazziira' is vouched for by l lQPs• and 
must accordingly be dealt with as it stands. What is more, the 7:7: :6:6 
syllable count dissuades textual alteration. From comparison with Amos 
ix 13, mosek hazziira', "the strewer of seed," one may conclude that 
nose' me'Sek is the semantic equivalent of mosek, "the strewer." Hence 
me:fek must be the seed container carried by the sower. Imperial Aramaic 
msk, "skin, leather," supplies a ready explanation: the seed container would 
thus be a leather bag. 

his seed pouch. In the expression mesek hazziira', the article seems 
to balance the suffix of 'a/ummotiiyw, "his sheaves"; cf. the NOTE on 
Ps civ 2, as his garment. 



PSALM 127 

(cxxvii 1-5) 

A song of ascents. Of Solomon. 

If Yahweh does not build the palace, 
in vain do its builders labor on it; 

If Yahweh does not guard the city, 
in vain does the guard keep vigil. 

2 Failure to you who rise early, 
who put off going to bed, 
who eat the bread of idols-

But the Reliable gives prosperity to his beloved. 
3 Indeed, sons are Yahweh's patrimony, 

fruit of the womb his reward. 
4 Like the arrows in a warrior's hand 

are the sons of one's youth. 
5 How blest the man who has filled 

his quiver with them! 
He shall not be humiliated but shall drive back 

his foes from the gate. 

NOTES 

ex.xvii. Composed for a king, this Wisdom psalm stresses the truth 
that without the blessing of the true God-as opposed to the heathen 
divinities-all human endeavor is futile (vss. 1-2). With God's benediction, 
here exemplified by numerous sons, a king will overcome his adversaries 
(vss. 3-5). 

Current critical scholarship favors the view that this psalm consists of 
two independent songs with no connection of thought, but the observable 
semantic and literary bonds between the opening and closing verses oppose 
this dissection. Thus Yahweh's protection of the city in vs. 1 is counter
balanced by his beloved's defense. of the city in vs. 5; the inclusion 
begun by vs. 1, 'Ir, "city," is ended by vs. 5, Sii'iir, "gate" (of the 
city); the alliteration of "b" sounds in vs. la, yibneh bayit •.• bi5niiyw bi5 
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is echoed by vs. 5b, yebOsu . • • y'dabb•ru • • • 'oy•blm baJ"Sa'ar; 
and the repetition of "s" (=sh) sounds in vs. 1 b, yismor . . . saw' 
siiqad 'Somer recurs in vs. 5a, 'aJre . . . '•ser . . . 'aJpiito. Surely these 
interlocking details point to an originally unified composition. 

The royal character of the poem as well as the concision of expression 
and the considerable literary rapport with early non-biblical texts point 
to a pre-Exilic date of composition. Verses 4-5 are noteworthy because 
they clearly illustrate congruence of metaphor as a criterion for establish
ing the meaning of a disputed text. 

1. Of Solomon. Though missing in LXX, MT's ascription of the psalm 
to King Solomon is witnessed in the other ancient versions and is now 
attested in 1 lQPs• lslwmh. Many commentators (among them Baethgen) 
claim that this attribution stemmed from the misinterpretation of vs. 1 
bayit as "temple," and from the use of the term lldido, "to his beloved," 
in vs. 2; in II Sam xii 25 it is reported that David gave his son Solomon 
the secondary name y•didyiih, "the beloved of Yahweh." To go so far 
afield to find reasons for such attribution seems needless when the 
sapiential contents of the poem might sufficiently explain this superscription. 

in vain . . . in vain . . . 2. Failure. The triple repetition of saw' 
proves effective not only in its primary designation but also in its allusive 
power because siiw', ''vanity," is a biblical term for useless pagan idols; 
cf. third NoTE on xxiv 4 and below on the bread of idols. 

the city. The concurrence of 'Ir, "city," and vs 5, 'Sa'ar "(city-)gate," 
furnishes an argument for the original unity of the psalm. 

guard . . . in vain does the guard keep vigil. The alliteration of 
yiSmor . . . siiw' siiqad some; links this line to vs. 5a, which is similarly 
characterized by alliteration. 

2. Failure to you • . . to his beloved. D. N. Freedman notes the 
apparent wordplay and chiasmus in siiw' liikem and [!dido senii'. 

the bread of idols. The daily bread which the pagans believe comes 
from their gods. Though MT hii'•~iib"im, "toils," is followed by most 
versions (KJ "the bread of sorrows"), Jerome _in his Juxta Hebraeos 
read panem idolorum; he saw, in my opinion rightly, in consonantal 
h'~bym the term hii'•~abb"im, which designates "idols" in Pss cvi 36, 38 
and cxxxix 24. Thus by the juxtaposition in the Hebrew text of hii'•~abblm 
and much-disputed ken, here understood as "the Reliable," the poet vividly 
contrasts the precariousness of relying on capricious gods against the 
dependability of the Reliable One of Israel. Of course, the traditional 
version "the bread of toil" would still be suggested by the word ha'•~abb"im, 
"idols." 

the Reliable. The divine appellative ken is discussed at royal Ps ex 7; 
it recurs in Ps cxxviii 4. 

prosperity. Perhaps the most discussed single word of the poem, MT 
senii' has mostly been taken as the Aramaic spelling of seniih, "sleep" 
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(cf. GK, § 231), but, in view of the parallel words of the context, 
identification with Syr. foynii', "prosperity," Ethiopic sene', "peace," proves 
more satisfactory. See also Prov xiv 17. The contraction of the diphthong 
·ay in saynii' to e in senii' would mark the word as Northern Israelite 
where such contraction was normal; cf. Psalms II, Index of Subjects, s.v., 
and THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. For another view, see D. Winton 
Thomas, VT 18 (1968), 268. 

3. sons are Yahweh's patrimony. A primary concern of a king was 
the continuity of the dynasty through numerous sons. Note the king's 
lament in Ps lxxxix 46, "You cut short the days of his youth, I robed 
his young manhood with sterility." This theme is central to the Ugaritic 
Legend of Aqht. This phrase sheds light on Prov xiii 22, !Ob yanbll 
b•ne biinim w•~apun l~~addiq bel bo!e', "The Good One bestows children's 
children as heirs, and reserves for the just man the sinner's wealth." 

his reward. The widespread use of double-duty suffixes makes it un· 
necessary to read s•kiiro, "his reward" (cf. BH3 ), since suffixless siikiir 
can share the suffix of vs. 2, lidido, "to his beloved." 

4. the arrows ... 5. his quiver. The parallelism of l;li~~im, "the arrows," 
and 'a'Spiito, "his quiver," recalls the phrase uljlt b?:m, "a quiver of arrows," 
in UT, 1124: 1, 2, 4. The figure begun here bears on the translation and 
interpretation of vs. 5. Thus both the parallelism and the congruence of 
metaphor rule out the LXX reading ten epithumian autou, "his desire," 
where MT reads 'a'Spiito, "his quiver." 

the sons of one's youth. Sons born while their parents are young and 
vigorous (contrast Gen xxxviii 3, hen z•qunim, "the son of old age"). 
Such children are not only themselves more vigorous, but also grow 
up in time to be the defense and assistance of their parents' old age. 
A Canaanite proverb preserved in Akkadian fragments from Ras Shamra 
wryly observes that "A son born too late is no advantage"; see Jean 
Nougayrol, Comp/es Rendus de l'Academie des Inscriptions et Belles Let· 
tres, 1960 (appeared 1961), p. 170, and C. F. A. Schaeffer, Archiv fur 
Orientforschung 19 (1959-60), 195. It might also be noted that the phrase 
b•ne hann"'urim, "the sons of one's youth," juxtaposes two roots occurring 
parallel in UT, 2068:25-26, annmn wtlt n'rh rpan w[n bnh, "ANNMN 
and his three youths, RPAN and his two sons/children." Furnished with 
such parallels, the modem translator is prevented from perpetrating such 
howlers as LXX's, "the sons of them who were shaken off," confusing 
n'r I, "youth," with n'r II, "to shake off." 

5. How blest ... who . . his quiver. There is good alliteration in 
the sequence 'a'Sre ... •aser ... 'aJpiito, which links this line to the 
alliterative vs. lc-d. 

the man. Proposals to repoint geber, "man," to gibbor, "warrior," 
receive a setback from 4QPs Commentary on Psalms (B), published with 
A. A. Anderson by John M. Allegro, Qumran Cave 4, I (4Q158-4Q186) 
(Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of Jordan, V; Oxford, 1968), pp. 
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51-52, which reads gbr (=geber), not gbwr (=gibbOr). In II Sam xxiii l, 
King David is called haggeber, "the man." 

his quiver. The parallelism with bi~;r"im, "arrows" (see first Non~ on vs. 
4) further points up the unsoundness of LXX's translation of '<JSpiito, 
namely, "his desire." 

be humiliated. Recognizing that the subject should be the singular 
"warrior" and "man" of vss. 4-5, many commentators (e.g., Hans Schmidt, 
Die Psalmen, p. 228) emend apparently plural yebOsu to singular yebOs. 
Given the respectable number of third-person singular masculine verbs end
ing in -u (see Psalms II, Index of Subjects, s.v., and THE GRAMMAR OF THE 
PSALTER), such an emendation is no longer necessary. The archaic quality 
of this line supports this analysis, which is also valid for y•dabb•ru, 
"[he] will drive back." Hence the first Norn on Ps xx.xv 4 should be 
corrected so that both verbs read as singular. 

shall drive back. In the versional understanding of this clause (RSV, 
"when he speaks with his enemies in the gate") the psalmist shifts from 
a military metaphor in vss. 4-5a to a forensic figure in vs. Sb, since it 
was in the open space near the city gate that justice was administered. 
In modem philology, however, one must assume consistency of metaphor, 
one of the cardinal criteria for determining the sense of a verse. Ac
cordingly, y•dabb•ru must be taken in the sense discussed at Pss ii 5, 
xviii 48, xx.xviii 13, xlvii 4, so that the biblical clause y•dabb•ru 'et 
'oy•bim b<JSsii'ar can scarcely be dissociated from EA 76: 38-41, uSSira 
~iibe pitiiti rabii u tudabir ayiibi 'Sarri istu libbi miitifo, "Send a large 
number of archers that they might drive out the king's foes from the 
midst of his country," and EA 138 :68-70, tidabbiru ~iibe aziri istu iili, 
"They will drive the troops of Aziri from the city"; cf. also EA 279: 20-23 
for similar terminology. This proposal, set forth in TS 14 (1953), 87, 
has been adopted by HALAT, p. 201b (its emendation of y•dabb•ru 
to y•dabber proves needless since the former can also be parsed as 
singular; cf. preceding Norn), by Lipinski, RB 75 (1968), 351-52, n. 
131, and Hanson, PMS, III, pp. 74, 120. 

his foes. With 'oy•bim sharing the suffix of '<JSpiito, on the principle 
of the double-duty suffix, much like Ps !xviii 24, 'oy•bim, "your foes," 
and Prov xxvii 23 ~o'nekii, "your sheep," parallel to suffixless 'adiirim, 
"your flocks." 

from the gate. Where the enemy would make the most concerted 
assault. In the phrase b<JSsii'ar, the preposition ha equals El Amarna 
istu, "from," in the expression istu iili, "from the city," cited above. 
The clarification of this line has repercussions on Isa xxviii 6b, w'lig•bUriih 
m•sibe milbiimiih sii'riih, "and for the warriors who drive back the 
troops from the gate," where Sii'riih, with the he directionis ending, denotes 
"from the gate"; cf. GK, § 90e on Jer i 13, xxvii 16; Josh x 36, xv 10; 
Judg xxi 19; Isa xlv 6. 
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Of course, the metaphor is most apposite when describing the king, 
the supreme military commander. Applied to a private citizen, the imagery 
becomes somewhat forced. It was the king's responsibility to repulse the 
attackers from the gates of his city. 



PSALM 128 

( cxxviii 1-6) 

A song of ascents. 

How blest each one who fears Yahweh, 
who walks in his ways! 

2 The fruit of your toil indeed shall you eat, 
happiness and prosperity shall be yours. 

3 Like a fruitful vine shall be your wife 
within your house, 

Your children like olive shoots 
around your table. 

4 See how the Reliable blesses 
the man who fears Yahweh. 

5 May Yahweh of Zion bless you! 
Enjoy the prosperity of Jerusalem 

all the days of your life; 
6 Enjoy the children of your children, 

the peace of Israel's Most High. 

NOTES 

cxxviii. A Wisdom psalm which teaches that the man who worships 
the Lord and obeys his commandments is rewarded with a happy and 
prosperous family. A companion piece to Ps cxxvii, this poem reveals 
one syntactic phenomenon (vs. 2) and two sets of parallel words (vs. 3) 
that have counterparts in the much older Ugaritic tablets. The probable 
occurrence in vs. 4 of the divine appellative ken, "the Reliable," further 
suggests the common origin of both psalms in the pre-Exilic period. 

1. who fears .•. who walks. Some recent versions (e.g., The Grail 
Psalms, BJ, JB) incorrectly render singular y•re' and haho/ek as plurals; 
thus JB reads, doubtless under the influence of the LXX which took them 
as plurals, "Happy, all those who fear Yahweh and follow in his paths." 

2. Your toil. The Hebrew literally reads "your palms." 
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indeed shall you eat. The unusual word order, with ki to'kel, "indeed 
shall you eat," standing at the end of the clause, becomes readily ex
plicable with the identification of ki as the emphatic particle which forces 
the verb to the end of its clause. As noticed at Ps xlix 16, the ancient 
versions did not appreciate this usage and consequently in their transla
tions this emphatic particle does not appear as such; here LXX simply 
dropped ki, but Ugaritic affirmative k with the postposition of the verb 
exposes the shortcomings of LXX and other ancient versions. Additional 
examples include Job xxxviii 5, mi siim m•maddehii ki tedii', "Who marked 
its dimensions-surely you know!" and Prov xxx 4, mah-ss•mo ilmah
ssem b•no ki tedii', "What is his name, and what is his son's name
surely you know!" 

3. fruitful. The psalmist employs the archaic feminine participle 
poriyyiih, which preserves the final -y of the root (GK, § 75k), doubtless 
in order to add two syllables to the colon. Thus the 9:7 syllable count 
corresponds to the 9:7 count of the following couplet. Had he used the 
ordinary feminine participle poriih, his line would have read 7:7. 

your wife ... Your children. For the Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism 
between these two nouns, consult the first NOTE on Ps cix 9, and THE 
GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

within your house. Heb. b•yark•te betekii literally means "within the 
penetralia of your house," but the balance with siibib, "around," suggests 
that the original literal meaning had weakened. One senses similar attenua
tion even earlier in UT, 128:m:14-15, btk rpi ar~ bpbr qb~ dtn, "Amid 
the Rephaim of the nether world, among the assembled of Dothan," where 
bpbr, literally "in the assembly," seems to be no more than a synonym 
of btk, "amid." The noun yrkt, "innards," now appears in a liver omen 
text from Ras Shamra published by 0. Loretz and M. Dietrich in the 
Festschrift C. F. A. Schaeffer (Paris, 1970). 

your house .•. your table. The uncommon parallelism between betekii, 
"your house," and :ful/;liinekii, "your table" (cf. Ps xxiii 5-6; Prov ix 1-2), 
finds a Canaanite counterpart in UT, 'nt:n:29-30, 'd t:fb' tmt~ bbt tbt~b 
bn tl/;lnm, "Till sated, she smites in the house, battles between the two 
tables." In the face of 290 such pairs of parallel words common to He
brew and Ugaritic it becomes difficult to understand the skepticism of 
Barr, Comparative Philology and the Text of the Old Testament, who 
writes, "If it is true that certain stock parallelisms were held in common 
with pre-Israelite poetry, it is possible that items which are formally 
identical with Canaanite or Ugaritic materials may nevertheless have come 
to be understood and used with another sense in Hebrew" (p. 229). 
Surely Professor Barr is being hypercritical. Is he ready to maintain that 
in the present verse the psalmist employs the parallelism "table/ /house" 
in senses different from those of the Canaanite poet who paired tl/;ln, 
"table," with bt, "house," or that the Hebrew poet who paralleled ''wife" 
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and "children" entertained concepts substantially different from the Ugaritic 
writer who balanced ifr, "wife," with bnm, "children"? 

4. how. Explaining ki as the interjection cited and documented at Ps 
lvi 2-3; see also James Muilenburg, HUCA 32 (1961), 143, who recog
nized that ki often has the meaning "how!" Unable to cope with ki 
here, the ancient versions ignore it and the apparatus of BH3 recommends 
that we too ignore it. 

rhe Reliable. The divine epithet ken is noticed at Ps cxxvii 2, where it 
is followed by Yahweh, precisely as here. 

blesses. Repointing MT pual y•borak, "is blessed," to piel y•biirek, 
"blesses." 

the man. Reading contextual geber for pausal MT giiber, and joining 
it to the second colon to form a 3 + 3 bicolon with a 7: 6 syllable count. 

who fears Yahweh. The term y•re' yhwh forms an inclusion with vs. 
1, y•re' yhwh, "who fears Yahweh," further showing that the singular 
reading in vs. 1 is correct against the plural of LXX and some recent 
versions. 

5. Yahweh of Zion. Reading yhwh-m ~iyyi5n, a construct chain with 
interposed enclitic mem, for MT yhwh mi~~iyyi5n, "Yahweh from Zion"; 
cf. Pss cxxxiv 3, cxxxv 21, where the parallelism is cogent, and Ugar. 
b'l ~pn, "Baal of Mount Zaphon." In our verse yhwh-m ~iyyi5n, "Yahweh 
of Zion," forms an inclusion with vs. 6d, 'al yisrii'el, "Israel's Most High." 

Enjoy. As noted at Ps cvi 5, the idiom r•'eh b• means "to enjoy." 
The 9:6 syllable count perfectly matches the 9:6 sequence in synonymous 
vs. 6. 

6. Enjoy the children. In the idiom r"'eh biinim the psalmist forgoes 
the preposition b• (see preceding NOTE) because biinim, "the children," 
begins with bii. The omission of b• before bayir, "in the houes," affords 
a good analogy. 

the children of your children. In the expression biinim J•biinekii the 
preposition l• may be taken as "from" or as the lamedh of property, 
namely, "the children belonging to your children." 

rhe peace of. Repointing MT absolute siili5m "peace," to construct 
s•lom, "the peace of." 

Israel's Most High. Though the traditional rendition of siili5m 'al yifrii'el 
as the blessing "Peace upon Israel!" is in itself meaningful, it cannot be 
easily pegged into these carefully carpentered lines. Hence 'al yiSrii'el is 
preferably interpreted as the divine title forming the counterpart of vs. 
Sa, yhwh-m ~iyyi5n, "Yahweh of Zion." On 'al, "Most High," see the 
second NOTE on Ps cxxi 5. In the sire hamma'a/ot, "the Songs of Ascents," 
the divine title 'al, "Most High," is very fitting. 



1 A song of ascents. 

PSALM 129 

(cxxix 1-8) 

"Much have they oppressed me since my youth," 
let Israel say-

2 "Much have they oppressed me since my youth, 
but they have not prevailed over me. 

3 Upon my back the plowmen plowed, 
upon it they made their furrows long." 

4 May Yahweh the Just snap 
the yoke of the wicked! 

5 May they retreat in humiliation, 
all those who hate Zion! 

6 May they be like grass on the housetops, 
which before the plucker's eyes withers away, 

7 So that the reaper cannot fill his hand, 
the gatherer of sheaves his bosom, 

8 Nor those who pass by say, 
"Yahweh's blessing be yours; 
We bless you in the name of Yahweh!" 

NOTES 

cxxix. A national lament consisting of two stanzas. Verses 1-3 briefly 
but graphically describe the oppression to which Israel has been subjected 
during her long history; despite these sufferings Israel has been preserved 
by God. The second stanza (vss. 4-8) consists of a prayer for the over
throw of Israel's present enemies. The psalm itself does not furnish enough 
indication to identify the enemies denounced, nor is it possible to establish 
the date of composition. 

1. since my youth. The history of Israel is here, as in some other biblical 
texts such as Hos 17, xi 1; Jer ii 2, compared to the life of an individual. 
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Israel's life began in Egypt, and from the period of Egyptian bondage on, 
it has repeatedly been oppressed by enemies. 

let Israel say. Namely, Jet Israel thankfully recall the lessons of its 
history; cf. Ps cxxiv 1. 

3. Upon my back. Comparing UT, 62:4-5, tbr! km gn aplb k'mq 
ttlt bmt, "She plows her breast like a garden, like a valley she furrows 
her back," and Isa Ii 23, "Who said to you, 'Bow down that we may 
walk over you'; And you flattened your back like the ground, like a street 
for them to walk on." 

the plowmen. Heb bor•sim equals Ugar. brtm, "plowmen." 
the plowmen plowed. For MT bur•su bor•szm, llQPsn reads brsw rs'ym, 

"the wicked plowed," and LXX hoi hamartoloi, "the sinners," suggests 
that their Hebrew master copy also had rs'ym. In view of the prevailing 
agricultural metaphor, MT must be judged the superior reading. The 
credibility of such a figure has been established in the Ugaritic text cited 
in the next to the last NOTE, even though the meaning of the metaphor 
had been blurred by the time of the LXX and l lQPsa, and this obscura
tion may help to explain how the variant rs'ym, "the sinners," originated. 

upon it ... their furrows. This translation emerges when the consonan
tal cluster lm'nwtm is broken up into liimo, "upon it" (examined at Ps 
Iv 20), and •anotiim, "their furrows," a plural noun to be equated with 
'nt in the Ugaritic phrase 'nt mbrtt, "the furrows of the plowland," a 
phrase collocating two roots concurring in our verse; see Psalms 1, p. XLII. 

4. May ... snap. Though all versions understand qi:j:fe:f as an indicative 
verb stating a historical fact, the optative or jussive forms in the subsequent 
verses suggest that qi:f:fe:f should be interpreted as a precative perfect, a 
mode frequently found in parallelism with jussive verbs. If we translate 
qi:f~e:f as historical perfect ("he has cut the cords of the wicked" RSV), 
then the following prayer becomes rather pointless ("May all who hate 
Zion be put to shame and turned backward" RSV). In other words, the 
second stanza, which consists of a prayer, begins at vs. 4, and not in vs. 
5, as analyzed by most commentators. 

Yahweh the Just. Identifying yhwh :rnddiq as a ·composite divine title 
(contrast RSV, "The Lord is righteous") which casts new light on Ps 
xi 5, yhwh :raddiq yibb•nu riiSii' (MT yibban w•riiSii'), "Yahweh the Just 
will assay the wicked" (the verb yibb•nu may be explained as a plural of 
majesty, as in Ps xlvi 5, or as the singular yaqtulu form; contrast Psalms 1, 
ad Joe.), and Ps xi 7, kl :raddiq yhwh :r•diiqot 'iiheb, "Because the Just 
Yahweh loves just actions." The composite divine title yhwh :raddiq, 
"Yahweh the Just," may also be recognized in Zeph iii 5, yhwh :raddiq 
b•qirbah LO' ya'aSeh 'awliih, "Yahweh the Just is in her midst; he does 
no wrong." The LXX also read these words as a composite title; contrast 
RSV, "The Lord within her is righteous, he does no wrong." On the divine 
title :raddiq alone, see Psalms 11 on Ps lxxv 11, and the NOTES on Pss cxii 
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4, cxix 137, 138, and cxli 5, and for the composite title faddiq 'iitiq, 
"the Ancient Just One," consult NOTES on Ps xxxi 19. 

By recognizing that the second stanza begins in vs. 4, we recover an 
inclusion created by yhwh ~addiq, "Yahweh the Just," and the final words 
of the psalm in vs. 8, sem yhwh, "the name of Yahweh." 

the yoke. Interpreting 'abot, "thongs," as metonymy for "yoke," as 
observed at Ps ii 3; BJ also understands 'abot as le joug. This prayer can 
be understood in two different ways: if the metaphor of the preceding 
verse is continued, the sense is that the plowers' harness be broken so 
that they could no longer continue their plowing. But if the figure has 
been changed, then Israel may be the ox, and the yoke (or the thongs 
which fasten it) would be the yoke of servitude. Just what historical 
subjection the psalmist had in mind cannot be determined from the con
tents of the lament. 

5. May they retreat in humiliation. Literally "May they be humiliated 
and tum backward," yebOsu w•yissogu 'ii/Jar is a good instance of hendiadys; 
cf. Meir Weiss, JBL 86 (1967), 421, who writes, "It has been established 
that hendiadys is in more frequent use in biblical Hebrew than in any 
other language." 

all those who hate Zion! The poet creates suspense by making the 
subject explicit only in the second colon; see the first NOTE on Ps cv 17. 
RSV destroys this suspense by advancing the subject: "May all who hate 
Zion be put to shame and turned backward!" 

6. grass on the housetops. Grass or grain springs up quickly on the flat 
roofs of Palestine which are covered with packed earth; having no depth 
of soil to take strong root in, (Matt xiii 5 f.) it withers quickly and 
yields no joyous harvest. Previously unwitnessed in other Semitic languages, 
Heb. giig, "roof, housetop," plural gaggot appears in Ugaritic both as 
singular gg and as plural ggt, thus illustrating the close lexical relationship 
between these two Canaanite dialects. Cf. UT, Glossary, No. 556. 

before . . . eyes. Much-disputed qadmat, which numerous scholars 
identify with Ararn. qadmat, "before" (temporal), in Ezra v 11; Dan vi 11, 
can also be interpreted spatially which here makes better sense; see the 
next NOTE. The unusual prepositional form qadmat conforms to the pat
tern attested in the Phoenician prepositions 'Nith the -t ending, such as 'It, 
"upon" (cf. also Ugar. 'It), pnt, "before," and btkt, "in the midst of;" 
cf. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language, pp. 62-63. For 
qdmt, "in the presence of," in Egyptian Aramaic of the Persian period, 
consult J. T. Milik, Biblica 48 (1967), 549. 

the plucker's. Repainting MT perfect siilap to participial solep, which 
balances nicely the participles qo!fer, "the reaper," and m"ammer, "the 
gatherer of sheaves," in vs. 7. The root sip, "to pluck," probably occurs 
in the Ugaritic name of a musical instrument !lb, listed in a series with 
knr, "lyre," tp, "drum," and fnfltm, "cymbals"; cf. UT, Glossary, No. 
1274. Hence it would be an instrument activated by plucking the strings. 
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withers away. The comment of Schmidt, Die Psalmen, p. 230, that 
yabes is an explanatory gloss on the uncommon word siidap, "to be blasted," 
overlooks the wordplay on yabes, "withers away," and vs. 5 yebosu, 
"in humiliation." As noticed at Ps Ix 5, puns are not infrequent even in 
laments. Though damaged, llQPsa yb[ ] sustains MT yabes. 

7. So that. Just as the relative pronoun 'afor also functions as the 
conjunction "so that" (BDB, p. 83b), so relative pronoun s may well have 
carried that meaning in our verse. To work s into their translations current 
versions resort to paraphrase, e.g., RSV, "with which [=s] the reaper 
does not fill his hand." 

8. Yahweh's blessing be yours. Words that would customarily be spoken 
by passers-by to the harvesters. Cf. Ruth ii 4, "Boaz came from Bethlehem, 
and said to the reapers, 'Yahweh be with you!'" 

We bless you. This greeting seems to be an emphatic repetition of the 
preceding blessing; cf. Ps cxviii 26. 

the name of Yahweh. The second stanza closes with the words sem yhwh, 
which form an inclusion with the opening words of the stanza in vs. 4, 
yhwh ~addlq, "Yahweh the Just." 



A song of ascents 

PSALM 130 

(cxxx 1-8) 

Out of the depths I cry to you, Yahweh, 
2 Lord, hear my voice! 

Let your ears be alert 
to my plea for mercy. 

3 If you should keep record of iniquities, Yah, 
Lord, who could survive? 

4 But with you there is forgiveness, 
that you might be revered. 

s I call Yahweh, 
my soul calls, 
and for his word I am waiting. 

6 My soul looks to my Lord 
through the watches till morning, 
through the watches till morning. 

7 Wait, 0 Israel, for Yahweh, 
because with Yahweh there is kindness, 
and with him abundant redemption. 

8 He himself will redeem Israel 
from all iniquities against Him. 

NOTES 

cxxx. The sixth of the Penitential Psalms, the De Profundis is the 
lament of an individual who, like the author of Ps Ii, pleads for deliverance 
from sin that has plunged him into a spiritual abyss which he likens to 
the depths of the nether world. Some commentators claim that vss. 7-8 
stamp the psalm as the lament of the congregation and not of an individual, 
but the exhortation to Israel in those verses does not necessarily imply 
that the speaker in vss. 1-6 is Israel personified. In fact, it tends to dis
tinguish the speaker from Israel. 

Though the status of the individual is not clearly indicated, the several 
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telling similarities of expression in this lament and in royal Ps lxxxvi 
warrant the tentative identification of the speaker as the Israelite king. 
Thus the divine address 'adoniiy (vss. 2, 3, 6) corresponds to Ps lxxxvi 
3, 5, 8, 12, 15; vs. 2, qol tal;ianuniiy, "my plea for mercy," finds a 
counterpart in Ps lxxxvi 6; the root of the rare noun s•lll;iiih, "forgiveness" 
(vs. 4), occurs in the divine attribute sallal;i, "forgiving," a hapax !ego- . 
menon in Ps lxxxvi 5. 

If this correlation does have meaning, the psalm would date to the 
pre-Exilic period when Israel still had a king. Hence one must dissent 
from the majority opinion, recently reaffirmed by Kraus, Psalmen, II, 
p. 870, who asserts that for linguistic and formal reasons (which he fails 
to spell out) Ps cxxx must be assigned to a relatively late (i.e., post
Exilic) period. 

The lament is essentially in two parts, with the major break at the 
end of vs. 4. In the first stanza, the psalmist addresses Yahweh, but in 
the second (vss. 5-8) he speaks to Israel. From his own nightlong vigils 
the poet can assure his fellow believers that patience in prayer will un
failingly win divine forgiveness for repentant sinners. Thus in its twofold 
structure this poem closely resembles Ps cxxxi. 

1. Out of the depths. The psalmist depicts himself in the nethermost 
regions of Sheol; similar descriptions are encountered in Pss xviii 6-7, lxi 
3; Jon ii 7-8; Lam iii 35; Ecclus Ii 9. The psalmist's sin has cast him into 
depths from which only the forgiving God can deliver him. 

2. hear . . . Let your ears be alert. This sequence of synonymous 
expressions finds an earlier counterpart in UT, 127 :42, istm' wtqg udn, 
"Hear and be alert of ear," a phrase collocating the roots of sim'iih, 
"Hear!" and 'oznekii, ''your ears." 

3. you should keep record. The verb tiSmor, usually rendered "If 
you should mark," means not only to observe iniquities carefully, but also 
to record them strictly along with their well-deserved punishment. Com
pare Ps lxxix 8, "Do not record to our debit, 0 Scribe, the iniquities of 
our forefathers," and the accompanying NOTE on the motif of the divine 
bookkeeper, also touched upon at Ps ci;( 14-15. 

Yah, Lord. Some critics believe that for MT yiih 'adoniiy we should 
read only yhwh or only 'adoniiy, but the current 7: 7 syllable count 
(consult the second NOTE on vs. 7) and the confirmation of MT by 
llQPsa, yh 'dwny, are arguments against textual changes here. 

Lord. The reading 'adoniiy is further (see preceding NoTE) upheld by 
the observation at Ps lxxxvi (introductory NoTE) that the repeated use 
of this divine address (see vss. 2, 6) implies that the servant is addressing 
his master, a usage that falls in with the literary style of Akkadian and 
Canaanite royal correspondence. 

4. that you might be revered. The thought of the poet, that forgiveness 
leads to the worship of God, finds more ample expression in Rom ii 4, 
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"Or do you think lightly of his wealth of kindness, of tolerance, and of 
patience, without recognizing that God's kindness is meant to lead you to 
a change of heart?" 

5. I call Yahweh. Here the psalmist addresses Israel and describes bow 
with heart and soul he invokes Yahweh until he receives a reply. Though 
traditionally rendered "I wait," qiwwiti, followed by third-person qiww•
tiih "[my soul] calls," can scarcely be dissociated from Ps x1 2, qawwoh 
qiwwiti yhwh, "Constantly I called Yahweh." 1bis derivation nicely aligns 
vs. 5, which begins the second stanza, with vs. 1, q•ra'tlkii "I cry to you." 
To the bibliography of qwh, "to call," should be added LipiDski, RB 75 
(1968), 343-44, n. 99. 

I call . . . I am waiting. Beginning the verse with a verb followed by 
accusative Yahweh, and closing with a prepositional phrase and verb, 
the poet establishes an inclusion along with chiasmus. 

6. My soul looks to my Lord. In a state of expectation, similar to that 
described in Ps cxxiii 2, "So our eyes are on Yahweh our God, I till he 
have mercy on us." 

to my Lord. Reading la'donay-mi, with enclitic -mi, for MT la'doniiy mi; 
see the next NOTE. 

through the watches. Once the initial mem of MT missom•fim "than 
the watchmen," has been attached to the preceding word as the enclitic 
mi, consonantal smrym may be vocalized simmur'im, ''watches, vigils," a 
noun attested twice in Exod xii 42, lei simmur'im hu' l•yhwh, "a night 
of watches for Yahweh." In the later Jewish system there were three 
watches in the night and four according to the Greco-Roman reckoning. 
Syntactically, simmurim functions as an accusative of duration of time, 
like Ps xvi 7, Wot, "during the watches of the night," or UT, 1019:2-5, 
"May the gods protect you, keep you hale, strengthen you for a thousand 
days and ten thousand years" (alp ymm wrbt :fnt). 

through the watches till morning. By repeating the phrase simmur'im 
labboqer the poet tries to suggest how the time seemed to drag on while 
he awaited the divine reply assuring him that be had been forgiven. Hence 
those critics appear ill-advised to delete the phrase as dittographic, a 
deletion now countered by llQPsa. 

7. Wait, 0 Israel, for Yahweh. This exhortation, missing in some 
manuscripts of the LXX, has been treated by some scholars as an intrusion 
from Ps cxxxi 3, but its presence in 1 lQPsa counsels caution. To be 
sure, here it lacks the balancing colon found in Ps cxxxi 3, but its very 
wording suggests that it was a stereotyped formula employed when a 
hortatory formula was needed. That it should stand extra metrum should 
not alone brand it as an intruder, especially since it serves here as a good 
introduction to the psalmist's message. 

with him. In order to read vs. 7b-c as a 3+2 bicolon, Gunkel and 
others delete 'immo. But this deletion is confuted by the presence of 'mw 
in llQPsa, the current 7:7 syllable count (see second NOTE on vs. 3), 
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and by the consideration that all three cola of vs. 7 can readily be scanned 
as 3+3 instead of 3+2. 

redemption. 8. He ••. will redeem. The sequence of noun-verb from 
the same root, namely p•dut, "redemption," and yipdeh, "He . . • will 
redeem," evidently follows a Canaanite pattern witnessed in UT, 68:11-12, 
smk at ygrs ygrs grs ym, "Your own name is Driver! Driver, drive out. 
Seal"; 51 :IV:41-42, t/:imk ii J:ikm J:ikmt 'm 'lm, "Your message, El, is wise; 
your wisdom is eternal sagacity." Cf. also Ps cxlvii 10-11; Job xii 2, xxxiv 
35; Prov ix 2-3, xiii 21-22, for other instances of this stylistic device. 

iniquities against Him. Commonly rendered "his (=Israel's) iniquities," 
the suffix of 'awonotiiyw may also be taken as an objective suffix, namely 
Israel's iniquities against Yahweh. From this parsing emerges an in
clusion, the verse beginning with w•hu', "He himself," and ending with 
-liyw, "against him" (courtesy of Wilfred Watson). Cf. the Norn on Ps 
xviii 24, me'awonl, "not to offend him," and Job xx.ii 18. 



PSALM 131 

(cxxxi 1-3) 

A song of ascents. Of David. 

Yahweh, my heart is not haughty, 
nor my eyes raised high. 

I have not meddled with lofty matters, 
nor with thoughts too wondrous for me have I been filled. 

2 But I have kept my soul level and tranquil, 
like an infant with its mother; 
like an infant with him is my soul. 

3 Wait, Israel, for Yahweh, 
from now until eternity. 

NOTES 

cxxxi. This psalm of trust (cf. Ps xi), whose speaker might well be the 
king, consists of nine 3-beat cola. In the first four cola the psalmist 
directly addresses Yahweh (vs. 1), denying that he has been haughty 
or has behaved arrogantly. In the last four, however, he speaks to the 
congregation ( vss. 2b-3), revealing how he achieved equanimity of soul 
and exhorting Israel to trust in the Lord. The fifth colon (vs. 2a) serves 
as a transition and seems to be addressed both to Yahweh and to Israel. 

1. my heart is not haughty. Cf. royal Ps ci Sb. 
my eyes raised high. In the phrase riimu 'enay we have the second 

literary rapprochement with royal psalms; cf. Pss xviii 28 and ci Sb. 
I have not meddled. Cf. the warning to Baruch in Jer xlv S and the 

expansion of this thought in Ecclus iii 18 ff. Piel hillakti literally means 
"go to and fro." The qtl form hillakti makes a good chiastic counterpart 
to the yqtl verb 'immiile' in the second colon. The negative particle lo' 
also negatives the second-colon verb. 

lofty matters. Frequently rendered "great matters," g'dolot seems here 
to bear the nuance discussed at Pss civ 2S and cviii 4; see below the 
first NoTE on vs. 2. 

have l been filled. Unexplained MT 'im lo' in vs. 2 fulfills a semantic 
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and metrical function when attached to the end of vs. 1 and vocalized as 
niphal 'immiile'. Semantically, it completes the thought of first-colon hill
aktl, "I have [not] meddled," and metrically restores a needed beat to vs. 
ld. With this transposition all nine cola of the psalm possess three beats 
each. 

In addition to being chiastically paired with IO' hillakti, "I have not 
meddled," 'immiile' shares its negative particle; other instances of double
duty negatives are listed at Ps lxxv 6, and the recognition of this ellipsis 
promises to make sense of Job xv 30, xx.vii 15, xxxix 17. 

The construction b•niplii'ot ... 'immiile', "with thoughts too wondrous 
been filled," besides its biblical analogues, enjoys a good parallel in 

UT, 'nt:n:25-26, ymlu lbh bsmbt, "Her heart is filled with happiness." 
2. I have kept ... level. This literal translation of siwwlfi brings out 

the thought of the psalmist who avows that his mind has not reached up 
for doctrines too towering for his understanding. 

As noted above in the introductory NOTE, this fifth of nine cola serves 
as a hinge joining the two parts of the psalm. 

with him. Repainting MT 'iilay, "upon me," to 'iiley; the suffix of 
'aley parses as the Phoenician third-person suffix. Thus we can see the 
interesting parallelism of two different third-person singular suffixes in the 
balance of 'immo, "his mother," and 'iiley, "with him." This form is 
recorded in Phoenician Kilamuwa, lines 7-8, wskr 'nk 'ly, "And I was 
drunk (i.e., helpless) before him," and in Isa lii 14, siim•mu 'iiley ki 
(MT 'iileykii) rabblm, "Full many were aghast at him." For further details, 
see the writer's article, "Phoenician Elements in Isaiah 52: 13 -53: 12," 
appearing in the W. F. Albright Anniversary Volume (1971). 

For a cognate sentiment, cf. Ps xx.vii 10, "Though my father and my 
mother abandon me, I yet Yahweh will receive me." 

3. Wait, Israel. Filled with the sense of security that comes with trust 
in Yahweh, the psalmist can exhort his fellow Israelites to await the 
coming of divine consolation and reassurance. 



1 A song of ascents. 

PSALM 132 

(cxxxii 1-18) 

"Remember Yahweh, 0 David, 
all his triumphs too. 

2 He who swore to Yahweh, 
vowed to the Mighty of Jacob, 

3 'I will not approach the canopy in my house, 
or ascend the couch spread for me. 

4 I will not give sleep to my eyes, 
to my pupils slumber, 

5 Until I find a place for Yahweh, 
a dwelling for the Mighty of Jacob.'" 

6 "Look! we heard about it in Ephrathah, 
we learned about it in the fields of Jaar. 

7 Let us go to his dwelling, 
let us worship at his footstool." 

8 "Arise, Yahweh, to your resting place, 
you, and the ark your fortress. 

9 May your priests be clothed with justice 
and your devoted ones shout for joy. 

10 'For the sake of David your servant, 
turn not away the face of your anointed.'" 

11 "Yahweh has sworn, 0 David, 
truly, he will not swerve from it. 

'The fruit of your body 
will I set upon your throne, 

12 If your sons keep my covenant, 
and my stipulation which I shall teach them; 

Their sons, too, for ever 
will sit upon your throne. 

13 For Yahweh has chosen Zion, 
he has desired it for his seat. 
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14 This is my resting place for ever, 
here will I sit because I have desired it. 

15 Her pilgrims will I abundantly bless, 
her needy will I satisfy with food. 

16 Her priests will I clothe with salvation, 
and her devoted ones will always shout for joy. 

17 There I will make a horn glow, 0 David, 
I will trim the lamp, 0 my anointed! 

18 His foes will I clothe with humiliation, 
but upon him will sparkle his crown.' " 

NOTES 

241 

cxxxii. The lack of early non-biblical psalms severely limits the contribu
tion of Northwest Semitic philology toward the resolution of problems 
of literary genre in the Psalter. Here, however, the application of purely 
philological data afforded by recent textual discoveries markedly clarifies 
the form of Ps cxxxii. Commentators agree that the structure of this 
poem is "strange," "peculiar," and "difficult to recognize." Attempts to 
determine its genre have resulted in at least three classifications: "Song 
of Zion," a "Royal Psalm," and simply a "liturgy." For fuller discussion, 
see Kraus, Psalmen, II, pp. 878-83, and T. E. Fretheim, "Psalm 132: 
A Form-Critical Study," in JBL 86 (1967), 289-300. 

From the translation proposed here, this royal psalm appears to have 
been composed in the tenth century as part of the liturgy for the feast 
when the ark was carried in procession to Jerusalem (vss. 6-10). Accord
ing to II Sam v 6-12, King David, after he took Jerusalem, built an 
encircling wall and then a palace for himself and his retinue, but there is 
no mention of an abode for Yahweh. II Sam vi 10-12 reports that David 
was unwilling to remove the ark from the house of Obed-edom the Gittite 
to Jerusalem until "it was told King David that Yahweh had blessed the 
house of Obed-edom and all that belonged to him; because of the ark of 
God." We are not informed who it was that informed the king, but we 
may suppose that it was his confidant the prophet Nathan. In fact, vs. 
1 of our psalm may have been spoken by Nathan on this occasion because 
the king's reaction is immediate. He at once orders the ark to be brought 
to Jerusalem, and the procession described in II Sam vi 13-19 may serve 
as commentary on vss. 6-10 of our psalm, as will be indicated in several 
of the NOTES. 

The psalm divides into three stanzas: vss. 1-5 contain David's promise 
to find a home for Yahweh in Jerusalem; vss. 6-10 describe the pro
cession and give the text of prayers asking God to come to Jerusalem, 
to bless his priests, and his king. The third stanza (vss. 11-18) cites the 
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text of Yahweh's oath to perpetuate both the Davidic dynasty and his 
own presence in Jerusalem. 

As can be seen from the following NOTES, the language of the psalm 
is extremely archaic. Scholars have long noticed the difference between Ps 
cxxxii and the other Songs of Ascents; it differs not only in length, but 
also in rhythm. We miss the rhetorical repetition and the elegiac measure 
which mark many of them. But no scholar has yet documented the archaic 
quality of the language. In fact, Delbert R. Hillers, "Ritual Procession 
of the Ark and Ps 132," in CBQ 30 (1968), 48-55, writes, "Its language 
displays little or no real archaism of the sort that might be expected to 
appear in a poem from the early centuries of the monarchy. s•nat (for 
*sinat), v. 4, may be an example of the preservation of an older feminine 
absolute singular ending, *-at, but this single example of what might 
be an archaism is insufficient evidence for calling the whole psalm archaic." 
True enough, isolated archaic elements do not suffice to mark a poem 
as early, but the sheer concentration of archaic words, forms, parallelisms, 
and phrases in this textually well-preserved poem accords with the contents 
which point to a tenth-century date of composition. 

Some of the literary characteristics which may be singled out here 
include the triple use of the vocative lamedh (vss. 1, 11, 17); I•, 
"upon," for 'al, in vss. 11-12; the uncommon meaning of vs. 15, ;rydh, 
"her pilgrims," vs. 17, 'tl-!'miatz, "I will make glow," vs. 18, y~is, "will 
sparkle"; chiasmus (vss. 4, 8, 15-16); court style in vss. 1-2, 13-14, 17-18; 
phrases matched in Ugaritic (vss. 5, 11, 12, 15), and the sequence 
A+a+c//a+c in vss. 2, 4, 5, 6, a very frequent pattern in the Ras 
Shamra tablets. 

1. Remember Yahweh, 0 David. This radical departure from the 
traditional "Remember, 0 Lord, in David's favor" (RSV) derives from 
parsing /• as vocative in z•kor yhwh l•diiwid; the vocative lamedh 
presumably recurs in vss. 11 and 17. The only other occurrence of this 
particular sequence is Ps cxxxvii 7, z•kor yhwh libne '•dom, rendered 
by RSV, "Remember, 0 Lord, against the Edomites." It does seem 
a trifle odd that in the same formula l• should first be translated "in 
[David's] favor," and then "against" in Ps cxxxvii 7. But as will be 
seen below, the structure of Ps cxxxvii favors the translation "Remember 
Yahweh, 0 sons of Edom!" so that here too the lamedh of J•diiwid should 
be parsed as vocative. Cf. Ps xcviii 3, z•kor (MT ziikiir) l:zasdo we'•muniito 
l•bet yiSrii'el, "Remember his love and his fidelity, 0 house of Israeli" 

To be sure, biblical tradition portrays King David as devout and 
hence not needing such a reminder, but a careful reading of II Sam 
v 1-16 suggests that such a reminder may not have been out of place. 
II Sam vi 11 reports that the ark remained in the house of Obed-edom 
the Gittite three months and would probably have stayed there longer 
had not someone (perhaps the prophet Nathan) reminded David that it 
was time that the ark be brought to Jerusalem. 
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his triumphs. Repainting MT 'unnoto, a vocable of disputed meaning, 
to 'anwotiiyw, a defective spelled plural of 'anwiih, "triumph." Cf. royal 
Ps xviii 36, "And by your triumph ['anwiit•kii] you made me great." As 
noticed in the Introduction, the root 'nw, "to triumph," is a hallmark 
of royal psalms. As is clear from Ps xviii 36 the victories won by the 
Israelite king are properly Yahweh's victories since it was only by his. 
help that they were realized. 

too. An attempt to reproduce the emphatic nature of the nota ac
cusativi 'et. 

2. He who swore. Namely, King David. The shift from the direct 
(second person) address of vs. 1 to the indirect (third person) address 
here, illustrates court style which is preserved in some royal psalms, as 
noticed in the introductory NoTE to Ps lxi. Other instances of court 
style recur in vss. 13 and 17-18. Penar, in VD 45 ( 1967), 36, in order 
to retain the second person in both vss. 1-2, vocalizes the perfect forms 
nisba' and niidar as infinitives absolute, and translates, "You who swore ... 
you who vowed." It should be pointed out that the problem of shift 
of person also besets the traditional rendition of these lines which construe 
Yahweh as second person in vs. 1 and as third person in vs. 2: "Remember, 
0 Lord, in David's favor ... how he swore to the Lord" (RSV). 

the Mighty of Jacob. The recurrence of this title in vs. 5, together 
with the impressive list of archaic forms and usages registered in these 
NOTES, suggest that 'ablr ya'aqob, "the Mighty of Jacob," is related more 
closely to the occurrence of this title in the eleventh-century Gen xlix 
24 than to the later use in Isa xlix 26 and 1x 16. In Ugaritic ibr, 
"mighty," is used to designate things of unusual strength, such as a stallion 
or an ox. 

3. the canopy in my house. In the phrase 'ohel bell, literally "the 
tent in my house," 'ohel probably designates the canopy or baldachin 
over the bed. Compare Prov vii 17, naptl miskiibl mor 'ohiillm (MT 
'ahiilim) qinniimon (MT w•-), "I have sprinkled my bed with myrrh, my 
canopy with cinnamon," with the suffix of miskiibl, "my bed," also modify
ing its plural counterpart 'ohiillm, "my canopy," the same stylistic device 
employed in, say, Prov xxvii 23. 

ascend the couch. The phrase 'e"leh 'al 'eres recalls UT, 2 Aqht:1:39, 
l'rsh y'l, "He ascends his couch." 

4. sleep. MT's pointing s•nat rather convincingly indicates that the 
Masoretes did not understand the form fot, which they vocalized anom
alously. Scholars agree that the correct vocalization should be seniit, an 
archaic form with the feminine ending -iit; cf. Ugar. fot, "sleep," and the 
pairing of seniih, "sleep," with t•numiih, "slumber," in the ancient proverb 
in Prov vi 4. 

sleep ... slumber. The Hebrew balance of senat with t•numah answers 
to the Ugaritic parallelism of these roots cited at Ps cxxi 4. Cf. UT, 
Krt:33-35, Snt tluan wyskb nhmmt wyqmf, "Sleep overcomes him and he 
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reclines, slumber and he curls up." To forgo sleep and bed until he 
accomplishes his purpose is a strong oath indeed, but one which harmonizes 
with the ardent temperament of David. For example, the external display 
of emotion on the removal of the ark to Jerusalem, which disgusted 
Michal (II Sam vi 16), is indicative of his personal devotion and furnishes 
an insight into the psychological aspects of his personality. 

to my eyes, to my pupils. Preserving the chiastic order of the Hebrew; 
the psalmist employs chiastic word order also in vss. 8, 15-16. 

my pupils. The conunents at Ps xi 4 that "eyelids" (RSV) is an 
incorrect translation of 'ap'appay is sustained not only by Ugar. 'p'p, 
"pupils," but also by 4Q 184: 13, w'p'pyh bp/:iz trym lr'wt, "And she 
wantonly raises her pupils to see." One does not see with the eyelids. 
Cf. also Jer ix 17 and Brekelmans, BO 23 (1966), 308, who observes 
that "Neither in Ugaritic nor in Hebrew does this word ['p'p] signify 
the eyelash, but rather the eye itself." 

5. a place. This use of the word miiqom, "a place," recalls the narrative 
describing the procession of the ark to Jerusalem in II Sam vi 17, "And 
they brought in the ark of Yahweh, and set it in its place (m•qomo) inside 
the tent which David. had pitched for it." 

a dwelling. Where II Sam vi 17 uses 'ohel, "tent," the psalmist employs 
miskiinat, "a dwelling." Since, however, 'ohel, "tent," and miskiinot, "dwell
ing," occur frequently in Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism, the two words 
may be considered synonymous and even interchangeable. 

As observed in the sixth NoTE on Ps xliii 3, plural miskiinot with 
singular meaning "dwelling," conforms to the Ugaritic-Hebrew pattern 
characteristic of names for habitations. Cf. R. de Vaux, RB 73 (1966), 
448, 487, who also recognizes that biblical nouns such as 'ohel, "tent," 
hekiil, "temple," bayit, "house," were borrowed from the sedentary Ca
naanites in Palestine, so that theorizing about the nomadic origins of 
these and similar terms in Hebrew loses much of its relevance. 

6. Look! The interjection hinneh introduces the words of the Israelites 
about to set out in procession with the ark toward Jerusalem. 

we heard about it. The famous "it" problem created by the feminine 
suffixes of s•ma'anuhii and m•.ra'nuhii has "never been satisfactorily ex
plained," as recently stated by Hillers, CBQ 30 (1968), 52, n. 15. The 
problem does not seem to be insoluble; one may easily assume that the 
suffixes refer to the oath sworn by David in vs. 2. The Hebrew word 
for "oath" is feminine s•bu'iih. Once they heard of the king's decision 
to bring the ark to Jerusalem, the Israelites in the environs of Jerusalem 
made plans to participate in the procession. 

Ephrathah . . . the fields of Jaar. Place names which have not been 
certainly identified, though some equate the former with Bethlehem, David's 
city (though the ark never had any known connection with Bethlehem), and 
the latter with Kiriath-jearim, where the ark had been kept from Samuel's 
time until David became king in Jerusalem (I Sam vii 1-2; II Chron i 4). 
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we learned about it. For this nuance of m•.ra'nuhii, cf. Eccles vii 14, 
27, 29; Job xxxvii 23; see BDB, p. 593a. 

7. Let us go. The cohortative verb niibo'iih expresses the mutual 
exhortation of the Israelites to go to Jerusalem where the ark will be 
placed. 

his footstool. Referring either to the sanctuary where the ark will be 
temporarily placed, or to the ark itself. For a full discussion of hdm, 
"footstool," in the Ras Shamra texts, see Gossmann, "Scabellum pedum 
tuorum," Divinitas 11 ( 1967), 36-44, and pp. 45-52 for the footstool 
in Near Eastern archaeology. Its use here may chronologically link 
our psalm to tenth-century Ps ex 1. Though Yahweh is not explicitly 
mentioned in this line, the suffixes of misk•notiiyw, "his dwelling place," 
and hadom ragliiyw, "his footstool," do refer to him. He is, however, 
directly addressed in the next verse, so perhaps we have here an instance 
of delayed explicitation, a topic treated at Ps cv 17. 

8. Arise, Yahweh. This prayer inviting God to occupy the resting 
place prepared for him in Jerusalem was probably uttered by the priests. 
It is quoted in II Chron vi 41 at the end of Solomon's prayer at the 
dedication of the temple. Some commentators suppose that in vss. 8 ff. 
the psalmist brings us into the Solomonic age, but it is more natural 
to assume that he is still describing David's transfer of the ark to Mount 
Zion. 

your resting place. Namely within the tent pitched by David in Jerusalem, 
as described in II Sam vi 1 7. The choice of the term "resting place" 
suggests that it will be but a temporary dwelling, until the temple is built. 

F. M. Cross, Jr., in Biblical Motifs: Origins and Transformations, ed. 
Alexander Altmann (Cambridge, Mass., 1966), p. 22, prefers to read 
with II Chron vi 46, l•nu/;lekii, "to your rest," especially since Ugar. nbt 
is used precisely of a royal throne. He explains the present reading as 
an anticipation of vs. 14, m•nu/;liiti, "my resting place." Hillers, CBQ 
30 (1968), 50-51, proposes the translation "Arise, 0 Yahweh, from your 
resting-place, You and your mighty ark," but this destroys the parallelism 
between vs. 7, "Let us go to his dwelling [/"misk•notiiyw]," and "Arise, 
Yahweh, to your resting place [lim•nu/;liitekii]." 

the ark your fortress. On •aron 'uzzekii, see the comments at Ps 
!xx.viii 61, and G. Henton Davies, "The Ark in the Psalms," in Promise 
and Fulfilment: Essays Presented to Professor S. H. Hooke, ed. F. F. Bruce 
(Edinburgh, 1963), pp. 51-61. This is the only explicit reference to 'aron, 
"ark," in the Psalter, hut its connection with 'uzzekii, "your fortress," 
permits the exegete to recognize other allusions to the ark in the Psalter. 
Heb. 'aron equals Ugar. am, which denotes "box," and Phoen. 'rn, "sar
cophagus." 

9. your priests ... your devoted ones. These parallel nouns may be 
interpreted as an instance of hendiadys, namely, "your devoted priests." 

with justice. II Chron vi 41 reads trisyllabic t•su'iih, "salvation," for 
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our disyllabic ~edeq, "justice," but the present 9:9 syllable count sustains 
the psalm text against II Chron vi 41. 

shout for joy. The current 9:9 syllable count also discountenances the 
insertion of absolute infinitive rannen before y•rannenu, "shout for joy," 
as proposed by some commentators on the basis of vs. 16. 

10. For the sake of David ... turn not away. Understanding this 
line as a prayer sung by the priests during the procession of the ark. 

David ... your anointed. As in vs. 17, where m•si/:ii, "my anointed," 
parallel to David, is David himself, so here m•si/:iekii again parallel to 
David, refers to David himself, and not to one of his successors. 

11. 0 David. As in vs. 1, the l• of J•diiwid preferably parses as the 
vocative lamedh. Yahweh's oath corresponds to David's oath in vs. 2. 

truly. The NOTE. on Ps xxxi 7 cites the evidence for this interpretation 
of '•met. RSV, however, joins '•met to the first colon, ''The Lord swore 
to David a sure oath {='•met), but the resulting syllabic and accentual 
imbalance (9:6 syllable count and 4+2 beat) argues against this translation. 
When '•met, "truly," is construed with the second colon as an emphatic 
substantive, the syllable count becomes a better balanced 7: 8 with a 3 + 3 
beat. 

from it. The antecedent of the suffix in mimmenniih being feminine 
s•bu'iih, "oath," the implied object of first-colon nisbii', "has sworn." This 
explanation tends to confirm the interpretation given the feminine suffixes 
in vs. 6. 

The fruit of your body. The construction mipp•ri bitn•kii recalls UT, 
49:1:17-18, tn a/:id b bnk wamlkn, "Give one of your sons that I might make 
him king." 

The widely shared suspicion is that the current 2+2 beat of vs. 1 lb 
has resulted from the falling out of a word; the prevailing measure is 
3+3. But the present 6:6 syllable count and the scansion of vs. 8 into 
2+2+2 make it difficult to believe that the text is here defective. 

will I set upon your throne. The llQPsa variant 'syt 'l {MT /•) ks' 
points up the antiquity of the construction 'asit l•, which is now seen 
to be identical with UT, 62: 14-15, lktp 'nt ktsth, "Upon the shoul
der of Anath indeed she put him." Had this usage been current in post
Exilic times, to which numerous commentators assign this psalm, the 
monks of Qumran would in all likelihood have maintained the MT 
reading; see below on vs. 12b, yes•bu l•kisse', where 1 lQPsa reads y'lw 
lks'. The only other biblical occurrence of the construction sit I•, "to put 
upon," is in the ancient Ps xxi 4. 

12. my stipulation. MT 'edoti is anomalous in that it appends the 
singular form of the first-person suffix, i.e., i, to a noun which appears 
to be plural, namely, 'edot. Perhaps 'edot might be explained as the 
Phoenician feminine singular form which ends in -at; hence the affixing 
of the suffix -i would be correct; see the second NOTE on Ps liii 7. 

which. The relative pronoun zo, occurring elsewhere only in the North-
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Israelite Hos vii 16, answers to the Ugaritic relative pronoun d, pronounced 
du. 

I shall teach them. Heb. 'a/amm•dem may be compared with Ugar. 
almdk, predicated of the goddess Anath in the damaged text 3 Aqht: 
'rev.':29. 

will sit upon your throne. On the Canaanite background of the un
common (three occurrences against seventeen of yii'Sab 'al in Psalms) 
expression yes•bu l•kisse' (instead of 'al kisse'), see the comments at 
Ps ix 5. No longer familiar with the idiom yiiSab l•, "to sit upon," 
the scribes of llQPs• read instead y'lw !ks', "they will mount the throne." 

13. Yahweh has chosen ••. 14. will I sit. This shift from the third 
to the first person exemplifies the court style commented upon at vss. 
1-2 and 17-18. 

his seat. Heb. mosiib equals Ugar. mtb, a frequent designation of divine 
abodes. 

14. my resting place .•• will I sit. In m•nul;iiiti, "my resting place," 
and 'eseb, "will I dwell," one sees the two roots occurring in tandem 
in UT, 49:m:l8, atbn ank wanbn, "I will sit and rest," and in Phoenician 
Karatepe 11:7-8, sbt n'mt wnl;it lb, "pleasant dwelling and peace of mind." 
On the bearing of this parallel pair for Isa xxx 15, b•subiih wiinal;iat, "by 
sitting still and keeping quiet," see M. Dahood, CBQ 20 (1958), 41-43, and 
second NoTE on Ps xx.iii 6. 

here. A hapax legomenon in the Psalter, poh equals Ugar. p, "here," 
El Amarna pu, Amorite pii, and Punic pho in the Poenulus of Plautus. 

15. Her pilgrims. The apparently chiastic pattern of vss. 15-16 suggests 
that consonantal ~ydh (MT ~ediih, "her provisions") is the opposite number 
of vs. 16b, 1;iasidehii, "her devoted ones." In fact, two ancient Greek 
manuscripts, the Sinaiticus and Alexandrinus, read cheran, "widow[s]," 
and the Vulg. offers viduam eius, "her widow." Hence vocalize either 
~ayy•dehii (cf. Jer xvi 16, ~ayyiid"im, "hunters") or participial ~iidehii, 

literally, "those who travel to her," from the root ~w/yd which means 
"to hunt," but also, as is clear from Ugaritic usage, "to travel, range." 
Consult the discussion at Ps lxvi 11. With the reading ~iidehii the syllable 
count of vs. 15 evens al 8:8. 

will I abundantly bless. Heb. biirek 'abiirek, which balances vs. 16b, 
rannen y•rannenu, "will ever shout for joy," may be compared with UT, 
128:n:18-19, brkm brk [ii], "El repeatedly blessed him." 

will I satisfy with food. The syntax of '<lSb1a• liil;iem, with liil;iem an 
accusative of means, is identical with that of vs. 16a, 'albls yefo', "will 
I clothe with salvation," and resembles that of UT, Aqht:n:20, kSb't yn, 
"When I am sated with wine." 

16. always. An attempt to reproduce the emphasis intended by the 
pie! infinitive absolute rannen, whose root, as noted at Ps cxxvi 2, now 
occurs in U garitic. 

17. There. In Jerusalem. The sequence in vs. 14, poh, "here," and 
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vs. 17, siim, "There," resembles the sequence in UT, 54:11-12, yd ilm p 
kmtm, "The hand of the god here is like Death," and 16-18, w mnm rgm d 
rim' tmt, "And whatever report that you hear there." 

I will make a horn glow. There is no agreement concerning the mean
ing of the traditional version, "I will make a horn sprout for David." 
The figure may mean simply that Yahweh will restore the prosperity 
of the house of David, or it may refer to the prophecies of Jer xxiii 5, 
xxxiii 15; Zech iii 8, vi 12, where ~emalJ, "sprout," is used as the title 
of the messianic king. The clear metaphor, however, of the second colon 
(see II Sam x.xi 17 where David is styled ner yisrii'el, "the lamp of 
Israel") suggests that first-colon ·~mlalJ, bears the primary sense of this 
verb in Syriac, "to shine brightly"; cf. J. C. Greenfield in HUCA 30 
(1959), 149, n. 41, 151. In other words, the psalmist did not mix his 
metaphors. In vs. 18, it should be remarked, y~i~, "will sparkle," elsewhere 
always denotes "to blossom," so that in two successive verses occur 
two commonly attested verbs in meanings unwitnessed beyond these verses. 
Cf. likewise Ezek x.xix 21. 

In parallelism with ner, "lamp," qeren would signify a lamp in the 
shape of an animal. Compare Akk. qarnu, a drinking horn made of 
pottery or bronze, having a base in the form of an animal, and consult 
Armas Salonen, Die Hausgeriite der a/ten Mesopotamier (Helsinki, 1966), 
II, pp. 239-42. We need not enter the discussion concerning the possible 
meaning of *qiiran, "to radiate light," in Exod xx.xiv 24; Hab iii 4, since 
it has been recently studied by Jack M. Sasson in Vf 18 (1968), 385-86. 
It is well known that the qeren, "horn," was used as a flask for oil 
(I Sam xvi 1, 13; I Kings i 39), so its use as a lamp may be supposed. 

0 David .•. 0 my anointed! Parsing both lamedhs as vocative particles, 
as in vss. 1 and 11. 

I will trim. Practically all versions take the qtl form 'iirakti as expressing 
past time (RSV, "I have prepared a lamp for my anointed"), but its 
balance with future ·~mialJ, "I will make glow," indicates that it is merely 
a stylistic qtl variant of the future yqtl form. 

The burning lamp is a natural metaphor for the preservation of the 
dynasty; when a man died without offspring, his lamp was said to be 
put out. Cf. I Kings xi 36, xv 4; II Kings viii 19; and Prov xiii 9, 
'or ~addiqim yismalJ (related to y~mial:i) w<ner r<Sii'im yid'iik, "The light 
of the just burns bright, but the lamp of the wicked will go out"; cf. 
HWFB, pp. 40-41. For a possible Ugaritic parallel, see T. H. Gaster, 
Thespis (Anchor Books, 1961), pp. 335-36, who also cites many relevant 
biblical texts. 

18. His foes. The sudden change from the direct address of vs. 17 to 
the third person coincides with the court style noticed in vss. 1-2. 

will I clothe with humiliation. The wordplay in the phrase 'albis boset 
is noticed at Ps cix 29. 
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upon him. Namely, David, and not upon David in the person of his 
representative, as maintained by some expositors. 

will sparkle. Like vs. 17, 't1.fmlal;i, "will I make glow," which bears 
a unique sense, y~I~, elsewhere always denoting "to blossom," here alone 
means "will sparkle." This root, not found in other Semitic languages, 
is witnessed in Ugar. ~~. "salt mine." 



PSALM 133 

(cxxxiii 1-3) 

A song of ascents. Of David. 

Indeed how good and how pleasant 
the dwelling of brothers together! 

2 Like the precious oil upon the head, 
running down upon the beard, 
the beard of Aaron, 

Which flows over the collar of his robes; 
3 Like the dew of Hermon, 

which descends upon the mountains of Zion. 
For there Yahweh confers 

the blessing-
life for evermore! 

NOTES 

cxxxiii. A Wisdom psalm comparing the joys of fraternal harmony 
to the oil used in the consecration of the high priest Aaron and to the 
copious dew that descends upon Mount Hermon in Lebanon. It assures 
that the reward of fraternal harmony will be everlasting life. Exegetes 
have long puzzled over the semantic connection between brotherly unity, 
the fragrant oil upon Aaron's beard, and the dew on Hermon's slopes. 
One cannot pinpoint the connection which the psalmist saw when drawing 
these comparisons, but the Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism, tl smm smn ar!f, 
"the dew of heaven, the oil of earth" (see the second NOTE to vs. 2), 
may supply a literary clue. 

Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 571) has recognized the North-Israelite prove.. 
nance of the psalm, and the following NOTES bear out his observation. 
Being didactic, with strong resemblances to Pss cxxvii--cxxviii, the psalm 
does not readily lend itself to precise dating. The philological comments 
which follow point, though, to a pre-Exilic date of composition. 

1. Of David. Though wanting in the Targum and in some manuscripts 
of the LXX, the attribution to David is sustained by llQPs• ldwd. 
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good ... pleasant. The parallelism of fob, "good," and nifim, "pleasant," 
recalls the collocation of these roots in UT, 'nt:1:19-20, m~ltm bd n'm 
yfr gzr fb qi, "With cymbals in the hands of the Pleasant One, the 
good/sweet-voiced youth sang"; cf. also Ps cxxxv 3. 

pleasant the dwelling. The juxtaposition nii'im sebet resembles the expres
sion sbt n'mt, "pleasant dwelling," in Phoenician Karatepe u: 13. 

together. In full harmony, as indicated by the emphasis intended by gam 
in the phrase gam yiibad. 

2. Like the precious oil. Or, "Like the sweet oil," since haUob can 
bear the meaning "sweet," as noted at Ps xxxiv 9; the LXX translates 
myron, "sweet oil." Anointing with consecrated oil was part of the ordi
nation ceremony; Exod xxix 7. 

Like the precious oil . . • 3. Like the dew. The comparison with 
semen, "oil," and {al, "dew," echoes the Late Bronze Age parallelism found 
in UT, 'nt:IV:87, tl smm smn ar~. "the dew of heaven, the oil of 
earth" (=the rain), and early biblical usage in Gen xx.vii 28 (also 
vs. 39), w•yitten /•kii hii'•lahim miUal hassiimayim umisfomni (with the 
genitive ending; MT mismanne, which has never been satisfactorily ex
plained) hii'iire~. "And may God give you of heaven's dew and of earth's 
oil" (=rain). From this uncommon parallelism one may argue for an 
early date of composition; the poem is surely not post-Exilic, as main
tained by some recent commentators. 

running down. The lack of the article with yored has induced some 
critics to eliminate the article with ka.5semen, "like the oil," and to explain 
ha{!ob, "the precious," as a noun instead of an adjective modifying "the 
oil." But the presence of the article with vs. 3, habb•riikiih, "the blessing," 
and its absence with appositional bayyim, "life," bespeak a dialectal syntax 
of the article which accords with Phoenician rather than with classical 
Hebrew usage; consult Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language, 
p. 66. However, those who want to read foyyored, "which runs down," 
need not assume the haplography of an s, since the preceding word 
(ro's, "head") ends in this letter; as noticed at Ps Ix 11, the single 
writing of a consonant where morphology requires two is well attested. 

the beard of Aaron. Though Aaron was the ancestor and the prototype 
of the priests in Israel, it is doubtful that Aaron here might denote 
any high priest. By the use of the present participles the psalmist ap
parently wishes to recall the scene of the consecration of Aaron himself, 
described in Lev viii. 

Which. The lexicons describe se as a relative pronoun limited to late 
Hebrew and passages with North Palestinian coloring; the latter half 
of the statement can be readily accepted, but the occurrence of se in 
the very early Canticle of Deborah (Judg v) calls for a modification 
of the former half regarding the lateness of this usage. The Ugaritic 
personal name sb'l, syllabically written su-ba'al or foba'la, can well be in-
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terpreted "the One of Baal," in which Su is the relative pronoun; see 
A. Caquot, Syria 39 (1962), 238, n. 2. 

Which flows over. There is question whether this clause refers to the 
oil or to Aaron's beard. The Masoretic accentuation relates it to Aaron's 
beard; the ancient versions understood it as referring to the oil. The 
"oil" interpretation is adopted here, since the two bases of comparison 
are the "oil" and the "dew"; the "flowing beard" is not to the point. 

the collar. Literally "mouth" or "opening," pi denotes the hole through 
which the head passed; cf. Exod xxxix 23; Job xx.x 18, pi kuttonti, "the 
collar of my coat." 

of his robes. The long-standing emendation of the hapax legomenon 
feminine plural form middotiiyw to masculine plural middiiyw finds new 
support in llQPs• mdyw and llQPsb, which also reads mdyw; see 
J. van der Ploeg, "Fragments d'un manuscrit de psaumes de Qumran 
(llQPsb)," in RB 74 (1967), 408-12. This new evidence is neutralized, 
however, by Ugar. md, "robe," but with feminine plural mdt, "robes," 
occurring in a text published in 1957; cf. C. Virolleaud, Palais royal 
d'Ugarit, II (Paris, 1957), p. 141. Cf. also Qumranic mdt hdr in lQS IV:8, 
usually rendered "resplendent attire." 

3. the dew of Hermon. Hermon is the majestic, snow-<:apped mountain 
to the north of the Holy Land in Lebanon, but visible in many parts 
of Palestine. G. A. Smith, The Historical Geography of the Holy Land 
(25th ed.; London, 1931), p. 65, observes that "The dews of Syrian 
nights are excessive; on many mornings it looks as if there had been 
heavy rain." The dew that falls on the slopes of Mount Hermon (cf. 
Ps lxxxix 13) is particularly abundant. In some texts dew is a symbol 
of what is refreshing and invigorating, but in Isa xxvi 19 it symbolizes 
the resurrection and immortality. The mention of "life for evermore" 
at the end of our verse suggests some allusion to immortality in "the dew 
of Hermon." 

the mountains of Zion. One need not suppose that the psalmist imagined 
that the dew which fell upon the mountains of Zion was physically 
influenced by Mount Hermon. What he probably meant is that the life
producing effect of harmonious living is as though the most copious dew 
fell upon the arid mountains of Zion. Both stimulate life and fertility, and 
that seems to be the point of the comparison. 

For there. In Zion, where brothers dwell in concord. Scholars have 
long felt that the final line is overloaded, but its scansion as a 2+2+2 
line (with Gunkel) with a 6:5:6 syllable count should forestall deletions. 
In fact, the 6:5:6 count may serve to neutralize the proposed alteration 
of siim, "there," to the longer form siimmiih, now supported by llQPs• smh. 
The latter reading would produce a 7:5:6 line. 

confers. For this nuance of ,riwwiih, which RSV renders "has com
manded," see second NOTE on Ps xiii 9, and La Bible de la Pleiade, II, 
p. 1192, which renders .riwwiih by "a confere." 
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the blessing. Namely, the blessing par excellence, specified by the follow
ing phrase. 

life for evermore. Another affirmation of the Israelite belief in eternal 
life. Though missing in llQPsa, (zayylm, "life," is proved authentic both 
by the 6:5:6 syllable count and by its association with fal, "dew," a 
connection witnessed in Isa xxvi 19. D. N. Freedman makes the interesting 
observation that by omitting (zayylm, "life," and substituting slwm 'l ysr'l, 
"peace upon Israel," the Qumranic sect may have wished to get rid of 
this obvious reference to eternal life. He further notes that MT (zayylm, 
"life," is secured by the paronomasia between (zayy:m and vs. 1, 'a(zlm, 
"brothers." 

The LXX can be taxed with similar tendentiousness in Prov xiv 32, 
"For his evil the wicked will be flung headlong, but at his death the 
just will find refuge." Since this verse affirms the belief in an afterlife, 
it appears that LXX changed MT b"moto, "at his death," to b•tummo, 
"because of his integrity," to avoid such an affirmation. The CCD version 
glosses thus: "The life forever was understood in the first place as the 
preservation of earthly life; it is capable of a fuller application in the 
light of the Gospel." The numerous texts of the Psalter and other biblical 
books which state or imply this belief (see the Introduction) show that the 
phrase (zayylm 'ad hii'oliim was capable of a fuller application many 
centuries before the Gospel. 



A song of ascents. 

Come, bless Yahweh, 

PSALM 134 

(cxxxiv 1-3) 

all the works of Yahweh, 
You who stand in the house 

of Yahweh through the watches of the night, 
2 Lift up your hands toward the sanctuary, 

and bless Yahweh. 
3 May he bless you, Yahweh of Zion, 

who made heaven and earth! 

NOTES 

cxxxiv. A short liturgical hymn, probably sung in the temple, summon
ing priests and Levites to praise the Lord and his works (vss 1-2); they 
respond by blessing the congregation (vs. 3). Some recent versions (La 
Bible de la Pteiade, BJ) follow the LXX in restoring an entire colon to 
vs. lb, but llQPs• sides with MT, which is followed here. 

1. all the works of Yahweh. Repainting 'abde, "servants of," to 'abiide, 
"the works of," a substantive studied at Pss ex.iii 1 and cxxxv 1. From 
this reading emerges in vs. 1 a the material pattern A+B+c//c, wherein 
c is an extension of first-colon c, "Yahweh." Semantically and stylistically, 
kol 'abiide yhwh, "all the works of Yahweh," is the chiastic counterpart 
of vs. 3, 'oseh Siimayim wii'iire.r, "who made heaven and earth," since 
"all the works" equals the merismic or twofold inclusive expression "heaven 
and earth." Yahweh is of course identical with 'oseh, "who made" or 
"the Maker of." 

You who stand. Parsing ha'om•dim as the vocative addressed by the 
preceding imperative baraku, "bless," as well as by the following (vs. 
2) imperative s•'u y•dekem, "Lift up your hands!" The same pattern 
is discernible in Ps cxxxv 1-3. 

in the house of Yahweh. Since MT is sustained by llQPs•, one hesitates 
to insert with LXX "in the courts of the house of our God" (Ps cxxxv 2). 
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Metrically, the eleven-syllable line can be read as 2+2, with a 6:5 
syllable count, when the construct chain b•bet yhwh is broken up and 
distributed over two cola. This breakup of a composite phrase entitles 
its two components to an accent apiece instead of the one accent in 
MT. 

the watches of the night. This meaning of plural leliit is noted at Pss xvi 
7 and xcii 3. 

2. Lift up your hands. In a gesture of supplication, already customary 
among the Canaanites as is clear from UT, Krt:75-76, fa ydk smm, 
"Lift up your hands toward heaven." 

your hands. The archaic spelling ydkm (llQPsn has the normal spelling 
ydykm) is noteworthy, reflecting an early date or Northern provenance 
(courtesy of D. N. Freedman). Cf. the Northern spelling in Ps xvi 4, 
mdm, "from my hands," and in Ps cxxxix 5, kappekii (kpk), "your palms." 
See the Ugaritic text cited in the next Norn. 

toward the sanctuary. MT qi5del is capable of at least two probable 
analyses. It might be parsed as an accusative of place toward which, 
a usage discussed at Ps cv 25. Compare the construction at Ps xxviii 2, 
"When I lift up my hands/toward ['el] your sacred shrine." But 
the most pertinent parallel comes from UT, Krt:75-76, la ydk smm, "Lift 
up your hands toward heaven," where smm is an accusative of direction, 
exactly like biblical qi5des in the proposed translation. In the doublet 
of K.rt: 167-168, nla ydh smmh, "He lifted his hands heavenward," the 
poet employs the alternate construction with he directionis of smmh. 
The defective spelling of y•dekem, "your hands," noticed in the preceding 
NoTE, strengthens the relevance of the Ugaritic parallel. Since the priests 
and Levites already stand in the temple, the sanctuary toward which 
they lift their hands would be the heavenly one; see the discussion of 
qodes, "sanctuary," at Pss !iii 7, Ix 8, and cl 1. 

On the other hand, qi5des might also be taken collectively as "holy 
ones," a meaning examined at Ps lxxvii 14. The command would thus 
read, "Lift up your hands, you holy ones!" 

the sanctuary . . . 3. Yahweh of Zion. Compare the revised interpreta
tion of Ps xx 3, "May he send you help from the sanctuary, I from Zion 
sustain you," where both the sanctuary and Zion are to be interpreted 
celestially, as proposed in Psalms II on Ps Iiii 7. 

and bless Yahweh. The current 7 :7 syllable may be cited as an argument, 
albeit minor, against llQPsa, which inserts sm, "the name of," before 
Yahweh, thus producing a 7:8 line. 

3. May he bless you. In this supplication made by the priests, the singular 
suffix -kii, "you," probably refers to the congregation conceived as a single 
entity. 

Yahweh of Zion, who made heaven. The fact that it balances the con
struct chain 'i5seh siimayim suggests that yhwh miHiyyi5n should likewise 
be parsed as a construct chain; cf. the discussion at Pss ex 2 and cxxxv 21, 
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where this divine title balances the construct chain soken y•rusaliiim, "the 
Resident of Jerusalem." 

who made heaven and earth! The stylistic function of this phrase 
is exposed in the first NOTE on vs. 1. With this solemn affirmation of 
faith the Songs of Ascents (cxx--cxxxiv) close. For the bearing of 'oseh 
siimayim wii'are~. "who made heaven and earth," on the interpretation 
of Karatepe 'I qn 'r~, "El, the Creator of Earth," see W. F. Albright, 
Norsk Teologisk Tidsskrift 56 ( 1955), 8. 



1 Praise Yah! 

PSALM 135 

(cxxxv 1-21) 

Praise the name of Yahweh! 
Praise the works of Yahweh! 

2 You who stand in the house of Yahweh, 
in the courts of the house of our God. 

3 Praise Yah, for Yahweh is good, 
chant to his Name, truly pleasant. 

4 For Yah chose Jacob for himself, 
Israel as his private possession. 

5 Indeed I acknowledge 
that Yahweh is great, 
and that our Lord is greater than all gods. 

6 Whatever he wills, Yahweh does, 
in heaven and on earth, 
in the seas and in all the deeps. 

7 He brings up clouds from the end of the earth, 
makes lightning for the rain, 
leads forth the wind from his storehouses. 

8 It was he who smote the first-born of Egypt, 
man as well as beast. 

9 He sent signs and wonders 
into the midst of Egypt, 

Against Pharaoh and against all his servants. 
10 It was he who smote great nations, 

and who slew mighty kings; 
11 Even Sihon, king of the Amorites, 

and Og himself, king of Bashan, 
yes, all the kings of Canaan. 

12 And he gave their land as patrimony, 
patrimony for Israel his people. 

13 Yahweh-your name is eternal, 
Yahweh-your title is for all generations. 
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14 Indeed Yahweh defends his people, 
and toward his servants shows himself compassionate. 

15 The idols of the nations are silver and gold, 
the work of men's hands. 

16 Mouths have they, 
but they do not speak; 

Eyes have they, 
but do not see. 

17 They have ears, 
but do not hear, 

Nor is there any breath in their mouths. 
18 Like them shall their makers become, 

everyone who trusts in them. 
19 House of Israel, bless Yahweh, 

house of Aaron, bless Yahweh; 
20 House of Levi, bless Yahweh, 

you who fear Yahweh, bless Yahweh. 
21 Blessed be Yahweh of Zion, 

the Resident of Jerusalem. 
Praise Yah! 

NOTES 

cxxxv. This hymn begins (vss. 1-4) with a call to glorify God, who 
chose Israel to be his own treasure, and ends (vss. 19-21) with a similar 
exhortation. His omnipotence is manifested in nature (vss. 5-7) and in 
history ( vss. 8-12) . He is the defender of his people, while the pagan 
gods are lifeless idols who cannot save their worshipers ( vss. 13-18) . 

Though many of its verses were borrowed from other psalms, this 
hymn possesses real vigor of rhythm and spirit. Especially noteworthy are 
the A+a//:B pattern in vs. 2, the A+e+c//c+o sequence of vs. 12, 
and the A+e+c//:B+c pattern in vs. 4. Conceptually significant are vss. 
4-5 with their treaty terminology, and vs. 21 with its two divine titles, 
"Yahweh of Zion," and "the Resident of Jerusalem." 

1. Praise Yah . . . 21. Praise Yah. The inclusion formed by this 
exhortation, as well as the llQPs• reading (see below on vs. 21), tells 
against the LXX transfer of vs. 21 hal•ZU yii.h, "Praise Yahl" to the 
beginning of Ps cxxxvi. 

It should be noted, however, that the A+e+c pattern of the three 
hal•ZU, "Praise!" cola in vs. 1 is curiously inverted into a c+e+A sequence 
by llQPs•. In Ps cxiii 1 these three cola appear in an A+c+e formation. 

the works of Yahweh. The problems attendant upon translating 'abde 
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as "servants of" in the summons hal•lu 'ahde yhwh evaporate when 
'abde is repainted '•biide and defined as "the works of," precisely as in 
Pss cxiii 1 and cxxxiv 1. Consult the discussion at Ps cxiii 1. In the 
present poem the works to be praised are catalogued in vss. 4-12. 
The theological doctrine of praising Yahweh himself first, then his name, 
and finally his works, is couched somewhat differently in Ps cxiii 1, 
where the objects of praise are Yahweh himself, then his works, and 
finally his name. In 11QPs8

, however, the order is completely reversed, 
beginning with his works, continuing with his name, and concluding 
with Yahweh himself: hllw 'bdy yhwh hllw :Sm yhwh hllw yh, "Praise the 
works of Yahweh! Praise the name of Yahweh! Praise Yah!" 

The fact that '•biidehem, "their works," occurs in Eccles ix 1, and 
that Ecclesiastes frequently employs the relative pronoun :S and attests 
s"gulliih, "private possession" (ii 8) affords a chronological correlation 
which may help to fix the psalm's date of composition. On the probable 
fifth-century B.c. date of Ecclesiastes, see Albright, YGC, p. 258. 

2. You who stand. Syntactically, :Se'om•dlm stands as the vocative 
dependent upon triple hal•lu, "Praise!" in vs. 1, as well upon the two 
imperatives of vs. 3. 

Yahweh . . • our God. The breakup of the composite divine name yhwh 
'•lohenil may be compared with the distribution over succeeding cola 
in vs. 5 of the divine name yhwh '•donenu, "Yahweh our Lord." 

house . . . courts. For the Canaanite parallelism between these two terms, 
see the discussions at Pss lxxxiv 11 and cxvi 19. The biblical parallelism 
between bet and l;i~er could have served C. Virolleaud well when in
terpreting (Ugaritica, V, p. 550) RS 24.258:17-18, ii hlk lbth y:Stql lf:itrh, 
"El went to his house, he reached his court." From the balance with bt 
it seems clear that /;itr is a dialectal form of f:if.r, "court." Virolleaud 
explains f:itr as dialectal for f:idr, "room," but this identification slights 
the frequent Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism between bt and /:l?.r. The pairing 
between bt, "house," and f:idr, "room," has not turned up yet in published 
tablets. 

3. truly pleasant. Ascribing kl nii'lm to the divine Name as in Ps 
!iv 8, though some versions predicate this attribute of Yahweh himself; 
CCD skirts the problem by rendering kl nii'lm, "which we love," though 
on what philological basis is not explained in the accompanying notes. 

4. chose . . . for himself. The construction biif:zar lo is cited to justify 
the reading and translation of Ps xlvii 5, yibf:zar lannil (MT liinil), "He 
chose for himself." 

his private possession. In recent years s•gulliito, "his private possession," 
has received considerable attention from Assyriologists, who identified it 
with Akk. sikiltu, "private accumulation or hoard, private purse"; cf. 
E. A. Speiser, Orientalia 25 (1956), 1-4; M. Greenberg, JAOS 71 (1951), 
172-74; M. Held, JCS 15 (1961), 11, who examines the problems which 
must be solved if Akk. sikultu, which often means "embezzled goods," 
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is to be identified with Heb. s•gullah. For the provenance of the biblical 
term the scholar need no longer go so far afield, thanks to a U garitic 
letter published in 1965 by C. Virolleaud, Palais royal d'Ugarit, V (Paris, 
1965), pp. 84-86. In this letter couched in treaty terminology (UT, 2060) 
the Hittite suzerain reminds Hammurapi, the last king of Ugarit, that 
he, Hammurapi, is his servant ('bdh) and his "private possession" (lines 
7, 12, sglth=Heb. segullato). Consult further Dahood, Orientalia 34 
(1965), 483; Biblica 50 (1969), 341; Huffmon and Parker, BASOR 184 
( 1966), 37, n. 12. This word is familiar in the context of Israel's election, 
e.g., Exod xix 5; Deut xxvi 17-18. 

5. Indeed. Taking kl as emphatic rather than as conjunctive "Because." 
I acknowledge. Interpreting 'an1 yada'tl in the precise sense it bears 

in the Ugaritic letter cited at vs. 4. UT, 2060: 12-14 reads '[bdh w] sglth 
at ht [ ] sps b'lk yd'm l yd't, "His servant and private possession are you. 
Now [how is it] that you no longer acknowledge the Sun as your master?" 
Consult Herbert B. Huffmon, "The Treaty Background of Hebrew YADA'," 
BASOR 181 (1966), 31-37; Huffmon and Parker, "A Further Note on the 
Treaty Background of Hebrew YADA'," BASOR 184 (1966), 36-38, who 
show that in covenantal contexts yada' means "to recognize as the le
gitimate suzerain." That we are dealing in this psalm with a similar 
context appears from such terms as vs. 4, s<gullato, "his private possession," 
and vs. 5, 'adonenu, "our Lord"; see the next NOTE. 

our Lord. The treaty terms cited in the preceding NoTE support MT 
'adonenu, "our Lord," against 11QPs8 'lwhynw, "our God." In the Ugaritic 
letter the Hittite overlord twice employs the term adn, "lord" (2060:6, 9). 

is greater. The syntax of 'adonenu mikkol '•/6hlm grows clearer if 
second-colon gadol, "great," is also understood with the third colon; cf. 
Exod xviii 11. 

6. Whatever he wills, Yahweh does. One may, to be sure, also translate 
with CCD, "All that the Lord wills he does," but this version obscures 
a nicety of Hebrew style which may be called explicitation in the second 
colon whereby the poet defers explicit mention of the subject; cf. the first 
N oTE on Ps cv 17. This is admittedly a minor point of style, but none
theless deserves comment. 

he wills . . . does. The poet balances the two first-colon verbs l;iape~, 
"he wills," and 'asah, "does," by two prepositional phrases in the following 
cola. 

seas . . . deeps. Comparing the parallelism of yammlm, "seas," and 
t•homot, "deeps," with UT 52:30, gp ym ... gp thm, "the shore of the 
sea ... the shore of the deep." Cf. also Ps xxxiii 7; Job xxvili 14, 
xxxviii 16; Prov viii 28-29. 

and in all. l lQPsa supports some manuscripts which read wbkwl for 
MT w•ko/, but the latter need not be abandoned since it can be explained 
on the principle of the double-duty preposition, sharing the preposition 
of bayyammlm, "in the seas." Consult the NOTE on Ps cxix 55, and 
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during the watch. In fact, we could use a study of prepositions omitted 
(probably to avoid cacophony) after the conjunction w•, "and"; cf. pro
visionally Amos ii 7 (D. N. Freedman, CBQ 30 [1968], 226, n. 3); Job 
xix 24, xxviii 2; Prov iii 18 (Dahood, Biblica 47 [1966], 413). See below 
on Ps cxxxviii 6. 

the deeps. Just as Ugar. sglt, "private possession," is more immediately 
relevant to the exegesis of vs. 4 than is Akk. sikiltu, "embezzled goods, 
private hoard," so Ugar. thm, dual thmtm, plural thmt, "deep[s]," replaces 
Akk. tiiimiitu, "deeps," as the direct ancestor of the biblical term. Pub
lished in 1959 (thirty years after the Ras Shamra discoveries), La Bible de la 
Pleiade, II, p. 1194, annotates this verse: "Les Abimes, tehOmoth, 
assyro-babylonien tiamatu, 'mer,' " omitting mention of the more rele
vant Canaanite parallel. On the need for a new orientation in biblical 
studies, see Psalms I, pp. XXVI-XXIX, and Frank M. Cross, Jr., "The Song 
of the Sea and Canaanite Myth," in God and Christ: Existence and Prov
ince, ed. Robert W. Funk (Journal for Theology and the Church 5; 
Harper Torchbook, 1968), p. 2, n. 3, who writes, "Thorkild Jacobsen 
has argued convincingly in a recent paper that Enuma elis is ultimately 
dependent on West Semitic sources for its motif of the battle with Sea." 

7. clouds ... lightning ... rain ... wind. These four components 
of a Palestinian storm (usually accompanied by lightning bolts) bear on 
the interpretation of mdl, a disputed word in UT, 67:v:6-8, wat qf.i 
'rptk rl;zk mdlk mfrtk, "But you take your clouds, your wind, your mdl, 
your rains." UT, Glossary, No. 1430, partially followed by J. C. de Moor, 
ZAW 78 (1966) 69-71, suggests that mdl means "lightning," but Werner 
H. Schmidt, Konigtum Gottes in Ugnrit and Israel (2d ed.; Berlin, 1966), 
pp. 15, 61, and the present writer, Biblica 47 (1966), 414-16, have 
favored "rain-clouds" as the definition of mdl. From a comparison of 
our verse with the Ugaritic text it becomes solidly probable that mdl 
is the equivalent of Heb. b•riiqim, "lightning." No convincing etymology 
presents itself. 

lightning. llQPsa brqym and the Hebrew-Ugaritic correspondence, cited 
in the preceding NOTE, virtually rule out the emendation of bcriiqlm, 
"lightning," to bcdaqlm, "fissures" ("He makes. fissures for the rain"), 
favored by T. H. Gaster, IDB, II, pp. 551-52. 

the wind from his storehouses. The motif of the divine storehouses 
(cf. Ps xxxiii 7; Job xxxviii 22) finds a cognate theme in the new version 
of Ps lxxviii 26, "He let loose the east wind from heaven and led forth 
the south wind from his fortress"; see below on Ps cxlvii 18. 

9. into the midst of Egypt. Not "in thy midst, 0 Egypt" (RSV), with 
the disconcerting shift from third-person Egypt in vs. 8 and a reversion 
to third-person Pharaoh in vs. 9b. On the form b•tokeki, "into the midst 
of,'' see the third NOTE to Ps cxvi 19, b•tokeki y•rusiiliiim, "in the midst 
of Jerusalem." 

10. and who slew. Reading infinitive absolute w•harog for MT perfect 
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w•hiirii.g, as proposed by John Huesman, "The Infinitive Absolute and the 
WAW + Perfect Problem," in Biblica 37 (1956), 410-34, especially 434. 
See below on vs. 12, And he gave. 

slew. The contention of C. Brockelmann, Orientalistische Literaturzeitung 
48 (1953), col. 257, that in the Zincirli inscriptions hrg, "to slay," is 
a Canaanism is probably corroborated by Ugar. hrg in UT, 6:5, a text 
that unfortunately is not very clear. 

11. Even Sihon ... Og himself ... yes, all. The lamedh of /•sibon, 
/•'og, and /•kol has usually been parsed as the preposition introducing 
the direct object, as in Aramaic. It may, however, be parsed as the em
phasizing particle, underlining the magnitude of Yahweh's achievement. 
Other instances of emphatic lamedh with kol, "all," are listed in the 
second NoTE on Ps cix 11. 

The psalmist here cites historical events described in detail in Num xxi 
21-35 and Deut ii 26-iii 11. 

the kings. Among recent versions CCD recognizes that mam/ekot here 
bears the Phoenician sense documented at Ps Ix.viii 33. 

12. And he gave. Reading infinitive absolute w•niiton for MT w•niitan, 
as proposed by Huesman, Biblica 37 (1956), 434; see NOTE at vs. 10, 
and who slew. 

he gave their land as patrimony. The syntax of the clause w•niiton 
'ar~iim nabaliih is reminiscent of the double accusatives used with this 
verb in UT, 77:22, atn sdh krmm, "I will make her fields vineyards." 

13. Yahweh-your name . .. Yahweh-your title. This nominal sentence, 
with Yahweh as casus pendens and arranged in an A+B+c//A+a+c 
sequence has an identical counterpart in Ps xi 4a, as scanned and trans
lated in Psalms I, ad Joe.: yhwh b•hekiil qodso yhwh bassiimiiyim kisseo, 
"Yahweh-in the temple is his holy seat, I Yahweh-in the heavens is his 
throne." The sequence here is likewise A+B+c//A+a+c. 

eternal ... for all generations. The NOTE on Ps lxxxv 6 deals with 
the frequent Ugaritic-Hebrew pairing of 'oliim with dor wiidor. 

14. his people, and toward his servants. Preserving the chiastic word 
order of the original. 

15. The idols . . . 18. in them. These verses are almost identical with 
Ps cxv 4-8. 

the nations. The Hebrew term haggoyim consistently designates the na
tions other than Israel. 

the work of men's hands. Other examples of this A+B+c//c sequence 
are listed at Ps cxlii 6. In our verse the entire second colon (c) is but a 
development of first-colon "silver and gold" ( c). 

17. Nor is there any. Nahum Sama, quoted by UT, Glossary, No. 
466, compares the odd pleonastic expression 'en yel (also in I Sam xxi 9) 
with Ugar. bl i[ bn /h, "He surely has no son," where negative particle 
bl negates i!, "there is." 

21. Yahweh of Zion. Reading yhwh-m (with enclitic mem) ~iyyon for 
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MT yhwh mi:r#yyon, "Yahweh from Zion." Kraus and others emend the 
text to yhwh b•:riyyon, "Yahweh in Zion," an inadmissible change in the 
face of llQPsa ybrkkh yhwh 171.D'Wn, "May Yahweh bless you from Zion!" 
Though it altered biiruk, "Blessed," llQPsa does vouch for MT, whose 
consonants are sound but whose distribution can be improved upon. In 
the Ugaritic texts the enclitic mem is quite frequent with divine names 
such as b'l-m, "Baal," in 68:9. What is more, the parallelism with the 
construct chain soken y•rusiiliiim, "the Resident of Jerusalem," suggests 
that the first colon contains a construct-chain counterpart. Cf. Ps cxxviii 5. 

the Resident of Jerusalem. The divine epithet soken y•rusiiliiim may be 
compared with Deut xxxiii 16, sok•n1 s"neh, "the Resident of the Bush," 
and Ps ix 12, yoseb #yyon, "King of Zion," literally "the Enthroned of 
Zion." The proposal to insert biiruk, "blessed," at the beginning of the 
second colon (BH3 apparatus) is discountenanced by the 6:6 syllable count 
of the new reading. 

Praise Yahl Forms an inclusion with vs. 1, "Praise Yah!" which shows 
that it should not be transferred to next psalm, as in LXX. 



PSALM 136 

(cxxxvi 1-26) 

Give thanks to Yahweh, for he is good, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

2 Give thanks to the God of gods, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

3 Give thanks to the Lord of lords, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

4 To him who alone works great wonders, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

S To him who with Understanding made the heavens, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

6 To him who spread out the earth upon the waters, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

7 To him who made the great lights, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

8 The sun as ruler over the day, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

9 The moon and stars as rulers over the night, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

10 To him who smote the first-born of Egypt, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

11 And brought out Israel from their midst, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

12 With a strong hand and arm outstretched, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

13 To him who divided the Reed Sea in half, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

14 And showed Israel through the middle of it, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

15 But shook off Pharaoh and his host into the Reed Sea, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

16 To him who marched his people across the desert, 
for his kindness is eternal; 
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17 To him who smote great kingdoms, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

18 And slew famous kings, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

19 Even Sihon, king of the Amorites, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

20 And Og himself, king of Bashan, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

21 And he gave their land as patrimony, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

22 Patrimony for Israel his servant, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

23 Who remembered us in our low estate, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

24 And snatched us from our adversaries, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

25 Who gives food to all flesh, 
for his kindness is eternal; 

26 Give thanks to the God of heaven, 
for his kindness is eternal. 

NOTES 

265 

cxxxvi. Known in the liturgical language of the Jews as "the Great 
Hallel," this hymn of praise has the form of a litany. Each half-verse is 
followed by a refrain, the former probably sung by a choir of priests 
and Levites and the latter by the congregation. 

After the introductory invitation ( vss. 1-3), this hymn extols Yahweh's 
greatness in creating the universe ( vss. 4--9) as well as his goodness in 
bringing Israel to the Promised Land (vss. 10-22) and his providence in 
caring for his people when humiliated. The hymn· closes with an inclusion 
(vs. 26), repeating the introductory summons to thank the Lord. 

1. good. Heb. fob has been correctly reproduced by LXX chrestos, 
"propitious"; what the psalmist intends is not so much Yahweh's intrinsic 
essential goodness as his kindness and graciousness toward Israel. 

2. the God of gods. Borrowed from Deut x 17, the expression '•/ohe 
'c/ohim serves to dispel the lingering doubts attending the interpretation of 
Ps I 1, 'el '•ZOhim, "the God of Gods." 

4. great wonders. Though the current MT reading niplii'ot is not metri
cally disruptive-other 4+3 verses recur in this psalm-the long-standing 
suspicion of certain critics that of the brace nip/ii' ot g•dolot, "great 
wonders," one is superfluous has been confirmed by 11QPs0 , which omits 
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g•do/Ot, "great." So the version "who alone works wonders" acquires 
respectability. It would thus seem that with three syllables each, niplii'ot, 
"wonders," and g•dolot, "great," are metrically interchangeable and may 
be considered doublets or variant readings. When one of the words is 
omitted, the syllable count is reduced to nine; the nine-syllable colon is 
dominant throughout this hymn. This is the only colon with twelve syllables. 

5. with Understanding. Parsing bi of bit•bUniih as the beth of ac
companiment, discussed at Ps civ 24, and taking t•buniih as personified 
Understanding, as in Prov viii 1. This motif of Understanding (or Wisdom) 
at Yahweh's side during the Creation is documented at Ps civ 24. For 
present purposes the most relevant texts are Prov iii 19 and Job xxxviii 4, 
'epoh hiiyltii b•yosdi 'iire~ hagged 'im yiida'tii blniih, "Where were you 
when I founded the earth? Tell if you are acquainted with Understanding." 
These questions imply that blniih, a synonym of t•bunah, was present with 
God when the earth was created. 

6. who spread out the earth. Cf. Isa xiii 5, xliv 24, and llQPsa 
rwq' h'r~, all of which establish the MT reading against doubts raised by 
some critics (e.g., Briggs), who suspect that the participles in vss. 5-6 
were transposed by a copyist's mistake. 

upon the waters. The earth was thought to rest upon the subterranean 
abyss of waters; cf. Ps xxiv 2, "For he based it upon the seas, I estab
lished it upon the ocean currents." 

7. lights. MT plural 'orlm is a hapax legomenon; llQPsa reads m'wrwt, 
doubtless under the influence of Gen i 16. 

8. ruler . . . 9. rulers. In vs. 8 we have singular mem$elet but in vs. 9. 
the plural form mems•lot; ancient versions and modern critics seek har
mony by reading singular mem$elet both times, but llQPsa twice reads 
the plural mm$lwt. MT proves sound when the abstract noun memselet, 
"rule," is understood as another instance of an abstract noun with a 
concrete designation, much like abstract mamliikiih, "sovereignty, dominion," 
but often concretely "king" in Phoenician and Hebrew. Thus the hapax 
legomenon plural form in vs. 9, mem$iilot (MT construct mems•lot) finds 
its explanation in its plural antecedents "the moon and stars." Hence it 
becomes impossible to endorse the note in the apparatus of BH3 recom
mending the deletion of kokiiblm, "stars." In Gen i 16 singular memselet, 
"ruler," occurs twice to describe the role of the sun and the moon. 

12. arm. MT z•roa•, appears with prothetic aleph (third NOTE on Ps Ii 9) 
in 1 lQPsa 'zrw'. 

13. who divided the ... Sea. One should note the material similarity 
of gazer yam and UT, 52 :58, agzrym, whose interpretation, unfortunately, 
is uncertain. 

in half. Repainting MT plural g•ziirlm, "parts," to dual gizrayim, as 
suggested by vs. 14, b•toko, "through the middle of it." 

17. kingdoms. The proposal, inspired by Ps cxxxv 10, to emend m'/iiklm 
to goylm, "nations," or to l•'ummlm, "peoples," may prove needless in 
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the presence of molek, "kingdom." In JBL 56 (1937), 142, and American 
Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures 57 (1940), 71-74, H. L. 
Ginsberg showed that the Phoenician title 'dn mlkm equals Greek kyrios 
basileion "lord of kingdoms," and W. F. Albright, JBL 63 (1944), 218, 
n. 70, availed himself of this insight to translate Num xxiv 7, mulko 
(MT malko) by "his kingdom"; cf. also Albright in BASOR 87 (1942), 
35, n. 20, on su-uf mu-ul-ka, "disloyalty to the crown," in an Akkadian 
tablet of the pre-Israelite period found at Tell el I:IesI in southwest Pales
tine. 

18. famous kings. G. A. Cooke, A Text-Book of North-Semitic In
scriptions (Oxford, 1903), p. 35, rightly compares m•liiklm 'addlrlm, 
"famous kings," with Phoen. mmlk[t] 'dr, "the famous king." 

19. Even Sihon. . . 20. Og himself. Consult the NOTES on Ps cxxxv 10. 
21. And he gave. Repointing MT preterit w•niitan to infinitive absolute 

w•niiton, as proposed at Ps cxxxv 12. 
23. in our low estate. The dispute whether the root of siplenil occurs 

in UT, 52:32, hlh [t]spl hlh trm, "See how it subsides, see how it rises!" 
must not overlook the parallelism in Ps lxxv 8, zeh yaspU w•zeh yiirlm, 
"the one who brings down, and the one who raises up." 

26. the God of heaven. The title 'el hassiimiiyim forms an inclusion 
with vs. 2, "the God of gods," and vs. 3, "the Lord of lords," an inclusion 
that would be obscured were one to adopt the translation of Juxta Hebraeos, 
confitemini Deo caeli, "confess to God, 0 heavens." 

With its seven syllables this colon forms a metrical inclusion with vs. 
la; in fact, these are the only two cola in the psalm with seven syllables. 
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(cxxxvii 1-9) 

Beside the rivers in Babylon, 
there we sat; 
loudly we wept, 

When we remembered you, 0 Zion! 
2 Beside the poplars in her midst 

we hung up our lyres. 
3 For there our captors demanded of us 

words of song, 
and our mockers songs of gladness: 

"Sing for us a song of Zion!" 
4 0 how could we sing Yahweh's song 

upon alien soil? 
5 Should I forget you, 

0 Jerusalem, 
Let my right hand wither! 

6 Let my tongue stick to my palate, 
should I remember you not! 

If I do not raise you, 
0 Jerusalem, 

Upon my head in celebration! 
7 Remember Yahweh, 0 sons of Edom, 

the day of Jerusalem! 
You who said, "Strip her, strip her, 

to her foundation!" 
8 0 Daughter Babylon, you devastator, 

blest he who repays you 
the evil you have done usl 

9 Blest he who seizes and dashes 
your infants against the rock! 
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NOTES 

cxxxvii. In this lament the psalmist, recently returned from Babylon, 
prays for vengeance on Israel's enemies-the Babylonians and the Edomites 
-who destroyed Jerusalem in 587/6 B.c. 

In the opening stanza the poet recalls how the Israelites refused to sing 
their sacred songs on foreign soil for the amusement of their conquerors. 
Then in three short stanzas be directly addresses Jerusalem (vss. 5-6), 
the Edomites (vs. 7), and Babylon (vss. 8-9). 

The poem is remarkable for the contrast between the tender poignancy 
of the first six verses and the bitter imprecations of the last three. 
But unyielding hatred of her foes was the correlate of intense love for 
Zion. To the psalmist the law of retaliation for cruelty seems only just, 
and the shocking form in which he expresses his desire for the extermina
tion of his country's destroyer must be judged in the light of customs 
prevailing in his age. Thus those exegetes who interpret vs. 9, "your in
fants," as the adult citizens depicted as the children of Mother Babylon 
will scarcely convince the critics conversant with the curses of the eighth
century B.c. Sef'ue Inscriptions in Aramaic. 

The language of this sixth-century lament is marked by originality and 
vividness. One encounters assonance (vss. 1-6), alliteration (vss. 3, 8), 
two wordplays (vss. 5, 9), vocative lamedh (vs. 7), double-duty suffix 
(vs. 7), the use of the independent personal pronoun as the direct object 
(vss. 1, 6), and a word with double entendre (vs. 7b). 

1. Beside. For this nuance of 'al, see the second NOTE on Ps xxiii 2. 
the rivers. Not only the Tigris and Euphrates, with their tributaries such 

as the Chebar (Ezek i 1, iii 15), but also the numerous canals and 
irrigation ditches which intersected the country. 

in Babylon. Since the opening phrase of vs. 1, 'al naharot biibel, 
"Beside the rivers in Babylon," balances the first phrase of vs. 2, 'al 
'ariiblm b•tokiih, "Beside the poplars in her midst," it may be argued 
that biibel shares the preposition of b•tokiih, "in her midst"; hence 
translate "in Babylon" rather than traditional "of Babylon." On the other 
band, 1 lQPs• reads bbbl, "in Babylon." Since a scribe would more likely 
omit a b than add an extra one, and since the Qumran lection results 
in a seven-syllable colon that matches vs. 2a, it may be adopted. The 
syllable count of vs. 1 becomes 7:4: :4:7. 

we sat. Namely, upon the ground. It was a widespread custom among 
Semitic peoples to mourn seated upon the ground; e.g., UT, 67:vr: 13-16, 
"He [El] sat upon the ground. He poured ashes of grief upon his head, 
dust of wallowing upon his skull"; Num xi 4 (D. Beirne, Biblica 44 
[1963], 201-3); Deut i 45; Jon iii 6; Job ii 12-13; Lam ii 10; Neb i 4. 

loudly. Just as siim, "there," describes the place, adverbial gam describes 
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the manner of weeping. A full discussion of gam, "aloud, loudly," is given 
(with bibliography) in the first NOTE on Ps lii 7; cf. also UT, Glossary, 
No. 547, and McDaniel, Biblica 49 (1968), 31-32. The sam ... gam 
assonance should be noted, and the collocation gam biiklnu, "loudly we 
wept," compared with the juxtaposition of these roots in UT, 125: 13-14, 
ytn gh (the root of gam, "loudly," is g, "voice") bky, "He gave forth his 
voice weeping." 

When we remembered you, 0 Zion! This seven-syllabled prepositional 
phrase balances the opening prepositional phrase, also with seven syllables, 
while the two verbal clauses are sandwiched in the middle to form a 
7:4::4:7 pattern with a 3+2+2+3 metrical beat. Hence the proposal 
to delete this clause (cf. BH3 apparatus) must be scouted; llQPs• pre
serves it. The prosaic ring of MT b•zokrenu 'et ~iyyon, "When we remem
bered Zion," which is one of the reasons for its proposed deletion, can be 
eliminated if the nota accusativi 'et is repointed as feminine personal 
pronoun 'att, here functioning as the direct object of b•zokrenu, "When 
we remembered." Thus the poet directly addresses Zion, Jerusalem (vs. 5), 
the Edomites (vs. 7), and Babylon (vs. 8). This grammatical analysis 
is supported by the reading of the fourth-century Roman Psalter, "dum 
recordaremur tui Sion" ("while we remembered you, Sion"). Cf. Robert 
Weber, Le Psautier Romain: Et Jes autres anciens Psautiers Latins (Vatican 
City, 1953), p. 331. In vs. 6, too, its reading confinns the proposed 
parsing. The same grammatical analysis is proposed for vs. 6, "If I do not 
raise you, 0 Jerusalem." This usage, discussed at Ps !xiii 2, finds its 
closest counterpart in Jon ii 8, 'attii (MT 'et) yhwh ziikartl, "You, Yahweh, 
I remembered," a reading and analysis which retain the second-person 
address that marks the immediately preceding and following clauses; cf. 
ETL 44 (1968), 37-38. There it is also noted that the identification of 
this usage recovers a neat A+B+c//c+a+A. chiastic pattern in Prov viii 
21, l•han!Jll 'oh•bay yes w•·a~•rotay hem (MT w•·a~•roteyhem) 'amal/e', 
"Endowing my friends with my wealth, and with my treasures I satisfy 
them." 

2. Beside. Assigning to 'al the meaning it carries in vs. 1. It is im
probable that the lyres were hung "upon" the trees, as most versions 
have it. 

the poplars. Or "the aspens." 
we hung up. Since we had no further use for them. The moral inability 

of the Israelites to sing hymns of praise in Babylonia put them in a class 
with the denizens of the nether world whose keenest sorrow was their 
inability to sing Yahweh's praises. 

3. there our captors demanded of us. Noteworthy is the alliteration of 
Slim s•'elunu sobenu, which has an alliterative counterpart in vs. 8. 

our mockers. One of the most recalcitrant hapax legomena of the 
Psalter (Duhm, Die Psalmen, p. 283, terms it "a completely unknown 
and inexplicable word"), toliilenu is structurally parallel to sobenu, "our 
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captors," and hence must be synonymous with it. Etymologically, toliilenu, 
"our mockers," can derive from hll which in the poel conjugation specifi
cally signifies "to make a fool of, to mock," as observed at Ps cii 9, 
meholiilay, "my Mocker," an epithet of Death. The initial t- of toliilenu 
would be the participial preformative comparable to Ps cxxxix 21, 
reqamcmekii, "your challengers," while the disappearance of radical h 
(thll>tll) enjoys an early analogy in Ugar. him, "to strike," but whose 
imperfect tense form is ylm instead of yhlm. 

songs of gladness. This meaning of siml)iih, literally "gladness," is docu
mented at Ps Ii 10. Just as "our mockers" complements first-colon "our 
captors," so "song of gladness" fills out the thought of dibre sir, "words of 
song." 

for us a song. Hummel, JBL 76 (1957), 105, proposes reading liinu-m 
sir, with enclitic mem, but MT liinu misslr can be retained as an example 
of the partitive min construction, much like Ps ex.xx.ii 11, mipperl bi{nekii, 
literally "one of the fruit of your body." Cf. likewise Ps cxxxviii 5. Since 
the poet is obviously making extensive use of the suffix ending -nu 
(a total of nine in the first three verses), it seems unlikely that he would 
obscure the effect by adding an enclitic mem to one of them. 

5. Should I forget you ... 6. should I remember you not! The four 
cola of this protestation are arranged in a chiastic or diagonal pattern. 
The chiasmus comes out even more clearly if MT 'eskiil)ek "I forget you," 
is repointed 'dkiil)ekl whose ending -eki would rhyme with 'ezkerekl, "I 
remember you." This reading does not assume the haplography of a yod 
since the next word (y 0rusiilaim) begins with this letter; it would be another 
instance of shared consonants. 

Should I forget you ... wither. The wordplay on 'dkiibekl and tiskiib 
evokes the pun in Isa xxiii 16, "Take your lyre, walk the town, forgotten I 
haggard whore (zoniih niskiil)iih). Sing sweetly, repeat your songs, that 
you may be remembered." The frequency of puns in laments receives 
comment at Ps lx 5; another pun recurs in vs. 9. 

0 Jerusalem. Heb. y•rusiilaim is metrically read as a double-duty voca
tive, suspended between the two parallel clauses and addressed by both. 
The line now syllabically scans as 5:4:5, very similar to vs. 6c-d, where 
vocative "O Jerusalem" forms the center piece of a 6:4:5 line. For other 
instances of double-duty vocatives, consult THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER. 

wither. To the documentation of this meaning of tiskab given at Pss 
xxxi 13, !ix 12, lxxvii 10, cii 5, may be added M. H. Pope, JSS 11 (1966), 
240; Hanson, PMS, III, p. 88. 

Other texts mentioning withered hands or arms include I Kings xiii 4; 
Zech xi 17; Matt xii 10; Mark iii 1, 3; Luke vi 6, and CIS, I, 5510:3, 
y'ml yd, literally, "May he wither as to his hand," where yd is the accusative 
of specification; contrast Charles F. Jean and Jacob Hoftijzer, Dictionnaire 
des inscriptions semitiques de l'ouest (Leiden, 1960), p. 17, lines 1-2. 

6. should I remember you not! Usually labeled an Aramaism, the 
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feminine suffix -kl of 'ezk•rekl may well be taken as the archaic Canaanite 
suffix (discussed in the second N OTB on Ps ciii 3) , here preserved for 
the sake of assonance with first-colon /el;iikkl, "to my palate," and 
especially with its inclusion-forming partner 'e'Skii.l;iekl, "Should I forget 
you," in vs. 5a. The same assonance is present in Gen xvi 11, as read 
and interpreted by me in Biblica 49 (1968), 87-88. 

raise you. Reading 'a'aleh 'att (MT 'et) and parsing 'att as the feminine 
singular independent pronoun functioning as the direct object, as in vs. ld. 
In vss. 5a and 6b Jerusalem is directly addressed in the second person, 
so there is good reason to believe that she is still being directly spoken 
to here. The relative frequency in Ugaritic of the personal pronoun in 
the oblique-here accusative--case and the growing number of biblical 
examples afford a feasible solution here. As in vs. l, the reading of 
the Roman Psalter sustains this grammatical analysis, "si non proposuero 
tui Hierusalem" ("if I shall not have set you, Jerusalem"). 

0 Jerusalem. As in vs. 5, y•rusii.laim is scanned as a double-duty 
vocative; the syllable count is now 6:4:5. 

Upon my head in celebration! The picture drawn by the psalmist has 
not been identified by commentators, but he may be referring to mural 
or turreted crowns, representing Jerusalem, worn by Israelites on festive 
occasions. The Mishnah (Shabbath vi 1) speaks of "the city of gold," 
and an Akkadian text from Ras Shamra (cited in the Introduction) 
mentions a piece of jewelry called cilu f;ur~u, "a city of gold." There 
are also coins from Sidon and elsewhere showing a goddess with a mural 
crown upon her head; cf. S. A. Cook, The Religion of Ancient Palestine 
in the Light of Archaeology (London, 1930), pp. 190-92, and McKenzie, 
Second Isaiah, who in a NoTE ad locum explains Isa xx.xv 10, siml;iat 
'olii.m 'al ro'siim, "eternal joy upon their heads," as a metaphor "which 
may have a basis in a cultic or festive practice of wearing wreaths or 
garlands to symbolize rejoicing." 

7. Remember Yahweh, 0 sons of Edom. With Jerusalem addressed 
directly in vss. 5-6 and Babylon cursed in the second person in vss. 8-9, 
the critic looks for a second-person imprecation of Edom in our verse. 
Such emerges with the analysis of the lamedh of libne '•dom, "O sons of 
Edom!" as the vocative lamedh. Compare Ps cxxxii 1, z•kor yhwh l•dii.wld, 
"Remember Yahweh, 0 David!" and Ps xcviii 3, z•kor (MT zii.kar) 
l;iasdo we'•munii.to l•bet yifrii.'el, "Remember his love and his fidelity, 
0 house of Israeli" In our verse singular imperative z•kor may be 
retained, though the persons addressed are plural "O sons of Edom!" 
since the imperative precedes. Cf. GK, § 1450. One may also read the 
infinitive absolute ziikor, since the infinitive absolute often serves as a 
surrogate for the imperative. 

The Edomites, who helped the Babylonians sack Jerusalem in 587/6 B.C., 

figure in a letter found at Tell Arad in southern Palestine dating to ca. 
600 B.C. This letter deals with the urgent dispatch of men from Arad 
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to a certain Elisha at Ramath-Negeb, against a threatening attack by 
the Edomites. For further details see Yohanan Aharoni, "Arad: Its In
scriptions and Temple," The Biblical Archaeologist 31 (1968), 2-32, espe
cially 17-18. 

the day. When Jerusalem was captured and destroyed by the Babylo
nians. For a similar nuance of yom, compare Ps xxxvii 13; Obad 12-14; 
Job xviii 20, and Hittite bali, "day," but also "day of death"; H. Th. 
Bossert in Archiv fur Orientforschung 18 (1956), 366; in Ps lx.xx.i 16, 
'ittiim, literally "their time," is rendered "their doom." 

Strip her, strip her. The repeated imperative 'iiru shares the feminine 
suffix of biih, "her." Here Jerusalem is depicted as a woman being 
despoiled of her clothing; compare Isa xlvii 2-3; Ezek xvi 37; Lam i 8. 
The traditional version of 'iiru 'iiru, "Rase it, rase it!" (RSV) is not sustained 
by collateral texts. 

to her foundation! Here yesod has a double sense, namely "buttocks," 
and "foundation." For a related sense of yesod, "foundation," compare 
Hab iii 13, 'iirot y•sod 'ad .rawwii'r, "Stripping him tail-end to neck"; 
cf. W. F. Albright, in Studies in Old Testament Prophecy (the T. H. Robin
son sixty-fifth anniversary volume), ed. H. H. Rowley (Edinburgh, 1950), 
p. 13. The law of retaliation remains operative when Edom, depicted as 
a drunken woman, is described in Lam iv 21, tisk•ri wctit'iiri, "You 
will get drunk [on the cup of Yahweh's wrath] and strip yourself." 
The Hebrew poet employs the same verb of Edom that the Edomites 
used when they clamored for the spoliation of Jerusalem. 

8. 0 Daughter Babylon. Not "O daughter of Babylon" (RSV); see 
Ps ix 15 on the expression bat ~iyyon, "Daughter Zion." The "genitives" 
which follow the construct bat, "daughter," are explanatory or appositional; 
cf. GK, § 128k; W. F. Stinespring, "No Daughter of Zion," Encounter 
26 (Indianapolis, 1965), 133-41, and Alexander A. Di Lella, CBQ 30 
(1968), 628. 

In our verse, "Daughter Babylon" is a personification of the Babylonian 
empire. 

you devastator. Repointing MT hais"dudiih to hassiidodiih and comparing 
the form with Jer iii 7, 10, biigodiih, "treacherous," as recommended by 
some scholars. Of course, the u vowel of scdudiih may well be another 
instance of the shift of ii to u in the Phoenician dialect; see the discussion 
at Ps ciii 14. 

you devastator, blest he who repays you. The alliteration of shin sounds 
in hais•dodiih 'aire seyefollem liik resembles the alliteration of vs. 3. 

9. seizes and dashes. The poet balances these two first-colon verbs 
with the two nouns "your infants" and "the rock" in the second colon. 

your infants. The practice of Oriental warfare spared neither women 
nor children in a war of extermination; cf. Isa xiii 16; Hos x 14; Nah iii 10. 

the rock. Just as the psalmist played on words in vs. 5, so here he 
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resorts to punning on sela', "rock," but also a place name in Edom 
(some identify sela' with Petra), and vs. 8, "Edom." This wordplay, it 
might be remarked, secures vs. 8 '•dam against the emendation to 'aram, 
"Aram," that is occasionally proposed. 



PSALM 138 

( cxxxviii 1-8) 

Of David. 

I thank you with all my heart, 
before the gods I sing to you. 

2 I prostrate myself toward your holy temple, 
and I thank your Name. 

Through your kindness and through your fidelity 
you surely glorified 

Before all your Name, your promise. 
3 When I called you granted me triumph, 

you helped me storm with my ardor strong. 
4 All the kings of the earth will praise you, Yahweh, 

when they hear the words of your mouth. 
S And they will sing of Yahweh's dominion: 

"How great is the glory of Yahweh!" 
6 Though Yahweh is the Exalted, he regards the lowly one, 

and though the Lofty, he heeds even from a distance. 
7 When I march amid my adversaries, 

keep me alive before the fury of my foes. 
Stretch forth your left hand, 

and give me victory with your right hand. 
8 May Yahweh avenge me so long as I live! 

Yahweh, your kindness is eternal, 
the special work of your hands do not forsake! 

NOTES 

cxxxviii. This poem affords a paradigmatic example of the effects which 
can be produced by the application of Northwest Semitic philological 
principles to the biblical text. From his traditional (videlicet pre-Ugaritic) 
approach to the text, Kraus (Psa/men, II, p. 910) concludes that the 
psalm is decidedly not the song of a king, that its language is relatively 
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late and probably post-Exilic, and, finally, that its contents presuppose 
the message of Second Isaiah. Results just the contrary emerge, however, 
when we take cognizance of epigraphic discoveries during the past forty 
years. These reveal that the poem is a royal song of thanksgiving, and 
accordingly to be classified with Pss xviii, xcii, cxliv. Its words, parallelisms, 
and poetic devic.:s find their closest counterparts in the Ugaritic tablets 
and in some tenth-century psalms, so a date in the Davidic period seems 
reasonable. 

This royal song of thanksgiving divides into three stanzas. In vss. 
1-3_ the king expresses his thanks and states the motive (vs. 3) for his 
solemn thanksgiving. In vss. 4-5 he records what will be the reaction of 
heathen kings to the divine message that the Israelite king plans to 
publish abroad. The psalmist closes the hymn with a reflection upon 
divine Providence (vs. 6), and implores God to protect him during future 
military encounters. 

1. Of David. Some manuscripts of the LXX add "of Haggai and 
Zechariah," possibly preserving a tradition that the psalm belonged to 
the period of the Restoration, but of this tradition there is no trace in 
llQPsa. 

I thank you. Heb. 'od•kii, which forms an inclusion with vs. 2, 'odeh 'et 
s•mekii, "I thank your Name," sounds the keynote of the poem. The 
ancient versions, and now 1 lQPs•, insert the divine name yhwh after 
'od•kii, "I thank you," but the semantic and syllabic chiasmus of the 
first four cola with a 7: 10:: 10:7 syllable count discountenances the insertion 
of yhwh, which would upset the syllabic chiasmus. This insertion would 
moreover disturb the chiastic grammatical sequence of verb+suffix+prepo
sitional phrase/ !prepositional phrase+verb+suffix. Other instances of syl
labic chiasmus are cited at Ps civ 28. 

with all my heart. Compare royal Ps lxxxvi 12. LXX, followed by 
some modem versions such as BJ, La Bible de la Pleiade, The Grail 
Psalms, inserts the clause "because you heard the words of my mouth," 
but its absence in llQPs• and its disturbance of the chiastic pattern argue 
against its acceptance as the original reading. 

with all my heart, before the gods. The apparent A+B//a+A. indicates 
that neged '•/Ohim expresses a prepositional idea that balances the preposi
tional phrase b•kol Libbi, "with all my heart." In the light of this structure, 
the translation of neged '•Johim proposed in the second NOTE on Ps liv 5 
becomes Jess probable. 

Exegetes disagree in their translation and explanation of '•/Ohim; one 
modern version, in fact, renders it by "the mighty" (JPS), but the solution 
most consonant with the context identifies the gods with the deities of the 
heathen kings mentioned in vs. 4, "All the kings of the earth." Before 
these gods and their worshipers the Israelite king proclaims his faith 
in Yahweh. In fact, vs. 2, "I prostrate myself toward your holy temple," 
suggests that the Israelite king finds himself abroad where heathen 
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deities are worshiped. In such circumstances his statement becomes much 
more intelligible. Cf. royal Ps lvii 10, "I will thank you among peoples, I 0 
Lord / I will sing to you among nations." 

I sing to you. Parsing as datival the suffix of 'azamm•rekka, as in 
royal Ps !vii 10 where this verb is likewise balanced by 'od•ka, "I will 
thank you." 

2. toward. For this nuance of 'el see Ps xxviii 2, "When I lift up 
my hands toward your sacred shrine" ('el d•b/r qodseka), and Ps v Sb, 
which is identical in wording to our clause and should be rephrased in 
Psalms I accordingly, i.e., "I will worship toward (facing) your holy 
temple." Briggs in fact believes that Ps v Sb has been transferred to 
our text where it has no place, but the 7: 10:: 10:7 syllable count over
rules his contention. If "toward" is the intended meaning of 'el, then 
the king must have been absent from Jerusalem on a military expedition. 
Had he been in Jerusalem, he would doubtless have gone directly to 
the temple to give thanks. 

and I thank your Name. Because the psalmist, as in royal Ps !iv S-9, 
ascribes his deliverance from military enemies to the hypostatized Name 
of Yahweh. By construing this clause as the end of an inclusion begun 
by vs. 1, 'odeka, "I thank you," the critic has a point of departure for 
the stichometric analysis of the next line, which is generally considered 
corrupt. 

your kindness . . . your fidelity . . • your Name, your promise. The 
prevailing critical view that this line is corrupt is belied by D. N. Freedman's 
observation that its four words ending with the suffix -ka, "your," cor
respond to the four words in vss. 1-2a which also end in -ka. Its integrity is 
further vouched for by llQPsa. 

your kindness . . • your fidelity. The occurrence of the pair l;iesed 
and '•met in royal Pss !vii 11, !xi S, lxxvi 15, lxxxix 2, 15, xcii 3, cviii 5, 
affords another phrasal criterion for the classification of the present hymn. 

you surely glorified. By scanning kl higdalta as a double-duty verb 
predicated of both the preceding and the following prepositional phrases 
we recover a meaningful line with the metrical count 10:4:9. Failure 
to recognize the emphatic character of kl, "surely," hitherto taken as 
causal "because," seems to have impeded the correct translation and 
scansion of this line. 

Before all. Repointing MT construct kol, "all of," to absolute kol, "all." 
Though 'al in the first colon means "through," here it seems to bear 
the meaning found in vs. 7, 'al 'ap, "before the fury." The use of the 
same preposition in the same verse with different senses is not uncommon; 
cf. the first NoTE on Ps ci 6 and below on Ps cxlviii 6. In vs. 1 the king 
thanks Yahweh "before the gods," and here he asserts that Yahweh 
showed the greatness of his Name and his promise "before all." 

your Name. This second mention of the divine Name supplies another 
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clue to the identification of the psalmist; the sem, "Name" of Yahweh 
figures prominently in royal Pss xviii 50, xx 2, 6, 8, liv 8-9, lxxxvi 9, 12. 

your promise. Or "your word." For this nuance of 'imriitekii, whose 
similarity with its first-colon counterpart 'amitt•kii, "your fidelity," might 
be noted, see first NOTE on Ps xii 7 and Ps cv 19. 

3. When. For this translation of b•yom, consult NOTE on Ps lxxvii 3, and 
W. F. Albright, in Melanges ... Andre Robert (Paris, 1957), p. 23, n. 3. 

you granted me triumph. For this definition of ta'anenl, cf. the second 
NOTE on Ps xviii 36. Since it occurs in royal Pss xviii 36, xx 2, 7, Ix 7, 
1xxxix 23, cii 24, cxxxii 1, this verb may be considered characteristic 
of royal psalms. In fact, it was the appearance of this verb in the royal 
Phoenician Inscriptions of Karatepe which triggered its recognition in 
biblical passages. 

4. the kings of the earth • • • 5. Yahweh's dominion. The Ugaritic 
parallelism mlk//drk reflected in the phrases malke 'iire!f, "the kings of the 
earth," and darke yhwh, "Yahweh's dominion," is noticed at Ps cii 24. 
See below on Ps cxlvi 9-10. 

will praise you, Yahweh. When the kings of the nations learn of 
Yahweh's intervention on behalf of the Israelite king, they will join 
in the royal psalmist's thanksgiving. This interesting touch of universalism 
falls in with the exegesis proposed for royal Ps lxxxvi 9, "If you act, all 
the pagans will come to prostrate themselves before you, my Lord," 
and with the royal universalistic aspirations discussed in the introductory 
NoTE to Ps cii. 

they hear. In tandem with the yqtl verb yodukii, "will praise you," 
the qtl form Siim"'u is a stylistic variant expressing a present-future 
action. 

5. And they will sing of. The hapax legomenon construction w•yiiSlru b• 
has invited emendation to w•yasl~u b•, "And they will meditate on," but 
this alteration finds no support in llQPsa wy.i'yrw. What is possibly 
involved here is a partitive construction, to be compared with Ps cxxxvii 3, 
slru . . . misslr, suggesting that mere mortals can retail only a fragment 
of God's power; cf. Job xxvi 14, hen 'el/eh q•:tot darko, "Lo, these 
are but bits of his power" (Pope, Job, and NoTE thereon). The reading 
yiiSlru is further secured by its parallelism with vs. 4, yodukii, "will praise 
you," a parallelism which corresponds to the two verbs the poet 
predicates of himself in vs. 1, 'od•ka, "I thank you," and •azamm•rekii, 
"I sing to you." In numerous verses the verbs sir and zimmer form a 
pair. 

dominion. For this definition of darke see TS 15 (1954), 629-31, where 
Baethgen's (Die Psalmen, p. 407) pre-Ugaritic translation das Walten 
Jahves, "the dominion of Yahweh," is shown by subsequent discoveries 
of extrabiblical texts to have been uncannily correct. 

How great. Taking the phrase kl giidol as the opening words of their 
song and parsing kl as the interjection "Howl" best known from Gen 
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i 12, ki tab, "How good" (first NoTE on Ps xxxii 10). The concurrence 
in this verse of darke, "dominion," and giidol, "great," is reminiscent 
of their collocation in Ps lxxvii 14, "O God, your dominion is over 
the holy ones: /What god is greater than you, 0 God?" 

the glory of Yahweh. Some critics (e.g., Briggs) have resorted to 
emendation in order to remedy the jarring shift from the double 
mention of Yahweh in the second person in vs. 4 to the third person 
of "Yahweh's dominion" and "the glory of Yahweh" in our verse. llQPsa 
supports MT, so emendation must be scouted. One could urge that darke 
yhwh receives its determination from vs. 4a, yodukii, "will praise you," 
and that k•bOd yhwh shares the suffix of vs. 4b, 'imre' pikii, "the words 
of your mouth," but a similar shift in vss. 7-8, which will not permit 
such an explication, argues that the psalmist is employing court style 
which is distinguished by such sudden transitions from second to third 
person. 

6. Though. llQPs• ky rebuts the proposal of BH3 to delete kl. This 
particle introduces the psalmist's reason. 

the Exalted. As a direct appellation of Yahweh, riim appears in Isa vi 1, 
lvii 15; cf. Albright in Studies in Old Testament Prophecy, p. 16, on 
Hab iii 10, and Dewey M. Beegle, BASOR 123 (1951), 28, on the 
personal names 'iidon-lii-riim, "the Lord is truly exalted," and rumliiyiihu 
"Be exalted, 0 Yahul" 

the lowly one. Though current psalms scholarship understands siipiil 
in a collective sense denoting an entire class, I suspect that the king 
here refers to himself, employing a term which recalls the use of 'ebed, 
"servant," a designation of the king in royal Ps lxxxix 40, 51. There 
is a similar usage in the Aramaic Inscription of King ZKR (KAI, 202:2), 
who states '.i' 'nh 'nh, "I am a humble man," namely, before his god. Cf. also 
Zech ix 9 and D. R. Hillers, CBQ 30 (1968), 53, n. 20. 

The contrast between riim, "the Exalted," and .i'iipiil, "the lowly one," 
has a predecessor in UT, 52:32, hlh tsp/ hlh trm, "See how it subsides, 
see how it rises!" Cf. also Ps lxxv 8 and Eccles x 6. 

and though. With first-colon ki extending its adversative force to the 
second colon. The NOTE on Ps cxxxv 6, and in all, observes that 
prepositions are sometimes omitted after the conjunction w•; perhaps the 
same obtains with particles like kl. 

In our text the sound sequence w•k1 giiboah might be considered harsh. 
the Lofty. The contrast between this rendering and traditional "but 

the haughty he knows from afar" (RSV) stems from understanding giibOah, 
not as the antithesis of .i'iipiil, "the lowly one," but as synonymous with riim, 
"the Exalted," and hence another appellation of Yahweh. For a discussion 
of this title, very frequent in rabbinic literature, consult the NoTE on 
Ps x 4, Since the Lofty One, and Robert Gordis, The Book of God and Man: 
A Study of Job (Chicago, 1965), p. 329. 

he heeds. The unexplained (Joiion, GHB, p. 147, n. 1) MT form 
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y•y"?fdii' loses its anomalous character when its initial y- is attached to the 
preceding word as the genitive ending; see the next NOTE. On yiida', 
"to care for, heed" see first NOTES on Pss i 6 and ix 11. 

from a distance. For MT mimmerl:ziiq, reading mimmerl;ziiqi, with the 
final -I coming from the following word y•yedii'. The ending of merl;ziiql 
is the genitive, here preserved to add another syllable to the second colon; the 
syllable count is now 9: 9. In a U garitic omen text published by Loretz 
and Dietrich in Festschrift C. F. A. Schaeffer occurs the expression 
yl;zdy mrl;zqm, "He inspects from a distance." 

The psalmist's assertion gains in appositeness when interpreted in view 
of vss. 1-2, which seem to indicate that he is far from Jerusalem. 
Though Yahweh has his principal abode in Jerusalem, he knows what 
occurs in distant lands and looks after his worshipers abroad. 

7. I march. Since the context appears to be military, 'elek assumes 
the nuance witnessed in such texts as Ps !xviii 25; Judg i 10, ix 1; Nah ii 6; 
Hab i 6; Prov xxiv 6; UT, Krt:92, hlk lalpm, "They marched by thou
sands," in a description of a military campaign, and Mesha:14-15, w'hlk 
bllh w'ltl;zm bh, "And I marched by night and fought against it." 

Having thanked God for a military victory, the psalmist ends his 
hymn with a prayer for protection on future expeditions. 

amid. The l lQPs• variant btwk for MT b•qereb is of no semantic 
consequence, but is nonetheless to be ruled out because three of the 
words in our verse-b•qereb, "amid," yiidekii, "your left hand," and 
y•minekii, "your right hand"---occur in three successive cola of UT, 
76:n:5-7, ii hd bqrb hklh qsthn abd bydh wq:(th bm ymnh, "The god Hadd 
[is not] inside his palace. His bow he took in his left hand, and his arrows 
in his right hand." 

my adversaries . • • my foes. The customary rendition of ~iiriih by 
"trouble" (RSV) must be reexamined in the light of the abstract! /concrete 
poetic device whereby the abstract noun acquires a concrete denotation. 
In the present instance, abstract ~iiriih, "adversity," signifies "adversaries" by 
virtue of its parallelism with concrete 'oy•biiy, "my foes," precisely as 
in royal Ps !iv 9 where the Ugaritic balance between abstract ~rt, "adver
sary," and concrete ib, "foe," is cited. See below on Ps cxliii 11, and 
M. Tsevat, A Study of the Language of the Biblical Psalms (Philadelphia, 
1955), p. 133, n. 40, where his comment on Ugar. ~rt reads, "The 
constant parallel to 'ib, "enemy," makes the meaning, abstractum pro 
concreto, certain." Cf. also Georg Fohrer in Words and Meanings: Essays 
Presented to David Winton Thomas, eds. Peter R. Ackroyd and Barnabas 
Lindars (Cambridge, 1968), pp. 98-99. 

my adversaries. In addition to its concrete meaning, undetermined 
abstract ~iiriih receives its determination from its counterpart 'oy•biiy, "my 
foes," on the principle of the double-duty suffix; another instance recurs 
in vs. 8. The extremely close nexus between these two words also supplies 
a valuable clue regarding the stichic division of this long line. Taking 
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each synonym as the last word of its respective colon, we may scan 
the line as a quadricolon with an 8: 9: 5: 9 syllable count, instead of the cur
rent versional division into three cola. 

keep me alive . • . Stretch forth . . . give me. In his prayer the 
psalmist employs the more polite jussive forms instead of direct imperatives; 
this may be characteristic of court style. For the sake of brevity I 
render all three jussives as imperatives. 

before. Parallel to b•qereb, "amid," 'al bears the same meaning as vs. 2, 
'al. 

your left hand ... your right hand. Just as second-colon "my foes" 
conditioned the meaning of first-colon "my adversaries," so the pairing with 
y•mlnekii, "your right hand," affects the signification of neutral yiidekii 
and gives it the more specific sense "left hand," as in royal Ps xxi 9. 
To the bibliography cited in first NOTE on Ps xxvi 10 and second Norn 
on Ps lxxiv 11 should be added Stuhlmueller, CBQ 29 (1967), 196 [502], 
who renders Isa xlviii 12-13, "I am First (ri'son) I just as I am Last 
('atzaron). I Yes, my left hand (yiidl) laid the foundation of the earth I 
my right hand (y•mlnl) spread out the heavens." Just as First is the antith
esis of Last, so yiidl is the antithesis of y•mznl, "my right hand," not its 
complement as maintained by B. Couroyer in RB 73 (1966), 519, n. 38. 

Paul Humbert, "Etendre la main," VT 12 ( 1962), 383-95, has shown 
that the expression siilal;z yiid is generally used in a hostile sense, so that 
from the psalmist's description we may picture Yahweh as destroying the 
psalmist's enemies with his left hand, and making him victorious with his 
right. That Yahweh employed both hands may also be inferred from 
vs. 8 where the poet prays God not to forsake the special work of his 
hands. Since Yahweh used both hands to create him, the psalmist argues, 
he should also use both hands to defend him. 

give me victory. Ancient and modern versions make "your right hand" 
the subject of the clause (RSV, "and thy right hand delivers me"), 
but tosl'enl may also be parsed as the second-person masculine singular; 
in other terms, the subject of tislafz, "Stretch forth," remains the subject of 
tosi'enl, "give me victory." In military contexts this verb often has the 
meaning "to give victory," as noted at Ps xx 7. 

with your right hand. As in royal Pss xviii 36, xx 7b, yos1a• y•mino, 
"[He] has given victory with his right hand," Ix 7, hO.l'l'iih y•min•kii, 
"Give us victory with your right hand," y•mlnekii parses as the accusative 
of means; cf. Exod xv 6-7, y•m1n•ka yhwh tir'~ 'oyeb ub•rob 
g•'on•ka taharos qiimekii, "With your right hand, Yahweh, you shattered 
your foes, and by your great majesty you felled your assailants," where 
the accusative of means y•m1n•ka, "with your right hand," is stylistically 
balanced by the preposition of means in b•rob g•'on•ka "by your great 
majesty." 

8. May Yahweh avenge me. As in vss. 4-5, here the poet shifts from 
a direct second-person address of Yahweh in vs. 7 to the third person, 
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and then reverts to the second person in the following two cola. For 
this meaning of yigmor (or yigmor) "May [Yahweh] avenge me," see 
the first NOTE on Ps vii 10, and HALAT, p. 190a. The verb shares the 
suffix of b•'odi, "so long as I live"; another instance of double-duty suffix is 
annotated at vs. 7. 

so long as I live. Repointing MT ba'a<fi (the phrase yigmor ba'a<fi 
is hapax legomenon) to b"'odi, precisely as in Ps iii 4, magiin b•'odi 
(MT magen ba'a<fi), "my Suzerain as [so] long as I live." Cf. also 
Ps cxii 8 and Jer xi 14, b"'od (MT b"'ad) rii'iitiim, "so long as their 
wickedness perdures." In our verse b"'odi makes a neat parallel to second
colon l•'oliim, "eternal," and reveals the poetic figure of the breakup of 
the composite phrase b"'od 'oliim, literally "so long as eternity perdures." 

What further sustains this reading and analysis of b"'odi . • . l•'oliim 
is the appearance of a cognate expression in the Ugaritic prayer, UT, 
1019:2-6, ilm tgrk tslmk t'zzk alp ymm wrbt fot b'd 'Im, "May the gods 
protect you, keep you hale, strengthen you, for a thousand days, ten 
thousand years, so long as eternity perdures"; cf. Virolleaud, Palais royal 
d'Ugarit, II, p. 40. Our verse, too, expresses a prayer. 

The interesting chiastic metrical structure of the opening four cola is 
matched by this closing tricolon with a 3+3+3 beat and an ascending 
syllable count of 7:8:9. 

the special work. Many manuscripts read singular ma'aseh, ''work," for 
MT plural ma'ase, "work"; though modem critics often prefer the former 
reading, llQPsa m'sy suggests that we retain plural ma'ase, which can 
be explained as a plural of majesty referring to the king. A similar 
phenomenon can be seen in plural y•didekii, "your beloved," a plural 
of majesty designating the king in Ps Ix 7, and in Ps 1xxxix 51, 'abadekii, 
"your servant," another plural term for the king. 

We may note further that four manuscripts (cf. BH3 ) and the Syriac 
version disrupt the present ascending 7:8:9 syllable count by prefixing 
the conjunction u to ma'ase; MT must thus be preferred. 



PSALM 139 

(cxxxix 1-24) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

Yahweh, examine me, 
and know me yourself! 

2 You know my sitting and my standing, 
you discern my thoughts from a distance. 

3 My departure and my arrival you survey, 
and all my travels superintend. 

4 The word is not even off my tongue, 
yet, Yahweh, you know all of it. 

5 Behind and before you encompass me, 
and you lay your palms upon me. 

6 Too overpowering for me is your knowledge, 
too towering, I cannot master it. 

7 Where can I go from your spirit? 
Oh where from your face can I flee? 

8 If I climb the heavens, you are there! 
If I make Sheol my bed, you are here! 

9 Should I raise my wings in the Orient, 
that I might settle in the westernmost sea, 

10 Even there your left hand you would lower upon me, 
and seize me with your riglit hand. -

11 Then I realized, 
Even in the Darkness he observes me, 
and in the Night daylight is all round me. 

12 Even the Darkness is not very dark for you, 
since the Night shines for you like the day, 
the Darkness like light. 

13 Yes, you created my inmost self, 
have sheltered me from the womb of my mother. 

14 I praise you, Most High, 
because you are awesome; 
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I fall in adoration before you, 
so dreadful in your deeds. 

My soul itself you have known of old, 
15 my bones were never hidden from you, 

Since I was nipped off in the Secret Place, 
kneaded in the depths of the nether world. 

16 Your eyes beheld my life stages, 
upon your scroll all of them were inscribed; 

My days were shaped, 
when I was not yet seen by them. 

17 But for me, how weighty are your thoughts, 
0 El, how powerful their essence! 

18 Could I count them-more numerous than sand! 
May I rise and my continuance be with you! 

19 Oh that you, 0 God, would slay the wicked! 
0 men of idols, tum away from mel 

20 Because they gaze upon every figurine, 
raise their eyes to vanities arrayed. 

21 Look! those who hate you, Yahweh, have I hated, 
and your challengers held in loathing. 

22 With perfect hatred have I hated them, 
they have been my foes. 

23 Examine me, El, 
and know my heart; 

Test me, 
and know my cares. 

24 Then see if an idol has held sway over me, 
and lead me into the eternal dominion! 

NOTES 

§ 139 

cxxxix. A psalm of innocence composed by a religious leader (cf. 
vs. 21) who was accused of idol worship. Creating an inclusion, the 
psalmist begins (vs. 1) and ends (vss. 23-24) the poem with an appeal 
to Yahweh to investigate penonally, on the basis of his omniscience 
and universal presence, the charges of idolatry brought against him. 
Verses 2-6 contain a description of God's knowledge as well as his 
foreknowledge; vs. 2, yiida'tii, "You know," and vs. 6, da'at, "your 
knowledge," and liih, "it" (your knowledge) neatly indicate the limits 
of the stanza describing the divine omniscience. In the following stanza 
(vss. 7-12) the poet portrays the cosmic presence of Yahweh in heaven 
(vs. Sa), in the nether world (vss. Sb and 11-12), and upon the surface 
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of the earth (vss. 9-10). In this description the poet skillfully appropriates 
two motifs: the tripartite division of the cosmos (first NOTES on Pss lxi 3 
and Jxxvii 19) and the four cardinal points (sixth NOTE on Ps lxxiv 12 
and third NoTE on Ps lxxv 7). When describing God as the Creator 
and Provider in the next stanza ( vss. 13-16), the poet implicitly resumes 
the thought of vss. 2-6, since these divine attributes imply universal 
knowledge, especially since the creation of man took place in the nether 
world (vs. 15b-c). In the final stanza (vss. 17-22), which begins with 
w•li, "But for me," and ends with vs. 22, li, "my," the psalmist professes 
his faith in God's omniscience (vss. 17-18a), then avows his innocence 
and repudiates idolaters and idol worship. Thus the psalm is a carefully 
structured unity whose parts are bound by numerous verbal and con
ceptual links pointed out in the following NOTES. 

Though some ambiguities inherent in the consonantal system of writing 
remain, the application of Northwest Semitic philological principles to 
the MT (greatly superior to 11 QPs• which preserves vss. 8-24) makes it 
difficult to endorse the view, lately maintained by CCD, that the current 
Hebrew text is rather poorly preserved. This application also uncovers new 
literary and semantic rapprochements with the Book of Job, thus lending 
substance to the view that ascribes the psalm to the same literary ambience 
as Job. In fact, the dating of the psalm, wrongly dated in the post-Exilic 
period by many scholars, will depend to a considerable degree on the date 
of Job, now correctly being ascribed to the seventh century B.c. by Pope 
in his introduction to Job; Albright, YGC, p. 258, and Hans Bardtke in 
Das Ferne und Nahe Wort: Festschrift Leonhard Rost, ed. Fritz Maass 
(Berlin, 1967), pp. 1-10. 

This translation and the NOTES owe much to the dissertation of Jan 
C. M. Holman, "Psalm 139: Basic Exegesis," appearing in Biblische 
Zeitschrift 14 (1970). 

1. examine me. Since he has been accused of worshiping idols, the 
psalmist asks Yahweh to examine him concerning the accuracy of the 
charge. The traditional rendering of perfect J.iaqartanl as preterit "thou 
hast searched me" (RSV) is inexplicable in view of the ending of the poem 
(vs. 23), J.ioqrenl 'el w•da' I•biibl, "Examine me, El, and know my heart." 
From the two imperatives of vs. 23 it seems reasonably clear that the 
beginning of the inclusion must also be understood as an imperative; 
the closing request is meaningless if the opening verbs state facts rather 
than express requests. Hence J.iaqartanl must be parsed as a precative 
perfect, much like the precative perfects in Ps ix 5-6 that are balanced 
by imperatives in vss. 20-21. Note too that the psalm of innocence Ps 
xxvi begins with a series of imperatives (vss. 1-2). 

and know me. Repointing MT wattedii', with consecutive waw, to 
w•teda', with conjunctive waw. It parses as a jussive following the precative 
perfect J.iaqartanl, "examine me," whose pronominal suffix it shares. This 
jussive has its counterpart in imperative w•da', "and know," in vs. 23. 
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A precative-jussive sequence may be seen in UT, 77:38-39, ar yr"{; wyr"fJ 
yark, "Let shine the moon, and may the moon shine upon youl" 

yourself. Following the long-standing recommendation to transfer vs. 2, 
'attah, "you," to the end of vs. 1. Both verses profit metrically from this 
transfer, and vs. 1 acquires a chiastic structure, the verse now beginning 
with yhwh and ending with 'attah, "yourself." The psalmist will not settle 
for an inquiry conducted by one of Yahweh's messengers or interpreters, 
but demands an investigation of the charges by Yahweh in person. 

2. You know. In vss. 2-4 the psalmist describes the omniscience of 
Yahweh. Knowing every detail of the psalmist's daily routine, God should 
be able to pass judgment on his guilt or innocence. 

You know ... you discern. For the Ugaritic parallelism yd'//bn see the 
first NoTE on Ps lxxxii 5. 

my sitting and my standing. The phrase sibti w•qumi is an instance 
of merismus or antithetic parallelism embracing the whole outward life 
of the psalmist. The following colon describes God's knowledge of his 
inner life. 

you discern my thoughts. The identification of this same phrase in 
Job xvi 21 requires modification of the current view that re'i, "my 
thoughts," is an Aramaism occurring only in this psalm (see also vs. 17). 
Job xvi 21 reads, w•yohaQ l•geber 'im '•/o"h ubin (MT uben) 'adam 
l•re'ehu, "Can mere man argue with God, or mortal discern his thoughts?" 
For details, cf. Dahood in The Role of the Phoenicians in the Interaction 
of Mediterranean Civilizations, p. 124. The identification of the phrase 
in Job further secures the reading /•re'i, "my thoughts," against those 
manuscripts and versions (LXX, Syr.) which read I•de'i, "my knowledge." 
In llQPsa the first seven verses of this psalm are missing. This striking 
rapprochement with the Book of Job affords invaluable insight into the 
literary ambience of our poet. 

my thoughts. The use of singular re'i with a collective meaning, whereas 
in vs. 17 the poet employs plural re'eka, "your thoughts," may have 
been inspired by the desire for assonance with first-colon sibti and qumi. 
In vs. 15a he uses collective singular 'a.rmi, "my bones," to effect as
sonance with vs. 14, napsi, "my soul." The counterweight of re"i, "my 
thoughts," is found in vs. 23, for'appay, "my cares," with which it forms 
an inclusion. 

from a distance. The keenness of God's vision is set forth in terms 
recalling the sight of an eagle in Job xxxix 29, l•meraQoq 'enayw yabbifu, 
"His eyes view from a distance." 

3. My departure. With Zorell, ZLH, p. 79b, 'orQi is preferably parsed 
as an infinitive construct of 'araQ, "to depart, make a journey," since 
its opposite number in vs. 2 is the infinitive construct qumi, "my standing." 
Contrast RSV "my path," a poor parallel to rib'i, which it renders "my 
lying down." 

my arrival. The working hypothesis that 'orQi w•rib"i represents the 
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meristic equivalent of vs. 2, sibti w•qum'i, finds support in UT, 2 Aqht:v: 
12-13, hlk qst ybln hl ysrb' q:{t, "Look, he brings a bow; look, he 
fetches arrows," where causative ysrb', "he fetches," stems from rb', 
signifying "to come, arrive," in the simple conjugation. Compare M', 
"to come," but "to bring" in hiphil. 

you survey. Jacob Barth, Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenUindischen 
Gesellschaft 41 (1887), 607, proposed what remains the most viable 
etymology of zer'itii, "you survey," when relating it to zeret, "span," i.e., 
something measured. On Ugar. dry, "to cut into pieces," cf. M. Dahood, 
Biblica 38 (1957), 62-64, and on Ugar. drt, "span, measure," UHP, 
pp. 7-8. 

my travels. Within the context this seems to be the sense of d•riikay, 
literally "my ways." 

superintend. The root of hiskantiih is well attested in Ugar. skn, "gover
nor," and skn bt (=Isa xxii 15), "superintendent of the palace." 

4. The word. Supposedly an Aramaism in our poem and commonly 
accepted as such elsewhere in the Bible (cf. Wagner, Aramiiismen, pp. 77-
78), milliih is more accurately classified as part of the Northwest Semitic 
vocabulary which gained wide currency in Aramaic dialects. As noticed 
in Biblica 44 (1963), 71-72, the verb mil, "to speak," occurs in Karatepe 
n: 16-17, wbl kn mtmll bymty ldnnym, "But there was no one speaking 
against the Danunians in my days." The noun mlh, "word," occurs already 
in the Aramaic Sefire Inscriptions of ca. 740 B.c. 

even. Understanding kl, as in vs. 13, as the asservative particle balancing 
second-colon hinneh, which is also emphatic. Since this verse climaxes 
the poet's disquisition on God's omniscience (vs. 5 begins a new topic), 
the use of two emphatic particles is apposite. 

off my tongue. Better than RSV "on my tongue." See C. H. Gordon, 
Introduction to Old Testament Times (Ventnor, N.J., 1953), pp. 92-93, 
who compares the Iliad x 540, "Not yet was his whole word spoken," and 
UT, 1 Aqht: 113, bph rgm lyfa, "From his mouth the word had not gone 
forth." 

you know. yiida'tii forms an inclusion with vs._ 2, yiida'tii and closes 
the first stanza (vss. 2-4) describing Yahweh's omniscience. 

all of it. The concept of kulliih will be evoked by vs. 16, kulliim, 
"all of them," referring to the stages of the psalmist's life known by God 
even before they transpire. 

5. Behind and before. Another case of merismus, 'iif:ior wiiqedem 
secondarily suggests "west and east" (the four cardinal points are found 
in vss. 9-10). Compare Isa ix 11; Job xviii 20 where "westerners" 
('af:i•ronim) and "easterners" (qadmonim) are said to be astounded, 
another instance of merismus designating the whole earth from one end 
to the other, and Job xxiii 8, where qedem, "east," contrasts with 'iif:ior, 
"west." Cf. Fohrer in Words and Meanings, p. 96. 

you encompass me. An attempt to preserve the metaphor suggested by 
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'iif:ior wiiqedem (see preceding NoTE). Most ancient versions derived ljar
tiini from lfUr, a by-form of yii.far, "to form, fashion," but this derivation 
ill suits the context. More consonant with the theme of the second stanza 
is the derivation from !fur, "to shut in, besiege," favored by BDB, p. 848b. 

and you lay. One suspects that the consecutive waw of wattiilet should 
be read as the conjunctive waw, so that the form would read w•tiilit; 
both !fartanl and ta.lit express present activity and the qtl/ /yqtl is a 
stylistic variation of verb forms. Expositors offer contrasting interpretations 
of the action depicted here, but Yahweh's absolute control of the psalmist's 
movements seems uppermost in the psalmist's mind. Cf. Job xiii 21, "Your 
palm remove far from me, and with your arm do not terrify me!" In 
our verse the word order is chiastic. 

your palms. Since in vs. 10 "left hand" connotes north, and "right 
hand" south, the poet virtually alludes to the four cardinal points. The 
remarkable defective spelling kpkh for standard kpykh points to the 
Northern Israelite origin of the psalm. A similar instance of defective 
spelling is witnessed in Prov xxxi 20, kappehii (MT kappiih) piir"siih le'iinl 
w<yiidehii sill•f:iiih ZO.'ebyon, "Her palms she stretches out to the poor, 
and her hands she extends to the needy." Here the A+B+c//A.+a+c 
pattern requires that consonantal kph be vocalized dual kappehii, "her 
palms," instead of MT singular kappiih, "her palm." It is now widely 
admitted that Prov xxxi 10-31 is an Israelite adaptation of a Canaanite
Phoenician poem that would have been written without vowel letters; 
on this assumption the Masoretic mispointing becomes explicable. 

6. Too overpowering. The unexplained morphology of consonantal pl'yh 
grows clearer with the analysis into p, "and, for" and l'yh, "to be strong," 
discussed at Ps vii 13. What lends this analysis conviction is the parallelism 
with second-colon 'ukal, "I can [not] attain," the same parallelism as in 
Prov xxx 1, l•'w'el w•'ukal, two personal names which may be interpreted 
"I am strong, 0 El," and "I am able," as proposed in PNWSP, 
p. 57, and followed by Fritsch, Journal of Religion 46 (1966), 71, and 
E. Lipi.Ilski, VT 17 (1967), 68-75, especially 74-75. Hence vocalize 
lii'•yiih, with the preservation of the third radical -y as, for instance, in 
Ps lvii 2, /:iiisiiyiih. 

for me. The poet effectively contrasts mimmennl, "for me," with 
vs. 12, mimmekii, "for you," and vs. 15, mimmekkii, "from you." 

your knowledge. Heb. da'at need not be furnished with its own suffix 
since it can share that of vs. 5, kappekiih, "your palms." The LXX also 
reads "your knowledge." 

Relevant to this discussion is the reading of Symmachus, hyperballei 
me he gnosis sou, "Your knowledge overpowers me." 

7. Where ... Oh where. The sequence 'iiniih .•• w•'iiniih may be 
compared with UT, 49:rv:46, an Ian ysps, "Where, Oh where, 0 sun 
goddess?" 

from your spirit ... from your face. Signifying Yahweh's presence 
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everywhere. This psalm has been fittingly entitled "The Hound of Heaven" 
by The Grail Psalms. 

can I flee? By his question the poet does not imply that he wishes 
to escape God, but that escape would be impossible even if he wished 
it. The alliteration of the words is interesting; in the first colon the 
first two words begin with aleph and the third begins with mem, while 
in the second colon (prescinding from emphatic waw of w•'iiniih, "Oh 
where?") the first and third words begin with aleph and the middle 
vocable with mem. Again the word order is chiastic; after the particle 
'iiniih, "Where?" with which each colon begins, we have in vs. 7a verb 
plus prepositional phrase but prepositional phrase plus verb in vs. 7b. 

8. If I climb the heavens. Grammatically, Siimayim, "the heavens," is 
an accusative of place, a construction present in UT, Krt:75-76, fa ydk 
smm, "Raise your hands toward heaven." 

If I climb the heavens . . . If I make Sheol my bed. Commentators 
have correctly directed attention to the similar sentiment in EA 264: 15-19, 
:SUmma nitil/i ana same/samema :SUmma nurad ina irzite u re:SUnu/rusunu 
ina qateka, "If we ascend to heaven, if we descend to the nether world, 
our head is in your hands." Cf. Amos ix 2, "If they burrow into Sheol, 
from there will my hand take them; if they mount the heavens, from there I 
will make them descend." 

there ... you are here. The rare parallelism between siim, "there," 
and hinnekii, "you are here," might be compared with UT, 95: 10, hnny 
'mny, "here with us two," and 14-15, tmny 'm adtny, "there with our 
lady." 

if I make Sheol my bed. The psalmist uses an explicitly subjunctive 
verb form 'a.r~l'iih to express condition, whereas in the first colon he 
employed the conditional particle 'im followed by an ordinary imperfect 
form 'essaq. 

The motif of Sheol as a place of beds is documented at Ps lxxxviii 6. 
To the texts cited there should be added 4Q (Discoveries in the Judaean 
Desert, V) Text 184:5-6, NW'yh y~w·y sbt [ ... ] m'mqy bwr mlwnwtyh 
mskby bwsk, "Her [the harlot's] beds are beds -of the Pit, [ ... ] the 
depths of the Shaft, her lodgings are the couches of Darkness." 

Though one tradition, represented by such texts as Ps Ixxxviii 6 and 
Jon ii 5, holds that God is absent from Sheol, another school of thought 
confesses Yahweh's presence even in the realm of the dead; cf. Pss xxiii 4, 
xcv 4; Hos iv 16; Amos ix 2; Job xxvi 6; Prov xv 11. Hence one 
must modify the comment of The Oxford Annotated Bible to this verse, 
"It is a new thought that God is in Sheol as well as in heaven." 

9. my wings. Repointing after LXX, Syr. k•niipay for MT construct 
kanpe, "the wings of." The biblical phrase 'dsii' k•niipay has a close 
cognate in UT, 76:11: 10, tsu knp btlt 'nt, "Virgin Anath raised her wings." 

in the Orient. The psalmist pictures a flight from the extreme east to 
the farthest west. Like vs. 8, Siimayim, "the heavens," and vs. 11, bosek, 
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"in the Darkness," both accusatives of place, sa/;lar, "in the Orient," parses 
as an accusative of place in balance with the prepositional phrase in the 
second colon, b•'a/:larit yam, "in the westernmost sea." Through this gram
matical analysis we rediscover the first of the four cardinal points poetically 
expressed in vss. 9-10. Thus siif:iar here answers to vs. 5, qedem, which 
connotes "east," and is reminiscent of the parallelism in UT, 75:1:7-8, km 
sl;ir .•. km qdm, "like the dawn/Orient ... like the daybreak/east." Cf. 
second NoTE on Ps lxxxviii 14. As a corollary, llQPs• sl;ir further excludes 
the emendation to knJr, "like an eagle," based upon the Syriac version. 

that I might settle. Parsing 'esk•niih as a subjunctive or volitive form 
ending in -iih to express purpose. Cf. Jon iv 2, qiddamti libroal:i 
tarslsiih, "I rose at dawn/in the east to flee to Tarshish," where the denomi
native verb from qedem, "dawn, east," is subtly contrasted with Tarshish 
which stood in the extreme west. 

in the westernmost sea. In the prepositional phrase b•'a/:larit yiim, 
which the psalmist employs as a stylistic variant to the first-colon ac
cusative of place (cf. Exod xv 6-7 for balance between accusative of 
means and prepositional phrase), the concept "west" is expressed twice; 
cf. vs. 5, 'iil;ior, "behind," but connoting west, and yam, "west," in Ezek 
x 19 and elsewhere. 

10. your left hand. Primarily denoting "left hand" in this context (see 
the fifth NOTE on Ps cxxxviii 7), yad•kii secondarily connotes the north, 
thus giving the third cardinal point in this description of divine omni
presence. Cf. L. Alonso Schokel, Salmos (Madrid, 1966), p. 364, who 
renders yad•ka by tu izquierda, "your left hand." 

you would lower upon me, and seize me. Preserving the chiastic word 
order of the original. MT tanl;ieni, ''you would lead me," has a beneficent 
meaning that wherever the psalmist goes God's providential care ac
companies him, but such is not the tenor of the passage. As in vs. 5, 
the burden of these verses is that there is no place in the universe 
where the poet can escape Yahweh's control and dominion. Hence one 
should repoint to t•nil;ieni, the hiphil of nwl;i, "to rest." Cf. Eccles xi 6, 
"From morning sow your seed, and till evening lower not ['al tiina/;I] your 
hand," and Isa !xiii 14; rua/:I yhwh t•nil;iennu ken nihagtii 'amm•ka, "Your 
spirit, Yahweh, you lowered upon him [Moses]; thus did you guide your 
people." As in the Isaiah text, the suffix of t•ni/:leni in our verse is datival. 
Though llQPs• tn/:lny seems to sustain MT, it excludes the emendation 
to tiqqiil;iiini, "will you take me," inspired by the LXX and Syriac versions. 

and seize me. Retaining Yahweh as the subject of to'l;iazeni and compar
ing the NOTE on Ps cxxxviii 7, give me victory. The versions understand 
the verb in a friendly sense, but the context requires a hostile meaning, 
as in Job xvi 12, "I was at ease and he crushed me, I Seized ['al;iaz] me by 
the neck and mangled me." This semantic rapprochement between the 
psalm and Job furnishes another indication of the literary provenance 
of the psalm. 
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with your right hand. As in Ps cxxxviii 7, y•minekii parses as the 
accusative of means. The Canaanite poet expresses a similar idea by the 
use of a prepositional phrase in UT, 76:11:6-7, qsthn abd bydh wq~'th bm 
ymnh, "His bow he took in his left hand, and his arrows in his right 
hand." Since it also means "the south," y•m!nekii, "your right hand," 
refers to the fourth cardinal point in this description of God's omnipresence. 
The motif of the four cardinal points is documented in second NOTE on 
Ps xlviii 8 and sixth NOTE on Ps lxxiv 12. This grammatical analysis 
discloses that the psalmist repeats the thought of vs. 5, only altering the 
directional allusions; here he refers to the north and the south, while 
alluding to the west and the east in vs. 5. 

11. in the Darkness ..• the Night .•• 15. the Secret Place ••• the 
nether world These four terms for the underworld may profitably be 
compared with Ps lxxxviii 12-13, which list the four epithets "the Grave 
. . . Abaddon . . . the darkness . . . the Land of Forgetfulness." 

in the Darkness. Like vs. 8, Siimayim, "the heavens," and vs. 9, sabar, 
"in the Orient," bofok parses as an accusative of place. The close literary 
ties between the psalm and Job are further underscored by the specific 
use of bosek in Job xvii 13, "When I called Sheol my house, in the 
Darkness (baf:u5fok) spread out my couch," and in xviii 18, "They will 
chase him from daylight into the Darkness, and from the world they 
will drive him." A full discussion can be found in Tromp, Primitive Con
ceptions, pp. 95-98. 

he observes me. A viable solution of disputed y•supeni (1 lQPsa yswpny 
dissuades emendation) is supplied by Job ix 17, 'aser bis•'ariih y•supeni 
w•hirbiih p'~ii'ay binniim, "Who observes me from the storm cloud, and 
stealthily multiplies my bruises" (on l,linnam, "stealthily," see discussion 
at Ps xxxv 7). The verb Siifa, "he watches, looks," is very common in 
Arabic. Accordingly one must decline the long-standing emendation of 
y•supenl, "he observes me," to y•sukkeni, "he hedges me in," recom
mended anew by Bardtke, Liber Psalmorum, in the new edition of the 
Hebrew Bible, BHS. 

in the Night. Like its opposite number f:u5sek, "in the Darkness," lay/ah 
is an accusative of place. Again Job provides the desired nuance: xxvii 20, 
tassigehu kammayim balliihot lay/ah g•nabattu supiih, "Terrors will over
take him like a flood, I Night will kidnap him like a tempest." For details, 
see fourth NOTE on Ps lxix 25, and compare also Job xxxiv 25 and UT, 
137: 14, gr ll, "The Mountain of Night," probably an epithet of the abode 
of the dead. The parallel pair l,lsk//ll occurs in the Phoenician Inscription 
of Arslan Tash (lines 19-20). 

daylight. Cf. Job xviii 18, cited in the second NoTE on this verse, 
where 'or, "daylight," is synonymous with tebel, "the world." 1 lQPs• 
reads 'zr (MT 'wr) b'dy, "He encircles round me," a reading whose 
tautology tells against its originality, since our poet is very economical 
with words. 
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all round me. The hapax legomenon ba'adenl (llQPs• eliminates it, 
reading the common form b'dy; cf. Biblica 47 [1966], 142) has been ex
plained as the preposition ba'ad followed by the verbal suffix -enl, which 
would be anomalous here. Ugaritic and South Arabic b'dn, "around,'' 
argue that the preposition here is also b'dn followed by the correct nominal 
suffix -I; see the discussion of taf:itenl at Ps xviii 40, beneath me. The 
choice of this alternate form ba'adenl is perhaps motivated by the desire 
for assonance with the corresponding first-colon word y•supeni, "he ob
serves me." 

12. Even the Darkness. As in vs. 11, f:iosek, "the Darkness,'' designates 
the underworld. Though many critics consider the line overloaded, and 
accordingly delete as an Aramaic gloss the last two words, which however 
are present in llQPsn, the verse can be scanned as a tricolon with a 
9: 9: 6 syllable count. 

is (not) very dark. Hiphil yaf:islk with intransitive force is a hapax 
legomenon which BDB, p. 365a, defines "hide, conceal," and which 
11 QPs• prefers to read as qal yf:isk. What is perhaps involved here is 
the elative use of the hiphil, to be compared with Ps Ii 9, 'a/bin, "I'll be 
much whiter" (fourth Norn on Ps Ii 9 and THE GRAMMAR OF THE 
PSALTER). 

the Night. As in vs. 11, layliih, "the Night," is the nether world. 
shines for you. Reading y•'lrekii (for MT yiiir ka-), whose dative suffix 

-kii expresses the dative of advantage. Cf. UT, 77:39, wyrb yark, "And 
may the moon shine upon you!" and Isa lx 19, lo' yii'lr liik, "[The moon] 
will not shine for you." Prosodically, the reading y•'lrekii creates fine 
assonance with mimmekii, "for you," and serves as the predicate of both 
the preceding and following similes. 

13. Yes. With Briggs (CECBP, II, p. 496), interpreting ki as the 
asseverative particle, and not causal with many versions. The point of 
the affirmation seems to be that creation implies full knowledge of the 
person created. Hence Yahweh should know the inmost thoughts of the 
psalmist. Other texts illustrating the "creation connotes cognition" motif 
include Ps xxx.iii 15, "The Creator inspects their intention, I the Observer 
all their works." 

my inmost self. Heb. kilyotiiy literally denotes "my reins." 
have sheltered me. One encounters various translations and derivations 

of MT t•sukkenl ( 11 QPs• tswkny), but the recognition that the preposi
tion b• of the following word b•be[en might well mean "from" (cf. LXX 
ek gastros, Syr. min karseh, "from the womb") should enter into the 
discussion of the etymology of t•sukkenl. Witnessed in Pss v 12, cxl 8, 
and Job i 10, siikak, "to screen, shelter,'' makes an unexceptionable 
parallel to qiinltii, "you created,'' and turns the verse into an affirmation 
of the two doctrines of Creation and Providence. The pairing of qt/ 
and yqtl verb forms accords with the canons of pre-Exilic poetry, and 
renders a late dating of the psalm highly improbable. 
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from the womb. Consult the preceding Norn and Biblica 44 (1963), 
301, on b•, "from," in the phrase b•befen. The psalmist may be adwnbrat
ing here the motif explicitly mentioned in vs. 15 and in Job i 21. 

14. I praise you, Most High. This much-disputed verse may be scanned 
as a tetracolon with a 4: 5: 5: 6 syllable count. Since the expression 'i5deh 
'al does not recur elsewhere with 'al as the preposition, it seems indicated 
that 'al (or 'el) be identified as the divine epithet, and the phrase be 
compared with Ps xxxii 5, 'i5deh 'ell p•sa'ay l•yhwh, "I shall confess, 0 
Most High, I my transgressions, 0 Yahweh!" The collocation with vs. 
13a, qiinltii, "you created," seems designed to evoke Gen xiv 19, 'el 
'elyon qoneh siimayim wii'iire~. "El Most High, the Creator of Heaven 
and Earth," while the connection with the concept of Providence in vs. 
13b echoes Ps Iv 23, "Your Provider is the Most High Yahweh, I your 
Benefactor who will sustain you." 

you are awesome. With its reading nwr' 'th, "you are awesome," llQPsa 
opens an exit from the impasse created by MT ni5rii'i5t, "awesome things." 
But it is not necessary to supply an extra aleph with 1 lQPsa, since the 
evidence quoted at Ps Ix 11 proves that when the same consonant 
(especially aleph) ended one word and began the next, it was often written 
but once; thus consonantal nwr't can be vocalized ni5rii' 'attii, as observed 
in Biblica 47 (1966), 141. 

I fall in adoration before you. Redividing and repainting MT nipleti 
niplii'lm to niipalti niipi5l ('iiyi5m), a finite verb (modified by the suffix 
of ma'afokii, "your works,"-hence "I fall ... before you") followed 
by the infinitive absolute. Compare Job xxxvii 2, sim'u Siimoa', "Listen 
carefully!" This unusual position of the infinitive absolute after the finite 
verb argues another stylistic connection between the psalm and Job. Cf. 
also UT, 121:n:10, yspi spu, and contrast Esth vi 13, niipol tippi51, "She 
fell in adoration." The third colon thus corresponds conceptually to the 
first colon, and the fourth colon answers to the second. 

so dreadful in your deeds. When the final three consonants of MT 
nipliilm are repainted 'iiyi5m, "dreadful," there emerges the parallelism 
with second-colon ni5rii', "awesome," which recalls Hab i 7, 'iiyi5m w•norii', 
"dreadful and awesome." 

in your deeds. The syntax of the phrase 'iiyi5m ma'afokii, "so dreadful 
in your deeds," has been elucidated by a comparison with Ps lxvi 3, 
mah nni5rii' ma'asekii, "so terrifying by your deeds." In other contexts 
the works of God often refer to Creation and Salvation; in this passage 
the psalmist intends Creation and Providence. 

My soul itself. The w• of w•napsl evidently serves the role of emphasis. 
you have known. Repointing MT yoda'at (participle) to preterit yiida'tii; 

thus the pairing with nik/:iad, "hidden," equals that of Ps lxix 6, "O God, 
you know [yiida'tii] my folly, I and my faults are not hidden [nikf:iiidu] 
from you." 

of old. Given the large number of dialectal forms in the Psalter, the 
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proposed emendation of consonantal m'd to me'iiz may prove needless; 
suffice it to read me'iid, "of old," discussed at Ps xciii 5, for MT m•'od, 
"much." Another dialectal form receives comment at vs. 16. 

15. my bones. MT 'o~ml is a hapax legomenon in this sense, and GB, 
p. 611 b, correctly suspects that consonantal '~m relates to 'e~em, "bone," 
rather than to 'o~em, "might"; one may dissent, however, from his proposed 
plural vocalization 'a~iimay, "my bones." llQPsa reads differently, '~by, 

"my pain[s]." Since the psalmist gives evidence of seeking prosodic effects 
such as rhyme and assonance (cf. vss. 11-12, 23), the preferable reading 
seems to be ·~ml, understood collectively, a disyllabic counterpart to 
napsl, "my soul"; the 8:8 syllable count would become 8:9 with the 
trisyllabic plural form 'a~iimay, "my bones." Consult the NOTE to collective 
singular re'I, "my thoughts," in vs. 2, and the third NOTE on Ps ciii 1. 

Since. With its temporal as well as causal meanings, English "Since" 
well reproduces Heb. 'aser, which also carries these two senses. Which is 
intended here cannot be determined with certainty. 

I was nipped off. The pual hapax legomenon 'U.Ssetl may tentatively 
be derived from 'issiih, "to squeeze, press," recognized by most lexicons 
in Ezek xxiii 3, 8, 21, and by some dictionaries also here. On the oc
currence of this verb in Prov vi 32, see Dahood, PNWSP, pp. 13-14; 
Scott, Proverbs • Ecclesiastes, ad loc.; Barucq, Le livre des Proverbes, p. 80. 

The metaphor would be that drawn by Job xxx.iii 6, "Indeed I am like 
a juglet from God; from clay I, too, was nipped off [qor~tl]." This motif 
neatly accords with the description of Sheol, the place of man's creation, 
as a land of slime and mud; cf. first NOTE on Ps v 10, fourth NOTE 

on Ps vii 6, third NOTE on Ps xxii 16, second NOTE on Ps xxx 10, and 
the comments on Ps xc 3. 

in the Secret Place. From the apparent synonymous parallelism with 
"the depths of the nether world," one may infer that seter is another 
poetic name for Sheol. This inference is borne out by Job xiv 13, "Oh 
that you would hide me in Sheol I put me into the Secret Place [tastlrem1 
till your anger pass"; Isa xiv 19, Jo' basseter dibbartl bim•qom 'ere~ 

}JOiek Jo' 'iimartl J•zera' ya'aqob tohU baqq•sunl, "I did not speak in the 
Secret Place, in the tomb of the nether world of darkness. I did not say, 
'O offspring of Jacob, seek me in chaos'"; Job xi 13, "Bury them in the 
dust together; I swathe their faces in the Hidden Place [tiimun]"; Job 
iii 21, "Who await Death and annihilation by him, that the Hidden Place 
[mafmunlm] might engorge them." Tromp, Primitive Conceptions, ad Joe., 
discusses all these texts. 

kneaded. Another hapax legomenon in the pual conjugation, ruqqamtl 
is often defined, "I was skilfully wrought" (BDB, p. 955b), and the 
underlying metaphor understood as cloth of variegated colors, since roqem 
does signify "a variegator, a weaver in colors." However, commentators 
who adopt this translation (the ancient versions seem unfamiliar with 
the idea) cannot explain satisfactorily the comparison of the human 
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body with multicolored cloth. Gunkel, for example, suggests (Psalmen, 
p. 591) that the poet is thinking of the bright colors inside the human 
body. If the figure is that of the potter (see NOTES on vs. 16), ruqqamtl 
would describe the action of working the clay into a uniform mixture by 
pressing, folding, and stretching. 

the depths of the nether world. The fifth NoTE on Ps !xiii 10 examines 
this translation of tal;ztlyyot 'are~, which effectively rules out the exegesis 
of this expression as "figurative language for the 'womb' " ( CCD). This 
definition and the identification of 'al, "Most High," in vs. 14, relate this 
passage to Ps lxxxvi 13, "Since your love is great, 0 Most High, you will 
rescue me from deepest Sheol." 

Certain commentators (cf. Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 497) deny the 
concept of the creation of the substance of the human body in Sheol, 
the abode of the dead, beneath the earth. Such a concept would imply 
pre-existence, a thought elsewhere unknown to the Old Testament, accord
ing to these same expositors, and improbable in itself. But an impressive 
number of texts take for granted that man originated and pre-existed 
in the nether world; cf., e.g., Gen ii 7, iii 19; Ps xc 3; Eccles iii 20, v 14, 
xii 7; Ecclus xi 1; Job i 21. 

16. my life stages. As proposed in Biblica 40 (1959), 168-69, the 
hapax legomenon golml (MT) can be rendered meaningfully when repointed 
to gllay-ml (with enclitic ml) and gil identified with the substantive in Ps 
xliii 4 and Dan i 10. Also see P. Bonnard, Le psautier selon Jeremie 
(Paris, 1960), p. 226, and Wagner, Aramiiismen, p. 41. 

upon your scroll. Upon which are written God's decrees regarding the 
psalmist's destiny; cf. Ps xi 8, "In the inscribed scroll it is written to my 
debit"; Rev v 1-5; and Exod xxxii 32. 

your scroll .•• were inscribed. Consult the third NOTE on Ps !xix 
29 for the Ugaritic-Hebrew collocation of the roots spr and ktb. 

all of them. The plural suffix of kulliim finds its plural antecedent in 
revocalized gllay-ml, "my life stages," and harks back to vs. 4, kulliih, 
"all of it." 

My days. Plural yiimim is modified by the suffix of "my life stages"; 
cf. Pss xviii 15, lxxvii 19; Prov xxvii 23, etc. 

were inscribed. The texts cited at Ps !xix 29 point to the conclusion 
that kiitab, "to write, inscribe," was used as a terminus technicus for 
determining the fate of a man. 

I was not yet seen. One of the more baffling phrases, MT lo' 'el;zad 
yields good sense when vocalized lo' 'el;ziide and the latter parsed as the 
dialectal niphal form for classical 'el;ziize, "I was seen"; another instance 
of Canaanite d for Heb. z is remarked upon in vs. 14, me'iid, "of old," 
for classical Heb. me'iiz, while the other biblical occurrences of Ugar. 
l;zdy, "to gaze, perceive," are treated in NOTES on Pss iv 9, xxi 7, xxxiii 
15, and xlix 11. Like the Servant (Isa xlix 1, 5), Jeremiah (i 5), and the 
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Apostle Paul (Gal i 15), the psalmist was predestined; his life stages 
and his days were decided and counted even before he was seen by them. 

by them. In Biblica 40 (1959), 34, bahem was rendered "among them," 
but llQPsn mhmh and the reading mhm of three manuscripts suggest 
that biihem expresses the agent with the passive verb 'elµide, "I was seen." 
This analysis obtains for Gen xlix 6, "Into their council let my soul 
not enter, by their assembly let my liver not be inspected [biq•hiiliim 
'al telµide]." Cf. also Judg vii 7; I sam xiv 6, and Ezek xxvii 34, 
'attii nisbart (MT 'et nisberet) miyyammlm b•ma'amaqqe miiylm, "Now 
you are wrecked by the sea, by the depths of the sea." Though the divine 
eyes beheld the psalmist's career even before he was created, the days 
had to await his conception before they could perceive him. Compare Job 
iii 3, "Perish the day I was born, and the night that saw the conception 
of a man." 

17. But for me. With li begins a new stanza that also closes with 11 
in vs. 22. 

how weighty ••. 0 El. The concurrence of yiiq•ru and 'el in the same 
colon can scarcely be dissociated from RS 24.252:2 where g[r w yqr, 
"massive and weighty," are epithets of El; cf. UT, Glossary, No. 1144a. 

your thoughts. Though the ancient versions took re'ekii as "your friends," 
the modem translations which offer "your thoughts," can cite the resultant 
linkage with vs. 2, re'I, "my thoughts," and the contrast between the weighty 
thoughts of El and the poet's superficial ones. 

their essence. "Their principalities" (LXX) and "their poor" (Juxta 
Hebraeos) illustrate the interpretations to which Heb. rii'sehem has lent 
itself, but the improved translation of Ps cxix 160, "The essence [riJ's] 
of your word is your truth, I 0 Eternal One, I The content of your 
judgment is your justice," argues the appositeness of predicating rii'sehem, 
"their essence," of God's thoughts. 

18. more numerous. Contrary to most versions, I consider yirbun the 
last word of the triplet begun in vs. 17, which is characterized by a 
decreasing 9:8:7 syllable count; cf. first NoTB on Ps cxliv 12. 

May I rise. In tandem with jussive 'im tiqtol, "Oh that you would 
slay!" perfect h•ql~oti parses as precative; the psalmist pleads to be en
rolled among the just who will enjoy the gift of resurrection and everlasting 
existence with God. For the documentation of this eschatological sense of 
the verb, see discussion at Ps xvii 15. In vs. 24 he asks to be led into 
the eternal kingdom, thus reiterating the desire expressed here. 

The three prayers uttered in this triplet (with a 9:8:9 syllable count) 
are stylistically interesting. The first prayer is couched in the first-person 
singular precative perfect haqi~oti, "May I rise"; the second is addressed 
to God in the second person, 'im tiqtol, "Oh that you would slay!" and 
for the third request the poet employs the plural imperative suru, "turn 
away!" Using the precative perfect, the jussive, and the imperative forms, 
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the poet rings all the changes that the Hebrew language puts at his disposal 
for the expression of wishes. 

my continuance. As in Pss ciii 5 and cxxxviii 8, 'odi is invested with 
eschatological meaning, denoting the psalmist's perpetual existence with 
God after his resurrection. The poet sets off his envisioned eternity with 
Yahweh against the death he invokes-and is sure will be meted out--'
upon the wicked. 

19. Oh that you ... would slay. Critics correctly compare the optative 
use of 'im in this verse with that in Ps lxxxi 9, but are less felicitous 
when labeling tiq{ol an Aramaism and an argument for the post-Exilic 
dating of the psalm. The occurrence of qii{al "to slay," in Job xiii 15 
and xxiv 14-another lexical link between the psalm and Job-and in 
the eighth-century Inscription of Panamuwa in a mixed Phoenician-Ara
maic dialect, as well as in the contemporary Aramaic Sefire Inscriptions, 
shows that this root belonged to the vocabulary of Northwest Semitic. 
Hence it is not specifically an Aramaism, and its appearance in the psalm 
does not necessarily betoken a late date of composition. 

0 men of idols. Since the psalmist has been accused of worshiping 
idols, he must prove his loyalty to Yahweh by repudiating and imprecat
ing idolaters. The expression 'anse diimlm is examined at Pss v 7 and xxvi 
9, both of which are psalms of innocence. The waw of MT w•'anse, 
significantly omitted in LXX, Symm., Juxta Hebraeos, and 1 lQPs•, may 
be parsed as the vocative particle documented in the second NoTBS 
on Pss lxxiv 12 and lxxxvi 10. Another instance occurs in Ps cxlv 6. 

20. Because they gaze upon. The grammatical subject of third-person 
'aJer yo'm•ru is third-person riiSii', "the wicked," in vs. 19a, though con
ceptually second-person "O men of idols" in vs. 19b is also included. 

gaze upon every figurine. The defective spelling of the original may 
account for MT yo'm•rukii (llQPs• y'mrwk) lim•zimmiih, which yields 
better sense when read yo'm•ru kol m•zimmiih. The fact that m•zimmiih, 
"figurine," is preceded by vs. 19 diimlm, "idols," and followed by saw', 
"vanities," relates this psalm closely to Ps xxvi, also a psalm of innocence, 
which contains these terms in vss. 4, 9, and 10. 

Since the verb 'iimar, "to say," is normally followed by a preposition 
instead of a direct object, it appears likely that yo'm•ru refers to visual 
activity, a meaning discussed at Ps cv 28. 

raise their eyes. Though 1 lQPs• reads preterit plural ns'w, MT niisu' 
can be explained as an infinitive absolute of the Phoenician type whereby 
niiSo' becomes niiSu' through a normal sound change of 6 to u; consult 
the second Norn on Ps ciii 14. To be sure, niiSu' is elliptical and its object 
must be sought in terms of the parallelism, which suggests that "their 
eyes" is the object to be supplied. For the thought, cf. Ps ci 3. 

arrayed. Much-contested MT 'iirekii, "your cities," yields considerable 
sense when revocalized 'iirlk, an adjective or passive participle of 'iirak, 
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"to arrange, array." Cf. Bauer and Leander, Historische Grammatik, 
p. 470, on the passive meanings conveyed by adjectives of this formation. 

21. Look! For this interjectional translation of ha[O', commonly rendered 
as an interrogative particle (RSV, "Do I not hate them ... '/"), see second 
Norn on Ps liv 2. The psalmist's impatience is captured better by "Look." 

Yahweh. Proposals to delete yhwh are countered by llQPs•, which 
reads the Tetragrammaton. 

have I hated. The verb 'esnii' is a terminus technicus in oaths abjuring 
idol worship, as noted at Ps v 6. The two yqtl verbs in this verse seem 
to express the same past time as the two qtl forms of the next line. 

your challengers. MT bit•qom•mekii now appears in llQPs• as mtqwm
mykh, whereas the preceding preposition b of Mr has been changed to m, 
"from." Heb. t•qom•mekii, "your challengers," remains morphologically 
difficult, but not to be emended on that account; cf. Ugar. tgrs, the 
name of a magic club, with preformative t-, and Ps cxxxvii 3, toliilenu, 
"our mockers." 

These "challengers" seem to be the false gods worshiped by "those who 
hate you." 

22. my (toes). Heb. Ii forms an inclusion with vs. 17, w•li, "But for me," 
and closes the stanza begun in vs. 17. 

23. Examine me, El. Imperative l:zoqrenl, "Examine me," forms an 
inclusion with vs. 1, 1:zaqartiini, and proves that the latter is correctly 
parsed as the precative perfect "Examine me," a stylistic surrogate for 
the imperative form. In his plea in vs. 1, the psalmist uses the divine 
name Yahweh, but here he addresses him as El; in other words, he 
divides the composite divine name yhwh 'el, a stylistic characteristic of Ps 
cxliii, to be examined below. See the list of composite divine names in 
the Introduction to this volume. 

and know. Imperative w•da' responds to jussive w•teda', "and know," 
in vs. I. 

my heart. Briggs (CECBP, II, p. 502) rightly comments that the full 
form l•biibi is employed for euphony. With it the quadricolon evinces an 
ascending syllable count of 4:5::4:5, which is upset in llQPs• lby, a 
reading which shows that by the first century B.c. at least (since the monks 
of Qumran copied from earlier master copies) such metrical niceties were 
no longer appreciated. With the Qumranic reading lby the resultant syllable 
count is 4:4: :4:5; that the psalmist sought to end the poem with syllabically 
balanced verses may be inferred from the 7: 7 balance in vs. 22, the 
4:5: :4:5 sequence here, and from the 9:9 syllable count in vs. 24. 

my cares. Or "my anxious thoughts," resuming vs. 1, re'i, "my thoughts." 
The poet's anxieties may have been due to his constant efforts to avoid 
idolatry, mentioned in the next verse. Recurring only in Ps xciv 19, 
far'appiiy, spelled sr'py in 1 lQPs•, is an alternate form, with epenthetic 
or secondary r, of s"ippim, "cares, anxious thoughts," which occurs only 
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in Job iv 13 and xx 2. Consult the first NoTE to Ps xciv 19. Here then 
is another significant bond between this psalm and Job. 

24. an idol. Identifying MT ·o~eb with Isa xlviii 5, ·o~bi, "my idol"; 
this too is how the Targum construed the word, the fourth synonym in 
this poem designating pagan idols. llQPsa ·~b supposes ·a~iib, "idol," 
rather than ·o~eb, which would probably be written fully ·w~b; cf. R. 
Tournay, RB 73 (1966), 261. In Biblical Hebrew 'i4iib, "idol," appears 
only in the plural form, but that fact does not firmly preclude the cropping 
up of the singular form 'i4iib; either ·o~eb or 'i4iib would produce the 
same sense in our verse. 

has held sway over me. One can appreciate the motives of critics 
who delete MT derek as contributing little to the thought, but llQPsa 
drk and the 9:9 syllable count dissuade deletion. The consonants, however, 
become charged with meaning when vocalized as the verb diirak, studied 
at Ps xiv 4. Compare Ps lxxvii 14, "O God, your dominion is over the 
holy ones [baqqodd darkekifj: / What god is greater than you, 0 God?" 

and lead me. The psalmist, convinced that the divine inquiry will find 
him innocent of the charges of idolatry preferred against him, requests 
to be conducted into Paradise when his time comes. It may be observed 
that Ps xvii, a psalm of innocence, closes with the affirmation, "At the 
vindication I I will gaze upon your face; I At the resurrection / I will 
be saturated with your being." This request is thus a reprise of vs. 18, 
"May I rise and my continuance be with you!" 

As pointed out at Pss v 9 and lxxiii 24, n•f:ieni, "lead me," is here a 
terminus technicus connoting "to lead into Paradise." 

into the eternal dominion. Gunkel's comment is revealing: "derek 'oliim 
does not, in any case, mean the way to eternal blessedness." He himself 
opts for "the ancient, i.e., the good old way," and then cites three other 
opinions, all equally questionable. From the same root as diirak, "to hold 
sway," derek equals Ugar. drkt, "dominion, kingdom." Cf. Amos iv 10, 
where this definition renders gratuitous the emendation of b•derek to 
k•deber, "like the pestilence." Hence translate, "I sent among you a pestilence 
from the dominion of Egypt (b•derek mi~rayim)," Cf. Isa x 26, "And 
his rod will be against the sea, and he will lift it against the dominion of 
Egypt [b•derek mi~rayim]." 



PSALM 140 

(cxl 1-14) 

For the director. A psalm of David. 

2 Rescue me, Yahweh, from the evil man, 
from the man of violence protect me, 

3 Because they plan evil things in their heart, 
the day long conspire warfare. 

4 They sharpen their tongue like a serpent, 
viper's venom is under their lips. 

S Guard me, Yahweh, from the hands of the wicked, 
from the man of violence protect me. 

Because they plan to trip my feet, 
6 the presumptuous have hidden a trap for me; 

The villains have spread out a net, 
at path's edge have set lures for me. 

7 I said, "O Yahweh, you are my God, 
give ear, Yahweh, to my plea for mercy. 

8 Yahweh, my Lord, my fortress of safety, 
shelter my head in the day of arms! 

9 Grant not, Yahweh, the wishes of the wicked, 
his evil design do not promote, 0 Exalted!" 

10 The mischief-makers who surround me-
may the poison of their lips drown them! 

11 May he heap upon them hot coals, 
into the Fire may he plunge them! 

From the Miry Bog let them not rise! 
12 The man of tongue-

let him not be established in the land; 
The man of violence-

may the Evil One hunt him into Exile! 
13 I know that Yahweh will maintain 

the cause of the persecuted, the rights of the poor. 
14 Indeed, the just shall give praise to your Name, 

the upright shall dwell before your face. 

Selah 

Selah 

Selah 
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NOTES 

cxl. A lament in which the psalmist prays for deliverance from personal 
enemies. The lament consists of five stanzas of approximately equal length, 
the ends of the first three stanzas being indicated by the musical nota
tion Selah (vss. 4, 6, 9). In the first stanza (vss. 2-4), the poet prays 
to be delivered from slanderers whom he compares to serpents, and in 
the second strophe (vss. 5-6) he likens his treacherous foes to hunters in 
search of prey. The third stanza (vss. 7-9) gives the text of his plea to 
Yahweh, while the fourth (vss. 10--12) contains the imprecations uttered 
against his foes. Praying that the evil plans of his adversaries recoil upon 
themselves, the psalmist resumes the metaphor of the serpents (vs. 10) 
and of the hunter (vs. 12). In the final strophe (vss. 13-14) the poet 
expresses his confidence that Yahweh will uphold the cause of justice by 
rewarding the persecuted and the poor in the future life. 

This lament is linguistically noteworthy for the surprisingly large number 
of hapax legomena and archaic forms that are commented upon in the 
NOTES. These in turn point to an early date of composition. The poet 
was particularly fond of chiasmus (vss. 2, 5, 6, 9, 11, 14) and twice em
ployed the casus pendens construction (vss. 10, 12), 

2. Rescue me ••• protect me. Imperative J.iall•~enl, "Rescue me," is 
balanced by jussive tin'!•renl, "protect me," in this chiastically arranged 
verse. For the Canaanite antecedents of this imperative-jussive sequence, 
see the discussion at Ps v 4. In vss. 7-8 the psalmist pairs the imperative 
with the precative perfect. 

3. Because. Usually translated as relative pronoun "Who," '"ser may also 
be interpreted as causal "Because," a usage frequently recognized by the 
lexicons; cf. Ps cxxxix 15. 

they plan .•• conspire. The pairing of the qtl verb l;ia:S•bU, "they plan," 
with the yqtl form yaguru, "(they) conspire," is a stylistic practice of 
Canaanite parentage, as noted at Ps iv 4 and elsewhere. 

in their heart. With names of parts of the body the poet was free to 
use or to dispense with the suffix. In vs. 4 the psalmist uses l<Sonam, 
"their tongue," but for syllabic (9:9) reasons he forgoes the suffix in 
b•leb, "in their heart," exactly as in UT, 1 Aqht:34, tbky pgt bm lb, 
"Pughat wept from her heart." See the first NOTE to Ps cxi 1. 

conspire. For this definition of yaguru, see first NOTE on Ps lvi 7. 
4. They sharpen. Since siin"nu contains the root of sen, "tooth" (cf. 

Ugar. y:fnn, "he gnashes his teeth"), the psalmist manages to mention or 
allude to six parts of the body in vss. 3-6: heart, teeth, tongue, lips, 
hands, and feet. Cf. Pss evil 9 and cxx 2-4. The psalmist succeeds in 
imitating the hissing sounds of serpents: sananu l•sonam k•mo nal;ias. 
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their tongue ••• their lips. The second NoTE on Ps cxx 2 cites the 
restored Ugaritic text with the parallelism of lfo, "tongue," and spt, 
"lip." 

a serpent. Hitherto witnessed in other Semitic languages only in the 
Arabic metathetic form l;iana'Su, "serpent," niil;iiiS now finds its exact counter
part in RS 24.244, ytt nl;ism mhrk bn btnm itnnk, "A present of serpents 
is your dowry, snakes are your gift"; cf. Biblica 49 (1968), 359. 

serpent . . . venom. The origin of this parallelism between niil;iii'S, 
"serpent," and l;i•mat, "venom," can now be traced to the Late Bronze 
Age ( 1500-1200 B.c.) in RS 24.244: 11-12, lnh ydy l;imt him ytq nl;is, 
"From him he shall extirpate the venom. Straightway let him bind the 
serpent." Cf. Astour in INES 27 (1968), 14-16. 

viper's venom. At Ps xc 9 is cited an article of Ely E. Pilchik, who 
assures us that "In 40 years of Old Testament study I have never come 
across a spider in the Psalms" (p. 404), but here the Mishna understands 
MT 'akSub as "spider," an interpretation now sustained by 1 lQPsa 'kbys, 
"spider," and pointing to the conclusion that the Mishnah worked from a 
manuscript preserving the same tradition as 1 lQPsa. These readings do 
not, however, warrant the alteration of the hapax legomenon in MT 
'akSub, a type of homed viper. The morphological resemblance of 'aksub, 
"viper," to 'akbur, "mouse," argues the authenticity of the former. 

5. Guard me ... protect me. As in vs. 2, the psalmist balances an 
imperative with a jussive form, both of which are rendered as imperatives 
in English. Again the word order is chiastic or diagonal. 

Because. Cf. the first NOTE on vs. 3. This causal adverb introduces 
the third colon in vs. Sc. 

6. the presumptuous. For this nuance of ge7m, see the discussion at Ps 
xciv 2. The mistake of the presumptuous is their assumption that Yahweh 
will not intervene on behalf of his own. 

villains. With Driver, JBL 73 (1954), 136, repointing MT l;i0 biillm, 
"ropes," to l;iabbiillm, "villains," from l;iiibal, "to deal corruptly." This 
derivation recovers the synonymy with ge7m, "the presumptuous," and 
the chiastic structure of the first two cola of vs. 6. Since chiasmus marks 
the style of our poet ( vss. 2, 5, 9, 11), the argument from chiasmus 
carries conviction here. Cf. also Job xxi 17, "How often is the lamp of 
the wicked [r•sii7m] snuffed out, I or destruction come upon them? I 
l;iabbiillm [MT l;i•biillm, "pains"] y•l;ialleq b•'appo, or has he destroyed 
villains in his anger?" 

a net. For the Canaanite equivalent of re'Set, see first NOTE on Ps !vii 
7. 

7. 0 Yahweh. As proposed in second NOTE on Ps xvi 2 and VT 16 
(1966), 309, the lamedh of layhwh parses as the vocative particle, a 
proposal endorsed by Hanson, PMS, III, p. 93. 

give ear, Yahweh. On the basis of the Syriac, some commentators delete 
the Tetragrammaton yhwh which stands in the vocative case, but when 
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first-colon layhwh is parsed as vocative, the deletion becomes inadmissible. 
The line currently scans into 2+2//2+2 with a 10: 11 syllable count. 

8. my Lord. The current 10: 10 syllable count rules out the deletion of 
'adoniiy, "my Lord," recently proposed by Hanson, PMS, III, p. 122. 

shelter. Parsing sakkotiih as a precative perfect balancing imperative 
ha'azzniih, "give ear," in vs. 7. In vss. 2 and 5 the poet achieves variety 
by pairing imperatives and jussives. The full spelling of precative perfect 
sakkotiih accords with the examples cited in the first NoTE on Ps iv 8. 

my head. Or simply "over me," since i•ro'si may be only a ballast 
variant of l, "upon," just as Ugar. lriJ, literally "upon the head," is but 
a synonym of l, "upon." 

arms. Heb. niiseq equals Ugar. ntq, the name of a ballistic weapon in 
1123: 1-3, arb'm qst alp T:i;.m walp n[q, "Forty bows, a thousand arrows, 
and a thousand darts." Cf. also UT, 51 :vn:39, n[q dmrn. 

9. Grant not ... do not promote. A recognition of the chiastic sentence 
structure helps elucidate the obscure elements of this verse. 

the wishes. The hapax legomenon ma'awayyey is an interesting form, 
preserving the original third radical -y of the verb 'iiwiih, "to desire," 
and may be listed among the archaic elements of this lament. 

do not promote. Literally "do not make him obtain," hiphil tiipeq 
derives from puq, "to obtain," a root witnessed in UT, Krt:l2, a[t :jdqh 
lypq, "His legitimate wife he obtained," as well as in Phoenician. 

0 Exalted! Parallel to first-colon vocative Yahweh, yiirumu also parses 
as a vocative from the root yrm, examined at Ps xviii 47. Cf. Isa xxx 18, 
w•liiken Y"l:rakkeh yhwh lal:ranan•kem wc/iik~n yiirum l•ral:rem•kem, "But 
Yahweh is waiting to take pity on you, the Exalted to be gracious to you," 
and Isa Iii 13, hinneh yaskll 'abdl yiirum, "Behold the Exalted will prosper 
his servant!" In our verse the ending of yiirumu is the nominative ending. 
In Arabic the vocative case takes either the nominative or the accusative 
ending; in Ugaritic the evidence is ambiguous. Cf. also I Sam ii 10 
where 'ii/u, "Most High," with the nominative ending, balances first-colon 
Yahweh, just as yiirumu comprises the second element of an originally 
composite title yahweh yiirumu, to be compared with Ugar. yrm b'l, 
"Baal is the Exalted." 

From this analysis it appears that each element of the first colon has a 
synonymous counterpart in the second colon in an A+B+c//c+A.+a pattern 
with an 11 :9 syllable count. Hence one may dissent from the judgment 
of Hanson, PMS, Ill, p. 122, "The Hebrew is unclear and perhaps corrupt." 

10. The mischief-makers who surround me-the poison of their lips. 
D. N. Freedman has noticed from the principle of congruent metaphors 
that the four Hebrew words ro's m•sibbay 'iimiil (MT m•sibbiiy •amal) 
s•piitemo comprise two construct chains, one inside the other. Thus ro's 
s"piitemo, "the poison of their lips," is an envelope figure enclosing the 
other construct chain. Since congruence of metaphors demands the union 
of ro's, "poison," and s•piitemo, "their lips," m•sibbay 'iimiil (MT 'amal) 
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must be parsed as a construct chain, literally "my surrounders of mischief," 
of the type documented at Ps xviii 18. Of the examples cited there the 
most relevant is perhaps Ps xxxv 16, lo'"gay mii'og, "my encircling mockers." 
In view of all the instances of interposition in construct chains cited in 
THE GRAMMAR OF IBE PSALTER, such a word order no longer seems bi
zarre. Thus Ugaritic witnesses interesting examples of verbs intervening in 
construct chains: UT, 49:n:17-19, nps bsrt bn nsm nps hmlt ar~. "The ap
petite of men was lacking, the appetite of earth's multitudes." Here the 
verb bsrt, "was lacking," is interposed between construct nps, "appetite," 
and bn n'Sm, "men"; since nps hmlt ar~. "the appetite of earth's multitudes," 
is a construct chain, it follows that nps bn n'Sm is also a construct chain 
literally meaning "the appetite of the sons of men." Cf. likewise UT, 'nt: 
11:40-41, ti smm tskh rbb tskh kbkbm, "The dew of heaven she poured 
upon herself, the spray of the stars she poured upon herself." Parallelism 
with tl smm, "The dew of heaven," shows that rbb kbkbm, "the spray 
of the stars," is also a construct chain interrupted by the verb tskh, 
"she poured upon herself." See the second NOTE on Ps cxlv 7. 

the poison. Once ro's is related to vs. 4, bamat, "venom," and to "their 
lips" here, it becomes clear that it must be identified with Ps !xix 22, 
ro's, "poison," and not with its homonym signifying "head." 

drown them. Either the Ketiv y•kassumo or Qere y•kassemo is syntacti
cally viable, since the former can also be explained as a singular imperfect 
verb ending in -ii. The suffix ending -mo, recurring thrice in this poem, 
is another sign of early composition, since this ending recurs repeatedly 
in the ancient poem in Exod xv. 

The law of retaliation requires that the evildoers be done in by the 
same means they use to harm others; hence the psalmist prays that the 
viper's poison beneath their lips (vs. 4) submerge them. In vs. 12 he asks 
that Death hunt down his adversaries just as they hunted him with snares 
and lures (vs. 6). Ps !ix 13 expresses a similar sentiment. 

11. May he heap. Again following the Ketiv in pointing yiimifii as against 
Qere yimmofii; for this sense of the hiphil, cf. Ps Iv 4, kI yiim"ifii 'iilay 'iiwen, 
"For they heap invective upon me." A comparison of these two texts 
suffices to discountenance the frequent emendation of yiiml{ii to yam{er, 
"May he rain down," lately endorsed by PMS, III, p. 122. The sub
ject of yiim"i{ii with the archaic yaqtulu ending, would be Yahweh, also 
the subject of second-colon yappilem, "may he plunge them!" As in vss. 2, 
5, 6, 9, the word order of the first two cola is chiastic. 

into the Fire. Namely, of hell. The psalmist first asks God to punish 
his maligners upon earth with glowing embers, after the manner of the 
destruction of Sodom and Gomorrah, and then he requests that they be 
hurled into hellfire. That this is not exclusively a New Testament (Mark 
ix 43; Luke xvi 24) concept emerges from a clearer understanding of 
Ecclus ix 8, b'd 'sh [h]sbtw rbym wkn 'hbyh b's tlh{, "Because of a 
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woman many have been pitted, and thus her lovers are consumed by 
fire"; Job xv 30, la' yasur minni l,zosek yonaqto t•yabbes falhiibet w•yasur 
b•rewal,z (MT b•rual,z) piU, "He will not escape from Darkness, his off
shoot Flame will wither, nor [double-duty negative lo'] will he escape 
from its massive mouth." Since 'are~ in the preceding verse (Job xv 29) 
designates the nether world, darkness, flame, and mouth are also attributes 
of hell. Cf. Job xx 26 for a further collocation of l,zosek, "Darkness=Sheol,'' 
and 'es, "fire." One may accordingly hesitate to accept the conclusion 
of David Winston, ''The Iranian Component in the Bible, Apocrypha, 
and Qurnran: A Review of the Evidence," in History of Religions 5, 
No. 2 (Winter 1966), 183-217, that "The [biblical] notion of an eschatologi
cal judgment by fire is of Iranian origin" (p. 206). Our psalm probably 
antedates the Persian period by several centuries. 

may he plunge them. The problem of stichometry is perhaps the most 
serious bedeviling this line, but if yappilem, "may he plunge them," is 
construed as the chiastic counterpart of first-colon yami{u, "May he heap," 
then the line breaks up into a neatly arranged 3+2+3 tricolon with a 
9: 5: 9 syllable count that counterbalances the 2+ 3 + 2 tricolon in vs. 10. 

From the Miry Bog. "From" is one of the frequent meanings of b•, 
while the hapax legomenon mahamorot (cf. Ecclus xii 16), whose ending 
-ot may well be the Phoenician singular feminine ending as in vs. 12, 
madJ:iepot, "Exile," Ps lxxiii 18, 1,za/aqot, "Perdition," and massu'ot "Deso
lation," all designations of the nether world, equals Ugar. mhmrt. 

R. Dussaud in Revue de l'histoire des religions 111 (1935), 33, n. 4, 
was perhaps the first to identify biblical mahamorot with hmry, the name 
of Death's city in Ugaritic texts, and mhmrt//nps, "throat." Though this 
equation is now widely accepted (cf. UHP, p. 56; Biblica 40 [1959], 
167-68; Brekelmans BO 23 [1966], 308; G. Widengren, VT 4 [1954], 
98-99), there is still some variation in the definition assigned it. Some 
prefer "gullet," others "deep pits," and many opt for "watery pits"; cf. 
second Norn on Ps xlvi 3. On the Canaanite provenance of this biblical 
hapax legomenon there is, however, no dispute. 

Nor need there be any conflict between the juxtaposed concepts of 
hellfire and Miry Bog since the impassioned curse aims to accumulate 
various types of punishment upon the wicked. In Job xv 30 and xx 26, 
cited above, the author describes the nether world as a place both of 
darkness and of flame. 

let them not rise/ As Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 506, correctly observes, 
this phrase means "May they have no resurrection," as in Isa xxvi 
14, r•pa'im bal yaqumu, "The Shades shall not rise." The psalmist reiterates 
the statement of Pss i 5 and xxxvi 13 which deny the resurrection of the 
wicked. In other words, he contrasts the fate of the wicked with that of 
the just, who in vs. 14 are promised eternal beatitude in Yahweh's presence. 

12. The man of tongue. A graphic phrase for slanderer. Like second-
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colon 'Is f:iiimiis, ''The man of violence," and Ps ciii 15, '•nos, "Man," 
'Is Jason, "The man of tongue," stands in the casus pendens, "the hanging 
case," awaiting its predicate. 

not be established. May he never gain a fixed residence. Cf. Prov xxi 
28, "The false witness will be a wanderer, and the eavesdropper will 
ever be pursued." 

the Evil One. An epithet of personified Death, ra' (the athnach of 
MT rii' should revert to the preceding word) is synonymous with riiSii', 
"the Wicked One," a title of Death documented at Ps lxxxiv 11. The 
Targum correctly grasped the burden of the curse: "The angel of death 
will drive him down to hell." In the Introduction to this volume Ps xxiii 
4, lo' 'lrii' rii' is rendered "I will not fear the Evil One," where 
rii' forms a theological wordplay with vs. 1, ro7, "my shepherd." 

hunt him. As in vs. 10, the lex talionis is also operative here. Just as 
the psalmist's detractors used the tools of a hunter to try to capture 
him, so may Death the Hunter pursue them into hell. The motif of Death 
the Hunter stands forth clearly in Pss xviii 6, "The cords of Sheol 
surrounded me, I the traps of Death confronted me," xiii 7, and am
bivalently in cxvi 3, ''The bands/cords of Death encompassed me." Cf. 
Tromp, Primitive Conceptions, pp. 164, 174. See below on Pss cxli 10, 
cxlii 7, and cxliii 3. This motif recurs several times in the Qumran Scrolls; 
lQH (Hodayot) 2:21; 3:9.26; CD (Covenant of Damascus) 14:2. 

Exile. Another of this poem's numerous hapax legomena, madf:iepot 
can meaningfully be derived from diif:iap, "to drive out, thrust," and 
explained as a place name morphologically similar to vs. 11, mahamorot, 
"the Miry Bog," also a term for Sheol. Its -ot ending may reflect the 
feminine singular termination of Phoenician. For the thought, cf. Ps xxxv 
6, "Let their destiny be Darkness and Destruction, I with the angel of 
Yahweh pursuing them." In Ps lvi 14 the nether world is called de/:11, 
"Banishment," a term synonymous with madf:iepot, "Exile." 

13. I know. Note the defective spelling of yiida'fi "I know," which 
recalls the scriptio defectiva of Ps xvi 2, 'iimartl, "I said." 

will maintain. Not only during this life but especially in the afterlife, 
as may be deduced from the next verse. 

14. the just. As in Pss lxix 29 and cxlii 8, ~addlqlm designates the 
just in heaven. Thus the contrast between "the just" here and vs. 12 
"Exile" is substantially identical with that in Ps cxlii 8, where the psalmist 
opposes "the just" and "the Prison," an epithet of Sheol. 

the just ... the upright. For Ugaritic and Phoenician texts balancing 
the roots of ~addlqlm, "the just," and y"Siirlm, "the upright," see NOTE on 
Ps ix 9. 

shall give praise. The poet contrasts the just in heaven with the wicked 
in Exile or Sheol, where there is no praise of Yahweh; cf. especially 
Ps cxlii 8. 

shall dwell. Cf. Pss xxiii 6, "And I shall dwell in the house of Yah-
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weh I for days without end," and lxi 8, "Let him sit enthroned before 
God forever," texts which describe eternal union with God in the afterlife. 

before your face. Consult the discussion of 'et piinekii in Ps xvi 11, 
which also depicts the beatific vision. 



A psalm of David. 

Yahweh, I call you, 
hasten to me! 

Give ear to my voice, 
as I call to you! 

PSALM 141 

(cxli 1-10) 

2 May my prayer be ever set 
as incense before you, 

The uplifting of my palms 
as an evening sacrifice. 

3 Put, 0 Yahweh, a muzzle on my mouth, 
guard, 0 Most High, the door of my lips. 

4 Incline not my heart to an evil word, 
to perform wanton deeds with the wicked. 

With men who are evildoers-
never will I dine on their delicacies. 

5 May the Just One strike me, 
the Kind One chastise me: 

With fine oil never let my head glisten, 
nay, my constant prayer will be against their evil customs! 

6 Let their judges drop into the clutches of the Crag, 
and let them hear how dulcet are his words! 

7 Like one rent and riven in the nether world, 
my bones are strewn at the mouth of Sheol. 

8 But on you, Yahweh, 
are my eyes, 0 Lord; 

In you I seek refuge, EI, 
protect my life! 

9 Keep me from the clutches of the snare they spread for me, 
and from the bows of evildoers. 

10 May they fall into his nets 
the wicked-one and all, 

While I myself escape. 
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NOTES 

cxli. The lament of an Israelite living in the North Israelite dispersion 
after the fall of Samaria in 721 B.C. Brought to trial for having refused 
to participate in pagan rites (vs. 4b) and banquets (vss. 4d and Sc), 
the psalmist, in the first stanza (vss. 2-5) prays God to guard his lips 
lest he abjure his Yahwist faith and to punish him severely should he 
partake of heathen banquets. The second stanza (vss. 6-10) opens and 
closes with imprecations against his judges ( vss. 6 and 10) ; in the middle 
verses (7-9) the psalmist likens his desperate situation to that of one who 
has been dismembered, whose bones have been scattered at the entrance to 
Sheol from where, however, he still manages to fix his gaze on Yahweh 
and to await deliverance. 

From vs. 2 earlier commentators have correctly inferred that the 
psalmist lived some distance from Jerusalem. Advances in our knowledge 
of the Phoenician language makes it possible to specify the Phoenician 
territory as the probable place of this poem's composition. The NoTEs detail 
the linguistic evidence, but here may be singled out the three hapax 
legomena diil, "door" ( = Phoen. di), 'lslm po'a/e 'awen, "men who are 
evildoers" (=Phoen. 'sm r'm, "evil men"), man'ammehem, "their delicacies" 
(=Phoen. mn'm). 

Though R. Toumay, "Le Psaume CXLI," in VT 9 (1959), 58-64, 
argues for a third-century B.c. date on the basis of the Phoenician 
parallels (p. 63), the fact that the most striking Phoenician correspondences 
appear only in the eighth-century Karatepe Inscriptions urges a pre
Exilic date of composition. 

1. I call you . • . as I call to you! This verse is marked by chiasmus 
as well as by the inclusion created by q•ra'tlkii, "I call you," and 
b•qor'I liik, "as I call to youl" 

hasten to me/ Give ear to my voice. Assonance characterizes the prayers 
l;zusah Ill ha'aziniih qoli. 

2. be ever set . . . before you. The psalmist evidently lived far from 
Jerusalem; hence he asks God to consider his prayer as if he spoke it 
while assisting at the daily sacrifice in the temple of Jerusalem. Compare 
Mal i 11. 

incense ... uplifting ... sacrifice. It is interesting that all three words 
have their correspondences in Phoen. q[rt, "incense," mS't, "payment," 
and mnl;zt, "sacrifice." 

th'! uplifting of my palms. The outward symbol of an uplifted heart, 
this gesture of prayer carries on a Canaanite custom known to us from 
the description of a sacrifice and its accompanying gestures in UT, Krt: 
75-78, Sa ydk smm db}:i ltr abk ii srd b'l bdb/:zk, "Lift up your hands 
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toward heaven. Sacrifice to Bull, your father El; with your sacrifice 
make Baal come down." By his prayer alone the psalmist hopes to achieve 
the effect normally produced by the burning of incense and the sacrifice 
of animals. 

3. Put ..• guard. The psalmist begs Yahweh to muzzle his lips lest 
under duress he should profess belief in pagan gods. 

Yahweh . . . Most High. The composite divine name yhwh • , • 'al 
is discussed at Ps cxxi 5. 

a muzzle. For this definition of 'Samrah, see JBL 80 (1961), 270, 
and the NoTEs on Ps xxxix 2. 

muzzle . . . guard. The concurrence of the roots of 'Somriih, "muzzle," 
and ni~~"riih, "guard!" may bear on the interpretation of the expression 
smr w1w found on Punic talismans, and studied (inconclusively) by Lidzbar
ski, Ephemeris fur semitische Epigraphik, I (Giessen, 1902), p. 172. 

my mouth . . . my lips. For the Ugaritic parallelism of these two 
words, cf. the second NOTE on Ps lix 8. 

guard. The energic imperative ni~•,.ah balances the energic imperative 
S"itiih, "Put," of the first colon; the proposal to read qal passive participle 
n•~uriih (BH3) must therefore be declined since it would upset the present 
A+a+c//A.+ii+c pattern. The unique form ni~•rah, with the dagesh dirimens 
(for the vocalization see Bauer and Leander, Historische Grammatik, 
p. 368t), may owe its existence to the need for another syllable to even 
the syllable count at 8:8. Cf. Prov v 2, "By heeding my reflections and 
knowledge your lips will be safeguarded fyinnii~eru; MT yi~oru]." The 
niphal reading recovers a syllabically balanced 8: 8 line in Prov v 2. 

Most High. When proposing to read 'elyon, "Most High," for MT 
'al, because another beat was needed in the second colon, Briggs displayed 
sound prosodic instinct. He also saw that the expression ni.f•rah 'al was 
unexampled, the verb n(4ar elsewhere governing a direct object. Gunkel, 
Psalmen, p. 597, was also alert to the difficulty created by this unpar
alleled expression. But the identification of 'al as the second component 
of the composite name yhwh 'al, "Yahweh Most High," gives 'al its 
own accent so that the line scans as 4+4 with an 8: 8 syllable count. 
Hence the emendation to 'elyon is unnecessary. 

the door. A hapax legomenon in the Bible, diil (the common form 
being delet, "door," Ugar. dlt) occurs in Phoenician and Punic as dl. 
The coincidence is further indication that this lament was composed in 
Phoenician circles. For the thought, compare Mic vii 5, pit~e plkii, "the 
gates of your mouth," and Ecclus xxii 27, "Who will set a guard over 
my mouth, a skillful seal upon my lips?" 

4. wanton deeds. The poet doubtless refers to the heathen religious 
rites in which he was invited to participate. In vs. 5 he terms them 
"evil customs." 

with the wicked. That b• of b•reJa' is the beth of accompaniment 
follows from its pairing with 'et, "with," in the next colon. 
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the wicked. In harness with concrete 7s'im po"1le 'iiwen, "men who 
are evildoers," the abstract noun refo', "wickedness," assumes a concrete 
meaning; see the second Norn on Ps cix 2. In vs. 10 they reappear in the 
concrete plural form r"sii''im, "the wicked." There is a similar usage in 
the Phoenician phrase sb' wtrs, "grain and wine," but literally "satiety 
and wine"; cf. Prov iii 10. 

men. Found only here, in Isa !iii 3, and Prov viii 4, 'ilim is the normal 
plural of 'is in Phoenician; here, then, is another clue to the origin of the 
poem. 

men who are evildoers. The phrase 'isim po'a[e 'iiwen is semantically 
close to Phoenician Karatepe, 1:15, 'sm r'm, "evil men." Functionally, 
the first colon stands in the casus pendens, a construction noted at Ps cxl 
10, 12. 

never. Parsing u of ubal as the emphatic waw; another instance recurs 
in vs. 5. In the Phoenician dialect bl is the ordinary negative particle; 
Heb. lo', "not," remains to be certainly identified in Phoenician texts. 

will I dine on their delicacies. The phrase 'elbam b•man'ammehem 
is syntactically and lexically Canaanite-Phoenician. The partitive construc
tion 'elbam b•, witnessed in Phoenicianizing Prov ix 5 and in Judg xiii 16, 
occurs in UT, 52:6, lbm blbm, "Dine on the food." We have a new 
Ugaritic instance of the partitive use of b in Ugaritica, V, text 1:20-21 
(pp. 544-51), where the gross description of the god El in a state of 
delirium tremens reads, ylSn bl;rih wtnth, "He licks his excrement and 
his urine." The verb ylfo, a denominative verb from /fo, "tongue," is 
here followed by the preposition b with a partitive function. The hapax 
legomenon man'ammehem, "their delicacies," occurs four times as mn'm 
in the Karatepe Inscriptions. Thus the genuineness of the biblical hapax 
legomenon, impugned by those who emend it to ma(ammehem, "their 
dainties," has been solidly vindicated and the provenance of the entire 
expression notably elucidated. 

The psalmist here denounces the pagan religious banquets whose details 
are now coming to light in recently published Ugaritic tablets. Cf. Virolleaud 
in Ugaritica, V, pp. 544-51. 

5. the Just One. An appellative of Yahweh discussed at Ps cxii 4; 
Hanson, PMS, Ill, p. 94, also makes this identification. Cf. further Baethgen, 
Die Psa/men, p. 416. The chiastic order of the first two cola can scarcely 
be reproduced in translation. 

strike me. In vigorous, staccato language the psalmist calls upon the 
Just One to strike him (dead?) if he fails to keep his oath. Unwitnessed 
in other Semitic languages except Ethiopic, the verb him, "to strike," 
appears seven times in Ugaritic, and its subject is always a god or his 
emissary, so that its predication here of Yahweh conforms to Canaanite 
usage. 

the Kind One. Repointing MT !Jesed, "kindness," to /Jiisld. This repointing 
involves no consonantal changes because in Phoenician defective spelling 
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both nouns would be written J:isd; cf. Ps cxlv 17 where both ~addiq, 
"just," and /:iiisid, "kind," are predicated of Yahweh, and Jer iii 12, where 
God calls himself /:iiisid, "the Kind One." It should be noted, though, that 
MT abstract J:iesed, "kindness," can be retained and acquire the concrete 
meaning "the Kind One," by reason of its matching concrete ~addiq, 

"the Just One." 
chastise me. The poet asks the Kind One to punish him cruelly should 

he ever falter. The initial waw of w"yokIJ:ienl might be explained either 
as the emphasizing waw, as in vs. 4, or it might be attached to the 
preceding word; thus /:iiisidu, "the Kind One," with the nominative ending, 
would be comparable to Ps cxl 9, yiirumu, "O Exalted!" 

With fine oil. Parsing semen ro's as an accusative of material preceding 
its verse; cf. THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER, especially examples from Ps 
civ 15. 

fine oil. With which the head was anointed for banquets; cf. Ps xxiii 5; 
Amos vi 6; &cles ix 8; Luke vii 46. 11QPs8 smn rw's shows that 
the emendation to semen riiJii', "the oil of the wicked," based on the LXX 
and Syr., need no longer enlist our attention. Rather we must compare 
semen ro's, literally "the oil of essence" (cf. Ps cxix 160, ro's, "essence"), 
with Exod xxx 23, b".siimim ro's, "fine spices"; Amos vi 6, re'sit s•manim, 
"the finest oils," and Phoen. r'st n/:ist, "choice copper." The wordplay 
on the two meanings of ro's, namely "essence" and "head," is characteristic 
of Hebrew laments. 

never let my head glisten. Unintelligible MT 'al yiinI ro'sI yields good 
sense when read 'al yiinlr ro'sI, an instance of shared consonants. Thus 
consonantal ynyr'fy may be read yiinlr ro'sI; consult the second NOTE on 
Ps cxxxix 14. The verb yiinlr would be the qal imperfect of nyr, 
"to shine," present in the nouns ner and nlr, "lamp." Though this root 
bas heretofore not been attested in Hebrew verbs, its use as a verb 
in UT, 1015:9-10, pn sps nr by mid, "The face of the Sun [=king] 
shone much upon me," warrants its identification as a verb in Hebrew. 

nay. Parsing kl as the emphatic particle instead of as the causal con
junction "because." 

my constant prayer. Though somewhat sticky, the phrase 'od ut•pilliiti 
produces sense when taken as bendiadys, literally "always and my prayer." 
Though generally considered corrupt, this colon's integrity is vouched for 
by l lQPs• and by the stylistic observation that "my constant prayer" 
forms an inclusion with vs. 2, tikkon t•pilliitI, "Let my prayer be ever 
set." The second stanza, too, is marked by inclusion (vs. 6, nism•fu, "Let 

.• drop," and vs. 10, yipp•IU, "May they fall"). 
against. For this nuance of b•, see the second NOTE on Ps cxxiv 3. 
6. Let ... drop. 10. May they fall. Precative perfect nism•tu "Let ... 

drop," begins an inclusion that clcises with the jussive verb in vs 10, 
yipp•IU, "May they fall." To be sure, most commentators consider vs. 6 
corrupt (so most recently Bardtke, Liber Psalmorum, in BHS), but the 
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current 11: 11 syllable count bespeaks a sound, albeit difficult text in which 
sense can be found. 

their judges. Or "their rulers." In Phoenician texts spf designates an 
official whose precise functions are hard to establish, but in the Punic 
texts from Carthage in North Africa spf denotes the highest magistrate, 
the sufjete, whose office was comparable to that of a Roman consul. 

Like the lamenting psalmist in Ps cix 6, our psalmist invokes upon 
the heathen judges condign punishment for their unjust decision. 

drop into the clutches of the Crag. Compare Heb x 30-31, "'The 
Lord will judge his people.' It is a terrible thing to fall into the hands 
of the living God.'' While he prays that his enemies fall "into the clutches 
of the Crag" (bide sela'), the psalmist pleads in vs. 9 to be protected "from 
the clutches of the snare" (mide pal;i). 

the Crag. Or "the Rock." As a designation of Yahweh, sela' recurs 
in Pss xviii 3, xxxi 4, xlii 10, bod 3. 

let them hear. Parallel to precative nism•tu, "Let drop," siim"'u, "let 
them hear," also parses as precative perfect. 

dulcet are. The psalmist is ironic. The second occurrence in this psalm 
(cf. vs. 4) of the root n'm in the verb nii'emu, "dulcet are," is significant 
in determining the cultural background of this psalm for, as Gordon, UT, 
Glossary, No. 1665, observes, "Only in Ugaritic and Phoenician is n'm 
the normal word for 'good.' " 

his words! Repointing MT •amiiray, "my words," to 'amiirey, with the 
Phoenician third-person suffix -y, and identifying these words with the 
sentence Yahweh will pass on the judges imprecated by the psalmist. 

7. Like one rent and riven. MT k"mo po/eaf:i ubOqea•, "Like one rending 
and riving," can be coaxed into meaning when repointed k•mo pulaf:i ubUqa' 
and parsed as a relative clause without the relative pronoun formally 
expressed, as in vs. 9; see the last NOTE on Ps lxxxv 9 and the second 
NOTE on Ps cxix 96. Vocalized as qal passives, pUlaf:i, "rent," and buqa', 
"riven," make fine parallels lo second-colon niphal nipz•ru, "are strewn.'' 

riven •.• strewn. These two concepts are collocated in UT, 49:11:31-35. 
the nether world. Since its counterpart is evidently pi s•'ol, "the 

mouth of Sheol,'' 'iire~ refers, as in many other passages, to the underworld. 
The psalmist's condition is so desperate that it must be painted (hyperboli
cally, of course) in terms of one who has been drawn and quartered in 
hell. Cf. Ps xxii 16-18 (in revised translation), "And they put me upon 
the mud of Death. I For jackals have surrounded me, I a pack of 
evildoers encircles me. I Because they have picked clean my hands and my 
feet, I I can number all my bones.'' 

my bones. Though l IQPsa reads ·~my, "my bones,'' there may be no 
need, in view of the first NoTE on Ps cxxii 2, to emend consonantal 
·~mynw. 

my bones are strewn at the mouth of Sheol. A closely related description 
appears in Jer xv 7, wii'ezrem b•mizreh b•fo'are hii'iire~ "And I winnowed 
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them with a pitchfork at the gates of the nether city." Consult Tromp, 
Primitive Conceptions, p. 30. 

at the mouth of Sheol. Compare Ps xxii 16-18, cited three NOTES above; 
Ps ix 14, "Raise me up from the gates of Death," and Ps xiii 7. 
Similar imagery recurs in Eccles vi 7 (Biblica 49 [1968], 368) and Job 
xv 30 as translated at Ps cxl 11. 

8. on you, Yahweh, are my eyes. The same expression recurs in Ps 
cxxiii 2. Though dismembered and his bones scattered at the entrance to 
Sheol, the psalmist keeps his gaze fixed on Yahweh. Cf. Ps lxix 3-4, 
"I have sunk into the abysmal mire I where there is no footing .•.• My 
eyes grow bleary I as I wait, 0 my God!" 

Verse 8 is here scanned as a quadricolon with a 3+2//3+2 beat and a 
6:5::6:4 syllable count. 

El. Repointing MT 'al, "not," to the divine name 'el, which balances 
first-colon Yahweh. From this revocalization emerges the composite divine 
name Yahweh El that in Ps cxliii recurs three times. 

protect. MT t•'ar, usually derived from 'iiriih, "be naked, bare," yields 
better sense (the following verb is fomreni, "Keep me") when vocalized 
tii'lr and derived from 'yr, Ugar. gyr, "to protect" (second NOTE on Ps ix 7). 
The sound of repointed tii'lr evokes vs. 5, yiinir, "(never) glisten." For a 
recent discussion of this verb and the discovery of a new attestation in 
Mal ii 12, see Benedikt Hartmann, "Mogen die Gotter dich behiiten und 
unversehrt bewahren," in HWFB, pp. 102-5. 

9. from the clutches of the snare. The phrase mide paf:i may be 
and Ecclus Ii 3, where yd, "clutch," parallels mwqs, "lure." 
compared with Prov vi 5, miyyad yiiqu'§, "from the fowler's clutch," 

the snare they spread. In the phrase paf:i yaq•su the poet omits the 
relative pronoun as in vs. 7. Ugar. yqs, "fowler," reveals that the third 
radical of this root is -s, so that attempts to combine Heb. yq'§ with AI. wq~. 
"to break, devour the prey," (cf. GB, p. 315a) should be abandoned. 

and from the bows. MT umoq•sot, "and the lures," labors under two 
difficulties. The first is the lack of the preposition min, "from" (BH3 

recommends, with the LXX, umimmoq•sot, "and from the lures"), but 
this obstacle is not insurmountable because the phrase can share the 
preposition of first-colon mide, "from the clutches of." The second difficulty 
appears more serious; elsewhere the plural of moqes, "lure," is always 
masculine moq•sim, as, for instance, in Ps cxl 6. Both these difficulties 
can be overcome by repointing to umiqq•sot, "and from the bows"; this 
plural form of qeset, "bow," thus coincides with Ugaritic plural qst, "bows," 
as pointed out at Ps xxxvii 14 and in UHP, p. 15. 

In the ancient Near East birds were hunted with nets and with bows. 
Thus an Egyptian relief from the tomb of Ka-gemmi at Sakkarah represents 
fowling by means of a cagelike net spread in the marches and filled 
with birds. Hidden from the birds by a blind stands the fowler, who 
holds a rope in one hand and with the other signals his three companions 
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to close the trap by pulling the rope. A relief from the palace of Sargon 
II at Khorsabad shows Assyrian hunters in a wood shooting birds and 
other game. It depicts a beardless hunter drawing a bow, obviously aimed 
at one of the birds represented near the tops of the trees. Consult 
Pritchard, The Ancient Near East in Pictures, figs. 185 and 189. 

10. May they fall. Jussive yipp•lu forms an inclusion with vs. 6 precative 
perfect ni:Sm•tu, "Let them drop." Customarily read as a 4+3 bicolon 
(so Gunkel), this verse is preferably scanned as a 2+2+2 tricolon, with a 
7:5:7 syllable count. 

his nets. The antecedent of the unexplained suffix of makmoriiyw being 
vs. 6, sela', "the Crag," an epithet of Yahweh. This imprecation of exact 
retribution conforms to similar curses in Pss vii 16, 17, ix 16, 17 and 
cxl 10, 12. 

the wicked. Concrete plural r•sii"im harks back to the abstract noun 
re:fa' in vs. 4 which, because it parallels concrete "evildoers," is endowed 
with the concrete signification "the wicked." 

the wicked-one and all. Reading r•sii'im yiil;iad (pausal, MT yal;iad) 
as a separate 2-beat colon; hence the MT athnach under r•:Sii'im, "the 
wicked," should be deleted. Though some versions read MT yal;iad, "one 
and all," as yiiJ:iid, "alone," llQPsa yl;id ( =yaJ:iad, not yiil;ild) upholds MT. 



PSALM 142 

(cxlii 1-8) 

A maskil of David. A prayer when he was in the cave. 

2 With my voice I cry to Yahweh, 
with my voice I beg Yahweh for mercy. 

3 I pour out before him my plaint, 
my agony before him I describe: 

4 "As my spirit ebbs from me, 
yes, you know my path. 

Along the road which I must walk 
they have hidden snares for me. 

5 Look to the right and see, 
not one is there who recognizes me; 

Flight has fled from me. 
no one cares for me. 

6 I cry to you, Yahweh, 
I say, you are my refuge, 
my portion in the land of life eternal! 

7 Heed, 0 El, my cry, 
for I am brought low, 0 Grand One! 

Rescue me from my hunters, 
since they are mightier than I. 

8 Lead my life out from the Prison 
that I might praise your name. 

Round me let the just form a circle, 
for you are my benefactor, Most High." 

NOTES 

cxlii. The lament of an Israelite on his deathbed. Attempts to group 
the disparate details of this psalm into a unified composition have always 
fallen short, but a reasonable coherence emerges with the identification 
of the poem as the prayer of one dying who, totally abandoned by his 
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fellow men, implores Yahweh to be his refuge at death, and to lead him 
after death from the dungeon of Sheol into the land of life eternal. 1bis 
reconstruction follows from the identification of the psalmist's foes as 
Death and his emissaries, and of masger, "Prison," in vs. 8 as a name 
of the underworld. Cf. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions, p. 156. 

This lament consists of an introduction (vss. 2-3), followed by the 
text of the psalmist's prayer (vss. 4-8), which is placed in quotation marks. 
The interpretation of individual words and phrases is considerably facili
tated by comparison with other prayers which seem to have originated 
in similar circumstances, namely, Pss xiii, cxvi, and Jon ii. 

Precise dating of the poem, on the basis of language and contents, 
is beyond the reach of current psalms scholarship, though the recovery 
of divine names and epithets in vss. 5, 7, 8 works with other considerations 
(such as the ascription of the psalm to David) to favor a pre-Exilic date 
of composition. 

1. maskil. Occurring only here in the fifth book of the Psalter, this 
descriptive psalm title, discussed at Ps xxxii 1, is further elucidated by 
the observations on Ps ci 2, 'a.Skiliih, "I will rhapsodize." 

2. With my voice. Or "Aloud"; see the first Norn on Ps lxxvii 2. 
l cry to Yahweh. The recurrence in vs. 6 of the construction zii'aq 'el 

discountenances the translation of our verse proposed in the last NOTE on 
Ps lxxvii 2. 

Yahweh . . . Yahweh. The repetition of the Tetragrammaton in each 
colon is matched by the repetition of l•paniiyw, "before him," in each 
colon of vs. 3. 

3. l pour out ... I describe. Preserving the chiastic A+e+c//c+e+A. 
pattern of the Hebrew. 

l pour out ... my plaint. 1bis phrase interestingly recurs in the heading 
of Ps di 1, which introduces the description of the psalmist's death 
agony. 

before him . . . before him. The repetition of the same prepositional 
phrase l•piiniiyw, "before him," which some critics find oppressive and 
accordingly scratch the second, follows Canaanite usage in UT, 49:11: 
16-17, lkbd ar~ . . . lkbd Sdm, "to the heart of the earth . . . to the heart 
of the fields." 

my agony. As noted at Pss xci 15 and cii 3, ~iiriitl refers to the agony 
of death; the psalmist is on his deathbed. 

4. ebbs from me. The expression hit'a{fep 'iilay, found here, in Ps cxliii 4, 
and in Jon ii 8, appears to be the semantic equivalent of Ps cvii 5, 
(napsiim) biihem tit'a!fep, "[Their life] ebbed from them." In other 
words, both 'iilay and b• denote "from," an inference sustained by LXX's 
rendition of Jon ii 8, en to ekleipein ap'emoil ten psychen mou, "when 
my soul was departing from me." On 'al, "from," consult third NOTE 
on Ps iv 7 and second NOTE on Ps lxxxi 6. 
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yes, you. Interpreting w• of w•'attiih as the emphatic waw. Yahweh 
knows full well the path of death which the psalmist must walk. In Ps 
cxliii 8 the poet entreats God to show him the road he must travel after 
handing over his soul to God. 

they have hidden. The subject of fiim•nu being Death and his henchmen, 
who set traps for the living; cf., e.g., Pss xviii 6, cxvi 3; Prov xiii 14. 

5. not one. Assigning to w• of w•'en an emphasizing rather than a 
merely conjunctive function. 

who recognizes me . • • cares for me. The chiastic order of Ii makkir 
and dores l•napli and the semantic equivalence of Ii, "me," and l•napli, 
"for me," might be noted. 

Flight has fled. Escape from oncoming death is impossible. In the 
phrase 'iibad miinos (also in Job xi 20), which is generally rendered by 
paraphrase rather than by translation, lies a play on words (not unusual 
in laments) which comes to light when 'iibad is identified with A.kk. abtitu, 
"to flee," rather than with Akk. abiitu, "to destroy." Cf. CAD, I, pp. 45--47. 
This sense of 'iibad recurs in Ezek xxi 22 (cf. Job xx 8); Job xxx 2; 
Prov xxi 28, while miinos, "flight," derives from nus, "to flee, escape." 
Cf. Ps xl 13, "My iniquities have overtaken me, I and I am unable to 
escape." 

6. I cry to you. Abandoned by men, the psalmist turns to his only 
refuge. 

Yahweh ••• my refuge. Placing yhwh in the first colon and maf:is1, 
"my refuge," in the second, the psalmist employs the poetic device known 
as the breakup of composite phrases; cf. Pss xiv 6, xci 9, where the two 
elements are juxtaposed. 

the land of life eternal. As in Pss xxvii 13, cxvi 9, 'ere!f hal;iayy'im 
is taken to designate Paradise. The psalmist thus opposes "the land of life 
eternal" to vs. 8, masger, "the Prison," his term for the realm of death. 

7. 0 El. Comparison with Ps xvii 1, haqlibiih rinniiti, "heed my cry" 
(revised translation), suggests that MT haqsibiih 'el rinniiti becomes more 
freighted with meaning when the otiose preposition 'el, "to," is repointed 
to 'el, "El," the first element of the composite divine name 'el mii'ed, 
"El the Grand One." 

I am brought low. As in Ps cxvi 6, dallofi connotes to be brought 
down to the gates of Sheol. Since, however, dalloti stems from a root 
meaning "to be weak," it might also resume the thought of vs. 4, 
"my spirit ebbs from me," and be rendered "I am weak," which would 
contrast with the might of the psalmist's enemies stressed in vs. 7d. 

0 Grand One/ By repointing MT m•'od, "much," to adjectival mii'ed, 
we recover the second example of the breakup of a composite term 
(see vs. 6) 'el mii'ed, which compares with yhwh mii'ed, "Yahweh the 
Grand," documented at Ps cix 30. This identification requires a revised 
translation and stylistic analysis of Ps xlvi 2, '•lohim liinu mal;iseh wii'o:r. 
'ezriih b"!fiirot nim!fii' mii'ed (MT m•'od), "God for us is refuge and 
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stronghold, I the liberator from sieges have we found the Grand One." 
This repointing of mii'ed discloses a clear chiastic pattern, which may 
be represented as A+B+c//c+:B+A., as well as the composite divine name. 
Cf. Prov iii 10, viii 21 (ETL 44 [1968], 38), xiii 6. In Ps cxlv 3 we 
encounter the composite divine name yhwh mii'ed, "Yahweh the Grand," 
distributed over succeeding cola. 

One can detect in the next line a motive for the psalmist's choice 
of this divine epithet: the pursuers are mightier than the psalmist, who 
accordingly appeals to El's massive might. 

my hunters. Though rod•piiy is commonly rendered "my pursuers," the 
consistency of metaphor (vs. 4, "they have hidden snares for me") suggests 
the more precise nuance borne by riidap in Ps vii 6; Exod xv 20; I Sam 
xx.vi 20. As in vs. 4d, those hunting down the psalmist are Death and his 
minions; cf. Pss cxl 12, cxliii 3. 

they are mightier. The strength of Death is perhaps best known from the 
simile in Song of Sol viii 6, "For strong as Death is love, / enduring 
as Sheol is passion." Cf. also UT 49:v1: 17; 54: 11-13 and Ps xiii 5, 
"Lest my Foe [=Death] should boast, 'I overcame him.' " 

The identification of Death and his troops as the subject of 'iim•~u, 

"they are mightier," sustains the exegesis of Ps xviii 18, "He rescued 
me from my powerful Foe, I and from my Enemy though stronger than 
I," where "Foe" and "Enemy" were identified as epithets of Death. 

8. Lead ... out. Though the psalmist knows that he must die and 
enter the nether world, he entreats Yahweh to lead him from this dungeon 
to "the land of life eternal" (vs. 6). 

the Prison. The dispute whether masger denotes an earthly prison literally 
or only metaphorically overlooks the import of the following colon, "that 
I might praise your name.'' In an earthly prison one could still praise 
the name of Yahweh. Since a common motif makes Sheol the place 
where there is no praise of Yahweh, the exegete must conclude that 
by "the Prison" the poet intends the nether world. The NOTES on Ps 
Ixxxviii 9 document the motif of Sheol the prison. Cf. also the prayer 
of the Latin Church recited on 20 December as part of the Advent Liturgy: 
"O clavis David, et sceptrum domus Israel, qui aperis, et nemo claudit, 
claudis et nemo aperit: veni, et educ vinctum de domo carceris, sedentem in 
tenebris et umbra mortis" ("0 Key of David, and Scepter of the house 
of Israel, you who open and no one closes, who close and no one 
opens: come, and lead forth the one bound from the prison house, the 
one sitting in darkness and the shadow of death"). On the Phoenician verb 
ysgrnm, "[lest] they imprison them (namely, in the dungeon of the nether 
world)," see the first NoTE on Ps Ixxix 10; this same nuance recurs in 
Job xii 14. 

that I might praise your name. Namely in Paradise; this seems to follow 
from the use in the next colon of the term ~addiqim, "the just," which 
designates the blessed in heaven. Cf. Ps ex! 14. 
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Round me. May the blessed in Paradise gather around the poet to share 
in his thanksgiving for deliverance from Sheol and admittance to heaven. 

let . . . form a circle. MT hiphil indicative yakfiru should perhaps 
be read as hiphil jussive yakteru; this would afford a better sequel to 
imperative hO!{i'ii.h, "Bring forth." 1 lQPs• likewise seemed to doubt the 
desirability of the indicative mode, since it reads ykt rw, with the erasure 
of the -y- after t-. 

the just. Interpreting tfaddiqim as the righteous in heaven, precisely 
as in Pss !xix 29 and cxl 14. Critics tax the poet with inconsistency 
for describing himself in vs. 4 as absolutely isolated and here assuming 
the presence of just people whom he invites to share his happiness. The 
psalmist escapes this charge of exaggerating his abandonment when it is 
recognized that "the just" are not dwellers of this earth. 

Most High. Repointing MT 'iilii.y to 'eli, and consulting the two NoTEs on 
Ps xiii 6, which contains the same phrase in a similar context dealing with 
death and life. 



A psalm of David. 

PSALM 143 

(cxlili 1-12) 

Yahweh, hear my prayer, 
give ear, 0 El, to my plea for mercy. 

In your fidelity 
answer me 

In your justice. 
2 But do not bring your servant into court, 

since no one alive can be justified before you. 
3 For the Foe hunted my soul, 

ground my life into the nether world; 
He made me dwell in the dark regions, 

like the men of the eternal home. 
4 My spirit ebbed from me, 

within me my heart was desolate. 
5 I remembered the days primeval, 

numbered your deeds completely, 
on the works of your hands I meditated. 

6 I stretch out my hands toward you; 
in the nether world my throat is parched with thirst for 
~~ ~~ 

7 Hasten to answer me, Yahweh! 
my spirit fails, 0 Ell 

Should you tum your face from me, 
I would resemble those who have descended the Pit. 

8 Cause me to hear your kindness at the dawn, 
because in you have I trusted. 

Show me the road which I must travel, 
because to you have I raised my mind. 

9 Rescue me from my foes, Yahweh, 
my God, truly am I being submerged. 
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IO Teach me to do your will, 
because you are my God. 

With your good spirit 
lead me 

Into the level land. 
11 For the sake of your Name, Yahweh, grant me life, 

in your justice deliver my life from my adversaries. 
12 In your kindness annihilate my foes, 

and destroy all who harass me, 
For I am your servant. 

NOTES 

§ 143 

cxliii. The last of the Penitential Psalms, this psalm, like Ps xl, is 
composite; it consists of two distinct laments of equal length. Closely 
related in language and thought, the two laments apparently come from 
the same hand. In the first (vss. 1-6), whose limits are indicated by an 
inclusion and by the musical notation Selah, the poet places himself 
in the nether world, from which he pleads for mercy. In the second 
lament ( vss. 7-12), the poet is on the verge of death, and asks God to 
rescue him from Death's grasp and to lead him into celestial happiness. 

No clear evidence permits the identification of the psalmist, but some 
half dozen verbal clues point to his royal character. Thus the double 
reference to himself as 'abdekii, "your servant" (vss. 2, 12), the stress 
on God's "fidelity" (vs. 1) and "kindness" (vss. 8, 12), the appeal to 
the divine Name (vs. 11), and the balance in vss. 11-12 between abstract 
~iiriih, "my adversaries," and 'oy•bay, "my foes," a pair recurring only 
in royal Pss liv 9 and cx.xxviii 7, have their closest counterparts in royal 
psalms such as xx, liv, lxxxvi, lxxxix, cxxxviii. The ascription to David 
and its juxtaposition to royal Ps cxliv sustain the linguistic arguments. 
On this hypothesis, the two laments date to the pre-Exilic period. 

Noteworthy is the triple identification of the composite divine name 
yhwh 'el, "Yahweh El," in vss. 1, 7, 9, but always separated over the 
parallel cola. 

1. Yahweh ... El. As in Ps cxli 8, the composite divine name yhwh 'el 
is distributed over the parallel cola. The two further recurrences in vss. 
7 and 9 make this psalm the best witness to this composite name. 

Yahweh ... 6. for you. Yahweh and vs. 6, l•kii, "for you," form 
an inclusion. 

give ear, 0 El. Comparison with Ps lxxxvi 6, ha'0 z'iniih yhwh t•pi/liitl, 
"Give ear to my prayer, Yahweh," and similar constructions in Pss v 2, 
xvii 1, xxxix 13, Iv 2, lxxviii 1, strongly suggests that MT 'el, "to," 
should be repointed 'el, "O El," so that ha'az'iniih, "give ear," governs 
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a direct object, as in the six texts cited from the Psalter. Cf. Ecclus Ii 11. 
This new vocalization recovers the composite divine name examined in the 
first NOTE on this verse. 

Jn your fidelity. The feeling that this verse is overloaded has led 
scholars to propose the deletion of either be'•muniit•kii, "In your fidelity," 
or of its opposite number "In your justice," but a solution can be found 
by taking imperative 'anen'i, "answer me," as a double-duty imperative set 
between the two prepositional phrases in a 6: 3: 5 syllabic sequence. The 
same solution promises to improve both sense and scansion in Ps 1xix 
14, b•rob !Jasdekii/'aneni/be'•met yis'ekii, "In your great kindness/answer 
me/with your faithful help." Here the syllable count is 5:3:6; cf. N. Airoldi, 
Rivista Biblica I taliana 16 ( 1968), 461, n. 16. 

2. bring. 11QPs8 tbw' and the well-documented (fifth Norn on Ps xliii 3) 
meaning "bring" of the qal form undermine the proposal to repoint qal 
tiibO' to causative tiibi'. 

court. This meaning of mispiit is found in the texts listed in the second 
NOTE on Ps i 5. The psalmist pleads not to be put on trial and sentenced 
according to his deserts, since no man can be found just before God. 

3. the Foe. As in Pss xiii 5, xxxi 9, etc., 'oyeb designates Death. 
Cf. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions, pp. 110--18. 

hunted. For this nuance of riidap, "to pursue," see the fourth NOTE on 
Ps cxlii 7, and for the motif of Death the Hunter, the fourth Norn 
on Ps cxl 12. The similarity between this verse and Ps vii 6 has often 
been noted, and shows that the "foe" mentioned there is likewise Death. 
This amounts to saying that the author of Ps vii invokes death upon 
himself if he has ever been disloyal to friends. 

ground. Consult the discussion of dakkii', "Slime," at Ps xc 3. 
nether world ... dark regions. The pair 'iire!f, "nether world," and 

ma!Jafokkim, "dark regions," balance ideas that are united in the construct 
chain of Job x 21, 'ere!f !Josek, "the land of darkness," a description of the 
underworld. 

He made me dwell. Where our poet uses the verb hoslbiin'i, "He 
made me dwell," the author of Ps vii used ya8ken, "Let him cause 
[my liver] to dwell" (vs. 6), in a very similar context. The last two cola 
of this verse recur in Lam iii 6, which may be indebted to the psalm that 
is pre-Exilic in origin. 

the men of the eternal home. MT mete 'o/iim, "the dead of eternity," 
becomes more meaningful when mete is repointed m•te, "the men of," 
and 'oliim explained as the elliptical equivalent (the clear parallelism 
obviates ambiguity) of bet 'oliim, "the house of eternity," a term for 
the nether world in Eccles xii 5 and in Phoenician. In fact, no ellipsis 
may be involved here because 'Im alone means "eternal home" or "sar
cophagus" in the tenth-century Phoenician Inscription of AJ:tlram, line 1, 
kSth b'lm, "when he put him in the eternal home"; cf. KAI, II, p. 2. Thus 
m•te 'oliim, "the men of the eternal home," may be compared with 
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Ps ii 12, n•se qeber, "mortal men," and Isa xiv 19 'abne bor, "sons of the 
Pit" (as in Job v 23 and in Phoenician, 'abne is b•ne, "sons of," with 
prothetic aleph), and Isa v 13, mete rii'iib, "men of the Hungry One" 
(NoTE on Ps xxxiii 19). 

4. ebbed from me. The poet had become like "the strengthless dead"; 
cf. the NoTES on Ps lxxxviii 5. For the construction tit'a{{ep 'iilay, cf. 
Ps cxlii 4. 

5. I remembered ... numbered .•. I meditated. A similar qtl-qtl-yqtl 
verbal sequence can be seen in Pss lxxvii 17-18 and xciii 3, both of 
which are modeled on mythological texts. Compare the fourth NoTE on 
Ps cxlvi 4. 

the days primeval. When Yahweh vanquished the forces of chaos and 
death; cf. Isa Ii 9-10 and Hab i 12, ha!O' 'attiih miqqedem yhwh '•lohe 
qodsi le'on miiwet (MT 10' niimut, "We shall not die"), "Surely you, 
Yahweh, are from primeval times, I my holy God, the Victor over Death!" 

numbered •.. completely. Cf. the first two NOTES on Ps lxxvii 13. 
numbered . . . I meditated. Preserving the chiastic order of the original. 
6. I stretch out. In a gesture of prayer the psalmist reaches out from 

the Stygian gloom toward heaven. In similar conditions the author of 
Ps cxli 7-8 raised his eyes toward God. 

I stretch out ..• for you. In this final line of the first lament the 
psalmist establishes a double inclusion: with peraSti yiiday, "I stretch out 
my hands," a gesture of prayer, he resumes the thought of vs. 1, "my 
prayer," while /•kii, "for you," harks back to vs. 1, "Yahweh." 

in the nether world. With 1 lQPs• and many manuscripts we read 
b'r~ for MT k•'ere~, "like the nether world." Here the psalmist elicits 
the motif (documented at Ps !xviii 7) that depicts the realm of the 
dead as the land of perpetual thirst, and at the same time ties up the 
closing line with vs. 3, lii'iire~, "into the nether world." 

my throat. Parallel to yiiday, "my hands," napsi preserves here its 
original force. For the imagery, cf. Ps xxxiv 9, "Taste and drink deeply, 
I for Yahweh is sweet." 

is parched with thirst. The MT adjective '"Jepiih, "parched," modifies 
'ere~. "land," but what is needed in this colon is a verb to keep the verse 
alive. Alert to the problem, RSV renders, "My soul thirsts for thee 
like a parched land," but the absence of a note precludes our knowing 
what expedient was employed to recover the verb lacking in MT. Jer 
iv 31, 'iiy•piih napsi, "My throat is parched," suggests that the verb 
'iiy 0piih be read also here instead of the adjective. The description in 
Ps !xix 4 of the psalmist's conditions in Sheol may serve as commentary 
to our verse: "I am wearied by my crying, I my throat is parched." 

Selah. This musical notation marks the end of the first lament. 
7. Yahweh ... El. Like the first lament, the second begins with the 

composite divine name in the vocative case and separated in the parallel 
cola. 
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O Ell Repointing MT 'al, "not," which creates a grammatically non
viable verse, to 'el, and attaching it to the second colon of our verse, 
where it balances vocative Yahweh of the first colon; cf. Psalms fl, 
p. xx1. Once transferred to the second colon, 'iii supplies the third word 
needed to counterpoise the three words of the first colon. 

Should you turn. In a gesture indicating refusal of request. As noted 
at Ps civ 29, taster, an infixed -t- form of sur, "to turn," introduces 
a conditional sentence without a morphological indicator; cf. lotion, GHB, 
§ 167a. 

I would resemble. In w•nimJalfi the w• introduces the apodosis or 
conclus.ion of the condition stated in the first colon. On the verge of 
death, the psalmist is doomed to join those in the Pit unless Yahweh 
swiftly intervenes. 

The phrase nimJalti 'im, "I would resemble," semantically and gram
matically relates to Ps lxxxviii 5, nel;zSabti 'im, "I am reckoned as." In 
both phrases 'im denotes "like," a meaning also witnessed in Ugaritic, as 
observed in the fourth NoTE on Ps lxi 7. 

8. at the dawn. As in Pss xxvii 5 and xxx 6, dawn symbolizes resurrection 
and immortality. The dying poet boldly requests eternal life with God. 
Instead of the bor, "the Pit" (vs. 7), the psalmist demands the boqer, 
"the dawn," of resurrection and immortality. 

which I must travel. In the journey from this life to the next; see 
Ps cxlii 4. 

raised my mind. To Yahweh alone bas the psalmist prayed during 
his lifetime. Compare Ps :xxiv 4, "who has not raised bis mind to an 
idol." 

9. Rescue me. Since he already feels himself to be in the clutches 
of Death. 

from my foes. Namely, Death and his rmmons; cf. Ps cxlii 4, 7b. 
Yahweh, my God. The reading yhwh 'iili (see next NOTE) recovers 

the third instance in Ps cxliii of the composite divine name. 
my God, truly am I being submerged. Unexplained MT 'elekii kissffi 

is here read, with no consonantal changes, 'iili, -"my El," or "my God," 
ki, the emphatic particle, and pual passive kusseti, "am I being sub
merged." Other texts predicating kissiih, "to cover over, submerge," of 
the nether waters include Job xxii 11, 'o tzD:Sek lo' tir'eh w•sip'at mayim 
t•kassekkii, "Or will you not see the Darkness, or the flood of waters 
not submerge you?" Cf. also Ps cxl 10, which alludes to this theme, 
Exod xv 5, and Tromp, Primitive Conceptions, p. 39, n. 88. By his use 
of this imagery the psalmist evokes the phrase in vs. 7, yor•de biJr, 
"those who have descended the Pit." 

10. With your good spirit. Like Ps Ii 14, ruab n•dibiih, "by your 
generous spirit," rubakii robiih parses as an accusative of means preceding 
its verb. Contrast RSV, "Let thy good spirit lead me," and KJ, "Thy 
spirit is good; lead me." Grammarians (cf. lotion, GHB, § 138 f.) take 
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cognizance of the lack of article with fobiih, "good," but can offer no 
satisfactory explanation. Perhaps the reason is syllabic: the present syllable 
count is 5: 3: 5, which would be upset by the addition of an article. 

lead me. In vss. 7-10 the poet employs six imperative forms which 
he partially balances in vss. lOb--12 by the use of four jussive forms and 
one precative perfect, thus achieving considerable variety in the expres
sion of his prayers. 

A technical term connoting "to lead into Paradise," tan!zeni, "lead me," 
opens his closing prayer for a blessed afterlife. Metrically it stands in 
the middle of an accusative of means and a prepositional phrase in a 
5:3:5 syllabic sequence that resembles the 6:3:5 count in vs. 1. 

the level land. As noted at Ps lxvii 5, 'eref misor describes the celestial 
abode of the just. 

11. For the sake of your Name. The reason for introducing this motive 
becomes clearer with the knowledge that the just in heaven continually 
praised Yahweh's Name; cf., for example, Pss xxiii 2, cxl 14, and cxlii 8. 

in your justice. The psalmist harks back to vs. 1, "answer me I In 
your justice." 

deliver. Jussive tofi' has essentially the same force as imperative hofi'tih, 
"Lead out!" in cognate Ps cxlii 8. The poet repeats in other words the 
request of vs. 9. 

my adversaries • . • 12. my foes. Namely, the infernal powers who 
threaten the psalmist's life. As in Pss liv 9 (where the Ugaritic parallelism 
between ib, "foe," and frt, "adversary," is cited), and cxxxviii 7, abstract 
fiiriih, "adversity," acquires a concrete denotation by reason of its parallel
ism with concrete 'oycbiiy, "my foes," and also shares its suffix. 

12. In your kindness annihilate. Comparing Ps liv 7, "in his fidelity he 
annihilated them completely." 

annihilate my foes. The phrase t~mu 'oy•biiy closely resembles the 
phraseology of UT, 68 :9, where the god Baal is instructed to vanquish 
his rivals: ht ibk tmbf ht tfmt frtk, "Now your foes must you smite, 
now must you annihilate your adversaries." 

destroy. Following a series of four jussives, perfect ha'abadtii parses as 
precative, and forms an inclusion with the imperatives with which the 
second lament opens. 

who harass me. Cf. Ps xliii 2, "harassment by the Foe." 
For I am your servant. The psalmist is the servant of the living God 

of Israel. The expression '4 ni 'abdekii may be compared with the same 
phrase in UT, 67:11:11-12, where Baal professes his subjection to Death: 
bht lbn ilm mt 'bdk an wd'lmk, "Hail, O divine Mot [=Death], your servant 
am I and yours for eternity!" 



Of David. 

PSALM 144 

(cxliv 1-15) 

Blessed be Yahweh my mountain, 
who trained my hands for warfare, 
my arms for battle. 

2 My rampart and my fastness, 
my bulwark and my haven, 

He is my Suzerain, and in him I trust, 
the one who prostrated the peoples at my feet. 

3 Yahweh, what is man, that you should care about him? 
the son of man, that you should think about him? 

4 Man is like the vapor, 
his days are like a passing shadow. 

5 Yahweh, bow your heavens and descend, 
touch the mountains that they smoke! 

6 Flash your shafts and scatter them, 
forge your arrows and disperse them. 

7 Stretch forth your hands from high; 
snatch me and rescue me 
from the waters c'leep, 
from the hand of foreigners, 

8 \Vhose mouth speaks lies, 
and whose right hand is a. perjured hand. 

9 0 God, a new song let me sing to you, 
on the ten-stringed lyre let me play to you, 

10 Who gave victory to his king, 
who rescued David his servant. 

From the sword of the Evil One snatch me, 
11 and rescue me from the hand of foreigners, 

\Vhose mouth speaks lies, 
and whose right hand is a perjured right hand. 

12 May he bless our sons like plants, 
carefully trained from their youth; 
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Our daughters like pillars, 
carved for the structure of a palace. 

13 May our garners be filled, 
reaching from end to end. 

May our sheep bring forth thousands, 
be multiplied by myriads in our open spaces; 

14 may our cattle be well fed. 
Let there be no invasion, 

and let there be no exile, 
nor outcry in our squares. 

15 How blest the people of whom this is so, 
how blest the people whose God is Yahweh! 

NOTES 

§ 144 

cxliv. This poem actually consists of two distinct psalms; in this respect 
it resembles the preceding psalm. The first psalm ( vss. 1-11 ) is in tum a 
composite work which cannot be placed in a single category (cf. Ps xxxvi), 
since it contains elements of three different genres: royal hymn of thanks
giving (vss. 1-2), Wisdom (vss. 3-4), and a prayer for victory over human 
and infernal foes (vss. 5-8), followed by a vow to give formal thanks 
(vss. 9-11). The second psalm (vss. 12-15) is a king's prayer for the 
prosperity of his people, asking the blessing of children (vs. 12), crops 
(vs. 13a), cattle (vss. 13b--14a), and for concord (vs. 14b--d), followed by 
a sapiential reflection (vs. 15). 

Critics tend to describe Ps cxliv as a mosaic of verses culled from 
other psalms, especially from Ps xviii, and credit its author with limited 
originality. The recognition, though, of six parallel pairs of words-three 
of which are braces of infrequent occurrence-that have counterparts in 
the Ugaritic tablets, of the hapax legomenon phrase !Jereb rii'iih, "the 
sword of the Evil One'' (vs. 10) as a designation of Death, and the ap
preciation of the remarkable word order in vs. 7 and of the unexampled 
plays on roots in vss. 6-7, permit one to dissent from the majority view 
regarding the poet's inventiveness. In our present state of knowledge the 
more prudent conclusion would be that since our poet and the psalmists 
with whom he shows a close affinity are all indebted to an older literary 
tradition, it is difficult to establish that our psalm is literarily dependent 
upon other canonical psalms. Compare, for example, the syntax of vs. 
3 with that of Ps viii 5, which expresses the same sentiment. 

A royal psalm that mentions David in vs. 10 and whose closest con
ceptual and linguistic ties are with tenth-century Ps xviii, this composite 
work may tentatively be ascribed to the tenth century B.C. 
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1. my mountain. Agreeing with MT, 1 lQPsa lends no support to the 
suspicion of critics that some words have fallen out after .ruri, "my moun
tain." 

who trained. In his comment on UT, 3 Aqht:rev.:29, almdk, "I will 
teach you," in a damaged context dealing with the attempts of the goddess 
Anath to wheedle the bow from Aqhat, T. H. Gaster, Thespis (New York, 
1950), p. 452, makes the interesting observation that a/mdk is evidently 
to be taken in the specific sense of Heb. lammed qiiSet, "to teach archery." 

my hands ... my arms. The parallelism between yiiday, "my hands," 
and 'e.rb•'otay, "my arms," has Canaanite antecedents in the Ugaritic text 
cited in the next NoTE. To date more than 290 pairs of words in Ugaritic 
have found their counterparts in Biblical Hebrew, and the Psalter witnesses 
157 of these parallel pairs. 

my arms. Though universally rendered "my fingers," 'e~b•'otay bears, 
by reason of the parallelism and through metonymy, the meaning found 
in UT, K.rt: 157-58, yrb.r ydh amth u~b'th 'd tkm, "He washed his hands 
to the elbow, his arms up to the shoulder." This conditioned meaning is 
thus analogous to the conditioned meaning of yiid, "hand," which some
times signifies "the left hand," when placed in poetic parallelism with 
yiimin, "right hand." It may further be observed that in the parallel text 
of Ps xviii 35, yiiday, "my hands," is paired with z•ro'otay, the normal 
word for "my arms." Cf. Biblica 44 (1963), 296-97, and UHP, pp. 30-31. 

2. My rampart. llQPs• bsdy (=MT basdI) supports none of the four 
emendations listed by BH8 to find a synonym more consonant with the 
pervading metaphor. Nor does any emendation seem necessary, given 
the evidence for besed, "rampart," exposed at Ps !ix 11; see also below on 
Ps cxlvii 11. 

my haven. Repointing MT m•pa/cfI, "my rescuer," to pausal mipliifi, 
as in Ps Iv 9; see the discussion there. From the preceding synonyms it 
seems clear that a noun of place is called for rather than a participle. 
Prepositional li "to me," which adds little to the suffix of mipliifI, 
"my haven," fulfills a grammatical function if advanced to the next colon. 

He is my Suzerain. With the transfer of II, -"to me," from the 
preceding colon we recover the nominal sentence II m•giinI which nicely 
couples with ubo biisitl, "and in him I trust." Though MT miiginnI, 
"my shield," is compatible with "I trust," it can scarcely be the proper 
subject of hiiroded, "the one who prostrated." Thus the vocalization 
m•ganl and the definition proposed at Pss iii 4 and xviii 31, "The Suzerain 
is he to all who trust in him," commend themselves here. 

the one who prostrated. 1 lQPs• secures MT hiiroded against emenda
tion to hiirodeh, a reading found in one manuscript, while comparison 
with Ps xviii 48, wayyadber 'ammim tabtiiy, "and [who) made peoples 
supine at my feet" (revised translation; see also Ps xlvii 4), and Isa xiv 1, 
l•rad /•piinay goylm, "to prostrate nations before him," serves to bring 
out the meaning of roded, from riidad, "to hammer, beat down." 
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the peoples at my feet. llQPs8 reads plural absolute 'mym tl;ity, 
"the peoples at my feet" (=Ps xviii 48), which is semantically easier 
than MT 'amm'i tal;itiiy, "my people at my feet." I adopt the suggestion 
of D. N. Freedman that consonantal 'my be read as plural construct 
'amme, "the peoples," dependent upon the genitive tal;itiiy, "at my feet." 
For other instances of a construct before a preposition, see the NOTE 
on Ps Ixxxiv 7, 'ibre b•'emeq, "brooks in the valley," with bibliography. 

at my feet. The NoTEs on Pss viii 7 and xlv 6 discuss this meaning 
of tal;itiiy. New instances include Ps xviii 48; II Sam ii 23; Job ix 13, 
discussed by me in The Role of the Phoenicians in the Interaction of 
Mediterranean Civilizations, pp. 123-52, especially 139-40. 

3. Yahweh, what is man? With this variation on Ps viii 5 the psalmist 
turns from his contemplation of Yahweh's goodness to reflect upon the insig
nificance and the transitory character of the object of God's munificence. 

the son of man. Heb. hen '•nos equals Ugar. bnJ, spelled bu-nu-su, 
as pointed out by UT, Glossary, No. 486. Cf. also Ugaritica, V, p. 351. 

4. Man ... his days. Cf. Pss xxxix 6, 11 and cii 12. 
5. bow your heavens • • • touch the mountains. The descriptions of 

Pss xviii 10 and civ 32 are turned into prayers for a theophany. 
that they smoke. As in Pss civ 32 and cxlviii 8, the psalmist doubtless 

describes volcanic activity. 
6. Flash your shafts. In the phrase b•roq biiraq, the collective singular 

biiriiq, ''your shafts," shares the suffix of second-colon l;iiiiekii ''your arrows." 
scatter them ... disperse them. Namely, the lightning bolts, and not 

the enemies of Yahweh, as commonly held; see the NOTES on Ps xviii 15. 
Thus Kirkpatrick, Psalms, p. 809, comments, "Them must refer to the 
enemies who are in the Psalmist's mind, though he has not expressly 
mentioned them." 

scatter them ... 7. snatch me. In t•p~em, "scatter them," and P"ieni 
"snatch me," the psalmist realizes an effective play on two different roots. 
The next NOTE registers another rootplay. 

forge your arrows ... 7. Stretch forth. As noted at Ps xviii 15, 
the first s•lal;i, "forge," is a different root from s•lal;i, "Stretch forth." 

7. Stretch forth your hands. Comparing s•lal;i yiidekii (1 lQPsa is 
here unfortunately damaged and unable to furnish an argument in favor 
either of MT dual "your hands" or of the ancient versions which all 
read singular "your hand") with UT, 128:IV:24, yd bi' ISll;i, "She stretched 
forth her hand into the bowl." 

The style of vs. 7 is noteworthy. The first colon consists of imperative 
+ object + prepositional phrase; the second is comprised of two impera
tives, each followed by the suffixed object, while the third and forth cola 
are made up of prepositional phrases modifying the second-colon impera
tives. 

snatch me and rescue me. The psalmist juxtaposes the two imperatives 
P"ieni w•h~i'ilen'i, and then follows with the two prepositional phrases 
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that modify respectively the two imperatives. Cf. the first NoTE on Ps 
lxxvi 12 which cites other texts with similar word arrangements. 

Proposals to emend away p•~eni, "snatch me," founder on the observa
tion that it forms a wordplay with vs. 6, t•pi~em, "scatter them." Nor 
can one accept, tout court, the opinion that p•~eni is here an Aramaism, 
since Ugaritic witnesses the personal name bn Nn. 

the waters deep. As noted at Ps xviii 17, mayim rabbim refers to the 
waters of the nether world; the psalmist prays for deliverance from death. 

the hand of foreigners. The double request-to be snatched from the 
dangers of Sheol and to be delivered from human foes-sustains the 
summary description of Ps xviii (introductory Norn) as a prayer for 
rescue from the grasp of human enemies and from the clutches of Sheol. 

8. mouth . . . right hand. These two nouns are collocated in the 
mythological text, UT, 52:63-64, y'db uymn usmal bphm, "With both 
right and left hands they are put into their mouths." 

whose right hand. Hardly "whose help," as rendered by Hanson, PMS, 
III, p. 98, with the note (p. 123), "Literally, 'right arm.'" The right 
hand was uplifted when a solemn oath was sworn (cf. the NOTE on Ps 
cvi 26) and probably when a pact was made between nations; see George 
Mendenhall, "Covenant," in IDB, I, especially p. 715a. In our context 
the foreigners would more likely be accused of violating their covenant 
with the Israelite king. 

a perjured right hand. Literally "a right hand of perjury"; cf. Pss xliv 
18 and lxxxix 34 where the verb siqqer, "to be false," is used in covenant 
contexts. 

9. sing ... play. The frequent Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism between 
sir and ziimar is noted at Pss !vii 8 and ci 1. 

to you . . . 10. to his king. The shift from the second person to the 
third is characteristic of court style; cf., for example, Ps lxxxix 4-5. 

10. to his king ... his servant. Comparison with Pss xviii 51-52, cxxxii 
10, and I Sam ii 10 reveals that MT m•liikim, "kings," should be synony
mous with 'abdo, "his servant." This becomes feasible when consonantal 
mlkym is read malki-m, the singular form with the third-person suffix 
-i, followed by enclitic mem. As in vs. 2, stylistic variation would account 
for the choice of two different forms of the third-person suffix. One must 
also reckon with the possibility that MT plural m•liikim is a plural of 
majesty, comparable with Ps lxxxix 51, 'abiidekii, "your servant," or II 
Chron vi 42, m•sl{iekii, "your anointed one"; see also the third NOTE 
on Ps cxxxviii 8. In this case, plural of majesty m•liikim, "king," would 
share the suffix of its second-colon synonym 'abdo, "his servant." But the 
second hypothesis appears less probable. 

the sword of the Evil One . . . 11. the hand of foreigners. In vs. 7 
the psalmist asks liberation from infernal foes (mayim rabbim) and 
from human adversaries (yad b•ne nekiir). Here he repeats his prayer, 
but the infernal foe appears under a different guise; here he is called 
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rii'iih, "Evil," an abstract designation acquiring concrete force by reason 
of being paired with concrete b•ne nekiir, "foreigners"; compare abstract 
rii'iib, "Hunger," but concretely signifying "the Hungry One" in Ps xxxiii 
19 and Isa v 13. Cf. Prov xiii 21, flattii'lm ieraddep rii'iih w•'et ~addlqlm 
y•Jal/em fob, "The Evil One will pursue sinners, but the Good One will 
reward the just," and Ps lx.xxiv 11, "the Tent of the Wicked One," where 
the abstract vocalization of MT refo', "Evil," may be retained without 
its concrete sense being changed. 

That Death possessed a sword (the phrase flereb rii'iih, "the sword of 
the Evil One," is hapax legomenon) may be inferred from the effects so 
graphically described in Ps cxli 7, "Like one rent and riven in the nether 
world, / my bones are strewn at the mouth of Sheol." Cf. the Aramaic 
text, CIS, II, 212:6, wyhw' bh flip mwt, "And the knife of Death will 
fall upon him." On flip, "knife," see N. J. Tromp, "De radice flip in 
lingua hebraica," VD 41 (1963), 299-304, and UT, Glossary, No. 968. 

the sword . • . 11. the hand. The pairing of flereb, "sword," and 
yiid, "the hand," answers to the parallelism of UT, 128:IV:24-25, yd b~' 
IS/fl flrb bbsr tStn, "She stretched forth her hand into the bowl, she put 
a large knife into the meat." The same brace recurs in the very ancient 
poem Exod xv 9. 

snatch me, 11. and rescue me. The word order of the Hebrew is also 
chiastic. 

12. May he bless. Usually deleted as dittographic, consonantal 'sr forms 
an inclusion with vs. 15, 'dfre, "How blest," when vocalized as pie! 
'iSSer, just as in Ps xxxiii 12, and parsed as precative perfect. In vs. 14, 
it may be noted, the psalmist twice employs the precative mode. Of course, 
one may also defend the imperative pie! 'dfser, "Bless!" but in this prayer 
for prosperity God is nowhere addressed in the second person, whereas 
in vs. 15 he is referred to in the third person, so that the precative 
expression seems preferable. 

Noteworthy is the descending syllable count of the first six cola: 
9:9::8:8::7:7; cf. the first NOTE on Ps c:xxxix 18. The 9:9 syllable count 
in the first colon would obviously be upset by the deletion of 'sr. 

carefully trained from their youth. Referring primarily to the plants 
and secondarily to the sons, though the Hebrew and the English translation 
are ambiguous. In the phrase m•guddiillm bin•'urehem the preposition bi 
bears its frequent meaning "from." Contrast RSV, "May our sons in their 
youth be like plants full grown." This means that our phrase grammatically 
equals Lam iii 27, "It is good for a man that he bear the yoke from 
his youth (bin•'uriiyw)," and is the semantic equivalent of Job xxxi 18, 
"kl minn•'urey (MT minn"'uray, "my youth") gudd•lenl (MT g"delanl), 
"For from his youth he was reared by me," and Phoen. lmn'ry, "from his 
youth." 

carved. Pual participle m•fluttiibot may well be a dialectal form of 
m•flu~~iibOt, given the increasing number of roots with interchangeable I 
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and :f. Already in Ugaritic this interchange is witnessed in such forms as 
b!r and b?.r, "court"; {hr and ?,hr, "pure"; lfpn and l?,pn, a divine epithet. 
Thus the concurrence of the roots f:ia{ab, "to carve," and baniih, "to 
build" (in tabnit, "structure") relates our verse to mythologically couched 
Prov ix 1, "Wisdom built (ban•tah) her house, she carved (f:iii:j•bah) her 
seven pillars." 

palace. The present 8: 8 syllable count discountenances the deletion of 
hekal, "palace," proposed by BH3. 

13. reaching. "To reach, attain" seems to be the basic meaning of the 
root pwq in Ugaritic and Hebrew. The common rendition "affording" 
assumes a connection with Aram. n•paq, "to go forth," and "to produce" 
in the causative conjugation, but this meaning does not fit all the texts 
witnessing this verb. 

from end to end. A tentative translation (following some ancient ver
sions) of the hapax legomenon phrase mizzan 'el zan, which KJ renders 
"all manner of store." 

our sheep ••. our cattle. As in Ps viii 8, the pair :ft5'nenu (MT .ro'wnenu) 
and 'alpenu (MT 'allupenu) seem to form a merismus, denoting all types 
of domestic cattle. The Ugaritic text balancing these two nouns is quoted 
at Ps viii 8. 

bring forth thousands, be multiplied by myriads. The expression 
ma'afipot m•rubbabOt juxtaposes two roots that appear in parallelism in 
UT, 1019:4-5, alp ymm wrbt fot, "a thousand days and ten thousand 
years." 

14. well fed. This definition of m•subbalim. which is supported by LXX, 
Aquila, Symm., and Juxta Hebraeos, seems also to elucidate Eccles xii 5 
and Nab iii 15. For another opinion, see JAOS 88 (1968), 92, n. 49, 
where Moshe Held proposes "Our cattle are well cared for; there is 
none that breaks out, and none that stampedes, and there is no alarm 
on our ranges." 

Let there be no invasion .•• no exile, nor outcry. Interpreting the triple 
'en as precative perfect; cf. vs. 12. 

invasion ••. exile. Assigning to pere:f, "invasion" (literally "breach"), 
and yo:fe't, "exile," the frequent military nuance (contrast Held's improbable 
version cited in next to last NOTE) that is witnessed, for instance, in 
Amos iv 3, p•rii:jlm t?se'niih, "Through the breaches you shall go into 
exile." 

15. How blest. Heb. 'alre forms an inclusion with vs. 12, 'iSSer, "May 
he bless." 



PSALM 145 

(ex.Iv 1-21) 

A psalm of praise. Of David. 

I will exalt you, my God, 0 King! 
and I will bless your name, 0 Eternal and Everlasting! 

2 Every day I will bless you, 
and praise your name to everlasting eternity. 

3 Great is Yahweh, 
and worthy of praise the Grand, 

Since to his greatness there is no limit. 
4 Generation shall laud your works to generation, 

and shall proclaim your exploits. 
5 0 Majesty, your glorious splendor shall they describe, 

about your wonders will I compose my songs. 
6 0 Strong One, they shall announce your awesome acts, 

and I will number your great deeds. 
7 They shall pour forth the record, 0 Master, of your goodness, 

and ring out your justice. 
8 Merciful and compassionate is Yahweh, 

slow to anger and abounding in kindness. 
9 Yahweh's goodness is for all, 

and his compassion is upon all his works. 
IO All your works shall praise you, Yahweh, 

and your devoted ones shall bless you. 
11 They shall announce your glorious kingship, 

and tell of your power, 
12 Making known to the sons of men his exploits, 

and the glorious splendor of his kingship. 
13 Your kingdom is an eternal kingdom, 

and your dominion endures throughout all generations. 
14 Yahweh is the sustainer of all who fall, 

and the uplifter of all bent double. 
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15 The eyes of all wait for you, 
for it is you who give them 
their food in its season, 

16 You who open your hand, 
and satisfy every living thing with your favor. 

17 Just is Yahweh in all his ways, 
and kind in all his works. 

18 Near is Yahweh to all who call him, 
to all who call him in truth. 

19 He performs the will of those who fear him, 
he hears their cry and saves them. 

20 The protector of all who love him is Yahweh, 
but all the wicked will he destroy! 

21 The praise of Yahweh shall my mouth speak, 
and all flesh shall bless his holy name, 
to everlasting eternity! 

NOTES 

335 

cxlv. A hymn celebrating the attributes of Yahweh, especially his king
ship. The acrostic arrangement of the psalm means that each new verse 
begins with the next in order of the Hebrew alphabet; the verse which 
begins with the letter nun is missing in MT, though it is found in one 
Hebrew manuscript, in the LXX, and Syriac. RSV supplies this verse 
from these sources: "The Lord is faithful in all his words, and gracious 
in all his deeds." llQPs• likewise preserves the nun verse, reading n'mn 
'lwhym bdbryw w~syd bkwl m'fyw, "God is faithful in his words, and 
gracious in all his deeds." After each verse llQPs• also preserves a con
gregational response, "Blessed be Yahweh, and blessed be his name forever!" 
which is not found in MT. Should the nun verse be inserted after vs. 13 
in MT and in our translation? It would seem that this problem should not 
be considered apart from similar problems in the acrostic Pss xxv and 
xxxiv. In Ps xxv the waw and qoph verses are wanting, the latter being 
replaced by a second resh verse; moreover, a supernumerary pe verse is 
added at the end. In Ps xxxiv the waw verse is missing and a supplementary 
verse beginning with pe is added at the end. All these things considered, 
I have followed MT in not including the nun verse in the present transla
tion. 

The acrostic pattern seems not to have obstructed the lyricism of the 
psalmist, for the hymn effuses originality and warmth. It is remarkable 
for the number of divine names and appellatives; it may fairly be de
scribed as a litany of sacred names. The NOTES below identify new names 
and titles in vss. 1, 3, 5, 6, 7. Stylistically significant are the word order 
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in vss. 1, 12, 18, the chiasmus in vss. 2, 10, 11, 20, 21, the interlocking 
inclusions between vss. 1-2 and 21, and the stylistic variation in vs. 4. 

Neither content nor style afford a solid basis for determining the date 
of composition. The acrostic pattern, commonly taken as a sign of lateness, 
appears in Pss ix-x, which can scarcely be termed late poems, and the 
several Ugaritic tablets with the letters arranged in alphabetical order 
suggest that the acrostic pattern may have been used in the Late Bronze 
Age. 

1. A psalm of praise. This is the only psalm which bears the title 
t•hilliih, literally "a praise"; from the plural of this word comes the 
Hebrew title of the whole Psalter, t•hillim, "praises." It is interesting 
to note that llQPsn reads tplh, "a prayer," suggesting that in their 
Psalter no psalm bore the heading t•hilliih, "a psalm of praise." That 
MT t•hilliih is correct may also be inferred from the inclusion it forms 
with vs. 21, t•hillat yhwh, "The praise of Yahweh." 

my God, 0 King . . . 0 Eternal and Everlasting! If we assume that 
the first-colon sequence of verb+object+two vocatives is counterpoised by 
the second-colon components, we may infer that l•'oliim answers to the 
vocative particle and divine title hammelek, "O King," and parses as 
vocative lamedh plus the divine title 'oliim, "Eternal," described at Ps 
Iii 10. The psalmist distributes over the parallel cola the composite divine 
title melek 'o/iim, "the King of Eternity," discussed at Ps x 16. Cf. also 
Jer x IO and the title of the Pharaoh in UT, 2008:9, mlk 'Im. That we 
can assume such careful literary carpentry follows from the analysis of 
the next verse. 

2. Every day ... everlasting eternity. As in vs. 1, the elements of 
both cola are perfectly balanced. Here, however, the sequence of the 
chiastic verse is prepositional phrase+ verb+ object/ /verb+object+preposi
tional phrase. Thus l•'oliim wii'ed must be interpreted in the light of its 
opposite number, b•kol yom, "Every day," whereas in vs. 1 /•'oliim 
wii'ed, by reason of the parallelism, received a different interpretation 
with a resultant play on words. 

3. Yahweh ... the Grand. When MT m•'od, "much," is revocalized 
mii'ed, the composite divine name yhwh mii'ed, "Yahweh the Grand," 
studied at Ps cix 30, becomes clear. Cf. the revised translation of Ps xcvi 
4, proposed at Ps cix 30, and I Chron xvi 25. This would then be the 
second example in this psalm (see vs. 1) of a composite divine name 
distributed over succeeding cola. 

4. Generation .. generation. Ps xx.ii 31-32 expresses a similar senti
ment. 

shall laud . . shall proclaim. Though the subject of the two cola 
is the same, the poet employs the singular verb y•'SabbaJ:i, "shall laud," 
in the first colon, (11 QPsa reads plural ysbJ:iw), and the plural form 
yaggldu, "shall proclaim," in the second. With the plural verb form the 
poet could add one syllable to the second colon to produce a syllabically 
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better balanced (10:9) verse. In vs. 6 the psalmist resorts to an energic 
form to create syllabic equilibrium, so the metrical argument carries con
viction. 

This stylistic subtlety was lost on 1 Qlsa in Isa xliii 9b, ml biihem 
yaggid zo't w•rl'Sonot yalmi'unu, "Who among them has proclaimed this? 
And who predicted to us past events?" Here the prophet employs singular 
yaggid, "has proclaimed," and plural yaimi'u, "predicted," with the same 
subject, but lQis• equalizes both verbs, reading them as plural forms 
ygydw and ysmy'w, respectively. Other examples are given in the second 
NOTE on Ps cv 11, but cf. especially Isa liv 3. 

5. 0 Majesty. Since this psalm is a litany of divine titles, MT construct 
hadar gains force when pointed as absolute hiidiir and identified as a 
divine title in the vocative case. 

shall they describe. llQPsa ydbrw, "shall they describe," supports the 
LXX and Syr., and is tentatively adopted here against MT didrey, "words 
of." 

6. 0 Strong One. Repointing MT '•zuz, "strength of," to adjectival 
'izzuz (cf. Ps xx.iv 8, yhwh 'izzuz w•gibbar, "Yahweh strong and mighty"), 
and explaining initial we as the vocative particle discussed at Ps cxxxix 19. 

I will number. Though MT 'asapp•renniih can be explained as employ
ing the resumptive pronominal suffix, the fact that llQPsa reads 'spr 
suggests that consonantal 'sprnh expresses the energic form to be pointed 
'asapp•ranniih. What is more, the resumptive pronoun construction proves 
improbable if the antecedent should tum out to be plural; see the next 
Norn and UHP, p. 21. 

your great deeds. With Ketiv, Juxta Hebraeos, and llQPsa gdwlwtykh, 
reading plural g•dulotekii as against the Qere singular form which is also 
found in several ancient versions. Parallelism with plural no'rotekii, "your 
awesome acts," likewise sustains the plural lection. 

1. They shall pour forth. An attempt to reproduce the Hebraic idea 
underlying the verb yabbl'u; from the root nb' also derives the noun 
mabbua•, "bubbling spring." 

the record, 0 Master, of your goodness. Heb .. zeker rah fub•ka may 
well be parsed as a construct chain with vocative rah, "O Master" (see Ps 
cxxiii 3), interposed between the construct and its genitive. Cf. Isa xxvi 7, 
where 'oral;z l~~addiq mesarim, "the path, 0 Just One, of uprightness," 
is balanced by vs. 8, 'oral:z mispiifekii, "the path of your judgments." 
Evidence that any part of speech can intervene in a construct chain in 
poetry continues to mount; see the first NOTE on Ps ex! 10, and THE 

GRAMMAR OF TIIE PSALTER. 

9. Yahweh's goodness. Construing fob-yhwh as a construct chain rather 
than as a nominal sentence with RSV, "The Lord is good." This analysis 
accords with MT's use of the makkeph or hyphen between the two words. 

for ... upon. This balance between l and 'l corresponds to the Ugaritic 
parallelism noted at Ps ciii 1 O. 
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his compassion. Plural rabamiiyw may also be rendered "his acts of 
compassion." 

12. Making known. Though some versions (e.g., RSV) take the in
finitive l•hod"ia' as expressing purpose "to make known," it may also be 
parsed as the circumstantial infinitive discussed in the third NoTE on Ps 
ci 8. For the thought, cf. Ps !xvii 3. 

his exploits. To avoid the jarring shift from the second person hitherto 
used to the third person of g•burotiiyw, "his exploits," and malkuto, 
"his kingship," many versions retain the second person also here; thus 
RSV reads, "to make known • . . thy mighty deeds," with the note that 
"Hebrew reads his." This concession to modem ears does, it would seem, 
obliterate a device of court style, namely the unexpected shift from second 
to third person. It should be noted further that Yahweh's kingship is 
explicitly mentioned in this verse, thus pointing up the appositeness of 
court style. 

the glorious splendor. By which Yahweh struck fear into his rivals, 
thus enabling him to achieve his mighty deeds. Documented at Pss xxi 
6, xiv 4, lxxxix 45, and in Biblica 41 (1966), 417, this motif may also 
be recognized in Exod xv 7; Ecclus x 5; and Job xl 12, where God twits 
Job in these terms: w•hOd•kii (MT wahadok) r•sii'lm rebittem ( tabtiim), 
"And by your splendor terrify the wicked," as proposed in Biblica 49 
(1968), 509-10. 

and the glorious splendor of his kingship. Since the entire second colon 
balances only the last component of the first colon, the whole verse may 
be symbolically represented as A+B+c//c, the sequence of vs. 18 and of Ps 
cxlii 6. 

13. an eternal kingdom. Comparing malkut kol 'oliimim with UT, 68:10, 
tqb mlk 'lmk, "You shall receive your eternal kingdom/kingship." 

eternal . . . all generations. This rather frequent pairing of 'oliim 
"eternal," and dor wiidor, "all generations," is commented upon at Ps 
cxxxv 13. Containing several ideas echoed in our verse, UT, 68:10 affords 
an instructive comparison: tql) mlk 'lmk drkt drdrk, "You shall receive 
your eternal kingdom/kingship, your dominion of all generations." 

16. You who open. Meter is better served when MT poteaJ:i 'et, with 
one beat, is read with LXX poteab 'attii, with two beats; the resultant 
syllable count is 8:9. llQPs• pwfh 'th 't ydkh, with nine syllables, proves 
syllabically even more satisfactory (9:9) and may be the preferred read
ing. The sense remains the same whatever lection is adopted. 

your favor. As in Ps xix 15, where its shares the suffix of l•piinekii, 
"according to your will," rt'4on, "your favor," here shares the suffix of 
first-colon yiidekii, "your hand." 

17. Just ... kind. This verse clarifies the reading and translation of Ps 
cxli Sa. 

18. to all who call him in truth. The psalmist repeats the A+B+c//c 
pattern of vs 12. 
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19. He performs the will. Inasmuch as it is a fixed idiom denoting 
"to perform the will" in Pss xl 9, ciii 21, cxliii 10, there is no sound 
reason why r"~on (y•re'ayw) ya'aseh should not be translated in the same 
way here. Contrast the attenuated version of RSV, "He fulfils the desire 
of all [sic/] who fear him." Those who truly worship Yahweh have a 
right to be answered, and the second colon affirms that he does answer· 
their prayers. 

he hears their cry and saves them. The Hebrew is characterized by 
the alliteration of s (=sh) sounds, and by verbal roots ending in' ('ayin): 
saw'iitam yisma' w•yoli'em. Cf. Ps cxxvii 1, 5. 

20. The protector ... will he destroy. Chiasmus and assonance mark 
this line beginning with 'Somer, "The protector," and ending with ya:fmid, 
"will he destroy." 

21. The praise of Yahweh. Forming an inclusion with the psalm title 
rhillah, the phrase t•hillat yhwh, "The praise of Yahweh," fittingly begins 
the last verse of this hymn of praise. 

The praise of Yahweh ... his holy name. Arranged chiastically, the 
phrases t•hillat yhwh and sem qodso form an inclusion with and are an 
expansion of vs. 2, 'ahal•liih sim•ka, "praise your name." 

to everlasting eternity! This closing phrase evokes the same expression 
in vss. 1-2, with which it establishes an inclusion. 



PSALM 146 

(cxlvi 1-10) 

Praise Yah! 
Praise Yahweh, 0 my soul! 

2 May I praise Yahweh my life long, 
sing to my God while I have being. 

3 Trust not in princes, 
in a son of man, in whom there is no security. 

4 When his breath departs, he returns to his land; 
on that day his projects perish. 

5 Blest he whose help is the God of Jacob, 
whose hope is Most High Yahweh, his God, 

6 Who made heaven and earth, 
the sea and all that is in them. 

Who keeps faith with the wronged, 
7 who defends the cause of the oppressed, 

who gives food to the hungry. 
Yahweh sets prisoners free, 

8 Yahweh opens the eyes of the blind, 
Yahweh uplifts those bent double. 

Yahweh loves the just, 
9 Yahweh protects the strangers. 

The fatherless and the widow he reassures, 
but the domination of the wicked he overturns. 

IO Yahweh shall reign for ever, 
your God, 0 Zion, for all generations. 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

cxlvi. The first of the five "Halleluyah Psalms" with which the Psalter 
ends, this simple hymn celebrates the power and beneficence of God, 
which it contrasts with the frailty and transitoriness of men. Though this 
hymn employs two Aramaisms (vss. 4-5) which might be cited as signs 
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of late composition, it still preserves a proportionately high number of 
parallel pairs of synonyms that appear in the Late Bronze Age texts of 
Ras Shamra. 

2. Muy I praise Yahweh ... sing to my God. The syntax of 'ahal•lah 
yhwh (verb+object) and 'azamm0riih le'lohay (verb+prepositional phrase) 
may be cited in support of the reading and translation submitted for Ps 
lxxv 10, 'agaddel 'oliim (verb+object), "I shall extol the Eternal," parallel 
to •azamm•rah le'lohe ya'aqob (verb+prepositional phrase), "I shall sing to 
the God of Jacob." 

my life long ... while I have being. Cf. Ps civ 33. 
3. princes ••. son of man. Heb. n°clibim ..• hen 'iidiim is taken as a 

meristic expression designating all men; cf. Norn on Ps cxviii 8-9. 
no security. Cf. Ps lx 13 (=cviii 13). The poet contrasts the futility of 

human resources with the help of Jacob's God (vs. 5). 
4. When his breath departs. The phrase te~e' rul;zO may be compared 

with UT, 3 Aqht:'obv.':24-25, t# km r/:z npsh, "Let his life depart like 
breath.'' 

to his land. Namely, to the nether world whence he came; cf. Pss 
civ 29, cxxxix 15; Eccles xii 7. The psalmist evokes the motif of Sheol 
as the land to which all mortals must return; Job i 21. 

his projects. A hapax legomenon, 'e'Stonotiiyw is an Aramaism, already 
witnessed in the eighth-century Sefire Inscriptions. The gradual chronologi
cal extension of Aramaic Inscriptions coming to light no longer permits 
the automatic dating of psalms which coutain Aramaisms to the Exilic 
or post-Exilic period. 

perish. To gain stylistic variety, the poet counterbalances two yqtl 
verbs of the first colon with the second-colon qtl form 'ab•du, "perish.'' 
Compare the first NoTE to Ps cxliii 5. 

5. whose help. The beth of b•'ezro may parse either as the emphatic 
beth (see second Nonr. on Ps liv 6) or as the beth essentiae. It should 
be noted that its second-colon counterpart is sibro, "whose hope," which 
is not preceded by beth. The chiasmus of b•'ezro and sibro further 
argues equivalence of function in the related terms. 

whose hope is Most High Yahweh. Considerations of parallelism, and 
the fact that the verb siibar, "to hope," is used with l• or 'el, never with 
'al (the noun seber occurs only here and in Ps cxix 116) indicate that 'al 
is not the preposition "upon," but rather the first component of the 
composite name 'al yhwh, "Most High Yahweh," identified in Ps xviii 42 
(courtesy Giovanni Boggio). Cf. yhwh 'al in Ps cxli 3 and 'al '•lohim 
in Ps vii 11. 

6. heaven and earth, the sea. These three nouns are collocated in Job 
xii 7-8 and in UT, 52:61-63, st spt lar~ spt lSmm wl'rb bphm ·~r smm wdg 
bym, "They set a lip against the [nether] world, a lip against heaven. 
Then entered their mouth the birds of heaven and the fish of the sea." 
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Who keeps faith. Yahweh never goes back on his pledge to defend 
the unprivileged. 

the wronged. MT 'oltim, "eternity," poorly matches the evidently parallel 
passive participle •asuqlm, "the oppressed." Hence one may, with no 
consonantal changes, proffer the passive participle vocalization •awullm, 
"the wronged," from the root 'wl, "wrong," and from which derives the 
denominative piel participle m•'awwel, "the criminal," in Ps lxxi 4. That 
such a root belongs in such a context may further be argued from UT, 
127:44-47, sqlt bglt ydk ltdn dn almnt lttpf !Pt q11r nps, "You have let 
your hands fall into wrongdoing; you do not judge the case of the widow 
or defend the cause of the downtrodden." The concurrence in these lines 
of git, "wrongdoing," and !Pt. "cause," compares with the collocation of 
'Bwulim, "the wronged," and misptit, "cause," in our couplet. 

9. the strangers. The resident aliens in Israel who did not enjoy the 
rights of citizenship. 

The fatherless and the widow. For the parallel pair ytitom//'almtintih, 
compare the second NOTE on Ps cix 9 and UT, 127:48-50, lpnk ltsll:zm ytm 
b'd kslk almnt, "You do not feed the fatherless before you, the widow 
behind your back." 

he reassures. The pole! form y•'oded has been correctly related (UT, 
Glossary, No. 1947) to gdd, "to swell," in 'nt:rr:25-27, tgdd kbdh b11/:zq 
ymlu lbh bsmbt kbd 'nt tfyt, "Her liver swells with laughter, her heart 
is filled with joy, Anath's liver with victory." 

the domination. Assigning to derek the meaning found in Ugar. drk//mlk, 
a parallelism examined at Ps cii 24. Verse 10 begins, it will be noted, 
with yimlOk, "shall reign," thus producing the same sequence of roots 
as the Ugaritic brace. Some 290 pairs of words in Ugaritic have been 
identified in Biblical Hebrew, affording a valuable criterion for assessing 
the literary relationships between these two Canaanite dialects. 

he overturns. Or "he tumeth upside down" (KJ). Cf. Job viii 3, ha' el 
y•'awwet miSptif, "Does God subvert justice?" and UT, 49:vi:28, lyhpk 
ksa mlkk, "He shall indeed upset your royal throne." 

10. shall reign for ever . . . for all generations. The phrases yimlok ••• 
l•'oltim and l•dor wtidor are reminiscent of oft-cited UT, 68:10, tq/:z mlk 
'lmk drkt dt drdrk, "You will receive your eternal kingdom/kingship, your 
dominion of all generations." 

Praise Yahl This command forms an inclusion with vs. 1, "Praise Yah!" 
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PSALM 147 

(cxlvii 1-20) 

How good to hymn our God! 
How pleasant to laud our Glorious One! 

2 Re builder of Jerusalem is Yahweh, 
he gathers the outcasts of Israel; 

3 The healer of the brokenhearted, 
and binder of their wounds. 

4 Who assigns a number to the stars, 
to them all he gives names. 

s Great is our Lord, surpassing in power, 
none can describe his skill. 

6 He who reassures the humble is Yahweh, 
who reduces the wicked even to the nether world. 

7 Sing to Yahweh with thanksgiving, 
make music to our God with the lyre. 

8 Who covers the heaven with clouds, 
who prepares rain for the earth, 
who makes the mountains sprout grass. 

9 Who gives to the cattle their grain, 
to the crows that which they gather. 

10 Not in the steed's power does he delight, . 
not in man's thighs is he pleased, 

11 But pleased is Yahweh with those who fear him, 
with those who rely on his strength. 

12 Laud, 0 Jerusalem, Yahweh, 
praise your God, 0 Zion! 

13 For he strengthened the bars of your gates, 
he blessed your sons within you. 

14 He grants your limits peace, 
with the finest wheat he sates you. 

15 He sends his word to the earth, 
toward the mountain speeds his thunder. 
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16 He spreads snow like wool, 
frost he strews like ashes. 

17 He casts his hail like crumbs, 
before his cold-who can stand? 

18 He sends his message and melts them, 
makes his wind blow, and the waters stream. 

19 He declares his words to Jacob, 
his statutes and ordinances to Israel. 

20 He has not dealt thus with any other nation, 
and has never taught them his ordinances. 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

§ 147 

cxlvii. Though a certain unity of thought and expression pervade this 
psalm, the Greek and Latin versions treat the text as two separate hymns. 
In these versions the first hymn runs from vss. 1-11, and the second from 
vss. 12-20. The translation and exegesis of vs. 15 submitted here furnish 
a new argument in favor of the versions, and the concentration of instances 
of subtle wordplay, alliteration, and assonance in the second hymn may 
also be cited in their support. 

The translation appears improved in vss. 11, 14, 15, 18 by a more 
rigorous application of the criterion of metaphorical consistency. These 
two hymns, as the NOTES attempt to bring out, are noteworthy for certain 
features of syntax (vss. Sc, 9, 14, 20), style (vss. 8, 20), and prosody 
(vss. 4, 11, 16). 

The text provides no clear data for establishing the time of composition, 
though a sixth-century date may be tentatively suggested on the basis of 
certain reminiscences of Second Isaiah (vss. 2-3, 5, 15-16). 

1. How good . .• I How pleasant . .. I For the exclamatory use of kl in 
ki fob, "How good!" and ki nii'im, "How pleasant!" see the NOTES at Pss 
xxxii 10 and !vi 3, while the second NOTE on Ps cxxxiii 1 comments on the 
parallelism of {ob and nii'im. Thus one need not subscribe to the older view 
that the text of this verse is in some confusion, especially since a clear 
A+e+c//A.+:B+c pattern is discernible. 

to hymn ... to laud. The first Norn to Ps xxxiii 1 analyzes as piel 
infinitives zamm•rah and nii'wiih; cf. Ps lxxxvi 11, l•yir'ah, "to revere." 

our Glorious One! If this verse scores into an A+e+c//A.+:B+c pattern, 
then t•hilliih shares the suffix of '•lOhenu, "our God," and becomes 
identical with the divine title discussed at Ps xxii 4, to be compared 
with Ps cxlv 5, hiidiir, "Majesty," also a divine title. Verse 20 witnesses 
another instance of double-duty suffix. 
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2. Rebuilder of Jerusalem. Comparing bOneh y•ru:Siilaim with Ps Ii 20 
"rebuild the walls of Jerusalem." 

4. Who assigns a number. Namely when he created the stars. Some 
uncertainty attaches to the translation and interpretation of the hapax 
legomenon phrase moneh mispiir (K.J, "He telleth the number"), but the 
parallelism here and comparison with the syntax of Isa !xv 12, umiinlti 
'etkem laf:iereb, "I will destine you for the sword," removes much of the un
certainty. To each star Yahweh gives a number and a name, a theme which 
underlies Isa xi 26b, hammo~i' b•mispiir ~·bii'iim l•kulliim b•:Sem yiqrii'iim 
(MT yiqrii' merob; see the first NoTE on vs. 5), "He who brings forth 
their host by number, he calls them all by name." In the phrase moneh 
mispiir are juxtaposed the roots which appear in parallelism in UT, 77: 45-4 7 
hn bpy sprhn b:Spty mnthn, "Behold, in my mouth is their number, on my 
lips their count"; cf. McDaniel, Biblica 49 (1968), 214, for the bearing 
of this poetic parallelism on the translation of Lam iii 22. 

to the stars, to them all. The chiastic arrangement of the Hebrew verse 
may be represented by the symbols A+B+c/ /c+a+A., a rather infrequent 
sequence identifiable in Pss xlvi 2 (see Biblica 50 [1969], 79), !viii 7, 
!xv 12a-13b; Prov iii 10, vii 16, viii 21, xiii 6. 

5. surpassing in power. The phrase rah koaf:i helps establish both the 
reading and meaning of cognate Isa xi 26c, rah (them of MT merob should 
be joined to preceding yiqrii' where it would function as the resumptive 
suffix so frequent in Second Isaiah) 'onim w•'amml~ koaf:i, "surpassing in 
strength [compare Ugar. dq anm, "of slender strength"], and strong in 
power." 

none can describe. Reading 'en m•sapper, for MT 'en mispiir "there is 
no number." Cf. Ps xix 2 where the heavens are said to be m•sapp•rim, 
"proclaiming," the glory of God. For other instances of MT mispiir, "num
ber," as a mispointing of another form, see Dahood, Biblica 48 (1967), 
428-29, and Pope, Job (3d ed.), on Job xvi 22a and xxxvi 26b. 

his skill. Usually rendered "understanding," t•buniih seems rather to 
bear the nuance found, say, in Ps lxxviii 72 and Job xxvi 12, where 
it is coupled, as here, with koaf:i, "power": "By his power he annihilated 
Sea, and with his skill he smote Rahab." In Ugaritic mythology skill 
characterizes the god Kothar, whose standing epithet k[r wbss means 
"Skillful and Cunning." Cf. Pope, Job, on Job xxvi 12b. 

6. He who reassures. Cf. Ps cxlvi 9. One detects a subtle wordplay on 
m•'oded, "He who reassures," and second-colon 'ade, "to." 

who reduces. For this interpretation of ma:fpll, see the texts cited at 
Ps lxxv 8 and cf. Isa !vii 9. Like the authors of Pss lxxiii 24, cxix 112; 
Prov xi 31, xxvi 26, etc., the psalmist evidently believed in rewards and 
punishment beyond the grave. 

the nether world. The recent note of W. L. Holladay in VT 19 (1969), 
123-24, validly applies this definition of 'iire~ in Hos ii 2 and Exod i 10. 
The different sense of 'iire~ in our vs. 8 is noted in the third NOTE thereon. 
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7. Sing. Cf. the first NoTE on Ps xxii 25 for Ugaritic-Hebrew 'ny, 
"to sing an antiphonal song," and F. I. Andersen, VT 16 (1966), 108-12, 
on Exod xxxii 18. The poet arranges this verse in an A+B+c//A.+a+c 
sequence, just as in vs. 10. 

make music . . . with the lyre. Comparing zamm•ru • • • b•kinnor with 
Ps xcviii 5 and RS 24.252:4 wyd.mr bknr, "And he makes music with 
the lyre." 

8. the heaven ..• the earth. See the first NOTE on Ps xcvi 11 for the 
Ugaritic parallelism smn//arf. 

the heaven with clouds . . • rain for the earth .•. the mountains 
(sprout) grass. Though each of the three cola begins with a participle, 
the psalmist varies their structure with an accusative plus prepositional 
phrase (Stimayim b•'abim) in the first colon, but in the second he resorts 
to chiasmus, with prepositional phrase plus accusative (la' tiref maftir) . In 
the third colon, however, he drops the prepositional phrase and employs 
two accusatives instead (harim /;i{41r). 

rain for the earth. The expression la' tiref mtiftir may be compared with 
UT, 126:m:7, n'm lar~ mfr b'l, "Sweet to the earth was the rain of Baal." 
It should be noted that in our verse 'tire~ denotes "earth," but in vs. 6 
'tire~ means "nether world." This double signification follows Canaanite 
practice because UT, 67:vr:8-10 uses arf in the same two senses: mgny lb'I 
npl larf mt aliyn b'I blq zbl b'I ar~. "We came upon Baal fallen into 
the nether world. Dead is Victor Baal, perished is the Prince, Lord of 
Earth!" 

the earth ... the mountains. For the Ugaritic pair arf//hrm, see the 
fourth NOTE on Ps lxxii 16. This parallelism recurs in vs. 15, as restored 
there. 

who makes the mountains sprout grass. Good assonance characterizes 
hammQfmiaJ;i htirim /;itifir, and the double-accusative construction has close 
analogues in Ugaritic; cf., e.g., the texts cited at Ps cv 30 and in UT, 
§ 13.10-11. The psalmist repeats this construction in vs. 14. 

9. their grain ... they gather These meanings of la/;imtih and yiqri'i'ii 
are examined at Ps xiv 4 

that which they gather. If the line is scanned as A+B+c//e+c, 'aser 
yiqrti'il answers to lafzmtih, "their grain," so that •afor parses as the 
composite relative "that which" and yiqrii'ii bears the meaning discussed 
at Ps xiv 4. 

10. Not ... not. A carefully constructed line with an A+B+c//A.+a+c 
pattern, the pattern recognized in vs. 7. 

thighs. A hapax legomenon in the Psalter, soqe now appears in the 
Ugaritic phrase sq ymn (=Exod xxix 22), "the right thigh," whose spelling 
with s reveals the quality of the initial consonant. 

is he pleased. 11. But pleased. Ending vs. 10 with yirfeh, "is he 
pleased," and beginning vs. 11 with ro~eh, "But pleased," a participle of 
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the same root, the poet employs the stylistic device commented upon at 
Ps ex.xx 7. 

11. with those who rely on his strength. Since the entire second colon 
is but a ballast variant of the c element in the first colon, the verse 
may be symbolically represented as A+B+c//c. Compare Pss ex.Iii 6 and 
cxlv 12. 

his strength. Better than "his steadfast love" (RSV). In a context stressing 
the futility of a horse's might and a man's physical prowess, l;iasdo should 
bear the meaning noticed at Ps cxliv 2 (courtesy of Werner Quintens). 
This psalmist thus voices the same belief as Ps xx 8, "Some through 
chariots, / and others through horses, I But we through the Name of our 
God are strong." The same obtains for the identical expression in Ps 
xx.xiii 18, likewise occurring in a context dismissing the efficacy of physical 
resources. In both contexts consistency of metaphor favors the translation 
of l;iasdo as "his strength"; see below on vs. 14, your limits. Translated thus, 
l;iasdo, the last word of the first hymn, forms an inclusion with vs. 5, 
"Great is our Lord, surpassing in power." 

12. Laud .•. praise. The Hebrew employs two different verbs
fobbc/;li and hai"ti-and our translation attempts to reflect this difference. 
RSV, on the other hand, obliterates the difference by rendering both 
imperatives alike, "Praise!" 

Yahweh . . . your God. Here the psalmist breaks up perhaps the most 
common of all literary and liturgical expressions in the Bible, yhwh '•!Ohayik. 
D. N. Freedman also calls attention to the partial chiasmus in this line. 

13. he strengthened ... he blessed. For a similar collocation of ideas, 
cf. UT, 1 Aqht: 194-95, ltbrkn alk brkt tmrn a/kn mrrt, "Bless me that 
I may go blessed; fortify me that I may go fortified." 

the bars of . . . he blessed. That the psalmist seeks assonance in his 
choice of the words b•ril;ie, "the bars of," and berak, "he blessed," may 
be inferred from the next NOTE. 

he blessed your sons within you. Each of the three words in the second 
colon ends in -k, but the poet eschews monotony by having each -k 
preceded by a different vowel: berak biinayik b•qirbek. Of course, there 
is also the alliteration of b, each word beginning with this letter. In the 
first colon one word ends with k and only one begins with b. 

your sons. The sons of the city, namely, the citizens. 
14. He grants your limits peace. Though often rendered "He makes 

peace in your borders" (RSV), the double accusative construction in the 
second colon (as well as in vs. Sc) suggests that ha$siim g•bUlek sii/Om 
should be parsed in the same way. Cf. the Aramaic Inscription of Nerab 2, 
line 3, smny sm th, "He gave me a good name"; Job xxxiv 13, mi 
piiqad 'iiliiyw 'ar~iih umi siimi5 (MT siim) tebel kullah, "Who entrusted 
the earth to him? Who gave him [the reading siim0 evens the syllable 
count at 8: 8] the whole world?" The same usage appears in Isa Ix 17, 
"I will make/grant your overseers peace and your taskmasters justice," 
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and in I Sam xxii 7, l•kull•kem yiiSlm siire 'a[iiplm, "Will he make each 
and every one of you [le of l•kull"kem being the emphatic lamedh] 
commanders of thousands?" (courtesy of W. Kuhnigk.). 

your limits. Since the psalmist is addressing Jerusalem-Zion and describing 
the bolts of the city's gates, g•bulek, usually rendered "your borders," more 
precisely designates the city limits. Cf. Mic v 5, as explained by Kevin 
Cathcart in Biblica 49 (1968), 513-14. As in vs. 11, the application of 
the principle of metaphorical coherency relieves the textual ambiguity. 

the finest wheat. Here functioning as an accusative of material, /Jeleb 
IJittim, literally "the kidney fat of wheat," recurs in the very similar 
context of Ps lxxxi 17, in a prepositional phrase. 

he sates you. Like cognate Ps lxxxi 17, our verse is marked by fine 
chiasmus; the line opens with a participle, closes with a verb, and in 
between succeed four consecutive nouns in the accusative case. 

The use of the verb yasbl'ek, "he sates you," may cast some light 
on the Phoenician phrase sh' wtr:f "wheat and wine," that also appears 
in Prov iii 10. In this phrase, abstract sb', "satiety," assumes the concrete 
meaning "wheat" by reason of being coupled with the concrete substantive 
trs, ''wine." Since for both the Phoenicians and the Israelites sb', "satiety," 
connotes "wheat," it could also under certain conditions designate the wheat 
itself. 

15. He sends ... 16. He spreads. On the Ugaritic-Hebrew parallelism 
of sll:z//ntn, consult the first Norn on Ps lxxviii 24. In fact, the biblical 
pairing and synonymy should suffice to settle the doubts of Gordon, 
Glossary, No. 2419, who writes, "sll:z 'to give to, endow with' (2 Aqht:VI: 
18, 28)//ytn is conceivably, but not necessarily, of different origin." 

his word . . . his thunder. Customarily interpreted, in the light of 
Isa lv 10, 11, to designate God's commandments and laws, 'imriito, "his 
word," and d•baro, literally "his word," more probably refer to the thunder 
that accompanies the rain. Again, consistency of metaphor points to this 
interpretation. The wheat and well-being of the preceding verse and the 
snow and frost of the next line show the need for rain in our verse. 
To be sure, vs. 8 describes the preparation of rain and the effects of 
rainfall on the hillsides, but that verse belongs to the first hymn. The 
interpretation of 'imrtito, "his word," as thunder thus tends to confirm 
both the reading and exegesis of Ps !xviii 12, "Let the Lord send forth 
the word rejoicing a numerous host." The identification of d•biiro, "his 
word," with the divine thunder bids fair to upend the current explication 
of diibiir in Job xxvi 14, where it is parallel to ra'am geburoto, "his 
mighty thunder." 

to the earth. Syntactically 'are~ can be parsed as an accusative of 
place or, and preferably, as sharing the he directionis of heriih, "toward 
the mountain." 

earth . . . mountain. Cf. the first NOTE on vs. 8. 
toward the mountain. Often emended to 'al, "upon," or simply deleted, 
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MT 'ad receives a raison d'etre when MT 'ad m•heriih, "very swiftly," 
is read 'ad-m heriih (cf. Gen xiv 10), "toward the mountain." Thus 
'ad plus enclitic mem may be identified with Ugar. 'dm in 128:vr:2; 
EA 251: 8, adi-mi, and a-di-mi in the Akkadian letter from Tell el Hesi 
studied by Albright in BASOR 87 (1942), 35, who describes a-di-mi 
as probably a Canaanitism. The double expression of direction in 'ad-m 
heriih may be compared with such phrases as 'ad 'apekiih, "unto Aphek," 
'el h~~iiponiih, "toward the north," discussed by GK, § 90e, and 'ad 
r•l}Obiih, "unto Rehob," examined by Albright in YGC, p. 70, n. 40, who 
too comments upon the numerous examples witnessing the use of both 
preposition and directive he in the same phrase. By the same token 
one can defend MT at Isa xlv 6, mimmizra/:i semes umimma'ariibiih, "from 
the rising of the sun and from the west," against lQis• which simply 
dropped the -iih ending with the final word: mmzr/:i sms wmm'rb. Of 
course, the -iih ending stands for the he of direction, and is not the 
feminine suffix as explained by GK, § 91e, and GB, p. 447b. lQis• mm'rb 
shows that the -iih ending of MT is not the suffix. 

speeds. Since his thunder is swifter (yiiru~) than man, Yahweh need 
not be pleased (vs. 10, yir~eh) with man's limited swiftness, a clever play 
on words that evokes the pun on yiiru~ and r{4u~ in Isa xiii 3-4. 

16. He spreads ... he strews. In Hebrew the word order is chiastic. 
frost he strews like ashes. There is good alliteration in Heb. k•por 

kii'eper y•pazzer. 
17. He casts ... 18. He sends. In maslik and yislal:z one recognizes 

another play on roots with which the second hymn abounds. 
his hail ... his cold. Good assonance marks the brace qar/:IO//qiiriito. 
his cold. Or "his thunder," if MT qiiriito derives from the root qwr, 

"to call," as suggested at Ps lxviii 27. Commentators point out that snow 
must have always been rare in Central and Southern Palestine, and frost 
is very rare in Jerusalem. Some consequently suggest that this psalm was 
composed in or after an exceptionally severe winter. This line of reasoning 
loses much of its cogency with the knowledge that biblical poets often 
appropriated phrases and metaphors coined by their Phoenician and Ca
naanite colleagues further north where snow and frost were quite common. 

18. his message. In tandem with ru/:io, "his wind," d•biiro should have 
a physical rather than a moral meaning; perhaps the sense proposed in 
vs. 15 is valid here. By sending a pouring rain accompanied by thunder, 
Yahweh melts the ice and frost. 

19. his words. Namely, the Ten Commandments. Parallelism and as
sonance with second-colon l:zuqqiiyw umispiifiiyw, "his statutes and ordi
nances," supports the Qere plural d•biiriiyw against singular Ketiv d•biiri5, 
"his word." This use of the same word in two different senses falls in 
with the comments on the two meanings of 'iire~ "earth," in vss. 6 and 8. 

20. dealt •.• taught them. The qtl-yqtl verbal sequence is of stylistic 
interest. 
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never. A more emphatic synonym of first-colon lo', "not," bal is the 
standard negative particle in Phoenician. 

taught them his ordinances. In mispii(im yodi'ilm we have the fourth 
instance of the double-accusative construction; cf. vss. Sc, 14. 

taught them. Repointing qal MT y•da'um to causative yodi'ilm; LXX, 
Syr., Targ. read yodi'em, "he taught them," and llQPs8 frag. E reads 
hwdy'm. The lection yodi'ilm parses as the yqtl plural form balancing 
singular qt/ verb 'iisiih, "dealt," with Yahweh the subject of both verbs! 
Identical stylistic variation appears in Ps xlvi 5 with God the subject of 
both verbs: y•famm•J:iu 'ir '•/ohim qiddes misk•ney 'elyon, "God brings 
happiness to his city, I the Most High sanctifies his habitation." Other 
examples are listed in the second NOTE on Ps cxlv 4. To be sure, yodi'ilm 
can also be explained as the archaic singular ending in -il; in the following 
texts the yaqtulil forms with Yahweh as subject can be explained either 
as archaic singular or as plural of majesty: Pss ix 11, xviii 19, xlvi 5, 
cxl 11; Prov ix 11. 

his ordinances. Suffixless mispiifim shares the suffix of vs. 19 mispiifiiyw, 
"his ordinances"; note similar usage in vs. 1 (third NoTE ad Joe.). For 
the psalmist, God's most laudable act is the revelation of his laws to 
Israel. This thought forms the climax of the hymn. 

Praise Y ah/ With its opposite number in vs. 1 this command encloses 
both hymns comprising this psalm. 



Praise Yahl 

PSALM 148 

(cxlviii 1-14) 

Praise Yahweh from the heavens, 
praise him from the heights. 

2 Praise him, all his angels, 
praise him, all his soldiers! 

3 Praise him, sun and moon, 
praise him, all stars of morning! 

4 Praise him, heaven of heavens, 
you waters above the heavens! 

S Let them praise the name of Yahweh, 
he alone commanded, and they were created. 

6 He stationed them from all time to eternity; 
he issued a decree, and it shall never pass away. 

7 Praise Yahweh from the nether world, 
you sea monsters and all you depths! 

8 Fire and hail, snow and smoke, 
storm wind executing his command; 

9 Mountains and all hills, 
fruit trees and all cedars; 

10 Wild beasts and all cattle, 
reptiles and winging birds; 

11 Kings of earth and all peoples, 
princes and all tribes of earth; 

12 Chosen lads and maidens too, 
old men and youngsters alike; 

13 Let them praise the name of Yahweh, 
for his name alone is exalted. 

TI10ugh his splendor is above earth and heaven, 
14 he raised the horn of his people. 

Praise from all his devoted ones, 
from the children of Israel, the people close to him! 

Praise Yahl 
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NOTES 

cxlviii. A hymn inviting all created beings to praise Yahweh. It is 
remarkable for its tripartite structure, evidently modeled on the motif 
distinguishing three categories of beings. In vss. 1-6 the poet directly ad
dresses celestial beings, opening with the imperative ha/elu 'et yhwh, 
"Praise Yahweh," followed by six repetitions of the imperative ha/eluhil, 
"Praise him," and concluding with the single jussive y•hal•lil, "Let them 
praise" (vs. 5) . In vs. 7 he directly addresses the nether world and the 
abysses with the same formula as in vs. la, hal•lil 'et yhwh, "Praise 
Yahweh." When, however, he turns to terrestrial creatures in vss. 8-13, he 
uses no imperative at all but only the third-person jussive in vs. 13a, 
y•hazelu, "Let them praise," exactly as in vs. 5. The psalmist closes the 
hymn with a historical reflection in vss. 13c-14 on the relationship be
tween the Lord of the universe and his people Israel. 

1. Praise Yahweh from the heavens. MT hal•lu 'et yhwh min halsiimayim, 
with its apparently needless nota accusativi 'et and full form of min, 
"from," followed by the article in halsiimayim, adds up to ten syllables, 
while the parallel colon numbers only eight. Hence one might incline 
toward the crisper reading of l lQPsa, hllw yhwh msmym, whose eight 
syllables perfectly match the eight in the opposite colon. What is more, 
the Qumranic lection does not alter the sense of MT. Comparison with vs. 
7a, though, precludes the adoption of this new reading. Verse 7a, reads 
hazetu 'et yhwh min hii'iire.r, "Praise Yahweh from the nether world," 
and its ten syllables are matched by only eight in the second colon, 
precisely as in vs. 1. In addition, 11 QPsa undermines its own authority 
by reading in vs. 7a, hllw 't yhwh m[. Though fragmentary, this reading 
is sufficiently telltale, since its nota accusativi 't, absent in its text of 
vs. 1, shows that it probably preserved the same reading as MT in the 
missing part. Were it consistent, llQPsa would have read hllw yhwh, 
as in vs. la. This case points out the caution that should be exercised before 
a Qumranic reading is adopted. 

from the heavens . . . from the heights. The psalmist diversifies his 
expression when pairing min, "from," with poetic ha, "from," in bam
m•romlm, "from the heights," and at the same time avoids a difficult 
sequence of sounds in the latter phrase. Cf. N. Sarna, JBL 78 (1959), 
313. In the parallel nouns siimayim and meromlm one can recognize 
the two roots of the goddess Anath's title b'lt smm rmm, "Mistress of 
High Heavens," and of the Phoenician phrase smm rmm, "high heavens." 
Cf. Job xvi 19, xx.ii 12, and xxv 2. 

2. angels ... soldiers. Consult the first NoTE on Ps ciii 21. 
3. sun and moon. The first NOTE on Ps civ 19 cites the Ugaritic 

equivalent of this pair. 
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stars of morning. Frequently rendered "shining stars," or "stars of light," 
kok•be 'or is a hapax legomenon which the LXX translated, "stars and 
light." Since 'or means "morning" in Job xx.iv 14 and Neh viii 3, our 
phrase could be synonymous with Job xxxviii 7, kok•be baqer, "the morning 
stars," namely, those stars still visible at dawn-the planets. 

4. heaven of heavens. See the first NOTE on Ps cxv 16. 
you waters. Above the visible vault of heaven there was believed to 

be a reservoir, the source of rain; cf. the new translation of Ps civ 3; 
Gen i fr-7. 

above the heavens. There is wonderful assonance and alliteration in Heb. 
s•me ha:fsiimayim w•hammayim •aser me'al ha:fsiimiiyim. 

5. he alone. As in Ps xci 3, ki seems to emphasize hil' "he," rather 
than introduce a causal sentence. Cf. also Job xii 2, ki 'attem, "you 
alone." The psalmist rejects the tenets of neighboring religions concerning 
the origin of the universe. 

6. He stationed them. Yahweh fixed the heavens, the sun, moon, and 
planets in their stations, which they have maintained from eternity and 
will eternally keep. 

from all time to eternity. In the phrase lii'ad l•'oliim, traditionally 
rendered "for ever and ever," the first preposition seems to denote "from" 
and the second "to," much like UT, 49:n:26-27, lymm lyrbm, "from 
days to months," and 1 Aqht: 167-68, lht w'lmh, "from now even to 
eternity." In vs. 14 the psalmist again uses I•, "from." For the meaning 
of lii'ad, "from all time," Job xx 4, minni 'ad, "from all time"; the first 
NoTE on Ps xxix 10, and Rafael M. Serra, "Algunos posibles ejemplos 
de interferencias de preposiciones en el hebreo biblico," Claretianum 7 
(1967), 293-317, especially 301. 

it shall (never) pass away. l lQPsa y'bwr sustains MT singular ya'abar 
against the proposed plural reading; thus RSV translates, "he fixed their 
bounds which cannot be passed." The subject is singular ~oq, understood 
in its common signification "decree," here designating the divine decree 
establishing the eternal orbits of the heavenly bodies. Cf. Ps xxxiii 11 and 
Matt v 18, xx.iv 35. 

7. from the nether world. In vs. 1 the psalmist invites praise of Yahweh 
from heaven, and here he employs the same formula to summon praise 
from the opposite extreme, the nether world. See the next NOTE. 

the nether world. Briggs, CECBP, II, p. 540, acutely observes that 
"the mention of dragons here [in the second colon] with the elements 
of nature and apart from the other animals of vs. 10 is singular," but 
the singularity is virtually eliminated with the recognition that first-colon 
hii'iire~ signifies "the nether world" as pointed out by F. M. Cross, Jr., 
and D. N. Freedman in JNES 14 (1955), 247-48. Thus the marine dragons 
find their counterpart in the nether world. What does appear singular is 
the fact that the psalmist dedicates only one verse to the subterranean 
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beings, after having given six verses to celestial bodies, and reserving 
the next seven for terrestrial creatures. 

the nether world . . . depths. Comparison with Ps lxxi 20, t•homot 
hii'iire~. "the depths of the nether world," suggests that in our verse 
the poet is using the device of breakup of composite phrases. 

sea monsters. Cf. the discussion of tannin at Ps Ix.xiv 13. 
8. Fire. Namely lightning, as in Ps xviii 9. 
Fire . . . smoke. Just as hail and snow clearly go together in the 

presumably chiastic colon, so fire should have smoke as its concomitant. 
The dispute regarding the correct reading of the second word can be 
partially resolved in favor of MT when stylistic criteria are applied. 
MT has qlfor, "smoke," but the ancient versions, followed by RSV, seem 
to have read qera/:I, "frost." To the exasperation of textual critics, llQPsa 
breaks off after q. If we assume chiasmus, qlfor, "smoke," becomes 
the natural partner of 'es, "fire," and doubtless refers to volcanic smoke, 
hardly the mists which drift like smoke over the mountains, as put forth 
by Kirkpatrick and others. At Pss civ 32 and cxliv 5 probable allusions 
to volcanic activity have been noted. Thus the chiastic parallelism between 
'es, "fire," and ql{or, "smoke," corresponds to the straight parallelism be
tween 'asan, "smoke," and 'es, "fire," in the cognate description of Ps xviii 9. 

storm wind. Consult the first NoTE on Ps evil 25, where the compound 
expression ru•l:z s•'arah is distributed over two parallel cola. 

9. fruit trees. Biblical ·e~ p•rl, literally "the tree of fruit," may be 
compared with Ugar. pr ':fm, "the fruit of trees." 

fruit trees ... cedars. For the Ugaritic parallelism ·~//arz see Ps civ 16. 
Here the phrase seems to be a merismus, including all cultivated and 
uncultivated trees. 

11. all tribes of earth. Some scholars have recognized that if suitable 
parallelism is to be achieved, J•'ummlm, "peoples," must be a homonym 
of another word which denotes "rulers." Thus G. R. Driver, CML, p. 158, 
believes to have found this meaning of I'm in several Ugaritic passages, 
and has been followed by J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan (VTS, V, 2d 
ed.; Leiden, 1965), p. 271. D. N. Freedman proposes to find the solution 
to the problem of parallelism in MT sop•fe, "rulers of," whose con
sonants may well be explained as an alternate spelling of sbty, to be 
pointed sibfe, "tribes of." Given the number of texts witnessing the 
alternation spf/sbf (consult PNWSP, p. 43, n. 1, which discusses Prov 
xix 29; Gen xlix 10; Isa xxxiii 22; II Sam vii 7; I Chron xvii 6), Freedman's 
proposal appears more convincing. Cf. also Z. Falk, Leshonenu 30 
(1966)' 243-47. 

14. he raised. Parsing wa of wayyiirem as the waw of apodosis; 
though his glory fills the cosmos, Yahweh deigned to show interest in an 
insignificant people, described in this same verse as "a people near him." 
Cf. Ps c:xxxviii 6. 
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he raised the horn. Figurative for granting victory or bestowing prosper
ity. 

Praise from all his devoted ones. CCD has recognized that in the 
phrase t•hil/iih l"kol 1;zas1diiyw, the preposition l• means "from": "Be this 
his praise from all his faithful ones." To be sure, suffixless t•hilliih may 
well share the suffix of vs. 13, hi5di5, "his splendor," but what is meant 
remains clear even without the suffix translated. Another instance of L•, 
"from," is noted at vs. 6. Stylistically, this clause forms an inclusion 
with vs. 1, "Praise Yahweh from the heavens," and with vs. 7, "Praise 
Yahweh from the nether world." This tripartite praise will ascend simul
taneously in response to the divine splendor that suffuses heaven and earth 
(vs. 13c). 

The sentiment expressed by this colon is reflected in llQPsa Zion, 
lines 11-12, 'rbh b'p tsbl;ztk .yywn m'lh lkwl tbl, "May your praise, 0 Zion, 
enter into his presence, extolment from all the world," as proposed in 
Biblica 47 (1966), 143. 

close to him. Cf. Ps cxlv 18. The dative suffix of q•ri5bi5, which 
has occasioned considerable discussion, may instructively be compared 
with the dative suffix of Ps lxxiii 27, r•l;zeqekii, "those who go far from 
you." 

Praise Yahl Forms an inclusion with vs. 1, "Praise Yahl" 



Praise Yahl 

PSALM 149 

(cxlix 1-9) 

Sing to Yahweh a new song, 
his praise in the assembly of the devoted. 

2 Let Israel rejoice in his Supreme Maker, 
the children of Zion be glad with their King. 

3 Let them praise his name with dancing, 
with tambour and lyre make music to him. 

4 Because Yahweh delights in his people, 
he will adorn the lowly with victory. 

S Let the devoted exult in their Glorious One, 
let them sing for joy on their couches. 

6 High praises of God from their throat, 
but a two-edged sword in their hand, 

7 To wreak vengeance on the nations, 
reprisals against the peoples; 

8 To bind their kings with chains, 
and their nobles with iron shackles; 

9 To inflict on them the verdict written-
let that be honor for all his devoted! 

Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

cxlix. Weiser (The Psalms, p. 839) observes of this psalm that "from the 
fifth century A.D. up to the present day the psalm has constantly been 
interpreted as referring to Maccabean times, though the composition itself 
does not go beyond very general allusions which fit into every age," and 
Gunkel (Die Psalmen, p. 619) writes that this psalm, which at first sight 
looks so simple, lends itself to no simple interpretation. Attempts to fix the 
Sitz im Leben break down at one or more points. From the translation 
proposed here what emerges is a hymn sung and performed in the 
religious assembly on the eve of a battle against the heathen nations; 
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cf. Ps xx. Weiser thus appears to be correct when suggesting that "the 
verdict written" (vs. 9) alludes to the destruction of the pagan nations 
of Canaan, the accomplishment of which had continually been made the 
religious duty of the people of Israel (cf. Deut vii I ff., xx 13). In this 
interpretation the psalm would be of pre-Exilic origin, and while the 
psalm contains two interesting linguistic rapprochements with Second 
Isaiah, one cannot determine the direction of the purported influence. 

I. the devoted. With vs. 9, "his devoted," 1;asidim forms an inclusion. 
2. rejoice . . • be glad. The second Norn on Ps cxviii 24 cites the 

U garitic text pairing these two verbs. 
his Supreme Maker. An attempt to reproduce the plural of excellence 

'osiiyw, often emended to singular 'oso or 'osehu, and usually rendered 
simply "his Maker." This plural of excellence recurs in Isa !iv 5 and Job 
xxxv 10. 

their King. The psalmist contrasts the King of Israel with vs. 8, 
malkehem, "their kings," just as in vs. 5 he opposes "their Glorious 
One" to vs. 8, nikb•dehem, "their nobles." 

3. with dancing, with tambour and lyre. Preserving the chiastic word 
order of the Hebrew. The antiquity of the dance accompanied by tambour 
and lyre is now attested by RS 24.252, which describes mrqdm, "the 
dancers," with knr, "lyre," and tp, "tambour." Cf. also Exod xv 20. 

4. he will adorn. Customarily taken as expressing a general truth "he 
adorns," y•pii'er is here understood as predicting victory in the forthcoming 
battle. The fact that y•pii'er is a hapax legomenon in the Psalter but 
a favorite verb of Second Isaiah does not necessarily imply literary de
pendence of the psalmist upon the prophet. 

with victory. Or "his victory," since t•su'iih can well share the suffix 
of first-colon 'ammo, "his people." 

5. their Glorious One. As Yahweh delights in his people (vs. 4), so 
should the Israelites exult in their Glorious One, who is here contrasted 
with vs. 8, nikb•dehem, "their nobles." The divine appellative kiibad, 
which shares the suffix of second-colon misk•botiim, "their couches," thus 
maintaining a 9:9 syllable count, is documented at Ps iii 4. This colon 
thus repeats the invitation of vs. 2, and Hos vii 14 can be cited for 
the exegesis of the entire verse, "They do not cry to me from their heart, 
but they wail upon their couches." 

sing for joy on their couches. The true purport of this clause becomes 
clearer upon comparison with such texts as Pss iv 5 (see comments there), 
vi 7, !xiii 7; Hos vii 14 (cited in preceding Norn); UT, K.rt:27-29, which 
reveal that the bedroom was a proper place for the expression of emotions 
most deeply felt. 

6. High praises. Comparing plural rom•mot with singular romiim, "sound 
of music," discussed at Ps !xvi 17. 

from their throat. Or "in their throat." Cf. Ps cxv 7, lo' yehgu 
big•roniim, "They emit no sound from their throats." 
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a two-edged sword. While shouting the praises of God, the dancers 
brandished swords in a type of sword dance known from Song of Sol 
vii 1, m•f:zolet hammaf:zanaylm, "the dance between the two camps," and 
perhaps recognizable in Job xxi 12, yiss•'u k•top w•kznnor w•yism•f:zu 
l•qol 'ugiib, "They take up the scimitar [cf. Ugar. ktp//:jm<fJ and lyre; they 
make joyful dance to the sound of the pipe." 

sword ... hand. The third Norn on Ps cxliv 10 quotes the Ugaritic 
text collocating f:zrb, "sword, knife," with yd, "hand." 

7. the nations ... the peoples. The contents of this hymn do not 
pennit certain identification of the adversaries intended. Cf., however, the 
next NOTE. 

8. their nobles. Literally "their honored ones," the nobles bound by 
chains cut a sorry figure in front of the Glorious One of Israel. In Isa 
xxiii 8 the merchants of Tyre are termed nikbadde 'iire:j, "the honored 
ones of the city." It is possible that in the psalmist's term there is a clue 
toward the identification of the enemy nations. 

iron shackles. The construct chain kable barzel helps identify the literary 
figure examined in the last NOTE on Ps cv 18. 

9. on them. 11QPs8 bhm serves to safeguard MT biihem against its 
proposed deletion by BH3 • BHS correctly drops mention of proposed 
deletion. 

the verdict written. Consult the introductory NOTE for one possible 
interpretation of a much-disputed phrase. Some argue that it refers to the 
judgment pronounced by Yahweh and recorded in his book for execution 
at the proper time, while others see here an allusion to the prophetic 
oracles against the nations. 

honor for all his devoted. Resuming the thought of vs. 4b, the poet 
reminds Israel that its true glory lies in executing Yahweh's decrees regard
ing the heathen nations. 

his devoted. With this term the psalmist binds the last line to the first. 
Praise Yahl This summons, missing in LXX but confirmed by 11QPs8

, 

serves, with vs. 1, "Praise Yahl" to frame the psalm. 



Praise Yah! 

PSALM 150 

(cl 1-6) 

Praise El in his sanctuary, 
praise him in his vaulted fortress. 

2 Praise him for his might, 
praise him according to his exceeding greatness. 

3 Praise him by blowing the trumpet, 
praise him with harp and lyre. 

4 Praise him with tambour and dance, 
praise him with strings and pipe. 

S Praise him with clashing cymbals, 
praise him with clanging cymbals. 

6 Let everything that breathes praise Yah! 
Praise Yahl 

NOTES 

cl. Since it serves as a doxology to the entire Psalter, this hymn is more 
elaborate than those doxologies concluding the first four books of the 
Psalter: xli 14, !xx.ii 18-20, lxxxix 53, and cvi 48. In this hymn the 
psalmist invites every living being to praise Yahweh with every musical 
instrument. Like the other Halle! psalms at the end of the Psalter ( cxlv
cxlix), this one seems to have been intended originally for liturgical use, 
and to have been chosen as the final doxology because of its evident 
fitness. In llQPs•, fully preserved Ps cl is immediately followed by a 
non-canonical composition called "Hymn to the Creator." 

1. El. 1 lQPs• 'l sustains MT 'el against Syr. and Juxta Hebraeos 
which read yiih. 

his sanctuary. As argued at Ps Ix 8, qodsi5 designates God's celestial 
dwelling, scarcely "his Temple on earth," as unwarrantedly translated by 
JB. BJ more prudently renders it "son sanctuaire," but without a note 
explaining which sanctuary is meant. The strict synonymous parallelism, 
not only of vs. 2 which speaks of God, but also of the entire hymn, 
strongly urges the recognition of synonymous parallelism in vs. 1 as well. 
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Thus the balance between qodso, "his sanctuary," and ,.eq1a• 'uzzo, "his 
vaulted fortress," is similar to the pairing of "heavens" and "heights" in 
the related summons of Ps cxlviii 1. 

his vaulted fortress. The first NOTE. on Ps viii 3 studies this definition 
of r•q1a• 'uzzo, which has been adopted by J. A. Soggin, Biblica 41 
( 1966), 423. The difficulties inherent in this phrase can be appreciated by 
comparison with the venion of Briggs, "[Praise Him for] the spreading 
out of His strength." 

2. his might. In vs. 1 there is assonance in the endings of qodso, 
"his sanctuary," and 'uzzo, "his .•. fortress," and the same assonance 
can be maintained in our verse by reading Phoenician feminine singular 
g"buroto, "his might"//gudlo, "his greatness." Both MT and llQPs• read 
plural g•burotiiyw, "his mighty deeds," but Syr. has the singular form. 
Consult the second NOTE on Ps cvi 2. 

according to (his) exceeding. llQPs• krwb supports MT k•rob against 
seven manuscripts and Syr., which read b•rob "because of (his) exceeding." 

3. by blowing the trumpet. llQPs• seems to preserve the preferable 
reading in btqw' swpr, an infinitive construct followed by its object, 
whereas MT b•teqa' sopiir creates the noun teqa', "blast," that is elsewhere 
unattested. The Qumranic reading thus recoven a phrase identical with 
Isa xviii 3, t•qoa' sopar, "the blowing of the trumpet." 

6. Praise Y ah! Like Pss cxlvi-cxlix, this hymn opens and closes with 
the invitation hal•lft yiih, thus establishing an inclusion. 



THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER 

By Mitchell Dahood, S.J., and Tadeusz Penar 





The third edition of Rudolph Meyer's Hebriiische Grammatik (Berlin: Band 
I, 1966; Band II, 1969) is the first Hebrew grammar which attempts systemati
cally to incorporate the results of Ugaritic and Phoenician studies. One of the 
principal differences between this and the two earlier editions is the sharp 
increase in the number of references to Gordon's Ugaritic Manual (Rome, 1955) 
and Ugaritic Textbook (Rome, 1965, with supp. 1967) and to J. Friedrich's 
Phonizisch-punische Grammatik (Rome, 1951). A Northwest Semitic orientation 
thus characterizes Meyer's third edition, just as it marks the third edition of W. 
Baumgartner's Hebriiisches und aramiiisches Lexikon zum A/ten Testament 
(fasc. 1; Leiden, 1967). To make the grammatical and stylistic data acquired by 
the Northwest Semitic approach to the Psalter more accessible to Hebraists, 
my research assistant, Tadeusz Penar, and I have prepared this Grammar of the 
Psalter. It should be a good companion to four recent studies which have 
systematically examined the biblical text in the light of Northwest Semitic 
grammar: H. J. van Dijk, Ezekiel's Prophecy on Tyre (Ez. 26, 1 -28, 19): A 
New Approach (Rome, 1968); N. J. Tromp, Primitive Conceptions of Death and 
the Nether World in the Old Testament (Rome, 1969); A. C. M. Blommerde, 
Northwest Semitic Grammar and Job (Rome, 1969); and W. A. van der Weiden, 
Le Livre des Proverbes: Notes philo/ogiques (Rome, 1970). This Grammar 
should also go far toward meeting the needs listed by F. I. Andersen in his re
view of Psalms JI in JBL 88 (1969), 210: "Things to be done include: system
atic testing of the Hebrew lexicon in the light of NW Semitic linguistics and 
comparative literature; systematic rewriting of Hebrew grammar, especially syn
tax, since Dahood's scattered remarks open up many new questions: especially 
the importance of syntax in poetic structure; thorough re-evaluation of literary 
art in Israel (rhetorical criticism and transmission history) in the light of new 
meanings." 

We have chosen to list only those grammatical and stylistic phenomena which, 
to some degree, have been elucidated by the study of the Psalter within the 
Northwest Semitic purview. Since this appendix was put together after AB 
volumes PSALMS I and II were already in print, it offers the opportunity to 
include revised translations of some dozen verses or cola differing from the 
translations found there. In these instances, we have indicated that the transla
tions are revisions. 
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I. ORTHOGRAPHY 

Defective spelling 
of the first person singular in qtl forms 

Ps v 6 jn't (MT jfine'tii) for fo'ty "I hate" 

xvi 2 'mrt (MT 'iimart) for 'mrty "I said" 

xxxviii 9 nhmt (MT minnahamat) for nhmty "I moan,'' attaching the initial 
mem to the preceding word as enclitic 

ex! 13 yd't (MT yiida'ti) for yd'ty "I know" 

Defective spelling 
of other verbal forms 

Ps ix 18 

x 4 

xvi S 
xviii 15 

lxv 6 

lxxii 2 

kl (MT kol) for klw "let them perish" 

'lhym mkl (MT '•IOhlm kol) for 'lhym mklh "God will (not) 
upset" 

mnt (MT m•niit) for mnyl ''you have portioned out" 

rb (MT riib) for rbh "he multiplied" 

mbtb (MT mib/ii/)) for mbtyl) ''who pacified" 

ydyn (MT yiidin) for ydynh "that he may govern" (subjunctive) 

Defective spelling 
of the suffix -i/ -ni 

Ps xvi 6 nl)lt (MT nal)a/at) for nQ/ty "my property" 

lxxi 20 hr'ytn (MT hir'itaniw), attaching the final waw to the next word as 
emphatic, for hr'ytny "you made me see" 

Defective spelling 
of the suffix -ekii, -ekem 

Ps xvii 14 

xlviii 11 
1xiii s 
cxxxiv 2 
cxxxix S 

iPYnk for iPYnyk "your treasured ones" 

k'Smk (MT k•sim•kii) for k'Smyk "as your heavens" 
bsmk (MT b<'sim•kii) for bsmyk "in your heaven" 
ydkm (MT y•dekem) for ydykm, ''your hands" 

kpkh (MT kappekiih) for kpykh, ''your palms" 



Defective spelling 
of the suffix -6 
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Ps liv 7 b'mt (MT ba'"mit•kii, parsing the final k as emphatic) for b'mtw 
"in his fidelity" 

lxviii 25 bqds (MT baqqodes) for bqdsw "from his sanctuary" 
cili 5 b/wb (MT ba!!ob) for b/wbw "with his beauty" 

Defective spelling 
of the suffix -iiyw 

Ps x 4(5) drkw for drkyw "his wealth" 
lxviii 5 smw (MT s•mo) for smyw "his heavens" 
xci 4 b'brtw (MT b•'ebriito) for b'brtyw ''with his pinions" 

Defective spelling 
of various expressions 

b'dy (MT ba'adi) for b'wdy "as long as I live" 
Pss iii 4, cxxxviii 8 

'dyk (MT 'edyek) for 'wdyk ''your eternity" 
Ps ciii 5 

't (MT 'et) for 'th "now" 
Pss iv 8, lxix I 4 

'k (MT 'ak) for 'yk "O howl" 
Ps lxxv 9 

'lymw (MT 'elemo) for 'ylymw "their rams," i.e., lieutenants 
Ps ii 5 

'Im (MT 'elem) for 'ylym "rams=leaders" 
Ps !viii 2 

h'mnm (MT ha'umniim) for h'mwnym "O counselors!" 
Ps lviii 2 

rhbm (MT rohbiim) for rhbym "arrogance" 
Ps xc IO 

bsd (MT besed) for l)syd "the Kind One" 
Ps cxli 5 

'mrtk (MT 'imrlitekii) for 'mrwtyk "your words" 
Ps cxix I03 

Single writing of consonant 
where morphology requires two 

Ps x 4 'yn 'lhym kl for 'yn 'lhym mkl; read 'en '•li5him m•kalle, "God 
will not upset" (MT 'en '•/ohim kol) 

lxv IO wtsqqh rbt for wtsqqh hrbt; read wit•soq•qehii haribbOtii, "make 
her skip with mirth, rain down" (MT watt•soq•qehii rabbat) 

lxxxi I4 lw 'my sm' ly for lw 'my ysm' ly; read lu 'ammi yisma' Ii, "If 
only my people would listen to me" (MT lu 'ammi somea' Ii) 

lxxxiv 6 'dm 'wz lw bk for 'dm m'wz lw bk; read 'iidiim mii'oz lo biik, 
"the man whose refuge is in you" (MT 'iidiim 'oz lo biik) 

lxxxviii 6 1)1/ym skby for bllym mskby; read l)aliilim miskiibl "the slaugh
tered I My couch" (MT l)a/alim sok•be) 
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Ixxxix 43 kl 'wybyw for kl' 'wybyw; read kele' 'oy•biiyw "both hands of his 
foes" (MT kol 'oy•biiyw) 

48 'ny mh /.lid for 'ny ym h/.lld; read 'onl y•me ha/.liiled, "my sorrow, 
the few days of my life" (MT 'anl meh /.liiled) 

xciv 10 'dm d't for 'dm md't; read 'iidiim middii'at, "mankind without 
knowledge" (MT 'iidiim dii'at) 

civ 12-13 qw/ msqh for qwlm msqh; read qii/iim masqeh, "their voice. Who 
waters ... " (MT qo/ ma'Sqeh) 

cv 40 S'l wyb' for S'/w wyb'; read sa'a/u wayyiibe', "they asked and he 
brought" (MT sii'al wayyiibe') 

evil 20 wym//m ms/.lytwtm for wyml/ ms/.lytwtm; read wlmall•/em miJse-
/.litiitiim, "To relieve them of their boils" (MT wlmmalle/ miSS•
/.litiitiim). 

cxiv 3 r'h wyns for r'hw wyns; read rii'iihu wayyiiniis, "(When the sea) 
saw him, it fled" (MT rii'iih wayyiiniis) 

cxxxvii 5 'm 'Sk/.lk yrwslm for 'm 'sk/.lky yrwslm; read 'im 'eskii/.leki 
y•rusiilem, "Should I forget you, 0 Jerusalem" (MT 'im 'eskii/.lek 
y•rusiiliiim) 

cxxxix 14 nwr'wt for nwr' 't; read norii' 'attii, "you are awesome" 
(MT norii'iit; llQPs• nwr' 'th) 

cxli 5 '/ yny r'fy for 'I ynyr r'fy; read 'al yiinir rii'si, "never let my head 

Consonants: 
Prothetic aleph 

Ps Ii 9 
lviii 3 
!xviii 22 
lxix 5 
cii 24(25) 

Consonants: 

glisten" (MT 'al yiini ro'si) 

II. PHONETICS 

'iizob (MT 'ezob) "gushing water" from zwb "to gush, flow" 
'iire$ "caprice" from rii$iih "to be pleased with" 
'asamiiyw "his heavens" 
'iiz "this" 
'emar (MT 'iimar) ''vigor" from mrr "to strengthen" 

Interchange of b and p 

zarzip=zarzib ( <ziirab "to be burned, scorched) scorched land" 
Ps lxxii 6 zarzipe 'iire~ (MT zarzip 'iire$) "scorched lands" 

/.liipas=/.liiba'S "to bind up, heal" 
Ps lxxviii 7 wil)uppas (MT way•l)appes) rul)i, "that my spirit might be healed" 

k•liib=ke/Up "ax" 
Ps xxii 21 miyyad k•lob (MT keleb) "from the blade of the ax" 

niibak=niipak "to pour, gush forth" 
Pss 1xix 11 wii'ebbiikiih (MT wii'ebkeh) "so I poured out" 

lxxxiv 7 hibbikii' (MT habbiikii') "may he cause to flow" 
nii{ab=nii/ap "to drop, drip, discourse" 

Ps xxxix 3 miUiib "(I refrained) from speaking" 
'ariibiit=Ugar. 'rpt "clouds" 

Ps !xviii 5 liirokeb bii'ariibiit "for the Rider of the Clouds" 
sepef=Jebe/ "tribe" 

Ps cxlviii 11 w•ko/ sip/e 'iire$ (MT w•kol sop•/e 'iirN) "and all tribes of earth" 
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siipar=siibar "to measure, trace out" 
Ps xvi 6 siip•riih "he has traced out (my property)" 

Consonants: 
Interchange of d and z 

/:idy=/:iiiziih, "to see, gaze" 
Ps iv 9 yal;diiw, "his face" 

xxi 7 t•l;addehii, "you will make him gaze" 
xxii 21 
xxxiii 15 
xxxv 17 
xlix 11 
cxxxix 16 

y•l)idiih, "face,"//nepe"S, "neck" 
yel)de (MT yal)ad), "he inspects" 
y•l)idiih, "face,"//nepes, "neck" 
yal)ad, "he gazes," I /yir' eh, "he sees" 
16' 'el)iide (MT lo' 'el)ad), "I was not seen" 

me'iid (MT m•'od)=me'iiz, "of old" 
Pss xciii 5 

cxxxix 14 

dnb=znb 
Ps ex 6 y•danneb goyim (MT yiidin baggoyim), "he routed nations" 

Vowels: 
Shift from ii to o 
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Ps xx.ii 9 go/ for classical Heb. gii/, "let (El Yahweh) rejoice"; go/ parses as 
precative perfect of gi/ (revised analysis) 

!xix 21 nwd (MT niid) to be read nod=classical Heb. niid the qal parti-
ciple of niid, "to grieve, lament." nod/niid "a comforter" 

Ixxxiii 8 w•'immonnii 'amaleq (MT w 0 'ammon wa'amaleq), "and with it 
Amalek"; 'immonnii='immiinnii<'immiin-hii 

!xxxvii 6 k•tob for classical Heb. k•tiib "register" 
xcvi 2 miyyom l•yom for classical Heb. miyyiim /•yam "from sea to sea" 
xcix 4 'oz me/ek for classical Heb. 'iiz melek "the strongest king" 
cxxvi 4 sobiih (MT siibiih) =siibiih "he restored," third person masculine 

qatala 

Vowels: 
Shift from o to ii in infinitives absolute 

Ps xlix 4 hiigiit for hiigot (revised analysis proposed at Ps ciii 14) 
ciii 14 ziikiir for ziikor 
cxii 7 bii{ual) for bii{oal}. 
cxxxix 20 niisu' for niiso' 

Diphthongs: 
ay reduced to e 

In Northern duals: 
'ii.d "hand,, 

Ps xvii 4 p•'ullot 'iidem (MT 'iidiim), "the works of (your) hands" 
!xviii 19 bii'iidem (MT bii'iidiim), "from their hands" 
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yiid "handn 
Ps xvi 4 middem (MT middiim), "from (my) hands" 

l•/:zi "jaw, cheek" 
Ps !vi 2 lel;em (MT lo/:zem), "both jaws" 

cii 5(6) l•l;em (MT lal:zmi), "my jaws," attaching the final yod to the 
next word 

In other substantives: 
Ps cxxvii 2 senii', "prosperity," instead of 'Saynii' 

Diphthongs: 
aw reduced to o 
Ps !viii 3 } 

!xiv 7 
'olot for classical Heb. 'awliih "malice, crime" 

xcii 16 Ketiv: 'oliitiih for classical Heb. 'awliitiih "iniquity" 
!xviii 26 b•tok for classical Heb. battiiwek "in the middle" 

Ill. PRONOUNS 

Independent personal pronoun in the oblique case 

Ps !xiii 2 'attiih 'afol;er ki (MT 'afo!:zarekii) fiim•'iih l•kii nap'Si, "For you 
I long, my soul ardently thirsts for you" 

cxxxvii b•zokrenu 'all (MT 'et) #yyon, "When we remembered you, 
Zion" 

6 'im lo' 'ezk•reki 'im 10' 'a'a/eh 'att (MT 'et) y•rusii/aim, "Should 
I remember you notl If I do not raise you, 0 Jerusalem!" 

Polite substitutes for pronouns 

1. 'ebed "servant" 
In parallelism with suffix: 

Ps xix 14 "Above all keep your servant ('abdekii) from the presumptuous 
ones, lest they rule over me (yims•lu bl)" 

xxvii 9 "Turn not your face from me (mimmenni), repel not in anger 
your servant ('abdekii)" 

xxxi 17 "Let your face shine upon your servant ('al 'abdekii); save me 
(hasi'eni) in your kindness" 

!xix 18 'Turn not your face from your servant (me'abdekii); because 
distress is mine (far Ii), quickly answer me (mahi!r 'aneni)" 

lxxxvi 2 "Protect my life (naps!) for I am ('iini) devoted to you, save 
your own servant ('abd•kiJ 'attiih) who trusts in you, my God" 

cxix 135 "Make your face shine upon your servant (b•'abdekii), and 
teach me ( w•/amm•deni) your statutes" 

Not in parallelism with suffix: 
Pss xix 12, xc 13 

2. l;iiisid "the devoted one" 
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In parallelism with suffix: 
Ps iv 4 "And recognize that Yahweh will work wonders for the one 

devoted to him (i)iis"id 16), Yahweh will hear me when I call 
(b<qor'I) to him" 

3. $adt!iq "the just man" 
Ps v 13 "For you will bless the just man (~addiq) yourself, 0 Yahweh, as 

with a shield you will surround him (ta'f•rennu) with your favor" 
Note the use of the first person in vss. 2-9 and the Syr. reading "you will 
surround me" 

4. nepeS "soul"="me" 
In parallelism with suffix: 

Ps !xix 19 "Draw near, 0 El ('el for MT 'el), redeem me (napSi go'liih for 
MT napJ:I g•'iiliih); ransom me (pcdenl) from the abode 
(lim•'on for MT l•ma'an) of my Foe" 

S. melek "king" 
Ps lxi 7 "Add days to the king's days (y•me me/ek)" 

Note the use of the first person in vss. 2-6, 9 

6. 'oseh ~·diiqiih "the doer of justice" 
Ps cvi 3 "How blest the alert to what is right, the doer of justice ('oseh 

~cdiiqiih) at all times!" Cf. vs. 4: zokreni, "remember me," and 
poqdeni, "visit me" 

Possessive suffixes: 
third person singular suffix -i/-y 

Ps ii 6 malki "his king" 

xiv 4 
xvi 7 

8 
xviii 33 

34 
xxiv 4 
xxv 17 

xxvii 8 
xxxii 9 
xxxvi 2 
xiii 5 

xlvi 5 
I 5 

lxi 3 
!xviii 11 

31 

har qodsi "his holy mountain" 
'ammi "his people" (cf. Isa liii 8) 
kilyotiiy (vocalize kilyotey) "his kidneys" 
mimini "from his right hand" 
darki "his dominion"; cf. II Sam xxii 33 drkw 
biimotay (vocalize biimotey) "his heights" 
napsi "his mind" 
l•biibi "his throat" (revised translation: "My Adversary [Death] 

opened wide his throat) 
piiniiy (vocalize piiney) "his face" 
q•rob 'ly (MT 'e/ekii) "approach him" 
bcqereb libbi "within his heart" 
w•'e$p•kii 'iilay (vocalize 'ii/ey) napsi "and I shall pour out my 

soul before him" 
misk"ni (MT misk•ne) "his habitation" 
n "before him" 
/)asidiiy (vocalize l)asidey) "his devoted ones" 
berm "a covenant with him" 
mimmenni "from it" 
'iiney (MT 'iini) "its inhabitants" 
'eg/ey "its calves" 
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34 
36 

lxxvi 4 
lxxvii 3 

lxxvii 11 
lxxviii 9 

49 
xcvii 10 
ci 5 

civ 13 

cvii 41 
cix 31 
ex 4 

cxvi 
12 
15 

cxli 6 
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br.yy "in his lust" 
/iirokeb bis•mey "Behold the Rider of his heavens" 
mimmiqdiisey (MT mimmiqdiiSekii) "for his sanctuary" 
ris•pey "his thunderbolts" 
yiidi "his hand" 
napsi "his mind" 
l)a/oli (MT l)alloff) "his sickness" 
nos•qey "his bowmen" 
ma/'akey "his angels" 
'hby "who loves," -y expressing the dative of advantage 
m•/oJeni (Ketiv), "whoever ... slandered," -y expressing the 

dative of advantage 
ma'a.§ey (parsing the final k of MT ma'afekii as emphatic), "his 

storehouses" 
m<'oni (MT me'oni) "his habitation" 
miSSop•fi (MT missop•/e) "from his judge" 
'al dibriili "according to his pact" 
malki $edeq "his legitimate king" 
qoli tal)anuney (MT tal)anuniiy) "my plea for his mercy" 
kol tagmiilohf "all his favors" 
b•'eney "in his eyes" 
'amiirey (MT 'amiiray) "his words" 

Parallelism between the third person suffixes -0 and -i/-y 

Ps xviii 24 'immo//'awoni, "with him! /offend him" 
civ 13 me'a[iyyotiiyw//mipp•ri ma'a§ey (MT ma'a§ekii), "from his upper 

chambers/ /with the supplies from his storehouses" 

CV 6 
18 

cvi 12 
13 

ex.iii 8 
ex.iv 2 

cxix 2 

cxxxi 2 

cxliv 10 

Note: The final k of m'fyk parses as emphatic introducing the 
next colon 

'abdii//b•l)iri (MT b•l)iriiyw), "his servant! /his chosen one" 
rag/ey (MT rag/iiyw)//napso, "his feet//his neck" 
d•biirey (MT d•biiriiyw) //t"hilliito, "his words//his praise" 
ma'asey (MT ma'asiiyw//'a:;ato, "his works! /his advice" 
l•hofibi .•. 'ammo, "to seat him ... his people" 
qodso//mems•/oti (MT mamJelotiiyw), "his sanctuary/ !his do-

minion" 
'edotey (MT 'edotiiyw) ••• yidr•siihii, "his stipulations ... (they) 

search for him" 
'immo//'iiley (MT 'iilay), "his mother//with him" 
/ammalki-m (MT lamm•/iikim) //'abdo, "to his k.ing//his servant" 

Dative suffixes: 
with substantives 

Ps ii 8 s•'al miimoni (MT mimmenni) "ask wealth of me" 
xvi 4 niskehem "(I surely will not pour) libations to them" 
xx 3 yislab 'ezr•kii "May he send you help" 
1 5 kor•te b•riti "who made a covenant with him" 



lxxvii 9 

14 

civ 27 
CV 19 

cix 21 
CXV 7 

cxxi 1 
cxlviii 14 
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'omer "visions from him," with 'omer sharing the suffix of 
/:iasdo in the first colon 

g•dol•kii '•/Ohim (MT giidol ke'/Ohim) "(What god) is greater 
than you, 0 God?" 

liitet 'okliim, "to give them food" 
'ad 'et bO' d•biiro, ''Till the moment the word came to him (i.e., 

to Pharaoh)" 
'aseh 'ofi (MT 'itfi), "Work a miracle for me!" 
y•dehem w•lo' y•miSun, "They have hands, but do not feel" 
raglehem w•lo' y•halleku, "They have feet, but do not walk" 
me'ayin yiibO' 'ezri, ''whence will help come to me?" 
'am q•robo, "the people close to him" 

Dative suffixes: 
with verbs 

Ps v 5 
xviii 29 

xxi 4 

7 
xxii 26 

xxxii 5 

xxxv 8 
x:xxvi 12 

xliv 16 

18 
lvii 10 
Ix 3, 12 

3 
11 

Ix.iv 9 

I.xvii 2 
I.xix 36 
lxxiii 27 
lxxiv 9 
lxxviii 55 

lxxx 4, 8, 20 

lo' y•gur•kii rii' "an evil man cannot be your guest" 
ki 'attiih tii7r "indeed you shine for me," the dative suffix is 

to be logically supplied from neri, "my lamp" 
ki t•qadd•mennu "but you set before him (the blessings of 

prosperity) " 
ki t•sitehu "indeed you will give him (blessings forever)" 
mi'etikii (MT me'ill8kii) "one hundred times will I repeat to 

you" 
'odi'akii "(my sin) I made known to you" 
10' kiss'it'i "I did not hide (my guilt) from you," with the suffix 

supplied from 'odi'akii 
t•bO'ehu so'iih "may the pit come upon him" 
'al t•bo'eni "let not (the foot of the presumptuous) overtake 

me" 
kuss•tani (for MT kissiit•n'i) "(my shamefacedness) is exposed 

before me" 
bii'atnu "(Every indignity) has come upon us" 
'azammer•kii "I will sing to you" 
z•na/:itiinu "you were angry with us" 
p•ra~tiinu "and you ran from us" 
mi yobileni "Who will bring me (the Rock City)?" 
mi nii/:iani "Who will offer me (Edom's throne) as tribute?" 

Cf. Ps cviii 11 
wayyakSiluhu "(The Most High) shall make (slanderers) 

stumble" 
'iitiinu (MT 'ittiinu) "may he come to us" 
wirusuhii (MT wiresuhii) "those expelled from it" 

r•/:ieqekii "those who go far from you" 
w•lo' 'iitiinu (MT 'ittiinu) "and has not come to us" 
wayyapp'ilem "and (with a measuring cord) made (their pat-

rimony) fall to them" 
hasibenu "return to us!" 
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77 
121 
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siibenii "return to us!" 
hii' yiqrii'eni "he shall cry to me" 
kon•nehii "may be sustain for his good (the work of our 

bands)," the suffix -hii is understood as expressing the dative 
of advantage 

hay•l;iobr•kii "Can (the seat of iniquity) associate with you?" 
'hby "who loves," y expressing dative of advantage 
'a[i[otiim "you dealt severely with them," the suffix expresses 

here the dative of disadvantage 
nir'iiha (MT nir'iih) bik•bOdo, "be appears to her (i.e., Zion) 

in bis glory" 
wayyiisol;iiim 'ofer (MT wayyiisol;iii me'ofer) rii'iih w•yligon 

"and declined from them oppression, peril, and sorrow" 
mi yobileni, "Who will bring me (the Fortress City?)" 
mi niil;iani, "Who will offer me (Edam's throne) as tribute?" 

Cf. Ps Ix 11 
ha[O' '•/Ohim z•nal;itiinii, "But you, 0 God-will you be angry 

with us?" 
wayye'•hab q•liiliih watt•bO'ehii, "Since he has loved cursing, 

it has come to him" 
siiStikii 'al (attaching the k of MT k•'al to the preceding word) 

kol hon, "I rejoice in you more than in all riches" 
wibO'eni (MT wibO'iini) l;iasdekii (MT J;iasiidekii), "And let 

your kindness come to me" 
y•bo'iini raJ;iamekii, "Let your mercies come to me" 
'iiSitiiy (MT 'ii.fin) mispii/ wii.yedeq, "Defend for me my right 

and my just cause" 
'azamm•rekii, "I sing to you" 
gam slim yiid•kii t•nil;ieni (MT tanl;ieni), "Even there your left 

hand you would lower upon me" 
w•/ay/iih kayyom y"7rekii (MT yii'ir ka-), "since the Night 

shines for you like the day" 

Dative suffixes: 
expressing the agent 

Ps xxxvii 22 m•bOriikiiyw "those blessed by him" 

l 15 
23 

1xiii 11 
1xxii 17 

iim•qulliiliiyw "but those cursed by him" 
t•kubb•deni (MT t<kabb•deni) "you will be feasted by me" 
y•kubb•dan•ni (MT y•kabb•diin•ni) "be will be feasted by me" 
ygyrhw "may they be smitten by him" 
y<'uss•riihii (MT y•'a8s•riihii) "by him (all nations) made happy" 

Ix.xiv 19 nepe8 tiirekii (MT torekii) "those taught by you" 
1xxxi 8 'ebbiil;ien•kii (MT 'ebl;iiin•kii) "I was provoked by you" 
lxxxvii 
CV 9 

19 

y•siidiito "founded by him" 
Jebii'iito, "(his covenant) sworn by him" 
'imrat yhwh 1•riipathii (MT 1•riipiit•hii), ''Yahweh's promise was 

proved true by him" 



Interchange of suffix and article: 
suffix serving as article 

NOUNS 

Ps xvii 11-12 bii'iire.y dimyono "into the very Land of Perdition" 
x.xxi 20 {ub•kii "the good things" 
xlix 6 'oq•bay (MT 'aqebay) "the slanderers" 
!iii 4 kullo "each one"; cf. Ps xiv 3, hakkol 
!vi 5 dob•ro (MT d•biiro) "O slanderer!" 

Interchange of suffix and article: 
article serving as suffix 

Ps iii 9 hay•su'iih//bir•kiitekii, ''your salvation//your blessing" 
xxxii 17 hassus//l)elo, "his horse! /his might" 
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lv 23 hassolek (MT haslek)//yoheb•kii (MT y•hiib•ka), "Your Pro-
vider//Your Benefactor" 

baocv 13 ha{{ob//y•bU/iih, "his rain//its produce" 
lx.xxix 48 'oni (MT 'ani)//hal)iiled (MT meh l)iiled), "my sorrow//(the 

few days) of my life" 
xc 16 po'0 /ekii//hadderek (MT hadar•kii), "your achievement! /your 

dominion" 
cxxvi 6 mesek hazziira'//'a[ummotiiyw, "his seed pouch//his sheaves" 

IV. NOUNS 

Feminine absolute singulars: 
in -t 

Ps x 3 
lviii 5 

9 
Ix 13 
!xi 1 
lxxiv 19 
cxxxii 4 

ta'awat "desire0 

l)emiit (MT l)amat) "venom" 
'eSet "woman° 
'ezriit "help" 
n•ginat "a stringed instrument" 
l•l)ayyiit (MT l•l)ayyat) "to a wild beast" 
seniit (MT s•nat) "sleep" 

Feminine absolute singulars: 
in -61 

Ps x 7 

xii 4 } 
lxxiii 18 
xiv 15 
xlix 4 

12 
!iii 7 
Iv 22 
!viii 3 

Note: The symbol * indicates that this substantive may be an 
intensive plural 

mirmot "deceit" 
l)a/aqot* "Perdition" 

b•tulot "maiden" 
l)okmot "wisdom" 
t•bilnot "insight"=Ps Ixxviii 72 
'adamot "earth" 
y•su'ot "salvation"=Ps Jxxiv 12 
mel;em'ot (MT mal;mii'ot)<l;em'ot "cream, butter" 
'O[Ot umalice" 
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'imriih m•blISs•rot (MT 'omer ham•ba.fs•rot) "the word rejoicing" 
mOSii'Ot "salvation" 
tO~ii' Ot 11escape" 
ta'a.yUmOt "valor" 
maS:fu'ot* "Desolation" 
b•hemot* "beast" 
t•homot rabbiih "the vast wasteland" 
to'ebot "abomination" 
neharot "river" 

b•qii'ot "the nether chasm" 
geburot "might" 
mems•Jot "dominion" 
kos y•su'ot "the chalice of salvation" 
mfywot "commandment" 
'edot "stipulation" 
mahamorot "the Miry Bog" 
madl)epot "Exile" 
g•buroto (MT gebUrotiiyw), "his might" 

Preservation of case endings: 
the nominative -u 

Note: In all examples marked •, the use of the nominative after a 
preposition, which requires the genitive, is incorrect 

Ps lix 10 'uzzu (MT 'uzzo) 'eli ki 'essiimeriih (MT 'elekii 'esmoriih), "My 
God is a fortress, truly am I protected" 

11 '•Johay l)asdu (MT '•lohey l)asdiw), "a rampart is my God" 
lxxix 2 l•l)ay•tu (MT l•l)ay•to) 'lire~.'' "to the beasts of the earth" 
cxiv 8 
cxxii 3 

ex! 9 

l•ma'y•nu (MT l•ma'y•na) miiyim, * "into a flowing spring" 
liihu yiil)idii (MT liih yal)diiw),* "by him alone" (here the nomina

tive ending has been preserved for metrical reasons) 
yiirumu, "O Exalted!" 

Preservation of case endings: 
the genitive -i 

Ps xxvi 10 bydyhm "in whose left hand" 
xliv 13 

lxv 6 

lxix 27 

lxxiv 13 
20 

lxxxiii 4 
lxxxiv 11 
CV 27 

bim•IJ;rihem (MT bim•l)irehem) "(and you did not grow rich) 
from their price" 

w<yam (MT yiim) r<l)oqi-m "(all the ends of the earth) and of 
the distant sea"; mem is enclitic 

l)a/an-ka (MT l)a/alekii) "(and told stories about the pain) of 
him you wounded" 

rii'se tannini (MT tanninim) "the heads of Tannin" 
mel)oseki (MT mal)asakke) "(the city is filled) with darkness" 
'al ~·puni-kii (MT ~'piinekii) "against your treasure" 
bl)rty "in the Cemetery" 
b•midbiiri (MT biim dibre) "in the wilderness" 
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30 ma/kihem (MT malkehem) "of their king" 
cvi 7 rob f:iasdikii (MT f:iasadekii) "an abundance of your kindness= 

your abounding kindness" 
cxiii S kayhwh ... hammagbihi /asebet, "like Yahweh ... the One who 

is enthroned on high" 
6 hammaspili "the One who stoops" 
7 m"qimi "he lifts" 
9 mo'Sibi "he founds" 

cxiv 8 hahop•ki "who turns," in apposition with genitives 'iidon and 
'e/Oah in VS. 7 

cxxiii 1 'e/ekii ... hayyos•bi baJsiimiiyim, "to you ••. , who are en-
throned in heaven" 

cxxxviii 6 mimmer/:iiiqi ( the final -I coming from the following word 
y•yedii') ''from a distance" 

Preservation of case endings: 
the accusative -ii 

Ps viii 8 
Ix s 
!xviii 7 

lxxx 6 
cxvi IS 

~oniih (MT !FOneh) "(you put) small cattle" 
qiiSiih "(you made your people drain) the cup" 
baytiih "(God who established) a home" 
!F•f:ii/:iiih "the Wasteland"; this form is the direct object of siik•nii, 

"they were entombed." The nominative form is !Fii/:ii/:i, "glaring 
surface," Ezek x:xiv 7 

dim'iih "(You have fed us) tears (as our food)" 
hammotiih (MT hammiiwtiih) "(Yahweh considers precious) the 

death (of his devoted ones)" 

The construct chain 
with intervening preposition 

Ps ix 10} 
x 1 
lxxiv 12 

lxxxiv 7 
xcii 13 

l•'ittot bQ!F~iiriih, "in times of trouble" 

malke (MT ma/kl) miqqedem, "the kings from the East" 
Note: In this text the mem of miqqedem can be shifted to malke, 
and parsed as enclitic: malke-m qedem. Cf. H. D. Hummel, JBL 
76 ( 1957), 97 

'ibre (MT 'ob•re) b•'emeq, "brooks in the valley" 
k"'erez ball•biin6n, "like the cedar of Lebanon" 

The construct chain 
with intervening suffix 

Ps xvi 8 lin"gidi (MT l•negdi) tiimid, "(I have chosen Yahweh) as my 
perpetual Leader." See second NOTE on Ps !iv 5 

xviii 18 me'oy•bay 'oz (MT me'oy•bi 'iiz) "from my powerful Foe" 
xxxv 16 lo'agay mii'og (MT la'age mii'iig) "my encircling mockers" 

19 'oy•bay seqer "my treacherous foes"=Ps lxix S 

son•'ay /:inm "my stealthy enemies"=Ps lxix S 
x:xxviii 20 'oy•bay f:iayyim "my mortal foes" 

son•'ay seqer "my treacherous enemies" 
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Jxj 5 
I.xvi 7 
lxxi 6 

7 
lxxxviii 16 
cii 24-25 
CV 4 
ex 4 
cxl 10 
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'•/ohi!nil 'oliim wii'ed "our eternal and everlasting God" 
b•'ohol•kii 'o/iimim "in your eternal tent" 
big•buriito 'oliim "from his eternal fortress" 
t•hilliitl tiimid "my perpetual praise" 
mal)asi 'oz "my fortress of refuge" 
'i!mekii 'opiiniih (MT 'iipilniih) "the terrors of your wheel" 
yiimay 'emiir (MT yiimiiy 'omar) "my vigorous days" 
piiniiyw tiimid, "his perpetual presence" 
malki ~edeq, "his legitimate king" 
m•sibbay 'iimiil (MT m•sibbiiy 'amal), "the mischief-makers who 

surround me" 

The construct chain 
with intervening suffix and preposition 

Ps xvii 9 'oy•bay b•nepe"S "my deadly foes" 

The construct chain 
with intervening emphatic ki 

Ps xxiv 6 
I.xviii 25 
!xix 30 

p•ni!-ki ya'aqob (MT piinekii ya'aqob), "The Presence of Jacob" 
hlykwty-k '•IOhim, "the marches of God" 
y•su'iit•-ki (MT y•su'iit•kii) '•lohim, "God's help" 

cxvi 19 b•toki!ki ycrusiiliiim, "in the midst of Jerusalem" 
cxxii 2 bs'ryk (MT bis•'iirayik) y•rilsiiliiim, "within the gates of Jeru

salem" 
cxxxv 9 b•toki!ki mi1riiyim, "into the midst of Egypt" 

The construct chain 
with intervening enclitic mem 

Ps xviii 16 

xxxviii 4, 8 

xiv 7 } 
Iii 10 

!ix 6 } 
lxxx 5, 8, 

15, 20 
Ix 11 
lxiv 8 

lxix 16 

lxxxi 2 

lxxxix 51 

civ 18 

'apiqi!-m yiim (MT 'apiqi! mayim), "the fountainheads 
of the sea"; cf. II Sam xxii 16, 'apiqi! yiim 

'i!n-m tom (MT 'en m•tom), "there is no soundness" 
'•IOhi!-m 'oliim wii'ed (MT '•lohim 'oliim wii'ed), "The 

eternal and everlasting God" 

'•IOhi!-m 1cba'ot (MT '•IOhim 1•bii'i5t), "God of Hosts" 

'ir-m ~or (MT 'ir mii~or), "Rock City" 
'•lohe-m be1 (MT '•lohim bi!1), "The God of the AI

row" 
:!iibbO/et-m yiim (MT sibbOlet mayim), "the vortex of 

the sea" 
'•lohi!-m 'ilzzi!nil (MT '•IOhim 'ilzzi!nil), ''The God of 

our Fortress" 
kol rabbe-m (MT rabbim) 'ammim, "all the shafts 

of pagans" 
sal'i!-mi mabseh (MT s•lii'im mabseh), "the sheltering 

crags" 
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ex 2, cxxviii 5, } 
cxxxiv 3, cxxxv 21 

yahweh-m :fiyyon (MT yahweh mi.Hiyyon), "Yahweh 
of Zion" 

CXV 16 

cxix 18 

cxxvi 1 

hdfieme-m siimayim (MT hassiimayim .Mmayim), "the 
heaven of heavens" 

nipfe'ot-m toriitekii (MT niplii'ot mittoriitekii), "the 
wonders of your law" 

ke!Jol-m yiim (MT keiJOfemfm), "like the sands of the 
sea0 

The construct chain 
with intervening vocative 

Ps cxlv 7 zeker rab /ubeka, "the record, 0 Master, of your goodness" 

Substantives in genitive to 
express "excellent, superb" 

'el 
Ps xxxvi 7 } harere 'el "the towering mountains" 

l 10, harere 'el (MT hare re 'iilep) 
lxxx 11 'arze •el "the towering cedars" 

'elohlm 
Ps Ii 19 zibbe 'elohim "the finest sacrifices" 

!xviii 16 har 'eJohim "mighty mountain" 
lxxxiii 13 ne'ot 'e/ohlm "the very finest meadows" 

yiih 
Ps xxxix 3 dumiyah "total silence" 

lxv 2} lxii 2 dumiyyiih "the mighty castle" 

lxxvii 12 ma'a/ele yiih "magnificent deeds" 

midbiir 
Ps lxv 13 nc'ot midbiir "the boundless meadows"; cf. Ps lxxxiii 13 

miiwet 
Ps xxiii 4 ~almiiwet "total darkness" 

ne!fab 
Ps lxxiv 3 massu'ot ne!fOQ "the total ruins" 

Metaphorical use of animal names 

'abblr=wild bull 
Ps !xviii 31 'adat 'abblrlm "the herd of wild bulls" 

'ayil=ram 
Ps ii 5 'elemo "their lieutenants" 

!viii 2 'eum (MT 'elem) "leaders" 

'aryeh=lion 
Ps xxii 22 psalmist's adversary 
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bazir=boar 
Ps Ix.xx 14 bazir miyyii'ar "the boar from the forest," Israel's enemies 

kcpir=young lion 
Ps xxxiv 11 means the rich 

xxxv 17 means the psalmist's enemies 

'i!gel=calf 
Ps !xviii 31 here "calves" are Pharaoh's soldiers 

r•' i!m =buffalo 
Ps xxii 22 ri!mim=simplified spelling for r•'i!mim; means puissant adversaries 

to/e'iih =worm 
Ps xxii 7 the worm is used here to suggest the suffering psalmist 

Names of habitations plural in form, singular in meaning 

'ohiilim "tent" 
Ps lxxxiv 11 

'armenot "citadel0 

Ps xlviii 4, 14 
bottim "home" 

Ps xlix 12 
gcburot "fortress" 

Ps xx 7 
ba~i!rim/ ba$i!rot "court" 

Pss !xv 5, lxxxiv 3, 11, xcii 14, xcvi 8, c 4 
miqdiisim "sanctuary" 

Pss Ix viii 3 6, lxxiii 17 
miskiinot "dwelling" 

Pss xliii 3, xlix 12, lxxxiv 2, cxxxii 5, 7 

V. VERBS 

Denominatives 
from names of parts of the body 

'np ('ap "nostril, nose, face, anger") 
Qal "to be angry" Pss ii 12, Ix 3, lxxix 5, !xx.xv 6 

'sd (Ugar. 'sd "leg") 
Qal "to stalk" Ps xci 6 yi!sod (MT yiisiid). On the elision of initial aleph 

cf. GK §69h-k; J. T. Milik in Bib/ica 38 (1957), 251 
'sr ('•sur "foot, leg") 

Qal "to proceed, march" Ps !vi 7 k•osi!r (MT ka'aser), "like a footpad" 
bl' (bl' "gorge, throat" in Prov xxiii 2) 

Qal "to swallow" Pss !xix 16, cvi 17, cxxiv 3 
Pi "to engorge" Pss xxi 10, xxxv 25 
Pi "to worship" Pss x 3, xlix 19 (appetite), xxvi 12 (Yahweh) 

brk (berek "knee") 
Qal "to kneel" Ps xcv 6 (before Yahweh) 
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dbr (dbr "back") 
Hiph, Pi "to render supine" Pss xviii 48 (nations), xlvil 4, lxxvii 5 

(oneself) 
dnb (ziiniib, Ugar. d_nb "tail") 

Pi "to de-tail, attack the rear" Ps ex 6 yedanneb goyim (MT yiidin baggoyim), 
"he routed nations" 

kr' (kera' "leg, shinbone") 
Qal "to kneel" Pss xx.ii 30, lxxii 9, xcv 6 

"to slump" Ps xx 9 
Hiph "to bring low" Pss xvii 13, xviii 40, lxxviii 31 

lfo (liison "tongue") 
Pi "to slander" Ps !xiv 9 me/assenim (MT /esonam), attaching the mem 

from the preceding MT 'iilemo, "slanderers" 
Poe! "to slander" Ps ci 5 melO:fcni "whoever slandered." (The final -i parses 

as third person singular suffix expressing the dative of advantage) 
ngd (neged "front, face") 

Hiph "to hold in front" Ps xxxviii 19, ki 'awoni 'aggid, "Indeed, I hold my 
guilt before me" 

'yn ('ayin "eye") 
Hiph "to show" Ps !xv 6 object norii'ot, ''wondrous deeds" 

'nq ('anaq "neck") 
Qal "to serve as a necklace" Ps lxxiii 6 

'qb ('iiqeb "heel") 
Qal "to malign" Ps !vi 7 'oq•bay (MT 'aqebay), "my maligners" 

p'm (p'm "foot") 
Ni "to pace" Ps lxxvii 5 

qdm (qedem "front") 
Pi "to set in front" Ps xxi 4 

"to come in front" Ps lxxxviii 14 
rgl ( regel "leg") 

Qal "to trip" Ps xv 3 
swq (soq "thigh") 

Pilpel "to make skip" Ps Ixv 10 wit"soq•qehii (MT wattesoq•hii) 
sqq (soq "thigh") 

Qal "to leap, spring" Ps cvii 9 nepe'S soqeqiih "the throbbing throat" 

Denominatives 
from various substantives 

'Im ('elem "muzzle, bridle") 
Ni "to be muzzled" Pss xxxi 19, xxxix 3, 10 

bqr (boqer "morning, dawn") 
Pi "to awake at dawn" Ps xxvii 4 

gbr (geber "man, hero") 
Hiph "to be powerful" Ps xii 5 

dbs (d•ba:f "honey") 
Qal "to be sweet" Ps cxix 103 ma diib•su (MT midd•biiS), "How sweet" 

dgl (dege/ "banner") 
Pi "to hold high the banner(s)" Ps xx 6 n•daggel (MT nidgol), "we will 

hold high the banners" 
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hbl (hebe/ "idol") 
Pi "to idolize" Ps !xii 11 'al t•habb•/u (MT tehbiilu) l;iayil, "do not idolize 

wealth" 
hwt (Ugar. hwt ''word") 

Polel "to bluster" Ps lxii 4 
zkr (ziikiir "male") 

Hiph "to be strong" Ps xx 8 
l;itk (Ugar. l;itk "father/son") 

Pi (privative) "to unchild" Ps Iii 7 y•l;iattek (MT yal;it•kii) 
ks' ( kisse' "throne") 

Pi "to enthrone" Ps xlv 7 kisse'aka (MT kis'akii) 
nyn (nln "offspring, posterity") 

Pi "to bear offspring" Ps !Jodi 17 y•nayyen (MT yinnyon) 
n'r (na'ar "boy, lad") 

Ni "to lose one's youth" Ps cix 23 
'zr (Ugar. gzr "lad, warrior") 

Ni "to be rejuvenated" Ps xxviii 7 
'ms (Ugar. 'ms "load") 

Pi (privative) "to unburden" Ps !xviii 20 ye<ammes (MT ya'amos) 
qrh (qoriih "plank, boarding; storeroom") 

Pi "to store" Ps civ 3 
sl;ir (fol;iar "dawn") 

Pi "to long" Ps I xiii 2 'afol;ier (MT 'afol;iarekii), detaching the final k and 
parsing it as emphatic "I long" 

tpp (top "drum, tambour") 
Qal "to beat tambours" Ps !xviii 26 

Denominatives 
from numerals 

m'h (me'ii.h "hundred") 
Pi "to repeat, retell hundred times" 

Ps xxii 26 ml'ellkii (MT me'itt•kii), "one hundred times will I repeat to 
you" 
Ps !xvi 20 w•l;iasdo mi'efi (MT me'itti), "And his kindness will I repeat a 
hundred times" (revised translation) 

l;i~h (l;ia~j "half") 
Qal "to live out a half" Ps Iv 24 

Preservation of inflectional endings: 
qatala third person masculine singular 

Ps iv 7 
xi 5 
xvi 6 

niisii.h (MT n•siih), "(the light) has fled" 
siin•'iih, "(he who loves injustice) hates (his own life)" 
siip•rii.h, "(The Most High) has traced out (my property)" 

xviii 35 nil;iara, "he lowered"; cf. II Sam xxii 35 nil;iat 
xx 10 hoS.'iih, "(Yahweh) has given victory" 
lxxxiv 7 hibbikii' (MT habbakii'), "May he cause to flow" 
lxxxix 8 rabbiih, "he is great" 
xc 17 kon•nii.h, "may he sustain" 
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xciii S na'awah, "will laud," the subject being the collective singular 
qi5de8, "the holy ones" 

ciii 19 miisiilii, "he rules" 
cxxvi 4 siibiih or si5btih (ii>o) for MT subiih, "(Yahweh) restored" 

Preservation of inflectional endings: 
qatalii third person feminine plural/dual 

Ps xiv 10 ni$~•btih "(daughters of kings) shall be stationed" 
lxviii 14 ne/:ipiih "(the two wings) are plated" 
lxxiii 2 sup•kiih (MT 'Supp•kuh) "(my legs) were poured out" 
lxxxviii 10 'enay (MT 'eni) da'abiih "my eyes grow dim" 

Preservation of inflectional endings: 
yaqtulu imperfect singular in -u 

Ps x 2 
xxxii 9 
lxiv 7 

9 

lxviii 31 
lxxii s 

16 

lxxxiv 7 
cxxvii S 

cxl 11 

yittiipiisu (MT yittiip•su), "he pantingly pursues" 
'al tihyii "Don't be!" (singular) 
yaJ:ip•su "he will investigate" 
yakSUuhu "he shall make stumble"; the imperfect ending is present 

in -Ill, and -hii is the dative suffix 
ye/:ip~ii "he (the Pharaoh) delighted (in battle)" 
yiyrii'iikii "may he revere you," but here the form may be parsed 

as a plural of majesty 
piryi5 w•y~l~ii "let his fruit blossom"; the waw in w•yii$l$ii is 

emphatic 
y•sltiihu "may he turn it" 
lo' yebi5su ki y•dabb•ru, "He shall not be humiliated but shall 

drive back" 
yiiml/ii (Ketiv; MT yimmi5/ii), "may he heap" 

tqtl third person masculine plural 

Ps lxviii 3 tinniidepu (MT tindop), "they are driven" 
14 tskbwm, "may they empty out"(?) 

cvi 38 watte/:ien•pu (MT watte/:i•nap), "and they desecrated" 

The energic mood 

Ps ii 8 
viii 2 

xx 4 

xxxix 7 
xiv 16 

1 23 

w"'ettanniih (MT we>ett•niih), "and I will give" 
'asar•tanniih (MT 'aser t•niih), "I will adore" 

Pi from seret, "to serve, worship, adore" 
y•da'Sfanniih (MT y•da'Ss•neh), "may he consider generous" 

Pi declarative from d'Sn "to be fat" 
yeh•miiyannii (MT yeh•miiyiin), "he is in turmoil" 
tubii/anniih (MT tubalniih), "let her be led" 

Hoph from ybl, "to bring" 
tiibii'anniih (MT t•bo'eniih), "let her be brought" 

Hoph from bw', "to come, enter" 
y•kubb•diin•nl (MT y•kabb•diin•nl), "he will be feasted by me"; 
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pual of kbd followed by the first person singular suffix expressing 
the agent 

!xv 13 ta!Jgoranniih (MT ta!1gorniih), "gird!" energic imperfect form func
tioning as an imperative 

cxlv 6 'asapp<ranniih (MT 'asappcrenniih), "I will number" 

Qal passive 

Ps iii 7 
xvii 10 
xviii 7 
xlix 15 
l 23 
Ix 4 

!xi 8 
!xxi 13 
lxxii 15 

!xxiii 2 
19 

lxxiv 8 
lxxv 9 
lxxvi 6 
lxxvii 10 
xc 5 

6 
xcii 11 
xciv 20 

cix 2 

10 

22 

sltii (MT siitii), "were deployed" 
siigli.rii (pausal for MT sag<rii), "they are clogged" 
yusma' (MT yisma'), "(my voice) was heard" 
situ (MT fottii), "they will be put" 
.Sim (MT .Mm). "who is set" 
p<.yiimctah (MT p<~amtah), "and (the land) went to pieces"; p• is 

the conjunction "and" 
miinii (MT man), "may they be appointed" 
yii'"!ii (MT ya'a!ii), "may they be robed" 
yuttiin (MT yitten), "may (gold) be given" 
Siip"kiih (MT Suppckuh), "(my legs) were poured out" 
siipii (MT siipii), "they will be swept away"; this verb derives from 

sli.piih, not from siip, "to come to an end" 

siiriipii (MT .fiir•pii), "may they be burned" 
yum!iii (MT yim.)'ii), "(dregs) will be drained" 
w<lo' mii.)'li.'ii (MT mii.)'•'ii), "and they were found no more" 
qiipa.)' (MT qiipa.)'), "(his bosom) shrunk" 
kelJQ,Ir yufJ/ti.p (MT ya!Jatop), "like cut grass" 
w"/Jiilti.p (MT w•!1alap), "(grass) is cut" 
bul/otI (MT ballotI), "I have been anointed" 
yu.y~·ar (MT yo.)'er), "he will be protected," the verb deriving from 

nil far 

'ti.lay piitli./Jii, "(the mouth of the wicked, and the mouth of the de
ceitful) are opened against me." MT reads piitii/Jii 

diir•sii molJer bOtehem, "May their houses be investigated by the 
appraiser." MT reads wcdodii me/Jorbotehem 

w</ibbI !iii/al .(MT !ziilal) b•qirbI, "and my heart has been pierced 
within me" 

The infixed -t- conjugation 
without a direct object 

yiifon, "to dry up, become old" 
Ps lxxiii 21 w•kilyotay 'dtoniin, "and emotionally (i.e., as regards my in

nards) I dried up" 

nli.pas, "to pant after" 
Ps x 2 yittapasu (MT yittap•sii), "he pantingly pursues" 

Note: -ii is the old indicative ending of the imperfect in singular -u, which 
the Masoretes took for the plural ending 
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siir, "to turn aside" 
Ps xix 7 w•'en nistiir, "And never turning aside (from its pavilion)" 

13 nistiirot "aberrations" 
xxxviii 10 Lil nistiiriih, "(and my groaning) never leaves (your pres

ence)" 
lxxxix 47 tstr, "will you estrange yourself?" 

The infixed -t- conjugation 
with a direct object 

sUr, "to turn aside" 
object: piinim, i.e., "to tum away the face"; cf. LXX, apostrephein to pr6so
pon, Vulg., avertere faciem 
Pss x 11, xiii 2, xx.ii 25, xxvii 9, xxx 8, xliv 25, Ii 11, !xix 18, lxxxviii 15, cii 3, 
civ 29, cxliii 7 

piib, "to blow, breathe" 
Ps xlix 5 'eptiib ••• l)idiitl, "I will breathe out ••• my riddle" 

Shaphel, Ishtaphel, and Aphel 
Shaphel 

from kiiliih "to be spent, destroyed" 
Ps xxxv 12 'Saklel napsi (MT sckol l•napsl) "(they repay me evil for good) 

ravaging my soul," infinitive absolute shaphel continuing a 
finite verb 

!viii 9 k 0 m6 Jakliil (with some manuscripts; MT fob/iii) "like one rav-
aged" 

lshtaphel 
from l)ii"Sak "to be or grow dark" 

Ps xviii 12 yistal)sek (MT yiifot l)Osek) sitro s•bib6tiiyw, "Dark grew his 
canopy around him" (revised translation proposed at Ps civ 

civ 20 

Aphel 

20) 
tistal)sek (MT tii!jet ~16Jek) wihi layliih, "It grows dark and 

night comes on" 

Ps Iv 3 'ored or 'orid (MT 'arid) b•sil;i, "descend at my complaint," 
masculine singular imperative from yiirad, "to descend." 'orid 
literally means "bring yourself down" 

cv 22 l•'osir (MT /e'sor), "to instruct," aphel infinitive construct of 
yiisar, "to discipline, instruct" 

Hiphil 
internal 

Ps !vi 7 ya~pinii (Ketiv; Qere yi~ponii), "they conceal themselves" 
!xvi 7 hassor•rim 'al yiirimii (Ketiv; Qere yiiriimii) liimo, "lest the 

rebels rise up against him" 
lxxx 4 'e/ohim hasibenii, "O God, return to us!" Cf. vss. 8, 20 
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Hiphil 
elative 

Ps xiv 4-5 

Ii 9 

xcii 14 
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w•hadrek hadarekii (MT wahadarekii wahadiirekii), "and conquer 
completely by your majesty" 

t•kabb•seni umisseleg 'albin, "Wash me, and I'll be much whiter 
than snow" 

b•!Ja.yriit '•liihenil yapribil, "they will richly flourish in the court 
of our God" 

ex.iii 5 hcmmagbihi liisiibet, "the One who is enthroned on high" 
6 hammaipili, "the One who stoops" 

cxxvi 2, 3 higdil yhwh, "Yahweh showed his greatness" 
cxxxix 12 gam biisek Iii' yabsik mimmekii, "Even Darkness is not very dark 

for you" 

Piel 
privative 

Ps Ii 9 t•ba!f"'eni, "unsin mel" 
Iii 7 y•/Jattek (MT ya/Jt•kii), "may (El) unchild you!" 

w•serei•kii, "and may he snatch your sons" 
!xviii 20 ye<ammes liinil (MT ya'amos liinil), literally "he removed from us 

the burden" 
cxviii 12 de'aku (MT da'aku), "they crackled" 

Pua! 
privative 

Ps xliv 16 ilbiiset plinay kuss•tani (MT kissiit•ni), "and my shamefacedness is 
exposed before me" 

cxliii 9 'eli ki kusseti (MT 'elekii kissiti), "my God, truly am I being sub
merged" 

'a bar ''with" 

Ps xiv 15 
xlix 18 
lxxiii 24 
xciv 15 

b "before" 

VI. PREPOSITIONS 

"let her companions be brought after/with her ('abarehii)" 
"his wealth will not descend with him ('a!Jarayw)" 

w<'a/Jar kiibiid tiqqlibeni, "and with glory take me to yourself" 
"But the tribunal of justice will restore equity (mispiil), and with 

it ( w•' a!Jarayw) all upright hearts" 

Ps cii 25 'al ta'a[eni baba~i yiimliy, "Do not take me away before half my days" 

b "after" 

Ps xxvii 5 "Indeed he will treasure me in his abode, after the evil day ( b•yiim 
rii'iih)" 
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cvi 7 "After Egypt (b•mi~rayim) our fathers considered not your won-
ders" 

"And from the Reed Sea (b•yam siip) they defied the Most High" 
cxiv b•~i!'t yifrii'i!l mimmi~riiyim, "After Israel went out of Egypt" 

bo "then" 

Ps civ 20 "then (bo) all the beasts of the forest prowl" 

biih "then, thereupon" 

Ps !xviii 15 "When Shaddai covered the kings, then snow fell (biih tasleg) on 
Zalmon" 

biihem "then" 

Ps xix 6 "Then (biihem) like a bridegroom it (i.e., the sun) goes forth from 
its bower" 

xc 10 "Our life, then (biihem), lasts seventy years" 

bezQ't "then" 

Ps xxvii 3 
xli 12 

b "against" 

b•zo't '"ni bOfi!a/:i, "even then will I be confident" 
"Then (b•zo't) shall I know that you love me, if my Foe does not 

triumph over me" 

Ps xxxiv 17 p•ni! yhwh be'ose rii', "The fury of Yahweh is with the evildoers" 
lxxiii 8 yiimiqii widabb•rii b•rii', "They scoff and speak against the Evil 

One" 
lxxiv 1 liimiih ... ye'fon 'app•kii b•~o·n mar'itekii, "Why do your nostrils 

smoke against the sheep of your pasture?" 
lxxv 6 'al ... t•dabb•rii b•~ii'r 'attiq (MT b•~awwii'r 'iitiiq), " •.. nor 

speak. against the Ancient Mountain!" 
lxxviii 45 y•salla/:i biihem 'iirob, "He sent flies against them" 

49 y•follal:i biim 1;iaron 'appo, "He sent against them his blazing 
anger" 

lxxxix 23 lo' yiSsii' (MT yaSSI') 'oyi!b bO, "No foe shall rise up against 
him" 

cxxiv 3 
cxli 5 

b "from" 

Psi 2 

ii 4 

iii 3 

ba/:i"rot 'appiim biinii, "when their wrath blazed against us" 
kl 'ad iit•pilliiti b•rii'oti!hem, "nay, my constant prayer will be 

against their evil customs" 

b•torat yahweh l;iep.yo, "from the law of Yahweh is his delight" 
iib•toriito yehgeh, "and from his law he recites" 
yoseb bassiimayim yis/:iiiq, "The Enthroned laughs down from 

heaven" 
'i!n y•sii'iitiih lo bi!'lohlm, "No salvation for him from God" 
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ix 15 

x 1 
14 

xi 2 
xv 2 

4 
xvii 5 

xviii 14 

xxi 8 

xxxi 10 
22 
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l•ma'an 'asapp•riih . . . b•sa'are bat #yyon, ''That I may recount 
... from the gates of Daughter Zion" 

liimiih ... ta'amod b•riil;Oq, "Why ... do you stand afar off7" 
/iitet b•yiidekii, "by giving from your own hand" 
lirot b•mo 'ope/, "to shoot from ambush" 
w•dober '•met bil•biibO, "and speaks the truth from his heart" 
b•'eniiyw nim'as (MT nim'iis), "is rejected from his presence" 
b•ma'g•/otekii bal namofu p•'iimiiy, "From your tracks my feet 

never swerved" 
wayyar'em bassiimayim yahweh, "Yahweh thundered from the 

heavens"; cf. II Sam xxii 14, min siimayim 
ubcl;esed 'elyon bal yimmof, "and from the love of the Most High 

he will never swerve" 
'iis•siih bcka'as 'eni, "My eye is wasted with sorrow" 
ki hipli' l;asdo li b•'ir mii:,or, "for he has shown me wondrous 

kindness from the fortified city" 

xxxv 15 w•lo' dammu b•l;onpi (MT b•banpe), "And they did not desist 
from slandering me" 

xxxvi 6 yahweh b•hassiimayim l;asdekii, "From the heavens, 0 Yahweh, 
is your kindness" 

xxxviii 15 w•'en b•prn tokiibot, "And from whose mouth no recriminations 
come" 

xliv 13 w•IO' ribbitii bim•l;irihem (MT bim•l;irehem), "Nor did you grow 
rich from their price." For the explanation of this text, see 
Psalms II, p. XXVI 

xiv 3 hu~aq ben b•siptotekii, "Charm flows from your lips" 
6 b•/eb, "senseless" 

Iv 16 rii'ot bim•guriim b•qirbiim, "venomous words proceed from their 

!viii 7 
11 

throat and breast" 
haros sinnemo b•pimo, "rip their teeth from their mouths" 
p•'iimiiyw yirl;a:, b•dam hiiriisii', "He will wash his feet of the 

blood of the wicked" 
!ix 8 yabbi'un b•pihem IJarabOt b•siptotehem, ''They belch from their 

mouth, swords from their lips" 
12 hani'emo b•l;el•kii, "send them staggering from your bastion!" 
14 '•/Ohim mose/ b•ya'aqob l•'apse hii'iire~, "God rules from Jacob to 

the edges of the earth" 
Ix 8 '•lOhim dibber b•qodso, "God spoke from his sanctuary" 
!xiv 5 lirot bammistiirim tiim, "To shoot from ambush at the innocent" 
!xvi 7 mose/ big•buriito 'oliim, "He rules from his eternal fortress" 
!xviii 6 "Father of the fatherless, and defender of the widows is God 

from his holy habitation (bim•'on qodso)" 
19 liiqal;tii mattiinot bii'iidem (MT bii'iidiim), "You received gifts from 

their hands" 
22 mitha/lek ba'asiimiiyw, "as he marched from his heavens" 
25 "Behold the marches of God, the marches of my God, of my 

King from his sanctuary (baqqode:f)" 
lxxviii 26 "He let loose (yassa') the east wind from heaven (bassiimiiyim), 



!xx.xi 8 

lxxxiii 11 

lxxxiv 6 
xc 1 
xci 15 

16 

xcix 7 

cii 9 

10 
cvi 15 

cvii 5 
cviii R 
cix 13 

cxiii 6 

cxv 7 
ex.ix 87 

cxxvii 5 
cxxxix 4 

13 
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and led forth (way•naheg) the south wind from bis fortress 
(b•'uzzo)" 

'e'en•kii b•seter ra'am, "I answered you from the hiding place of 
thunder" 

nism•dii b<'en do'r, "Let them be exterminated from the surface of 
the globe" 

m•sillot bil•biibiim, "from whose heart are your extolments" 
hiiyitiil liinii b•dor wiidor, "Be ours from age to age!" 
bc$iiriih 'a/:za11•$i!hii, "From anguish will I rescue him" 
wc'ar'ehii bisii'iiti, "And I will make him drink deeply of my 

salvation" 
b•'ammiid 'iiniin y•dabbi!r 'a/ehem, "From the pillar of cloud he 

spoke to them" 
m•hol•lay (MT m•hO/ii/ay) bT nisbii'ii, "my Mocker feasts on me." 

Cf. Pss !xv 5, Ixxxviii 4 
w•siqqiiway bib•ki miisiikti, "And from my tears I draw my drink" 
way•salla/:i riizon b•napsiim, "and (he) cast out leanness from 

their throats" 
napsiim biihem tit'af!iip, "their life ebbed from them" 
'•IOhim dibber b•qodso, "God spoke from his sanctuary" 
b•dor 'a/:ier yimma/:i smm (MT s•miim), "from the age to come 

may bis name be erased" (parsing the final mem of smm as 
enclitic balancing the pronominal suffix of 'al:zaruo, "his future 
life," of the first colon) 

hammaspi/i lir'ot bassiimayim iibii'iire$, "The One who stoops to 
look from heaven to earth" 

lo' yehgii big•roniim, "They emit no sound from their throats" 
kim'af killuni bii'iire$, "They almost exterminated me from the 

earth" 
y•dabb•ru •.• bassii'ar, "(he) shall drive back ... from the gate" 
ki 'en milliih bi/•soni, "The word is not even off my tongue" 
t•sukkeni b•be{en 'immi, "you have sheltered me from the womb 

of my mother" 
16 w•/o' 'e/:iiide (MT 'e/:iad) biihem, "when I was not yet seen by 

them." Note: llQPs• reads mhmh, and three manuscripts read 

ex! 11 

cxliv 12 

Partitive b 

mhm -

b•mah•morot bal yiiqiimii, "From the Miry Bog let them not 
rise!" 

m•guddiilim bin•'urehem, "carefully trained from their youth" 

Ps lxxx 6 wattasqemo bidmii'ot siiliS, "and you have given us tears to drink 
by the bowl" 

xciv 8 binii bo'arim bii'iim, "learn some sagacity, you dolts" 
cxxxviii 5 weyaSirii b•darke yhwh, "And they will sing of Yahweh's do

minion" 
cxli 4 iiba/ 'el/:iam b•man'ammehem, "never will I dine on their deli-

cacies" 
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Comparative b "than" 

Ps xxxvii 20 "More quickly than smoke (be'asiin) shall they vanish" 
Ii 8 '•met f:ziipa~tii ba//iif:zot ub•siitiim, "You prefer truth to both clever-

ness and secret lore" 
lxiii 2 " ... my soul ardently thirsts for you, my body pines for you 

more than parched earth (b•'ere$ #yyiih) yearns for drops of 
water" 

lxxiii 16 'iimiil hi' b•'eniiy, "it was too difficult for my mind" 
lxxviii 33 "Their days he made vanish more quickly than vapor (bahebel), 

and their years more quickly than a fleeting phantom (bab

lxxxix 3 

8 

behiilii)" 
tiikin '•muniit•kii biihem, ''You made your fidelity more steadfast 

than these" 
'el na'ara$ b•sod q•dosim, "An El too dreadful for the council 

of holy ones" 
38 bassal;zaq ne'•miin, "stabler than the sky" 

xcix 2 yahweh b•#yyon giidol, "Yahweh is too great for Zion" 
cii 4 ki kiilii b•'iisiin yiimiiy, "For my days are more transitory than 

cxix 89 

I "against" 

smoke" 
d•biir•kii ni~~iib bassiimiiyim, "Your word is more stable than 

the heavens!" 

Ps xvii 4 bal ya'abor pi lip'ullot 'iidem (MT 'iidiim), "My mouth has not 
transgressed against the works of your hands" 

xii 6 yo'm•rii ra' Ii, "They speak maliciously against me" 
8 yal;zs•bu rii'iih Ii, "They plot evil against me" 

lxxv 6 'al tiirimii lammiirom qarn•kem, "Raise not your horn against the 
Exalted One!" 

cxviii 6 mah ya'a.§eh Ii 'iidiim, "What can man do against me?" 

I "from" 

Ps ix 8 
xii 7 
xv 4 
xviii 20 
xxix 10 

xxxiii 11 

xi 11 

xiv 3 
15 

Ix 3 
lxvi 12 

yahweh /e'oliim yeseb, ''Yahweh has reigned from eternity" 
lii'iire$ m•zuqqiiq, "of clay refined" 
nisba' l•hiira', "He swore to do no wrong" 
wayy6$i'eni lammerl;ziib, "He brought me out of the broad domain" 
yahweh lammabbiil yiiSiib wayyeseb yahweh melek l•'o/iim, 

"Yahweh has sat enthroned from the flood, And Yahweh has 
sat enthroned, the king from eternity" 

'afat yahweh l•'oliim ta'amod, ''The plan of Yahweh has stood 
fixed from eternity" 

lo' kil;zadfi . . • l•qiihiil riib, "I did not hide (your kindness, nor 
your fidelity) from the great congregation" 

" ... because God has blessed you from eternity (l•'oliim)" 
l•biisiih l•roqiimat (MT lirqiimot), "Her wardrobe comes from the 

women who weave threads of gold" 
t•sobeb liinii, "You turned away from us" 
walt6$i'enii liir<wiiyiih, "After you had led us out of abundance" 



lxviii 20 
21 

lxix 19 

lxxiv 3 

lxxviii 69 
lxxix 13 

lxxxi 5 
lxxxiv 12 

cii 13 

cxi 5 

cxix 152 
cxlviii 6 

14 
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y•'ammes (MT ya'amos) /iinil, "He removed from us the burden" 
/ammiiwet ti5~ii'i5t, "escape from death" 
limc'on (MT /cma'an) 'oycbay pcdeni, "Ransom me from the abode 

of my Foe" 
hiirimiih • • • /cmassil'i5t ne:jaf;i, "Raise up • • • from the total 

ruins" 
kc'ere:j y•siidiih /•'i5/iim, "like the earth he established from eternity" 
/cdor wiidi5r n•sapper t•hilliitekii, "From generation to genera

tion we will tell your praise" 
mispiif le'li5he ya'aqob, "an ordinance from the God of Jacob" 
yahweh /i5' yimna' fob lahi5l•kim b•tiimim, "Yahweh will not with

hold his rain from those who walk with integrity" 
w•'attiih yahweh /<'i5/iim teseb w•zikr•kii l•di5r wiidi5r, "But you, 

Yahweh, from eternity have sat enthroned, and your throne 
endures from age to age" 

yizki5r i•'oliim bcriti5, "He remembered his covenant of old (lit
erally, from eternity)" 

ki l•'i5liim y•sadtiim, "Because you established them from eternity" 
wayya'•midem lii'ad l•'i5liim, "He stationed them from all time to 

eternity" 
rchilliih l•kol l;i•sidiiyw, "Praise from all his devoted ones" 

Ps xvi 10 
Ii 12 

li5' ta'"zi5b napsi liS•'ol, "You will not put me in Sheol" 
b•rii' Ii, "create in me," in parallelism with l;iaddes b•qirbi, "re

create within me" 
lxvi 9 wc/o' niitan /ammo/ rag/enu, ". • • and he did not put our foot 

in the Quagmire" 
xciii 5 l•be1cka, "in your temple" 

I "than" 

Ps xxx 8 " ... you made me more stable than the mighty mountains (lchar•ri 
'oz)" 

lxii 10 b•mo'znayim /'/wt hemmiih, "On scales they are lighter than leaves" 
cxix 96 l•ko/ tikliih rii'iti .•. r"l;iiibiih mi~wa1cka, ''Than all the perfection I 

have seen ••. your commandment is more extensive" 

min "after" 

Ps xxx 4 ~1iyyitani miyyi5r•di bor, "You restored me to life after my de-
scent to the Pit" (revised translation) 

lxxiii 20 kal;i•li5m mehiiqi~. "like a dream after awaking" 
lxxviii 65 mitri5nen miyyiiyin, "(a warrior) resting after wine" 
xciv 13 /chasqi/ li5 mime rii', "Giving him respite after the evil days" 

min "in" 

Ps xviii 7 yusma' (or yiSSiime•' for MT yisma') mehekiilo qi5/i, "My voice 
was heard in his palace" 
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Ps !xviii 27 
Ps cxviii 26 

'al "from" 

Ps iv 7 

xv 5 

!vi 8 
lxxxi 6 
cxlii 4 
cxlili 4 
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mimm•qor yifrii'el, "in the convocation of Israel" 
mibbet yhwh, "in the house of Yahweh" 

niisiih (MT n•siih) 'iilenu 'or piinekii, "The light of your face has 
fled from us" 

w•so/:zad 'al niiqi lo' liiqii/:z, "and he does not accept compensation 
from the hungry" 

'al 'iiwen pallet liimi5, "From malice deliver us!" 
b•fe'ti5 'al 'ere$ mi$riiyim, "When he went from the land of Egypt" 
b•hit'a!{ep 'iilay ru/:ll, "As my spirit ebbs from me" 
wattit'a!{ep 'iilay ru/:li, "My spirit ebbed from me" 

'al "near, in presence or• 

Ps i 3 
xxiii 2 

xiii 5 

l 5 

lxvi S 
lxxxi 8 
civ 12 

'al pal•ge miiyim, "near streams of water" 
'al me m•nul)ot y•nahalenl, "Near tranquil waters will he guide 

me0 

we'e'fp•kii 'iilay (vocalize 'iiley) napsl, "and I shall pour out my 
soul before him" 

'ale ziibal), "in the presence of a sacrifice" 
norii' •au[iih 'al b•ne 'iidiim, "terrifying in action before men" 
"I was provoked by you near Meribah's waters ('al me m•ribiih)" 
'alehem, "near them" 

34 
cxxxvii 1 

2 
cxxxviii 2 

ye'•rab 'iiliiyw sil)i, ''when my hymn enters his presence" 
'al naharot biibel, "beside the rivers in Babylon" 
'al 'ariibim, "beside the poplars" 
kl higdaltii 'al kol (MT kol) sim•kii 'imriitekii, "you surely glori

fied before all your Name, your promise" 
7 

'im "from" 

t•l)ayyeni 'al 'ap 'oy•biiy, "keep me alive before the fury of my 
foes" 

Ps lxxxv 5 hiiper ka'as•kii 'immiinu, "Banish from us your indignation!" 

'im "like, on a par with" 

Ps lxxii 5 

lxxiii 5 
cvi 6 
CXX 4 
cxliii 7 

ylrii'ukii 'im seme8, "May he revere you as long as the sun" 
w«im 'iidiim lo' y•nugii'u, "they are not buffeted like others" 
l)iifii'nu 'im 'abi5tenu, "We have sinned like our fathers" 
'im gal)ale r•tiimlm, "like glowing coals of broom" 
w•nim:fa/ti 'im yor•de bi5r, "I would resemble those who have de

scended the Pit" 

'im "to, toward" 

Ps xviii 24 wii'•hi tiimim 'immi5, "I have always been candid toward him." 
Cf. II Sam xxii 24, tiimlm lo 
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xxvi 4 we'im na'a/iimlm lo' 'iibo', "and I have not entered the home of 
the benighted" 

xlii 9 "By day Yahweh had sent (y"fawweh) his grace and his vision to 
me ('imml) at night" 

lxxviii 37 w•libbiim 16' niikon 'immo, "And their heart was not steadfast 
toward him" 

ta/Jal "at, at the feet of" 

Ps viii 7 
xviii 39 
xviii 40 
xviii 48 

xiv 6 
xlvii 4 

cxliv 2 

ta/Jal "on" 

kol 'Sattiih ta/Jal ragliiyw, "you put all things at his feet" 
yipp•/a ta/Jal ragliiy, "they fell at my feet" 
1akr1a• qiimay la/Jliiy, "you made my assailants kneel at my feet" 
wayyadber 'ammlm ta/Jliiy, "and he made nations bend their back at 

my feet" 
'ammlm ta/Jlekii yippcla, "the peoples shall fall at your feet" 
yadber 'ammlm ta/Jlenu u/e'ummim ta/Jal raglenu, "He made peoples 

prostrate before us, and nations at our feet" 
hiiroded 'amme (MT 'amml) ta/Jtiiy, "the one who prostrated the 

peoples at my feet" 

Ps !xvi 17 wrwmm ta/Jal l•sonl, "and sounds of music were on my tongue" 

Interchange of b and min 
in the sense of "from" 

Ps xvii 14 m•mltiim (MT mim•fim) me/Je/ed//Ja/l•qem (MT IJelqiim) 
ba!Jayylm, "Slay them from the earth/make them perish from 
among the living!" 

xviii 9 'iiliih 'iisiin b•'appolw•'es mipplw to'kel, "Smoke rose from his 
nostrils/and fire from his mouth devoured" 

xx 7 ya'anehu miss•me qodso/big•burot ycma• y•mlno, "He has granted 
him triumph from his sacred heaven/and from his fortress has 
given victory with his right hand" 

xxxiii 19 l•ha$$11 mimmiiwet napsiim/ul01Jayyoliim biirii'iib, "To rescue them 
from Death/to preserve their lives from the Hungry One" 

Iv 12 b0qirbiih hawwot/b•qirbiih w•IO' yiimiS/mer•/Jobiih tok umirmiih, 
"From its center, pernicious deeds/from its center, they never 
leave/from its square, oppression and fraud" 

lxxxix 34 w•IJasdl lo' 'iipir me'immo/w"/o' 'afoqqer be'•muniifi, "But I will 
never banish from him my love/or be false to my fidelity" 

cxviii S min hamme$ar qiirii'fi yiih/'iiniini bammer!Jiib yiih, "From Con-

cxlviii 1 

finement I called Y ah/Y ah answered me from the Broad Do
main" 

hal•/a 'et yhwh min hassiimayim hal•/uhii bamm•romim, "Praise 
Yahweh from the heavens, praise him from the heights" 

Interchange of b and min 
in the sense of "than" 

Ps Ii 9 t•IJaW'eni b'zwb w"'efhiir/t•kabb•seni umisseleg 'a/bin, "Unsin 
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me, I'll indeed be purer than gushing water/Wash me, and I'll 
be whiter than snow" 

)xviii 35-36 "Whose majesty and might are too great for heaven (bass•
l)iiq1m); Too awesome is God for his sanctuary (mimmiq
diisey; MT mimmiqdiiSekii)" 

xciii 4 "Stronger than thundering waters (miqqol6t mayim), Mightier 
than breakers of the sea (misb•re yiim), Mightier than high 
heaven (bammiirom) was Yahweh" 

Interchange of b and min 
in the sense of "on account or' 

Ps v 11 yipp•lu mimmo'a!Fotehem/b•rob pis'ehem haddil)emo, "let them fall be-
cause of their schemes/for their numerous crimes hurl them down" 

vi 8 'iis•siih mikka'as 'eni/'iit•qiih b•kiilii (MT b•kol) ii''Y· "My eye is 
dimmed with sorrow /my heart has grown old from pining" 

lix 13 bige'oniim ume'iiliih iimikkal)as yissiiperii (MT y•sapperii), "for their 
presumption, curses, and lies, let them be proscribed" 

lilterchange of b and min 
in the sense of "in" 

Ps lxviii 27 b•maqhelot//mimm•qor yifrii'el, "in the congregation! /in the con
vocation of Israel" 

cxviii 26 biiriik habbii' b•sem yhwh/berakniikem mibbet yhwh, "Blessed be 
he who enters in the name of Yahweh/we bless you in the house 
of Yahweh" 

Interchange of min and l 
in the sense of "from" 

Ps xviii 44 t•pall•fen1 merabbe (MT mer1be) 'iim/tism•reni (MT t•.fimen1) 
l•ro's goyim, "You delivered me from the shafts of people/pro
tected me from the venom of nations" 

Interchange of 'al and min 
in comparisons 

Ps lxxxix 20 "I made a lad king in preference to a warrior ('al gibbOr), I 
exalted a youth above a hero (me'iim)" 

Heaping up of prepositions 

Ps xvii 2 mill•piinekii, "before you" 
cviii 5 me'al siimayim, "above the heavens" 

'al "lest" 

Ps ix 20 

VII. PARTICLES 

qiimiih yahweh 'al yii'oz '•no:f, "Arise, 0 Yahweh, lest men should 
boast" 



xix 14 

xxxv 25 
lxvi 7 

lxix 15 

28 

cxix 122 

'ap "and" 
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"Above all, keep your servant from the presumptuous ones, lest 
they rule over me ('a/ yims•'/u bl)" 

'al yo'mcru (twice), "Lest they boast" 
" ... his eyes keep watch on the nations lest the rebels rise up 

against him (hassor<rim 'al yiirimil liimo)" 

" ... rescue me, lest I be submerged by the mire (mi!{i! we'al 
'e{bii'iih)" 

"Charge them with crime upon crime, lest they enter (w•'al 
yiibO'il) your meadow" 

"Assure your servant, 0 Good One, lest the presumptuous oppress 
me ('a/ ya'asqilni zedim)" 

Ps xvi 6 'ap naha/iit siip'riih 'e/i (MT 'iiliiy), "And the Most High has 
traced out my property" 

9 'ap b<siiri yiskon liibefah, "and my body dwells at ease" 
xviii 49 'ap min qiimay t'rom"mi!ni, "and above my assailants you exalted 

me." Cf. II Sam xxii 49, ilmiqqiimay 

lxv 14 yitro'a'u 'ap yiisiril, "May they jubilate and sing!" 

lxxxix 12 /eka siimayim 'ap /cka 'iiref, "Yours are the heavens and yours is 
the earth" 

'ap "but" 

Ps xliv 10 'ap ziinahtii, "But you rejected/were angry"; cf. first NoTI! on 
Ps lx 3 

!viii 3 'ap bc/eb '8181 tip'iililn, "But no, you act with a heart of malice" 

'ap "surely" 

Ps xciii 1 'ap tikkon ti!bi!l bal timmo{, "Surely established is the world, no 
more shall it totter" 

Emphatic beth 

Ps xii 6 

xvii IO 

xxix 4 

xxxiii 4 
xxxix 7 

xii 4 
I 19 
!iv 6 

Iv 19 

'iisit b•ye'Sa', "I will give my help." Here the emphatic beth func
tions as the possessive suffix 

pimo dibbcru b•gi!'ilt, "with their mouth they speak arrogance 
itself" 

qo/ yahweh bakko•h ... behiidiir, "The voice of Yahweh is 
strength itself . . . is very splendor" 

w•ko/ ma'asehu be'emuniih, "and every work of his is truth itself" 
'ak b0 felem yitha/lek 'is, "Alas, as a mere phantom does man 

go about" 
hiipaktii beholi (MT b•holyo), "overthrow the sickness itself!" 
pikii siilahtii b•rii'iih, "With your mouth you forge evil itselr' 
'adoniiy b•somcke napsi, "the Lord (became) the true Sustainer 

of my life" 
b•rabbim hiiyil 'immiidi, "full many were against me" 
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lxii 8 ma/:rsi be'lohim, "God himself is my refuge" 
!xx.viii 31 wayyaharog b•mismannehem, "he slew their sturdiest" 
cxviii 7 yalzweh II b•'oz•riiy, "Yahweh is for me, my Great Warrior" 

h•lo' "look!" 

Ps liv 2 b•bo' hazzipim wayyo'm•ril /eSii'ill ha/a' diiwid mistatter 'immiinil, 
"when the Ziphites came and told Saul, 'Look, David is hiding 
among us'" 

Ix 12 haIO' 'attiih '•IOhim z•na/:rtiinil, "But you, 0 God-will you be 
angry with us?" 

cxxxix 21 haIO' m•fon'ekii yhwh 'dnii', "Look, those who hate you, Yahweh, 
have I hated" 

hem/hemmiih "look! behold!" 

Ps ix 7-8 hemmiih yahweh (MT wyhwh) l"'oliim yeseb, "Behold Yahweh 
who has reigned from eternity!" 

xxiii 4 hemmiih ynJ:rmny, "behold, they will lead me." The verb derives 

xxvii 2 
xxxvii 9 
xxxviii 11 
xliii 3 
xlviii 6 
!vi 7 

Emphatic waw 

from nii/:riih, "to lead," and contains an "internal" enclitic mem. 
See below Ps xliii 3 

hemmiih kiis•lu w•niipiilil, "Lo! they stumble and fall" 
hemmiih yir•sil 'iire~. "Lo, they shall inherit the land" 
gam hem 'en 'illi, "Alas, even this has left me" 
hemmiih yan/:rilni, "behold, let them lead me" 
hemmiih rii'il, "Lo! they looked" 
hemmiih 'oq•bay (MT 'aqebay) yismoril, "see how my maligners 

watch!" 

with postposition of the verb 

Ps iv 5 
v4 

xlix 21 
Ii 9 

18 

Iv 12 
lix 13 

Ix.ii 5 

I.xix 15 

'al miskab•kem w•dommil, "upon your beds weep!" 
boqer 'e'•rok/l•kii wa'•fappeh, "at dawn I will draw up my case./ 

for you will I watch" 
'iidiim biqiir w•/a' yiibin, "Man in the Mansion will nothing sense" 
t•J:rafl<'eni b'zwb w•'ethiir, "Unsin me, I'll indeed be purer than 

gushing water" 
ki IU' (MT lo') ta/:rpof zebaJ:r w"'elleniih, "For should you be 

pleased, a sacrifice indeed would I offer" 
b•qirbiih w•/o' yiimis, "From its center, they never leave" 
J:raua't pimo d•bar J•patem6 w•yilliikedil (MT w•yil/iik•du), "By 

the sin of their mouth, the gossip from their lips, let them be 
caught" 

'ak massil'ot (MT miJs•'eto) w•ya'a~u, "Craft alone do they pro
pose" 

b•pi (MT b•piw) wibiireku (MT y•biirekil), "With their mouth 
indeed they bless" 

haffileni mit!i! w•'al 'e/bii'iih, "Rescue me, lest I be submerged by 
the mire" 



Ixxii 16 
Ixxvii 2 

lxxix 9 

llood 11 

1.xxxix 20 
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kall•biini5n p1ryo w•y/iti$il, "Let his fruit blossom like Lebanon" 
qi5/i ••• we'eif'iiqiih, "With my voice ... I desperately cry" 
qi5/i •.• w•ha'azin, "To my voice ... give ear at once" 
'al d•bar k•bod sim•kii (MT s•mekii) w•ha.y$ili!nu, "Because of 

your glorious name rescue us!" 
har/:zlb pikii (MT harl)eb pikii) wa'ama/e'i!hil, "What is more, I 

filled your wide-open mouth" 
lal)asidekii watti5'mer, "to your devoted one indeed you said" 

44 l)arbi5 w•li5' haqemi5tii (MT haqemi5ti5), and you did not sustain 
his sword" 

cvi 9 
cxix 46 

90 
cxli S 

sup wayyal)ri!b (MT wayyel)•riib), "the Reeds he dried up" 
••. neged m•/iikim w•/o' 'ebi5s, " ••• before kings, And (I shall) 

not be humiliated" 
'ere$ watta'amod, "more firmly than earth shall it stand" 
l)iisid (MT l)esed) w•yokll)eni, "May the Kind One chastise me" 

Emphatic waw 
without postposition of the verb 

Ps vii 2-3 
xvi 4 

xxv 11 
Ixxx 19 
cii S 
cix S 
cxviii 27 
cxli 4 
cxlii 4 

w•hczy$ili!ni pen yifri5p, "Rescue me lest he tear me apart" 
ubal 'assik niskehem (the waw having been detached from the 

preceding mhrw), "Surely not will I pour libations to them" 
(revised wording) 

w•siilai)tii la'awoni, "forgive my iniquity!" 
w•li5' niisi5g mimmekii, "We have never turned away from you" 
wayyibaJ libbi, "my heart has withered indeed" 
t•pilliih wayyii.fimil 'iiliiy, "My prayer they set down to my debit" 
'el yhwh wayyii'er liinil, "El Yahweh has truly shone upon us" 
ubal 'ell)am b•man'ammehem, "never will I dine on their delicacies" 
w•'attiih yiida'tii n•tibiiti, ''yes, you know my path" 

Emphatic waw 
with other parts of speech 

Ps xxvii 8 

xxxi 12 
!ix S-6 
oov 7 
oox 21 
Ixxi 20 

Ixxix 3 
lxxxiii 17 

cix 4 
cxvi 2 
cxx 7 

li!k (MT l•kii) 'iimar libbi baqqi!s ilpiiney (MT baqq•su piiniiy), 
"Come, said my heart, seek his face!" 

w•/i'§akenay, "even to my neighbors" 
ur•'eh w•'attiih, "and see for yourself" 
w•leb 'iimi5q, "even the deep heart" 
wa'anusiih (MT wii'iinilsiih), "rank disease" 
w•$iiri5t (MT $iiri5t), "full many tribulations"; the waw has been 

detached from the preceding hr'ytnw; read with Qere hir'itani, 
''you made me see" 

w•'en, "with no one" 
wibaqqi!s usim•kii (MT wibaq•su sim•kii), "And let your Name 

avenge itself" 
yiff•nuni wii'iini (MT wa'ani), "they slander me, even me" 
ubimi!y (MT ub•yiimay) 'eqrii', "even as I called" 
Siili5m w•ki 'adabbi!r, "peace indeed did I talk" 
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cxxi 8 } me'attiih w•'ad 'oliim, "from now unto eternity" 
cxxv 2 
cxxxix 14 w•napsl, "my soul itself'' 
cxlii S w"'en, "not one" 

waw explicativum 
functioning as a relative pronoun 

Ps iii 4 k•bi5di ilmerlm ro'sl, "my Glorious One who lifts high my head" 
xlix 20 dor 'abOfi w•'ad (MT 'abOtiiyw 'ad) ne~ab 10' yir'il 'or, ''the circle 

of your fathers, who will never more see the light" 
Iv 13 y•Qiirepeni w"'ssii', "he heaped on me the insults that I bear" 

lxix 36 

lxxii 12 
1xxiii 12 

xciv 12 

cvii 25 

Here waw explains the noun "insults" implicitly contained in the 
first verb 

w•yiiSubu (MT w•yiis•bu) :Sam wirusilhii (MT wiresilhii), 'Those 
expelled from it will there return" 

w•'iinl w"'en 'ozer 10, "and the oppressed who has no helper" 
resii'lm w•falwe 'oliim hisgil Qiiyil, "the wicked, who, heedless 

of the Eternal, increased their wealth" 
haggeber •aser t•yass•rennil yiih umittoriit•kii t•lamm•dennil, "the 

man whom you have instructed, Y ah, whom you have taught 
from your law" 

s•'iiriih watt•romem galliiyw, "a storm which lifted high his waves" 

Vocative waw 

Ps lxxiv 12 kalleh (attached from vs. 11) we'lohim malke (MT malki) 
miqqedem, "Destroy, 0 God, the kings from the East!" 

lxxv 2 hodinu w•qiirob s•mekii, "We praise your Name, 0 Near One!" 
lxxxvi 10 ki giidol 'attiih w•'oseh niplii'ot, "How great you are, 0 Worker 

of Marvels!" 
cxxxix 19 w•'an:fe diimim silru menni, "O men of idols, turn away from 

me!" 
cxlv 6 

Emphatic kl 
with pronouns 

w•'izzilz (MT we'•zuz) niir'otekii yo'meru, "O Strong One, they 
shall announce your awesome acts" 

Ps xci 3 ki hil' Y~ill•kii mippal), "He alone will free you from the snare" 
cxlviii S ki hil' iiwwiih w•nibrii'u, "he alone commanded, and they were 

created" 

Emphatic kl 
with personal pronouns in sentences expressing commands or wishes 

Ps x 14 rii'ltiih ki 'attiih, "See for yourself!" 
xxxix 10 ki 'attiih 'iisltii, "Oh that you would act!" 
1xi 6 ki 'attiih '•lohim siima'tii, "O that you yourself, 0 God, would hear!" 
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lxxxii 8 ki 'attiih tinl;zal b6 ko/ haggoyim, "rule over all the nations your-
self!" 

lxxxvi 17 ki 'attiih yahweh •azartani w•nil;zamtiini, "O that you yourself, Yah
weh, would help me and console me!" 

Emphatic ki 
with substantives 

Ps !ix 10, 18 
!xviii 29 

lxxviii 15 

lxxx 17 
cii 10 
CV 12 

Emphatic ki 

ki 'c/ohim misgabbi, "God himself is my bulwark" 
:jawweh '•/ohay kii'uzzekii (MT #wwiih '•/ohekii 'uzzekii), "Send, 

my God, your strength!" 
wayyasq ki t•homot rabbiih, "and he watered the vast wasteland 

(feminine singular with the Phoenician ending!) itself' 
bii'es ki sol;ziih (MT k•sul;ziih), "with a full blazing fire" 
ki 'eper kallel;zem 'iikiilti, "Ashes I eat as my food" 
kim•'af, "a mere handful," balancing m•te mispiir, "few in num

ber," of the first colon 

with postposition of the verb 

Ps xlix 16 miyyad s•'o/ ki yiqqiil;zeni, "from the hand of Sheol will he surely 

!iv 7 

!vi 13 
!ix 10 

18 

Ix 4 
lxxxix 3 
xc 4 

cix 23 

cxviii 10, 
11, 12 

cxx 7 
cxxviii 2 

cxliii 9 

Emphatic ki 

snatch me" 
ba'amitto (with defective spelling of -0) kl hi~mitiim (MT 

ba'amitt•kii ha~mitem), "in his fidelity he annihilated them com
pletely" 

n•diiray ki (MT n•diirekii) 'afo[/em, "Indeed will I pay my vows" 
'uzzu (MT 'uzzo) 'eli kl (MT 'elekii) 'essiimeriih (MT 'e'Smoriih), 

"My God is a fortress, truly am I protected" 
'uzzi 'ell ki (MT 'e/ekii) 'ezziimeriih (MT 'azammeriih), "My 

God is my fortress, truly am I safeguarded" 
'ere:j ... ki mii{iih, "the land ... much did it totter" 
b•pi ki 'iimarti, "With my mouth I clearly admit: ... " 
'elep siinim •.• ki ya'abOru (MT ya'abOr w•), "a thousand years 

... just pass" 
k•~el ki niifawti (MT kinfoto), "Like a shadow indeed have I 

tapered" 
nin'arti kl 'erbeh (MT kii'arbeh), "I have lost my youth, truly I 

have aged" 
b•sem yhwh ki 'amilam, "but in Yahweh's name indeed I cut off 

their foreskins" 
'an; sii/om w•kl 'adabber, "As for me, peace indeed did I talk" 
ycg1a• kappekii kl to'ke/, "the fruit of your toil indeed shall you 

eat" 

'eli ki kusseti (MT 'e/ekii kisslti), "my God truly am I being 
submerged" 

without postposition of the verb 

Ps !xiii 2 ki ~iime'iih l•kii napsi, "my soul ardently thirsts for you"; the suffix 
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of MT 'asal;arekkii has been detached and pointed as defectively 
written emphatic kl. 

lxxi 23 ki 'azamm•riih liik, "indeed will I sing to you" 
lxxv 3 ki 'eqqal; mo'ed, "Indeed, I will summon the assembly" 
Ixxvii 12 ki 'ezk•riih miqqedem pil'ekii, "indeed will I recite your marvels 

of old" 
lxxxv 9 yahweh ki y•dabbi!r siilom, "Yahweh indeed has promised well-

being" 
xc 7 ki kiilinil b"'appekii, "Indeed we are consumed by your wrath" 
cii S ki Siikal;ti mi!'okel (MT me'akol), "I am utterly wasted by the 

Devourer" 
11 ki n•sa'tani watta'Sliki!ni, "you lifted me up and threw me down" 
14 ki bii' m6'i!d, "indeed the appointed time has come" 

civ 13 ki tisba' ha'iire~. "the earth is fully imbued." The k has been de-
tached from the preceding word 

cxvi "Out of love for me Yahweh did hear (kl yisma' yhwh) my plea 
for his mercy" 

2 kl hi{{iih 'ozno li, "Truly he inclined his ear to me" 
cxix 161 ilm•dabb•ray kl (MT ilmidd•biir•ykii) pa!;ad Libbi, "and my heart 

indeed dreaded my pursuers" 
cxxxviii 2 ki higda/tii 'al kol (MT kol) sim•ka 'imratekii, "you surely glori

fied before all your Name, your promise" 

Emphatic ki 
with precative perfect 

Ps ix S ki 'iisitii, "Oh that you would defend!" 
!vi 14 ki hi~~a/ta napsi mimmiiwet, "Would that you rescue me from 

Death" 
l:xi 4 ki hiiyita mal;seh li, "O that you would be my refuge!" 
lxiii 8 ki hiiyitii 'ezratiihl Ii, "O that you would be my help!" 
lxxi 24 kl bOsil, "O that they would be humiliated!" 

ki l;iip•ru, "O that they would be put to confusion!" 

Emphatic ki 
with precative perfect and independent personal pronoun 

Ps iii 8 ki hikkitii 'atta (MT 'et), "O that you yourself would smite!" 

Emphatic ki 
with jussive 

Ps xvii 6 ki ta'aneni 'i!l, "O that you would answer me, 0 EI!" 
lxxxvi 7 ki ta'aneni, "O that you would answer me!" 

Emphatic ki 
with prepositions 

Ps lxxxvi 3 /Jonni!ni 'adoniiy kl 'i!/eka 'eqra' kol hayyom, "Have pity on me, 
my Lord; it is to you I cry all day long" 
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4 ki 'elekii 'adoniiy napsi 'dsii', "it is to you, my Lord, I lift up my 
soul" 

Emphatic ki 
introducing a whole sentence 

Ps xvi 8 ki mimini bal 'emmo/, "indeed, from his right hand I will never 

xxii 29 

xxvi 1 

lxii 6 
!xviii 36 

lxxvi 11 

lxxxiv 12 

lx.xxix 18 
cxvi 16 
cxix 43 

Ill 
CXXV 3 

CXXXV 5 
cxxxix 4 

13 
cxli 5 

Emphatic kl 

swerve" 
ki /yhwh hamm•/Ukiih, "In truth-Yahweh's is the kingship" (re

vised translation) 
ki 'ani b•tummi hiilakfi, "On my word, I have walked in my in

tegrity" 
ki mimmennii tiqwiifi, ''from him truly comes my hope" 
ki 'el yisrii'el hii', "Truly is he the God of Israel"; the suffix -kii 

has been detached from the preceding word and vocalized as 
the emphatic ki 

ki !Jamal 'iidiim todekkii, "Truly will they praise you for your 
rage with other men" 

ki semes iimiigiin (MT ilmiigen) yahweh '•/ohim, "Truly Sun and 
Suzerain is Yahweh God" 

ki tip'eret 'uzziimo 'iittiih, "Indeed, you are our glorious triumph" 
ki 'ani 'abdekii, "truly am I your servant" 
ki l•miJpii/ekii yifJiilti, "Indeed I wait for your ordinances" 
ki s•son libbi hemmiih, "Truly they are my heart's joy" 
kl 16' yiinualJ sebe/ hiire'Sa', "The scepter of the wicked will cer

tainly not rest ... " Note: refa', ''wickedness," assumes con
crete meaning because of its parallelism with (faddiqim, "the 
just," in the second colon 

kl 'an1 yiida'ti, "Indeed I acknowledge" 
kl 'en milliih bil•sonl, "The word is not even off my tongue" 
kl 'attiih qiinitii kilyotiiy, "Yes, you created my inmost self" 
ki 'od ilt•pil/iiti b•rii'otehem, "nay, my constant prayer will be 

against their evil customs" 

functioning as interjection 

Ps xxxii 10 kl rabblm mak'oblm /iiriisii', "How many are the toJments of the 
wicked!"; the kl has been attached from the last word of the 

Iii 11 

!iv 8 

lvi 2 
3 

lxiii 4 

lx.xxiv 11 

preceding line 
wa'aqawweh sim•kii kl /ob neged 1Jas1dekii, "And I will proclaim 

your Name, so good to your devoted ones!" 
'odeh sim•kii yahweh kl /ob, "I will praise your Name, Yahweh, 

truly good" 
kl s&iipanl '•nos, "How men hound me!" 
ki rabbim IOIJamfm u, "How many are battling against me!" 
kl /ob fJasd•kii mel)ayyiiy (MT mel)ayylm), "How much sweeter 

your kindness than my life!" 
ki /ob yam ba/)a(ferekii me'ii/ep bl)rty, "How much better is one 

day in your court than a thousand in the Cemetery!" 
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lxxxvi 10 
cii 15 

cviii 4 
cix 21 

cxxviii 4 
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ki giidol 'attiih, "How great you are!" 
ki rii~u 'abiidekii 'et 'abanehii, "How your servants love her 

stones I" 
ki giidol, "O truly Great One!" 
l•ma'an sim•ka (MT s•mekii) ki /ob, "For the sake of your 

Name, truly good" 
hinneh ki ken y•biirek (MT y•borak) geber y•re' yhwh, "Observe 

how the Reliable blesses the man who fears Yahweh" 
cxxxv 3 liSmo ki nii'im, "to his Name, truly pleasant" 
cxxxviii 5 ki giidol k•blid yhwh, "How great is the glory of Yahweh!" 
cxlvii 1 ki tob zamm•riih . . . ki nii'im nii'wah ... , "How good to 

hymn ... How pleasant to laud!" 

Emphatic lamedh 
with substantives 

Ps !xii 6 
!xix 11 

23 

lxxxi 4 
lxxxix 19 
cvi 46 
cix 11 

cxiv 1 

cxx 7 
cxxxv 11 

le'lohim dumi (MT dommi), "God himself is my castle" 
waWhi lal)arapot li, "and abuse itself was mine" 
liS•IUmim (MT liS•IOmim), "even their companions"; the suffix is 

forthcoming from lipnehem of the first colon on the principle 
of double-duty suffix 

l•yom l;aggenu, "the very day of our feast" 
liqdos yisrii'el malkenu, "the Holy One of Israel is our King!" 
wayyitten 'otiim l•ral)•mim, "He granted them untold mercies" 
y•naqqes nliseh l•kol 'aser lo, "May the creditor seize everything 

he has" 
bet ya'aqob me'am l•'iiz (MT IO'ez), "the house of Jacob from a 

barbaric people" 
hemmiih l•mill;iimiih (MT lammil/;iimiih), "but they, only war" 
l•sil;on, "even Sihon" } . 
Ul•'og, "and Og himself" =Ps cxxxvi 19• 20 

Ul•kol maml•kot k•nii'an, "yes, all the kings of Canaan" 

Emphatic lamedh 
with postposition of the verb 

Ps xxv 14 

xxxi 3 
!xx 2 
lxxi 3 

ci 5 
cix 16 

cxix 20 

38 
128 

ub•rito l•hodi'iim, "and his covenant he truly reveals to them" 
/•bet m•~udot l•hlisi'eni, "O fortified citadel, save me!" 
"llihim l•ha~~ileni, "O God, rescue me!" 
liibli' tiimid #wwitii l•l;osi'eni, "To come, Perpetual One, you prom

ised; save me!" (revised translation; cf. Ps cxix 44) 
'oto I' 'aka/le (MT 16' 'ukiil), "of such I made an end indeed" 
w•nik'eh lebiib /•motet, "and the brokenhearted he seeks even to 

slay" 
giir•siih napsi l•tii'abiih (MT l•ta'abah), "My soul craves, truly 

longs" 
'aser lire'tikii (MT l•yir'iitekii), "because I indeed fear you" 
kol piqqudekii t•yis'Sarli (MT kol piqqude kol yis'Sarli), "All your 

precepts I consider truly right" 
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Emphatic lamedh 
without postposition of the verb 

Ps !xviii 19 w"'ap sor•rim /eSikken (MT li'Skon) yiih '•lohim, "But Yahweh God 
completely entombed the stubborn" 

lxxxv IO /e'Siiken (MT liSkon) kiibod b"'ar:jenii, "Indeed his glory dwells in 
our land" 

14 wysm (MT w•yiisem) l•dorek (MT l•derek) p•'iimiiyw, "beauty 
will indeed tread in his steps" 

xcii 8 l•hismidiim (MT l•hiSSiim•diim) '•de 'ad, "He completely destroyed 
them for all time!" 

civ 14 l•ho$i' lel)em min hii'iire:f, "Indeed he brings forth grain from the 
earth" 

15 /elzi$hil (MT l•ha$hll) piinim m•famman (MT mis'Siimen) "Truly 
he makes the full face resplendent" 

Vocative lamedh 
with divine appellatives 

/e'el bay, "O living God!" Ps xiii 3 (cf. fifth NoTE on Ps lxxxiv 3) 
/•'el sa/7, "O EI, my Rock!" Ps xiii 10 
/e'/ohim, "O God!" Pss xiii 3 (cf. fourth NoTE on Ps !xx.xiv 3 ), !xix 4 

(/e'lohiiy, "O my God!" forms an inclusion with vocative '•/Olzim of vs. 2) 
"O gods!" Pss xlvii 2/ I kol hii'ammlm, "All you strong ones!" !xviii 5 /I 
siimiiw (MT s•mo), "O his heavens!" 33//maml•kot hii'iire:f, "O kings of the 
earth!" 

/•bet m6~iidot, "O fortified citadel!" Ps xxxi 3 
l•/ob, "O Good One!" Ps cxix 122 
l•/obiih, "O Good One!" Ps lxxxvi 17 
lyhwh, "O Yahweh!" Pss iii 9, xvi 2, xx.xii 5//'eu (MT 'ale), "O Most High!" 

xci 2, xcii 2//'elyon, "O Most High!" cxix 126, ex! 7 //yhwh (vocative) 
/emiirom (MT lammiirom), "O Exalted One!" Ps vii 8 
/iine:ja}J, "O Conqueror!" Pss xliv 24//'adoniiy, "O Lord!" (cf. last NoTE on 

Ps lxxiv 10), lxxiv 10//'•/0hlm, "O God!" 19, lx.xxix 47 //yhwh, "O 
Yahweh!" 

l•'oliim, "O Eternal One!" Pss x.xxi 2 (=Ix.xi I) I /yhwh, "O Yahweh!", Iii 
11, lxxxvi 12//'•doniiy '6 /ohay, "my Lord, my God!", cxix 111, 142, 144, 160 

/e'o/am wa'ed, "O Eternal and Everlasting!" Ps cxlv l//'•/Ohay hammelek, 
"my God, 0 King!" 

1•$iir ma'oz, "O mountain of refuge!" Ps xxxi 3 
/e~ur mu'on, "O mountain of succor!" Ps Ixxxi 3 
/e'Sadday (MT l•'Saddl), "O Shaddai!" Ps xxxii 4//'eli (MT 'alay), "O Most 

High!" 

With other nouns 

/ebet yisra' el, "O house of Israel!" Ps xcviii 3 
libne '•dom, "O sons of Edom!" Ps cxxxvii 7 
l•diiwid, "O David!" Ps cxxxii 1, 11, 17 //limsll)i, "O my anointed!" 
lahOl•llm, "O boastful!" Ps Ix.xv 5//lar•sifim, "O wicked!" 
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l•yifrii'i!l, "O Israel!" Pss lxxiii 1, lxxxi 5, cxxii 4 
lay•siirlm, "O upright!" Ps xxxiii l//faddfqlm, "you just!" 
l•melek, "O king!" Ps xiv 2 
limsil;I, "O my anointed!" Ps cxxxii 17 //l•diiwld, "O David!" 
lii'iim, "O people!" Ps !xviii 36 
liir•sii'Im, "O wicked!" Ps lxxv 5//lahol•lim, "O boastful!" 

Enclitic mem 
appended to pronominal suffix 

Ps iv 8 b•libbi-m (adding the mem of the following mi!'i!t), "in my heart" 
xxii 16 ul•Joni-m dobi!q (MT ul•Jonl mudbiiq), "and my tongue sticks" 
xxx 4 l)iyyltanl-m yiir•df bar (MT l)iyyltanl miyyor•df bar), "You restored 

me to life after my descent to the Pit" (revised translation) 
xxxi 12 w•liJakenay-m (attaching the mem of the following m•'od), "even 

to my neighbors" 
Iv 19 napsl-m (attaching the mem of the following mqrb), "my life" 
!xviii 24 /•son k•liibekii-m (attaching the mem of the following mi!'oy•blm), 

"the tongues of your dogs" 
29 liinil-m (attaching the mem of the opening word of the next line 

mi!hi!kiilekii), "for us" 
!xix 8 piiniiy-m (attaching the mem of the first word of the next line 

mwzr), "my face" 
cxi 10 'osi!hii-m (MT 'osi!hem), "those who acquire it," i.e., wisdom 
cxliv 10 lammalki-m (MT lamm•liiklm), "to his king" 
cxxx 6 la'donay-mi (MT la'doniiy mi), "toward my Lord" 

Enclitic mem 
balancing pronominal suffix 

Ps v 10 pihil//qirb6-m (MT qirbiim), "his mouth/ !his belly" 
x 17 Ihm (MT libbiim) //'ozneka, "your attention//your ear" 
xii 8 
!xv 10 

lxxx 6 

lxxxi 13 

lxxxiv 6 
civ 29 
cix 13 

Enclitic mem 
with nouns 

Ps xlix 9 
!iv 5 
!xv 6 

tism•ri!m//tiff•rennil, "you have protected us//you have guarded us" 
dagna-m (MT d•giiniim) ... t•kinehii, "her grain ... you brought 

her into being" 
h'kltm (MT he'•kaltiim) //wattaJqemo, "you have fed us//you 

have made us drink" 
wa'aJa[[•l)ehil ..• Ihm (MT libbiim), "So I repudiated him ..• 

his heart" 
16 I I blbbm (MT bil•biibiim), "to him/ /from his heart" 
piinekii//rill)m (MT rill)iim), "your face//your spirit" 
'al)ar1t6//Jmm (MT J•miim), "his future life//his name" 

napso-m (MT napsiim), "his soul" 
'•lohlm lin•gidi-m (MT l•negdiim), "God is my Leader" 
weyam r•l)oql-m, "and of the distant sea" (MT w•yam r•l)oqlm) 
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'iimar 'adonay-m biisiin (MT 'adoniiy mibbiisiin) 'a'Ssib (MT 
'iifi b), "The Lord said: 'I stifled the Serpent' " 

lxxviii 15 iiilr-m (MT ~urim), "the rock"; cf. vs. 20 
lxxxvi 14 w•IO' siimukii lin•gidi-m (MT l•negdiim), "And they do not con-

sider you my Leader" 
cvi 7 'ellm (MT 'al yiim), "the Most High" 
cix 15 zikr6-m (MT zikriim), "his memory" 
cxxxix 16 gilay-mi (MT golml), "my life stages" 

Enclitic mem 
with verbs 

Ps xviii 22 

41 
46 

xxii 2 
xxvi 8 

xxix 6 
xxxi 11 

xxxviii 9 

xiii 5 
xlvi 9 

Iv 20 
lxvi 5 

I.xvii 5 

lxxii 16 

lxxiii 10 
Ixxxi 7 

w•lo' riisa'ti-m '•lohiiy (MT w•lo' riiSa'ti me'•lohiiy), "and I 
have not been guilty, 0 my God" 

ume.fan•'ay ·~ml/em, "and my enemies I exterminated" 
w•yal)r•gu-m misg•rotehem (MT w•yal)r•gu mimmisg•rotehem), 

"and their hearts are seized with anguish" 
riil)oq-m fow'iiti (MT riil)oq ml'Su'iiti), "dismissing my plea" 
'iihabti-m 'un (MT 'iihabfi m•'on) betekii, "I love to live in your 

house" 
wayyarqed-mi (MT wayyarqidem), "he makes skip" 
wa'afiimay 'iisesu-m (attaching the mem of the first word of the 

following line), "and my bones are wasted away" 
sii'agti-m niihamfi (MT sii'agti minnahamat) libbi, "I groan and 

moan in my heart" 
'eddaddem, "I prostrate myseir' 
l)azu-m p•'ullot yahweh (MT l)•:r;u mip'afot yahweh), "observe 

the works of Yahweh!" See below Ps lxvi 5 
wayya'an-m (Mf w•ya'anem), "and he answered" 
ur•'u-m p•'ullot '•lohim (MT ur•'u mip'afot '•lohim), "and see 

the works of Godl" 
ufe'ummim bii'iire1 tanl)em, "and peoples into the land you will 

lead" 
piryo w•yii~ifil-m (attaching the mem of the following word 

me'ir), "let his fruit blossom" 
yisb•'u-m (MT yiisib 'ammo), "they gorged themselves" 
hasir6ti-m sebel (MT hasiroti missebel) sikmo, "I removed the 

burden on his shoulder" 
Ixxxiii 12 sitemo n•rlibemo, "Make their nobles!" 
lxxxv 4 h•sibOtii-m l)aron (MT h•sibOtii mel)aron) 'appekii, "abate your 

lxxxviii 16 
cxix 152 

blazing wrath!" 
go'e-m no'er (MT gowea' minno'ar), "groaning I die" 
yiida'ti-m 'edotekii (MT yiida'ti me'edotekii), "I acknowledge 

your stipulations" 

Enclitic mem 
with prepositions 

Ps cxlvii 15 'ad-m heriih (MT 'ad m•heriih), "toward the mountain" 
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The conjunction 
pa "and'• 

Ps xlviii 14 
l 10-11 

Ix 3 
4 

Ix.iv 8 
lxxii 16 
lxxiv 3 
cxxxix 6 

pa-slgil (MT pass"gil), "and examine!" 
••. beharere-'i!l; 11. pa-yiida'ti . • • (MT beharere 'iilep; 11. 

yiida'tl), " ... in the towering mountains; 11. For I know " 
pe-ra$1iinil, "and you ran from us" 
pe-~ume1ah (MT pe~amtiih), "and she went to pieces" 
pa-ttli!m (MT pit' om), "and double (be their wounds)!" 
pa-silt bar (MT pissat bar), "a very mantle of wheat" 
hiirlmiih pe'ammeka (MT pi!'iimekii), "Raise up your own people!" 
pela'eyah (MT pl'yh) da'at mimmennl, "Too overpowering for me 

is your knowledge" 

siim "behold!" 

Ps xiv S 
xxxvi 13 
xlviii 7 
!iii 6 
Ix.vi 6 
Ix.viii 28 

siim piif,lada pii~iad, "See how they have formed a cabal!" 
siim nape/il po'a/e 'iiwen, "See how the evildoers will fall!" 
siim, "alas" and not "there" because it has no correlative 
siim paf,ladu paf,lad, "See how they marshaled their troops!" 
slim nism•f,liih bO, "Come, let us rejoice in him!" 
siim binyiimln ~ii'lr rodem, "Look, little Benjamin leads them" 

Heaping up of emphatic particles kl /ii, "truly, verily" 

Ps xlvii 10 kl /e'Iohlm magni! (MT miiginni!) 'ere$, "truly God is Suzerain of 
the earth" 

lxxxix 19 kl /yhwh megiinenil (MT miiginnenil), "Truly Yahweh is our 
Suzerain" 

VIII. SYNTAX AND POETIC DEVICES 

Prospective suffix 

Ps !xix 4 kiilil 'enay m•yaf,lel, "My eyes grow bleary as I wait" 
lxxxvi 11 ba'amittekii yiif,lld (MT ya~1i!d), "in fidelity to you alone" 
lxxxviii 9 sattanl • • • kiilu' "you put me . . • as I am imprisoned" 

18 hiqqlpil 'iilay yiif,lld (MT yii~1ad), "they close in on me alone" 

Omission of the suffix with names of parts of the body 

Note: Only those examples are listed whose lack of the suffix cannot be ex
plained by the principle of double-duty suffix 

kiibi!d "liver, heart" 
Ps xxx 13 /ema'an yezammer"kii kiibi!d (MT kiibOd), "So that my heart might 

sing to you" 

kap "hand" 
Ps xlvii 2 kol hii'ammlm tiq'il kiip, "All you strong ones, clap your hands" 
xcviii 8 nehiirol yimf,la'a kiip, "Let the ocean currents clap their hands" 
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/eb "heart" 
Ps cv 3 yisma/:i leb mebaqese yhwh, "let your heart rejoice, 0 seekers of 

Yahweh!" 
cxi I 'Odeh yhwh beko/ lebiib, "I will thank Yahweh with all my heart" 
cxix 2 ub•kol (attaching the waw of the preceding word) leb yidr•suhii, "and 

with all their heart search for him" 
cxl 3 'aser /;iiis•bii rii'ot b•leb, "Because they plan evil things in their heart" 

/ason "tongue" 
Ps Iii 6 /•son mirmiih, "your tongue of deceit"=''your deceitful tongue" 

nepd "neck" 
Ps Ixix 2 ki bii'ii mayim 'ad nepes, "for the waters have reached my neck" 

'ayin "eye0 

Ps xxxv 19 son•'ay l;iinniim yiqr•~u 'iiyin, "my stealthy enemies wink their 
eye" 

qeren "horn" 
Ps Ixxv 5 liir•sii'im 'al tiifimii qiiren, "O wicked, do not raise your horn!" 

Abstract noun balanced by concrete noun: 
abstract noun/ /concrete noun 

Ps vi 6 zikrekii/ /mi yodeh liik, "memory of you=one who remem-

xxii 12 
xxvi 10 

12 
xxxvi 12 

xxxvii 28 
xl 18 
liv 9 
lxviii 33 

lxx 6 
lxxviii 61 
lxxxii 2 
cvii 42-43 

cxix 139 
150 

cxxv 3 

cxxxviii 7 } 
cxliii 11-12 
cxli 4 

cxliv 10-11 

bers you//who praises you?" 
:;iiriih/ /'ozer, "adversity= adversary/ /helper" 
zimmiih/ /so/:iad, "idolatry=idols/ /bribes" 
misor//q•hiilim, "uprightness=the upright! /congregations" 
ga'awiih//r•sii'im, "presumption=the presumptuous/ !the 

wicked" 
mispiif//J:iasidiiyw, "justice=the just man//his devoted ones" 
'ezriiti//m•pal•fi, "my help=my helper//my deliverer" 
:;iiriih//'oy•bay, "adversity=my adversaries/ !my foes" 
maml•kot hii'iire:;//'•lohim, "kingdoms of the earth=kings of 

the earth/ I gods" 
'ezri//m•pal•fi, "my help=my helper//my deliverer" 
s•bi/ /:;iir, "captivity=the captors/ /adversary" 
'iiwel//r•sii'im, "injustice=the unjust//the wicked" 
kol 'awliih//mi /:iiikiim, "all evil=every evil man/ !whoever 

is wise." On the chiastic parallelism here, consult Psalms Ill 
qin'iiti//:;iiriiy, "my zeal=my antagonists! /my adversaries" 
zimmiih//toriit•kii, "idolatry=idols//your law" 
sebet hiirefa'//h~~addiqim, "the scepter of wickedness=the 

scepter of the wicked/ /the just" 

~iiriih//'oy•bay, "adversity=my adversaries! /my foes" 

re'Sa'//'iSim po'a/e 'iiwen, "wickedness=the wicked! /men who 
are evildoers" 

rii'iih/ I b•ne nekar, "evil= the Evil One/ /foreigners" 
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Abstract noun balanced by concrete noun: 
concrete noun//abstract noun 

Ps xii 2 
xxv 19 

xxviii 8 

xxxi 24 

xlvi 2 

Ii 16 

Ix 6 
)xviii 20 
lxxxviii 2 

cii 23 
cix 2 
ex 3 

cxxxv 11 

/:zlis"id/ /'•miinim, "the devoted man/ /fidelity=faithful men" 
'oy•bay/ /sin'at /:zamiis, "my foes! /treacherous enmity=treacherous 

enemies" 
'oz . . . ma'oz/ /y•sii'ot, "stronghold . • . refuge/ /salvation=the 

Savior" 
1:zasidayw//'•miinim, "devoted to him/ /his fidelity=his faithful 

ones" 
ma/:zseh (MT mal:zaseh) wii'oz//'ezrah, "refuge and stronghold// 

liberation=Liberator" (revised translation) 
'•16him '•Lahay (MT '•Lohe)//t•su'ati, "O God, my God//my 

salvation=my Savior" 
y•re'eka/ /qose(, "those who fear you//archery=bowmen" 
hii'el/ /y•sii'iitenii, "El himself/ /our salvation=our Savior" 
'•Lahay (MT '•Lohe) / /y•su'iiti, "my God/ /my salvation=my 

Savior" 
'ammim//mamLiikot, "peoples//kingdoms=kings" 
rasii'//mirmiih, "the wicked//deceit=the deceitful" 
'ammeka/ /n•diib6t, ''your Strong One/ /your generosity=your 

Valiant" 
si/:zon ... 'og//mamL•kot k•na'an, "Sihon ... Og//kingdoms= 

kings of Canaan" 

Concrete sense of an abstract noun required by the context 

Ps v 8 "I will worship in your holy temple, among those who fear 
you (b•yir'at•kii, 'in the fear of you'), 0 Yahweh" 

xxiv 4 ''who has not raised his mind to an idol (siiw', 'emptiness, vanity') 
nor sworn by a fraud (mirmah, 'deceit')" 

xxvii 9 "Be my helper ('ezrati, 'my help')! 
Do not reject me nor abandon me, 
0 God who can save me ('•Lohe yifi)" 

lxxxix 14 "Yours is a powerlul arm, 0 Warrior (g•biirah, 'strength, force') I 
your left hand is triumphant, 
your right hand raised in victory!" 

xc 11 "Who can understand the violence of your wrath, or that those 
who fear you (ki yir'at•kii, 'the fear of you,' for MT 
k•yir'iit•ka) can be the object of your fury?" 

cxxxvi 8-9 "The sun as ruler (memfoLet, 'rule') over the day .. 
The moon and stars as rulers (memsaLot, 'rule'; MT mem'S•lot) 
over the night" 

Concrete noun having an abstract meaning 

Ps cxi 8 'asuyim be'•met w•yiisar, "made of truth and uprightness" (literally, 
"an upright man") 
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Breakup of stereotyped phrases 

'eben pinniih "cornerstone" 
Jointly: Jer Ii 26; Job xxxviii 6 
Separated: Ps cxviii 22 'eben//pinniih 

'ere$ kena'an "the Land of Canaan" 
Jointly: Gen xi 31, xii 5, xiii 12, xvi 3, etc. 
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Separated: Pss cv 11 'ere$//kena'an (MT kena'an), cvi 38 k•nii'a11//hii'iire:f 

'es /ehiibiih "fire of flame" 
Jointly: Isa iv 5; Hos vii 6 
Separated: Pss lxxxiii 15 ke'eS/ /uke/ehiibiih, cvi 18 'eS/ //ehiibiih 

'asmuriih bal/ay/iih "watch in the night" 
Jointly: Ps xc 4 
Separated: Ps cxix 55 ballaylah//w•'almiiriih (MT wii'esmerah) 

b•bet yhwh "in the house of Yahweh" 
Jointly: Pss xxiii 6, xxvii 4, xcii 14, cxvi 19, cxxxv 2 
Separated: Ps cxxxiv 1 bebet//yhwh 

beyom qerab "on the day of battle" 
Jointly: Zech xiv 3; Ps lxxviii 9 
Separated: Ps ex 2-3 biqrab 'oyebekii (MT beqereb 'oyebekii)//beyom 

helekii "in the battle with your foes//on the day of your conquest" 

hesed we'emet "kindness and fidelity" 
Jointly: Pss xxv 10, xl 12, !xi 8, lxxxv 11, lxxxvi 15, lxxxix 15 
Separated: Pss xxvi 3 hasd•kii//ba'amittekii, xi 11 hasd•kii//wa'amitteka, lvii 

11 hasdekii//'amittekii (=cviii 5, cxv 1, cxxxviii 2), cxvii 2 hasdo//we'emet 

yomiim wiilayliih "day and night" 
Jointly: Pss i 2, xxxii 4, xiii 4, Iv 11 
Separated: Pss xxii 3 yomiim//w•/ayliih, xiii 9 yomiim//iiballayliih, lxxviii 14 

yomiim/ /wekol hallayliih, xci 5 liiyliih/ /yomiim, cxxi 6 yomiim/ I balliiyliih 

yam sup "the Reed Sea" 
Jointly: Pss cvi 7, 22, cxxxvi 13, 15 
Separated: Ps cvi 9 bayyiim (MT b•yam)//siip 

kab/e barzel "iron shackles" 
Jointly: Ps cxlix 8 
Separated: Ps cv 18 bakkebel//barze/ 

kisse' qodso "his holy throne" 
Jointly: Ps xlvii 9 
Separated: Ps xi 4 qodsO//kis<'o 

'ege/ massekiih "a molten young bull" 
Jointly: Exod xxxii 4, 8; Deut ix 16; Neb ix 18 
Separated: Ps cvi 19 'egel//l•massekiih 
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'am nai)a/ah "people of patrimony" 
Jointly: Deut iv 20 
Separated: Pss xxviii 9 'ammeka/ /nai)a/ateka, lxxviii 62 'ammo//iib•nai)a/ato, 

71 'ammo//nai)atato, xciv 5 'amm•ka/ /w•nai)a/at•ka, 14 'ammo//w•nai)a/ato, 
cvi 40 b•'amm6//nai)a/ato 

~iir l)allamis "flinty rock" 
Jointly: Deut viii 15 mi$~iir hai)allamis, xxxii 13 mei)almis $iir 
Separated: Ps cxiv 8 h~$iir/ /i)alliimis 

qol saw'iih "voice of cry" 
Jointly: Jer viii 19 
Separated: Ps xviii 7 qo/I/ /w•saw'iifi 

ruai) s<'iiriih "storm wind" 
Jointly: Ps cxlviii 8 
Separated: Ps cvii 25 rual)/ /s•'iiriih 

siib 'iii)or "to turn hack" 
Jointly: Ps ix 4 b•siib 'oy•bay 'iii)Or, "when my foes tum back" 
Separated: Ps lvi IO yiisiibii/ /'iii)or (qal absolute infinitive) 

sem k•b6do "the glory of his name" 
Jointly: Ps lxxii 19 
Separated: Ps cii 16 semi /k•bodekii 

t•homot hii'iirei "the depths of the nether world" 
Jointly: Ps lxxi 20 
Separated: Ps cxlviii 7 hii'iirei//t•h6mot 

tom wiiyoser "integrity and uprightness" 
Jointly: Ps xxv 21 
Separated: Ps xxxvii 37 tiim/ /yiisiir 

Two different conjugations of one verb in the same verse 

Ps xxiv 7 
:xxix 5 

niisa', "to lift," qal s•'ii and niphal hinniiS•'ii 
siibar, "to shiver," qal sober and pie! y•fobber 

xxxviii 3 niii)at, "to descend," niphal nii)atu and qal tini)at 
I.xiv 5 yiiriih, "to shoot," qal /Irot and hiphil yoriihii 
lxix 15 n~l. "to rescue," hiphil ha$$IlenI and niphal 'innii$•liih 
lxxvii 12 ziikar, "to recite," hiphil 'azkir (Ketiv) and qal 'ezk•riih 
cxxxix 21 siine', "to hate," piel m•siin&ekii and qal 'efoii' 

Precative perfect of 
the third person 

Ps iv 8 
ix 7 

riibbii, "let (their wheat and their wine) increase" 
tammii, "may they be destroyed" 
'iibad, "may (their memory) perish" 

16 {iib•'ii, "may (the nations) be mired" 
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ni/k•dah, "may (their feet) get caught" 
17 noda', "may (Yahweh) be known" 

noqes, "let (the wicked man) be snared" 

x 16 
xxii 9 

xlvii 10 

Iii 7 
!vii 7 
!viii 9 

!xiii 9 

!xiv 8 
11 

!xv 14 
!xvii 7 
lxxiv 8 
lxxxiii 11 

xc 17 

xcvii 8 
civ 35 
cvi 48 
cvii 42 
cix 28 
cxxii 6 
cxxix 4 
cxli 6 

cxliv 12 

'ab•du, "let (the heathen) perish" 
gal 'el (MT 'el) yhwh, "Let El Yahweh rejoice" (revised transla

tion) 
ne'•sapu, "let (the nobles of the peoples) gather round." Cf. Isa 

xliii 9 
m•'ad na'alah, "let (God) be greatly exalted" 
serei•ka, "may (El) snatch your sons" 
nap•IU, "may they fall" 
bal l;azu, "may they never see" 
dab•qiih, "may (my soul) cling fast (to you)" 
tiim•kiih, "may (your right hand) grasp (me)" 
hiiyu, "(double) be (their wounds)" 
l;iisah ba, "let (the just man) fly to him for refuge" 
liib•su, "may (the hollows) be dressed" 
nat•nah, "May (the earth) yield (her produce)" 
suriipu (MT siir•pu), "let (all their progeny) be burned" 
nism•du, "let them be exterminated" 
hiiyii, "may they become" 
kon•niih, "may he sustain" 
kiin•nehii, "may he sustain for his good"; the suffix -ehii expresses 

the dative of advantage 
sam•'iilz, "let (Zion) hear" 
'enam, "exist no more" 
w•'iimar kol hii'iim 'iime11, "And let all the people say, 'Amen'" 
qiip•~·iih, "let (every evil man) clap shut his mouth" 
qiimii, "let them rise up!" 
sa'alu (MT fo'•lii), "may they pray" 
qif:feS, "May (Yahweh the Just) snap!" 
nism•fii, "let (their judges) drop" 
w<siim•'ii, "and Jet them hear" 
'isser (MT 'aser), "may he bless" 

Precative perfect 
of the second person 

Ps iii 8 
iv 2 
vii 7 
ix 5 

6 

7 
x 17 

sibbartii, "smash!" 
hir}Jabtii Ii, "set me at large!" 
#wwitii, "appoint!" 
ya'Sabtii, "sill" 
gii.'artii., ''rebuke!" 
'ibbadtii, "destroy!" 
miil}Uii, "blot out!" 
niitasta, "root out!" 
Siimii'tii, "hear!" 
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xvii 3 

xxii 22 
xxv 11 

xxvii 9 

xxx 12 

xii 4 
13 

xiv 8 
lxi 6 
lxv 10 
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biihantii, "examine!" 
piiqadtii, "probe!" 
~•raptani, "test me with fire!" 
'aniliini, "make me triumph!" 
w•siilahtii /a'awoni, "forgive my iniquity!" 

Note: here the precative perfect is preceded by emphatic waw 
'ezriill hiiyitii, "be my helper!" 

Note: here the abstract 'ezriill, "my help," must be understood 
and translated concretely 

hiipaktii, "tum (my weeping)!" 
pittahtii, "unlace (my sackcloth) I" 
hiipaktii, "ovenhrow!" 
tiimaktii bi, "grasp me!" 
'iihabtii, "you must love" 
niitattii, 0 grant!" 
piiqadtii, "visit!" 
h•ribbOtii (MT rabbat), "rain down!" 

12 'if!artii, "crown!" 
lxxiii 23 'iihaztii, "take hold!" 
lxxiv 2 gii'altii, "redeem!" 
lxxvii 16 

21 
lxxix 10 
lxxxv 2 

3 

gO.'alta, "redeem!" 

niihitii, "lead!" 
niiqamtii (MT niqmat), "avenge!" 
rQ.~1tO., "favor!,, 

'Sabtii, "restore!" 
niisii'tii •awan, "forgive the guilt!" 
kissrta, "cover!" 

4 'iisaptii, ''withdraw!" 

xc 1 
cxvi 16 
cxix 21 

65 

h0sib0tii-m haran (MT meh•ron) 'appekii, "abate your blazing 
wrath!" 

hiiyitiil liinu, "be ours!" 
pittahtii l•moseriiy, "Loose my fetters!" 
gii'artii, "Rebuke!" 
/ob 'iisltii 'im 'abd•kii, "Do good to your servant!" 

118 siilltii, "make· a mound!" 
121 'iisltiiy (MT 'iisrn) mispii/ wii~edeq, "Defend for me my right and 

my just cause!" 
cxxxix 1 
cxliii 12 

h•qartanl, "examine me!" 
w•ha'•badtii, "and destroy!" 

Precative perfect 
of the second person with full spelling of the final vowel 

Ps iv 8 niitattiih, "put (happiness)!" Cf. Ps Ix 6 
x 14 rii'itiih, "see!" Cf. Ps xxxv 22 
xxxi 6 piidltiih, "ransom!" 
xxxv 22 rii'itiih, "look!" Cf. Ps x 14 



xliv 27 
lvi 9 

Ix 6 
Ix.xiii 27 
cxl 8 
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'iizartiih (MT 'ezriitiih), "help!" 
siipartiih, "write down!" 
niitattiih, "give!" Cf. Ps iv 8 
hiimattiih, "annihilate!" 
sakkotiih, "shelter!" 
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Precative perfect 
of the first person 

Ps lxiii 3 J:iazffikii, "may I gaze on you" 
cxxxix IS heq'i$otI, "may I rise" 

yqtl expressing past time 

Ps xxi 9-13 

xxvi 6 

11 

Iii 9 

Iv I3 

15 

lxv IO 
!xviii 23 

!xviii 24 
Ix.xi 8 

Ix.xiii IO 

Ix.xviii 38 

40 

47 
49 

Nine yqtl forms describing past narrative action. On the impor
tance of this observation for the classification of this passage, 
see introductory NoTE to Ps xxi 

'er/:ia$, "I have washed." The action thus expressed belongs to 
the psalmist's protestation of innocence (vss. 3-7), in which 
qt/ and yqtl forms are used alternatively 

'e/ek, "I have walked." Verses I 1-12 are a reaffirmation of 
psalmist's innocence. In the next verse qt/ ('iim•diih) is bal
anced in the second colon by yqtl ('abiirek) 
"So this is the man who would not consider (lo' yiiSim) God his 
refuge, but trusted (wayyib/a/:i) in his great wealth, relied 
(yii'oz) on his perniciousness!" 

"It was not a rival who heaped on me the insults (y•J:iiir•penI) 
that I bear ( w•' essii') ; It was not my enemy who defamed me 
('ii/ay higdll), that I should hide from him (w•'essiiter mim
mennil)." In this line the betrayer's hostile action has been 
described by yqtl and qtl 

namtlq sad, "we used to take sweet counsel" 
n•ha/lek b•riigd, ''we used to mingle among the throngs" 
tiikin dagna-m (MT d•giiniim) kl ken t•kinehii, "Provide her 

grain; for this you brought her into being" 
"The Lord said ('iimar---qtl): 'I stifled ('a.Bib for MT 'iiSib) the 

Serpent, muzzled ('dbam for MT 'iisib m-) the Deep Sea'" 
"Thus your foot churned (tim/:ill$) in blood" 
"My mouth has been filled (yimmii/e') with your praise." That 

the yqtl refers to the past, is indicated by the qt/ form hiiyW, 
"I have been," of the preceding verse 

"And so they quickly gorged themselves (yisb•'il-m for MT 
yiisib 'ammo), and sucked up (yiimoifil for MT yimmii:;il) 
the waters of the full sea" 

"But the Merciful forgave (y•kapper) their sin, and did not de
stroy them (w•la' ya.SJ:iit)" 

"How often they defied him (yamrilhil) in the wilderness, and 
grieved him (ya'a:;'ibiihii) in the desert" 

yaharag babbiiriid gapniim, "He killed their vines with hail" 
y•salla/:i biim J:iaran 'appo, "He sent against them his blazing an

ger" 
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lxxx 12 
14 

19 
lxxxi 6 

8 

lxxxi 13 
lxxxv 9 

1xxxix 3 

xcii 10 

12 

xciv 5-6 
12 

16 

18 

19 

21 

xcix 6 

ci 2c-8 
cii 1 
cvi 18 
cvii 5 

6 
13, 19 
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iibip•silehem yaqni'iihii, "and with their idols they roused his 
jealousy" 

iibit•bunot kappiiyw yanl;iem, "and with skillful hands he guided 
them" 

t•salla/:! q•$irehii, "You caused its branches to shoot forth" 
''The boar from the forest ravaged it (y•kars•menniih), and 

what moves in the field fed on it (yir'enniih)" 
w•/6' niisog mimmekii, "We have never turned away from you!" 
s•pat lo' yiida'fi 'dma', "I heard the speech of one unknown to 

me" 
"In distress you called (qiirii'tii-qtl), and I delivered you 

(wii'af:ia11•$ekii----consec. yqtl); I answered you ('e'en•kii) from 
the hiding place of thunder, though I was provoked by you 
('ebbiif:ien•kii for MT 'eb/:!iin•kii) near Meribah's waters" 

yel•ku b•mo'•~otehem, "they followed their own designs" 
•a:sml'iih (MT 'esm•'iih) mah y•dabber hii'el, "Let me announce 

what El himself has spoken" 
yhwh ki y•dabber siilom, "Yahweh indeed has promised well

being" 
"Eternal One, your love created (yibneh for MT yibbiineh) the 

heavens, but you made your fidelity more steadfast than these 
(tiikln '•muniit•kii biihem)" 

"For see how your foes, Yahweh, 
For see how your foes have perished (yo'bedii), how all evil
doers have been scattered (yitpiir•du) !" 

tisma'niih 'ozniiy, "My ears have heard," a formula introducing 
vss. 13-16 which contain what must have been traditional 
teaching in Israel about the immortality of the just. Cf. 
Psalms II, NoTE ad Joe. 

Four yqtl forms expressing past events 
"Blest the man whom you have instructed (t•yasserennii), Yah, 

Whom you have taught (ielamm•dennii) from your law" 
"Who rose up (ml yiiqiim) for me against the wicked? 

Who took a stand (ml yity~$eb) for me against evildoers?" 
"When I said ('im 'iimarfi-qtl), 'My foot is sinking' (mii!iih

qtl), your love, Yahweh, supported me (yis'iidenl)" 
"When my cares grew rife (b•rob .far'appay) within me, your 

consolations delighted (y•fo'd•'ii) my soul" 
"They banded together (yiigoddii) against the life of the just, 

and secretly condemned (yarsl'ii) the innocent" 
"Moses and Aaron were among his priests (b•koh•niiyw), and 

Samuel among those who invoked his name (b•qor•'e s•mo); 
They called to Yahweh (qor•'im 'el yhwh), and he himself 
answered them (ya'•nem)." Cf. vs. 8 

Eleven yqtl forms describing past events 
Two yqtl forms referring to the past 
" ... flames devoured (t•lahe!) the wicked" 
" ... their life ebbed from them (biihem tit'affiip)" 
". . . from their straits he rescued them (y~$11em)" 
" ... from their straits he saved them (yosl'em)" 
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cxix 171 

cxxvi 
cxxxix 21 
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"He brought them out (yo.r'i'em) of gloomy darkness, and their 
bonds he snapped (y•natteq)" 

" ... for their iniquities they were afflicted (yit'annil)" 
yi:Slal) d•biiro, "He sent his word" 
"They went up (ya'a/u) to heaven, they went down (yer•du) to 

the depths, their throats trembled (titmogiig) from the peril"-
"They gyrated (yiil)ilgil for MT yiiboggil) and teetered (w•yii

nu'il) like a drunkard, and all their skill was swallowed up 
(titballii')" 

" ... from their straits he brought them forth (yo,r'i'em)" 
"They rejoiced (wayyism•l)u) when they grew calm (ki yi:Stoqu)" 

"He changed (yiisem) rivers into desert" 
"And their cattle he never let diminish (IO' yam'i{)" 

"A seat have I made ('iisit) your foes" 
''The Bestower of Succession set him (y•:Sitehu for MT yisteh) 

on his throne, the Most High Legitimate One lifted high 
(yiirim) his head" 

"The Jordan turned (yissob) back" 
"What ailed you, 0 sea, that you fled (ki tiinils)? 0 Jordan, 

that you turned ( tissob) back?" 
"Out of love for me Yahweh did hear (ki yi:Sma') my plea for 

his mercy" 
"but I invoked ('eqrii') the name of Yahweh" 
IO' 'iimilt ki 'ebyeh, "I did not die but lived." Cf. vs. 18 
"May my lips pour forth (tabba'niih) your praise, because you 

have taught me (k'i t•lamm•deni) your statutes" 
Five yqtl forms describing past events 
The two yqtl verbs seem to express the same past time as the 

two qtl forms of the next line 

yqtl followed by consecutive yqtl 

Ps Iv 18 'iisil)iih w•'eh•meh wayyi:Sma' qo/i podeh (MT piidah), "I com-

20 

lxxviii 15 

26 

45 

lxxx 9 

plained and moaned; and the Ransomer heard my voice" 
yi:Sma' 'el wayya'an-m (MT w•ya'anem), "El heard me and an

swered" 
y•baqqa' $ilr-m (mem enclitic for MT $ilrim) bammidbiir way

ya:Sq kit•homot (kl emphatic for MT ki-) rabbiih, "He split 
the rock in the wilderness, and watered the vast wasteland 
itself" 

yassa' qadim ba:5:Samayim way•naheg b•'uzzo teman, "He let 
loose the east wind from heaven, and led forth the south wind 
from his fortress" 

y•:Sallal) bahem 'arob wayyo'k•Iem il$"pardea' wattasl)ilem, "He 
sent flies against them to devour them, and frogs to destroy 
them" 

"You brought (tass"ia') a vine out of Egypt, drove out the na
tions and planted it (t•giires goy"im watlit!ii'ehii)" 
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xcii 10-11 ". • . all evildoers have been scattered (yitpiir•du) ! But you 
exalted my horn (wattiirem .•• qarni) as if I were a wild ox" 

xciv 21-22 " ... and secretly condemned (yar:fi'u) the innocent. But Yah
weh became (way•hi) a bulwark for me" 

21, 23 " ... and secretly condemned (yadl'u) the innocent. He made 
... recoil ( wayyiiSeb) upon them" 

xcv 10 "Forty years I loathed ('iiqu!) a generation until I said (wii'o-
mar)" 

cvi 17 "The earth opened up (tippiital) for MT tiptal)) and swallowed 
(wattibla') Dathan, it covered (watt•kas) over the faction of 
Abiram" 

19 "They made (ya'a.§u) a young bull at Horeb, and worshiped 
(wayyistal)awu) a molten image" 

43 "Many times he rescued them (yaf~llem), but they hardened 
(yemiiru for MT yamru) in their purpose, and so collapsed 
(wayyiimokku) in their iniquity" 

evil 5-6 " ... their life ebbed from them (biihem tit'af!iip). Then they 
cried (wayyitaqu) to Yahweh in their distress" 

18 "All food their throat found so loathsome (l"ta'eb), that they 
reached (wayyaggl'u) the gates of Death" 

27-28 " ... and all their skill was swallowed up (titballii'). Then 
they cried (wayyi~'aqu) to Yahweh in their distress" 

29 "He stilled (yiiqem) the storm to a whisper, the waves that 
roared were hushed (wayyel)•su)" 

35-36 "He changed (yiisem) desert into pools of water .... He 
settled ( wayyoseb) the hungry there, and they established 
(way•kon•nu) a town to dwell in" 

The sequence qtl-yqtl 
referring to the past 

Ps vi 10 "Yahweh has heard (siima') my plea, Yahweh has accepted 

xx 7 

10 

xxvi 4 

5 

12 

Ix 3 

lxvi 6 

(yiqqiil)) my prayer" 
"Now I know that Yahweh has given his anointed victory (hOsra• 

yahweh m•sil)O), has granted him triumph (ya'anehu) from his 
sacred heaven, and from his fortress has given victory (yosra• 
for MT yesa') with his right hand" 

"Yahweh has given the king victory (hosi'iih hammelek), granted 
him triumph (ya'anennu for MT ya'anenu) when we called" 

"I have not sat (lo' yiifobtr) with idol-worshipers, nor entered (lo' 
'iibO') the home of the benighted" 

"I have hated (siine'ti) the company of evildoers, and with the 
wicked never sat down (lo' 'eseb)" 

"My foot has stood firm ('iim•diih) among the upright, in the 
congregations I have adored ('abiirek) Yahweh" 

"O God, you were angry with us (z•nal)tiinu), and you ran from 
us (p 6raftiinu); You were wrathful ('iinaptii), you turned away 
from us (t•sobeb liinu)" 

"He turned (hiipak) the sea into dry land, they passed (ya'ab•ru) 
through the river dry-shod" 
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lxxi 17 "O God, you have taught me (limmadtani) from my youth, and 
till now I have recounted (we'ad henniih 'aggid) your wondrous 
deeds" 

lxxiii 3 "When I envied (ki qinne'fi) the boasters, begrudged ('er'eh) the 
prosperity of the wicked" 

9 "They set (sattii) their mouth against heaven, and their tongue 
swished (tihafak) through the nether world" 

lxxiv 14 "It was you who crushed (ri$~a;tii) the heads of Leviathan, who 
gave him (1i11enennii) as food to be gathered by desert tribes" 

lxxvii 17 "When the waters saw you (rii'iikii), 0 God, when the waters saw 
you (rii'iikii), they trembled (yii/.zilii), even the depths shook with 
fear (yirge.;:ii)" 

18 "The massed clouds streamed (zor6mii) with water, the heaven 
echoed (na1enu) your voice, and your arrows shot back and 
forth (yithalliikii)" 

lxxviii 64 ''Their priests fell (niipiilii) by the sword, and their widows sang 
no dirges (lo' tibkeniih)" 

l.xxxi 7 "I removed (hasiroti-m; with enclitic mem instead of the following 
preposition of missebel) the burden on his shoulder, his hands 
were freed from the basket (middiid ta'abOrniih)" 

xcii 5 "Because you, Yahweh, made me happy (Simma/.ztani) by your 
work, at your handiwork I sang for joy ('aranni!n)" 

xciii 3 "Ocean currents raised (niis6'ii), Yahweh, ocean currents raised 
(niis6'ii) their thunderous roar, ocean currents raised (yis•'ii) 
their pounding waves" 

cix 23 "Like a shadow indeed have I tapered (ki niifawfi instead of MT 
kinfoto) ... I have lost my youth (nin'arli), truly I have aged 
(ki 'erbeh for MT kii'arbeh)" 

cxi 5 "Nourishment he gave (niitan) to those who fear him, he remem-
bered (yizkor) his covenant of old" 

cxvi 2 "Truly he inclined (hi{!ah) his ear to me even as I called (iibimi!y 
'eqrii' for MT iib6yiimay 'eqrii')" 

3 "The bands of Death encompassed me ('apiipiini), and emissaries 

6 
10 

of Sheol overtook me (me.ra'iini). By anguish and grief was I 
overtaken ('immii~e· for MT 'em.rii')" 

dalloli weu yehofia', "I was brought low but he saved me" 
he'emami ki 'adubbiir (MT 'adabbi!r), "I remained faithful though 

I was pursued" 
cxviii IO, 

11, 12 
"All nations surrounded me (scbiibiini), but in Yahweh's name 

indeed I cut off their foreskins ( ki 'amifam)" 

cxxxi 1 "I have not meddled (we/o' hillakti) with lofty matters, nor with 
thoughts too wondrous for me have I been filled ('immiili!' for 
MT 'im LO')" 

cxxxix 13 "Yes, you created (qiinilii) my inmost self, have sheltered me 
(t•sukkeni) from the womb of my mother" 

16 "Your eyes beheld (rii'ii) my life stages, upon your scroll all 
of them were inscribed (yikkiitebii); my days were shaped 
(yuHiirii), when I was not yet seen (w•lo' 'e/.ziide; MT 'e/.zad) 
by them" 
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cxliii 5 "I remembered (Ziikarll) the days primeval, numbered (hii.gifi) 
your deeds completely, on the works of your hands I meditated 
( 'a§ol}eal})" 

cxlvii 20 "He has not dealt (lo' 'ii.sii.h) thus with any other nation, and has 
never taught them (bal yodi'um; MT bal y•dii'um) his ordi
nances'' 

The sequence qtl-yqtl 
referring to the present 

Ps 1 19 "With your mouth you forge (sii.lal;tii) evil itself, and with your 
tongue you weave (ta~mfd) deceit" 

!vi 2 "How men hound me (s•'iipanf) I All day long they harass me 
(yill;~enf) with both jaws" 

!xiii 7 "When on my couch I think of you (z•karllkii), and through my 
vigils muse on you ('ehgeh bii.k)" 

lxxvii 6 "I consider (l}is'Sabu) the days of old, I remember ('ezk•riih) the 
years long past" 

7 "Through the night I play the lyre (nigganll for MT n•gfniili), with 
my heart I commune ('ii..fil}iih)" 

cii 15 kf rii~u .•. y•l}Onenu, "How (they) love ... are moved to pity" 
cxxxix 5 "Behind and before you encompass me (~artii.nf), and you lay 

( w•tiisft; MT wattiiSet) your palms upon me" 
cxl 3 "Because they plan (l}iiS•bu) evil things in their heart, all the day 

conspire (yii.guru) warfare" 

The sequence qtl-yqtl 
referring to the future 

Ps iv 4 "And recognize that Yahweh will work wonders (hip/iih) for the one 
devoted to him, Yahweh will hear me (yisma') when I call to him" 

The sequence qtl-yqt/ 
to express an optative 

Ps vii 14 "O that he would prepare (w•IU hekfn for MT w•/o hekfn) his lethal 
weapons, make (yip'iil) his arrows into flaming shafts!" 

The sequence yqtl-qt/ 
referring to the past 

Ps viii 7 "You gave him dominion (tam'Sf/ehu) over the works of your 
bands, put ( 'Sattiih) all things at his feet" 

ix 8 "Behold Yahweh who has reigned (yeseb) from eternity, has 
established (konen) his throne for judgment" 

!iv 7 "He made the evil recoil (yiiSfb hii.ra') on my defamers, in bis 
fidelity he annihilated them (hi~mftiim for MT h~mitem) 
completely" 

!xviii 22 "God indeed smote (yiml}~) the beads of bis foes, split (Sii'ar 
for MT .fe'ii.r) their skulls ... " 

lxxxix 44 "In your wrath you turned back (tii.sfb) his blade, and did not 
sustain (haqemotii for MT haqemoto) bis sword" 



xcix 7 

ex 2 

6 
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"From the pillar of cloud be spoke (y•dabber) to them, they 
observed (siim•ru) bis commands, and the Jaw be gave (niitan) 
them" 

"He bas forged (yislab) your victorious mace, Yahweh of Zion 
bas ba=ered it (riidiihu for MT r•deh)" 

"be routed nations (y•danneb goylm for MT yiidln baggoylm); 
he heaped corpses high (mille' for MT miile')" 

The sequence yqtl-qtl 
referring to the present 

Ps xxxviii 12 "My friends and fellows stand (ya'amodu) far off from my 
plague, and my neighbors stand ('iimiidu) far off" 

xlvi 5 

10 

Iv 5 

lxxxiii 3 

cii 5-6 

"God brings happiness (y•.famm•bu) to bis city, the Most High 
sanctifies (qiddes for MT q•dos) his habitation" 

"The bow be breaks (y•sabber), and snaps (w•qi~~e~) the spear, 
the shields he bums (yifrop) with fire" 

"My heart's fluttering (yiibl/) in my breast, and Death's terrors 
assail me (niip•/u 'iiliiy)" 

"For look, your foes raise a tumult (yeh•miiyfin), and your enemies 
lift (niis•'u) their head" 

"My jaws fester (l•bem yiimaqqu for MT labml miqqol)/my 
skeleton clings ( diib•qiih)" 

The sequence yqt/-qtl 
referring to the future 

Ps Ix.xiii 18 "Surely to Perdition will you transplant them (tist•lemo for MT 
tiislt liimii), making them fall (hippa/tiim) into Desolation" 

cxxxii 17 "There I will make the horn glow ('a~mfab), 0 David, I will trim 
('iiraktl) the lamp, 0 my anointed!" 

cxxxviii 4 "All the kings of the earth will praise you (yodukii), Yahweh, 
when they hear (kl siim•'u) the words of your mouth" 

cxlvi 4 "When his breath departs (te~e'), he returns (yiisub) to his land; 
on that day his projects perish ('iib•du)" 

The sequence yqtl-qtl 
to express an optative 

Ps vii 13 "O that the Victor would again (yiisub) sharpen bis sword (barbO 
yil/os), draw (diirak) and aim (way•kon•nehii) bis bow" 

lxviii 10 "Your generous rain pour down (liinlp), 0 God, your patrimony 
and dominion yourself restore (konantiih) I" 

The imperative-jussive sequence 

Ps v 4 

x 15 
xvii 8 
xxxii 7 

tisma' qou, "hear my voice!" following three imperatives of vss. 
2-3 

s•bOr .•• tidros, "Break ... requite!" 
fomrenl ••. tasfirenl, "Guard me ... bide me!" 
palleJ te.sob•benl, "save me, enfold me!" 
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xlili 

Ii 14 
20 

!iv 3 
lix 2 
lxiv 2 
Ixv 10 
lxxx.ii 8 

lxxxiii 17 

lxxxv 8 

cii 2 

CV J 
cix 6 

cxl 2 
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'Sopfeni .•• ribiih •.. t•pall•teni, "Defend me ••. plead (my case) 
.•. deliver me!" 

hiisibiih li ... tism•keni, "Give me again ••. sustain mel" 
he/ibiih . . • tibneh, "make (Zion) beautiful ••• rebuild (the 

walls of Jerusalem) I" 
hosi'eni ... t•dineni, "Save me ..• defend me!" 
ha$$ileni ..• t•sagg•beni, "Rescue me ••• be my bulwark!" 
s•ma' . . . li:f:fOr, "Hear . . . protect!" 
mal/e (MT male') .•• tiikin, "fill .•• provide!" 
qumiih • • • 'Sopfiih • • . tinbal b•kol haggoyim, "Arise • • • 

govern ... rule over all the nations!" 
malle' ... wibaqqes usim•kii (MT wibaqq•su sim•kii), "Fill .•• 

and let your Name avenge itself!" 
har'enu .•. titten liinu, "Show us (your kindness) ••• give us 

(your prosperity) I" 
sim'iih •.• w•saw'iiti 'elekii tiibO', "hear ••• let my cry come to 

you I" 
hitha/elu . • • yismal) leb, "Glory . . • let your heart rejoice!" 
hapqed 'iiliiyw riiSii'/w•sii/iin ya'amod 'al y•min6, "Appoint the Evil 

One against him/and let Satan stand at his right hand" 
l)al/•:feni yhwh me'iidiim rii'/me7s l)•miisim tin$•reni, "Rescue me, 

Yahweh, from the evil man/from the man of violence protect 
me" 

S lomreni yhwh mide rii'Sii'/mi!ls l)amiisim tin$•reni, "Guard me, 
Yahweh, from the hands of the wicked/from the man of violence 
protect me" 

The jussive-imperative sequence 

Ps vii 8 t•sob•bekkii •.. subiih, "Surround yourself •.• preside!" cf. third 

lix 12 

lxxi 2 

NOTE OD Ps lxxxii 8 
tahar•gem • • • hani'em0 . • . horidemo, "slay them . • • send 

them staggering .•• bring them down!" 
IQ:f$ilenl ut•pall•teni hatteh 'elay 'ozn•kii w•hoSi'eni, "Deliver me 

and rescue mel Incline your ear to me and save mel" 
cxix 169 tiqrab rinniiti •.• habineni, "May my cry reach •.. give me 

insight!" 
170 tiibO' t•l)inniiti • • • ha$~ileni, "May my supplication come ••• 

rescue mel" 

Subjunctive without waw depending on verbal forms expressing command or 
wish 

Ps xx.ii 22-23 

xxxix s 
Ii 14-15 

!vii 9 

hosi'eni .•• '•nitiini •.. '•sapp•riih, "Save me ... make me 
triumph (precative perfect) . . . that I might proclaim" 

hodi'eni ... 'ed•'iih, "teach me ... that I may know" 
hii'Sibiih •.. tism•keni .•• 'a/amm•diih, "give again ... sustain 

me • • • that I may teach" 
'uriih ••• 'ii7riih, "Awake ••• that I might awake" 
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I.xi 4-5 ki hiiyitii (precative perfect) mal;seh ii ... 'iigiiriih, "O that you 
would be my refuge ... that I might dwell" 

lxix 30-31 te.fogg•benf 'ahal•/iih, "may (God's help) bulwark me that I 
might praise" 

Ix.xii 1-2 ten ... yiidfnii (MT yiidfn}, "give ... that he may govern" 
lxxxvi 11 horenf .•. 'ahallek, "teach me ..• that I may walk" 

Infinitive absolute: 
continuing a finite verb 

Ps xi 1 

xii 9 

xvi 11 

xxii 2 

xxvi 2 

xxxv 12 

!vi 10 

1xi 7 

lxxii 16 

lxxv 2 

ciii 14 

cxxvi 6 

"How can you lie in wait ('ek tli'm•rii) for my life, and pursue 
me (nidhor for MT niidii harkem) like a bird?" 

"On every side the wicked prowl (yitha/liikiin), digging pits (kiirli 
m•ziilot for MT k•riim zulliit) for the sons of men" 

"You will make me know (todf'enf) the path of life eternal, 
filling me (fabbea' for MT s•ba') with happiness before you" 

"My God, why have you forsaken me (liimiih 'azabtiinf)? dis
missing my plea (riil;liq-m fow'iitf for MT riil;oq mfsii'iitf), the 
roar of my words?" 

"Examine me (b•l;iinenf}, 0 Yahweh, and try me (w•nassenf}, 
testing (.riirlipiih; MT :fOrpiih) my heart and my mind" 

"They repay me (y•fol/•munf) evil for good, ravaging my soul 
(fok/el napsr for MT s•kol l•napsf)" 

"If my foes draw back ('iiz yiisiibii), recoiling ('iibor) when I 
cry out" 

"Add (tosfp} days to the king's days, turning (kammo for MT 
k•mo) his years into endless generations" 

"Let his fruit blossom (w•yiifi.rll) like Lebanon, flourishing ('iirli 
for MT mi?fr) like the grass of the earth" 

"We give thanks to you (hodfnii l•kii), 0 God, we praise 
(hi5dinll) your Name, 0 Near One, proclaiming (sappera for 
MT sipp•rii) your wondrous deeds" 

"For he knows (yiida') our shape, mindful (ziikiir) that we are 
clay" 

hiilok yelek iibiikoh, "He went forth weeping." Literally, "He 
went forth and wept" 

cxxxix 20 "Because they gaze upon (yli'm•rii for MT yli'm•riikii) every 
figurine, raise their eyes (niisii') to vanities arrayed" 

Infinitive absolute: 
in parallelism with qtl to express past action 

Ps lxxix 7 "For they have devoured ('iiko/ for MT 'iikal) Jacob, and laid 

cvii 4 
waste (hefommii) his habitation" 

"They wandered (lii'ii) in the wilderness, in the barrens they 
trod (diirok for MT derek)" 

cxxxv 10 "It was he who smote (hikkiih) great nations, and who slew 
( w•hiirlig for MT w•hiirag) mighty kings" 

12 "And he gave (w•niitlin for MT w•niitan) their land as patrimony." 
Cf. Ps cxxxvi 21 
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Infinitive absolute: 
preceding the subject 

Ps xvii 5 'or/Jot piirif tiimok •asaray, "My legs held firmly to the paths of rug
gedness" 

xlix 4 wchiigut Libbi t•bUnol, "And my throat shall proclaim insight" (revised 
translation) 

Infinitive absolute: 
following the subject 

Ps xxxv 16 IO'agay mii'og (MT la'age mii'og) /Jiiroq sinni!mo, "My encircling 
mockers gnashed their teeth" 

xiii 2 
!xiii 2 

k•'ayyelet 'iirog (MT ke'ayyiil ta'arog), "As a hind cries aloud" 
be'ere~ #yyiih 'iiyop (MT w•'iiyi!p), "More than parched earth 

yearns" (the conjunction w• has been omitted as secondary) 

Participle functioning as imperative 

Ps ix 14 
xvii 14 
lxxiv 12 
lxxx 2 
cxix 130 

merome1nl, "raise me up!11 

m•mitiim (twice) for MT mim•tim, "slay them!" 
po'i!l, "achieve!" 
nohi!g, "lead!" 
mi!bin, "give insight!" 

Conditional sentence without morphological indicator: 
with apodosis introduced by waw 

Ps iii 5 qoli 'el yhwh 'eqrii' wayya'aneni mi!har qodso, "If with full voice I 
call to Yahweh, he answers me from his holy mountain" 

xxvii 7 'eqrii' wc!Jonni!ni wa'ani!ni, "When I call, have pity on me and an
swer me" 

xci 15 yiqrii'i!ni we'e'•ni!hu, "If he cries to me, I will answer him" 

Conditional sentence without morphological indicator: 
apodosis without waw 

Ps iii 6 'anr siikabti wii7siiniih h•qif61i, "If I lie down to sleep, I shall wake 
up" 

lxviii 2 yiiqum '•IOhim yiipilfil 'oy•biiyw, "When God arises, his foes scatter" 
xc 5 z•ramtiim si!niih yihyu babb6qer ke/Ji4ir yu/Jliip (MT ya!Jafop), "If 

you pluck them at night, with the dawn they become like cut grass" 
xci 7 yippol mif#dd•kii 'elep ilr"biibiih miminekii 'i!lekii 16' yiggiiS, 

"Though a thousand fall on your left, ten thousand at your right 
hand, it will not approach you" 

civ 28 lilti!n [ahem yilqo{un, "When you give to them, they gather"; tipta]J 
yiid•kii yisb•'un, "when you open your hand, they fill up" 

Relative clause without 'aser 

Ps xviii 28 ki 'attiih 'am 'iini tosra•, "Indeed you are the Strong One who saves 
the poor" 



xxi 5 

xxxv 15 
xxxviii 14 

1 8 

!viii 8 
!xiii 10 

!xviii 11 

lxxiv 2 
18 

lxxxi 6 

lxxxv 9 

xc 5 
xcvii 10 

cxviii 22 

cxix 96 
130 

cxli 7 
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IJayyTm sii'al mimm•kii, "The life eternal he asked of you" (re
vised translation) 

w•/o' yiida'tl, "And they whom I did not know" 
wa'"ni k•/Jeres Iii' 'd:mii' uk•'illem Iii' yiptalJ plw, "But I am like 

a deaf man, who does not hear; and like a dumb man, who 
opens not his mouth." On 'dma' expressing third person singu
lar, see Psalms /, NOTE ad Joe. 

we'iiliitekii l•negdl tiimTd, "(nor for) your burnt offerings that are 
ever before me" 

k•mii mayim yithall•kii /limo, "like water that flows swiftly" 
w•hemmiih l•Sii'iih ycbaq<sii nap:ST, "But they who murderously 

seek my life" 
IJayyiit•kii yiis•bii bah, "your family that dwells in it" 
'"diil"kii qiinllii qedem, "your flock you acquired of old" 
'iiyeb IJerep yahweh, "the foe who blasphemed you, Yahweh," 

w•'am niibiil ni'"!iii s•mekii, "and the foolish people that reviled 
your name" 

scpat Iii' yiida'li 'esmii', "I beard the speech of one unknown to 
me" 

w•'el (MT w•'al) yiisiibii l•kisUih, "and to those who again confide 
in him" 

ke/Jii!jTr yulJ/iip (MT ya/J"liip), "like cut grass" 
'hby (MT 'iih"be) yhwh S:iin•'ii (MT sin•'ii) rii', "Yahweh, who 

loves those who bate evil" 
'eben mii'"sii habbiinTm hiiy•tiih l•rii's pin11iih, "The stone the 

builders rejected became the cornerstone" 
1eko/ likliih rii'W, "Than all the perfection I have seen" 
p•tab (MT petab) d•biirekii yii'lrii (MT yii7r), "Unfold your 

words which illuminate" 

kcmo piilab iibiiqa' (MT pii/e0 b iibiiqe"'), "like one rent and 
riven" 

9 mTde palJ yiiq•su IT, "from the clutches of the snare they spread 
for me" 

Accusative of means or material preceding its verb 

Ps v JO 

13 
viii 6 

xvii 10 

xviii 36 

xxxii IO 
xxxiii 5 
xxxv 7 

lcsoniim yab0 1Tqiin, "with their tongue they bring death" 
rii!jiin ta'{erennii, "you will •urround him with your favor" 

kiibiid w•hiidiir t6 'a(!Crehii, "with honor and glory you crowned 
him" 

belbiimii siigiirii (MT siig•ru), "they are clogged with their 
blubber" 

plmii dibb•ru, "with their mouth they speak" 

wlmTn<kii tis'iide11T, "with your right band you sustained me" 
w•'anwat6kii tarbe11l, "and by your triumph you made me great" 
IJesed ycsabcben11ii, "with love will be enfold him" 
besed yhwh miil•'iih hii'iire!j, "of Yahweh's kindness the earth is full" 

ristiim !mm (MT bi1111iim) biipcru l<11apSl, "with their net they 
stealthily spied on my life" 
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lxv 13 
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15 
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:tedeq miil•'iih y•minekii, ''your right hand is full of generosity" 
pikii siilal)tii b•rii'iih, "with your mouth you forge evil itself' 
ul•son•kii ta:jmid mirmiih, "and with your tongue you weave 

deceit" 
w•rual) n•dibiih tism•keni, "and by your generous spirit sustain me" 
lel)em (MT li51)em) yi/l)ii:jeni, "they harass me with both jaws" 
l)a!fa't pimi5 d•bar s•piitemi5 w•yilliik•du, "By the sin of their 

mouth, the gossip from their lips, let them be caught" 
w•gil g•bii'i5t tal)gi5ranniih (MT tal)gi5rniih), "and gird the hills 

with exultation!" 
'eliiyw pi qiirii'ti, "To him I cried with my mouth" 
weyayin l)i5mer (MT l)iimar) male', "and the bowl is filled with 

wine0 

qi5li •.. w•'e:j'iiqiih, "With my voice ... I desperately cry" 
gi5del (MT k•godel: the initial k belongs to the preceding word) 

z•ro'aka hater b•ne t•mutiih, "with your long arm preserve 
those condemned to die" 

b•riiki5t ya'/eh, "may he cover it with pools" 
w•kol misbiirekii 'innitii, "and with all your outbursts you afflict 

me" 
'orek yiimim 'asbi'ehu, "with length of days will I content him" 
umalkuto bakkol miisiiliih, "and by his royal power he rules over 

all." Note: miisiiliih is the third person masculine qatala form 
t•hom kall•bUs kissito, "You covered it with the ocean like a 

garment" 

weyayin y•sammal) l•bab '•nos, "and with wine he gladdens the 
heart of man" 

w•lel)em l•bab '•nos yis'iid, "and with food (he) sustains the 
heart of man" 

w•lel)em siimayim yasbi'em, "and with the wheat of heaven he 
gratified them" 

w•dibre sin'iih s•biibuni, "and with words of hate (they) surround 
me0 

21 l)asd•kii ha:f:fileni, "by your kindness rescue me" 
cxi 6 koal) ma'6 siiyw higgid /<'ammo, "His power by his works he 

manifested to his people" 
cxix 64 l)asd•kii yhwh miil<'iih hii'iire:t, "With your kindness, Yahweh, the 

earth is full" 
78 ki Jeqer 'iww•tuni, "because with guile they sought to pervert me" 
86 seqer r•diipuni, "by falsehood they persecute me" 

cxli 5 semen ro's 'al yiinir (MT yiini) ro'si, "With fine oil never let my 
head glisten" 

cxlii 2 qo/i ... 'ez'iiq/qoli ••• 'etl)anniin, "With my voice I cry ... / 
with my voice I beg . . . for mercy" 

cx.liii 10 rul)aka {obiih tanl)eni, "With your good spirit lead me" 
cxlvii 14 l)eleb IJiUim yafbi'ek, "with the finest wheat he sates you" 
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Ellipsis: 
double-duty pronoun 
ml, "who?" 

Ps !xiv 6-7 mi yir'eh lii.mo//ya/;p"sii ••• "Who looks down upon us?//Who 
can investigate ... 7" 

!xx.xix 7 mi • . . ya'arok l•yhwh/ /yidmeh l•ylzwh •.• , "Who . . . can 
compare with Yahweh?! /Who resembles Yahweh . 1" 

double-duty suffix 
with nouns-
the suffix is omitted in the first colon 

Ps iii 4 

vii 14 
x 3 

15 
xi 2 

xvi 4 
xvii 1 

xvii 4 

8 
14 

xix 8 

9 

15 

xxv 9 
xxvi 7 

xxxvii 14 
xxxviii 18 
xxxix 12 

xliv 11 
xlvi 5 

I 17 
!iv 9 
lvii 6 
lviii 11 
Jxii 5 

Jxvi 13 
Jxviii 10 

mii.giln (MT miigen)//k•bodi, "my Suzerain/ !my Glorious 
One" 

k•/e miiwet//l;i:,:,iiyw, "his lethal weapons! /his arrows" 
ta'awat//napso, "his desire/ /his appetite" 
ra' (MT rii')//ris'o, "his malice! /his wickedness" 
qe'Set//l;it;t;iim, "their bow//their arrows" 

middem (MT middiim)//s•piitiiy, "from my hands//my lips" 
fiedeq//rinniiti//t•pilliiti, "my plea for vindication! /my cry// 

my prayer" 
pe'u//ot 'iidem (MT 'iidii.m)//d•bar s•piiteka, "the works of 

your hands/ /the command from your lips" 

'iiyim/ I k•niipeka, "your eye/ /your wings" 
biinim/ I /•'o/•/ehem, "their children/ /to their offspring" 

nepe'S//pty, "my soul! /my mind" 

/eb//'eniiy (attaching the final mem of MT 'eniiyim to the 
first word of the next line), "my heart/ /my eyes" 

l•rii:,on// l•piinekii, "according to your desire/ /according to 
your will" 

bammispii.///darko, "in his justice/ !his way" 
todiih//nipl•'otekii, "your praise//your wonders" 

l;ereb//qastiJm, "their sword! /their bows" 
/•:,ela'//negdi, "at my side//before me" 
'iJwon//l;•miido, "his guilt! /his body" 
!iar//m•fon•'enii, "our adversary/ four enemies" 
'ir//misk•ni (MT misk•ne), "his city//his habitation" 
miisii.r//d•bii.rii.y, "my instruction! /my words" 
!iii.riilz//'oy•bay, "my adversaries! /my foes" 
riimiih//k•bOdekii., "your stature//your glory" 
nii.qiim/ I p•'iimiiyw, "his victory I /his feet" 
b•pi (attaching the final waw of MT b•piw to the following 

word as emphatic) I/ iib•qirbii.m, "with their mouth/ /but in 
their heart" 

b•'o/ot//n•diirii.y, "with my burnt offerings/ !my vows" 
gdem n•dii.bOt//nal;•/iit•kii w•nil'iih, "your generous rain// 

your patrimony and dominion" 
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lxix 34 
Jxxi 9 

12 
16 

lxxvii 12 
18 

lxxxvi 2 
lxxxix 2 

3 
xcvi 13 
cii 10 

16 
cviii 6 
cix 29 
cxix 7 

26 
59 

108 

109 

155 
160 
171 

cxxii 6 
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'ebyon"im//'as"iriiyw, "his poor/ !those bound to him" 
l•'et ziqniih//kiklOt kol;"i, "in my old age//as my strength fails" 
'•IOh"im//'•IOhay, "My God//my God" 
g•burot//#dqO.t•kii, "your mighty house//your fidelity" 
ma'a/ele yiih//pil'ekii, "your magnificent deeds//your marvels" 
qol//l)a~14eka, "your voice//your arrows" 
/)iis"id/ /'abd•kii, "devoted to you/ /your servant" 
l)asde yhwh//'•muniit•kii, "Your Jove, Yahweh//your fidelity" 
l)esed/ /'•muniit•kii, ''your love/ /your fidelity" 
b•~edeq//be'•muniito, "with his justice//with his truth" 
kallel)em//siqquway, "as my food//my drink" 
sem yhwh/ I k•bOdekii, "your name, Yahweh//your glory" 
rumah//k•bOdekii, "your stature//your glory" 
k•limmah//bostiim, "their disgrace/ !their humiliation" 
b•yoser lebiib//misp•/e #dqekii, "for your upright heart// 

your just ordinances" 
darke (MT d•riikay) I I l)uqqekii, ''your ways/ /your statutes" 
darke (MT d•riikO.y) I /'edotekii, "your ways/ /your stipula

tions" 
nidbOt pl//mispii/ekii, "noble utterances of your mouth// 

your ordinances" 
b•kappe (MT b•kapp"i) tiim"id//toriit•kii, "in your eternal 

hands/ /your Jaw" 
y•su'iih/ I l)uqqekii, "your salvation/ /your statutes" 
'emet//#dqekii, ''your truth! /your justice" 
t•hilliih/ I l)uqqekii, "your praise/ /your statutes" 
s•lom y•rusiiliiim//'ohabiiyik, ''your peace, Jerusalem/ !(those) 

who Jove you" 

cxxxviii 7 } 
cxliii 11-12 

1Fiiriih//'oy•bay, "my adversaries! /my foes" 
Note: abstract 1Fiiriih, "adversity," assumes concrete sense by 
virtue of the parallelism with concrete "foes" 

cxliv 6 
cxlix 5 

biiriiq I I MiF~ekii, "your shafts/ /your arrows" 
b•kiibod//'al misk•bOtiim, "in their Glorious One//on their 

couches" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with nouns--
the suffix is omitted in the second colon 

Ps xvii 2 
xviii 15 
xix 6 
xx 7 
xxi IO 
xxvii 5 

mispiif"i//mesiir"im, "my justice! /my integrity" 
1;4~iiyw//b•riiq"im, "his arrows//his shafts" 
l)uppiito//'oral), "its bower//its course" 
s•me qodso//g•burot, "his sacred heaven/ !his fortress" 
'appo//'es, "his wrath! /his fire" 
'oh0lo//b•~ur, "his tent//upon his mountain" 



xxxi 21 

24 

xliv 5 

xlviii 4 
Ii 14 
lix 4-5 

Ixiii 7 
lxiv 4 

Ixix 23 

Ixxiii 7 
Ixxiv 3 

Ixxvii 9 
19 
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beseter piinekii//b•sukkiih, "in the shelter of your presence! /in your 
abode" 

l)asidiiyw//'emunim, "those devoted to him//his faithful ones." 
The concrete meaning of the latter noun emerges from its 
balance with concrete "those devoted to him" 

ma/kl '•/ohay//m•~awweh (MT '•Whim ~awwi!h), "my King, my 
God/ /my Commander" 

'arm•n6tehii//misgiib, "her citadel/ !her bulwark" 
yi'S'ekii/ /w•rual) n•dibiih, "your salvation/ /your generous spirit" 
16' pi'S'i//w•IO' /;a!!ii'll//b•ll 'iiwon, "no guilt of mine//and no 

sin of mine/ /no misdeed of mine" 
y•~u'iiy / /' asmurot, "my couch/ /my vigils" 
l•soniim//diibiir miir, "their tongue//their poisonous remark"; cf. 

Psalms Ill, in connection with Ps cxx 4 
/ipni!hem//li'Se/umim (MT Ji'Sc/omim), "before them//even their 

companions" 
'i!ni!mo///i!biib, "their eyes/ !their heart" 
pe'amm•kii (MT p•'iimekii)//baqqodi!'S, "your own people//in 

your sanctuary" 
l;asd6//'6mer, "his kindness//visions from him" 
qol ra'am•kii/b•riiqim, "your pealing thunder//your lightning 

bolts" 
lxxix 3 diimiim//w•'en qobi!r, "their blood//with no one to bury them" 
lxxxv 10 yiS'o// kiib6d, "his prosperity //his glory" 
xcviii 1 
CV 27 
cvii 41 
ex 3 

cxix 138 
160 

cxlv 16 
cxlvii 1 

y•mino//z•roa', "his right hand//his arm" 
'6totiiyw I /umop•llm, "his miracles/ !and his prodigies" 
m•'oni (MT mi!'onl) //mi'Spal;ot, "his habitation/ !his clans" 
'ammeka (MT 'amm•kii)//n•dab61, "your Strong One//your 

Valiant" 
'i!dotekii//we'•munah, "your stipulations! /and fidelity to you" 
d•biir•kii/ / mispa/ (MT mispa!), "your word/ /your judgment" 
yadeka//ra~on, "your hand/ /your favor" 
'•/ohi!nu//t•hi/lah, "our God//our Glorious One" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with verbs-
the suffix is omitted in the first colon 

Ps xxxii 7 
xxxv 5-6 

11 
lix 14 

Ix 7 
CV 19 

40 
cxix 108 

palle{//t•sob•bi!ni, "save me/ !enfold me" 
dol;eh//rod•pam, "driving them/ /pursuing them" 
yequmun//yis'a/Uni, "they testify against me//they interrogate me" 
kalli!h//'uyyi!ni!m6 (MT 'i!ni!mo), "exterminate them// annihilate 

them" 
ho'Si'ah//wa'anenu, "give us victory//grant us triumph" 
b6'//~•rupathu (MT $"riipiit•hu), "came to him//was proved true 

by him" 
wayyiibi!'//yaSbi'i!m, "he brought them (quails)//he gratified them" 
re~eh-na' I I lamm•di!ni, "oblige me/ /teach me" 
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Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with verbs--
the suffix is omitted in the second colon 

Ps xvii 7 

11 
xxxii 5 

xii 3 

Iii 7 

lxxvi 11 
Jxxxiv 7 
xci 3 
xciv 20 

cvii 20 

l)os•dekii (MT l)asadekii)//mitqom•mim, "those who revile you// 
your assailants" 

s•biibunI// lin{ot, "they surrounded me//to pitch me" 
'odi'akii//lo' kissitI, "I made known to you//I did not hide (my 

guilt) from you" 
wil)ayyehU//y"'asser (MT y•'us'Sar), "May (Yahweh) give him long 

life/ /bless him" 
yitta.rekii (pausal form instead of MT)//y•l)attek (MT yabt•kii), 

"May (El) demolish you/ /unchild you" 
todekkii/ / tal)gor, "will they praise you/ /they will encircle you" 
y•situhu//ya'{eh, "(May he) tum it//(May he) cover it" 
ya.r~Il•ka/ /yiiqus, "he will free you/ /he will shield you" 
hay•l)obr•kii//yu.r~iir (MT yo.rer), "(Can the seat of iniquity) asso-

ciate with you// (the architect of disorder) receive your protec
tion ?" 

w•yirpii'em//wimalle{, "to heal them//to relieve them" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with the verb in one colon, with the noun in the other
the suffix is omitted in the first colon 

Ps ix 2 

lxxiv 10, 
18 

cvi 44 

cxix 39 
147 
148 

cxxxix 14 

'odeh-ko/ nip/e'otekii, "I will thank you-all your wonderful 
deeds" 

y•l)iirep--:Sim•kii, "he will blaspheme you-your name" 

wayyar'-rinniitiim, ''yet he looked upon them-their cry" 
yiigortI-mispii{ekii, "I revere you-your ordinances" 
qiddamtI-d•biirekii, "I looked toward you-your words" 
qidd•mu-b<'imriitekii, "(my eyes) looked toward you-on your 

promise" 
niipa/II niipol-'iiyom ma'aSekii, "I fall in adoration before you

so dreadful in your deeds" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with the verb in one colon, with the noun in the other
the suffix is omitted in the second colon 

Ps xi 1 

xvii 3 
I 23 

!vi 9 

napsI-nidhor k•mo (for MT nudu harkem) #ppor, "my life-you 
pursue me like a bird" 

biil)antii libbi//piiqadtii, "examine my hean//probe me!" 
y•kubb•dan•nI (MT y•kabb•diin•nI)--derek, "he will be feasted by 

me-my way" 
nadi//dim'iitI//hal'e (MT ha/a), "my lament//my tears//my hard

ship" 
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l:xix 2 
lxxx 10 

hos1'en1-niipd, "save me-my neck" 
foriisehii-watt•malli!', "her roots-you caused her to fill" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with the preposition in one colon, with the noun in the other
the suffix is omitted in the first colon 

Ps Ixxxiv 4 bayit//qen liih, "her home//a nest for herself' 
xc 1 mii'on//liinu, "our mainstay//(be) ours" 
ci 1 
cxxii 3 

besed umispiif//l•kii, "your love and justice//to you" 
k•'ir//lii.hu (MT liih), "as his city//by him" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with the preposition in one colon, with the verb in the other
the suffix is omitted in the first colon 

Ps Iv 4 'iilay//b•'ap, "upon me//to my face" 
l:xviii 21 liinu-to.yii.'ot, "for us--our escape" 
cxvi 17 l•kii-ub•sem, "to you-and in your name" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with the preposition in one colon, with the noun in the other
the suffix is omitted in the second colon 
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Ps cxxxvii 7 'iiru 'iiru 'ad hay•sod biih, "strip her, strip her, to her foundation!" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix 
with the preposition in one colon, with the verb in the other
the suffix is omitted in the second colon 

Ps Ixxxviii 8 'iilay//'i11n1tii, "upon me//you afflict me" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty suffix
exceptional cases 

Ps v 13 
vii 3 

viii 3 

xiii 4 
xviii 29 
xxx 8 

xxxv 15 

rii$611, "your favor" (see vs. 12 s•mekii, "your name") 
w•'en ma$$11, "with none to rescue me" (see w•ha$$1len1, "rescue 

me," and naps1, "my neck") 
l•mii'on (MT l•ma'an). "for your habitation" (see vs. 2 hod•kii, 

"your majesty," and vs. 3 .yor•rekii, "your adversaries") 
habbifii.h 'aneni, "Look at me, answer me!" 
tii'ir ni!ri yahweh, "you shine for me; my lamp is Yahweh" 
he"madtiih, "you made me (more) stable" (see hiiy111, "I was," of 

the second colon) 
qiire'u, "they tore me to pieces" (see ub•$al'1, "when I stumbled," 

'iilay, "about me," w•IO' yiida'li, "they whom I did not know," 
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x.xxvi 3 
xxxviii 13 

xiv 4 

liv 8 

lvi 3 
6 

!xiii 3 
Ixxii 3 
lxxiv 2 

lxxviii 6 
lxxxiv 3 

Ixxxvii 2 
xc 12 

xciii 5 

cvi 23 

cix 5 

cxi 6 

cxv 1 
cxix 49 

132 

cxxvii 3 
5 

cxxxviii 8 

cxxxix 

6 
16 

cxlvii 20 

Ellipsis: 
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and b•bonpi [MT b•banpl], "from slandering me," which be
longs to vs. 15 and not to vs. 16) 

ki heb•tiq 'eliiyw, "But his God will destroy him" 
dibb•rii, "they pursue me" (see the preceding word rii'iiti, "my 

misfortune") 
'al yiirek, "upon your thigh" (see barb•kii, "your sword," had•kii, 

''your splendor") 
bin•diibiih, "for your nobility" (with the suffix coming from liik, 

"to you," of the same colon, and from sim•kii, "your Name," 
of the next) 

sa'apu sor•ray, "my defamers hound me" 
dob•ray (MT d•biiray) y•'a~~·bii, "my slanderers vex me" 
baqqodd !Jazifikii, "in your sanctuary may I gaze on you" 
lii'iim, "to your people" (see vs. 2 'amm•kii, "your people") 
sebe{, ''your club" (see the following nabaliitekii, ''your patri

mony") 
wisapp•ru libnehem, "and might they tell them to their children" 
l•b<l.1r6t, "for your court" (see vs. 2 misk•n6tekii, "your dwell-

ing") 
'oheb, "he loves you" (see vs. 3 biik, "in you") 
hoda', "teach us" (see the preceding yiimenii, "our days") 
na'awiih, "(they) will laud you" (see the preceding l•bet•kii, "in 
your temple") 
mehas/Jit, "from ravaging them" (see l•hclmidiim, "to extermi

nate them") 
t•pilliih, "my prayer" (transferred from vs. 4) 

fobiih, "my good" (see 'iilay, "to my debit," and 'ahabiia, "my 
love") 

koab, "his power" (see ma'asiiyw, "his works," and 'ammo, "his 
people") 

kiibod, "your glory." The suffix comes from sim•kii, ''your name" 
diibiir /e'abdekii, "your word to your servant" 
miSpiif, "your wont" (see s•mekii, "your name") 
siikiir, "his reward" (see vs. 2 lidido, "to his beloved") 
'oy•bim, "his foes" (see 'clpiilo, "his quiver") 
yhwh yigmor b•'odi (MT ba'adi), "May Yahweh avenge me so 

long as I live" 
yhwh IJaqartani w•teda' (MT wattedii'), "Yahweh, examine me, 

and know me yourself!" 
da'at, ''your knowledge." Cf. vs. 5 kappekiih, ''your palms" 
yiimim, "my days" (see gi/ay-mi [MT go/mi], "my life stages") 
iimispiifim, "and his ordinances" (see vs. 19 !Juqqiiyw iimispiifiiyw, 

"his statutes and his ordinances") 

omission of the suffix with forms of Siima' 

Ps iv 4 yhwh yisma' b•qor'i 'e/iiyw, "Yahweh will hear me when I call to 
him" 



xxii 25 
xxxiv 7 

18 

Iv 20 
!ix 8 
lxvi 18 
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ubefowwe'a 'eliiyw siimea', "but when be cried, he listened to him" 
zeh 'iini qiirii' wyhwh siimea'// . .. hosi'o, "This poor man called 

and Yahweh heard him// ... he saved him" 
:ra'aqu wyhwh siimea'// . .. hi'!'!iliim, "When they cry, Yahweh 

bears them// ... rescues them" 
yisma' 'el, "El heard me" (see vs. 19 'immiim, "against me") 
ki mi somea', "For who will bear us?" 
lo' yisma' 'adoniiy, "my Lord would not have heard me" (see the 

first colon be/ibbi, "in my heart") 
19 'iiken siima' 'efO!zim, "But God did hear me" (see 1epilliiti, "my 

prayer," of the second colon) 
lxxviii 21 liiken siima' yhwh, "so when Yahweh heard them" 

59 siima' '•/Ohim, "God heard them" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty substantives 

Ps xii 4 kol sip"te IJalaqot//liison, "all pernicious lips//every tongue" 
I viii 5 kidemat IJamat niibiiS/ / kema peten, "like the venom of a ser-

pent/ /like that of an adder" 
lxv 12b-13a yir'apun diisen-yir'apu, "may (they) drip fatness; May (they) 

drip fatness" 
cxxxv 5 giidol yhwh//wa'adonenii mikkol 'efOhim, "Yahweh is great// 

and our Lord is greater than all gods." Cf. Ps lxxvii 14 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty verbs 

Ps iv 4 ud<'ii ki, "And recognize that," an introductory formula operating 
with both halves of the verse 

xviii 42 yefoww«u we'en mosia'//'al yahweh w•lo' 'iiniim, "They implored, 
but the Savior was not there,! /the Most High Yahweh, but he did 
not answer them." Note that here "the Most High Yahweh" of 
the second colon is the direct object of "they implored" at the 
beginning of the line 

lxvii 5 'ammim miSor//ul•ummim bii'iire'! tanbem, "You will lead nations 
into the plain,! /and peoples into the land" 

xci 9 ki 'otoh (MT 'attiih) yhwh mlJsy//'elyon .fomtii m<'onekii, "If you 
consider Yahweh himself your refuge,! /the Most High your 
mainstay" 

cxxi 2 'ezri me'im yhwh, "My help will come from the home of Yahweh." 

Ellipsis: 

The verb yiibO', "will come," is supplied from the second colon 
of the preceding line 

double-duty prepositions-
1el, "to11 

Ps xi 5 w•lo' pnniih 'el r•hiibim//w•sii/e kiiziib, "and who turns not to pagan 
idols,/ I or to fraudulent images" 
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Ellipsis: 
double-duty prepositions-
b• 

Ps xii 3 

x.xxiii 1 
7 

xlii 5 

!vii 5 
lxv 2 

5 

lxvii 5 

lxx.iii 8 
lxxxviii 
lxxxix 6 

civ 3 
CV 18 

30 
cxix 55 

6 

siipot (MT s•pat) /:1°/iiqot b•/eb wiileb, "with pernicious lips and 
a double mind" 

b-yhwh//nii'wiih, "in Yahweh! /in lauding" 
kones kened (MT kanned) //noten b•'o~iirot, "He gathers into a 

jar/ /He puts into storehouses" 
b•qol rinniih w•todiih//hiimon /:iogeg, "Amid loud shouts and 

thanksgiving//amid a festal throng" 
b•tok /•bii7m///oha!"im, "amid lions//amid those raging" 
dumiyyiih//b•#yyon, "in the mighty castle! /in Zion" 
nisb•'iih b•tub betekii//q•dos hekiilekii, "May we be fully im

bued with the beauty of your house,/ /the holiness of your 
temple" 

misor//bii'iire~, "into the plain! /into the land" 
b•rii'//'o'Seq, "against the Evil One! /against the oppression" 
bammefim//qeber, "In Death! /in the Grave" 
w•yodu iiimayim//biqhal q•dos"im, "In the heavens they praise 

I /in the congregation of holy ones" 
bammayim/ /'iib"im, "upon the waters/ /upon the clouds" 
bakkebel//barze/ ..• , "with shackles/ !through irons" 
'ar~iim// b•/:iadre, "in their land/ /in the chambers of" 
ballayliih//we'asmuriih (MT wii'e:fm•riih), "in the night! /and 

during the watch" 
89-90 ni~~iib bassiimiiyim ..• 'ere~ walla'amod, "more stable than the 

heavens ... more firmly than the earth shall it stand" 
cxxxv 6 bayyamm"im w•ko/ t•homot, "in the seas and in all the deeps" 
cxx.xvii 1 'al naharot biibel, "Beside the rivers in Babylon." biibe/ shares 

the preposition be of b•tokiih, "in her midst," of vs. 2 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty prepositions
kc, "like, as" 

Ps xx.xvi 7 

xlviii 7b-8a 

!viii 9 

xc 4 

cii 8 
cxxv 2 

k•har•re 'el//t•hom rabbiih, "like the towering mountains/ !like 
the vast abyss" 

/:IU kayyolediih b•rua/:i qiidim, "anguish like a woman in labor. 
As when by the east wind" 

k•mo sak/Ul (MT sab/Ul) //nepel 'eset, "Like one ravaged/ !like 
a woman's stillbirth" 

k•yom 'etmol •.. 'almuriih (the initial waw having been joined 
to the preceding verb) balliiyliih, "like yesterday ... like a 
watch in the night" 

k•#ppor I I bOded, "like a sparrow/ /like a chatterer" 
hiirim siibib liih wyhwh siib"ib /•'ammo, "Like the mountains 

round about her is Yahweh round about his people." hiir"im, 
"the mountains," shares the preposition k•, "like," of k•har 
#yyon, "like Mount Zion," of vs. 1 
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Ellipsis: 
double-duty prepositions-
/e "to, for" 
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Ps xxxviii 23 l)u'fiih l•'ezriifi/ /'adonay t•su'iiti, "Make haste to help me./ /0 
Lord, to save me!" 

!vii 7 rdet hekinu lip'iimay//kpp napsi, "They spread a net for my 
feet./ /a noose for my neck" 

!xx.xix 2 'oliim 'iiSiriih//l•dor wiidor 'odia', "for ever shall I sing./ /age 
after age I shall proclaim" 

cxiv 2 hiiy•tiih y•hudiih l•qodso//yisrii'el mems•lofi (MT mams•/Otiiyw), 

Ellipsis: 

"Judah became his sanctuary,/ /Israel his dominion" 
8 ha!f$Ur 'agam miiyim//l)alliimiS l•ma'y•nu (MT l•ma'y•no) miiyim, 

"(Who turned) rock into a pool of water I /flint into a flowing 
spring" 

double-duty prepositions-
min, "from, than" 
Ps !vii 4 yislal) missiimayim w•yosi'eni l)iirep (MT l)erep), "He will send 

from heaven to save me from the taunts" 
!xix 32 w•ti{ab lyhwh missor//piir maqrin mapris, "For this will please 

Yahweh more than a bull,! /than an ox with horns and hoofs" 
xciii 4 miqqo/ot mayim//misb•re yiim, "than the thunders of waters// 

than breakers of the sea" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty prepositions
'a/, "upon" 

Ps lxxii 6 ye red ... 'al ge:r.// . .. zarzipe (MT zarzip) 'lire$, "May he descend 
... upon the mown grass,// ... upon the scorched lands!" 

lxxix 6 s•pok l)amat•kii 'el (MT 'el) haggoyim .. .//w•'al mamliikot .•. , 
"Pour out your rage, 0 God, upon the nations ... //and upon 
the kingdoms ... " 

civ 3 haSsiim 'iibim r•kubO//ham•hallek 'al kan•pe rewal) (MT rual)), 

Ellipsis: 

"Who set his chariot on the clouds,/ /who travels on wings out
stretched" 

double-duty prepositions-
'im, "like" 

Ps cx.x 4 IJi~!fe gibbor s•nunim/ /'im gal)ale r•tiimim, "Like sharpened arrows 
of a warrior I /like glowing coals of broom" 

Ellipsis: 

(For the retroactive use of double-duty 'im, "with," in Gen xxx 8, 
see F. I. Andersen, JBL 88 [1969], 200) 

double-duty particles-
'a/, "not" 

Ps xx.xviii 2 'al ... tokil)eni//t•yass•reni, "do not reprove me//nor chastise 
me" 

Ix.xv 6 'al tiirimu//t•dabb•ru, "Raise not//nor speak" 
xc 3 'al (transposed from vs. 2) tiiseb//watto'mer, "Do not send back// 

nor say" 
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Ellipsis: 
double-duty particles
kl 

Ps xlix 11 kl yireh/ /ya}Jad (MT yal;ad), "If he looks/ /if he gazes" 
lxxxiii 19 ... kl 'attah sim•ka yhwh/ /l•badd•ka (MT l•baddeka) 'elyon, 

cxiv 5 
cxvi 10 

" ... that your own Name is Yahweh,/ /that you alone are the 
Most High" 

kl tanus/ /tissob, "that you fled/ /that you turned" 
kl '•dubbiir (MT '•dabber)//'unnetl (MT 'iinlll), "though I was 

pursued/ /though I was harried" 
cxxxviii 6 kl riim yhwh/ /w•gabOah, "Though Yahweh is the Exalted/ /and 

though the Lofty" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty particles
/O', "not" 

Ps ix 19 16' liinefab yiSSiikab 'ebyon/ /tiqwat • . . to' bad la'ad, "For not 
forever shall the needy be forgotten/ /nor the hope of . . . eternally 
perish" 

xxxi 9 16' hisgartanl •• ./ /he'emadtii ••• , "You did not put me ... // 
nor set ... " 

xliv 19 16' nasog 'iibor .. • //wattef ••. "has (masculine) not turned back 
.. .//nor strayed (feminine) ... " 

!ix 16 lo' yisb•'ii wayyiillnii, "not sated, they retire not" 
cxxxi 1 w•/o' hillaktl//'immiile' (MT 'im lo'), "I have not meddled/ /nor 

have I been filled" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty particles
/iimfJh, "why" 

Ps ii 1-2 /iimmiih riig•su goylm/ • ••• 
yitya$f•bU malke 'eref/ . .•• 

"Why do the nations forgather,/ ... 'l 
Why do kings of the earth take their stand,/ . • . '!" 

lxxiv 1 /amiih • • . ziinabtii liine$ab/ /ye'fon 'app•kii ... , "Why 
are you eternally angry'l//Wby do your nostrils smoke ... '!" 

lxxxviii 15 /iimiih .•. tiznab napfi/ /tastlr piinekii mimmennl, "Why ... do 
you rebuff me,/ /why do you tum your face from me?" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty particles
mah, "howl" "why" 

Ps iii 2-3 mah rabbii .. . //rabblm .. ./ /rabblm .•• , "bow many are ... // 
how many ... //how many ... !" 

Iii 3-4 mah tithallel •.. / / ... hawwot ral;sob, "Why do you boast .. ./ / 
... why do you harbor pernicious thoughts'!" 

xcii 6 mah giid•lu •• ./ /'iim•qu ..• , "How great ... //How deep ... l" 
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double-duty particles
'ad miih, "How long?" 
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Ps lxxix 5 'ad miih yhwh . •. .//tib'ar ... qin'iitekii, "How long, 0 Yahweh? 
. . .//how long will your zeal burn . . . ?" 

lxxxix 47 'ad miih yhwh .. . ///iine~al) ... , "How long, 0 Yahweh ... ?// 
How long, 0 Conqueror ... ?" 

Ellipsis: 
double-duty particles-
'ad miitay, "How much longer?" 

Ps xciv 3-4 'ad miitay .. . /'ad miitay .•. ya'a/Ozii 
yabbl'ii y•dabb•rii 'iitiiq/ . .• 

Ellipsis: 

"How much longer ... //How much longer shall ... (they) 
exult? 

How much longer shall they pour forth defiant words/ ... ?" 

double-duty particles
pen, "lest,, 

Ps xiii 5 pen yo'mar ... // ••• yiigilii, "Lest he should boast ... // ... lest he 
should exult" 

Ellipsis: 
other double-duty expressions 

Ps I 8 ID' 'al z•biil)ekii//w•o/Otekii, "Not for your sacrifices/ !nor for your 
burnt offerings (do I reprove you)" 

Prosody: 
double-duty modifier: 
vocative placed in middle 

Ps !vii 8 niikon libbi 
'•lohfm 

niikon libbi 
Firm is my resolve, 

0 God, 
Firm is my resolve" 

10 'od•ka bii'ammim 
'adoniiy 

•azammerekii ba/e'ummim 

"I will thank you among peoples, 
0 Lord, 

I will sing to you among nations" 

lxxxix 50 'ayyeh IJasadekii hiiri'sonim 
'adoniiy 

nisba'tii l•diiwid be'•miiniitekii 
"Where are those earlier acts of love, 

0 Lord, 
Which you promised on your fidelity to David?" 
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cxix 43 w•'al ta~~el mippl d•bar '0 met 
'ad mii'ed (MT m•'od) 

kl l•mispii{ekii (MT l•mispii/ekii) yihalfi 

"So do not remove the true word from my mouth, 
Everlasting Grand One! 

Indeed I wait for your ordinances." 

55 ziikartl ballayliih sim•kii 
yhwh 

w•'asmuriih (MT wii'esm•riih) toriitekii 
"I remember your name in the night, 

Yahweh, 
And during the watch your law" 

104 mippiqqudekii 'etbOniin 
'al ken 

siine'tl ko/ 'orah siiqer 
"Through your precepts I acquire insight, 

Most High Reliable One, 
I hate every false way" 

107 na'anetl 'ad mii'ed (MT m•'od) 
yhwh 

hayyenl kid•biirekii 
"I am afflicted to Calamity, 

Yahweh, 
Preserve my life according to your word" 

111 niihalti 'edotekii 
l•'O/iim 

kl S:•S:on libbi hemmiih 
"I have inherited your stipulations, 

0 Eternal One, 
Truly they are my heart's joy" 

(The same pattern with the vocative /e<o/iim "O Eternal Onel" 
placed in the middle recurs in vss. 142, 144, 160) 

140 ~·rupiih 'imriit•kii 
mii'ed (MT m•'od) 

w"abd•kii 'ahebiih 
"Your word is tested, 

0 Grand One, 
And your servant loves it" 

149 qoli sim'iih k•hasdekii 
yhwh 

k•mispii{ekii IJayyenl 
"In your kindness hear my voice, 

Yahweh, 
In your justice preserve my life" 

(The same pattern recurs in vss. 166 and 174) 
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169 tiqrab rinnati l•paneka 
yhwh 

kid•bar•ka habrneni 
"May my cry reach your presence, 

Yahweh, 
According to your word, give me insight" 

cxxxvii S 'im 'dkal)eki (MT 'dkal)ek) 

Prosody: 

y•rusa/em (MT y•rusalaim) 
tiskal) y•mrnr 
"Should I forget you, 

0 Jerusalem, 
Let my right hand wither" 

6 'im 10' 'a'a[eh 'att (MT 'et) 
y•rusalem (MT y•rusalaim) 

'al ro's siml)ati 
"If I do not raise you, 

0 Jerusalem, 
Upon my head in celebration!" 

double-duty modifiers 

Ps vi 11 yebOsii weyibbahalu ma'ed (MT m"'od) 
kol 'oy•bay 

yasiibii yebosii raga' 
"May they be humiliated and discomfited by Calamity

all my foes-
May they return and be humiliated by Perdition!" 

441 

(revised translation) 

vii 3 w•ha$.rileni pen yifrop 

xxi s 

xxii 26 

k"'aryeh 
napsi poreq w<'en ma.r.rrt 
"Rescue me lest he tear me apart 

like a lion 
Rending my neck with none to rescue me" 

l)ayyim sa'al mimm•kii 
niitattah lo 

'orek yamim 'olam wa'ed 
"The life eternal he asked of you 

you gave him 
Length of days, 0 Eternal and Everlasting" 

mi'etrka (MT me'itt•ka) t•hillafi 
b•qahiil riib 

ncdaray 'afo[/em niigid (MT neged) 

(revised translation) 

"One hundred times will I repeat to you my song of praise 
in the great congregation 

I will fulfill my vows, 0 Prince!" 
(revised translation) 
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xxvii 4a 

Iv 15 

'al)at sa'ala 
me'et yhwh 

• otiih 'abaqqes 
"One thing I have asked 

of Yahweh 
This do I seek" 

'aser yal)diiw namaq sod 
b•bet '•/6him 

n•hallek b•riiges 
"We used to take sweet counsel together

in God's house-
We used to mingle among the throngs" 

!vi 5 be'lohim biifal;ti 
10' 'rrii' 

mah ya'aseh bii.far Ii 
"In God I put my trust, 

I fear not, 
What can flesh do to me?" 

(revised translation) 

(Identical arrangement is present in vs. 12) 

)vii 5 

I.xix 14 

napSI b•tok /ebii'im 
'e"Sk•biih 

/ohafim b•ne 'iidiim 
"Myself amid lions 

I must lie 
Amid those raging for human prey" 

b•rob basdekii 
'anen1 

be'•met yis'ekii 
"In your great kindness 

answer me 
With your faithful help" 

lxxiii 25 mi Ii bassiimiiyim 
w•'imm•kii 

lo' l;iipQ.$11 bii' iire11 
"What shall I lack in heaven 

with you 
I shall want nothing on earth" 

lxxxiii 18 yebOsii w•yibbaha/u 
'ade 'ad 

w•yal;p•rii w•yo'bedii 
"May they be humiliated and discomfited 

for ever and ever 
May they perish in utter disgrace" 

J.xxxiv 3 niks•piih w•gam kiil•tiih napsi 
l•l;Q.$•rot yhwh 

libbi iib•siiri y•rann•nii 
"My soul longs and pines aloud 

for your court, 0 Yahweh! 
My heart and my flesh cry out" 
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lxxxvi 12 'od•ka 'adanay '•lohay 
b•kol l•babi 

'akabb•dah sim•ka l•'oliim 
"I will thank you, my Lord, my God, 

with all my heart 
I will glorify your name, 0 Eternal!" 

(Note: The waw of wa'akabb•dah has been omitted as 
secondary.) 

lxxxviii 6 bammefim J:iopsi 

xcii 6 

k•mo J:iafalim 
miSkabi (MT sok•be) qeber 

"In Death is my cot 
like the slaughtered 

My couch is in the Grave" 

18 sabbuni kammayim 
kol hayyom 

hiqqipu 'alay yii/:iid (MT yii/:iad) 
"They surround me like a flood 

all day long 
They close in on me alone" 

mah gad•IU ma'afekii 
yhwh mii'ed (MT m<'od) 

'iim•qu ma/:is•bOteka 
"How great your works, 

Yahweh the Grand, 
How deep your thoughts!" 

443 

(revised translation) 

xcviii 2 

9 

cii 3b 

20 

hodia' yhwh y•s!i'aio 
l•'ene haggoyim 

gilliih #dqato 
"Yahweh made known his victory 

before the eyes of the nations 
He revealed his vindication" 

lip•ne yhwh 
ki bii' 

liSpof ha'are~ 
"Before Yahweh 

when he comes 
To govem the earth" 

hatteh 'elay 'ozneka 
beyom 'eqrii' 

maher 'aneni 
"Tum your ear toward me 

when I call 
Quickly answer me" 

ki hisqip mimm•rom qodso 
yhwh 

miSSiimayim 'el 'ere!f hibbif 
"From his holy height looked down 

Yahweh 
From heaven to earth gazed" 
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cix 14 

20 

cxix 103 
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yizziiker 'awon '•bOtiiyw 
'el (MT 'el) yhwh 

w•l:w{!a't 'immo 'al timmiil; 
"Recorded be the iniquity of his father 

by El Yahweh, 
And his mother's sin not be erased!" 

zo't p•'ullat sof•nay 
me'et yhwh 

(w•)haddob•rim rii' 'al napsl 
"Let ignominy be the recompense of my slanderers 

from Yahweh, 
Of those speaking evil about me" 

mah nim/e~a /e/Jikki 
'imrotekii (MT 'imriitekii) 

ma diib•sa (MT midd•bcl) l•pi 
"How tasty to my palate 

your words, 
How sweet to my mouth!" 

140 ~·rupiih 'imriit•kii 

cxxi 6 

7 

mii'ed (MT m&Od) 
w•'abd•kii 'ahebiih 
"Your word is tested, 

0 Grand One, 
And your servant loves it" 

yomiim hclfomd 
16' yakkekii 

w•yiirea/:i balliiyliih 
"By day the sun 

will not strike you 
The moon at night" 

yhwh yismor•kii 
mikkol rii' 

yismor 'et napsekii 
"Yahweh will guard you 

from every evil 
He will guard your life" 

cxxxviii 2 'al /;asd•kii we'a/ 'amittekii 
kl higdaltii 

cxliii 1 

'al kol (MT kol) sim•kii 'imriitekii 
"Through your kindness and through your fidelity 

you surely glorified 
Before all your Name, your promise" 

be'•muniitekii 
'aneni 

b•~idaqiitekii 
"In your fidelity 

answer me 
In your justice" 
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IX. PAIRS OF PARALLEL WORDS 
IN THE PSALTER AND IN UGARITIC 

Scholars agree that these provide a sound criterion for assessing the literary 
relationships between the Psalter and Ugaritic literature. From this list of some 
one hundred and fifty-seven pairs of parallel words (strict parallelism is indi
cated by the symbol I I), collocations, and juxtapositions, the reader may judge 
to what extent the psalmists and Canaanite poets drew from a common literary 
fund. The order of the parallel pairs listed is alphabetic according to Hebrew 
spelling. 

'by "my father"//~wr "the Mountain" 
Ps !xxxix 27 

'dny "O Lord" ••• 'my "my mother" 
Ps lxxi 5-6 

1. Juxtaposition of 'hi "tent" and 
skn "to dwell" 
Pss lxxviii 55 (in reverse order), 
60b, cxx 5 (in reverse order) 

2. mskn "dwelling"/ !'hi "tent" 
Ps lxxviii 60 

'l:i "brother"//bn 'm "mother's son" 
Pss I 20; !xix 9 

'l:i "brother"/ fr' "friend" 
Pss xxxv 14 (in reverse order), 
cxxii 8 

1. 'y b "foe" I I ~r "adversary" 
Pss lxxxi 15; lxxxix 43 (in reverse 
order), 

2. ~rh "adversity-adversary" I /'yb 
"foe11 

Pss !iv 9, cxxxviii 7, cxliii 11-12 

'yby "my foes" //mtqwmmy "my 
attackers" 
Ps !ix 2 

I. 'wyb "foe" I I swn' "enemy" 
Pss xxi 9, cvi 10 (in reverse order) 

2. 'wyb "foe"//msn' "enemy" 
Pss xviii 41, !xviii 2 

'kl "to eat"//slh "to drink" 
Ps I 13 

'lmnwt "widows" ... yf:iydym "the 
solitary" 
Ps !xviii 6-7 

ab gr b'l ~pn 
UT, 125:6-7 

adn//um 
UT, 77:33-34 

ahl//msknt 
UT, 128:m: 18-19; 2 Aqht:v:32-33 

ab//bn um 
UT, 49:v1: 10-11, 14-15; Krt:8-9 

ab/ /r' 
UT, 1019:8, 10 

ib "foe" I I ~rt "adversity-adversary" 
UT, 68:9; 'nt:m:34;rv:48, 49-50 

ib "foe"//qm "attacker" 
UT, 76:11:24-25 

ib "the foes of"//fou "the 
haters of" 

UT, 51 :vu:35-36 

'kl! /sty 
UT, 2003:3 

yf:id//almnt 
UT, Krt:96-97 
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'Ip "a thousand" //rbbh "ten 
thousand" 
Pss xci 7, cxliv 13 

'nh "where?" //w'nh "Oh where?" 
Ps cxxxix 7 

Ps lxxv 3b ('ny), 4b ('nky) 

'r$ "earth"//'/hym "gods" 
Ps xcvii 9 

I. 'rs "the earth"// hrym "mountains" 
Ps~ xlvi 3, Ixxii 16, cxlvii 8, 15 
('d-m hrh, "toward the mountain," 
for MT 'd mhrh) 

2. hrym/ /'r$ 
Pss xc 21, civ 13 

3. 'r$ ... hrym 
Ps civ 5-6 

'r:f "the nether world"//ym "the sea" 
Ps xlvi 3 

'r~ "ground"/ /rpr "dust" 
Pss vii 6, xxii 30, xliv 26 
(in reverse order) 

'r!f "land"//sdh "plain" 
Ps Ixxviii 12b 

I. a) 'r$ "earth"//smym "heaven" 
Pss !xviii 9, Ixxxv 12 
b) smym/ /'r!f 
Ps lxxiii 9 

2. a) 'r!f wsmym "earth and heaven" 
Ps cxlviii 13 
b) smym w're "heaven and earth" 
Pss Ixix 35, cxv 15, cxxxv 6, 
cxlvi 6 

I. h'r• "the nether world"//rhwmwt 
"depths" 
Ps cxlviii 7 

2. thmwr h'r$ "the depths of the 
nether world" 
Ps lxxi 20 

3. 'r!i ... rhwm 
Ps xiii 7-8 

'Ip/ /rbt 
UT, 51:1:28-29; v:86.118-19; 
vm:25; 77:20; 2 Aqht:v:9-10; 
Krt:92-93.180-181; 'nt:1:15-17; 
IV:82; VI:4-5.17; 1019:4-5 

an Ian "where, Oh where?" 
UT, 49:1v:46-47 

UT, 51:1v:59 (an), 60 (ank) 

ilm ar!/ "gods of the underworld" 
UT, 62:18; 67:v:6; 1 Aqht:ll2, 
127, 141 

hrm/ far$ 
UT, 608:7, 9, 19 

ar:j ••• ym 
UT, 52:61-63 

ar$//'pr 
UT, 68:5; 76:u:24-25; 2 Aqht:1: 
28-29; 'nt:m: 11-12; 1v:52-53, 67, 
72-73 

ar,//sd 
UT, 49:u:l6-17, 19-20; 67:VI: 
6-7, 27-28, 29; 126:m:5-6, 7-8; 
'nt:m: 13-14; 1v:54, 68-69, 74-75 

ar,//smm 
UT, 52:62; 67:u:2 

smm/ /ar, 
'nt:u:39; 1v:87 

ar, wsmm 
UT, 126:m:2; 609:5 

smm . , . GI"$ 

'nt:m:21; pl. ix:m: 14 

ar!f//thmt 
'nt: III: 21-22; IV: 60-61 
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'sh "wife" I/ bn "son, child" 
Pss cix 9 (in reverse order), 
cxxviii 3 

b "in" I I bqrb "in the midst of" 
Ps lxxxii 1 

b//btwk 
Pss cix 30, cxvi 19 

btwk//b 
Ps cxxxv 9 

b/// 
Ps cv 2 (I ... l ••• b ••• ), 15 
(b ..• l ..• ) 

b "with" //t/Jt "under" 
Ps xci 4 

1. byt "house" I I IJ~r "court" 
Pss xcii 14, cxxxv 2 

2. IJ~r//byt 
Ps lxxxiv lla, c 

3. iwwt byt "the courts of the 
house" 
Pss cxvi 19, cxxxv 2b 

byt "house"/ /s//Jn "table" 
Ps cxxviii 3b, d 

s//Jn ... byt 
Ps xxiii 5-6 

byt "the house of" ... s'ry "the 
gates of" 
Ps cxxii 1-2 

bny "my son" I /yldtyk "I have 
begotten you" 
Ps ii 7 

bny hn'wrym "the sons of one's 
youth" 
Ps cxxvii 4 

b'dy "so long as I live"//l'wlm 
"for ever" 
Ps cxxxviii 8 

bfo (MT mbfo) "the Serpent"// 
ym "of the Sea" 
Ps !xviii 23 

UT, 2068: 19, w alth w bnh "and his 
wife and his children" 

b//bqrb 
UT, 51 :v:75-76, 123-24, 126-27; 
v1:5-6, 8-9; 2 Aqht 1:26 

b//btk 
UT, 75:1:20-21; 'nt:m:26-27 

btk//b 
UT, 128:m: 14-15 

2 Aqht:v:26-27 bd "in the hands or• 
I I lbrkh "on his knees" 

b//IQI 
2 Aqht:v:6 

bt///Jir 
UT, 5 I :1v:50-51, 62-63; v:90; 
128:11:22-23; 129: 19; Krt: 132-33, 
203-5, 260-61, 279-80; 'nt:v:46-47 

bt/ ill/mm "two tables" 
'nt:n:29-30 

t/Jrt bht "the gates of the house" 
'nt:n:3-4 

bt//lir 
UT, 1007:5-6 

ybn asld "O sons I have begotten!" 
UT, 52:65 

n'r//bn 
UT, 2068:25-26 

b'd 'Im "so long as eternity 
perdures" 
UT, 1019:6 

ym ... bln 
'nt:m:36-38 
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wyd' 'I knpy rwh "and he soared on 
wings outstretched" 
Ps xviii llb 

dyn "to judge" ... spf "to try" 
Ps vii 8-9 

sp{ "to govern"//dyn "to judge" 
Ps ix 9 

dyn "cause"/ /msp{ "rights" 
Ps cxl 13 

msp{-dyn 
Ps ix 5 

dyn "sentence" ... msp{ "judgment" 
Ps Jxxvi 9-10 

dkym "their pounding waves" ... 
rbym "stronger" 
Ps xciii 3-4 

di wytwm "the weak and the 
fatherless" 
Ps lxxxii 3 

dm'h "tears" ... bkh "weeping" 
Ps cxxvi 5-6 

bhykl "in the temple"// ks'w "his 
throne" 
Ps xi 4 

hrh "he is pregnant"/ /yld "he gives 
birth" 
Ps vii 15 

:r.qnh wfybh "hoary old age" 
Ps Jxxi 18 

wysthww "they will prostrate 
themselves" //wykbdw "and they 
will glorify" 
Ps lxxxvi 9 

hwh . . . kbd 
Ps cvi 19b-20a 

hwsh ly "hasten to me!"//'I 
t' hr "do not tarry!" 
Ps lxx 6 

byym "life eternal"/ /'rk ymym 
Ps xxi 5 

kl ymy hyy "a.II the days of my life// 
l'rk ymym "for length of days" 
Ps xxiii 6 

knp "wings" I I diy "pinions" 
1 Aqht: 114-15, 118-19, 122-23, 
128-29, 132-33, 136-37, 142-43, 
148-49 

dyn/ /tpf 
UT, 127:33-34, 45-47; 
1 Aqht: 23-25; 2 Aqht:v:7-8 

rbm "the Strong One"//dkym "the 
Pounder" 
UT, 49:v:2-3 

di "the weak" ... ytm "the 
fatherless" 
UT, 127:48-49 

bky "to weep"// dm' "to shed tears" 
UT, 62:9-10; 1 Aqht:34-35, 
173-74; Krt:26-27, 31-32, 39-40, 
60-61 

lksi "upon the throne" ... 
bhkl "in the palace" 
UT, 123:23, 25 

w[th]rn wtldn in UT, 67:v:22 
hry wyld in UT, 132:5 

sbt dqnk "the hoariness of your 
beard" 
UT, 51:v:66 

tsthwy wtkbdnh 
"she prostrates herself and honors 
him" 
UT, 49:1: 10; 51 :rv:26 

abs "I shall hasten ... ibr "I shall 
tarry" 
UT, 2009:11-12 

by np[s] 
wurk ym "and length of days" 

UT, 1018: 18-20 
hwt ... wnark "may you live . 

and enjoy length of days" 
UT, 76:11:20 
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l)mr "bowl" //msk "he will draw" 
Ps lxxv 9 

hn "favors" ... ntn "to give, 
bestow" 
Ps lxxxiv 12 

l)syl "grasshopper"/ /'rbh "locust" 
Ps lxxviii 46 

hfYm "the arrows" ..• 
'sptw "his quiver" 
Ps cxxvii 4-5 

1. hrb "sword" I /yd "hand" 
Ps xxii 21; cxliv 10-11 

2. wl)rb •.• bydm "but a ..• 
sword in their hand" 
Ps cxlix 6 

/wbtk "your rain"//dfo "fatness" 
Ps !xv 12 

/wb "good" //n'ym "pleasant" 
Pss cxxxiii 1, cxxxv 3, cxlvii 

ybl "to bring" //nhh "to offer" 
Ps Ix 11 

ydy "my hands"//'~b'wty "my arms" 
Ps cxliv 1 

yd "left hand"/ /ymyn "right hand" 
Pss xxvi 10, lxxiv 11, lx.xxix 14, 
26, cxxxviii 7, cxxxix 10 

ydy "my hands"//npfy "my throat" 
Ps cxlili 6 

1. yd' "to know"//byn "to 
understand" 
Pss lxxxii 5, cxxxix 2 

2. Juxtaposition in Ps cxix 125 

ywd'y "those who know"/ /yhlkwn 
"(those) who walk" 
Ps lxxxix 16 

yd'ty "I know" //'mdy 
"(present) before me" 
Ps 1 11 

ywm "one day"/ !'Ip "a thousand" 
Ps lxxxiv 11 

ymym "days"//snwt "years" 
Pss !xi 7, lxxvii 6, lxxviii 33 

bmr "bow1"//ymsk "he drew" 
'nt:1: 16--17 

yl)nnn "graces him" //ytn "gives" 
UT, 76:1: 12-13 

irby//hsn 
Krt: 103-5, 192-93 

utpt h:r.m "a quiver of arrows" 
UT, 1124:1, 2, 3 

yd "hand" I I l)rb "a large knife" 
UT, 128:rv:24-25 

dfo "plump"///bm "merry" 
UT, 602:5 

n' m "the Pleasant One" I I 
/b qi "the good/sweet voiced" 
'nt:1: 19-20 

ybl . •. mnl)yk 
UT, 137:38 

ydh "his hands" //u~b'th "his arms" 
Krt:157-58 

yd//ymn 
UT, 51:vu:40-41; 76:n:6-7; 
125:41-42, 47-48; 137:39; 
1 Aqht:216, 217-18; Krt:66-67 

nps • •• ydy 
UT, 67:1:18-20 

yd'//byn 
'nt:m:24 

yd't h/k kbkbm "she who knows the 
course of the stars" 
1 Aqht:51-52, 56, 200 

yd'm I yd't 'my sps b'lk 
UT, 2060: 14-15 

alp ymm "thousand days" 
UT, 1019:4 

ymm//fot 
UT, 1019:4-5 
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ymwt "days" I /snwt "years" 
Ps xc 15 

yldw "they were born"//wtJ:iwll 
"and came to birth" 
Ps xc 2 

ymym "seas"//l'mym "peoples" 
Ps lxv 8 

ym "sea"//nhr "river" 
Pss xxiv 2, !xvi 6, lxxii 8, lxxxviii 
12, lxxxix 26 

ym "sea"//thwmwt "deeps" 
Pss xxxiii 7, cxxxv 6 

ym "the sea"//r'fy tnyny 
(MT tnynym) "the heads of 
Tannin" 
Ps lxxiv 13 

ysb 'I ks' qdsw "(God) has taken his 
seat upon his holy throne" 
Ps xlvii 9 

sb "sit enthroned" ... mfh "mace" 
Ps ex 1-2 

sb "sit enthroned!" ... 'd "a seat" 
Ps ex 1 

ysb "(Yahweh) has reigned"///mspt 
"for judgment" 
Ps ix 8 

1. 'Snt "sleep" //tnwmh "slumber" 
Ps cxxxii 4 

2. nwm "to slumber"//y'Sn "to sleep" 
Ps cxxi 4 

1. ytwm "fatherless" //'lmnh "widow" 
Pss !xviii 6, cix 9 

2. ytwm w'lmnh "the fatherless and 
the widow" 
Ps cxlvi 9 

kdmwt "like"//kmw "like" 
Ps !viii 5 

kmw//k 
Ps lxxviii 69 

k . .. k ... kn 
Ps lxxxiii 15-16, ciii 15, cxxiii 2 

ymt//'Snt 
UT, 602:rev.: 11-12 

bl Id "go into labor, bear" 
UT, 75:1:25 

lim bp y[m] "the peoples of the 
seashore" 
'nt:n:7 

ym//nhr 
UT, 51 :n:6-7; 68: 12-13, 14-15, 
16-17, 19-20, 21-22, 24-25, 27, 
29-30; 129:7, 9, 21, 23; 137:22, 
26, 28, 30, 33-34, 41, 44; 'nt:m:36 

ym//thm 
UT, 52:30 

ym ... tnn 
'nt:m:36-37; 1003 :7-8 

ylb /ksi mlk "he has taken his seat 
upon the throne of his kingship" 
UT, 127:23 

ylb "he sits" .•. b! "staff, scepter" 
UT, 52:8-9 

ylb •.• l'dh "he sat upon his throne" 
UT, 127:22 

lbtk "your throne"//mtpfk "your 
rule" 
UT, 49:vr:28-29 

y'Sn "sleeping"//nhmmt "slumber" 
Krt:31-32 

snt "sleep"//nhmmt "slumber" 
Krt:33-34 

ytm "fatherless" I I almnt "widow" 
UT, 127:49-50; in reverse order in 
UT, 1 Aqht:r:24-25; 2 Aqht:v:8 

kirby "like locusts" I I km i)sn "like 
grasshoppers" 
Krt: 103-5 

k ... k ... km 
UT, 49:n:28-30 
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nkwn "(your throne) was 
established"//m'w/m "from 
eternity" 
Ps xciii 2 

klh Pi "to annihilate" ... mf:i!f "to 
smite" 
Ps xviii 38b-39a 

ks'w "his throne" //mlkwtw "his royal 
power" 
Ps ciii 19 

ksp "silver" I /yrqrq T;lrw!f "yellow 
gold" 
Ps Ix.viii 14 

I/ lb 
Ps Ix.xviii 61, cv 5 (in reverse order) 

lyhwh "to Yahweh"///mw r' "to the 
One Who Sees" 
Ps lxxvi 12 

lngdk "before you"/ /Im 'wr pnyk 
"in the light of your face" 
Ps xc 8 

11/'l 
Ps ciii 10, 17 (in reverse order), 
cxv l, cxxiv 2, cxlv 9 

lb "heart"/ /kbd (MT kbwd) "liver" 
Pss xvi 8, lvii 8-9 

lbm "their hean"//lhtnkl "to double
dealing" 
Ps CV 24 

lbnwn "Lebanon" ... ly'lym "to the 
wild goats" 
Ps civ 16, 18 

lbnwn "Lebanon"//sryn "Sirion" 
Ps xxix 6 

klbws ksytw "(you) covered it like 
a garment" 
Ps civ 6 

l/:lm "grain" ... yyn "wine" ... 
Smn "oil" 
Ps civ 14-15 

IT:im "food"/ /sqh Hiph "to cause to 
drink" 
Ps lxxx 6 

ll;m "food"//sqwy "my drink" 
Ps cii 10 

'l[m] "the Eternal"/ /dyknn "he who 
brought us into being" 
UT, 76:m:6-7 

mb!f/ /kly 
67:1: 1-2; 1 Aqht: 196-97, 201-2 

ks' mlk "the throne of kingship" 
UT, 49:v:5; VI:28; 127:23; 
'nt:IV:46 

ksp wyrq br!f "silver and yellow gold" 
Krt: 126, 138, 250-51, 269-70, 
282-83 

I/lb 
UT, 'nt:n: 12-13, pl. ix:m:S-9 

lln "to another"// Im nkr "to a 
stranger" 
Krt: 101-2 

I/ !'I 
UT, 608:7, 9, 19 

lb/ /kbd 
UT, 75:1:13; 1 Aqht:34-35; 
3 Aqht:rev.: 17-18; 'nt:n:26-27 

nklb personal name 
UT, 152:rev.:6; 301:rev.:IV:20 

dlbnn "of Lebanon" ... by'lm 
"from wild goats" 
2 Aqht:VI:21-22 

lbnn/ /fryn . 
UT, 5l:v1:18-19, 20-21 

lps yks mizrtm "For clothing, he is 
covered with a double garment" 
UT, 67:VI:16-17 

ll;m/ /yn/ /smn 
UT, 126:m: 13-16 

IT:im "to eat"//sqy "to drink" 
2 Aqht:1:3-4, 8-9, 11, 13-14, 
22-23 

lbm-sqy 
2 Aqht:u:30-38; v: 19, 29 
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bmdbr "in the wildemess"//kthmwt 
"the wasteland itself' 
Ps lxxviii 15 

mwt Pi "to slay"///:ilq Pi "to make 
perish" 
Ps xvii 14 

mfr "rain"//rw!z "wind" 
Ps cxxxv 7 

1nym "water"//Smn "oil" 
Ps cix 18 

mlk "king"//m'r~w "from his earth" 
Ps x 16 

mlk .•. drk 
Pss cii 23-24, cxxxviii 4-5, 
cxlvi 9-10 

mlk "to be king"/ /ysb "to sit 
enthroned" 
Pss xlvii 9, xcix 1 

mwnh mspr "who assigns a number" 
Ps cxlvii 4 

ndrw "make vows!"//fy "gifts" 
Ps lxxvi 12 

mnw!zty "my resting place" I /'Sb "I 
will sit" 
Ps cxxxii 14 

n!zltk wnl'h "your patrimony and 
dominion" 
Ps !xviii 10 

n/j's "serpent"//!zmt 'k:fwb "viper's 
venom" 
Ps cxl 4 

!zmt nQ.i' "venom of a serpent" 
Ps !viii 5 

nl;s "serpent"//ptn "adder'' 
Ps !viii 5 

lh111kl b'bdyw "to double-dealing 
with his servants" 
Ps cv 25 

npsm "their lives"//dmm "their 
blood" 
Ps lxxii 14 

bmdbr//thmt 
UT, 2001:3-5 

mt//blq 
UT, 49:1:13-14; 67:VI:9-10 

r!zkl /m{rtk "your wind .•. //your 
rains" 
UT, 67:v:7-8 

mlz "her water" ... Smn "oil" 
'nt:u:38--39; IV:86-87 

mlk • .. ars 
UT, 49:1:.37; 51:vu:43-44 

mlk "kingship"//drkt "dominion" 
UT, 68:10 

m/k//ylb 
UT, 127:52-54 

sprhn "their number"//mnthn "their 
count'' 
UT, 77:45-47 

bm ty ndr ''with a gift it was vowed" 
UT, 117:14 

a[bn .•. wanbn "I will sit and rest" 
UT, 49:m:l8 

bgr nQlty "upon the mountain of my 
patrimony"//bgb' tliyt "upon the 
hill of my dominion/victory" 
'nt:m:27-28 

!zmt "venom"/ ln!zs "serpent" 
UT, 607:11-12 

nQ.i'm "serpents" I I bn bln "snakes" 
UT, 607:75-76 

'bdnkl personal name 
UT, 321 :u:43 

dm ... npsh 
3 Aqht:obverse 24-25 
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nps sqqh "the throbbing throat" I I 
nps r'bh "the hungry throat" 
Ps evil 9 

nwsqy "his bowmen"//rwmy qst "his 
treacherous archers" 
Ps lxxvili 9 

ntn "he gave"//'$ "he produced" 
Ps cv 32 

ntn "to iJ.ve" //s/IJ, "to send" 
Pss lxxviii 24b-25b, cvi 15, cxlvii 
15a-16b (in reverse order) 

spr l)yym "the scroll of life eternal" 
Ps lxix 29 

spr "scroll" , , , ktb "to write" 
Pss lxix 29, cxxxix 16 

l'd "on his seat" I/ ks'w "his throne" 
Ps 1xxxix 30 

'd 'wlm "forever" . , . 'lmwt (MT 
'I mwt) "eternally" 
Ps xlviii 9, 15 

'wlm "eternity"//d(w)r wd(w)r 
Pss lxxxv 6, 1xxxix 5, c 5, 
cxxxv 13, cxlv 13 

'wp "to fiy"//d'h "to soar" 
Ps xviii 11 

'zy wzmrt "my fortress and my 
sentinel" 
Ps cxvili 14 

'z "triumph/stronghold" //m'd "the 
Grand One" 
Pss xxi 2, xlvi 2 

'zb "to put"//ntn "to give, allow" 
Ps xvi 10 

'zr "to save" I I pl! "to rescue" 
Ps xxxvii 40 

m'yn "spring"//brkwt "pools" 
Ps lxxxiv 7 

'm '/h "with them" . , , 'mnw ''with 
us" 
Ps cxxvi 2b-3a 

npS//nps 
UT, 49:u:17-18 

qst ••• nLq 
UT, 1123:1-3 

ytnt "present"//ufo "gift" 
Krt:135 

ytn//s/IJ, 
2 Aqht:VI: 17-18, 27-28 

l)ym "eternal life" ... aJsprk "I 
will make you number" 
2 Aqht:VI:26-29 

ktb spr hnd "he has written this 
letter" 
UT:I005:9 

l'dh "upon his seat"//lksi mlk 
"upon his royal throne" 
UT, 127:22-23 

'd 'Im slJ,r '/mt "forever an eternal 
dawn" 
UT, 1008: 14-15 

'/m//drdr 
UT, 68:10; 1 Aqht:154, 161-62, 
167-68 

diy lzmt ... hm t'pn "their pinions 
... if they fly" 
1 Aqht: 149-50 

'zk d_mrk 
UT, 602:rev.:9 

'z mid "very strong" 
UT, 54:13 

ytn//'db 
2 Aqht:v:26-27 

plt//'d_r 
3 Aqht:rev.: 13-14 

brky "pool" I /'n "spring" 
UT, 67:1:16-17; 604:A:6-8 

'm//'m 
2 Aqht:VJ:28-29, UT, 1015: 14-18 
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w'mwn "and with it"/ /'m "with" 
Ps lxxxiii 8 

'nh "to answer"//lzfyb "to reply" 
Ps Iv 20 

·~ "tree"//'rz "cedar" 
Pss civ 16, cxl viii 9 

pyd'ty "for I know"/wzyd "and what 
moves" 
Ps I 11 (Note: p has been 
detached from 'Ip of the preceding 
line; see NoTE on Ps I 10) 

pyhm "their mouth"//ymynm "their 
right hand" 
Ps cxliv 8, 11 

ph "mouth"//lswn "tongue" 
Pss !xvi 17, Ix.xiii 9, Ix.xviii 36, 
cxxvi 2 

py yspr "my mouth would count" 
Ps lxxi 15 

sprty "I proclaim" .•. pyk "your 
mouth" 
Ps cxix 13 

ph "mouth"/ /fph "lip" 
Pss Ii 17 (in reverse order), !ix 8, 
!xvi 14 (in reverse order), cxix 13, 
cxli 3 

ph "here" ... Sm "there" 
Ps cxxxii 14, 17 

p~1ym/'s, "coals, fire" 
Ps xi 6 (revised translation) 

lpnyw "before him"//p'myw "(in) 
his steps" 
Ps lxxxv 14 

pin "adder"// lnyn "serpent" 
Ps xci 13 

1. :;;nh w'/pym "small and large cattle" 
Ps viii 8 

2. fwnnw/ /"lwpynw "our sheep// 
our cattle" 
Ps cxliv 13-14 

:;;dq "justice" //mysrym "equity" 
Pss ix 9, !viii 2, xcviii 9 

:;;dyqym "the just"//ysrym "the 
upright" 
Ps ex! 14 

'm//'mn 
'nt:w:21-22 

'ny/ /lwb 
UT, 12l:n:7-8; 1 Aqht:180-81 

·~//arz 
UT, 5l:VI:18-19, 20-21 

w'lmh "and unto eteroity"//pdr.dr 
"and for evermore" 
1 Aqht:168 

ymn "right hand" .•. bphm "into 
their mouth" 
UT, 52:63-64 

pf //Sn 
Palais royal d'Ugarit v:124:2-3 

bpy sprhn "in my mouth is their 
count" 
UT, 77:45-46 

p/ /spt 
UT, 68:6; 77:45-46; 1 Aqht:75, 
113, 127-28, 141-42 

p "here" ... lmt "there" 
UT, 54:12, 18 

iSt "fire"// pl;lrµm 
UT, 51:n:8-9; 52:41, 44-45, 46, 48 

p'n "foot" ... pn "face" 
'nt:w:29-3 l 

tnn "Tannin"/ /bln "serpent" 
'nt:m:37-38 

a/pm [ap] #n "large and small cattle" 
UT, 5l:VI:40-41 

alp/ /#n 
UT, 5:6-7 

:;;dqh "his righteousness"/ /ysrh "his 
right" 
Krt: 12-13 
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iidq wslwm "justice and well-being" 
Ps lxxxv lib 

yqdmw pnyk "they stand before you" 
Ps lxxxix 15 

qdmw "in front" I I btwk "in the 
middle" 
Ps !xviii 26 

qds "the holy ones"//'/ "god" 
Pss Ixxvii 14, lxxxix 6-7 

qw/ "thunder"//brqym "lightning 
bolts" 
Ps Ixxvii 19 

qst "bow" I I biim "their arrows" 
Ps xi 2 

r's "head"// qdqd "skull" 
Pss vii 17, !xviii 22 

r'bym gm ifm'ym "hungry and thirsty" 
Ps cvii 5 

Sdh "field"// krm "vineyard" 
Ps cvii 37 

1. sml; "to rejoice" I I gyl "to leap 
with joy" 
Pss xvi 9, xlviii 12, xcvi 11, cxlix 2 

2. Juxtaposition: gyl-Sml; 
Ps cxviii 24 

sml; "he gladdens" I I lhiihyl "he truly 
makes resplendent" 
Ps civ 15 

sph "lip"//lswn "tongue" 
Pss cxix 171-72, cxx 2, ex! 4 (in 
reverse order) 

sb'ym "seventy"//smwnym "eighty" 
Ps xc 10 

sbrt r'fy "you smashed the heads 
of (Tannin)" 
Ps Ixxiv 13 

ifdqslm personal name 
UT, 119:23; 142:4; 300:28; 
1116:11; 2039:5 

ii/qslm personal name 
UT, 1005:4, 10, 14 

qdmh "before him"/ /wtk pnh "right 
in front of him" · 
UT, 51:v:107-8 

qdmh "before him"//wtk pnh "right 
in front of him" 
UT, 51:v:107-8 

ilm "gods" I/ bn qds "sons of 
holiness" 
UT, 137:20-21, 37-38; 2 Aqht: 
1:3-4, 8-9, 13-14, 22-23 

ql//brqm 
UT, 5l:v:70-71 

qst//J;r.m 
UT, 1123:1-2 

ris//qdqd 
UT, 67:VI:15-16; 127:56-57; 
2 Aqht:VI:36-37 

rgb//{Jm' 
UT, 51:1v:33-34 

sd • .• krm 
UT, 77:22; 1079:6 

smb//gy/ 
UT, 125:14-15, 99 

smb//iihl 
UT, 2 Aqht:n:9 

spt "lip" I /[L]fo "tongue" 
UT, 67:11:2-3 

sb'[m]//tmnym 
UT, 128:1v:6-7 

ylbr ... risk "may he break/smash 
your head" 
UT, 127:55-56; 137:7-8 
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syr wzmr "to sing and play" 
Pss xxi 14, xxvii 6, lvii 8, cvili 2 

fyr//zmr 
Pss !xviii 5, ci l, civ 33, cv 2a, 
cxliv 9 

slwm "peace"//mlbmh "war" 
Ps cxx 7 

slbn "table" I I kwsy "my cup" 
Ps xxiii 5 

smym//'rf//ym 
Ps xcvi 11 

smym w'rf//ym(ym) 
Pss lxix 35, cxxxv 6, cxlvi 6 

smym "heaven"//ymym "seas" 
Ps lxix 35 

smw "his heavens"//rkb b'rbwt "for 
the Rider of the Clouds" 
Ps lxviii 5 

smym "heaven" I I thwmwt "depths" 
Ps cvii 26 

kSmn "like oil"//k!l "like dew" 
Ps cxxxili 2a, 3a 

Sm, "to hear" ... 'nh "to answer11 

Ps Iv 20 

l. yrb "moon"//sm:f "sun" 
Ps civ 19 

2. sms wyrb "sun and moon" 
Ps cxlviii 3 

spl "to be low" //rwm "to be high" 
Pss lxxv 8, cxxxviii 6 

tSrS srfyh "you made her strike 
roots" I /'rf "land" 
Ps lxxx 10 

ysr wyt;f_mr "he sings and plays" 
UT:602:3 

mlbmt//slm 
'nt:m: 12-13 

bllbny//bks 
UT, 51:lll:15-16 

arf/ /smm ... smm/ /ym 
UT, 52:61-63 

smm//ym 
UT, 1003:6-7 

smm "heaven" ... rkb 'rpt "the 
Rider of the Clouds" 
'nt:u:39-40 

smm//thmt 
'nt:rn:21-22 

smm wthm 
UT, 607:1 

fl//Smn 
'nt:u:39; rv:87 

Sm' ... 'ny 
UT, 129:17-18 

'ny ... Sm' 
UT, 3 Aqht: obverne: 11-12 

spS//yrb 
UT, 77:3-4 

sps wyrb 
UT, 5:11, 14; 602:11 

spl//rwm 
UT, 52:32 

srsk bar:f al yp' "May your roots 
not flourish in the earth" 
UT, 1 Aqht: 159-60 
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'abad, to flee, 318 
'abad manas, flight has fled, 318 
'abot, father, xxvn, 104 
'abne bor, sons of the Pit, 324 
'adam, land, earth, 40, 205 
'adan, Lord, xxvm, 58, 136, 260 
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'awah, to lodge, 129 
'awah, to sigh, complain, 70f. 
'al;ialay, Oh that!, 174 
'alJ"rit, future life, XLVIIf., LI, 

103f. 
'al:i,aron, the Last, 184 
'al, lest, 187 
'al, not, 200 
'al mawet, immortality, 218 
'am~, to be mighty, 319 
'amar, to see, 60, 182f., 297 
'anah, to meet, 108 
'anah, Where?, 289 
'asir, prisoners, 19 
'apah, to arouse, 93 
'aralJ, to depart, 286 
'aram, Aram, 274 
'

0ron, ark, 245 
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'

0 for, since, 294 
'
0 ser, because, 178, 301 

'aser, so that, 233 
'aser, happy, 129 
'aspah, quiver, 224 
'att, you, 147, 148, 272 
'ed, Calamity, 148 

'•dam, Edom, 274 
'el, toward, 255, 277 
'el, El, God, XXVlll, 21, 314, 

322, 325 
'el 'elohim, the God of gods, 

x:xxrx, 265 
'el yahweh, EI Yahweh, xxvrf., 

XXXIII, XXXIX, 99, 104f., 160 
'el ma'ed, EI the Grand, xL, 318 
'•IOhim, gods, 276 
'clohim 'el, God El, XXXIX 

'•IOhim ma'ed, God the Grand, 
XL 

'•lohim 'ozer, God the Helper, XL 

'el 'elyon, God Most High or El 
Elyon, xxxrx 

'•lohlm 'elyon, God Most High, 
XXXIX 

'el 'olam, EI the Eternal, 117 
'el qedem, El the Primeval, xu 
'emar, vigor, 21 
'•met, truly, 111 
'emim, gods, 152 
'en, not be, 333 
'en yes, there is not, 262 
'e~baa•, arm, 329 
'ere~, nether world, 28, 305, 314, 

324, 345, 353f. 
'es, fire, 354 
'es, hellfire, 304f. 
'et paneka, before your face, 307 
'imrah, promise, 278 
'ISim, men, 309 

* Since it is furnished with a very detailed table of contents, THE GRAMMAR OF 
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'isser, to bless, 332 
'ohel, canopy, 243 
'ayah, Woe!, 197 
'oyeb, Foe (=Baal), 191 
'oyeb, Foe (=Death), 14, 323 
'okel, Devourer (=Death), 12 
'omer, word, 313 
'

0niyyot, ships, 45 
'or, daylight, 291 
'or, Sun, 127f. 
'oto, him, himself, 20, 174 
'us, to give, produce, 61, 128 
bagodah, treacherous, 273 
badaq, fissure, 261 
bahal, to expire, 46 
bahem, by them, 296 
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bal:zan, to assay, 231 
ba(uaf!, trusting, 128f. 
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bal, never, 311, 350 
balah, to wear out, 22 
bata', to swallow up, 88 
banah, to build anew, 17, 345 
ba'adenl, all round me, xxx, 292 
baqa', to rive, 313 
blir, shining one, 53 
baraq, lightning, 261 
barzel, iron, 57 
b•, after, 68, 69 
b•, against, 87, 212, 312 
b•, from, XXIX, 15, 71, 82, 95, 

131, 140, 156, 183, 201, 
225, 287, 292, 293, 305, 
332, 352, 357 

b•, than, 11, 183 
b•, with: see also beth comitatus, 

310 
ba/:zlr, chosen one, 52 
b•yom, when, 278 
ben '•nas, son of man, 330 

b"'od, so long as, 282 
b•qa'ot, nether chasm, 37 
b•qereb, am.id, 280 
biqqes, to seek, 43 
bO, in him, 159 
bO, then, 43 
bO', to bring, 61, 62, 323 
bOded, chatterer, 13 
bOqer, dawn, 325 
bas, to be humiliated, 225 
bottlm, houses, 103 
buz, scorn, 17 6 
gabOah, Lofty One, 279 
gag, housetop, 232 
gabar, to be numerous, 127 
gadol, Great One, 93 
gadol, tall, 44 
gazar, to divide, 266 
galah, to strip, 17 6 
gam, loudly, 269f. 
gamal, to requite, 17 5 
gamar, to avenge, 175, 282 
ga'ar b•, to rebuke, 69 
ge'im, the presumptuous, 302 
geber, man, 229 
g"bOhim, Lofty One, 69 
g•but, hill, 62 
g"bUl, city limit, 348 
g<burah, warriors, 225 
g•bUrot, might, 67, 360 
g<dOlot, lofty matters, 238 
geJem, rain, 61 
giddel, to consider great, 150 
giddel, to train, 332 
gll, to rejoice, xxxm 
gll, life stage, 295 
godel, length, 44 
dabar, commandment, 181, 190 
dabar, pact, 53, 62, 117 
diibar, word (=thunder), 348 
dabaJ, to be sweet, 184f. 
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diil;iih, to fling headlong, XLIV, 

158 
diil;ap, to drive out, 306 
dakkii', Slime, 323 
diil, door, 309 
dalal, to be low, weak, 318 
diilap, to sag, 76, 177 
diilaq, to be fiery, 197 
diimlm, blood, 75 
damlm, idols, 297 
da'at, knowledge, 288 
diirak, to hold sway, 299 
d'biis, honey, 184f. 
dcl;I, Banishment, 148 
derek, power, dominion, 3, 20, 

178, 278, 342 
derek, throne, 119 
dibber, to gossip, 176 
dibber, to pursue, 100, 148, 192, 

225 
dim'iih, Tears, 148 
dinneb, to rout, 118 
dl'ek, to crackle, 158 
dor, abode, 127 
dumiih, Fortress, 143 
dur, to last, 22 
ha, who, which, 204f., 208 
hiigiih, to emit sound, 140 
hiigilt, Phoenician infinitive abso

lute, XXXI 

hiidiir, splendor, Majesty, 116, 
337, 344 

hadom, footstool, 114, 245 
h0 /o', Look!, 298, 324 
hiilak, to march, 280 
hiilak, to pass away, 107f., 216 
hiilam, to strike, 271 
hiimiih, to sigh, 147 
har, Mountain, 200, 215 
hiirlm, celestial mountains, 36 
hiirag, to slay, 261f. 
hiiribbiih, rain down, xxx1f. 

hemmiih, Look!, 86 
heriih, toward the mountain, 348 
hale/, to mock, 14, 271 
hosl"h, to give victory, 281 
hu', alone, 6 
we, 0 ! : see also Vocative waw, 

297 
we, truly: see also Emphatic 

waw, 160, 180, 318 
ziikar, to record, xxv1f., 104 
ziikilr, mindful, 28 
zaniih, to practice idolatry, 75 
zii'aq 'el, to cry to, 82 
ziiriih, to survey, 287 
zeba!J,, banquet, 73f. 
zeh, which, 37 
zeh, whom, 45 
zeh hayyiim, One of The Sea, 44 
zeh moseh, One of Moses, 44 
zeh slnay, One of Sinai, 44 
zeh siilom, One of Peace, 44 
zeker, throne, 16f., 141f. 
z"mlrot yifrii' el, Sentinel of Israel, 

116 
zimmiih, idols, 191 
zo, which, 246f. 
zo't, indignity, 106, 180 
/:iiibal, to deal corruptly, 302 
l;iiziih, to gaze upon, LI, 295 
IJ,ii(ab, to carve, 332 
J:iayylm, eternal life, XLVI, LI, 

251, 318 
/:iii/al, to pierce, 107, 110 
l;iilam, to dream 218f. 
/:iiiliip, knife, 332 
/:iiilaq, to create, 180 
/:iiisld, Kind One, 31 lf. 
l)ii~ab, to carve, 332 
l;ii~er, court, 259 
l)iiqar, to examine, 285 
/:iiireb, to be dry, 69f. 
l;iiras, to plow, 231 
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f;afok, to grow dark, 43 
f;ebel, band, 146, 181 
hebel, hill, 55 
f;eder, chamber, 61 
f;eleb, kidney fat, 348 
f;esed, rampart, 329 
f;esed, strength, 347 
f!epe~, business, 88f. 
f;e~, arrow, 196, 224 
f;eq, bosom, 175 
f;ereb, sword, 328, 33 lf. 
l;itte', to unsin, xx 
f;inniim, secretly, 202, 291 
hokmot, wisdom, XXXI, 28 
f;ol, sand, 218f. 
f;oq, decree, 353 
f;osek, Darkness, 127, 292, 305 
J:tiig, to gyrate, 87 
fal, dew, 252, 253 
fiimiin, Hidden Place, 294 
ferep, nourishment, 123 
ferep, prey, 43 
tab, beauty, 26f. 
tab, good, propitious, 265 
fob, Good One, 46, 54, 125, 187, 

191 
tab, precious, 182 
fob, sweet, 251 
tobiih, Good One, 46 
yiibes, to wither away, 233 
yiid, clutch, 314 
yiid, left hand, 81, 280, 281, 

290, 329 
yiida', to care for, 5 
yiida', to know, acknowledge, 

260, 350 
yhwh 'el, Yahweh El, XXXIX, 20, 

298, 314, 322, 325 
yhwh yiiriimu, Yahweh the Ex

alted, XL 

yhwh mii'ed, Yahweh the Grand, 
xxxn, XL, 99, 109, 319, 336 

yhwh mal;isi, Yahweh my refuge, 
XL 

yhwh 'ozer, Yahweh the Helper, 
XL 

yhwh 'elyon, Yahweh Most High, 
XXXIX 

yhwh 'oliim, Yahweh the Eter
nal, XLI 

yhwh ~addiq, Yahweh the Just, 
231 

yhwh-m #yyon, Yahweh of Zion, 
115 

ya/:tid, alone, 205 
yiim, sea, 218 
yiimin, right hand, 201 
yiisad, to found, 22 
yiisar, to instruct, 58 
yiiqiir, weighty, 296 
yiiqa'S, to snare, 103 
yiire' to fear, 178 
yiirea/:t, moon, 202 
yiiraJ, to seize, 63 
yark•te, innards of, 228 
yiirumu, the Exalted, 303 
yii'Sab, to sit enthroned, 113, 208 
yiiSab, to sit (with accusative), 

206 
yiisiir, upright, 189 
y•gia', earnings, 103 
y•didyiih, beloved, 223 
y•sod, foundation, buttock, 273 
yes, wealth, 270 
y•si.fim, the Venerable, 69 
y•su'iih, victory, 158 
yiqqar, to consider precious, 149 
yom, the day, 273 
yoqes, fowler, 213 
yoser lebiib, uprightness of heart, 

174 
kiibod, adoration, 72 
kiibOd, Glorious One, 357 
kiiliih, to end, 5 
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kiiliih, to pass quickly, 11 
kiiniip, wing, 289 
kiip, palm, 288 
klitab, to write, 295 
kebel, shackle, 56 
ken, the Reliable, 223, 227 
ken, so, 85 
kl, alone, 353 
kl, because, xxx, 206 
kl, How!, 229, 278f., 344 
ki, indeed, truly, 157, 179, 185, 

192, 198, 215, 228, 259, 
260, 270, 287, 292, 312, 325 

kibbed, to feast, xxxmf., LI 

kisse', to enthrone, xxxnf. 
kissiih, to submerge, 325 
kohen, priest, 117 
kOI, content, 192, 193 
Iii, not, 60 
Iii' iih, to prevail, 288 
labb•qiirlm, like cattle, 6 
liihu, by him, 205 
lii/:zam b•, to dine on, 311 
layliih, Night, 291 
lamrniih, lest, 140 
liimo, upon it, 231 
lii'az, to speak foreign tongue, 

134 
liiqal:z, to take, LI 

l•, from, XXIX, 13, 16, 123, 156, 
183, 191, 353, 355 

l•, O!: see also Vocative lamedh, 
190, 302 

1•, than, 184 
[•, truly, 187 
l•'ummlm, rulers, 254 
lebiib, heart, 298 
lel:zem, grain, 40, 56, 62 
lel:zem, two jaws, 12 
li!lot, watches of the night, 255 
l•ma'an, provided that, 216 

limmed, to teach, 329 
liSsen, to slander, 5 
ma'"wlih, wish, 303 
rnii'ed, Calamity, 148 
mii'ed, Grand One, XXVI, xxvm, 

59, 109, 184, 189, 318, 336 
miigiin, Suzerain, XXI, xxxvrn, 

141, 186, 282, 329 
mad, robe, 252 
madl:zepot, Exile, 306 
mah, How!, 184, 196 
mahamiirot, Miry Bog, 305 
mii/:ziih b•, to erase from, 104 
rnii/:zoz, port, 88 
mfi/:z~. to smite, 118 
mii/:zar, to appraise, 103 
miiwet, Death (local sense), 147 
maffeh, stalk, 56 
mayim ziirlm, flowing waters, 34 
mayim rabblm, nether waters, 

331 
miikak, to collapse, 76 
rniile', to be full, 23 Sf. 
mamliikiih, king, 20f., 262, 266 
manl:zll, Bestower of Succession, 

119 
man'am, delicacy, 309 
masger, Prison, 317, 319 
ma'aliih, extolment, 195 
ma'a[ot, ascents, 194 
mii'on, habitation, 90 
ma'ariib, west, 28 
ma'aseh, storehouse, 39 
ma'aseh, work, 282 
m~ii', to learn about, 245 
mii.yii', to reach, 146 
miiqom, home, 29 
miiqaq, to rot, 12 
miirom, height, 352 
miirar, to be powerful, 21f., 75 
rniisal:z, to anoint, 5 5 
masak, to extend, 103 
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mafol, to rule, 29f. 
me'ad, of old, 293f. 
m"'od, much: see also mii'ed, 

Grand One, 318 
me'iiz, of old, 295 
m•/a' kiih, trade, 86 
melek 'oliim, King of Eternity, 

336 
melek 'olam wa'ed, Eternal and 

Everlasting King, XLI 

memJatah, subject, 30 
me'al, above, 94 
me'im, from the home, 200 
me~ar, Confinement, 156 
merl:ziib, the Broad Domain, 1$6 
m•ral:zem, the Comforter, 116 
merlJiiq, distance, 280 
m•te 'olam, the men of the eter-

nal home, 323f. 
metlm, gods, 73f. 
mesek, seed pouch, 221 
ml, whoever, 91 
mt ah, to increase a hundredfold, 

107 
midbar, wilderness, 59 
mil/:ziimiih, war, 198 
mille', to heap high, 118 
milliih, word, 287 
millel, to speak, 67 
min, in, 159 
min/:liih, gift, tribute, 95 
mispiir, number, 345 
mipliif, haven, 329 
miskiinat, a dwelling, 244 
mispiif, court, 323 
mispiif, custom, 188 
m.Of, Quagmire, 200 
m.Olek, kingdom, 267 
m.O'ed, season, 43 
mo~ii', utterance, 193 
moqed, brazier, 11 
maqes, lure, 314 

motet, to slay, 105f. 
mu/, to fall, 304 
mul, to circumcise, 157 
-nii', energic particle, 149 
niiba' to pour forth, 337 
niigld, leader, XXXVllI 

niifJiih, to lead, Lf., 76, 95, 299, 
326 

nal:zal, torrent, 212 
na/:lliih, like a torrent, 212 
niil:ziiS, serpent, 302 
niifiih, to taper, 107 
nii'lm, dulcet, 313 
na'ar, lad, 108, 140 
niipal, to fall (into Sheol), 158 
11i4ar, to guard, 310 
niiqa'S, to seize, 103 
nasii', to raise, 297 
niitan, to display, 140 
niitan [•, to entrust, to, 142 
n•dabiih, nobility, 2 
n•diibot, noble utterances, 185 
nekel, wiliness, 59 
nepes, neck throat, 56, 71, 83, 

85, 87, 177, 209, 213, 324 
nepd, frame, 177 
ne'Seq, arms, 303 
n•se qeber, mortal men, 324 
ni'ar, to lose one's youth, 108 
nlr, to shine, 312 
narii', awesome, 293 
na"Seh, creditor, 103 
nud, to grieve, weep, 183 
nual:z, to rest, 215, 290 
siibal, to be well fed, 333 
siikak, to shelter, 292, 303 
siikan, to superintend, 287 
siiliih, to make a mound, 186 
sa'ad, to support, 41 
siilaq, to ascend, xxxvn, 289 
s"gulliih, private possession, 259f. 
seflm, images, 4 
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sela', rock, Crag, 273f., 313 
s•'arah, storm, 87, 354 
seter, Secret Place, 294 
seter, backbiting, 5 
sur, to turn aside, lOf., 46, 325 
'iibad, to plow, till, 39f. 
'abad, work, 131, 259 
'abodiih, tilling, 43 
'iibar, to pass away, 353 
'abi5t, thongs, 232 
'ad, seat, 114 
'ad-m, toward, 348f. 
'ad mii'ed, Everlasting Grand One, 

174, 179f. 
'awlah, mischief, 216 
'awliitiih, mischief, 216 
'awuum, the wronged, 342 
'awonatayw, iniquities against 

Him, 237 
'iiz, barbaric, 134 
'iizar, to liberate, 95 
'ayepah, parched, 324 
'akbur, mouse, 302 
'aksub, homed viper, 302 
'al, before, near, 38, 47, 269, 

270, 277 
'al, upon, XXVIII 

'al, Most High, 188, 201, 229, 
293, 295, 310, 341 

•aze, upon, XXVIII 

'ale, from, 317 
'ate, to the debit of, 101 
'atu, Most High, 303 
'al '•lohim, Most High God, xxxrx 
'alaz, to exult, 94 
'al yhwh, Most High Yahweh, 

XXXIX 

'aley, with him, 239 
'al ken, Most High Legitimate 

One, 119, 185, 187 
'am, Strong One, XXXI, 68, 116 
'iimiil, wealth, 63 

'anah, to conquer, xxxvrn, 278 
'anah, to sing antiphonal song, 

346 
'iiniih, furrow, 231 
'anwah, triumph, 243 
'iipiir, mud, clay, 28, 47 
'ap'appay, my pupils, 244 
·a~ab, idol, 223 
·~mi, my bones, 294 
'iiqal, to be devious, 216 
'iirab, to please, 47 
'iirab, to enter, 47, 74, 186 
'arah, to strip, 273, 314 
'araya, to pick clean, XXXI 

'iirak, to array, 297f. 
'ar'ar, destitute, 18 
'ar'ar, tamarisk, 18 
'asah, to harvest, 90 
'asah, to act, 42f., 159 
•asuqim, the oppressed, 342 
'ebed, servant, xxxvm, 326 
'edot, stipulations, 173 
'ezriih. liberation, XXVI, 95 
'eu, Most High, xrxf., 320 
'eu '•lahim, God Most High, xxxrx 
'eu yhwh, Most High Yahweh, 

XL 
'elim, Most High, 69 
'eli sadday, Most High Shaddai, 

XL 
'elyon, Most High, XXXVIII, 310 
'elyonin, Most High, 69 
'elyon fadday, Most High Shad-

dai, XL 

'eqeb, reward, 185 
'estonah, project, XXXVI, 341 
'izzuz, Strong One, 337 
'ifter, to crown, 26 
'im, like, 68, 196, 325 
'ir, to protect, 314 
'ir, city, 297f. 
'ir se[ ziihab, city of gold, XXIV 
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'innah, to grant triumph, 159 
'issiih, to squeeze, 294 
'od, eternity, 26, 129, 297 
'oded, to reassure, 342 
'oz, victory, 115 
'oz, fortress, 158, 245, 360 
'oz•ray, my Great Warrior, 157 
'olam, eternal home, 323 
'oliim, Eternal One, 117, 185, 

192 
'op ha.Ssiimayim, birds of heaven, 

38 
'o~eb, idol, 299 
'oreb, raven, 39 
pa, and, 288 
piila/:t, to rend, 313 
piinlm, fury, 212 
piiriih, to be fruitful, 228 
piitaf:z, to open, 71, 187f. 
pere~, invasion, 333 
pI, collar, 252 
pinniih, corner, 159 
poh, there, 247f. 
piiq, to obtain, 303, 333 
~iibii', soldier, 30 
~addlq, Just One, 128, 231f. 
~addlq, victor, 158 
~addlqim, the just, 306, 319, 320 
~addlq w•yaSiir, Just and Upright 

One, xu 
~addiq mii'ed, Just Grand One, 

XL 
~addlq 'ataq, Ancient Just One, 

232 
~almiiwet, darkness, 83f. 
~iimad, to yoke, 73 
~iimaJ:i, to glow, 248 
~iimat, to annihilate, 189, 326 
~ii'Ir, young, 190 
~iipan, to treasure, 175 
~ar, death agony, 11, 147, 317 

~iiriih, adversaries, XXXVIII, 280, 
322, 326 

~iiriitiih, siege, 195 
~arot, sieges, XXVI 

~edeq, legitimacy, 117 
:!fedeq, victory, 159 
~edeq, justly, 189 
~·daqah, generosity, 123 
~·daqah, vindication, 27 
~el, shade, 201 
~emaf:z, sprout, 248 
~iwwah, to impose, 53 
~iwwiih, to confer, 252 
#ppor, sparrow, 13 
~!~, to sparkle, 249 
~I~, flower, 29 
~Ir, messenger, 146 
~iid, to hunt, travel, 247 
~iir, Mountain, XXXVIII, 329 
~iir, to encompass, 287f. 
qadmat, before, 232 
qiina', to rival, 189 
qiiriih, to store, 34 
qiiriih, thunder, 349 
qiiran, to radiate light, 248 
qiirob, near, 355 
qiirob, Near One, 191 
qedem, east, 290 
qedem, Primeval One, 191 
qe:!f, End, 184 
qe~ep, wrath, 16 
q•rab, battle, 116f. 
q•rabay, my inmost parts, 25, 

147 
qerafJ,, frost, 354 
qeren, horn, 160 
qeren, lamp, 248 
qe'Set, bow, 313 
qiddem, to look toward, 190 
qifor, smoke, 354 
qiyyem, to raise, 177 
qin'iih, antagonist, 189 
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qi~, to awake, L, LI, 296 
qi~~e:f, to snap, 231 
qi(f~ar, to cut short, 21 
qodes, holy ones, 255 
qodes, sanctuary, 255, 359f. 
qoriih, storeroom, 34 
qum, to become still, 88 
rii'iih, to look upon with favor, 

76 
rii'iih b•, to enjoy, 68, 129 
rab, Master, 209, 337 
rliblih, to age, 108 
rabbim, the aged, 108, 110 
rabbat, too close, 197f. 
riidad, to beat down, 329 
rlidlih, to hammer, 115 
rlidap, to pursue, hunt, 191, 319 
rli/:Wq, to be distant, 191 
ram, the Exalted, 279 
riimim, the High One, 69 
rli', evil man, 5 
rli', Evil One, XLVIIJf. 

rli'iih, Evil One, 328, 33 lf. 
rli'lib, Hungry One, 332 
rii'eb, Ravenous One, 12 
rli'an, to grow luxuriant, 212 
riiqad, to leap, 136 
riiqam, to knead, 294f. 
rliJli', Evil One, 101, 306 
rewalJ,, broadness, 35, 305 
rea', thought, 286 
rdet, net, 302 
resa', Evil, 332 
re'Sa', the wicked, 311 
rinnlih, shouts of joy, 219 
romlim, sound of music, 357 
ro's, essence, 192, 296 
ro's, poison, 303f. 
rualJ., spirit, 46 
.Saba', to be sated, LI, 14, 26, 348 
sliba' b•, to feast on, 15 
slibar, to hope, 341 

slifan, to slander, 102 
.Sakal, to rhapsodize, 3 
.Siikiir, reward, 224 
slimea/;I., to be happy, 220 
siine', to hate, repudiate, 4f., 298 
slirim, corrupt men, 176 
.fiirim, princes, 17 6 
sar'lip, care, anxious thought, xx, 

298 
.Mson, song of joy, 63 
sia/;I., hymn, 47, 51 
.Sim, to mark, write, 37, 101 
sim/;l.lih, song of gladness, 41, 271 
.Sus, to rejoice, 175 
sliblih, to take captive, 218 
slibar, to break, 38 
slidad, to devastate, 273 
sliw', idol, 17 8 
sliw', in vain, 223 
sli/;l.an, to be inflamed, 68 
saJJ,ar, Orient, 290 
saJJ.at, the Pit, 25, 183 
slika/J.. to be wasted, withered, 

llf., 271 
slika/;I., to ignore, 189 
slila/;I., to forge, 115, 330 
slila/J, to send, 348 
slilOm, peace, 198, 229 
slilap, to pluck, 232 
slim, there, 248 
fommiih, there, 206 
slimen, to be fat, 41 
slima', to hear, 313 
Ja'ar, gate, 225 
slipal, to be lowly, 267, 279, 345 
siital, to transplant, LI 

se, who, which, 205, 212, 251 
sebef, tribe, 354 
sed, demon, 74 
s"/;l.in, boil, 86 
sem, name, XXXVIII, 206, 277f. 
seme.f, sun, 43 
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sen, tooth, 197, 301 
sen.ii', prosperity, 223 
seniih, sleep, 223f. 
seniit, sleep, 243 
sere~, to make swarm, 60 
seret, to minister, 6 
slbat, fortunes, 218 
sibbeaJ:i, to extol, 76f., 152 
siwwiih, to consider supreme, 177f. 
s11;io1, pits, 183 
simmurim, watches, 236 
siqqer, to be false, 331 
sir, to sing, 3 
sir b•, to sing of, 278 
sit, to set, 119 
fomriih, muzzle, 310 
sopef, judge, 313 
soq, thigh, 83 
soqeq, to throb, 83 
sor, bull, 72 
sub, to restore, 220 
sub, to return, 186 

suah, to be depressed, 146 
'Sull;iiin, table, 228 
sup, to observe, 291 
tii'ab, to long for, 176 
ta'"wiih, lodging, 129 
tal;itiiy, at my feet, 330 
tiimld, Perpetual One, 179, 186 
tarmlt, idolatry, 186 
t"bUniih, skill, 345 
t•buniih, Understanding, 266 
t"bunat, insight, 28 
t"hilliih, praise, 336 
t•hilliih, Glorious One, 344 
t•Mm, abyss, ocean, 36 
t•Mrn0t, depths, 87, 261 
t"mii.tiih, death, 19 
t"qomem, challenger, 298 
teqa', blast, 360 
t"su'iih, victory, 357 
toliilenu, our mockers, 270f. 
toriih, law, 173 
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(GP=THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER) 

Abstract noun balanced by con
crete noun: full listing in GP, 
90f., 99, 100, 113, etc. 

Accents, 132 
Accusative, double, 262 
Accusative ending: see also Case 

endings and the GP, 137, 
150, 195, 197 

Accusative of agent, 104f. 
Accusative of cause, 145, 216 
Accusative of direction, 59, 204 
Accusative of manner, 189, 212 
Accusative of material with which, 

33f., 312, 348 
Accusative of means preceding 

verb: see also GP, 29f., 36, 
41, 100, 107, 147, 281, 291, 
325f. 

Accusative of place, 291, 298f. 
Accusative of specification, 189 
Accusative of time, 22, 181, 236 
Acrostic, 122, 172, 335 
Adverbial mem balancing preposi-

tional phrase, 196, 201 
Afterlife: see also Beatific Vision, 

Future life, Immortality, Life 
eternal, Paradise, Punish
ment, Resurrection, Reward, 
XLII, XLIV, 27, 102, 127, 149, 
253, 297, 306, 307, 322 

Agbar, Aramaic inscription, 103 
Agency, expressed by dative suf-

fix, 58 
AJ:iiram Inscription, xv, 115, 323 
Akkadian, xxx, 177 
aleph, a vowel letter, 183 
Alliteration, 113, 207, 222, 223, 

224, 269, 289, 301, 339, 
344, 349, 353 

Allusion, XXXI 

Ambiguities, textual, XXVIII 

Amorites, xxm, 74 
Anacolouthon, 109 
Anath, Canaanite goddess, 94, 

352 
Angels, 30 
Anointing, 312 
Anthropomorphism, 52 
Aphel causative: see also GP, 

XIII, 58 
Appellatives, divine: see also 

Epithets, Names, 279, 337, 
357 

Aramaic, xxxvrr, 103f., 218, 
223f., 232, 332, 341, 347 

Aramaism, XXXVII, 24, 25, 67, 
77, 116, 152, 271f., 286, 
287, 297, 331, 340 

Archaizing, xxxv 
Ark, 244 

• Since it is furnished with a very detailed table of contents, page references to 
THE GRAMMAR OF THE PSALTER have not been included in this index. 
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Arrogance, symbolized by fatness, 
182 

Arrows, poisoned, 196 
Article functioning as suffix, 34 
Article, Phoenician use of, 42, 

152, 251 
Ascending structure, 194 
Ascending syllable count, 282 
Asseverative kaph: see also kl, 

truly, in Index of Hebrew 
Words, XIII 

Assonance, xxx, 14, 21, 33, 113, 
134, 157,207,221,269,272, 
286, 294, 309, 339, 344, 
347, 353, 360 

AT, 8, 134 
athnach, xm, 4, 54f., 176, 213, 

306, 315 
Attendants, demythologized, XLIX 
Attributes, divine, 44, 94, 140, 

174, 178 

Babylonian Exile, 81, 217f. 
Babylonians, 76 
Ballast variant, 134, 136, 303, 347 
Banquet, eternal, XLvmf. 
Banquets, 31 lf. 
Banquets of the dead, 73 
Beatific vision: see also Afterlife, 

XLIXf., 307 
Bedroom, 357 
beth comitatus: see also beth of 

accompaniment, 44, 266; 310 
beth of accompaniment: see also 

beth comitatus, 38, 310 
beth comparativum: see also b•, 

than, in Index of Hebrew 
Words, XIII, 183 

beth emphaticum, 219f., 341 
beth essentiae, XIII, 341 
Bible de Jerusalem, 38, 227, 276, 

356 

Bilabials, XIII 

Birds, hunting of, 314f. 
Body, compared to house, 177 
Borrowings, xxxvu 
Breakup of composite divine 

names, XXXIX-XLI, and pas
sim 

Breakup of sterotyped phrase: see 
also full listing in GP, xxxv, 
57, 67, 153, and passim 

Builder, God the, 205 
By-form, XIII 

Calamity, epithet of Sheol, 185 
Canaan, 357 
Canaanism, 262, 349 
Canaanite d for Hebrew z, 295 
Canaanite dialects, 232 
Canaanite proverb, 224 
Canaanites, :xxn, 74, 89, 147 
Canaanite-Phoenician poem, 288, 

311 
casus pendens, 5, 28f., 42, 83, 

86, 108, 182, 262, 301, 306, 
311 

CCD, 28, 43, 52, 73, 84, 93, 
198, 212, 253, 260, 262, 
285, 295, 355 

Celestial abode of just, 326 
Celestial reservoir, 353 
Change of o to u, 297 
Chariot, of Yahweh, 35 
Chiasm or chiasmus, XIII XXI, 

XXVI, 4, 6, 14, 19, 27, 63, 
69, 72, 73, 75, 81, 83, 84, 
89, 90, 91, 94, 99, 100, 105, 
109, 113, 118, 125, 127, 
128, 130, 142, 146, 152, 
153, 175, 191, 213, 219, 
221, 223, 236, 238, 239, 
244, 271, 286, 288, 289, 
301, 302, 303, 304, 309, 
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31~ 318, 319, 324, 332, 
336, 339, 341, 345, 347, 
348, 354, 357 

Chiasmus, syllabic, 46, 269, 270, 
276, 277 

Chronological gap, XXII 

Circumcision, 53 
Circumstantial infinitive, 124, 338 
City of gold, 272 
City of the Dead, 85, 314 
Classification, literary, XXXVIII 

Cohortative mode, 245 
Comforter, divine title, 116 
Composite divine names: see also 

Breakup of composite divine 
names, XXVI, XXXII, XXXIX

XLI, and passim 
Conditional sentence without 

morphological indicator, 45f., 
325 

Conditioned meaning, 329 
Congruency: see also Metaphor, 

congruency of, 99 
Concision, XXVIII 

Concrete noun balancing abstract 
noun, 124 

Confinement, 156 
Consistency of metaphor: see also 

Metaphor, congruency of, 
XXVI 

Consonantal text: see also Emen
dations to be scouted, XXVIII 

Construct chain enclosing another 
construct chain, 303f. 

Construct chain with interposing 
elements: see also GP, 12, 
42, 52, 108, 117, 142, 151, 
176, 210, ~19, 255£, 261, 
304, 330, 337 

Contraction of diphthong ay, 224 
Cooperation with God, 220 
Cosmogony, 22 

Court style: see also Hofstil, 331, 
338 

Covenant, 3, 53, 118, 123, 260, 
331 

Crag, divine epithet, 313 
Creation, 122, 292, 293 
Creator, 33, 285 
Criteria for classifying royal 

psalms, XXXVIII, 277 
Criteria for determining meaning, 

225 
Crowning, 26 
Crowns, turreted, 272 
Curse, three-pronged, 105 

dagesh dirimens, 310 
Darkness, name of Sheol, 127 
Dating of psalms, XXXIVff., 2, 24, 

51, 67, 99, 112, 139, 173, 
194, 200, 214, 215f., 223, 
235, 250, 259, 269, 276, 
285, 309, 317, 322, 323, 
328, 336, 344, 357 

Dative of advantage, XIII, 5, 90, 
292 

Dative suffix: see also GP, XXVIIf., 
5, 18, 61, and passim 

dativus commodi: see also Dative 
of advantage, XIII 

Daughter Babylon, 273 
Dawn, symbol of resurrection, 

325 
Death, XLI, 7, 9f., 147, 212, 304, 

317, 318, 322, 325 
Death and Corruption, deity, 176 
Defective spelling: see also 

scriptio defectiva, 20, 175, 
178, 184, 288, 349 

Deletion, to be scouted: see also 
Emendations to be scouted, 
18, 27, 68, 74, 76, 105, 
106, 160, 179, 200, 220, 
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236, 270, 292, 299, 303, 
323, 332, 333, 358 

Denominative verbs: see GP, 
xxxnf., 5, 107, 108, passim 

De Prof undis, 234 
Descending syllable count, 296, 

332 
Dew, 250 
Dialects, 196, 224, 259, 293, 

295, 332£. 
Dialogue, 25, 148 
Diaspora, 81 
Different meanings of same word: 

see also Same word with dif
ferent meanings, 36 

Diphthong, 224 
Disease, 71 
Dislegomenon, XIII 

Double-accusative, 350 
Double-duty article, 201, 202 
Double-duty conjunction: see GP 
Double-duty modifier: full listing 

in GP 
Double-duty negatives: see also 

GP, xxxv, 238 
Double-duty prepositions: full list

ing in GP 
Double-duty suffixes: full listing 

in GP 
Double-duty vocatives: full listing 

in GP 
Double emphasis, 101, 198 
Doubly transmitted texts, 93 
Doxology, 77, 359 
Dragons, 353 
Dungeon, name of Sheol, 317 

Earthquake, 4 7 
Edom, 272f. 
Egypt, 45, 59 
El A.mama tablets, xv, xxrv, 16, 

178, 225, 247, 262, 289, 
349 

Elative, 220, 292 
Ellipsis, 196, 297, 323 
Emendations, to be scouted: see 

also Deletion, to be scouted, 
XXVIII, XXX, XLIV, 4, 11, 16, 
33, 38, 39, 45, 54, 70, 88, 
94, 122, 175, 176, 178, 183, 
19~ 19~ 21~ 225, 261, 
263, 274, 278, 279, 286, 
290, 291, 304, 310, 311, 
313, 329 

Emphatic beth, 341 
Emphatic ki: see GP and also 

kl emphaticum, 15, 39, 107, 
146, 150, 157, 215, 228 

Emphatic kl in construct chain, 
151 

Emphatic lamedh: see GP and 
also lamedh emphaticum, 
XVII, 5, 40, 76, and passim 

Emphatic waw: see also GP, 146, 
160, 184, 215, 293, 312 

Enclitic mem: see also GP, 46f., 
104, 125, 141, 191, and pas
sim 

Energic forms, 10, 145, 337 
Enjambment, 81, 123, 145, 149, 

150, 176, 190 
Enkomi, 72 
Enthroned of Jerusalem, 215 
Envelope figure, 303 
Epithets, divine, 93, 179, 191, 

229, 293 
Equivalence, dynamic, xvmff. 
Equivalence, formal, xvmff. 
Eshmunazor Inscription, xv, 7, 13, 

22, 42 
Eternal life: see also Afterlife, 

XXX, XLII, 253 
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Etymological d does not become 
z, 118 

Everlasting Grand One, 179 
Evil One, 331f. 
Exodus, 4, 82, 83, 123 
Explicitation in second colon, 51, 

52, 56, 57, 115, 128, 201, 
232, 245, 260 

Exultation of Yahweh, 94 

Fate of man, 295 
Fields of Life, 148 
Fire and Flame, 35 
Fire in hell, 305 
First person singular suffix -y with 

verb, 186 
Foe equals Death, 14 
Foreskin, 157f. 
Future life: see also Afterlife, 

104 

Gate of city, 225 
Gates of nether city, 313f. 
Genesis Apocryphon, 183 
Genitive ending: see also GP, 59, 

61, 68f., 95, 130, 146, 209, 
251, 280 

Genitive suffix with dative mean-
ing, 107, 200 

Genre, literary, 241 
God the Builder, 205 
God the Creator, 33 
Grail Psalms, The, 84, 190, 219, 

227, 276, 289 

Hallel, 130, 265, 359 
Hapax legomenon, 12, 301, 305, 

306, 309, 310, 311, 328, 
332, 341, 345, 353, 357 

Haplography, XIII 

Heaven, 142 
he d1rectionis, 225, 255, 348 

Hellfire, 304f. 
Hendiadys, xm, 70, 83, 129, 207, 

232, 245, 312 
Hermon, Mount, 250 
Hiphil elative, XIII, 220, 292 
Hiphil energic, XIII 

Historical psalms, 51 
Hodayot: see also Qumran, texts 

from, xxxv, 193 
Hofstil: see also Court style, 113, 

114, 279, 331 
Homonyms, xxvm, 304 
House, metaphor of, 177 
Hunting, 314 
Hymns, 122, 130, 211, 217f., 335, 

344, 352, 356, 359 
Hyperbole, 15, 313 

Idols, 4, 74, 140, 141, 258, 284, 
298 

Illness, 9f. 
Images, 4 
Immortality: see also Afterlife, 

XLiff., XLV, 27, 127, 253 
Imperative-jussive sequence: see 

GP, xxxv, 10, 51f., 301, 
302 

Imperatives followed by preposi
tional phrases, 330 

Inclusion, 4, 6, 7, 13, 20, 25, 
26, 30, 33, 62, 81, 82, 87, 
91, 99, 100, 108, 110, 113, 
119, 128, 146, 160, 175, 
177, 181, 184, 189, 198, 
207, 216, 217, 220, 222, 
229, 235, 23~ 237, 258, 
263, 267, 272, 276, 277, 
284, 287, 298, 309, 312, 
315, 322, 324, 326, 332, 
333, 336, 339, 342, 347, 
350, 355, 357, 360 
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Independent pronoun emphasizing 
suffix, 101 

Infinitive absolute: see GP, XXXI, 

28, 128, 191, 261f., 262, 
267, 272, 297 

Infinitive absolute following verb, 
293 

Infinitive, circumstantial, 6-7, 
124, 338 

Infinitive construct, 19 
Infixed -t- conjugation, 46, 325 
Innocence, psalms of, 2, 284, 

299 
Instrumental beth, 87 
Intensifying beth, 75 
Interchange of b and p, XXXIII, 

354 
Interchange of ! and ~. 332f. 
Iranian influence, 305 
Irony, 313 
Ishtaphel conjugation: see GP, 

43 

Jerome, Saint, XVII 

Jerusalem, 7, 207 
Jerusalem Bible, The (JB), XVIIIf., 

XXYII, 2, 30, 84, 157, 198, 
227, 359 

Jordan River, 135, 136 
JPS, xx, 56, 276 
Jussive instead of imperative, 281 
Jussive-precative sequence, 91, 

320, 326 
Justice and Rectitude, deities, 189 
Just One, divine title, 23 lf., 311 
Juxta Hebraeos, 35, 71, 93, 106, 

110, 113, 125, 142, 175, 
187, 188, 20~ 223, 267, 
297, 333, 337, 360 

Karatepe Inscriptions, xv, 5, 6, 
42, 43, 44, 67, 72, 104, 

124, 131, 251, 256, 278, 
309 

Kedar, 197 
Ketiv, XIV, 20, 76, 304, 337, 349 
kl emphaticum: see GP and Em-

phatic kl, XXIX, xxxv, 12, 55 
Kilamuwa Inscription, XVI, 198, 

239 
Kind One, divine appellative, 

311f. 
Kition Inscription, xxv 
KJ, XXI, 3, 128, 149, 156, 173, 

175, 178, 184, 189, 192, 
223, 345 

Lachish Letters, 62, 114, 115 
lamedh comparativum, 184 
lamedh emphaticum: see also GP 

and Emphatic lamedh, 134 
lamedh of agency, 124, 205 
/amedh of ownership, 117, 159, 

210, 229 
lamedh yod verbs with final yod 

preserved; see also Preserva
tion of final yod, 207 

Lament, collective, 214, 230, 269 
Lament, individual, 9-10, 99, 

195, 234, 301, 309, 316, 
322 

Lament, royal, 2 
Lamp, 248 
Late Hebrew, xx1v, xxxvn 
Leanness, 71 
lectio dif]icilior, 183 
Liturgical psalms, 139, 199, 254 
Liver omen text, 228 
Logos, 85 
LXX, XXVII, XXIX, XXXIV, XXXV, 

XLJIIf., XLV, 2, 4, 10, 52, 
68, 71, 93, 108, 110, 122, 
125, 128, 136, 140, 142, 
156, 175, 179, 185, 209, 
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224, 225, 228, 231, 236, 
238, 253, 254, 276, 286, 
289, 292, 297, 314, 318, 
333, 335, 337, 338, 353, 
358 

makkeph, 337 
Man, compared to a jar, 294 
Mari texts, XVI, xxuf. 

Nerab, Aramaic inscription of, 
347 

Nether City, 85, 314 
New English Bible, The, (NT), 

XVIII, 29 
Niphal privative, 289 
Nominative ending: see also GP, 

205, 312 
Northern dialect, 12, 34, 204, 

224, 255 Maritime activity, 86 
Masculine and feminine forms 

same noun, 43 
of North Israelite, 250, 288, 309 

Northwest Semitic philology, XVII, 

Measure, syntax of, 182 
Merismus, XIV, XXXI, 13, 14, 55, 

254, 287, 333, 354 
Mesha Inscription, XVI, 280 
Metaphors, congruency of, 28, 

99' 104, 177, 182, 186, 208, 
209, 223, 224, 225, 231, 
248, 294, 303f., 319, 329, 
344, 348 

Metaphrase, XVIII 

Methodology, 26 
Metonymy, 232 
Mighty of Jacob, 243 
Minions of Death, 147, 
Mishnah, 272, 302 
Mishnaic Hebrew, xxrv 
Moon, 201 

325 

Mountain, divine epithet, 
215 

200, 

Mountains, dwelling of gods, 136 
MT, 4, and passim 
Mythology, Phoenician, 189 

Name, of Yahweh, 10, 277, 326 
Names, divine, xxvm, xxxvmff., 

259, 335f. 
National confession of sins, 67 
Negeb, 220f. 
Neo-Punic, 149, 201 

XXVIII, XXXIV, XXXVI, XXXVIII, 

Lil, 11, 18, 51, 60, 113, 145, 
145, 149, 191, 198, 206, 210, 
275f., 285, 297 

nota accusativi, 62, 100, 
148, 243, 270, 352 

107, 

Objective genitive, 125, 189, 237 
Object preceding infinitive, 173f. 
Omniscience, divine, 284, 287 
Osiris, XLIV 

Ostraca, from Tell Arad, xxxm 
Oxford Annotated Bible, The, 

200, 289 

Palestine, 133, 134 
Panamuwa, 297 
Paradise: see also 

299, 319 
Parallelism, inner 

XXXI 

Afterlife, 26, 

or chiastic, 

Parallelism of third person suf
fixes -o and -l: see GP, 53 

Parallel pairs: full listing in GP, 
xxxv, 3, 5, 10, and passim 

Paraphrase, XVIII 

Participle, with imperative func
tion, 188 

Participle, passive, followed by 
accusative of agency, 122 
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Partitive b•, 278, 311 
Passive participle, 122 
Pattern, word, 41f. 42, 75, 93, 

95, 105, 136, 192, 194, 209, 
219, 242, 254, 262, 270, 
276, 288, 303, 310, 317, 
319, 330, 338, 341, 345 

Perpetual One, divine epithet, 
179 

Personal pronoun, in oblique 
case, 269, 270, 272 

Petra, 94 
Pharaoh, 33, 57f., 81 
Philistines, 157f. 
Phoenicia, XXXVI 

Phoenician, xxvrr, xxx, XXXI, 13, 
19, 28, 30, 33, 40, 42, 47, 
52, 88, 91, 94, 104, 115, 
124, 131, 137, 142, 189, 
198, 206, 220, 232, 239, 
251, 258, 262, 267, 303, 
309, 313, 319, 324, 332, 
348, 352 

Phoenician feminine singular end
ing -at: see also GP, 37, 67, 
149, 184, 246, 305, 360 

Phoenicians, XXIV 

Piel of consideration, 178 
Piel privative, XIV, xx, 158 
Pilgrim Song, 195 
Pleiade, La Bible de la, 2, 18, 

67, 252, 254, 261, 276 
Plural forms of names of habi

tations, 244 
Plural of majesty, 14, 160, 200, 

282, 331, 351, 357 
Poetic techniques, xxvff. 
Polel conjugation, 5, 342 
Postposition with emphatic la-

medh, 106 
Potter, 294, 295 
Praeparatio Evangelica, 189 

Praise, absent in Sheol, 158f., 
306, 319 

Prayer for prosperity, 328 
Precative-imperative sequence: 

full listing in GP, 175, 176 
Precative-jussive sequence: full 

listing in GP, 231, 296 
Precative perfect: full listing in 

GP, XIII, 47, 77, 91, 107, 
150, 181, 206, 231, 285l 
29~ 303, 313, 32~ 332 

Pre-existence, 295 
Preformative t-, 271, 298 
Prepositional phrase balancing ac-

cusative of place, 290 
Preposition omitted after w", 

260f., 279 
Prepositions ending in -t, 232 
Prepositions, heaped up: see GP, 

94 
Presence, divine, 284, 288f. 
Presence of God in Sheol, 289 
Preservation of final yod: see 

also lamedh yod verbs with 
final yod preserved, 207, 228, 
303 

Principles, text-critical, xxvm 
Prison, name of Sheol, 319 
Promised Land, 89, 136 
Prophetism, xxuf. 
Prosody, 202, 214, 294, 310 
Prothetic aleph: see GP, 21, 266 
Proverb, Canaanite, 224 
Providence, 82, 89, 122, 276, 

285ff., 293 
Psalm of the Law, 172 
Punic, 5, 44, 56, 75, 88, 247, 

310, 313 
Punic text from Carthage, xxxrn 
Punishment in afterlife: see also 

Afterlife, 345 
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Puns: see also Rootplay, Word
play, 182, 253, 271, 273f. 

Puns in laments, 233, 271 

Qal passive: see also GP, 100, 
103, 107, 111, 310, 313 

qatala form of third person mas
culine singular: see also GP, 
30, 220 

Qere, XIV, 76, 304, 349 
Qiml}.i, 100 
Qinah meter, 2 
qtl-yqtl sequence: see GP and 

also yqtl-qtl sequence, xxxv, 
17, 80, 301, 306, 324, 341, 
349 

Quadricolon, 293, 314 
Qumran, xxxv, 27, 47, 110, 145, 

172, 183, 305 
Qumran, limitations of grammati-

cal knowledge, 188, 209 
Qumran, orthography of, 18 
Qumran, scribes of, XXIX 

Qumran: texts from: 
lQH, 96, 306 
lQis•, XXIX, 110, 158, 337, 

349 
IQM, 44 
2Q 14, 27 
4Q 184, 289 
4QPse, 216 
4QPs Commentary (B), 224 
llQPs•, XXXVI, and passim 
llQPs• frag. E, 45, 46, 53 

54, 62 
11 QPs• Hymn to the Crea

tor, 359 
llQPs• Plea, 27 
llQPs•, 355 

Rainfall, 348 
Rarnat Rahel, 4f. 

Ras Shamra: see also Ugaritic, 
xxmf., 86, 196, 224, 228, 
261, 272, 341 

Reed Sea, 69 
Relationships, linguistic, between 

Hebrew and Ugaritic, 5, · 37, 
59, 82, 232, 342 

Relative pronoun omitted: see 
GP, XXVII, XLVI, n.43, 205, 
208, 313, 314 

Reliable, divine title, 223 
Repetition of same word in paral

lel cola: 18, 41, 70, 237, 
317 

Reproach as garment, 176 
Resheph, xxv 
Resident of Jerusalem, divine 

epithet, 256, 258, 263 
Resumptive suffix, 337, 345 
Resurrection: see also Afterlife, 

xuff., XLV, 218, 299, 305 
Retaliation, law of, 304, 306 
Revival, literary, XXXVI 

Reward, after death: see also 
Afterlife, LI, 127, 185, 345 

Rhyme, 33, 157, 294 
Roman Psalter, 270, 272 
Rootplay: see also Puns, Word-

plays, 93, 109, 330, 349 
Royal hymn of thanksgiving, 328 
Royal ·psalms, xxxv1f., xxxvm, 

2, 10, 112, 145, 155, 224, 
235, 238, 241, 275f., 322 

RSV, XIX, XXVII, 3, 4, 5, 6, llf., 
15, 20, 27, 28, 34, and pas
sim 

Run-on line, 10 

Same subject governing singular 
and plural verbs, 336 

Same word with different mean-
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ings, 6, 41, 54, 157, 277, 
346, 349 

Sanchunyaton, 19 
Satan, 101, 110 
Sayings of Al)-iqar, XVI, XXXVII 

Scansion, 212 
scriptio def ectiva: see also GP 

and Defective spelling, XIV, 

113, 120, 179, 185, 255, 
306 

scriptio plena, XIV, 26 
Sectarianism, XXIXf. 
Sefire Inscriptions, XVI, xxxvn, 

40, 173, 183, 218, 269, 287, 
297, 341 

Shaphel causative, XIV, 6 
Shared consonants, XLV, 34, 39, 

60, 62, 85f., 88, 135, 271, 
293 

Sheol, 26, 156, 235, 289, 306, 
309, 319, 341 

Shift from second to third per
so~ 33, 35f., 243, 279, 28~ 
331, 338 

Shift from singular to plural, 198 
Shift from third to second per-

son, 43 
Shift of o to u, 273 
Ships, Canaanite, 85 
Sickness, caused by sin, 25, 85 
Sickness, causes loss of appetite, 

85 
Sidon, 272 
Sinai Peninsula, 82 
Sin, words for, xx 
Singular and plural verbs with 

same subject, 54 
Singular balancing plural verb 

with same subject, 336 
Singular noun with collective 

meaning, 18, 119 
Sitting upon the ground, 269 

Sitz im Leben, xxxvrnf., 76, 89, 
356 

Slander, 196f. 
Slanderer, 305f. 
Solomon, King, 85, 134 
Songs of Ascents, 208, 209, 229 
Songs of Degrees, 195 
Splendor, divine, 338 
Stability of heavens, 183 
Stairlike pattern, 194, 199, 204, 

208 
Stars, named and numbered, 345 
Stichometry, XIV, 82, 174, 280f., 

305 
Strength of Death, 319 
Strong, words for, xx 
Subjective genitive, 189 
Subjunctive, 17, 38, 45, 179, 

186, 289, 290 
Submersion by nether waters, 325 
sufjete, 313 
Suffix -ki, 24, 25, 272 
Suffix omitted with name of part 

of body: see also GP, 39, 
52, 122, 173, 178, 301 

Suzerain, 54, 141, 259f. 
Suzerainty treaties, XXI 

Sword dance, 358 
Syllabic chiasmus, 46 
Syllable count, ascending, 282, 

332 
Syllable count, descending, 296 
Syllable counting, XXVIII, xxrx, 

XXXVI, 2f., 6, 13, 18, 19, 
20, 22, 25, 26, 27, 29, 39, 
46, 52f., 54, 55, 63, 70, 71, 
74, 76, 82, 83, 86, 94, 100, 
103, 106, 108, 109, 113, 
127, 136, 140, 142, 152f., 
156, 158, 160, 173, 174, 
175, 176, 178, 181, 183, 
184, 207, 216, 228, 229, 
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235, 236, 245, 253, 255, 
263, 265f., 267, 269, 271, 
280, 281, 298, 299, 303, 
31~ 313, 323, 32~ 332, 
333, 337, 347, 359 

Syriac version, 76, 93, 105, 120, 
132, 142, 148, 176, 177, 
179, 204, 286, 289, 292, 
302, 335, 350, 359, 360 

Targum, 35, 110, 142, 204, 209, 
250, 306, 350 

Tarshish, 290 
Tears, 15f. 
Te Deum, 24 
Tell Arad, xxxrn, 272 
Tell el J:lesI, 267 
Ten, symbolism of number, 24 
terminus technicus XIV, 295, 298, 

299 
Text, consonantal, XXVIII 

Thanksgiving, hymn of, 145, 155 
Thanksgiving, national, 80 
Thanksgiving of Hezekiah, 145 
Theology, biblical, xxxvmff. 
Theophany, 330 
Third person plural with t- pre

formative, 74f. 
Third person singular suffix -i/y: 

see also GP, 5, 18, 39, 52f., 
56, 70, 90, 110, 130, 132, 
135, 136, 146, 239, 313, 
331 

Thirst in nether world, 324 
Thrones, decorated with figures 

of prisoners, 114 
Title, divine, 46, 128 
Torah, The, 56 
Torture in Sheol, 84 
Translation, principles of, xvnff. 
Treaty, vassal, 189 
Trial after death, 101 

Tricolon, 3, 69, 71, 75, 82, 87, 
100, 107, 109, 178, 179, 
185, 206, 212, 213, 220, 
305 

Tripartite division of cosmos, 
142, 200, 285, 352, 355 

Trust, psalm of, 238 
Tyre, 72 

Ugaritic, XXII, and passim 
U garitic-Hebrew relationships: 

see also Relationships, XXIrff. 
Understanding, personified, 266 
Unit of measure omitted, 182 
Unity of authorship, 20f., 89, 99, 

122, 223 
Universalism, XXXVIII, 10, 278 
Universe, origin of, 353 
Uplifting of palms, 309f. 
Uprightness, divine attribute, 174 

Variant readings, 16 
V ari:mt traditions, 60 
Variation, 93 
Vault, 36 
Verb governs two accusatives, 26, 

114 
Verbs balanced by nouns, 16 
Verbs balanced by prepositional 

phrases, 176, 260 
Versions; ancient, 83, 87, 147, 

157, 174, 18~ 225, 228, 
229, 266, 288, 354 

Versions, reassessment of ancient, 
xxvrnf., 105 

Vindication, 27 
Vocative lamedh: see full listing 

in GP, XIX, XXVII, XXIX, 

XXXVI, 190, 242, and passim 
Vocative waw, 297, 337 
Volcanic activity, 47, 330, 354 
Vowels, Masoretic, xxvrn 
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Vulgate, 10, 71, 110, 142, 175, 
247 

waw emphaticum: see also Em-
phatic waw, xv, 179, 311 

waw explicativum, 87 
waw finale, 58 
Wineskin in smoke, 183 
Wisdom, 80, 125 
Wisdom psalms, 127, 222, 227, 

250, 328 
Withered hand, 271 
Wordplay: see also Puns, Root

play, 17, 74, 81, 93, 131, 
186, 206, 223, 233, 248, 
269, 271, 273f., 318, 331, 
336, 344, 345, 349 

Wordplay in laments, 318 
Wordplay, theological, XLIX, 206, 

209, 306 
Wortfeld, 58 

Yahweh El, 313, 322 
Yahweh of Zion, 115, 229, 258, 

255, 262f. 
Yahweh the Grand, xxxn, XL, 

99, 109, 319, 336 
Yahweh the Just, 231 
yaqtulil, third person masculine 

singular, 225, 304, 350 
Yel;timilk Inscription, 142 
yod, preserved in lamedh yod 

verbs: see also Preservation 
of final yod, xxxf. 

yqtl verb form, expressing past 
time: full listing in GP, XXIX, 

2, 4, 10, 27, and passim 
yqtl-qtl sequence: full listing in 

GP, 13, 95, 147, 157, and 
passim 

Zincirli, 262 
Zion, Mount, 215 
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<\rrows, poisoned, 196 Land of Perpetual Thirst, 324 
Land to which all must return, 

Bookkeeper, divine, 104, 105, 235 341 

:::::ardinal points, 81f., 285, 291 
:::::reation of man in nether world, 

285 

Death, devouring monster, 213 
Death, messengers of, 146, 148 
Death the Hunter, 306, 318 
Devourer, equals Death, 12 

Eagle, renews its youth, 27 
Earth, set upon foundations, 22 
Elysian Fields, XLII 

Emissaries of Sheol, 146, 148, 
317 

Eternal Youth, 26 

Forger of Weapons, 115 

Henchmen of Death, 318 
Hungry One, epithet of Death, 

332 
Hunter, Death the, 306, 319 

Insatiability of Death, 212 

Jaws of Death, 212 

Knife of Death, 332 

Leviathan, xxm, 45, 87 

Man created in nether world, 
295 

Messengers, two, 190 
Mountains, celestial, 36 
Mouth of Sheol, 313 

Paradise, 26, 299, 319 
Phoenix, 27, 45 
Place of beds, Sheol, 289 
Poisoned arrows, 196 
Prison, epithet of Sheol, 306 

Reservoir, celestial, 353 
Return to the nether world, 4 7 

Sheol, place of beds, 289 
Sheol the Prison, 84 
Storehouses, celestial, 34f., 39, 

261 
Sun of Justice, 127f. 

Tripartite division of cosmos, 
142, 200, 285, 352, 355 

Weapons, divine, 115 
Weighing of the heart, XLIV 

Wings, outstretched, 35 
Wisdom at God's side, 44, 266 

• Since it is furnished with a very detailed table of contents, THI! GRAMMAR OF 

THI! PSALTER has not been included in this index. 
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